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Errata and Addenda 

Replace "evaluate these difliculty" by "evaluate the difficulty" . 

Replace '[35]' by '[35, page 475]'. 

Replace "Brideau and Cavalier" by "Brideau and Cavalier 

[28, page 1]". 

Replace "They adopt" by "Desrochers, Lenstra and Savels

bergh [54, page 323] adopt". 

Replace "which will be useful to" by "that will be useful in" . 

Replace '[60]' by '[60, page 12]'. 

Replace 'interesting' by 'interestingly'. 

Replace '[146]' by '[146, page 1105]'. 

Replace '[7]' by '[7, page 206]'. 

Replace "Is it possible communicate between decision makers?" 

by "Is communication possible between decision makers?" . 

Delete 'of these'. 

Replace "move continuously at the same constant speed in the 

Euclidean plane" by "move continuously at unit speed in the 

Euclidean plane and may instantaneously change direction". 

Replace '[7]' by '[7, pages 11-18]'. 

Replace "principles make" by "principles that make". 

1nsert after the first sentence: "Let dXi be the distance from 

player X's current location to the location of prize i (at unit 

speed this is equivalent to the minimum possible time for 

player X to reach prize i)." 
Replace "players prize i" by "players share prize i" . 

Delete 'a'. 

Delete 'it'. 

Replace "median prize of move" by "median prize or move". 
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P 93 line 6 

P 93 line 13 

P 93 line 19 

---------=.=, 

Replace "at least on prize" by "at least one prize" . 

Replace "subpath, but not necessarily committing to entire, 

but" by "subpath, not necessarily committing to an entire sub

path, but". 

The definition given for Farthest Insertion is that of Most Ex
pensive Insertion. For Farthest Insertion, select vertex knot 

on the subpath such that c4k (for k E subpath) is maximized. 

Insert vertex k between subpath edge (i, j) such that c4k + dkj 
is minimized. 

Replace "guaranteed to player A" by "guaranteed to player A 

if targeted first". 

Replace "higher likelihood" by "higher likelihood of capture" . 

Delete 'we'. 

Insert new paragraph "Let p denote a problem instance defined 

by the number of prizes, the location of each prize, the value 

of each prize, the initial location of each player, the overall 

deadline, and the step size. The guaranteed value of a maximal 

guaranteed subpath for player A is denoted r A(P) and the 

guaranteed value of a maximal guaranteed subpath for player B 
is denoted rB(p)." 
Replace 'paranoid' by 'GUARANTEE-SUBPATH'. 

Replace "We can calculate the cooperative value, 0, which 

is" by "For a problem instance p, we can calculate the coop
erative value, O(p), which is". 
Replace '0' by 'O(p)'. 

Replace "select between them." by "select between them?" 

Replace "is the defined" by "is then defined" 

Replace 'apply' by'applying'. 

Delete comma. 

Replace udAl < dBI and dA2 = dB2" by "dAi, < dBi, and 

dAi. = dBi. ". 
Replace "A-o il and B-o il is a Nash equilibrium in which 

the players share the sequence il-4i2" by "A-o i2 and B-o i2 

is a Nash equilibrium in which the players share the sequence 

i2-4il" . 
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Replace "A-oargmax{vl> V2} and B-oi2, for a reward of 

maxH(vI + ti2), VI} to player A and minH(vI + V2), ti2} to 

player B" by "A-oargmax{v;"v;,} and B-oi2, for a reward of 

maxH(v;, + Vi,), Vi,} to player A and minH(vi, + Vi,), Vi,} 
to player B". 

Replace 'max' by'min'. 

Replace 'of' by 'or'. 

Replace 'max' by 'min'. 

Replace 'B' by 'A'. 

Replace 'Bsafety-window' by 'B-safety-window'. 

Replace last '+' by';::'. 

Replace 'O(A, B)' by 'O(p)', replace 'f(A), by 'f A(P)', and 

replace 'r(B)' by 'f B(P) " 
Replace "every prize of sequence of prizes" by "every prize or 

sequence of prizes" . 

Replace 'paranoid' by 'guaranteed'. 

Delete the redundant condition "and dAi, + d;, i, < dBi , ". 

Replace "At> (i2�il) is accessible but At> (il�i2) is not ac

cessible" by "A t> (il�i2) is accessible but A t> (i2�id is not 

accessible" . 

Replace 'O(A, B)' by'O(p)'. 

Replace 'r(AIB)' by 'f A(P)' and replace O(A, B)' by 'O(p)'. 

Replace 'r(AIB)' by 'f A(P)', replace f(BIA)' by 'fB(p)', and 

replace O(A, B)' by 'O(p)'. 

Replace O(A,B)' by '0(1'1)'. 
Replace 'engine' by 'engines'. 

Replace 'define' by 'determine'. 

Replace 'prosed' by 'proposed'. 

Delete 'the'. 

Replace 'f A(A t> xB t> y)' by 'f A(A t> x, B t> y),. 
Replace "which make" by "that would make". 

In the first table replace 'Vi, < i2Vi.' by 'Vi, < 2Vi.' and in the 

second table replace 'Vi, < i2Vi,' by 'Vi, < 2Vi3" 
Replace 'f(j,X)' by 'fx(j)'. 

Replace 'f(j)' by 'O(j)
,. 

Replace 'that' by 'there'. 
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Replace 'provide' by 'provides'. 

Replace 'defined' by "defined by". 

Replace 'local-optima' by "local optimum". 

Replace "swap to clusters" by "swap two clusters" . 

Delete "in an X-future-family". 

Before "Table 7.2(d) illustrates" insert the sentence "This ex

hibits a potential drawback of enforcing the cluster-no-retum 

rule." 

Replace '[29J' by '[29, page 111]'. 

Replace 'lemma' by 'theorem'. 

Replace 'A�14�12�12' by 'A�14�12�13'. 

Replace 'A�11�9�6�7-+8' by 'B�11�9�6�7-+8'. 

Replace 'playerA�14�12�13' by 'A�14-+12�13'. 

Replace '199' by '179'. 

The caption for Table 7.4(d) should read "Player B FAMILY

PRIZE-GUARANTEE Subpath" . 

Replace 'posible' by 'possible'. 

Add to the end of the paragraph: "In each case the two player 

game table indicates the structure of the root game table and 

'0' indicates an entry remaining to be evaluated." 

Replace "clusters [2J and 35J" by "clusters [2J and [3J" . 

Replace "which is even more confusing" by "which is interest

ing since both players were previously trying to avoid a tactical 

conflict" . 

Add to the end of the paragraph: "Cycling occurs when play

ers perpetually retargeting in response to the opponent retar

geting. It would eventually be resolved as the players move 

closer to their respective candidate target clusters but may 

be detected and resolved earlier by switching to a MAXIMIN 

evaluator. " 

Replace 'governed' by "governed by". 

Replace "be following in" by 'follow'. 

Replace "to straightforward" "to be straightforward" . 

Move 0 to the right hand side. 

Delete "in a player X future-family". 

Delete "in a player A future-family" . 

Replace '{h + l' by '{h+1" 
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{("') 

Optimal and heuristic value of a solution to a 

combinatorial optimization problem ",. 
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combinatorial optimization problem. 

Difficulty of problem instance ",. 

Paths, Game Trees and Branch and Bound Trees 
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Step Planning 
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A game tree node. 

A branch and bound tree node. 

The guarantee value for player A corresponding 

to game tree node j. 

The guarantee value for player B corresponding 

to game tree node j. 

The cooperative value corresponding to game 

tree node j. 

Planning subpath. 

Planning path for player .A. 
Planning path for player B. 
The value of prize on subpath PA claimed out

right by player A plus half the value of those 

prizes on PA shared with player B on sub

path PB. 
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Player X moves directly to location X. 
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Projected time stamp. 
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Probe. 
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window. 
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committed to travelling all the way to at least 

one of prizes i I and i2 via feasibility window W. 

F inal family requirement enforced. 
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player. 

Clusters remaining and accessible to each 
player. 

Set of target-clusters of player X. 
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X t> [eil The 'look through' scenario that player X is 231 

committed to travelling all the way to some 

prize in cluster reil. 
B t> {[ey!], [ey2]} The 'look through' scenario that player B is 256 

committed to travelling all the way to at least 

one prize from cluster [eyIJ or cluster [ey21. 
B t> ([eyol-t{[CYd, [CY2]}) The 'look through' scenario that player B is 257 

committed to travelling all the way to at least 

one of prize from cluster [cyol and then trav-

elling all the way to at least one prize from 

cluster [eyIJ or cluster [CY21· 
A-t1P' A Ell [cxol t> [cxd Player A moves through cluster [cxol while 238 

committed to cluster [cxIJ as the next look-

through cluster. 

B-tIP'B t> 0 Player B has no look-through commitment. 243 

B-tIP'B Ell [cxol t> 0 Player B moves through cluster [cxol and has 243 

no further look-through commitment. 

B-tIP'B t> [cxol Player B is committed to cluster [cxol as the 253 

next look-through cluster. 

Grid Planning 

GA,GB Grid planning paths. 344 

A-tGA EIlv (i,j) Commitment to grid cell (i, j) via the intra-cell- 344 

direct-path through the current A-grid-cell. 

A-tGA EIlH (i,j) Commitment to grid cell (i,j) via the intra-cell- 345 

harvest-path through the current A-grid-cell. 

A-tGA EIlp (x, y) Commitment to grid cell (i,j) carrying last- 348 

direct, last-harvest and all-direct paths via the 

current A-grid-cell. 



Abstract 

Operations Research studies a wide range of problems, including long-term, strategic, 

business planning and short-term, operational, logistical planning. Long-term business 

decisions revolve around the market demand for goods or services, whereas logistics fo

cuses on efficient scheduling of production and distribution. However, vehicle routing and 
• 

scheduling problems in a dynamic environment require short-term, operational planning 

in conjunction with computationally expensive, short-term tactical considerations. 

This thesis investigates a model of competition in the distribution of goods to cus

tomers, in which a number of independent carriers compete to deliver goods to a fixed 

set of customers. Assuming that the price and quality of the goods are consistent, each 

customer is indifferent towards which carrier actually delivers the required goods, but 

will only accept delivery from the first to arrive at their location. The main source of 

uncertainty is planning for competition against other independent carriers. 

Firstly, we consider the basic elements of competition vehicle routing and scheduling 

problems, and propose a Reference Model for Competition Routing Problems, synthesis

ing the literature from vehicle routing and game theory. The general problem involves 

a number of independent decision makers, each representing a carrier company with a 

private fleet of vehicles, and a fixed set of customers to be serviced. We also formulate 

the Competitive Prize Collection Problem (CPCP) , involving two independent decision 

makers with one vehicle each. The CPCP encapsulates the core elements of competition 

within a two player version of the Prize Collecting Travelling Salesman Problem. 

Secondly, we consider which strategic, tactical, and operational planning elements are 

important in the design of strategies for effective performance on the CPCP. We propose 

a Strategic Planning Architecture (SPA) , i.e. , a strategy framework based on hierarchical 

planning at nested planning horizons. This incorporates strategic and tactical planning 

engines based on modelling the decision problem at each planning horizon as a multiple 

111 



stage game. Dynamic monitoring processes match these strategic plans to the predicted 

and observed movements of the opponent. Strategies which implement the SPA are 

designed to cover a range of planning horizons and problem sizes. 

A series of computational tournaments on problems of different sizes and characteris

tics suggests that strategies which address contingent planning, cognizance of opponent, 

and planning based on existing natural structure, are the most effective of those con

sidered. In the process, benchmark sets of robust strategies, and challenging problem 

instances, are established against which the effectiveness of strategies may be evaluated. 

The significant conclusion is that for small problems, strategic considerations are more 

effective than routing, but for large problems, routing considerations are more effective 

than strategic. Problems in between require a balance between strategy, response, and 

routing considerations. Routing only is not sufficient; response requires good strategic 

information. The CPCP remains a deceptively simple problem which is computationally 

demanding at all scales of planning, from small problems to large problems. There is 

considerable scope for the study of further strategies, especially those able to classify; 

learn from and adapt to, the observed behaviour of the opponent, and for extrapolating 

these results to a richer set of competition routing problems. 
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C H A P T E R 1 

Introduction 

Operations Research is the art and science of obtaining bad answers 

to questions for which otherwise worse answers would be given. 

1 . 1  The Field: Paths, Routes, Schedules and Games 
1 .2 The Proposition: Motivation for Competition Routing Problems 
1 .3 The Challenge: Research and Thesis Overview 

'/he field of vehicle routing is continually expanded by advances in computing technology. Prac

I tical dynamic vehicle routing problems-in which online planning must be able to respond 

to real-time changes in demands of customers, vehicle breakdowns, traffic flow patterns, and other 

dynamic elements-are now becoming computationally feasible. This chapter introduces dynamic 

competition between independent players over a set of customers whose demands (or rewards) are 

known; uncertainty in route planning is due to the unpredictability of opposing players rather than the 

customers. 

1 . 1  The Field : Paths, Routes, Schedules and Games 

The field of this research is a combination of efficient path planning and tactical planning by au
tonomous decision makers in competition. We sketch the context for this thesis with an overview 
of these existing fields, highlighting the relevant problem models that we will later use to design 

a new and rich class of problems. 

1 . 1 . 1  Efficient Path Planning 

Planning how to efficiently get "from A to B" can involve many difficult decisions. Following 
Shah [194] ' we delineate three general problem classes in path planning: traversing a maze or 
obstacle course; finding a shortest path; and determining an efficient sequence of required stops. 

1 



2 Introduction 

Path planning problems are concerned with detailed prescription of the exact movements of 

the object and are common to problems in terrain navigation and robotics (Mitchell [160]) .  For 
example, Rowe (188) considers planning a path for a mobile agent across a two-dimensional terrain 

consisting of an isotropic background region, roads (narrow, low cost, transportation corridors) , 

rivers (narrow features of high crossing cost), and untraversable obstacles. A particularly well 

known task-level problem in computational robotics is called FindPath (Lozano-Perez [148] ) .  
The problem is  to determine if  a robot system be moved from one configuration to another 
without colliding with obstacles. Donald [57) edited a special issue of Algorithmica on geometrical 

computational robotics in which many algorithmic problems in computational robotics also fall 
into the field of Computational Geometry (see, e.g., O'Rourke [170]) .  

Algorithms for solving various shortest path problems were an early computational test of 
computer technology. These problems were tackled by such distinguished researchers in the field 

as Dijkstra [56], Floyd [69] and Lawler [141]. Dreyfus [58] provides a good comparison of these 
early methods which have since been the subject of incremental improvements in computational 

complexity. 
Routing problems, however, are concerned with sequencing a number of required intermedi

ate customer locations, selecting the most economical from a large number of alternatives. The 
archetypal routing problem is the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), whose task is to de
termine the least cost sequence, departing from a depot, through a set of customers and returning 
to the depot. A feasible tour is a path that starts at the salesman's depot and visits each city 
exactly once before ending back at the depot. Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan and Shmoys (142) 

is the authoritative introduction to the TSP, including a discussion the history of the TSP. La
porte [134) surveys a large number of solution methods for the TSP. Orloff [169] and Lenstra and 
Rinnooy Kan [144) define a General Routing Problem (GRP), based on a network, in which 
the objective is to find a minimum length tour containing a subset of required nodes and a subset 
of required arcs. 

1 . 1 . 2  Distribution Management 

Distribution Management is concerned with the whole process of storage, trunking and, 

finally, delivery of goods to customers (Eilon, Watson-Gandy and Christofides [63]) .  Savels

bergh [189] concisely describes the decision problems associated with distribution management: 

"Distribution management presents a variety of decision making problems at the 
three levels of strategic, tactical and operational planning. Decisions relating to the 
location of facilities (plants, warehouses or depots) may be viewed as strategic, while 
problems of fleet size and fleet mix determination can be termed tactical. On the 
operational level, two problems prevail: the routing of capacitated vehicles through a 

collection of customers to pickup or deliver goods, the Vehicle Routing Problem, 
and the scheduling of vehicles to meet time or precedence constraints imposed upon 
their routes, the Vehicle Scheduling Problem." 

Complex models often consider two or more components of distribution management in tan
dem. Examples include: 
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Inventory /Routing is the combination of managing the stbchastic inventory level at each cus

tomer location and planning the delivery routes over time (Golden, Assad and Dahl [85]) .  

Location/Rout ing is the combination of location of the primary facilities (production plants) 
and secondary facilities (warehouses and depots) and planning the pickup/delivery routes 
they service and the deliveries from the plant to minimise both the warehouse costs and 
the distribution costs (Laporte [133)) . 

Allocation/Routing involves determining a set of routes for a fleet of vehicles over a multiple 
day time horizon in which it may be necessary to deliver to particular customers more than 
once (Ball [12] ) .  

Covering/Routing involves determining a set of vehicle routing such that some reward is gained 
from travelling to customers or near to customers, i .e., customers near to a vehicle route 
are serviced from the nearest on-route customer (Beasley and Nascimento [15] ) .  

1 . 1 . 3  Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problems 

A carrier company is to distribute a commodity to a set of customers, each having a known demand 
and delivery window, using a fleet of vehicles, each of known capacity, domiciled at a single depot. 
This is the basic problem setting of the Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problem (VRSP) 

which is to determine a set of vehicle routes and schedules, where each vehicle is to visit some 
subset of customers, to optimise some performance or customer satisfaction objective. Although 
the TSP is generally recognised as the foundation for routing problems, it is the VRSP that is the 
basic, practical problem in the field of Distribution Management. The VRSP can be regarded as a 
temporally constrained, capacitated, multiple salesman TSP. The VRSP was originally proposed, 
almost four decades ago, by Dantzig and Ramser [48] . Since then, researchers have modelled 

many of the real-world attributes, constraints and limitations of a capacitated vehicle fleet and 
the varied requirements of customers. Christofides, Mingozzi and Toth [40] , Bodin, Golden, Assad 
and Ball [22] and Golden and Assad [87] survey a variety of vehicle routing models including such 
practical features such as time windows, pickup and delivery, different vehicle configurations, 
multiple depots, location-routing and inventory-routing and Laporte [135] surveys some solution 
methods employed. 

1 . 1 .4 Dynamic and Real Time Route Planning 

A decision problem is static if all the information required to solve the problem is available before 
beginning the physical execution of the solution. Many vehicle routing problems are modelled as 
static decision problems. However, when the information required is unavailable or imprecise, a 
dynamic decision problem may be a more appropriate model. There are a number of reasons 
why all the information is not initially available. 

Temporal Information. Suppose we have a vehicle dispatching system where not all of the 
demands are known at the beginning of the day. We cannot stop the vehicles from being 
dispatched until all the demands are known and hence we must update the scheduling plan 
throughout the day. 
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Precision of Information. Some information may be known (perhaps only stochastically) at 

the time of planning but may become more or less precise with time. An example of this 

is that when travel times are only known approximately but when a vehicle reaches a city 

(demand location) we know precisely what the arrival time is. The rapidly reducing cost of 
global positioning systems (GPS) provides affordable real-time vehicle location information. 

State Information. In some systems we may not be able to determine the consequences of our 
actions upon the subsequent state of the system. This is information we cannot anticipate 

nor have expectations upon. 

Dror and Powell [60] claim that "real-time decision making is putting more emphasis on 
formulating and solving dynamic models." The Dynamic Vehicle Routing and Scheduling 

Problem (DVRSP) is to determine a tentative vehicle routing schedule through the currently 

known set of customers, over a planning horizon, given the current state of information including 
those parts of previous schedules actually executed (Savelsbergh [189]) .  A DVRSP requires a 
solution policy which is on-line, i.e., is responsive to changes in information content or quality 
and a rolling planning horizon. Also, the carrier may decide to service only a subset of the 
customers. Realistically sized DVRSPs are now becoming computationally feasible and are being 
applied to practical problems with real-world constraints (Savelsbergh and Sol [190]) .  Practical 
vehicle routing problems are inherently dynamic and static problems can only ever model a 

snapshot of currently held information. 

1 . 1 .5 Games 

Game Theory is the study of the behaviour of decision makers whose decisions affect one an
other. Since von Neumann and Morgenstern [203] put game theory on a firm mathematical 
foundation, game theory has been applied to a large variety of problems in economics, manage
ment, psychology, sociology and the military. 

Recreational games have fascinated people for centuries. Many common games have been 
solved exactly by game theoretic analysis (Shah [194]) including Connect 4, Gomoku (see, e.g., 

Yakowitz [208]) ,  3-D Tic-Tac-Toe, Nine Men's Morris. In some games (e.g. Hex) we know who 
will win if the game is played perfectly (the game theoretic value), but not how to play perfectly. 

The application of computers to game playing has parallelled the development and techno
logical advances of computers and the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) . Pearl [174] states 
that 

"The skill of playing games such as chess, checkers, or GO has long been regarded 
as a distinctive mark of human intelligence. It is natural, therefore, that the general 
public continues to monitor the success of game-playing programs as a measure of 

progress in artificial intelligence." 

In 1996, and again in 1997, popular public attention focussed on the game of Chess with the 
ACM Chess Challenge between world chess champion Garry Kasparov and the IBM supercom
puter Deep Blue (IBM [106, 107] ) .  The 1996 Philadelphia match was organised by the Association 
for Computing Machinery (ACM) to mark the 50th birthday of the first computer. Kasparov won 
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the six game series by three games to one with two draws. This was the first occasion in which 

a reigning world chess champion had lost to a chess game to a computer. The 1997 New York 
rematch was won by Deep Blue by two games to one with three draws. The public fascination 

with these events is evident from an article in Time Magazine (Krantz [132]) .  

The ancient Chinese game of Go is much more computationally difficult than chess. With 

the success of Deep Blue in brute force game tree searching, Go is seen as the next challenging 
test-bed for research in AI since a more intelligent heuristic approach is required. 

Game theory offers well defined solution concepts for problems involving decision makers 
whose objectives either wholly or partially conflict. Hence it is both natural and necessary to 
employ these established concepts in the course of this thesis. 

1 . 2  The Proposition: Motivation for Competition Routing 

Problems 

A practical reality of a market economy is that suppliers face competition over the customers 
to whom they provide goods or services. In a standard logistics system, the customer selects a 
supplier, based upon the price and quality of the good or service, and the customer collects the 
good from the supplier, or the supplier delivers the good to customer, or both. Suppose, however, 
that the suppliers may entice a customer away from another supplier by earlier delivery of the 

good or service and that, in all other respects, each customer is indifferent between suppliers. 
Then there is the real possibility of competition between the suppliers for customers based upon 
the performance of the associated carriers. 

A Competition Routing Problem (CRP) involves at least two independent carrier com

panies, a fleet of vehicles (each of know capacity and either privately owned by each company 
or available for hireage) and a set of customers, each of known demand, require the delivery 
of a homogeneous commodity. If the carriers were to completely cooperate towards a common 
objective then we obtain a standard vehicle routing problem, with effectively one decision maker. 
However, if the carriers have private objectives which partially conflict with those of the other 

carriers, then no one decision maker completely controls the final result . Private objectives of 
a carrier are known only to that carrier but may include a component objective common to an 
group of carriers. 

We can now approach the classical VRSP in a new way: a single carrier, for which each 
vehicle driver as an independent decision maker, who completely cooperates with the central 
controller, who acts on behalf of all the drivers. Complete cooperation is often relaxed in practice 
by distributing some of the decision making to the driver, e.g., given an allocation of customers 
to the vehicle, the driver dynamically adjusts his schedule depending upon traffic congestion. 
Consider also the situation of owner/drivers in which the vehicle driver has a financial stake 

in the schedule allocated to the vehicle and the efficiency of implementation of the schedule. 

We can view a CRP as a classical routing problem with an additional complicating competition 
component or as a relaxation of the classical routing model in which individual vehicles and 
alliances of vehicles take on more autonomy and have partially conflicting private objectives. 



6 Introduction 

The CRP is novel in several ways. Firstly, although the literature addresses competition 

in a number of traditional Operations Research problems, to our present knowledge it is yet to 

considered for vehicle routing type problems, with the exception of Johnston [1 12], Johnston 
and Giffin [1 13, 1 14] , Boyd, Clarke, Gemmell and Miller [26] , Holland [101] and Fekete and 
Schmitt [66). Secondly, we begin with no understanding of the the balance required between 
strategic considerations and efficient routing to find an effective solution policy. 

Note that there is a field of study also called competitive routing that concerns the routing 

of packets in a computer network (Awerbuch, Azar, Plotkin and Waarts [6]) .  The problems are 
primarily concerned with networks of queues, robustness with respect to network failures and 
maximisation of packet throughput. These competitive routing problems bear little resemblance 
to what we are considering. 

1 .3  The Challenge: Research and Thesis Overview 

The first research challenge is to model the foundational components of a CRP. The second 
research challenge is to identify and analyse the fundamental principles which strategies must 
address, both routing and strategic components, and hence formulate and evaluate an effective 
and efficient solution paradigm for the class of CRPs. 

Dror and Powell [60] identify three dimensions important to research in stochastic and dy
namic models in transportation: application area, technical issues, and the degree of optimization 
or robustness required. The scope and structure of the remainder of this thesis is usefully de

fined by a paraphrase and reinterpretation of these dimensions. Firstly, model formulation must 
address important real-world characteristics. Secondly, technical details and difficulties must not 
be "swept under the carpet" . Thirdly, evaluation must be address both efficiency and efficacy for 
the intended purpose. To these ends, the remainder of this thesis is composed of the following 

three parts. 

Part I: Foundations. Formulates a reference model for CRPs by synthesising and building 
upon the relevant literature on subset selection, dynamic routing, and game theory. This 
provides a framework within which CRPs can be modelled and insights can be extrapolated. 
This first research challenge is to model the foundational components of a CRP. Dror and 
Powell [60] list a number of stochastic dynamic transportation problems which require 
additional research. These problems incorporate uncertainty due to customers demands 
or traffic flows, real-time decision making, coordination of large vehicle fleets, dynamic 
route choice and cost allocation for competitive pricing. None of these problems, however, 
addresses dynamic uncertainty from competition. For further computational study, we 
define a simple, core problem which encapsulates the primitive elements of competition and 
routing. We also identify essential solution principles and design a solution architecture 
which provides a backbone for the proposal of strategies. 

Part 11: Strategies. Goes into an analysis of problem instances of various sizes and natural 
structures, modelling of NP-hard combinatorial subproblems as they arise and the techni
cally difficult implementation of components for the proposed solution architecture. 
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Part Ill: Computational Evaluation. Proposes several classes of problem instances and at

tempts to computationally evaluate these difficulty of the problem instances and the suc
cess of previously designed strategies against robustness and effectiveness criteria. Dror 

and Powell [60] stress the need for an experimental evaluation of the balance between an 
attractive model and computational tractability. Finally, we draw some conclusions on 
the effectiveness of strategies and on the foundations of competition routing, and propose 

recommendations for future research programme that would build upon this thesis work to 
further define and expand a new field encompassing competition and routing. 



8 Introduction 
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Foundations 
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Overview of Part I 

Foundations 

Part I is concerned with establishing the foundations for Competition Routing Problems. This 
involves synthesis of the relevant literature, problem formulation and formulation of a solution 
paradigm.  

Chapter 2 provides a Reference Model for Competition Routing Problems (RM-CRP) ,  reviews 
the relevant literature and formulates a core problem: the Competitive Prize Collection Problem 
(CPCP) . Note that only problem modelling is discussed and there is no attempt to classify solution 
methods. 

Chapter 3 specifies the requirements of a strategy for the CPCP and introduces some elemen
tary strategies which adapt existing combinatorial path planning heuristics. It then derives a set 

of tactical concepts which a strategy should address to be successful. 
Chapter 4 presents a (hierarchical) Strategic Planning Architecture (SPA) framework for the 

study of four highlighted tactical concepts: aggregation, contingency planning, cognizance of 
opponent and dynamic response monitoring. 

1 1  
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C H A P T E R 2 

Problem Modelling 

Everything should be as simple as possible, but not simpler. 

2.0 Introduction 
2. 1 Combinatorial Subset Selection Routing Problems 
2.2 VRSP Classification 
2.3 Dynamic Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problems 
2.4 Decision Makers and Game Theory 
2.5 Reference Model for Competition Routing Problems 
2.6 Core Problem: Competitive Prize Collection Problem 
2.7 Research Questions 

- ALBERT EINSTEIN 

"fhe foundations of competition routing need to be laid. We have only the idea of multiple 

. I independent carrier companies in competition to deliver a commodity to a set of customers. 

This chapter draws from the established literature on vehicle routing and game theory to scope and 

explore the possible model l ing choices. Before embarking on the proposal of computational strategies, 

one needs a clear defin ition of the problem model . What concrete problem will shed light on the 

foundational field and be able to be extrapolated across other problems? 

2 .0  Introduction 

In this chapter we design a model for competition routing problems by combining ideas from the 
two fields of vehicle routing and game theory. Although we have briefly sketched these fields in 

the previous chapter, it is assumed that the reader has some familiarity with vehicle routing prob
lems and basic principles of game theory. Lawler, Lenstra, Rinnooy Kan and Shmoys [142] and 

Fudenberg and Tirole [72] provide a good introductions to the TSP and game theory respectively. 
The first objective of this chapter is to address the first research challenge of Section 1 .3 , 

i .e . , to model the foundational components of a CRP and determine how competition fits into 

1 3  
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the field of vehicle routing. To achieve this we firstly assemble the building blocks by surveying 

the relevant literature on subset selection routing problems (Section 2.1) ,  vehicle routing and 

scheduling problems (Section 2.2), dynamic and real-time decision problems (Section 2.3) and 

game theoretic problems (Section 2.4). The emphasis here is on describing the classes of problems 

and how they fit together rather than enumerating every nuance in formulation. In particular, 

we do not consider solution methods although we do consider some solution concepts. Secondly, 

Section 2.5 synthesises these building blocks into a descriptive framework for the traditional VRSP 

and subset selection, dynamic and competition variations which sketches a broad extension of the 

present field of vehicle routing. 

The second objective of this chapter is to formulate a simple problem for computational 

investigation which is at the core of most of these CRPs, in the sense that we need to know 

something about the kind of successful behaviour and strategy on this specific problem in order 

to say anything about a more complex or practical problem. We also need to formulate a core set of 

questions which may shed light on the broader field. Towards this second objective, Section 2.6 

determines a set of minimal specifications for each component of a CRP and formulates the 

Competitive Prize Collection Problem (CPCP) as a core CRP for further computational 

investigation. Finally, Section 2.7 enumerates a research question strategy for investigating the 

CPCP and relating insights and conclusions back to the CRP. 

2 . 1  Combinatorial Subset Selection Routing Problems 

A Combinatorial Optimization Problem (COP) is a problem which requires the determina

tion of a best solution from a finite set of feasible" solutions according to some objective function 

which gives a value to each feasible solution. A feasible solution is usually some combinatorial 

arrangement of elements of some set, e.g., a sequence of customers in the case of the TSP. Al

though simply stated, the TSP is a prototype of a difficult COP since, in the worst case, a solution 

method may need to consider all feasible solutions to find the best solution.l However, solution 

concepts from the TSP are often applied to other COPs, e.g., in a VRSP solution method as a 

subroutine to determine the routes of the individual vehicles. 

The Travelling Salesman Subset-tour Problem (TSSP) differs from the TSP in that the 

salesman is not required to visit every city (Mittenthal and Noon [161)) .  A salesman collects a 

prize (or reward) , Vj , in every city j that he visits and pays a fixed penalty (or isolation cost), 

'Irk , for every city k that he fails to visit. The salesman travels between cities i and j at cost 

Cij . Such a subset-tour (or subtour) may vary from visiting no cities to visiting all the cities. 

The salesman must determine both which subset of cities to visit and also in which order to visit 

those cities; these are two interdependent decisions. 

The Travelling Salesman Subset-tour Problem with One Additional Constraint 

(TSSP+ 1) is just that, a TSSP with a single constraint. Noon, Mittenthal and Pillai [168] and 

Bowers, Noon and Thomas [25] have applied a TSSP + 1 as a subproblem within a decomposition 

scheme for solving the classical capacity-constrained VRP. Within a capacity-constrained VRP 

IThis is the so-called Fundamental Algorithm of Combinatorial Optimization (Foulds [70)) .  
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the driver's problem is  modelled as a TSSP+1 .  The TSSP+l  decomposition i s  based on a 
Lagrangian relaxation and is capable of producing valid lower bounds for the VRP. The best bound 

attainable is shown to be at least as good as the bound obtained by solving the linear programming 

relaxation of the classic set partitioning formulation of the VRSP. Pekny and Miller [175] define 

the Resource Constrained Travelling Salesman Problem (RCTSP) which is equivalent to 

the TSSP+ 1. They describe an application to scheduling sequence dependent transition costs 

with respect to an aggregate due date and design a parallel algorithm for problem instances 

comprising up to 200 cities. 

More generally, Beasley and Nascimento [15] consider the possibility of gaining reward by 

allocating some customers not directly visited by the salesman to some nearby customer who is 

on the salesman's tour. They provide a framework formulation, the Single Vehicle Routing 

Allocation Problem (SVRAP) for the TSSP class of problems that also incorporates various 

problems with a covering component. Three types of selection occur: on-route customers, who 

contribute a fixed reward; off-route (allocated) customers who contribute a benefit dependent 

upon the on-route customer it is allocated to; and isolated customers who contribute a fixed 

penalty cost. Not all customers need be visited by the vehicles but customers not visited are either 

allocated to some customer on one of the vehicle routes (covered) or left isolated. Also, customers 

may have a preallocated type. The SVRAP also generalizes such problems as the Covering 
Tour Problem (CTP) of Gendreau, Laporte and Semet [77], the Shortest Covering Path 

Problem (SCPP) of Current, Pirkul and Rolland [45] , and the Covering Salesman Problem 

(CSP) , Median Tour Problem (MTP), and Maximal Covering Tour Problem (MCTP), 

of Current and Schilling [46, 47] .  

The TSSP i s  characteristic of a class of problem which has evolved in  the literature over the 

last decade or so, which we call Combinatorial Subset Selection Routing Problems. We 

now survey the growing literature for this problem class by categorising the problem models as 

unconstrained, reward constrained, cost constrained, multiple salesman and time dependent. 

2 . 1 . 1  Unconstrained TSSP 

Keller [126] and Keller and Goodchild [127J propose the Multiobjective Vending Problem 
(MVP) : to find all TSSP solutions, 8, such that the multiple objective (v(8) , £(8)) is Pareto 

optimal with respect to maximizing v(8) and minimizing £(8), i .e., find all those solutions such 

that there is no solution which simultaneously has greater value and shorter length. The MVP also 

generalizes problems involving shortest paths where each path is associated with two objectives 

(see Henig [97]) .  

Another unconstrained TSSP, the salesman wishes to minimise the sum of his travel costs 

and isolation costs. We call this the Bienstock variation of the Prize Collecting Travelling 
Salesman Problem (Bienstock-PCTSP) considered by Bienstock, Goemans, Simchi-Levi and 

Williamson [20] , Williamson [206] and Goemans and Williamson [83] . Volgenant and Jonker [202] 
study the same problem, calling it the Generalized Travelling Salesman Problem (GTSP),2 

2There are many problems called the Generalized Travelling Salesman Problem (GTSP) in the liter
ature, each a generalization of the TSP. 
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and a special case called the Shortest Path Problem with Specified Nodes (SPPSN) in 

which a specified set of nodes must be visited exactly once, remaining nodes at most once and 

large penalties are incurred for not visiting the specified nodes. They give a transformation for 

the GTSP into an asymmetric TSP with twice the number of vertices and four times the number 

of edges. 

Malandraki and Daskin [152] define a Maximum Benefit Travelling Salesman Problem 

(MBTSP) in which the requirement for a city to be visited at least once is further relaxed. A city 

may be visited any number of times or not at all, each visit accruing a diminishing additional 

reward. The objective is to maximize the net profit (reward value collected less travel costs) . 

Malandraki and Daskin also describe a similar variation of the Chinese Postman Problem 

(CPP) in which the requirement for each edge to be traversed at least once is relaxed and a 

benefit is derived from every traversal of an edge. This is called the Maximum Benefit Chinese 

Postman Problem (MBCPP) which finds a tour of maximum total net benefit. An edge may 

be traversed more than once or not at all, for decreasing benefit for each traversal. They also 

consider the multiojective MBCPP of maximizing the route's benefit and minimizing the route's 

length. 

2 . 1 .2 . Reward Constrained TSSP 

A Reward Constrained TSSP is a TSSP constrained by a single constraint on the sum of 

prize values on the subtour. 

The salesman wishes to minimise the sum of his travel costs and isolation (penalty) costs 

whilst including in his tour enough cities to collect a prescribed amount Vmin of prize money. 

The salesman departs from a given depot and returns to the depot at the end of the subtour. 

We will call this the Balas variation of the Prize Collecting Travelling Salesman Problem 

(Balas-PCTSP) considered by Aneja and Punnen [4] , Awerbuch, Azar, Blum and Vempala [5] , 

Balas [10, 1 1] ,  Dell'Amico, Maffioli and Varbrand [51] and Fischetti and Toth [68] . The Balas

PCTSP was originally formulated for scheduling the daily operation of a steel rolling mill but has 

found numerous applications in routing and machine scheduling. 

Hamacher and Moll [95] consider a special case of the Balas-PCTSP in which all the prize 

values are equal, naming it the Travelling Salesman Selection Problem which we will call the 

Hamacher-TSSP. Existing heuristics are based on approximations for the k-Minimal Spanning 
Tree Problem to find the node cluster containing the shortest subtour satisfying the requirement 

to visit the given number of cities. The Hamacher-TSSP does not include a specific depot that 

has to be visited by the subtour. 

2 . 1 . 3  Cost Constrained TSSP 

A Cost Constrained TSSP is a TSSP constrained by a single constraint on the cost or length 

of the sub tour . 

Gensch [78] studies an industrial problem in which the salesman wishes to maximize the 

net profit (reward value collected less travel costs) whilst not exceeding a prescribed travel cost 

budget. Gensch names this the Travelling Salesman's Subtour Problem for which we will 
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reserve the acronym (Gensch-TSSP) . Kataoka and Morito [125] comment that Gensch's algorithm 

is not strictly an algorithm (but a heuristic) because it does not necessarily find the optimal 

solution to one of the component subproblems. 

Golden, Levy and Dahl [86] consider a generalization of Gensch-TSSP problem in which there 

is a net profit, Pij , associated with each edge and the salesman wishes to maximize the total net 

profit over the edges traversed whilst not exceeding a prescribed travel cost budget. This is called 

the Time Constrained Travelling Salesman Problem (TCTSP).3 

The most popular TSSP+l studied in the literature is the Orienteering Problem (OP), in 

which the salesman wishes to maximize the reward value collected without exceeding a prescribed 

travel cost budget, visiting each city at most once. The motivation for this problem is the sport 

of Orienteering, concisely described by Chao, Golden and Wasil [35]: 

"Orienteering is an outdoor sport usually played in a mountainous or heavily 

forested area. Armed with a compass and map, competitors start at a specified con

trol point, try to visit as many other control points as possible within a prescribed 

time limit, and return to a specified control point. Each control point has an as

sociated score, so that the objective of orienteering is to maximize the total score. 

Competitors who arrive at the finish point after time has expired are disqualified, 

and the eligible competitor with the highest score is declared the winner. Since time 

is limited, competitors may not be able to visit all control points. The competitors 

have to select a subset of control points to visit that will maximize their total score 

subject to the time restriction." 

Hayes and Norman [96] model a real world orienteering event, the 1974 Lake District Mountain 

Trail, in England, as a dynamic program, to compare optimal paths against the actual routes 

selected by participants. They also consider the design of the course and the siting of the control 

points. They do not, however, formulate a combinatorial optimization problem. 

Tsiligirides [200] appears to be the first to consider the combinatorial optimization problem 

formulation now known as the OP, although Tsiligirides called it a Generalised Travelling 

Salesman Problem, i.e., yet another GTSP. Golden, Levy and Vohra [89) were the first to coin 

the name Orienteering Problem. They compared a number of stochastic and deterministic subtour 

construction and improvement heuristics with those proposed by Tsiligirides. Golden, Wang and 

Liu [91] improved these heuristic ideas with a multifaceted heuristic including centre of gravity 

improvement, randomness, subgravity and a learning capability. Keller [126] adds a heuristic 

for the MVP (but restricted to the OP) to these computational comparisons. Ramesh and 

Brown [182] propose another heuristic for the OP employing local subtour operations including 

insertions, deletions and improvements. Wang, Sun, Golden and Jia [205) modify a continuous 

Hopfield neural network to find solutions for the OP. The neural network finds an initial feasible 

solution which is then improved using traditional two-exchanges and cheapest insertion. Chao, 

Golden and Wasil [35] develop a local search heuristic for the OP and compare their heuristic 

3Note that Baker [9] and Kindervater, Lenstra and Savelsbergh [128] consider problems called the 
Time Constrained Travelling Salesman Problem both of which are equivalent to a Travelling 
Salesman Problem with Time Windows (TSPTW), not a cost constrained TSSP. 
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with a number of these other authors ' heuristics and also some algorithms, concluding that their 

heuristic is computationally efficient and outperforms most other heuristics on a set of 107 test 

problems. 

Sokkappa [196} also studied the OP, but called it the Cost Constrained Travelling Sales
man Problem (CCTSP). Golden, Levy and Vohra [89} shows that OP is NP-hard (see Garey 

and Johnson [73]) but Sokkappa proves that no K-approximation algorithm or fully polynomial 

approximation scheme exists for the OP, unless P = NP. Awerbuch, Azar, Blum and Vempala [5] 

propose the Bank Robber Problem, which turns out to be yet another name for the OP. More 

importantly they are able to provide a polylogarithmic performance guarantee for the OP and 

the Balas-PCTSP. 

Algorithms have also been proposed to find optimal solutions to the OP. Kataoka and 

Morito [125} introduced the Maximum Collection Problem (MCP) ,  which is equivalent to OP, 

and proposed a branch and bound algorithm with an Assignment Problem (AP) relaxation. 

Laporte and Martello [138} provide an integer linear programming formulation of the Selective 
Travelling Salesman Problem (STSP), also equivalent to the OP, and propose simple greedy 

heuristics, upper and lower bounding procedures and a branch and bound algorithm. Ramesh, 

Yoon and Karwan [183] design a branch and bound algorithm using a Lagrangean relaxation 

solved by a degree-constrained spanning tree procedure. Leifer and Rosenwein [143} contribute 

a number of strong linear programming relaxations for the OP by adding a sequence of valid in

equalities. They determine upper bounds on the optimal value by solving three successive linear 

programs. 

A capacitated TSSP is also possible. Diaby and Ramesh [55] consider the Distribution 

Problem with Carrier Service (DPCS). Each location has a certain demand, the distribution 

vehicle has a load capacity, and the entire operation should be completed within a certain time. 

An outside carrier is available for direct service of locations from the central facility. The problem 

is to determine a feasible tour for the company vehicle and the locations to be served by the outside 

carrier such that the total cost of the operations is minimised. The features of this problem are 

feasibility with respect to vehicle load as well as the travel time constraint, penalty costs for not 

visiting a customer and no rewards. 

Finally, Millar [156] and Millar and Kiragu [157] present a novel application of the OP to a 

fisheries patrol problem in the Scotia-Fundy region of the Atlantic Coast of Canada. The OP 

serves as a static snapshot of a more dynamic problem; the prize values are used to approximate 

urgency and importance criteria. 

2 . 1 .4 Multiple Salesman TSSP 

In the Multiple Travelling Salesman Problem (MTSP) , m salesman must start from a depot, 

each visiting a number of prizes and returning to the depot, such that every prize is visited by 

at least one salesman and the sum of the distances travelled by the salesmen is minimised. The 

VRSP, then, is simply a capacitated MTSP. We can similarly define multiple salesman versions 

of the TSSP. 

Chao, Golden and Wasil [36} formulate the Team Orienteering Problem (TOP). In this 
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problem, there are m orienteers who compete as a team to maximize the sum of prize values 

collected by the team members subject to a common time limit. Hence there are three interde

pendent decisions: which prizes to visit, for each prize which team member to allocate to that 

prize, and for each team member what sequence of allocated prizes to follow. The paper modifies 

the local search heuristic developed for the OP in Chao, Golden and Wasil [35] and modifies the 

stochastic algorithm (heuristic) of Tsiligirides [200] . 

Butt and Cavalier [31] and Butt and Ryan [30] look at the Multiple Tour Maximum. 

Collection Problem (MTMCP),  which is equivalent to TOP. Butt and Cavalier [31] provide an 

integer programming formulation and propose a local search heuristic, whereas Butt and Ryan [30] 

propose a branch and bound algorithm for finding optimal solutions. 

Golden, Assad and Dabl [85] apply the TCTSP of Golden, Levy and Dabl [86] in the context 

of large scale vehicle routing with an inventory component. The goal of the distribution system 

is to maintain an adequate level of inventory for all customers. A profit is attached to every 

customer depending on the urgency of resupplying the customer, which is a nonlinear function of 

proportion of remaining tank level. The three interdependent decisions of TOP can easily be seen 

in this application. Customer selection involves identification of the customers to be serviced on 

a particular day and is intimately related to the inventory component of the problem. Customer

vehicle assignment involves the assignment of customers for service on a particular day to one of 

the trucks. Finally, routing involves the construction of efficient routes for each truck over the 

set of its assigned customers. 

2 . 1 .5 Time Dependent TSSP 

Three forms of Time Dependent TSSP have been investigated in the literature: time depen

dent rewards, time windows and time dependent travel times. 

Brideau and Cavalier [28] and Erkut and Zhang [64] look at the Maximum Collection 
Problem with Time Dependent Rewards (MCPTDR) . In particular they include service 

times at the prizes and prize values of the form 

(2.1)  

for prize i at time t � 0 with decay rate Si  � O. Brideau and Cavalier attempt to model a CRP 

by using time-dependent rewards as a static snapshot. 

"A simple example of the MCPTDR involves a salesman in a competitive envi

ronment. Consider a salesman who wishes to visit a subset of cities in such a way 

as to maximize the number of sales made. All potential markets that fall within a 

restricted radius of travel are candidate cities to be visited by the salesman. From 

historical data, the salesman knows the potential reward at each city, that is, the 

number of potential sales that could be made in each market. However, as is common 

in a competitive market, there are other salesman working the same area, soliciting 

sales from potential customers. Thus, as the days progress, potential customers pur

chase goods and services from the salesman's competitors, making the customers 

unavailable for solicitation. Depending on the number of initial customers and the 
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rate at which they make commitments, the number of potential sales decrease in each 

city until a time is reached when there are no potential sales left to be made. The 

salesman thus realizes that the longer the delay before visiting a city, the fewer the 

number of prospective customers remain. The salesman's objective is thus to chose 

a tour that would maximize the number of potential sales." 

This problem indicates that the CRP has real world application for which researchers have pro

posed models which attempt to capture the competition element without explicitly including 

dynamic competition in the model. 

Problems involving restrictions on when you may visit locations are usually collected together 

as the class of Time Window Problems. For example the Travelling Salesman Problem with 
Time Windows (TSPTW) is the same as the TSP except that each customer may have specified 

an early time (which you cannot visit that location before) and a lateness time (which you must 

visit that location before) . Kantor and Rosenwein [124] propose the Orienteering Problem 

with Time Windows (OPTW) in which three types of decision are coordinated: allocation 

of customers to be serviced; sequencing of customers that are to be serviced; and scheduling of 

customer deliveries with respect to the time windows at each customer. 

Finally, Malandraki and Dial [153] and Malandraki and Daskin [151] consider time dependent 

travel times in their formulations. 

2 .2  VRSP Classification 

Section 1 . 1 .3 introduced the Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problem (VRSP), namely to 

determine a set of vehicle routes and schedules, where each vehicle is to visit some subset of 

customers, to optimise some performance or customer satisfaction objective. In this section we 

briefly review and critique a description scheme for VRSPs, thus isolating the key components 

which compose any VRSP. 

A taxonomy provides a way of structuring existing problems with common features. Current 

and Min [44] and Current and Marsh [43] provide a problem taxonomy for multiobjective trans

portation network design and routing problems, which subsumes VRSPs. The taxonomy is based 

on a hierarchy of major problem type (shortest path, transportation, assignment, transshipment, 

vehicle routing, optimal network design, spanning tree or network flow), solution technique (al

gorithm or heuristic) and multi objective analysis technique. Deo and Pang [53] provide a similar 

taxonomy restricted to shortest path problems. 

We, however, are not concerned with solution techniques for VRSPs but rather with being 

able to describe the significant features of a particular VRSP or a subclass of VRSPs. Also, we 

wish to extend a description scheme for VRSPs to one for CRPs and hence the scheme would be 

used to describe problems which have yet to be defined and, more importantly, to compare the 

structure of a CRP with a corresponding VRSP. 

A classification scheme provides a concise notation or language for specifying the salient 

features of a problem for comparison with other problems. Desrochers, Lenstra and Savels

bergh [54] define a classification scheme for VRSPs and illustrate the scheme with a number of 
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(addresses) / 
(vehicles) / 
(problem characteristics) / 
(objectives) 

(number of depots) 
(type of demand) 
(address scheduling constraints) 
(address selection constraints) 

(number of vehicles) 
(capacity constraints) 
(commodity constraints) 
(vehicle scheduling constraints) 
(route duration constraints) 

(type of network) 
(type of strategy) 
(address-address restrictions) 
(vehicle-address restrictions) 
(vehicle-vehicle restrictions) 

(objective) V (objective) (objectives) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

problems from the literature. Their motivation is to eventually construct a system to manage 

VRSP models and associated solution methods. They adopt a formal grammar, consisting of four 

fields, to precisely specify the classification language. 

"A number of vehicles, stationed at one or more depots, have to serve a collection 

of customers in such a way that given constraints are respected and a given objective 

function is optimised. To define one such problem type in a formal way, our language 

uses four fields. The first field describes the characteristics and constraints that 

are relevant only to single addresses (customers and depots) . We prefer the term 

'address' to 'customer' because of the great variety of customer types: apart from the 

usual single-address customer, there is also the customer corresponding to an origin

destination pair or to all the addresses located on a street segment. The second field 

specifies the characteristics relevant only to single vehicles. The third field contains 

all problem characteristics that cannot be identified with single addresses or vehicles. 

The fourth field defines one or more objective functions." 

Sentence (2.2) shows the four major fields and Sentences (2.3)-(2.6) show the subfields of each 

major field. These sentences give the top level structure of their classification. We do not intend to 

reproduce the work of Desrochers, Lenstra and Savelsbergh [54] but rather make some comments 

which will be useful to formulating the CRP. 
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A-A 

V-A 

v-v 

Figure 2. 1 :  Entity-Relationship Model for VRSP 

Observation 1 .  We can identify two entity types, addresses and vehicles, and three rela

tionship types, address-address, vehicle-address and vehicle-vehicle from the description above. 

These are illustrated in Figure 2 .1 .  The (addresses) and (vehicles) fields define the attributes 

of the addresses and vehicles and the (address-address restrictions) , (vehicle-address 

restrictions) and (vehicle-vehicle restrictions) subfields define the relationships. Hence 

we have a field for each entity type and a field defining the relationships between the entities. 

Critique 1 .  The (type of network) and (type of strategy) subfields of (problem 
characteristics) appear logically to be out of place. The (type of network) subfield specifies 

the properties of the underlying network and travel costs. This is an attribute of the addresses 

and so should logically be a subfield of (addresses) . The (type of strategy) specifies the 

type of service which is acceptable to both addresses and vehicles as appropriate, i.e, rules for 

allocation of addresses (customers and depots) to vehicles, e.g., such as splitting of demand and 

pickup and delivery. This is a component of the relationship between addresses and vehicles and 

so should logically be incorporated with (vehicle-address restrictions) . 

Observation 2.  The token '0' indicates the empty symbol and is used to indicate a default 

value, which is usually either the simplest or the most frequently occurring value. Consider the 

use of the symbol '0 '  in the following two examples. 

(a) . (Ih ) : : =  0 V I V + in which '0' stands for "splitting of demand not allowed" , 'I' stands for 

"a priori splitting of demand allowed" and '+' stands for "a posteriori splitting of demands 

allowed" . 

(b). (-rl ) : := 0 V � in which '0' stands for "general costs" and '�' stands for "the costs satisfy 

the triangle inequality" . 

Clearly there is a difference in that in case (a) the options appear to be mutually exclusive and 

'0' is a default value and in case (b) the options are refinements and '0' is the most general. 

Critique 2. We argue that the latter is preferable for a "classification language" since we 

should be able to specify classes of problems by not specifying a particular token and the class 
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contains all problems that satisfy the most general case of that token. Hence the classification 

'0/ 0 / 0 / 0 /0' should be the class of all vehicle routing and scheduling problems rather than 

those with node routing, all deliveries, deterministic demand, no scheduling constraints, etc. 

Desrochers, Lenstra and Savelsbergh [54] have tried to build a specification language in order to 

be able to describe as tersely as possible the common problems, rather than a more powerful 

classification language which can describe classes of problems. 

In Section 2.5 will build upon this classification and include the modifications described above. 

2 .3  Dynamic Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problems 

Section 1 . 1.4 introduced the idea of dynamic vehicle routing problems. In these problems there 

is a need to plan tentatively, implementing only the head of the planned vehicle routes, since, 

potentially at least, new or more precise information is continually arriving or updating. Often a 

real-time response required. 

The quality of information is usually good for near-term events and becomes poorer for more 

distant events. Following Psaraftis [180] , at a particular point in time, a problem input may 

be deterministic (if it is known with absolute certainty throughout the duration of the routing 

process) , probabilistic (if it follows some probability distribution) , stochastic (if it evolves by some 

stochastic process) or may simply have unknown value. 

Dror and Powell [60] describe the, then, state of current knowledge in stochastic and dynamic 

models in transportation. 

"Stochastic and dynamic problems are often characterised by the lack of a well

defined objective function, the lack of test data sets, criteria for comparing solutions, 

and even a standard formulation. Objective functions are not clearly defined, because 

the formulation of the model is itself an important research area." 

Furthermore, the classification scheme of Desrochers, Lenstra and Savelsbergh [54] (reviewed in 

Section 2.2) does not consider dynamic routing problems although some data is permitted to be 

stochastic. 

2 . 3 . 1  Stochastic Problems 

It is important not to confuse dynamic problems with stochastic problems. Elements of both often 

occur in models of the real world such as that studied by Bertsimas and van Ryzin [18]. However, 

stochastic problems can also be static, as in the problem considered by Jaillet [108, 109] ,  Jaillet 

and Odoni [1 10] and Laporte, Louveaux and Mercure [137] in which an a priori fixed tour through 

the complete set of customers is required although only a random subset of the customers will 

eventually have any demand. Gendreau, Laporte and Seguin [76] review the literature on stochas

tic vehicle routing problems, distinguishing between stochastic demands, stochastic customers and 

stochastic travel times. A comprehensive overview of stochastic vehicle routing problems and a 

survey of solution methods can be found in Dror, Laporte and Trudeau [59] . 
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2.3.2 Dynamic Problems 

Psaraftis [180] emphasises that the most important consideration in determining whether a prob

lem is static or dynamic is "the way information about a particular routing problem evolves 

through time and is received by the decision maker" . Static inputs are known for the entire du

ration of the routing process and never require updating, although they may be time dependent. 

Dynamic inputs will generally be revealed or updated as time goes on. A model must make some 

assumption as to the sometimes fuzzy characterisation of an input as static or dynamic and its 

significance in terms of the problem at hand. Note that a dynamic input may also change in 

quality as time progresses. 

Psaraftis [179, 180] defines the Dynamic Travelling Salesman Problem (DTSP) .  De

mands for service are generated at each node of a network according to a Poisson process of 

parameter A, travel times between nodes are known and deterministic and the salesman spends 

a known service time at each node. The DTSP is to determine a routing policy that maximizes 

the expected number of demands serviced per unit time. 

Psaraftis [179, 180] also discusses considerations for general dynamic vehicle routing problems. 

Lund, Madsen and Rygaard [150] define the Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem (DVRP) in 

which vehicles are dispatched to satisfy service requests that evolve in real time. Traditionally the 

solution of such dynamic problems has been based on adaptations of static procedures, i .e . ,  a static 

VRSP is solved each time an input update has occurred. They argue that the suitability of this 

approach largely depends upon weak versus strong degrees of dynamism. Bertsimas and Simchi

Levi [17] advocate that the next generation of vehicle routing research must address problems 

which the uncertainty issues surrounding problem data and provide corresponding robust solution 

methods. 

2 . 3 . 3  Real Time Problems 

It is important to consider real time decision problems since any real world vehicle routing applica

tion that incorporate competition will necessarily involve real time decisions from both dispatchers 

and drivers. 

Seguin, Potvin, Gendreau, Crainic and Marcotte [192] consider the class of Real Time De
cision Problems (RTDP) in which the objective is to provide responses of a required quality 

in a continuously evolving environment, within a prescribed time frame, using limited resources 

and information that is often incomplete or uncertain. They synthesise the literature from AI, 

dynamic programming and Operations Research through a vehicle dispatching application. Ta

ble 2.1 (reproduced from Seguin et al) lists a number of important attributes of RTDPs and 

demonstrates the diversity of dynamic applications. 

Savelsbergh and Sol [190] define the General Pickup and Delivery Problem (GPDP) in 

which transportation requests evolve in real time. They treat the dynamic problem as a sequence 

of static snapshot problems which must be solved within strict time constraints. 
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Table 2. 1 :  List of Attributes of RTDPs (reproduced from Seguin et al [ 192] ) 

Desired solution 
Objective 
Response time 

Planning or forecast horizon 
Course of action 

Action outcome 
Input data 

Failure recovery mechanisms 
Future events 

Environment and working 
conditions 

Optimal or approximate 
Simple, multiple, conflicting 
Extremely fast to loose, variable or 
unique 
Long, medium, short term 
Unique or multiple (reactive, 
incremental, deliberative) 
Certain or uncertain 
Certain or uncertain, complete or 
incomplete 
Required or not 
Extrapolated, simulated, predicted, 
ignored 
Time invariant to highly time
variant, highly predictable to highly 
unstable 

2 .4 Decision Makers and Game Theory 

In Section 1 .1 .5  we considered the popularity of games, especially Chess. In this section we review 

some concepts of game theory relevant to the remainder of this thesis. We do not attempt to be 

complete, but rather provide a brief overview of the major concepts we will require. 

A game is a decision problem involving two or more decision makers. The decision makers 

involved in a game are called players. Game theory studies the behaviour of players whose 

decisions affect one another, Le., where their objective may be in partial or total conflict. When 

there is only a single player, the corresponding decision problem is a well-defined optimization 

problem, which may be computationally difficult to solve but only the choices of the single decision 

maker determine the final outcome. When there are multiple players, no one player completely 

controls the final outcome, so what is meant by a good decision must be defined before an attempt 

is made to find one. A game is a description of strategic interaction that includes the constraints 

on the actions that the players can take and the players' interests, but does not specify the actions 

that the players do take (Osborne and Rubinstein [171]). In particular, a perfect information 

game is one in which each player has complete information about his opponent's position and 

about the choices available to him (Pearl [174]) .  

2.4.1 Rationality 

Game theorists generally make two basic assumptions about players: that that are rational and 

that they are intelligent (Myerson [165]) .  A player is rational if he makes decisions consistently 

in pursuit of his own objectives. A player is intelligent if he knows everything that we know 
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about the game and he can make any inferences about the situation that we can make. 

However, Simon and Schaeffer [195] draw the distinction between two forms of rationality. 

Substantive rationality is concerned with choosing the objectively correct or best action in 

a specified situation, given the objective. Procedural rationality is concerned with compu

tational procedures for finding or constructing good actions, taking into account not only the 

objective and the specified situation, but also the knowledge and the computational capabilities 

and limitations of the player. The major difficulty in solving our problem is computational dif

ficulty; playing a "good" game involves using the limited available computational resources as 

effectively as possible. This might mean investing a great deal of computation in examining a 

few variations, or investing a little computation in each of a large number of variations. Neither 

approach can come close to exhausting all possible plays of the game, i.e., to achieving substantive 

rationality. 

In an article interesting entitled "How to decide how to decide how to . . .  : modeling lim

ited rationality" , Lipman [146] nicely illustrates the idea of the limited rationality implied by 

procedural rationality. 

"A person required to risk money on a remote digit of 11" would, in order to comply 

fully with the theory of expected utility have to compute that digit, though this would 

really be wasteful if the cost of computation were more than the prize involved. For 

the postulates of the theory imply that you should behave in accordance with the 

logical implications of all that you know. Is it possible to improve the theory in this 

respect, making allowance within it for the cost of thinking, or would that entail 

paradox?" 

Schoemaker [191] proposes that "strategy, at its core, concerns the development and testing 

of heuristics for high stake decisions in environments too unstable and complex to be optimized." 

Also, strategy must incorporate assumptions about the opposing decision makers characterised 

by variable creativity and rationality, information and resource asymmetry, and differences in 

history and reputation. 

Osborne and Rubinstein [171] assume that each decision-maker is rational in the sense that 

he is aware of his alternatives, forms expectations about any unknowns, has clear preferences, 

and chooses his action deliberately after some process of optimization. 

2.4.2 A Little Two-Person Game Theory 

We are primarily concerned with games involving only two players. Two-person game theory 

is divided into constant sum games, in which the sum of the payoffs is constant over every 

pair of player actions, and general sum games, in which the sum of the payoffs need not be 

constant over pairs of player actions. Competition is perfect in a constant sum game since any 

payoff which one player does not receive must be received by the other player. However, in a 

general sum game, competition is not perfect. General sum games are further subdivided into 

noncooperative, in which any type of collusion, such as correlated strategies and side payments, 

is forbidden, and cooperative, in which all such cooperation is permitted. A noncooperative 

game focuses on sets of possible actions of individual players whereas a cooperative game (or 
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coalition game) focuses on the sets of possible joint actions of groups of players (Osborne and 

Rubinstein [171]) .  

Following Osborne and Rubinstein [171J , a strategic form game consists of a finite set of 

players and for each player a nonempty set of actions and a preference relation on the set of all 

combinations of actions by the players. A game in normal form is the familiar representation 

as a game table or matrix. An extensive form game is an explicit description of the sequential 

structure of the decision problems encountered by the players in a strategic situation. The model 

allows us to study solutions in which each player can consider his plan of action not only at the 

beginning of the game but also at any point of time at which he has to make a decision. By 

contrast, the model of a strategic form game restricts us to solutions in which each player chooses -
his plan of action once and for all; this plan can cover unlimited contingencies, but the model of 

a strategic game does not allow a player to reconsider his plan of action after some events in the 

game have unfolded. 

2.4.3 Games in Operations Research and Management Science 

Kirkwood [130] responds to comments by leading operations researchers that Operations Re

search does not address strategic business or government issues, arguing that "decisions in most 

organisations form a continuum running from routine operational decisions to major, top level 

strategic decisions impacting overall organisational direction." 

Wang and Parlar [204] give an overview of static game theory applications in management 

science including examples from production and inventory management, bidding and auctions, 

marketing, queueing and finance. They note that "some traditional management science areas 

such as inventory and queueing have not attracted the same amount of attention as others such 

as marketing and bidding." 

Curiel, Pederzoli and Tijs [42] and Potters, Curiel and Tijs [176] consider the problem of 

how to divide the total cost of a round trip along several institutes among the institutes visited, 

introducing two types of cooperative travelling salesman games. Similarly, Gothe-Lundgren, 

J6rnsten and Varbrand [92] consider the allocation of routing costs for each vehicle between the 

customers allocated to that vehicle in a VRSP. 

2.4.4 Dynamic P ursuit , Evasion, Hide and Seek 

Various dynamic games have been considered in the literature involving moving players. These 

can be broadly classified into two types of games: pursuit-evasion games and hide and seek games. 

In a pursuit-evasion game, the players observe each other perfectly and the pursuer (or 

team of pursuers) must catch up to the evader by coming within some prescribed distance. 

Pursuit-evasion games are often modelled as differential games in the Euclidean plane (Chikrij 

and Glushkov [38]) or grid structures (Dawes [49]) .  Owen [172] defines a differential game as 

one in which the time interval between stages decreases, until, in the limit, a game is reached in 

which each player must make a move at each moment in time. 

In a hide and seek game, the seeker cannot observe the hider until they occupy the same 

location. Hide and seek games are often played on a graph or network structure and are modelled 
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as static probabilistic problems. For example, Cao [33] and Cao and von Stengel [34] consider the 

problem of hiding an object in a graph or tree and a mobile searcher, Anderson and Aramendia [3] 

and Reijnierse and Potters [186] consider an immobile hider and Thomas and Washburn [199] 

propose a dynamic search games between an intelligent searcher and an intelligent target moving 

around a grid. 

2.4.5 The Prisoner's Dilemma 

Axelrod [7, 8] investigates the question of "when should a person cooperate, and when should a 

person be selfish, in an ongoing interaction with another person" by looking at a simple game 

called the iterated Prisoner's Dilemma. The following definition is almost verbatim from Axel

rod [7] . 

Definition 2.4.1 

The Prisoner's Dilemma is a two player game in which each player can either cooperate 

or defect. If both cooperate, both get the reward r. If both defect, both get the punishment p. If 
one cooperates and the other defects, the first gets the sucker's payoff, s, and the other gets the 

temptation, t . The payoffs are ordered t > r > p > s, and satisfy 2r > t + s.  The corresponding 

game matrix is as follows. 

Player 

A 

Player B 
Cooperate Defect 

Cooperate (r, r ) (s, t) 
r-�--��r-��� 

Defect (t , s) (P, p) 
o 

In the Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma, the game is played an infinite number of times and 

each iteration is worth less than the previous iteration by a factor of w, where 0 < w < 1 .  Both 

player's objective is to maximize the cumulative payoff. 

The Prisoner's Dilemma is a useful example of a simple game which has been investigated 

computation ally by playing off a number of strategies against one another in a tournament setting. 

2 .5  Reference Model for Competition Routing Problems 

This section proposes a Reference Model for Competition Routing Problems (RM-CRP) . 

We do not intend to duplicate the modelling of a VRSP, but rather describe those attributes and 

relationships which are implied by subset selection, dynamism or competition. 

2 . 5 . 1  Necessity for a Reference Model 

A Reference Model is a not a formal definition, but rather a descriptive framework for a 

class of problems. It provides a structure for describing the components of a problem but is not 

exhaustive nor exclusive. Since we wish to describe a broad class of competition routing problems, 

without defining exactly what is and what is not included, a reference model is an important, 
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i f  not essential, contribution. I t  also provides a framework for standardisation of the important 

aspects of a problem class. 

The classification scheme of Desrochers, Lenstra and Savelsbergh [54] can act as a Reference 

Model for Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problems (RM-VRSP) with the components 

as in Figure 2 . 1 .  The RM-VRSP does not include DVRSP or TSSP but these could easily be 

incorporated since there are no additional components. 

We need a structure for a new class of CRPs so that we can separate out what is new, what 

needs expanding further and what is inherited from RM-VRSP. A given VRSP can have a number 

of corresponding natural CRP variations. In this way it may be possible, meaningful or useful to 

study CRPs analogous to many classical routing problems and also their stochastic and dynamic 

variants. 

The union of Sections 2.5.2-2.5.5 constitutes our proposed Reference Model for Competi

tion Routing Problems (RM-CRP). In Section 2.5.6 we provide a number of simple, illustrative 

examples. 

2.5.2  Extended Entity-Relationship Model for CRP 

The VRSP classification of Desrochers, Lenstra and Savelsbergh [54] , summarised in Section 2.2, 

provides a succinct descriptive framework for VRSPs. In this section, we extend this classification 

by building in a natural decision maker entity. 

Competition routing problems involve several decision makers. We argue that decision maker 

is an entity type distinct from addresses and vehicles. A DM makes decisions on the service side 

of the equation and hence really has nothing to do with the customers or depots. Suppose there 

is a common fleet of vehicles from which the DMs can rent. In general a DM is distinct from the 

vehicles rather than an attribute. 

Why are decision makers distinct from objectives? Essentially the private objective of a DM 

is an attribute of that DM. But, what about common objectives between DMs, such as that 

found in coalitions (temporary teams)? Would these fit as an attribute of the DM class or as a 

relationship between DMs? When the objective of a DM has a private component and a common 

component, how do we specify for that DM what the balance should be? We could simply replace 

the (objective) with (decision makers) but, essentially for the purpose of clear exposition, we 

would like to have both. Attributes, and limitations, of the rationality of decision makers as an 

entity can be grouped with decision makers . However, we may wish to be able to specify which 

objectives are considered in the problem class without identifying a particular objective with a 

particular player. In summary, although an objective is basically a subfield of decision maker, 

for backwards compatibility and clarity, we retain objective as a field. Hence we introduce a new 

field into the classification: the (decision makers) field. 

Figure 2.2 shows the entity-relationship model for a CRP with the new decision maker 
entity type. In addition there are four new relationship types: 

DM-A Decision-maker-address 

DM-V Decision-maker-vehicle 
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OM-A A-A 

V-A V-(OM)-A 

V-V OM-V 

Figure 2.2: Entity-Relationship Model for CRP 

(RM-CRP) 

(relationships) 

D M -D M Decision-maker-decision-maker 

(addresses) / 
(vehicles) / 
(decision makers)/ 
(relationships) / 
(objectives) 

(A-A restrictions) 
(V-A restrictions) 
(V- (DM)-A restrictions) 
(V -V restrictions) 
(DM-A restrictions) 
(DM-V restrictions) 
(DM-DM restrictions) 

OM-OM 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

V-(DM)-A Vehicle-address modified by decision maker, in which we may specify the relation

ship between a subset of vehicles and a subset of addresses for a particular subset of decision 

makers. 

We replace Sentences (2.2) and (2.5) by Sentences (2.7) and (2.8) , in which we have renamed 

(problem characteristics) with (relationships) . Note that there are now five fields to the 

classification instead of four. Each of these five fields is called a component of the RM-CRP. 

To put some flesh on the bones of this model, we must consider the fundamental characteristics 

of each decision maker 

(i) . Interaction with other decision makers. 

(ii) . Individual objectives. 

(iii) . Interactions with addresses and vehicles (or teams) . 

Each of these is explored further in the following Sections 2.5.3-2.5.5. 
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2.5.3 Decision Maker Component 

We can now expand the components corresponding to the decision makers. 

2.5.3.1 Decision Maker Attributes 

Number. How many decision makers are there? Any decision makers who are completely de

pendent actually constitute a single decision maker. 

Computational Resource. We must distinguish between on-line (real time or near to real 

time) computation and off-line decision making, subject to some kind of computational 

budget. This is where each player is allocated a computational budget, e.g. , an amount of 

CPU time proportional to the duration of the game. 

Observational Ability. Perfect observation may be unrealistic in the real world since the ter

rain will be either partially unsighted, like an inner city street network, or much too ex

pensive to obtain, e.g., requiring satellite imagery. 

2.5.3.2 Decision Maker-Decision Maker Relationships 

Communication. Is it possible communicate between decision makers? Is this communication 

secure between parties or may others eavesdrop on conversations? What knowledge held 

by decision makers is private or public knowledge? 

Coalitions. We assume that decision makers are independent. However, with or without com

munication, players may enter into permanent or temporary coalitions. This involves non

cooperative game theory considerations. What negotiations are possible and what side 

payments may be exchanged? How will contracts be enforced when there may be oppor

tunity for a double-cross? What restrictions are placed on coalitions, e.g., permanence, 

binding rules, duration, some players not being permitted to cooperate, some possibly 

having to cooperate for the first part of the competition? 

Piracy and Pursuit. Is it possible to steal from opponents if associated vehicle locations coin

cide? Is there any element of incentive to pursue or evade an opponent? 

Simultaneous or Sequential Decisions. Is the underlying game a simultaneous or sequential 

move game, i.e., do all decision makers determine their actions concurrently or one after 

another? 

Supply. There are problems in which there is some degree of autonomy and some degree of one 

(or more) DM having a great effect upon the outcome. For example, consider a problem 

in which there may be many salesman competing to deliver to a set of customers but in 

which there is also some sort of roving depot supplier who is also an independent decision 

maker with his own objectives to sell wholesale to the salesmen. 
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2 .5 .3.3 Decision Maker-Vehicle Relationships 

Teams. A team is a fixed association of a number of vehicles to a single decision maker. We 

distinguish between a team and a coalition where a commitment to a team is binding 

and permanent (corresponds to a single DM) , but a coalition is transient and not binding 

(corresponds to a DM for each member). We assume that there is at least one vehicle 

associated with a DM and that an objective is realised by some kind of vehicle routing 

activity. 

Mercenaries. It may be possible to hire vehicles from an outside pool of vehicles, although if 

there is any competition for a scarce number of hire vehicles, then the rental agency would 

need to be modelled as a decision maker. 

Communications. Can vehicles communicate with their associated decision maker, e.g., a cen

tral dispatcher? Does this occur frequently, infrequently or on demand? Are communica

tions secure? 

2.5.3.4 Decision Maker-Address Relationships and Decision Maker modified 

Vehicle-Address Relationships 

Unit Task Completion. What are the rules governing servicing a customer, delivery to or 

collection from a customer or general execution of some task? This is essential since the 

task is the basic unit of competition and we must have a well-defined understanding of 

when any rewards or penalties accrue. 

2.5.4 Objectives Component 

The next component to consider is that of objectives. 

2.5 .4 .1  Public and Private Objectives 

A public objective is common knowledge between all players. A private objective is known 

only by the player who holds that objective. No assumption is made about the private objective 

of the opponent. However if an opponent's objective is public then we assume the opponent is 

rational with respect to that public objective. Note also that a public objective may include 

some kind of overall constraint such as the time limit since these may be hard or soft. A player's 

objectives may be conflicting, partially conflicting or cooperative. Of these, the first two 

may evolve direct competition, incidental competition or cooperation for mutual benefit. 

2.5.4.2 Types of Objective 

There are three fundamental components to a player's private objective: 

1 .  value collected (by each player) 

2. constraints on the overall time deadline for collection of prizes 

3. how many games: one-off or one-of-many 
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Several pure private objectives are possible, assuming that the objective involves prize values: 

Win. Claim more in sum of prize values claimed than any opponent. This is compatible with 

the traditional notion of a game with a winner and the concept of trying to dominate the 

opponent. 

Max. Maximize the sum of prize values claimed, Le., gaining as much value in prizes as possible 

but not caring about how much the opponents may claim. This is compatible with the 

economic interpretation in a market place of trying to improve market share or increase 

your own income. 

Restrict .  Minimise the sum of prize values claimed by the opponents. 

Goal. Achieve some goal value in sum of prize values claimed in minimal time. However, what 

happens once that goal is actually achieved, or even before that, when it is guaranteed that 

is can be achieved by the player providing a verifiable path? Do we continue on until the 

other player does or cannot achieve his goal value, and in case we do, then what strategy 

does the first player play? What bonuses may be available for exceeding a goal or from 

preventing the opponent from achieving his goal? 

Spread. Maximize the magnitude of a win or minimise the magnitude of a loss by maximizing 

the sum of prizes claimed less the sum of prize claimed by the most successful opponent. 

Harvest.  Maximize the harvest rate, i.e., the prize value claimed per unit time interval of har

vesting, over a minimum/maximum time period. 

Iterated. Maximize the best, worst or average sum of prize values claimed over a number of 

iterations of the problem instance. 

Although these are the basic pure objectives, many combinations could be constructed to suit 

the application. In particular is the idea of achieving certain private or public goals throughout 

the duration of the game that may involve, e.g., cooperation, harvesting and winning at different 

stages, similar to a cycling points race. 

Other useful objectives include minimising the number of vehicles required to satisfy all 

the constraints and time dependent objectives, such as the Travelling Repairman Problem 

(TRP) in which we are concerned with the time of visitation to each and every customer, that is 
their service time (Lucena [149]) .  This may profitably be combined with a prize value as in the 

MCPTDR of Brideau and Cavalier [28] (see Section 2.1.5). 

Note. An important property of objectives for a CRP is whether the objective is memoryless. 

For example, the MAX objective remains as trying to claim as much in prize value as possible 

during the remaining time available. However, the WIN objective varies in consequence depending 

on how well a player does with respect to its opponent. 

2.5.4.3 Constraints and Penalties 

Suppose we have a time duration for a game that cannot be exceeded. We associate with each 

prize i E V a penalty 7ri � O. If prize i is unclaimed at the end of the game then both players have 
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where 

T; 
C; 

(objective) 

(function) 

P; ( (vehicle constraints» ) 
Cj 

Pj ( (address constraints») 
Vj 

o V (operator) (function) 

T; V C; V P; « (vehicle constraints» ) V CiV 
Pi (  (address constraints» ) 

[route duration] 
[vehicle costs] 
[vehicle penalty] 
[address costs] 
[address penalty] 
[path prize value] 

(2.9) 

(2. 10) 

7r; deducted from their score. Hence objective maximizing players may need to truly cooperate 

in ensuring that they can claim the badly penalising prizes between them so that they can both 

be better off. 

Note that in a TSSP, there rewards contribute to the subtour value but penalties contribute 

to the subtour costs. For the CRP objective component, Sentences (2.9)-(2.10) summarise the 

major reward, cost and penalty contributors. 

2.5.5 Address and Vehicle Components 

The last components to consider are those corresponding to addresses and vehicles. The major 

of these attributes and relationships are inherited from RM-VRSP. Hence we consider those 

additions arising from the presence of competition. 

2.5.5 .1 Address Attributes 

What are the attributes of the (address) component? 

Tasks. To keep some of combinatorial structure to the CRP, we adopt the task as the basic 

unit of competition and assume that at least some tasks are contestable. A task may be a 

service, pickup, delivery or pickup-and-delivery. Mosheiov [163] considers the Travelling 
Salesman Problem with Pick-up and Delivery (TSPD) in which delivery customers 

are served by delivery of goods from a central warehouse and pick-up customers need to 

deliver goods from their locations to the warehouse. General pickup and delivery problems 

(e.g. dial-a-ride) involve a unit task of picking up a load from some point and completing 

a delivery of that load. However, we allow that not every task need be undertaken, but 

rather permit the tactical selection of a subset of the tasks. 

Prizes. We also assume that there must be some incentive for servicing a particular task, such 

as a reward, or some disincentive for not servicing a particular task, such as a penalty. 

Prize values may be time dependent and prizes may require some nonzero time to service. 
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Environment. The environment is the structure in which addresses are embedded, e.g. , the 

Euclidean plane, a graph or network, street map, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
coverage, Digital Terrain Model (DTM) . The environment may model obstacles or a physi

cal terrain and may either be completely known in advance or have some element of explo

ration required, hence requiring a balance between accumulating prizes, exploring terrain 

and observation of opponent or prizes, i.e., between gaming tactics and exploration tactics. 

Also the environment may have dynamic elements such as wind speed and direction. 

Selection and Covering. Not all prizes or tasks need to be selected, as in the TSSP. In addition 

we may consider allocation of off-tour prizes to on-tour prizes as in the SVRAP of Beasley 

and Nascimento [15] (see Section 2.1) .  

Calling Process. Tasks or prizes may become available for selection, i .e . ,  arrival, according to 

some stochastic arrival process of calls from customers, as in the DTSP and DVRSP. 

2.5 .5 .2  Address-Address Constraints 

What are the relationships between (addresses)? Location-routing problems, like those de

scribed by Laporte [133], can be modelled as relationships between tiers of addresses such that a 

load must be delivered to a depot address before it can be picked up from the depot address and 

delivered to the customer address. 

2.5.5 .3 Vehicle Attributes 

What are the attributes of the (vehicle) component? 

Movement. Relative speed, possibly a function of the location on the terrain. Energy con

strained by vehicle load and surface traversal, i.e., a tiredness budget. 

Capacitated. If prizes are considered to have some weight or volume then capacity of vehicles 

becomes an important consideration. Also, vehicles may be able to drop off prizes collected 

either at some depot or just drop them somewhere in the environment, henceforth able to 

be claimed by another vehicle, either from the same team, coalition or an opponent. If a 

vehicle must return to the depot for some reason then we might have depots; for example, if 

the vehicle has a capacity and the prizes have some mass, then the vehicle may first collect 

prizes and then return to the depot to deposit them, and then continue prize collection. 

We may wish to exchange prizes at a location if we can get a better one in exchange or 

miss out on it, especially if a vehicle can only go out once (the knapsack version) . 

Redistribution. On-route redistribution of payload. Roving depots. On-route redistribution of 

payload may be permitted, especially between vehicles in a team, or between members of a 

coalition. There is no "currency" so that negotiation of giving away or exchanging a prize 

is between players. 

2.5 .5.4 Vehicle-Vehicle Constraints 

What are the relationships between (vehicles)? These would be inherited from the RM-VRSP. 
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2.5.5.5 Vehicle-Address Constraints 

What are the relationships between (vehicles) and (addresses)? What was previously (type 

of strategy) in the classification scheme of Desrochers, Lenstra and Savelsbergh [54] is now 

incorporated in (V-A restrictions) .  Competition related constraints would be included in (V

(DM)-A restriction) of Section 2.5.3 since they must necessarily involve a decision maker. 

Non-competition related constraints would be inherited from the RM-VRSP. 

2.5.6 Illustrative Examples 

Having described the components of the RM-CRP, we can now develop a few complete illustrative 

examples. Some familiar problems can be described succinctly by the new classification scheme: 

TSP is 1/1/1/ /T, OP is 1/1/1 ,  dur/ /MAX, and TOP is 1/I/m, dur/ /MAX. 

2.5.6 .1 Household Milk Delivery 

Up until a few years ago, the delivery of milk in glass bottles to homes was common in New 

Zealand. However, many people now purchase their milk from the supermarket in plastic con

tainers, although some people still support the milk vendor. Customers would place the exact 

number of required milk bottles at the gate of their home, together with prepaid plastic tokens. 

Milk vendors usually employed teenagers, pushing milk trolleys loaded with full bottles, to service 

the customers. Historically, milk vendors have cooperated with each other in defining districts 

within which each vendor will operate. Presumably this is because of the low economic margins 

within which these businesses operate and because demand is low compared with potential supply. 

If however, demand was high in comparison with supply, a CRP would be an appropriate 

formulation of the problem since customers are indifferent between suppliers. Vehicles correspond 

to the milk trolley and milk truck. Decision makers are the vendors. Vehicles are capacitated but 

it is also possible to transfer (or replenish) bottles between vehicles. 

2.5.6.2 Bicycle Couriers 

Bicycle couriers are common in the central business district (CBD) of many large cities. These 

couriers are directed to pickup and deliver small packages among offices by the dispatcher in the 

courier company. Many small courier businesses operate within the CBD. At present, customers 

requiring transit of packages contact the courier dispatcher of a particular business who arranges 

for a bicycle courier to pickup the package. Tight requirements of delivery service are often 

required by customers. 

2.5.6.3 Terrain Navigation 

In the presence of an unknown terrain or obstacles even a single prize TSSP may be non-trivial. 

Taylor [197] considered a variation of the OP that employed a digital elevation model of a phys

ical terrain. Simulations involved both exploring the terrain to discover the prize locations and 

efficiently sequencing those prizes whose locations were observed from being in the viewshed of 

some previous location. 
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A generalization of this problem to a CRP involves a terrain and a number of competitors, 

much like a true Orienteering event, except that prizes (control points) may only be claimed 

by one orienteer. An autonomous vehicle must construct a map of the terrain on which it is 

navigating; it should try to exploit as much knowledge of the terrain as possible in order to 

make the best decisions about its path (Mitchell [160]) but must also balance considerations of 

exploration and prize targeting. 

2.5.6 .4 Airport Shuttles 

Boyd, Clarke, Gemmell and Miller [26]model an airport shuttle bus problem as a CRP. Two 

competing airport shuttle companies each have four vehicles to pickup passengers from the airport 

and delivery then to their homes or pickup from homes and deliver to the airport. Whenever a 

new customer arrives in the system, via a stochastic arrival process, both companies determine 

the best way they can serve the customer, based on their current vehicle routes, and submit 

a bid price for servicing that customer. The customer chooses a company by considering the 

bid prices and the reputation of each company; reputation is based on service satisfaction and 

prize satisfaction. Having determined which company to choose, the customer is assigned to 

that company and is served accordingly. The goal for each company is to make a profit. Each 

company's behaviour is dictated by an operating policy, which defines how vehicle routes are 

selected, the vehicle routing strategy, and how bid prices are determined, the pricing strategy. 

A central idea is that of reputation as a common measure of each company's perceived level of 

service. Each carrier is committed to a set of customers and also knows the commitment of each 

of the other carriers to customers. Also, each customer is assigned to a carrier when the call is 

placed; no trading or poaching of customers is permitted. The nature of this problem indicates 

that information about routing and forecasting customers are the two key components. Note 

that in this model it is sensitive to much information we have about the other carrier's vehicle's 

locations since then positioning ourselves relative to our opponents becomes very important. 

2 .5 .6.5 Treasure and Pirates 

A pirate has buried his lifetime's collection of treasure over a number of rugged terrain islands 

in the South Pacific. At his death, his crew, each looking after their own interests, descend upon 

the island. Each of them, having served the pirate over his treasure-burying career, had detailed 

records of the dig spots. Suppose each pirate had a GPS navigation system and could track the 

whereabouts of his rival former crew mates. FUrther, suppose each receives coded communication 

from one of his rivals offering him a share of a pooled collection if he agrees to concentrate his 

hunting upon a particular group of islands. Of course, each rival's ship can only hold so much 

cargo but may return time and time again until no more treasure remains. Unfortunately, another 

band of pirates have gotten wind of this treasure feast and are en route to the isles from across 

the seas, estimated time of arrival: one week from today. 
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2.5.6.6 Discussion 

We have suggested five, more or less reasonable, applications which can be formulated as CRPs 

and in the process shown the richness of the competition model in vehicle routing and scheduling 

type problems. Even within the range of these simple formulations there is a variable degree of 

balance between competition aspects and routing aspects of the problem. 

• In the airport shuttle problem, there is a strong routing focus and we may be able to 

ascertain the flexibility of the opponent being able to accommodate additional customers 

and, especially, the marginal cost to the opponent of doing so. Hence tendering could well 

be a case of good information generation from our forecasting and routing components. 

The actual tendering is more a cost exercise than a game exercise since ther� is very little 

hard data on future bidding . 

• However, in the milk vendor problem, there is a large amount of gaming and the routing 

is secondary since the set of customers to be serviced is highly dynamic. Also, there is no 

stochasticity in this case, only dynamism. 

2 .6  Core Problem: Competitive Prize Collection Problem 

We now turn our attention to formulating a simple CRP which, although it is not a model of a 

practical, real-world problem, it is representative of the core attributes of a CRP. 

2.6. 1 Purpose 

The TSP is the archetypal VRSPj usefully understanding any VRSP requires a good understand

ing of the sequencing problem inherent to the TSP. Moreover, the TSP invariably appears as a 

subproblem as part of a solution method for a VRSP. 

The RM-CRP considers the components that describe a CRP. The class of CRPs is at least 

as large as the class of VRSPs and we currently have no analysis of, nor computational experience 

with, a CRP. We wish to determine a core representative CRP that forms the nucleus of the CRP 

in a similar role to that which the TSP serves for the VRSP. In this way we wish to be able 

to extrapolate useful conclusions about the class of CRPs from analysis of, and computational 

experience with, the core problem. Hence we apply the Principle of Occam's Razor.4 

2.6.2  Fundamental Components 

Having determined to design a competition variation of the TSP, or rather the TSSP since one 

player need not necessarily visit all locations, what are the absolutely essential problem attributes 

and relationships? 

4The principle attributed to the English philosopher William of Occam that the fewest possible as
sumptions are to be made in explaining something. 
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Addresses. Since we have a competition, we must have some customers or prizes over which 

to compete, each with some commensurate reward or penalty value. The TSSP is a combinatorial 

optimization problem and hence there is little difference between a graph or network structure 

and a Euclidean problem since both are converted to a inter-customer distance matrix. However, 

in a dynamic problem there is a considerable difference and the Euclidean problem is much less 

assumptive although the graph embedding is more constrained. Either possibility could be consid

ered. We choose the Euclidean problem due to its similarity with pursuit-evasion games and the 

diminishing of the routing aspect. The graph embedding is considered further in Section 1 1 .2.2.2. 

Vehicles. One uncapacitated vehicle per decision maker. 

Decision Makers. It turns out that considering two players is sufficiently complicated with

out having to analyse the dynamic collusion possibilities of three or more players. Indeed, any 

attempt at analysing three or more players would require some understanding of the correspond

ing two player analysis. Also, we choose to start with a noncooperative game, i.e., one in which 

any type of collusion, such as correlated strategies and side payments, is forbidden. A public 

objective implies that the players either must cooperate or can make assumptions regarding the 

opponent's behaviour. However, any analysis is then dependent upon the exact nature of the pub

lic objective. Hence we discard public objectives and each player need not make any assumption 

about the private objective of the opponent. 

Objective. The simplest objective is to claim as many prizes as possible. This has the im

portant property that it is memoryless-whatever the current state of play, the objective is the 

same. 

Relationships. Nil, i.e., no restrictions, all prizes are contestable. 

2 . 6 . 3  Definition 

We are now in a position to precisely define a simple CRP for further computational study. 

Definition 2.6.1 (Competitive Prize Collection Problem (CPCP» 

Let V = { I ,  . . .  , n} be a set of "contestable" prizes. Associated with each prize i E V is 

a location (Xi , Yi) in the Euclidean plane and a value Vi > O. For the Competitive Prize 

Collection Problem (CPCP) , two independent players (A and B), with given initial locations 

(XA , YA) and (XB , YB) respectively, move continuously at the same constant speed in the Euclidean 

plane. Each player's private objective is to individually collect as much in total prize value as 

possible up until the overall deadline, >., expires. The value of each prize is only awarded to the 

first player who visits; a prize location which is visited simultaneously by both players has its 

associated value shared equally. At all times, each player has perfect observation of the state of the 

game position, i.e., where the players are currently located and which prizes remain unclaimed. 

o 
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By considering the simplicity of each component of a CRP, we can see that the CPCP is 

indeed a core CRP. Evidently, the classification of the CPCP is 2/ /2/�2, own/V. 
Axelrod [7] makes a number of important assumptions regarding the players in the Prisoner's 

Dilemma (see Section 2.4.5) which we also apply to the CPCP. 

• "There is no mechanism available to the players to make enforceable threats or commit

ments. Since the players cannot commit themselves to a particular strategy, each must 

take into account all possible strategies that might be used by the other player. Moreover 

the players have all possible strategies available to themselves." 

• "There is no way to be sure what the other player will do on a given move. This eliminates 

the possibility of reliable reputations such as might be based on watching the other player 

interact with third parties. Thus the only information available to the players about each 

other is the history of their interaction so far." 

• "There is no way to eliminate the other player or run away from the interaction."  

• "There is  no way for the players to change the payoffs." 

• "The players can communicate with each other only through the sequence of their own 

behaviour." 

• "There is no need to assume that the players are rational. They need not try to maximize 

their rewards. Their strategies may simply reflect standard operating procedures, rules of 

thumb, instincts, habits, or imitation." 

When A = 00 the CPCP is a constant sum game (see Section 2.4) since there is always time 

to claim one more prize. However, when A < 00 the CPCP is a noncooperative general-sum game 

since it is possible that the overall deadline expires before all prizes are claimed. In the latter 

case, the players may exhibit qualities of cooperation since both players could be better off by not 

entering into time consuming conflict. Brandenburger and Nalebuff [27] describe the paradigm of 

coopetition ( "COOPeration" plus "compETITION") in which cooperation between players can 

sometimes work out to both players' advantage. 

2.6.3.1 Competing Salesmen Problem 

Fekete and Schmitt [66] study the Competing Salesmen Problem (CSP),  also a two-player 

competitive version of the TSP. The players take turns, moving one edge at a time within a graph, 

with customers located at the vertices of the graph. Both players always know the position of 

their opponent and the winner is the player who reaches a majority of the customers. A geometric 

variant of the CSP is also proposed, in which the customers are located in the Euclidean plane 

and players move with the same maximal speed. This geometric CSP appears to be equivalent 

to the CPCP with equal prize values but with the objective of gaining more prizes than the 

opponent and alternative moves. 

Fekete and Schmitt focus on establishing whether a player can avoid a loss or force a draw in 

the graph-based CSP. They draw on the theory of similar combinatorical games, mainly consid

ering the special case where the graph is a tree. This thesis, however, focuses on the design and 
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comparison of effective strategies rather than on the existence of optimal strategies. 

2 .7  Research Questions 

We have formulated the CRP by building upon the DVRSP, VRSP and TSSP, with the CPCP as 

a special case of the CRP. This successfully addresses the first research challenge of Section 1 .3, 
namely to formulate a reference model for CRPs. The remaining research questions address the 

DVRSP, VRSP, TSSP, CRP, CPCP and the relationships between them. The DVRSP, VRSP 

and TSSP are well established and accepted in the literature. Although the RM-CRP provides 

a modelling framework for CRPs, the ultimate research challenge is to determine an effective 

and efficient solution paradigm for the family of CRPs. Since the CPCP is the only problem 

formulation which we address computationally, each research question necessarily must attempt 

to extract some insight in this direction. The second research challenge is to identify and analyse 

the fundamental principles which computational dynamic routing strategies must address and to 

investigate the relationship between the routing and strategic components. 

2.7.1 Relationship of CRP/CPCP to DVRSP/VRSP/TSSP 

What is different between vehicle routing and competitive routing and how does this assist in 

the approach to the design of solution methods? Is the DVRSP /VRSP /TSSP solution paradigm 

applicable to and useful for the CRP /CPCP and, if not, what are the missing principles or 

techniques? 

2.7.2 Understanding the CPCP 

What constitutes understanding of the CPCP? 

Success. How do you plan computationally in an environment involving selection and sequenc

ing of customers whilst in competition with an opponent? What does strategy need to address 

to be successful under a scarce computational resource? What are the important new concepts 

which need to be explored in competition strategies? 

Classification. Which solution methods are best applicable to a given subclass of problems 

and a given computational resource? Do small and large problems require a different strategic 

approach? Can we distinguish between an average case problem, requiring good performance to 

be successful, and a bad case problem, requiring good understanding to be successful? 

Architecture. What is an appropriate solution architecture for the CPCP? How can the 

degree of natural structure and decomposability be exploited? What balance is appropriate 

between strategic and tactical determination and carrying through operations or realising goals? 
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2.7.3 Relationship of CPCP to CRP 

We have formulated a very simple abstract problem, the CPCP, from the class of CRPs. This 

is because we believe it to be important to study this problem first in the same way as the TSP 

is fundamental to the class of VRSPs. Is a solution paradigm or architecture designed for the 

CPCP able to be usefully extrapolated to a general CRP and, if so, is it likely to be effective? 

Also, is the CPCP a useful subproblem of a general CRP? Finally, is the CPCP a useful exercise 

for initial understanding of the complexity of modelling competition in vehicle routing research? 

Coda 

T Summary 

In this chapter we have surveyed literature on subset selection routing, vehicle routing and schedul

ing, dynamic vehicle routing, real-time problems and game theory. This was necessary to syn

thesise a Reference Model for Competition Routing Problems (RM-CRP) and propose the core 

Competitive Prize Collection Problem (CPCP) . 

T Link 

Having formulated the problem, we now need to be able to propose a solution paradigm. In 

the following chapter we start by applying the heuristic paradigm established for the VRSP and 

DVRP to determine if it is suitable for the CPCP and in the process determine some key difference 

of CRPs from VRSPs. 
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Elements of Strategy 

Nothing is more fairly distributed than common sense: no one 

thinks he needs more of it than he already has. 

3.0 Introduction 

Heuristics! Patient rules of thumb, 

So often scorned: Sloppy! Dumb! 

Yet, slowly, common sense become. 

3 . 1  Algorithms, Heuristics and Strategies 
3.2 Prize Ranking and Selection Strategies 
3.3 Combinatorial Subproblem Based Strategies 

3.4 Necessary Principles of Strategy 
3.A Appendices to Chapter 3 

- DESCARTES 

- ODE TO AI 

We now turn our attention to evaluating whether the TSSP /DVRSP solution paradigm is 

suitable for the (P(P. 

3.0  Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to determine which principles a "typical solution strategy" needs to 
address in order to be successful, contrasting those principles make the CPCP different from the 

TSP. In beginning the study of a new problem, one common approach is to modify basic techniques 
and paradigms from existing problems, hence we are initially concerned with evaluating how well 

existing solution methods for the TSSP /DVRSP cross over as potential strategies for the CPCP. 
To this end Section 3 .1  provides an introduction to the necessary solution concepts. Section 3.2 

applies and extends basic heuristic solution methods for the TSSP to the CPCP. These heuristic 
strategies are based upon the ranking and selection of prizes. Section 3.3 formulates combinatorial 
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optimization subproblems, similar to the TSSP, as player decision problems whose (heuristic) 
solution give a strategy for the CPCP. In conclusion, Section 3.4 extracts some observations to 
show that by restricting solution strategies to combinatorial optimization subproblems, a number 

of necessary principles of strategy are neglected. Finally, Appendix 3.A is a basic tutorial on 
local search methods for combinatorial routing subproblem applied to the sub problems designed 

in Section 3.3. 

3 .1  Algorithms, Heuristics, Strategies and Simulations 

Before embarking on the design of solution strategies for the CPCP, it is useful to review some 
terminology and solution concepts from combinatorial optimization, game theory and simulation. 

3 . 1 . 1  Algorithms and Heuristics 

The TSP, TSSP, VRSP and similar problems are all combinatorial optimization problems. Solu

tion methods for the problems are either guaranteed to find the best feasible solution or they are 

not. 

An algorithm is a "scientific procedure which will converge to the best feasible solution 
to the problem" (Foulds [70]) which executes in a finite amount of time. Unfortunately, many 
complex problems require the evaluation of an large number of potential solutions to determine 
an optimal solution. 

A heuristic is "a technique which seeks a good (i.e. near-optimal) solution to a problem at a 
reasonable computational cost without being able to guarantee either feasibility or optimality, or 
even in many cases to state how close to optimality a particular feasible solution is" (Reeves [185]) .  
However, Pearl [174] warns 

It is often said that heuristic methods are unpredictable; they work wonders most 

of the time, but may fail miserably some of the time. Indeed, some heuristics greatly 
reduce search effort but occasionally fail to find an optimal or even a near-optimal 
solution. Others work efficiently on most problems in a given domain yet a rare 
combination of conditions and data may cause the search to continue forever. 

Computational complexity is concerned with the computational effort required to solve a 
given problem as some function of the problem size (Garey and Johnson [73]) . It is the benchmark 
by which problem difficulty and solution efficiency are measured. A method which has polynomial 
time complexity is deemed efficient. We are only concerned with ensuring that any routing 
component of a strategy for the CPCP employs an efficient heuristic. 

3 . 1 . 2  Strategies 

The CPCP, however, is not a combinatorial optimization problem. A solution to the DTSP or 

DVRSP is a policy (Savelsbergh and Sol [190] , Psaraftis [179, 180]) but a solution to the CPCP 

is a strategy. 
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Osborne and Rubinstein [171] define a pure strategy of a player in an extensive game with 

perfect information with simultaneous moves as a function that assigns an action to to each 

non terminal history. Hence a strategy specifies the action chosen by a player for every history 

after which it is his turn to move, even for histories that, if the strategy is followed, are never 
reached. We say that player maximinimizes if she chooses an action that is best for her on the 
assumption that whatever she does, the opponent will choose his action to restrict her as much 
as possible. 

A mixed strategy is a probability distribution over pure strategies. A Nash equilibrium 
is a pair of mixed strategies, one for each player, such that each player's mixed strategy is an 
optimal response to the other player's mixed strategy. A pure strategy Nash equilibrium is 
a pair of pure strategies, one from each player, which satisfies the same conditions. Every finite 

strategic form game has a Nash equilibrium. We define an optimal strategy as equivalent to a 
pure strategy Nash equilibrium. 

Assumption 3.1 .1  

Assume that i f  i t  is known that a strategy i s  optimal for a class of problem instances, and if 
we determine computationally that a particular problem instance is a member of that problem 
class, then the player will select the optimal strategy. 0 

There is the difficulty (e.g. in the case where the prize locations and player locations are all 

collinear) where there is the possibility of an infinite standoff, that is where there is a cycle of 

positions and neither player want to "give in" to the other. This can only occur when ). = 00. 

Assumption 3.1 .2  

Assume that ). < 00 .  

3 . 1 .3 S imulation Environment 

o 

The infinite subtlety resulting from players moving in true continuous time is too difficult to model 

computationally. Hence we impose the condition that players observe the state of the system and 

make action-decisions only at discrete time steps. A player is committed to that decision for the 
duration of that time step. 

A computationally efficient way to evaluate a solution procedure for a dynamic problem is 
via a discrete time simulation environment. A strategy implicitly defines what action will be 
taken for any given situation. For the purposes of simulation, time is discrete and proceeds in 
steps of duration 6. Each player may move at most a distance 6 from its current location in one 
step. 

We have seen that a strategy for a player is a mechanism which determines for one player 
how to move. We now consider an operational definition for a strategy in terms of exactly what a 

computational method must provide for the simulation controller. A move for player X consists 

of either a target-prize or both a target-bearing and a target-distance . 

• Suppose player X specifies a target-bearing, 1/1x and a target-distance, 0 � �x � 6 .  Then 
player X moves directly to the location a distance a x in the direction of 1/1 x from player 
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X's current location. No prizes are claimed by player X en route even if a prize lies directly 

on the corresponding trajectory. 

• Suppose player X specifies a target-prize i. If dXi > A then player X moves directly to 

the location a distance A towards prize i from player X's current location. No prizes are 

claimed by player X even if a prize lies directly on the corresponding trajectory. If dXi � A 
then player X moves directly to the location of prize i and then consults a secondary-move 

to determine to which location to move during the time A - dXi remaining. A secondary
move for player X consists of either a secondary-target-prize or both a secondary-target

bearing and a secondary-target-bearing. 

- Suppose player X specifies a secondary-target-bearing, 1/J'x and a secondary-target

distance, 0 � 8'x � A - dXi ' Then player X moves directly to the location a distance 
8'x in the direction of 1/Jx from the location of prize i. 

Suppose player X specifies a secondary-target-prize, i'. Player X moves directly to 

the location a distance A - dXi towards prize i' from the location of prize i. 

Assumption 3.1.3 

We also make the assumption that 

Hence a player can only claim a prize if it is specified as the primary target-prize and a player 
can claim at most one prize per step. The 2A is required in Assumption 3.1 .3 in order to prove 

Lemma 5.5.2. 0 

Suppose both players target the same prize, i. If dAi ¥ dEi then one player will miss out 
on claiming prize i but the destination of each player is independent of which claims the prize. 
Otherwise the players prize i and both move away from prize i according to their respective 

secondary-moves. 
In a real time simulation environment, players simultaneously compute and enact their 

movements. Thus there is a tradeoff between computation time required for planning (delay in 
returning a policy) and actually playing in the short term. 

In a discrete time simulation, players separate computation from motion. A budget of 

computational resource is allocated to each player, either in bulk funding form (for the whole 
duration of the game) or in funding per time step. The general form would be something like 

Algorithm 3. 1 . 1 

We provide three examples in order to contrast the differences between optimal strategies and 
heuristic strategies. Example 3 . 1 .4 gives an optimal strategy for the problem instance in which 
for each prize the players are equidistant to that prize. Example 3 .1 .5 gives a heuristic strategy 
for the one dimensional problem instance. We use the symbol 'A-<>i' to indicate that player A 

heads in the direction of prize i, and the symbol 'A-<>8' to indicate that player A heads in the 

direction of player 8's current location. 

1 Algorithms are presented in a Pidgin Pascal style similar to Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [173] but 
with C++ style comments beginning with cl I'. The keyword target is used to assign the player's choice 
of target structure. 

• 
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Algorithm 3.1  model SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

end 

I I A simulation environment for the CPCP. 
t f- 0 II Time. 
Q f- V I I All prizes initially available. 
Initialise player prize value totals. 
while (t < ,\ and Q :f. 0) do 

end 

Players A and l3 select a move simultaneously. 
A player within !:::.. of target prize may optionally select a second move. 
Update player locations, remaining prizes Q and player totals. 
Increment t .  

Algorithm 3.2 strategy EQUIDISTANT 

end 

I I When each prize is equidistant to the players. 
target f- median prize 

Example 3.1 .4 (Equidistant Prize Locations) 
Consider the a problem in which each prize is equidistant from both players but the players 

are collinear with the prize locations. Then the players are either identically located or they are 
mirror images where the mirror line is the line through the prizes; it both cases are equivalent. 
There exists at least one (and at most two) median prize, one for which � half the value sum 
of prizes lies strictly on one side and � half the value sume of prizes lies strictly on the other 
side of the prize. Then the optimal strategy is to target a median prize since the opponent must 
either also target the median prize of move to one side of the other which is non-optimal for them. 
Algorithm 3.2 EQUIDISTANT gives the corresponding CPCP strategy. 

o 

Example 3.1 .5  (Collinear Prize and Player Locations) 

The collinear problem is the special case in which all the prize locations and initial player 
locations are collinear. This section gives an optimal strategy for the collinear problem. The 
basic idea is to head towards your opponent unless dAB � 2!:::.. or we require some tie breaking 
rule in case of an infinite standoff. Chess has a similar breaking rule in that a state cannot be 
cycled more than three times in the game. 

(i) . Suppose the players are coincident. Determine the value sum of the prizes remaining on 
each side of the players and head towards the side of greater value or if the values are equal 
then choose either side arbitrarily. 
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(ii) . Suppose 0 < dAB � 2� and there is no prize between the player locations. Then if the 

players step towards each other then at the next iteration they may be coincident or have 

swapped sides. We can evaluate whether this is beneficial by once again determining the 
value sum of the prizes remaining on each side of the players' locations. It would be 
beneficial to head towards the opponent if their side is more valuable and not beneficial if 

our side is more valuable. 

(iii) . Suppose 0 < dAB � 2� and there is at least one prize between the players. Since the 
distance between any two prizes must be at least 2� there must be exactly one prize, i, 
between the players. We must be able to evaluate whether it is beneficial to target that 
prize. Let v(A) be the value sum of prizes strictly on player A's side of prize i and let v(B) 
be the value sum of prizes strictly on player B's side of prize i. There are several cases 

assuming we are player A: 

(a) dAi < dEi : We can suppose that both players head towards prize i and hence that 
player A claims prize i. Then we will face the previous case, so A-oB if v(B) > v(A) 
otherwise player A will reverse direction. 

(b) dAi > dEi : Again we can suppose that both players head towards prize i and hence 
that player B claims prize i and again we will face the previous case, so A-oB if 
v(B) > v(A) otherwise player A will either reverse direction or simply head away 

from prize i in the first place. 

(c) dAi = dBi :  Player A-oi if v(A) - v(B) < Vi in which case � (v(A) +v(B) +Vi > v(A) 
otherwise player A will move away from prize i. 

(iv) . Suppose dAB > 2�. Then player A should head towards player B unless all the prizes 
are on player A's side, in which case player A should head towards the prizes. We must 
identify under what circumstances the game fails to terminate playing against a general 
player. If the game is to fail to terminate then eventually we will get a situation in which 

dAB � 2� and both players will withdraw then move together then withdraw then move 

together in an infinite standoff. We bring in the rule that this can only happen three times 
after which, if the players again withdraw then they are compelled never to head towards 
each other again. 

o 

Example 3.1.6 (Consistent Random Prize) 

The simplest heuristic strategy (Algorithm 3.3 CONSISTENT RANDOM PRIZE) is to select a 

prize at random and consistently target that prize until it is claimed, by either player, and then 

select another prize at random and so on. 

o 
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Algorithm 3.3 strategy CONSISTENT RANDOM PRIZE 

end 

Select a remaining prize at random and consistently target that prize 
until it is no longer remaining. 

3 .2  Prize Ranking and Selection Strategies 

Suppose we wish to select a single target-prize by assigning to each prize a desirability score 

and ranking the prizes accordingly. Essentially, any strategy which selects a target-prize can be 
thought of in this generic way. Initially, however, we wish to determine a desirability score for a 
prize without considering any sequence of prizes. 

The TSSP, VRSP and variations are inherently formulated as tour or sub tour (tour of a 
subset) problems, in which the vehicle must return to its start location upon completion of the 
sequence of customers. In applying these heuristic solution concepts to the CPCP, we consider a 
graph theoretic2 path structure, in which the vertices are the current player location, called the 
root, and the set of prizes. A subpath is a path which begins at the root and visits a subset 
of the prizes in sequence. A nontrivial subpath visits at least on prize. The initial prize on a 

nontrivial subpath is the head and the final prize is the tail. Finally, let Q � V be the set of 
prizes remaining unclaimed at global time t. 

For the purposes of this section, we suppose that A = 00. The extension to the finite A case is 
straightforward but would over-complicate the presentation of the ideas with details for checking 
for deadline feasibility. 

3 . 2 . 1  Desirability Criteria 

We begin by considering criteria which capture the desirability of an individual prize, independent 
from considering sequences of prizes or proximity to other prizes. 

3.2 .1 . 1  Proximity to the Player Location 

Nearest Neighbour. Rosenkrantz, Steams and Lewis [187] originally proposed the nearest 

neighbour heuristic for the TSP. At each iteration, expand the current subpath to the 
vertex which is closest to its end, i.e., the "nearest neighbour" . Algorithm 3.4 NEAREST 

NEIGHBOUR presents the corresponding CPCP strategy. 

Farthest Neighbour. Algorithm 3.5 FARTHEST NEIGHBOUR presents the analogous CPCP strat
egy in which the farthest prize from the player is selected. 

2Many TSSP /VRSP heuristics employ graph theoretic terminology for concise definitions. We refer 
the reader to Bondy and Murty [23] for basic graph theory concepts and definitions as necessary. 
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Algorithm 3.4 strategy NEAREST NEIGHBOUR 

end 

/ / Target the nearest prize. 
target r argminjEQdAj 

Algorithm 3.5  strategy FAIITHEST NEIGHBOUR 

end 

/ / Target the farthest prize. 
target � argmaxjEQdAj 

3.2. 1 .2  Value of Prize 

Certainly the value of a prize is important and was ignored by considering only proximity. Algo
rithm 3.6 MAX VALUE and Algorithm 3.7 MIN VALUE reflect two extremes. 

However the proximity of a potential target-prize to other valuable prizes can also be an 
important consideration. Golden, Levy and Vohra [89] and Golden, Wang and Liu [91] develop 
a heuristic for the OP which inserts vertices into a subpath "based upon a neighbourhood score 
rather than an individual score." Let the subgravity, s(i) , of prize i E Q be given by 

s(i) = L vje-Ild.; 
jEQ 

for some parameter I' > O. The subgravity value, in conjunction with a centre-of-gravity measure 
and an ellipse measure, is used to select a prize k not in the subpath to insert, This is an example 

of stage setting, i.e., considering what lies beyond the initial target-prize, but without considering 
sequences of prizes. 

3.2.1 .3 Greedy 

Greedy heuristics address the tradeoff between potential value and time invested in travel. 

Greedy. Laporte and Martello [ 138] (also Keller [126]) proposed a greedy heuristic for the OP: at 
each iteration, expand the current subpath to the prize which maximizes the ratio of prize 
value to distance from the end of the subpath such that the total length of the subpath 

Algorithm 3.6 strategy MAX VALUE 

end 

/ / Target the maximum value prize. 
target r argmaxjEQvj 
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Algorithm 3.7 strategy MIN VALUE 

end 

I I Target the minimum value prize. 
target t- argminjEQvj 

Algorithm 3 .8  strategy GREEDY 

end 

I I Target the greediest prize. 
Vj 

target t- argmaxjEQ -
d Ai 

does not exceed the distance bound. Algorithm 3.8 GREEDY presents the corresponding 
CPCP strategy. Algorithm 3.9 SUB GRAVITY GREEDY uses the subgravity of a prize instead 
of its value. 

S-algorithm. A variation was proposed by Tsiligirides [200] in another heuristic for the OP. 
Suppose prize k is the root or tail of the current subpath. Define a desirability factor 

ai = (3:2.) 4 djk 

for each prize j not on the current subpath. The four prizes with highest desirability values 
are normalised and a random number from U[O, l] determines the prize to append to the 
current subpath. 

Observation. If a player targets the nearest prize then this prize certainly remains the nearest 
to that prize. However, for other methods, the target-prize is not necessarily static. For example 

suppose prize il lies between prize i2 and the location of player X and suppose further that 
d

Ui2 > d
Ui! 

• Hence if player X selects prize i2 as its target-prize according to the greedy criterion, 
X'2 & ' 1 

then there may come a point at which player X switches to prize il as its target-prize by the same 
criterion. A simple modification is to consider the cost as the distance from the previous prize 

claimed by that player (or the initial location if no prize has yet been claimed by the player) . 

Algorithm 3.9 strategy SUBGRAVITY GREEDY 

end 

Input: J.L II Discount factor parameter. 
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3.2.2 Subpath Insertions 

As an instance of the CPCP is played, each player collects prizes in a sequence, one at a time. 
We wish to investigate some ways of building enough of a subpath so that we can target the first 
prize on the subpath, but not necessarily committing to entire, but rather just stepping towards 

the head of the subpath. 

3.2.2.1 Iterative TSSP Construction Heuristics 

Several iterative construction heuristics for the TSSP work by iteratively ranking and selecting a 

vertex to add to a partial solution. Hock [100] proposed a classification of iterative construction 

heuristics for the TSP into four classes: ordered sequence, increasing path, subtour insertion and 
merged multiple subtours. Each of these operates by adding one or more edges per iteration to a 
partial solution (collection of edges) until a tour is formed. The construction heuristics proposed 
in the literature for the TSSP and its variations also fit this classification although some are 
subpath based rather than subtour based. 

A tour construction heuristic begins with an empty partial solution. At each iteration, one 
or more edges are added to the solution until a complete solution is constructed. The increasing 
path methods consider those single target-prize desirability criteria as in Section 3.2. 1 .  Although 
ordered sequence methods rank edges and merged multiple subtours rank mergers of subtours, 

neither of these classes are applicable to ranking prizes. Merged multiple subtours would be 
better classified as an "improvement of infeasibility" method rather than a construction method, 
where infeasibility is due to there being several sub tours rather than a single tour. The subtour 
insertion methods maintain a subtour and at each iteration a vertex is inserted into the subtour 
according to some criterion by replacing a single edge in the subtour with two edges adjacent to 
the candidate node. These methods are essentially vertex-oriented since a vertex is selected and 
inserted at each iteration. 

3.2.2.2 Subpath Insertion Criteria 

In selecting a single target-prize we may ignore prizes which are close to the direct trajectory 
to our chosen target-prize. IT we wish to target some prize then we may wish to use the time 
invested in travelling to it more profitably by making a detour to pick up prizes which are "on 
the way" for little extra effort. Suppose by some method we have a chosen a seed prize which we 

wish to target. We may be able to improve the overall efficacy of this target by inserting prizes 
onto a subpath with the seed-prize as the subpath tail. Append some prizes after the seed-prize 
wouldn't be helpful since we don't know the next seed-prize. However, it would be useful to sort 
out which prizes to consider for insertion, which are considered post seed-node, and those which 

are not considered at all. The correct selection question is whether a node should be inserted 
here as opposed to later or be left out but not whether a node should be inserted here or left out. 
Either way, we only implement the head of the subpath so no distinction between pre-seed and 
post-seed insertions is then necessary. 

Golden, Bodin, Doyle and Stewart [88] and Johnson and Papadimitriou [1 1 1] give a number of 
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Algorithm 3.10 strategy GREEDY EN ROUTE INSERTION 

end 

Input: s / / Seed node. 
Input: 'Y / / Deviation tolemnce. 

P +- (r, s) / / Initial su.bpath. 
finished +- false 
while (notfinished) do 

end 

K +- {k E Q \ V(P) : 3(il ' i2) E E(P) such that 
d;} k  + dki2 - di} i2 :$ ( 1  + 'Y)dos - f(P) } 

if (K = 0) then 

else 

end 

finished +- true 

k* Vk 
+- argmaxkEK . max (I} ,12 )EE(P) dik + dki - dii 

Insert k* between i and j on subpath P. 

target +- head of subpath P. 

insertion rules including nearest addition, nearest insertion, farthest insertion, cheapest insertion, 
greedy insertion and, for Euclidean problems, convex hull insertion. Although these were defined 
in terms of subtours, we will apply them to nontrivial rooted subpaths. The approach is to 
maintain a candidate subpath and at each iteration some prize is selected and inserted into the 
subpath. 

Cheapest Insertion. While there is a vertex available, select vertex k not on the subpath and 

subpath edge (i, j) which minimizes d;k + dki - d;i and insert k between i and j .  

Farthest Insertion. While there i s  a vertex available, select vertex k not on the subpath and 
subpath edge (i , j) which maximizes dik + dki - dii and insert k between i and j. Although 

the farthest insertion heuristic has produced good results for the TSP we feel it would be 
inappropriate for the CPCP. It is credited with forming a rough outline of the final sub path 
and filling in the details but assumes that all of the prizes are to be visited. 

Greedy Insertion. Laporte and Martello [138] proposed this insertion criteria for the �P. Select 
the prize k not on the subpath and subpath edge (i, j) which maximizes d;Io+;:; d;; ' such 

that the length of the subpath does not exceed the distance bound, and insert prize k 

between i and j. 

Algorithm 3.10 GREEDY EN ROUTE INSERTION presents a corresponding strategy for the CPCP 

based on greedy insertion. Recall that vertex r is the origin vertex representing the location of 
player X. Let V(P) be the set of vertices of P and E(P} be the set of edges of the subpath P 

and let f(P) be the length of the subpath. 
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Algorithm 3.11 strategy GREEDY PAIR 

end 

/ / Target the greediest prize. 

{ Vi + Vj } target � argmaxiEQ max 
d d jEQ\{i} Ai + ij 

3.2.2.3 Seed Selection 

It remains to select a seed prize to initiate the insertion process. Firstly, we can employ any of 
the desirability criteria from Section 3.2.1 .  

An alternative is to  consider a sequence of two prizes as the seed rather than just one prize 

and start the insertion process with the subpath P f- (r, SI , 82) instead. Hence choose distinct 
prizes il , i2 E Q which maximize d tJ:! !�:2_ . Here we are considering the target-prize and the A'l ' } '2  
following prize as a unit. Ramesh and Brown [182] use this for their "double insertion rule" in 
an OP heuristic. We can actually use this idea as a strategy in its own right for comparison, as 
in Algorithm 3.11 GREEDY PAIR. 

3.2.3 Avoidance and Observation of Opponent 

There is a fundamental uncertainty in the CPCP due to its dynamic game nature: each player's 
current and possible future decisions affect the other. Except for passively noting the disappear
ance of prizes, so far we have ignored the presence of the opponent. In this section we propose 
some simple methods to redress this situation. 

Acknowledgement of an opponent's location and possible options adds a temporal dimension 

to the planning decisions. Priorities in collecting prizes arise out of criteria such as urgency and 
likelihood. Likelihood  is the concept of "if we target a particular prize, are we likely to get there 

first?" Urgency covers "if we target a particular prize, how soon do we need to commit to it?" 
There are three basic classes of strategy for dealing with an opponent. The first is outright 

ignorance, which is the case for the strategies of Sections 3.2.1-3.2.2. The second is simply to 

avoid the opponent by not considering unlikely prizes. The third is to attempt to predict the 
opponent's future local movements. 

3.2.3 .1 Guarantee and Avoidance-

Guarantee is the concept that the opponent targets all of the prizes concurrently under the 
assumption that we cannot observe the opponent for the remainder of the game. Consequently, 
we conservatively assume that any prize we may visit could be the one that the opponent targets 
directly. A basic device is the guarantee  status of each prize, i .e., to which player is each prize 
closer? In other words, which prizes can player A guarantee that if player A targets that prize 
then player B cannot get the prize? The shaded region of Figure 3.1 (a) represents the set of prize 
locations which are guaranteed to player A. The prize locations on the boundary (halfway) line 
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Figure 3 .1 :  Guarantee and Avoidance 

Algorithm 3.12 strategy GUARANTEED NEAREST NEIGHBOUR 

end 

8 � {j E Q : dA; � dB; } 
if (8 = 0) then 8 � Q 
target � argmin;EsdA; 

are those for which dA; = dB; . 

The methods from Sections 3.2 .1 and 3.2.2 can be simply modified to only consider guaran
teed prizes, e.g., Algorithm 3.12 GUARANTEED NEAREST NEIGHBOUR and Algorithm 3.13 GUAR

ANTEED GREEDY. Note that if there are no guaranteed prizes, the strategies revert to their 
nonguaranteed version. 

A voidance relaxes the concept of guarantee by selecting a set of prizes guaranteed to the 
opponent for which the likelihood that the opponent will target those prizes is high. It is overly 
drastic to exclude from consideration all prizes not currently guaranteed. What, for example, 

would you target if there are no prizes guaranteed to you but ample for your opponent? Simple 
observation of how the guarantee status of prizes change as the players move suggests that we 
could target those prizes which are not close to player B and hence have a higher likelihood 

Algorithm 3.13 strategy GUARANTEED GREEDY 

end 

8 � {j E Q : dA; � dB; } 
if (S = 0) then S � Q 

. v; 
target � argmm;Es-

d A; 
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Algorithm 3.14 strategy NEAREST NEIGHBOUR AVOIDANCE 

end 

s � {j E Q :  min{r, dAi } � dBi } 
target i- argminiES{dAi }  

Algorithm 3 . 1 5  strategy GREEDY AVOIDANCE 

end 

s � {j E Q :  min{r, dAj} � dBi} 

target � argmaxiES { ;�i } 

than those close and guaranteed to player B. Also, urgent prizes are those whose status changes 
quickly. 

Practically, we use a dynamic exclusion zone around the opponent by not considering prizes 
within a fixed radius of, and guaranteed to, the opponent. The shaded region of Figure 3 . 1(b) 
represents the set of prize locations within which player A would consider target prizes. An 

alternative, which we do not consider further, is to rule out a particular group of prizes, such 
as the h nearest guaranteed neighbours of the opponent. In general we can have method which 
firstly determines a set of prizes, S, to select a target from and then selects a target-prize from S. 

Then guarantee corresponds to S i- {j E Q : dAi � dBi } and radius-and-guarantee corresponds 
to S � {j E Q : min{r, dAi} � dBi } '  Note that guarantee is equivalent to r = 00. Algorithm 3 . 14 
NEAREST NEIGHBOUR AVOIDANCE and Algorithm 3.15 GREEDY AVOIDANCE are examples of such 

avoidance strategies. 

3.2.3.2 Observation 

Observation is simply noting which prize the opponent is currently targeting and selecting 
a target-prize accordingly. However, observation is not mutually exclusive with avoidance or 
guarantee but, rather, is complementary. However we could think of guarantee as an extreme 
realisation of both avoidance and observation. 

Consider the simple strategy GUARANTEED NEAREST NEIGHBOUR of Algorithm 3.12 in which 
we have implicitly assumed that the opponent will target any prize which is closer to them and, 
consequently, that the only prizes which we will consider to target are those to which we are 
currently closer. Suppose, instead, we attempt to model the set of prizes which we consider 

the opponent could be targeting. A prize-ts (or opponent prize target set) is a subset 
of remaining prizes which estimates the possible target prizes of the opponent which are not 
sufficiently distinguishable via observation of the opponent's movements. We assume that the 
opponent must travel via at least one of the prizes in the prize-ts and hence the earliest arrival 
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Algorithm 3 .16 strategy TARGET SET NEAREST NEIGHBOUR AVOIDANCE 

end 

Input: T � P II prize-ts. 
Input: r II Avoidance radius. 

I I Target the nearest prize conditionally guaranteed via prize-ts. 
S � {j E Q : min{r, dAj} ::; IJki¥{ dEi + dij } }  
target � argminjES dAj 

Algorithm 3.17 strategy TARGET SET GREEDY AVOIDANCE 

end 

Input: T � P II prize-ts. 
Input: r II Avoidance radius. 

I I Target the most greedy prize conditionally guaranteed via prize-ts. 
S � {j E Q :  min{r, dAj } ::; IJki¥{dBi + dij} }  

target f- argmaxjES { dV�j } 

time of player B at some prize j E Q is miniET{ dEi + dij } . The corresponding avoidance criterion 

is S � {j E Q : min{r, dAj} ::; IJki¥{dEi + dij } } .  
The simplest heuristic strategy based upon these ideas is TARGET SET NEAREST NEIGHBOUR 

AVOIDANCE of Algorithm 3.16. Analogously, we can define the strategy TARGET SET GREEDY 

AVOIDANCE, as in Algorithm 3.17. 

3.2.3.3 Building a prize-ts 

A prize-ts allows a degree of flexibility in how coarse an estimate of the opponent's target-prize is 
determined. Clearly, the more refined the prize-ts the more potential target-prizes are available. 
Note that there is also the possibility that we substantially mis-identify the prize-ts so we need 

to be able to check whether the opponent's movements are consistent with our prize-ts model, so 
as to be able to refine it if necessary and also to be able to build a new one. We also require an 
evaluator method which provides a target-prize when given a prize-ts. 

A straightforward method for estimating which prizes the opponent is targeting at each step 
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is to consider the current bearing, 'l/lB , of player B at the immediately preceding step. Let (}Bj 
be the bearing of prize j from the immediately preceding location of player B. Then let the 

prize-ts be the set of remaining prizes whose bearing deviates from 'l/lB by at most some threshold 

parameter (}thresh , i .e . ,  

The least confident prize-ts is that consisting of all the remaining prizes, e.g. , when () = 271". 
Certainly this is a possibility, especially if there is no history or the opponent has just claimed 

a prize. However, a better idea is to we use the recent historical observation of the opponent to 
predict which prizes the opponent is targeting. 

Some possible approaches for estimating the current bearing, 'l/lB , of player B include the 

bearing of the immediately preceding step, a moving average of the bearing of the previous few 
steps and a range of bearings of the previous few steps, i.e . ,  tracking the actual variability in the 
observed movements of player B. We only implement the bearing of the immediately preceding 
step, when available, since this is sufficient. 

Hence suppose we have estimated the bearing, 'l/lB, of player B. Then a prize-ts can be 
constructed via either of the following two methods. 

BUILD-PRIZETS (BEARING) : Build a prize-ts consisting of those remaining prizes which deviate 
in bearing from 'l/lB by at most (}thresh . Note that this may give an empty prize-ts in which 
case we may stipulate that the prize closest in bearing to 'l/lB must be included. 

BUILD-PRIZETS ( INSERTION) :  Let s E Q (a seed prize) be the prize closest in bearing to 'l/lB . 
Build a prize-ts consisting of those remaining prizes j E Q such that 

The parameters (}thresh and dthresh determine the degree of conservatism in the construction of 

a prize-ts. 

3 .3  Combinatorial Subproblem Based Strategies 

Consider the heuristic strategies outlined in Sections 3.2.1-3.2.3. We can develop complementary 

subpath improvement heuristics only if we have an objective for the subpath decision problem. 
Hence it may be more appropriate to formulate combinatorial optimization subproblems based on 
the TSSP and develop specialised construction and improvement heuristics to solve these. Such 
subproblem formulations represent a static snapshot of the evolving dynamic situation such as 
employed to solve DVRSPs. 

In the following, we distinguish between three different subpath structures. A closed sub
path is one in which both the origin and destination locations are fixed, an open subpath is one 
in which the origin location is fixed and the destination location is free, and a floating subpath 
is one in which both the origin and destination are free. 
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Figure 3 .2 :  A Guarantee Partition . 

3 . 3 . 1  Guarantee Subpath 

A prize j E V is guaranteed to player A if dAi � dBi and is strictly guaranteed to player A 

if dAi < dBi . Should player A target a strictly guaranteed prize then player B cannot possibly 

intercept that prize. We can extend this concept to an open subpath. 

Definition 3.3.1 
Let P be the sequence or subpath (il ' i2 , . . .  , im) and let aik = E!:: diqiq+l be the corre

sponding arrival-time of player A at each prize ik E {it , i2 , . . . , im} . P is guaranteed to player A 

if ai � dBi Vj E P and is strictly guaranteed to player A if ai < dBi Vj E P. The guaranteed 
value of P is EiEP:c;<dB; vi + � L-iEP:c;=dB; vi . 0 

Note that, by the triangle inequality, P is guaranteed if and only if ai ... � dEi ... and P is 
strictly guaranteed if and only if ai ... < dEi ... . 

The guarantee subpath subproblem is to determine a subpath guaranteed to player X of 
maximal guaranteed value. This is a special case of the open-subpath version of the Orienteering 
Problem with Time Windows (OPTW). The prize guarantee subproblem does not require 
earliness time windows, only the deadlines which have value li = dBi .  Also the deadlines are 
significantly special since they satisfy a form of triangle inequality where li2 � lil + d'l i2 Vi! , i2 E 
V. Appendix 3.A.3 outlines a local search method for the prize guarantee subproblem. In 
Figure 3.2 , the prizes guaranteed to player A are those to the left of line (a) , while player B is 
guaranteed all those prizes to the right of line (a) . Thus player A may choose only to target a prize 

which is currently guaranteed. Algorithm 3.18 GUARANTEE-SUBPATH presents the corresponding 
CPCP strategy. 

Suppose we have identified a prize-ts, T .  Then we can consider relaxing the idea of guarantee 
slightly by assuming that player B will claim one of the prizes in T prior to claiming any prize 
not in T .  This assumption is denoted by B [> T. The standard prize guarantee is equivalent to 
T = V. 
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Algorithm 3.18 strategy GUARANTEE-SUBPATH 

end 

Construct a good guaranteed subpath. 
target t- head of the subpath. 

Algorithm 3 .19 strategy TARGET-SET GUARANTEE-SUBPATH 

end 

Input: T / / prize-ts. 

Construct a good guaranteed subpath contingent on B I> T. 
if (T = 0) then 

target t- 0 
else 

target t- head of the subpath. 
end 

Definition 3.3.2 
Let ij = miniET {dBi + dij }  Vj E V. A subpath P = (i1 , i2 ,  . . .  , im) is guaranteed con

tingent on B I> T if aj ::; ij Vj E P. The guaranteed value of P contingent on B I> T is 
o 

Algorithm 3.19 TARGET-SET GUARANTEE-SUBPATH presents the corresponding CPCP strat-

egy. 
Finally, an exact solution to guarantee subpath subproblem is used as the basis of Algo

rithm 3.20 PRIZE-GUARANTEE (see Section 6 .A .2 .3) . 

3 . 3 . 2  Horizon OP 

Existing combinatorial optimization problems can be employed as subproblems giving directly 
applicable strategies for the CPCP. The horizon-OP is an open subpath OP with the deadline 
defined as a rolling planning horizon. The closed subpath variation (with specified destination 

location) is also called the direct-path in Section 8.2.2.2. 

Algorithm 3.20 strategy PRIZE-GUARANTEE 

end 

Construct a maximal guaranteed subpath. 
target t- head of the subpath. 
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Algorithm 3 .21  strategy HARVEST PATH 

end 

Construct a good harvest subpath. 
target � head of subpath. 

3.3.3  Harvesting Paths 

Algorithm 3.8 GREEDY introduced the idea of maximizing the value of a target-prize divided by 

the distance that must be travelled to claim it (the "bang-for-buck" ) .  The harvesting rate 

generalizes this bang-for-buck idea to a subpath. 

Definition 3.3.3 
Let P = (i1 ,  i2 ,  . . .  , im) be a subpath. The value of the subpath is v(P) = 'EjEp Vj and the 

length of the sub path is i(P) = ai� . The harvesting rate of the subpath is 

where v(P) is the value sum of the prizes on P and i(P) is the length of P. o 

We wish to determine a subpath of maximum harvesting rate from the current location of 
player A. We may optionally specify either an upper bounding or lower bounding constraint on 
i(P) but not both. We consider two types of harvesting rate path; a hanJest path has a fixed 
destination location but an open hanJest path has no such destination location. 

Algorithm 3.21 HARVEST PATH presents the corresponding CPCP strategy. 

3 .3.4 BA-Path and ABA-Path 

BA-paths and ABA-paths generalize the idea of a guarantee subpath to include some short 
term response from player B, but remain reasonably conservative; an ABA-path further includes 
an element of contingent planning for player A. 

3.3.4.1 BA-Path 

Suppose player B proposes a guaranteed subpath PB and then player A responds with a subpath 
PA which is conditionally guaranteed upon B -* PB. Player A's objective is to find the best 
value response subpath given player B's subpath. Player B's objective is to maximize the value 
of player B's subpath less the value of player A's best response subpath. There is no point in 
looking at player B's objective to maximize the value of his path, since then he would just take 
the best possible prize guarantee subpath. Essentially the tradeoff for player B here is between 
his own harvesting and the prevention of player A's harvesting. Clearly, if there is no guarantee 
path for player B then this method is just the same as paranoid for player A. 
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Algorithm 3.22 strategy ABA-PATH 

end 

Construct a good ABA-path or BA-path. 
target +- head of the A-subpath. 

3.3.4.2 ABA-Path 

Suppose player A proposes a guaranteed path PA. Then player B responds with a subpath PE 
which is conditionally guaranteed upon A � PA . Finally player A extends his subpath from the 
tail of PA such that the extension is conditionally guaranteed upon B � PB. The objective of 

the extension subpath phase for player A is to maximize the overall value of the subpath. The 
objective of player B is once again to maximize the value of player B's path less the value of 
player A's path. The overall objective of player A is to maximize the value of player A's overall 
subpath. Essentially the tradeoff for player A here is between delaying the point of contingency 
under a tighter set of deadlines and relaxing the response deadlines to player B. Algorithm 3.22 
ABA-PATH presents the corresponding CPCP strategy. 

More precisely, let r A be the root vertex corresponding to player A's current location and let 
r B be the root vertex corresponding to player B's current location. Player A proposes an initial 

nonempty guaranteed A-subpath, PA = (il , i2 , • • •  , ip) , corresponding to the deadlines lAi = dEi . 
Player B responds with an initial (possibly empty) B-subpath, PB = (kl , k2 , . . .  , kq) ,  which is 
guaranteed with respect to A I> PA with corresponding deadlines lBi = l(PA)  + dipi . Finally 
player A responds with a (possibly empty) subpath, the A-extension PA = (Vl , V2 , • • .  , vr) , which 
is appended to P A such that the resulting subpath, P A . PB , is guaranteed with respect to B I> PE 
with corresponding deadlines lAi = l(PB)  + dk.i · Let aAi be the corresponding arrival-times of 
player A at each prize j E PA given that A I> PA . The corresponding guaranteed value of PA is 

Also Ii(PA : A I> PA, B I> PB) = tJG(P;.:Ae>PA )
. We also define aVr 

Ii(PA . PA : B I> PB) = va(PA)  + va(PA : A I> PA, B I> PE) . 
allr 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the components of a ABA-path. The hollow circles represent the origin
vertices of player A and player B respectively. The dashed arrows represent the definition of the 
deadlines for player B and the solid arrows represent the definition of deadlines for player A. The 
objective of player B is to choose PB so as to maximize Ii(PB)  - 1i(PA : A I> PA , B  I> PB) '  The 
objective of player A is to choose PB to maximinimaximize fi(PA . PA : B I> PE) , i .e . , 

argmaxPA {��n { rI]:,f Ii(PA . PA : B I> PB) } } . 
Finally, suppose we have constructed a prize-ts, T. Firstly we assume that B I> T and hence 

the initial deadlines are defined by lAi = miniET { dEi + dii} .  Secondly we assume that player 
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Figure 3.3 :  Structure of ABA-path Components 

Algorithm 3.23 strategy TARGET-SET ABA-PATH 

end 

Input: T / / prize-ts. 

Construct a good ABA-path or BA-path contingent on B t> T. 
if (T = 0) then 

target +-- 0 
else 

target +-- head of the A-subpath. 
end 

B must select the first prize on PB from those prizes in T. The resulting CPCP strategy is 
TARGET-SET ABA-PATH of Algorithm 3.23. 

3.3.5  Cooperate 

If the overall deadline is sufficiently restrictive then the players may each be able to claim more 
value in prizes if they choose to cooperate. We can calculate the cooperative value, n, which 
is the maximum value that the players can jointly claim within the overall deadline >. if they co
operate completely. This subproblem is equivalent to an open-subpath variation of the Multiple 
Depot Team Orienteering Problem (MDTOP). 

A problem instance is guarantee determined (or static) if the value of the maximal guar

anteed subpaths for each player sum to n. Then the guaranteed subpath of each player is an 
optimal strategy. 

Conceivably this could provide the basis of a strategy for the CPCP in which the players 
choose to cooperate even when the value of the maximal guaranteed subpaths for each player 
sum to less than n. There are two distinct difficulties: 
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(I) . How do they ensure that the opponent does not do a double-cross, that is, how can the 

players ensure that once they enter into cooperation the cooperation is then binding upon 

what they agree to when they enter into it? This would involve some kind of rule change 

to introduce alliance contracts that dynamically bind the players into a team for a specific 
(possibly permanent) period of time. 

(11). The more troublesome problem is how the players share the spoils of such cooperation. The 

cooperative value n is the maximum sum of the values the players jointly claim. There may 
be multiple optimal subpath-pairs so how do we select between them. Also a joint value 

which is slightly less than n may enable the value to be shared more fairly in comparison 
with what the players could expect from a GUARANTEED subpath. 

Hence we do not attempt to construct a strategy based upon cooperation with the opponent. 

3.4 Necessary Principles of Strategy 

Sections 3.2-3.3 have proposed basic strategies based on prize desirability and subproblems. 
Although these have not been extensively developed, they are useful indicators of what cannot be 

captured by a combinatorial optimization subproblem formulation of a player's strategic decision 
problem. From preliminary simulations employing these strategies, we can observe four necessary 
principles of strategy that must be addressed by a solution paradigm for the CPCP but cannot 

be adapted from the TSSP /DVRSP solution paradigm. 

3.4.1 Dynamism and Uncertainty 

Recall that no one player completely controls the final outcome of the game. Hence a strategy 
must deal dynamically with the perpetual uncertainty in how the opponent will play the game. 

We require strategies which are robust ,  i .e. are designed to perform well in most situations. 
Planning with little risk and a high degree of security is conservative planning, but what threshold 

of risk is acceptable? This depends upon the degree of detail with which we choose or are able 
to plan; by planning with more detail, we can generate plans with greater security. Just as scale 
of step length relative to the displacement of prizes determines the coarseness of movements in 

the game, so does detail of planning determine how well the next one-step move can be planned. 
Detail involves both "scope" (breadth) and "horizon" (depth) of planning. 

Information about future states of the game is unknown or imprecise; hence near-term events 
should be planned in more detail but longer term guiding policy is essential. Over a longer 
planning horizon we are representing fewer possible consequences of an action; longer term plans 
are necessarily less detailed since a player can only roughly estimate the opportunities available 

from some future position. 
Decisions regarding single prizes are simple, but deciding between prize combinations is more 

difficult. Planning a guaranteed (i.e. non-interceptable, riskless) path is increasingly narrow

minded, but could be useful as a static positional evaluator. Considering direct interception as a 
threat in evaluating a plan is not usually effective. Overall, we must evaluate possible plans in 

such a way as to gauge the possible risks involved. 
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Each player is involved in a continual requirement for action but the actual satisfaction of an 
objective at the end of the game conveys very little information about the overall process required 
to attain it. The future plays that are possible from any state during a game greatly exceed the 
few which may satisfy the current objective. The intermediate states encountered usually have no 
associated payoff or direct information concerning their relative advantage, yet they play a stage

setting role in establishing opportunities for the accumulation of prizes, upon which the objective 
is based. Of the variety of possible planning horizons available, the short- to medium-term is the 
most effective for the purposes of evaluating plans. It is not sufficient to plan myopically just a 
few steps at a time without medium term direction since we could not plan for these intermediate 
positioning steps. 

It is clearly not sufficient in general to plan just a few steps ahead in time. Much effort 
must be given to setting the stage for future opportunities. This must involve long-term planning 
of credible goals as well as game-like coordination including provocation of and response to the 
opponent. Since we plan from a given time slice onwards, we must plan at a number of time or 
goal horizons, each a refinement of the last. In addition, we must manage the coupling of decisions 
or recursions between horizons. In this way we can design and implement goals at various stages 
out from our current step-decision which serve to consider future payoffs at all horizons in an 
overall coordinated way. 

3.4.3 Prediction of Opponent's Behaviour 

How our opponent will play is the major source of uncertainty in our decision making. IT we 
could perfectly predict exactly how he would respond to any action(s) on our part, then we could 
completely determine the outcome of the game in terms of our objective. IT we could satisfy our 
objective in such a way that our opponent cannot intercept our path then we could safely ignore 
our opponent's actions in our planning. 

We characterise cognizance of our opponent as a continuum ranging from requiring a direct 
response to his every move through to regarding his activities as essentially independent, over a 

suitable planning horizon. Optimization is "complete cognizance" in matching our actions to all 
possible reactions of our opponent and vice versa. 

Observation of the opponent's behaviour leads to the possibility of learning. Information 
conveyed by intermediate states in the play of a game could be used to construct a representational 
model of the opponent's behaviour in order to improve our future decisions. Interaction debates 
the merits of coming into close proximity with our opponent given the concomitant sharp increase 

in uncertainty over the local decision horizon. How does behaviour alter when we are in direct 
conflict over the local prizes? Are there occasions when conflict is not a choice but a necessity? 

3.4.4 Contingency Planning 

One must always put oneself in a position to choose between alternatives. Adhering to the tradi
tional substantive rationality represents one extreme, wherein we determine all possible alternative 
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scenarios and thus clinically exhaust all risk. At the opposite extreme, we may construct a fixed 
path and evaluate it without the possibility of building in alternative decision forks. For example, 
consider generating two fixed paths which share the initial steps but fork at some future point. 
When conservatively evaluating a single path we select some set of representatively "bad" possible 
scenarios as our opponent's response to that plan. In taking these two paths independently we 

probably would not consider the same bad scenarios. If, however, we conservatively evaluate the 

two paths together as a contingent plan, then we would select one set of bad response scenarios 
and, for each such scenario, determine our best choice at the decision fork, rather than implicitly 

selecting the worst choice when the plans were regarded as independent. 
In general, we generate a selection of future partial states at which our plan may fork. In this 

way we can plan for future decisions when the relevant state information becomes available, in
stead of attempting to predict it given our present conservative extrapolations. Hence contingent 
planning produces tree structures where the branching of the tree corresponds to an assessment of 
the state of play at that time in selecting a subplan to follow. Again, the more detail in planning 
for contingent forks, the more complex the search becomes. 

Threat is the proactive form of contingency; it is the not necessarily subtle manipulation 
of our opponent by maintaining many flexible alternative options. We plan to cover the initial 

steps of more alternatives than our opponent can cover and whose outcomes he can't resolve. 
It is this ability to confuse by use of alternative forks of plans that incites uncertainty in our 
opponent's attempts to defend a position or bank upon a particular sequence of actions on our 
part. However, threat can be a two-edged sword. Our opponent may also be attempting to 
manipulate our position by keeping his own options open with respect to his own objective. 
When threats balance, this could lead to a standoff. Perhaps our opponent is threatening some 
sequence of actions and we must respond defensively to that threat up until we can counter with 

a threat of our own. A key question is when should a standoff be initiated: when we have run 
out of secure alternatives near the perimeter of the prize region, or when we are central to the 

remaining prizes and have many active alternatives open? This is the tradeoff between proactively 

constructing more alternative plans and reactively following some of our existing ones. 

Coda 

� S ummary 

This chapter has applied the solution concepts of the TSSP and DVRSP solution paradigms to 
the CPCP. In the process, we have identified a number of key principles which cannot be resolved 
by adapting the existing combinatorial subproblem approach. 

� Link 

The next chapter designs a solution architecture based around these principles 
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3.A Appendices to Chapter 3 

These appendices consider local neighbourhood search heuristics for the combinatorial optimiza
tion subproblems formulated in Section 3.3. 

3 .A . l  Local Neighbourhood Search Hem. lstics 

Solution methods for combinatorial optimization problems as often classified as follows. 
Construction Heuristics. Assemble a solution by selecting increasingly larger subsets of the 

component objects; once an object is selected is cannot be deselected. 

Improvement Heuristics. Iteratively rearrange objects with respect to a set of operators, ac
cepting an improved solution at each iteration until none better can be generated (local 
optima) . 

Search Heuristics. Local search methods (or hill climbing methods) make a series of steps, at 
each stage improving the current solution by moving to a neighbouring solution. This is 

usually done by considering the neighbouring solutions one at a time and moving to the 
first one which gives an improvement (a first-improving method) or considering all the 
neighbouring solutions and moving to the one which gives the greatest improvement (a 
best-improving method) .  Anderson [2] considers various such selection strategies. 

Optimization Algorithms. A solution method which is guaranteed to find the best solution in 
finite time, e.g., branch and bound, implicit enumeration. Miller and Pekny [158, 159] have 
shown that it is possible to use parallel branch and bound algorithms to solve reasonably 

large instances of the asymmetric TSP up to 250,000 cities. 

A meta-heuristic is a heuristic which guides another search heuristic. Meta-heuristics have 

been found to be effective solution methods for a number of combinatorial optimization problems, 
including the VRP (Gendreau, Hertz and Laporte [75] ) .  Tabu Search (TS) (Glover [79, 80] and 
Glover and Laguna [82]) guides a local search heuristic by short-term prohibition of moves which 
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would "undo" moves already executed, medium-term search intensification and long-term search 
diversification. Simulated Annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt and Vecchi [129]) modifies 

the hill climbing local search heuristic by allowing, with probability decreasing over time, moves 

which lead to a worse solution than the current solution. Genetic Algorithms (GA) (Gold
berg [84]) mimic evolutionary genetic processes of random mutation and crossover to combine 

"good components" of solutions from a pool of solutions to "discover" good solutions. Thresh
old Accepting (TA) (Dueck and Scheuer [62]) is similar to SA except that the probability of 
accepting a worse solution is constant throughout. Dueck [61] also proposes two other simple 
meta-heuristics: the Great Deluge Algorithm (GDA) and the Record-to-Record Travel 

(RTR) . TA, GDA and RTR have been found to outperform SA on some TSPs. Greedy Ran

domized Adaptive Search Procedures (GRASP) (Feo and Resende [67]) is a met a-heuristic 

that uses randomized restart to search many portions of the solution space. Scatter Search (SS) 
(Glover [81]) is a population-based meta-heuristic similar to GA which uses an initial population 
of solutions obtained from some basic heuristic and new solutions are formed by taking linear 
combinations of solutions from the population. The design of meta-heuristics for the subproblems 
of Section 3.3 is considered beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the following sections of 
this appendix provide the foundations for such met a-heuristics by designing local neighbourhood 

search heuristics for these subproblems. 
A local search heuristic is an improvement heuristic which starts with some solution to a 

particular problem and searches a subset of the space of all solutions to that problem for. better 

ones. Hence to define a local search heuristic we must define the subspace of all solutions to 
search about the current solution (the local neighbourhood) and a selection criterion for 
determining which solution from the current local neighbourhood to adopt as the next solution. 

A local operator is an operator which makes a "local" change to a given solution. A local 
neighbourhood is the defined as all solutions which can be obtained from the current solution by 
applying one of a given set of local operators. A solution is locally optimal with respect to a local 
operator if apply the local operator cannot improve the solution. Hence, a local search heuristic 
improves a given initial solution by applying a number of local operators until the solution is 
locally optimal with respect to each local operator. 

Local search is very intensive (myopic) ; it just tries to improve the current solution as much 

as possible at each step (Morton and Pentico [162]) .  Punnen and Aneja [181] and Aarts and 
Lenstra [1] survey the field of randomized local search heuristics in combinatorial optimization. 

3.A.2 Local Subpath Operators 

Local operators for the TSSP and the VRP are almost exclusively defined in terms of tours or 
subtours. In this sections we adapt these local operators for subpaths via a visual specification 
scheme. 

3.A.2.1 Defining Local Operators 

Consider the two-exchange local tour operator of Lin and Kernighan [145] in which two non
adjacent edges are removed from the tour and replaced by two different edges such that the tour 
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Figure 3.4: Lin and Kernighan Two-Exchange Definition 

remains connected. This is defined visually in Figure 3.4(a) in which ' e '  represents a vertex, 
'-' represents a subpath edge, and '- - -' represents a wildcard edge (either a single vertex or 
a subpath consisting of at least one edge) . The upper tour defines the original tour, marking 
the significant edges and vertex, and the lower tour defines the tour resulting from applying the 

two-exchange operator. Figure 3.4(b) illustrates the minimal instance of the two-exchange where 
every wild card is collapsed to a single vertex. 

3.A.2.2 Subpath Insertion, Deletion and Improvement Operators 

Figure 3.5 defines a number of basic subpath operations using the same definition scheme. The 
leftmost vertex represents the root vertex of the subpath (see the definition in Section 3.2). No 
other vertex can substitute for the root vertex since it represents the current location of a player. 
The upper subpath concisely defines the subpath on which the operator can be applied, locating 

significant vertices and restrictions on the location of vertices with respect to one another and 
the ends of the subpath. The lower subpath defines the new subpath by giving the edges added 
and edges removed. 

Gendreau, Hertz and Laporte [74, 75] proposed the generalized insertion (GENI) oper
ator which inserts a vertex into a subtour together with a local reoptimization of the subtour. 
Figure 3.6 defines some generalized insertion operators applied to subpaths and their inverse 
operators, i.e., some generalized deletion operators. Figure 3.7 defines additional subpath two
exchanges in which the subpath root is fixed but the subpath tail is changed ;  these are derived 
from equivalent three-exchanges for tours. 

These local operators constitute the subpath insertion, subpath deletion and subpath im
provement operators that will be employed in Appendices 3.A.3-3.A.6. 

To implement a local operator, we must provide an evaluator function, which determines the 
change in path length, a feasibility function, which determines whether the operator constructs 
a feasible solution, and a do procedure, which actually modifies the current solution by applying 
the operator. A key consideration in designing local search operators is that the evaluator and 

feasibility functions must have computational complexity much less than the do procedure. 
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Figure 3.5: Basic Local Subpath Operators 
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Figure 3.7: Additional Subpath Two-Exchanges 

3.A.3 Local Search for PRIZE-GUARANTEE 

e e 

Algorithm 3.24 presents the FAST PRIZE GUARANTEE local search heuristic for determining a 
I 

good guaranteed subpath, as required by Section 3.3.1. Suppose the deadlines, I, Vj E Q, are 
set such that I, = min{ A, t + dBj } where t is the current absolute simulation time and A is the 
overall deadline. Let PA be the planning subpath of player A with root vertex r. In applying a 
local operator we must ensure that the resulting subpath is feasible with respect to the deadlines. 
Since all distances are Euclidean distances, by the triangle inequality we need only check that the 

tail vertex of PA has arrival time no later than its deadline. 

3.AA Local Search for HORIZON-OP 

Algorithm 3.25 presents the FAST HORIZON-OP local search heuristic for determining a good op
subpath, as required by Section 3.3.2. The only feasibility concern is with respect to the horizon, 

H ::; A. 

3 .A . 5  Local Search for HARVEST-PATH 

Algorithm 3.26 presents the FAST HARVEST PATH local search heuristic for determining a good 

harvest-path, as required by Section 3.3.3. Suppose we have the constraint lmin ::; I(PA) ::; 
lmax ::; A. Assume that lmin is no greater than the shortest subpath from the origin through all 
the vertices and that lmax ::; A - tA ' For harvest-path initialise with PA = (r) . For open-harvest
path initialise with PA = (r, s) , where s is a vertex which represents the destination location, 

and assume that lmax 2: drs . 
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Algorithm 3.24 heuristic FAST PRIZE GUARANTEE 

end 

/ / Local search heuristic for PRIZE-GUARANTEE. 

finished f- false 
PA f- (r) 
while (not finished) do 

end 

if 3 a feasible insertion then 
perform most-greedy insertion 

else if 3 a length improving two-exchange then 
perform most-length-improving two-exchange 

else if 3 a feasible deletion then 
perform least-greedy deletion 

e lse  
finished f- true 

end 

Algorithm 3.25 heuristic FAST HORIZON-OP 

end 

/ / Local search heuristic for HORIZON-OP. 

Input: 
finished f- false 
PA f- (r) 
while (not finished) do 

end 

if 3 a feasible insertion then 
perform most-greedy insertion 

else if 3 a length improving two-exchange then 
perform most-length-improving two-exchange 

e lse if 3 a feasible hr-improving deletion then 
perform least-greedy deletion 

else 
finished f- true 

end 
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Algorithm 3.26 heuristic FAST HARVEST PATH 

end 

II Local search heuristic for PRIZE-GUARANTEE. 

finished � false 
PA � (r) 
while (not finished) do 

end 

if [(PA )  < lmin or 3 a feasible hr-improving insertion then 
perform most-hr-improving insertion 

else if 3 a length improving two-exchange then 
perform most-length-improving two-exchange 

else if [(PA)  > lmox or 3 a feasible hr-improving deletion then 
perform most-hr-improving deletion 

else 
finished � true 

end 

3.A.6 Local Search for ABA-PATH 

Figure 3.8 defines the components of the FAST ABA-PATH local search heuristic for determining 
a good ABA-path, as required by Section 3.3.4. We can now expand each component. 

Main. Set deadlines for the A-subpath from player B's current location. The A-subpath is ini

tialised to the A-origin, and possibly to the A-destination. The B-subpath is initialised 
to the B-origin. If we are playing ABA-PATH then we call 'A-path'. If we are playing 
BA-PATH then we skip directly to 'B-hotstart' .  

A-path. Objective for player A: maximize overall A-harvesting-rate, i.e., of the initial A-subpath 
and the A-extension. Evaluate existing feasible A-subpath using 'B-hotstart' . Evaluate 
each candidate move using 'B-hotstart'. Make a feasible, objective-improving insertion 

move is possible; otherwise make a length-improving improvement move if possible; other

wise make an objective-improving deletion move if possible; otherwise stop. 

B-hotstart. We have just created a new A-subpath. Determine new deadlines for player B's 
subpath determined from the end of the A-subpath. Note that the existing B-subpath may 
be infeasible with respect to the new deadlines and may contain prizes which have now 
been visited on A-subpath. Hence: 

(i) . set new deadlines 

(ii). remove prizes which are claimed on A-subpath 

(iii). while B-subpath is infeasible: 

• make a length-improving improvement if possible; 
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Figure 3.8: Structure of AEA-PATH heuristic 

• otherwise make the length-improving deletion which maximizes 

Now we have a feasible B-subpath. Note that if we have a prize-ts then we must insist that 
the first vertex on the B-subpath, following the B-origin vertex, is a prize from the prize-ts. 

B-path. Objective for player B: maximize overall B-harvesting-rate less overall A-harvesting
rate. Evaluate existing feasible B-subpath using 'A-hotstart'. Evaluate each candidate 
move using 'A-hotstart' . Make a feasible, objective-improving insertion move if possi
ble; otherwise make a length-improving improvement move if possible; otherwise make an 
objective-improving deletion move if possible; otherwise stop. 

Note that if we have a prize-ts then we must insist that the first vertex on the B-subpath, 
following the B-origin vertex, is a prize from the prize-ts. 

A-hotstart. We have just created a new B-subpath. Determine new deadlines for player A's 
subpath determined from the end of the B-subpath. Note that the existing A-extension 
may be infeasible with respect to the new deadlines and may contain prizes which have 
now been visited on B-subpath. Hence: 

(i) . set new deadlines 

(ii) . remove prizes which are claimed on B-subpath 

(iii) . while A-extension is infeasible: 

• make a length-improving improvement if possible; 
• otherwise make the length-improving deletion which maximizes 
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Now we have a feasible A-extension. 

A-extend. Objective for player A: maximize the overall A-harvesting-rate. The initial A-path 
is fixed (not, however, including the destination vertex) and operators can be applied only 
to the A-extension. Make a feasible hr-improving insertion if possible; otherwise make 
a length-improving improvement if possible; otherwise make an hr-improving deletion if 
possible. 



C H A P T E R 4 

Strategic Planning Architecture 

When it is not necessary to make a decision, it is necessary not to 

make a decision. 

4.0 Introduction 
4.1 Aggregation and Contingency Planning 
4.2 Cognizance of Opponent and Response Monitoring 

- LORD FALKLAND 'S RULE 

� iS chapter proposes a Strategic Planning Architecture (SPA) and Dynamic Monitoring System I . (DMS) to capture and structure the principles identified in  the previous chapter. The SPA 

is a dynamic, hierarchical, flexible, structura l framework for computationa l  strategies which considers 

different levels of aggregation of the prize set. It is based upon the premise of continual ly setting 

up for future payoffs. The bui lding blocks focus on the interaction of planning horizons, contingent 

plann ing, cognizance of opponent and dynamic response to the opponent's behaviour. 

4.0  Introduction 

The objective of this chapter is  to formulate a solution paradigm incorporating the four principles 
identified in Section 3.4, namely uncertainty and robustness, stage setting, cognizance of opponent 
and contingency planning. These concepts are usefully delineated by considering the difference 
between a scenario, a forecast and an observation. 

• A scenario is a description of the future and the process of how to get there from the 
present (Merist6 [155]) .  A scenario need not be an exact future course but rather an 
approximate representation. Multiple scenario analysis involves developing a representative 
set of mutually exclusive alternatives and assessing the player's response to each of these 
possible futures. 

• A forecast assumes that it is possible to predict the future, assigning probabilities to the 
occurrence of each possible future. Thus a forecast is an estimate of what is likely to occur. 

77 
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• An observation is the noting of an event as it occurs. 

The structure we propose for a solution paradigm is an architecture organised as follows. 
Section 4 . 1  considers scenario generation and evaluation, incorporating aggregation, contingency 
planning, stage setting (planning for the long term) and uncertainty (robust detailed planning 
for the near term) .  Section 4.2 considers forecasting and observation, incorporating cognizance of 
the opponent's behaviour and dynamic scenario selection. The split between scenario generation 
and scenario selection is necessary to divide and conquer a complex problem (as advocated by 
Newell and Simon [166]) by modularizing the component problems in order to structure both our 
understanding and realistic implementation. 

4.1  Aggregation and Contingency Planning 

A strategy needs to balance the accumulation of prizes over a near term planning horizon, in 
a localised area, against the need to prepare position ally for continued prize accumulation over 
longer planning horizons. To be effective, both these extremes require the evaluation of future 
scenarios contingent upon uncertain events, i.e., the behaviour and movement selections of the 
opponent. 

Contingency is the analysis of the consequences of a set of actions incorporating conditioning 
of the future plan upon some classification of future state(s) . It can be viewed as the effective use 
of threat for the purposes of evaluation, i.e., if statel then actionl else if state2 then action2. 

Contingency cannot be adequately addressed using the subpath based paradigm of Chapter 3. 

Ideally we would like to be able to plan for every possible future decision of our opponent. 
Given a scarce computational resource this is clearly unrealistic since contingency planning is 
computationally expensive. Hence contingency planning must be balanced against the both ag
gregation (the process of selecting and organising significant groups of prizes) and the certainty 
of the evaluation of each scenario. The issue is how to make effective use of the available compu
tational resource to solve a range of problem sizes and structures such that we consider both the 
"forest" and the "trees" simultaneously. 

These considerations suggest that we require a good understanding of what scenarios, evalu
ations and decisions are required at a given degree of aggregation (Section 4.1 . 1) and how those 
decision problems fit together to address near- and long-term planning (Section 4. 1 .2) .  

4 . 1 . 1  Framing Decision Problems 

The necessity to make decisions implies that there is a context in which a decision problem is 
formulated. This context, which we will call a frame, describes the prizes which are relevant 
and accessible, the structural aggregation of the prizes, our player and, if deemed relevant, the 
opponent. 
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4.1.1 .1  Frame Definition 
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Suppose we fix a planning horizon and restrict the regional focus on prizes considered. The basic 
decision problem is to determine how the game is likely to evolve over the duration of this planning 
horizon. The players may also have directives to follow or implement, or surrogate objectives to 
satisfice. These four attributes are sufficient to define a frame. 

Horizon. The planning horizon represents how far into the future to plan and can be fixed, 

variable, rolling or dynamic. 

Scope. The scope describes the subset of prizes which may be considered, how the visibility 
of the players may be limited, how the prizes may be aggregated, the structure of the 
aggregation (e.g. into clusters) and any stratification of the prizes. 

Directives. A directive is a constraint placed upon the decision problem. These may include 
restricted displacement of the player, target locations, time windows on harvesting within 
favourable regions, maintaining an avoidance distance from the opponent or some lower 
bound on harvesting rate. 

Surrogates. Surrogate objectives describe the goal or purpose of the decision problem as these 
may be different from the overall objective of the CPCP. These may include harvesting 
rate, time to reach a target location, or milestones to be attempted. 

4.1 .1 .2  Frame Components 

Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky [122] and Tversky and Kahneman [201] describe three heuristics 
that are employed in making judgements under uncertainty: 

Representativeness. Usually employed when people are asked to judge the probability that an 
object or event A belongs to a class or process B. 

Availability of instances or scenarios. Often employed when people are asked to assess the 
frequency of a class or the plausibility of a particular development. 

Adjustment from an anchor. Usually employed in numerical prediction when a relevant value 
is available. 

Seguin, Potvin, Gendreau, Crainic and Marcotte [192] outline the functional components of a 
real-time decision process. 

(i) . Information management and data fusion. 

(ii) .  Situation assessment and evaluation of alternatives. 

(iii) . Decision: a decision does not necessarily result in an immediate action, rather, the action 
is incorporated into a plan that extends over a rolling time period known as a planning 
horizon. 

These functional components are implemented as two processes which operate within the context 
of a frame. 
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Planner. The planner generates and evaluates at least one scenario, but need not involve con
tingent planning. This constitutes components (i)-{ii) above. For example, NEAREST 

NEIGHBOUR could be used as a single scenario planner, or selecting random prizes could be 
used as a multiple scenario planner. 

S elector. The selector decides upon a scenario from those generated by the planner and imple
ments the initial actions of the plan. This constitutes (iii) above. Even if only one scenario 
is proposed by the planner, the selector may be non-trivial as it must determine how much 
of the initial plan to implement. 

4 . 1 . 2  Hierarchical Strategic Planning Architecture 

The Strategic Planning Architecture (SPA) is a hierarchy of frames. The global-frame is the 
initial frame considered and has infinite planning horizon, full scope (i.e. all prizes are available) , 
no directives and no surrogates. The global-frame selector not only selects a strategic plan but 
the implementation of that plan is itself a frame spawned by the selector. Hence the decision 
made by a selector process is another frame. 

At each frame the selector defines a decision problem whose solution is a sub-frame of a finer 
level. The coarseness of the sub-frame could be different depending upon which actual decision 
was made. In general, the scope is smaller (i.e. fewer available prizes), the planning horizon is 
shorter, and more specific directives and surrogates are applied. 

4.1 .2 . 1 Hierarchical Nature 

Hierarchical structure is important in Systems Thinking (as advocated by Checkland [37)) to
gether with processes of communication and control. It provides for the decoupling of decisions 
at different planning horizons into strategic, tactical and operational planning. Moreover, the de
cisions telescope since we make progressively finer decisions, at decreasing levels of aggregation, 
until an actual step is determined. 

4.1 .2 .2  Dynamic Composition of Frames 

The selection of frames also depends upon the stage of the game and the structure of the prizes 
remaining. At the beginning of the game we need to set up what to do in the long-term carefully 
but with very imprecise information and uncertain expectations. However, at the end of the 
game, we may need to put more effort into fewer levels of decision making, perhaps due to more 
optimality-centred methods. 

The decision processes exist concurrently and dynamically adjust to the refinement, redef
inition or existence of both the parent and child frame. However, near-term frames are likely 
to be updated more often but with less intensive computation, while long-term frames may em
ploy fewer more intensive computations. Thus the distribution of computational effort between 
processes depends upon what is more effective at any configuration of frames. 
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4 .1 .2 .3  Natural Structure 

The aim of aggregation is to isolate a natural strategic structure, local to a particular frame, 
suitable and sufficient to determine how the game may evolve over the planning horizon of that 
frame. Generically, the number of frames used, their relative planning horizons and planning 
scopes are dynamic and should adapt to the natural structure of the evolving game state. However, 
this depends very much on what structure (or lack thereof) there is to exploit. Hence it may be 
necessary to impose some structure when it is necessary to decompose the decision problem but 
no natural structure is apparent. We wish to maintain a balance between planning horizons but 
know that there is always a tradeoff of scope and detail concomitant with a computational budget. 
Although the framework is sufficiently flexible to make frame choice and goal-within-frame choice 
independent, there is a synergy between the choice of frames and the methods used within the 
adjoining frames. A method at one frame attempts at exploit the structure of the objects within 
that frame and, hence, any subframe will be based around the object selected. In addition, there 
is the strong coupling between frames, in that decisions in one frame implement and refine the 
decisions of the previous frames and model the focussed prize region in more detail. 

4.2  Cognizance of  Opponent and Response Monitoring 

Seguin, Potvin, Gendreau, Crainic and Marcotte [192] distinguish between three types of planning 
in a real-time decision process. 

Reactive planning. Short-term, local effect, small changes in global state. 

Incremental planning. Modification, global state does not depart too much from expected 
state at the time the plan was first devised. 

Deliberative planning. Mandatory revision when state of the world departs significantly from 
its predicated state. 

While contingent planning attempts to account for the future actions of the opponent, observation 
of the opponent is necessary to determine whether reactive, incremental or deliberative planning 
is required at each frame within the SPA. Response Monitoring is a cycle of forecasting the 
likely targets of the opponent, observation of whether the opponent's behaviour is consistent 
with our prediction, plan refinement and, when necessary, triggering of deliberative planning. 
Each player must decide how much cognizance they will take of their opponent's movements and 
opportunities. 

4.2. 1 Cognizance of Opponent in a Frame 

Consider a particular frame of the SPA. If the opponent is outside the frame's scope then the 
frame may be classified as independent and it is responsible for monitoring the opponent's oppor
tunities and actual movements on an appropriate scale. Otherwise, the frame may be classified as 
dependent and its parent frame is responsible for monitoring the opponent on a scale appropriate 
to the parent frame; the opponent can be safely ignored within this frame (except indirectly 
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through surrogate objectives) .  Loosely, a dependent frame remains dynamic but an independent 
frame becomes like a static subproblem. In defining and directing a child frame, the decision 
process must consider the dependence (or independence) of a potential child frame as part of the 
natural structure of the parent frame's planning scope. There is at least one dependent frame, 
the global frame, and a child frame of an independent frame is, by definition, also independent. 

The approach to the presence of the opponent within the scope of a frame of the SPA may 
include any of the following features. 

Tactical Conflict. Direct competition over the prizes within scope. 

A voidance of Opponent. Recognition that the opponent may have a significant effect in the 
current scope but the surrogates or directives imply that the best approach is to harvest 
efficiently whilst staying out of tactical conflict. 

Ignorance of Opponent. Trying to focus on efficient harvesting, regardless of the opponent's 
impact upon the prizes available for harvesting. 

Independence of Opponent. The opponent is sufficiently out of scope so that efficiency in 
satisficing the surrogate objectives is paramount. 

4.2.2 Active and Passive Monitoring 

There are two distinct roles for monitoring that we can identify: 

Passive monitoring. Determining what the opponent is doing or is likely to be able to do and, 
if necessary, determining effective countering steps. 

Active monitoring. Studying the behaviour of the opponent and using this in such a way as 
to adapt the countering moves to take advantage of said behaviour. Essentially this is 
equivalent to learning from observed actions of the opponent. 

An active monitor may actually modify (via parameters or spawning processes) the infor
mation engine at that frame. It may also classify the opponent's behaviour as one of several 
player types: paranoid, conservative, calculated risk-taker, desperado or stalker. Initially an ac
tive monitor would classify the problem instance as one of a number of problem classes and apply 
the most successful or robust strategy from a stored library for that class of problem. Estimation 
of current progress could then be used to adapt or fine-tune the strategy or to match the strategy 
component to the phase of game being played. 

Classifier Systems are massively parallel, message-passing, rule-based systems that learn 
through competing hypotheses (expressed as rules), credit assignment and rule discovery (Booker, 
Goldberg and Holland [24] , Holland [103] and Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett and Thagard [104]) .  Rule 
discovery employs the Genetic Algorithm (GA), a meta-heuristic also useful for combinatorial 
optimisation problems (Holland [102] and Goldberg [84]) .  Classifier systems are designed to oper
ate in environments exhibiting perpetually novel events, continual (often real-time) requirements 
for action, implicitly or inexactly defined goals and sparse payoff obtainable only through long 
action sequences. Since competitive routing problems often exhibit these characteristics, classifier 
systems may be a useful component of an active learning monitor given suitable strategic and 
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tactical building blocks. An active monitor learning module is  integral to a full-blown strategic 
framework but is beyond the scope of this thesis since it more appropriately belongs to the realms 
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) . 

4.2.3 Dynamic Monitoring System 

A Dynamic Monitoring System (DMS) is a particular implementation of the SPA which 
applies an scenario engine as its planner module and a monitor as its selector module. 

Scenario Engine. Recommends what action should be taken for each possible target set of the 
opponent, proposes and evaluates a number of scenarios using a contingent evaluator. 

Monitor. Determines which target set the opponent is currently targeting or likely to target 
and spawns the sub-frame corresponding to that scenario. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationships between monitors and frames in a DMS. The GLOBAL

MONITOR operates within the global-frame, selects a scenario generated by a global scenario 
engine and spawns a corresponding sub-frame and SUB-MONITOR. In turn, that SUB-MONITOR 

operates within the sub-frame, selects a scenario generated by an appropriate scenario engine and 
spawns another, simpler sub-frame and SUB-MONITOR. The symbol I : '  indicates that the number 
of frames in the DMS is dynamic with the successive choices made by each monitor. Finally, 
there must exist a STEP-MONITOR whose decision is a step. The corresponding frame is called 
the step-frame. 

The composition of the strategic framework hierarchy is dynamic. While deliberative planning 
may be required at one frame, this may trigger only incremental or reactive planning at its 
parent frame. Dynamism implies that all frames exist concurrently. Hence a frame may become 
invalid when the monitor of its parent frames determines that the frame's definition is no longer 
appropriate. The depth of the hierarchy may change depending upon the global state of the game. 
In practice the frames exist concurrently and the horizon, scope, directives and surrogates are 
updated via message passing between the monitoring processes. However a monitor may spawn 
a completely new frame and monitor. 

Coda 

• Summary 

In this chapter we have designed a framework for considering aggregation of prizes in a strategy. 
We have designed a computational, hierarchical, strategic framework for the CPCP. "Solving" 
the problem requires a balancing of computational requirements against effectively coordinating 
strategy at a number of different planning frames. Having proposed the RM-CRP and CPCP 
in Chapter 2 and found the DVRSP solution paradigm wanting as a solution paradigm for the 
CPCP ICRP in Chapter 3, the current chapter has outlined a computational, hierarchical, strate
gic solution architecture. We have highlighted the difference between making policy (strategy) , 
implementing it at a lower level (tactics) and efficient movement between significant locations 
( operations) . 
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global-frame 

" .". - - - - ..... 
, ... 

\ global-monitor � 
... ... ' .... ... _ - - --

Figure 4. 1 :  Generic Dynamic Monitoring System 



4.2. 

T Link 
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In Part II we develop a series of implementations of the SPA/DMS for different levels of aggre
gation of the prize set. The progression in Chapters 5-8 is from tiny problems involving two or 
three prizes through to large problems involving hundreds of prizes. 
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Part 11 

Strategies 
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Overview of Part 11 
Strategies 

Part II is concerned with the design and analysis of strategies for the CPCP. Chapters 5-7 
incrementally develop an implementation of the SPA/DMS for tiny (two prize), small (few prizes) 
and medium (exhibiting some natural cluster-like structure) problems. Chapter 8 develops an 
alternative implementation of the SPA/DMS for large problems in which there are very many 
prizes and no assumptions made about their locational structure. 
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C H A P T E R 5 

Optimal and Heuristic Analysis of 

Tiny Problems 

It 's not the size of the dog in the fight that counts, but rather the 

size of the fight in the dog. 

5.0 Introduction 
5 . 1  Two Prize Problem 
5.2 Window Feasibility Subproblem 
5.3 Strategies for Two Prize Problem 
5.4 Two Prize Problems with Finite Deadline 
5.5 Tiny Tournament 
5 .6 Tactical Approach to Three Prize Problem 

- DWIGHT EISENHOWER 

S ince the one prize problem is trivial-heading directly towards the prize is indubitably optimal

the smallest problem of interest consists of two prizes. Yet even this deceptively simple problem 

can be strategically complex. 

5.0  Introduction 

We begin with a mathematical analysis of contingency planning by investigating tactical cases of 
the two prize problem (Section 5.1) and the window feasibility sub problem (Section 5.2). These 
two building blocks are fundamental to almost all the strategies proposed in the remainder of this 
thesis and form the step-frame at the base of the SPA/DMS. We then design strategies for two 
prize problems (Section 5.3), and two prize problems with a finite deadline (Section 5.4) , which 
compete against one another in a computational tournament (Section 5.5) to determine what 
result each player can expect from a particular encounter and which strategies can effectively 
deliver such a result. Finally, we consider the design of a scenario engine for the next non
trivial problem, i.e. , the three prize problem, by integrating two prize subproblems and window 

9 1  
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Figure 5. 1 :  Static Cases of the Two Prize Problem 

feasibility subproblems (Section 5.6). 

5 . 1  Two Prize Problem 

The two prize problem is an instance of the CPCP with exactly two prizes {i1 , i2 } . 1 We 
assume that >. = 00 and consequently we have a two-person constant-sum game. The case where 
>. < 00 leads to a two-person non-cooperative general-sum game and is discussed in Section 5.4. 
Without loss of generality, suppose the players are in the same half plane relative to the prizes, 
dAil � dBil and that if dAil = dEiI then dAi2 � dEi2 . We also suppose that IdAil - dAi2 1  =I di} i2 ' 
i .e., player A is neither collinear with nor between the prizes.2 

We use the notation "A-o i" to indicate that player A takes one step, of size �,  towards 
prize i and "A-o X" to indicate that player A move to location X such that dAX � �. The 
notation "A [> i 1"  stands for the hypothesis that player A is committed to travel all the way to 
prize i 1 . 

A move A -0 X is critical if otherwise there is no possibility that player A can successfully 
achieve its current guaranteed value. Hence the current decision is a "knife-edge" decision. 

5. 1 . 1  Static Cases 

The following cases (i)-(iv) are the static cases for which there exists a saddle point equilibrium 
in which neither player requires a contingent strategy. We say that the static cases are guarantee 

determined. 

Case (i) : dAi} < dEi} and dAi2 > dEi2 . Figure 5.1 shows the possible locations of player A 
satisfying case (i) given the locations of player B and the two prizes. Player A can guarantee 
value Vi} since prize il is guaranteed to player A, and player B can guarantee value Vi2 since prize 
i2 is guaranteed to player 8. Hence A-o il and B-o i2 is a saddle point equilibrium. 

lWe use {i1 , i2 }  rather than {1 , 2} as the prize labels since later we apply the two prize problem 
relative to a larger prize set. 

2If IdAil - dAi2 1 = dil i2 then the optimal strategy for player A is NEAREST NEIGHBOUR. 
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Case (ii) :  dAil = dEi I and dAi2 = dEi2 ' Without loss of generality we may assume that 
ViI 2:: Vi2 ' 

Suppose ViI > Vi2 ' If A [> il then the resulting outcome is at least H ViI + Vi2 ) to player A. 
However, A-o i l  is critical for player A since otherwise if B-o il then the resulting outcome is 
Vi2 < H ViI + Vi2 ) '  Similarly B-o il is critical for player B. Hence A -0 il and B-o i l  is a saddle 
point equilibrium in which the players share the sequence il -+i2 , for a reward of HVil + Vi2 ) to 
each player. 

Suppose ViI = Vi2 ' Any pair of moves which target a prize is a saddle point equilibrium 
in which the players either share the sequence il -+i2 or claim one prize each, for a reward of 
ViI = Vi2 = ! (ViI + Vi2 ) to each player. 

In both cases a saddle point equilibrium is A-o argmax{vil > vi2 } and B-o argmax{vil > Vi2 } ' 
for a reward of HVil + Vi2 ) to each player. 

Case (iii ) :  dAl < dEl and dA2 = dB2' Suppose ViI 2:: Vi2 ' If A [> il then the resulting outcome 
is at least ViI to player A. If B [> i2 then the resulting outcome is at least Vi2 to player B. Hence 
A-o il and B-o i2 is a saddle point equilibrium in which the player A eventually claims prize il 
for reward ViI and player B eventually claims prize i2 for reward Vi2 ' 

Suppose ViI < Vi2 • If A [> i2 then the resulting outcome is at least ! (ViI + Vi2 ) to player A. 
However, A -0 i2 is critical for player A since otherwise if B-o i2 then the resulting outcome is 
ViI < HVil + Vi2 ) '  Similarly B-o i2 is critical for player B. Hence A-o il and B-o i l  is a Nash 
equilibrium in which the players share the sequence il -+i2 , for a reward of t (ViI + Vi2 ) to each 
player. 

In both cases a saddle point equilibrium is A -0 argmax{ VI , V2} and B-o i2 , for a reward of 
max{i {vl + v2 ) , vd to player A and min{i {vl + V2) , V2 }  to player B. 

Case (iv) : dAil + dil i2 < dEi2 or dAi2 + dil i2 < dEiI ' Figure 5 .1  also shows the possible 
locations of player A satisfying case (iv) given the locations of player B and the two prizes. 
Player A can guarantee value ViI + Vi2 since either A [> (il-+i2 ) or A [> {i2-+id is guaranteed. 

5 . 1 .2 The Two Prize Theorem 

The cases which are not static that remain are characterised by constraints (5.1)-{5.4) and are 
called the dynamic, cases since there is no optimal strategy for either player that does not involve 
playing contingently upon the observed movements of the opponent. 

dAil < dBil (5. 1 )  
dAi2 < dBi2 (5.2) 

dAil + dil i2 > dBi2 (5.3) 
dAi2 + dil i2 > dBil (5.4) 

Constraints (5.1)-{5.2) are known as the prize constraints and constraints (5.3)-{5.4) as the 
pair constraints. Player A is known as the "A-head" player and player B is known as the "B
hind" player. Figure 5.2 shows the possible locations of player A satisfying constraints (5 .1)-{5.4) 
given the locations of player B and the two prizes. 
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Figure 5.2: Dynamic Case of the Two Prize Problem 

Theorem 5 .1 . 1  (Two Prize Theorem) 
Suppose the constraints (5.3)-(5.4) hold at some time to with player A located at A 

and player B located at B. Player A declares that it will arrive at location X at time 
tx � to + dAX . Then 3 a location Y such that 

dAX > dBY 
dXil + �l i2 > dYi2 
dXi2 + dili2 > dYil 

(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 

and, hence, if player B moves directly to location Y, then the pair constraints also hold 
at time t x . In particular, if X is the location of prize i } ,  then 3 a corresponding Y 

located on the line segment between B and prize i2, and if X is the location of prize i2, 

then 3 a corresponding Y located on the line segment between B and prize i1 . 

Proof: 

If dBil � dx i2 + dil i2 or dEi2 � dAX then move player B a distance max{ dAx , dEi2 } directly 
towards prize i2 •  Alternatively, if dEi2 � dXil + dili2 of dEiI � dAX then move player B a 
distance max{ dAX , dEiI } directly towards prize i1 . Henceforth, suppose dBil > dAX , dBi2 > dAX , 
dBil > dXi2 + dil i2 and dBh > dXil + di,h ·  

From the perspective of location A, let WAil be the bearing to prize i1 and let WAi2 be the 
bearing to prize i2 .  From the perspective of location B, let ""Bil be the bearing to prize il and 
let WBi2 be the bearing to prize i2• As in Figure 5.3, let BA be the acute angle between WAil and 
""Ai" and let BB be the acute angle between WBil and ""Ei2 • 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that the location X is on or inside the triangle 
6Ai1i2 , since this can only make constraints (5.6)-(5.7) more restrictive. From the perspective 
of location X, let ""Xi, be the bearing to prize i1 • Let BXi, be the acute angle between WXil and 
""Ail · 
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We now construct the required location Y in each of the following cases. 

(I) . Suppose BB :5 BA ' Let tPy be the bearing which is an angle �BXil from tPBi2 towards 
tPBiI via the acute angle between the tPBi2 and tPBiI . 

• If the distance along bearing tPy from B to the line through the prizes is no greater 
than dAX ,  then let Y be the intersection of bearing tPy with this line through the 
prizes. Then Y satisfies constraints (5.5)-(5.7) 

• Move player B to a location Y, along bearing tPy a distance dAX (but no further than 
the line between the prizes) . Player B travels at least as close in deviation of bearing 
from the bearing of each prize for the same distance as does player A from a location 
farther from both prizes. Hence Y satisfies constraints (5.5)-(5.7) . 

(II) . Consider the location H such that dHiI = dAi2 + dil i2 and dHi2 = dAil + dil i2 ' Applying 
the Cosine Law to �Aili2 and �Hili2 : 

d�2 = d�l + d�2 - 2dA1dA2 cos BA (5 .8) 

d�2 = d�l1 + d�12 - 2dHldH2 cosBH 
= (dA2 + d12 )2 + (dAl + d12)2 - 2(dA2 + d12 ) (dAl + d12 ) COS BH 
= d�l + d�2 - 2dA1dA2 COS OH+ 

2d12 (dAl + dA2 + d12) (1 - cos OH ) 

Equating (5.8) and (5.9) 

dAl dA2 (cos OH - cos BA) = d12 (dAl + dA2 + d12 ) (l - cos OH) 
> 0 (since OH > 0) 

(5.9) 

Then cos OH >  cos 0 A and OH < 0 A since 0 A, 0 H � 11" .  Hence the location H satisfies the 
requirements for location B in case (I) above. Let Y = Y H be the point that would be 
constructed from case (I) corresponding to B = H, i.e., where player B is located at H. 
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(Ill) . Suppose ()B > ()A . Consider the locations H and YH from case (Il) . 
• Suppose LBili2 > LYHili2 and LBi2il > LYHi2il . Then dEi} > dYH i} and dEi2 > 

dYHi2 ' Consider the region R in the half-plane bounded by 

Cl : the arc radius rl = dAi2 + di} i2 centred at prize il 

C2 : the arc radius r2 = dAi} + di} i2 centred at prize i2 

Ll : the line through prize il and location YH 

L2 : the line through prize i2 and location YH 

Let Pl be the intersection of Cl and Ll, and let P2 be the intersection of C2 and 
L2 . Since YH is on or inside the triangle �Hili2 , R is a convex region with extreme 
points {H, YH, Pl , P2} .  Hence the point in R which is farthest from YH is one of 

{H, Pl , P2 } . We know dHYH � dAX , by definition of Y H. Since Ll is a normal to Cl , 
we can consider the circle C3 centred at YH of radius dp} YH � rl . Then H cannot 

lie inside C3 and, hence, dp} YH � dHYH ' Similarly, dp2 YH � dHYH ' Hence every 
point in R is at most a distance dAX from YH, and the location Y = YH satisfies 
constraints (5.5)-(5.7) . 

• Suppose L.Bili2 � L.YHili2 . Since dEi} > dXi2 + di} i2 ' then dEi} > dYHi} '  Move 
player B to a location Y, a distance dEi} - dYHi} directly towards prize il . Since 

dyi} = dyHi1 ,  constraint (5.7) is satisfied. Also dBi} -dyHi} � dHi} -dYHi} = dp} YH � 
dAX , so that constraint (5.5) is satisfied. Since LYili2 = LBili2 � LYHili2 and 
dYi} = dYHi} , dYi2 � dYHi2 and hence Y also satisfies constraint (5.6) . 

• Similarly, if LBi2il � L.YHi2il , then player B can move to a location Y,  a distance 

dEi2 - dYHi2 directly towards prize i2 , and constraints (5.5)-(5.7) are satisfied. 

Hence we have shown that 3 a location Y satisfying constraints (5.5}-(5.7). 
Finally, constraint (5.3) states exactly that, if X is the location of prize il , then 3 such a Y 

on the line segment between B and prize i2 , and constraint (5.4) states exactly that, if X is the 
location of prize i2 , then 3 such a Y on the line segment between B and prize i2 • • 

• Importance of the Two Prize Theorem 

The Two Prize Theorem shows that if player B were to know exactly to which location player A 
is to move, then player B can move so as to maintain the pair constraints (5.3}-(5.4) intact. 
However, if player A were to know exactly to which location player B is to move, then it is 
not true that player A can move so as to maintain the prize constraints (5.3}-(5.4) intact (see 

Section 5.3.8) . 

5 . 1 . 3  Dynamic Cases 

The following assumption serves to distinguish between the preferences of each player. 

Assumption 5 . 1 . 2  
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Player A will not (wherever possible) move so as to sacrifice a guaranteed value for some 

lower guaranteed value. Player B will not (wherever possible) move so that player A can improve 
its guaranteed value. 0 

This effectively defines rationality for the players in a Two Prize Problem. 

Case (v): dAil + dil i2 = dBi2 and dAi2 + did2 > dBil '  Firstly, B� i2 is critical to player B 
since otherwise, if A� i l l  A [> (il -ti2) is guaranteed. Hence we may assume that B-<> i2 '  Also, 
player A can guarantee value Vil + �Vi2 from A [> i} and can guarantee value Vi2 from A [> i2•  

Suppose Vil > �Vi2 ' Then A � i1 is critical to player A since otherwise, if B-<> i2 ,  then only 
value Vil < Vil + !Vi2 is guaranteed to player A. Hence A� i1 and B-<> i2 is a saddle point 
equilibrium. 

Suppose Vil � �Vi2 ' Then A� i1 is not critical to player A. 

• If A-<> i1 then, by Theorem 5 .1 . 1 ,  3 a location Y such that dBy � 6. and the pair 
constraints continue to hold if B� Y. Since dAil + dil i2 = dBi2 ' this move must be 

equivalent to B-<> i2 and hence constraint (5.3) will continue to hold with equality. 

• If dAil > 6., then A-<> i2 is not critical to player A, since dAil + di) i2 = dBi2 > dAi2 
implies that player A is not located on the line through the prizes and, hence, at the next 
step, we must have dAi2 < dAil + di) i2 = dBi2 . However, if dAil � 6. and Vil � �Vi2 ' 
then it is critical that player A does not play A� i1 since, otherwise, if B-<> i2 , only value 
Vi) + �Vi2 < Vi2 is guaranteed to player A. 

• We propose that player A adopt the strategy of A � i2 since, eventually, player A must 
play A-<> i2 , there is no guaranteed value lost, and there is little to be gained for player A 
by both players consistently targeting opposite prizes. 

Case (vii) : dAil + dil i2 = dBi2 and dAi2 + dil i2 = dBi) '  Firstly, B� i 1  is critical to player B 
since otherwise, if A-<> i2 ,  A [> (i2-ti1 ) is guaranteed. Also B� i2 is critical to player B since 
otherwise, if A-<> i l ,  A [> (i} -ti2) is guaranteed. Hence player B cannot move so as to ensure 

that both pair constraints continue to hold. 

Player A can guarantee value Vi) + tVi2 from A [> il and can guarantee value Vi2 + tVil from 
A [> i2• 

• Consider A� i1 . Then, by Theorem 5.1.1, 3 a location Y such that dBY � 6. and the 
pair constraints continue to hold if B� Y. Since dAil + dil i2 = dBi2 ' this move must be 
equivalent to B� i2 and, hence, constraint (5.3) will continue to hold with equality. 

• Consider A-<> i2 .  Then, by Theorem 5.1 .1  3 a location Y such that dBY � 6. and the 
pair constraints continue to hold if B� Y. Since dAi2 + di) i2 = dBil '  this move must be 
equivalent to B� i 1  and, hence, constraint (5.4) will continue to hold with equality. 
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Figure 5.4: Two Prize Median Location 

Hence player A cannot move so as to ensure that at least one of the pair constraints does not 
continue to hold. 

Suppose ViI ::I Vi2 ' Then A � argmax{ Vip Vi2 } is critical to player A since, otherwise, if 
B� argmax{vil ' Vi2 } '  only value min{vil + iVi2 , Vi2 + iVi2 } is guaranteed to player A. Hence 
A� argmax{vip Vi2 } and B� argmin{vip vi2 } is a saddle point equilibrium. 

Suppose ViI = Vi2 ' Then the mixed strategy in which player A selects A� i1 with probability 
� and A� i2 with probability � ,  and the mixed strategy in which player B selects B� i1 with 
probability � and B� i2 with probability �, forms a Nash equilibrium. 

Case (viii ) :  dAil + di1 i2 > dBi2 and dAi2 + di1i2 > dBil . This is the most difficult case since 
there is no obvious optimal strategy for either player, yet there is some slack in each of constraints 

(5. 1)-{5.4) . In Section 5.3 we will return to this case to propose various strategies for it. 

5 . 1 .4 Median Feasibility 

Suppose constraints (5.1)-{5.4) hold with strict inequality. We wish to determine if player B can 
move to some location such that one of the prize constraints definitely does not hold, thus leaving 
player A to decide between the prizes. If player B can reach the line between the prizes with the 
pair constraints still holding, then there is no location for player A which is closer to both prizes. 
Hence player B can guarantee a prize. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4. 

Definition 5 .1 .3  

B I> {h , i2} is median-feasible if 3 a location Z, on the line through the two prizes, such 

that constraints (5. 1O)-{5 .11) hold. 

dBZ + dZi2 < dAil + di1i2 

dBZ + dZil < dAi2 + dil i2 
(5. 1O) 

(5. 1 1 )  

o 
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Such a location Z is called a median location. 

To determine if 13 I> {i1 , i2 } is median-feasible, overlay Cartesian coordinates with origin at 
prize il and positive x-axis towards prize i2 ; hence prize i2 is located at (dil i2 ' 0). Let Z = (z, O) .  
Since dAil < dEiI ' then dBZ + dZi2 � dAil + dil i2 < dEiI + dil i 2  implies z > 0 ,  by the triangle 

inequality. Since dAi2 < dEi2 , then dBZ + dZil � dAi2 + dil i2 < dBi2 + dil i2 implies z < di1 i2 ' 
also by the triangle inequality. Hence a necessary condition is that Z is located between the two 
prizes. 

Let (x, y) be the location of player 13 in this coordinate system. Then �il = x2 + y2 and 
dEi2 = {dil i2 - X)2 + y2 and, therefore, 

Also 4z = (x - Z)2 + y2 . Consider constraint (5.10) where di1 i2 - dZi2 = z. Substituting, we 
have 

<=> 
<=> 

<=> 

J{x - z)2 + y2 

x2 _ 2xz + Z2 + y2 

2z{x + dAil ) 

Z 

< dAil + Z 
< d�il + 2zdAil + Z2 

> 4il - d�il 
> 

d�il - �il 
2{x + dAil ) 

Consider constraint (5.1 1) where dZil = z .  Substituting, we have 

J{x - Z)2 + y2 

<=> x2 
_ 2xz + z2 + y2 

<=> 2z{dAi2 + di1 i2 - x) 

< dAi2 + di1 i2 - Z 
< (dAi2 + di1 i2 )2 + z2 - 2z(dAi2 + di1 i2 ) 
< 

z � 

(dAi2 + di1 i2 )2 - d�il 
(dAi2 + di1 i2 )2 - 4il 

2(dAi2 + di1i2 - x) 

Finally, let 

Zl = 41 - �1 
2(x + dAl )  
(dA2 + d12)2 - 41 
2(dA2 + d12 - x) 

Hence we have established the following Lemma. 

Lemma 5 . 1 .4 

13 1> {i1 , i2 } is median-feasible if and only if Zl � Z2 ' 

(5 .12) 

(5 .13) 

(5.14) 

(5.1 5) 

• 

The set of locations Z = (z, O) satisfying Zl � Z � Z2 is called the median window associated 
with 13 1> {i1 , i2 } ' 

5 . 1 . 5  Sensitivity Diagrams for Two Prize Problem 

In this section we characterise the sensitivity of the two prize problem to variation in the location 
of one player or variation in the location of one prize. These characterisations are in terms 

of the static and dynamic cases of Sections 5.1 .1-5. 1 .3 and the median-feasibility criterion of 
Section 5.1 .4. 
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5.1 .5 .1  Player Location Sensitivity 

Suppose we fix the location of player E and the locations of prizes 1 and 2. We wish to characterise 

the location of player A by partitioning the plane !R2• There are eight characteristic curves which 

are the loci of points satisfying the following: 

(i) . dAl = dEl : Circle centred at prize 1 of radius dEl . 

(H) . dA2 = dB2 : Circle centred at prize 2 of radius dB2 . 

(Hi) . dAl + d12 = dB2 : Circle centred at prize 1 of radius dB2 - d12 •  

(iv) . dA2 + d12 = dEl : Circle centred at prize 2 of radius dEl - d12 •  

(v) . dEl + d12 = dA2 : Circle centred at prize 2 of radius dEl + d12 .  

(vi) . dB2 + d12 = dAl :  Circle centred at prize 1 of radius dB2 + d12 •  

(vii) . A median-feasible boundary. We want to plot the locations of player A such that 3 a 
median-location Z between prize 1 and prize 2 for which equations (5.16)-{5. 17) hold. 

dEl + d1Z = dAZ 
dB2 + d2z = dAZ 

(5.16) 
(5. 17) 

Since 6B12 is a triangle, 3 a location Z a distance z from prize 1 towards prize 2 such 

that dEl + z = dB2 + d12 - z and 0 < z < d12 ,  i.e., 

Then the A-median-feasible boundary is the circle centred at Z of radius dEl + Z. 

(viii) . E median-feasible boundary. Define Cartesian coordinates with origin at prize 1 and 
positive x-axis towards prize 2. We require those locations A = (x, y) such that 3 a 

location Z = (z, O) for which dAl + z = dBZ = dA2 + d12 - z. Choose z E [0, d12). This 
defines dBZ . Now it is simple to construct a location A such that dA1 = dBZ - z and 
dA2 = dBZ + z - d12 .  Hence we construct the E-median-feasible boundary from all such 

locations A by parameterising on z E [0, d12) . 

Figure 5.5 shows the upper half-plane of the resulting diagram; the lower half-plane situation 
is symmetric. The unshaded regions represent the locations (in the half-plane above the prizes) 
for player A for which the game is guarantee determined with outcomes as indicated (Le. static 
cases) .  The shaded regions represent the locations for player A for which one player is at least 
as close to both prizes but cannot guarantee either sequence of prizes (i.e. dynamic cases) . In 
particular, the inner darkly shaded region represents the locations for player A for which Et> { 1 ,  2 }  
i s  median-feasible and the outer darkly shaded region represents the locations for player A for 
which A [> { 1 ,  2} is median-feasible. 
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Figure 5.5: Player Location Sensitivity of Two Prize Problem 

5 .1 .5.2 Prize Location Sensitivity 

Suppose we fix the location of players A and B and the location of prize 1 such that dAl < dEl .  
We wish to characterize the location of prize 2 by partitioning the plane !R2 • There are four 
characteristic curves which are the loci of points satisfying the following: 

(i). dA2 = dB2 : Represented by the line of points equidistant from each player. 

(ii) . dAl + d12 = dB2 : Represented by one half of a hyperbola with foci at prize 1 and player B 
and with dAl as the length of the transverse axis. 

(iii). dA2 + d12 = dEl :  Represented by an ellipse with foci at prize 1 and player A and with dEl 
as the length of the major axis. 

(iv). B median-feasible boundary. Determine the locations of prize 2 such that 3 a median
location Z between prize 1 and prize 2 such that equations (5.18)-(5. 19) hold. 

dAl + dlZ = dBZ 
dA2 + d2z dBZ 

(5.18) 
(5.19) 

Since constraint (5. 18) does not involve prize 2, we can generate the locations Z from 

constraint (5. 18) forming one half of a hyperbola. 

Given a particular location Z such that dAl + d1z = dBZ, we can use the requirement that 

dA2 + d2z = dAl + d1Z to construct the location of prize 2. Impose a coordinate system 

with origin at prize 1 and positive x-axis towards location Z. Suppose that player A is 

located at (x, y) and location Z is at (z, O) . Then 

z2 + �l - �z x =  . 
2z 
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Figure 5.6: Prize Location Sensitivity of Two Prize Problem 

Let (a, O) be the corresponding location of prize 2. Then 

dA2 + d2z = 

{:} J(a - x)2 + y2 + a - z = 

{:} (a _ x)2 + y2 = 
{:} y2 + a2 _ 2ax + x2 = 
{:} 2a(dAl + z - x) = 
{:} 2a(dAl + z - x) = 

{:} a 

dAl + dlZ 
dA1 + z  
(dAl + 2z - a)2 (since a - z < dAl + z) 
d�l + 4z2 + a2 + 4zdAl - 2adA1 - 4ax 
d�l - x2 - y2 + 4Z2 + 4zdAl 
4z(z + dAd 
2z(z + dAd 
dAl + z - x 

(since d�l = x2 + y2) 
(5.20) 

Figure 5.6 shows the resulting sensitivity diagram. The unlabelled regions correspond to those 
case (viii) dynamic game positions of Section 5 .1 .3 for which B [> { I ,  2} is B-median-feasible. 

5.1 .5 .3 Discussion 

Sensitivity analysis provides a means of studying the structure of a problem instance. From a 

particular two prize problem instance we can construct four sensitivity diagrams, perturbing the 
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location of each player and each prize respectively. From the local sensitivity of each diagram 
about the actual location of the player or prize, we can consider the "knife-edge" decisions of 
each player. We return to these ideas in Section 9.3 in which they are eventually used to design 

difficult problem instances. 

5 .2  Window Feasibility Subproblem 

Consider a problem involving three prizes { I ,  2, 3} in which player A is closer to all three prizes. 
Suppose also that player A is, for some reason, unconditionally committed to prize 3, for which 
we already have the notation "A t> 3" . Finally suppose that constraints (5.21)-(5.24) hold. 

dA3 + d31 < dB! (5.21) 

dA3 + d32 < dB2 (5.22) 

dA3 + d31 + d12 > dB2 (5.23) 

dA3 + d32 + d12  > dB! (5.24) 

That is, player A can guarantee At> (3-tl) and At> (3-t2) but not At> (3-tl-t2) or At> (3-t2-tl) .  
Player 13 i s  committed to attempting to claim one of prizes 1 and 2,  for which we have the notation 
"13 t> { I ,  2}" . 

Suppose that upon claiming prize 3, player A observes the actual location of player 13 at that 
time and then decides between targeting prize 1 or prize 2. This is a contingent strategy of player 
13 since a decision is made at some future time (the time at which player A claims prize 3) about 
which prize to target. The problem for player 13 is to determine how to move during the period 
in which player A moves to prize 3 such that, at the time at which player A claims prize 3, player 
13 is located at a position at which the pair constraints still hold on the remaining prizes { 1 , 2} .  

We now generalize this scenario and present the construction of a feasibility window through 

which player 13 must move in order that the pair constraints on the two remaining prizes continue 
to hold. 

Consider a more general scenario in which player A unconditionally commits to arriving at 
some location X at time tx and player 13 unconditionally commits to arriving at some location Y 
at time ty . We can determine the status of the two prizes {il , i2 }  under this scenario. H tx = ty 
then this is just the two prize problem. Hence, without loss of generality, suppose tx > ty . 

We generalize the analysis of the two prize problem to this scenario. Analysis of the corre
sponding static cases is similar, but the dynamic cases, characterised by constraints (5.25)-(5.28), 
exhibit a new difficulty. 

tx + dXil < ty + dYil (5.25) 

tx + dXi2 < ty + dYi2 (5.26) 

tx + dXil + di1 i2 > ty + dYi2 (5.27) 

tx + dXi2 + di1 i2 > ty + dYil (5.28) 

Note that these constraints generalize (5.21)-(5.24) . The corresponding contingent strategy of 

player A is to observe the actual location of player 13 at time tx and then decide between targeting 
prize il or prize i2 • 
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We wish to determine a location, Z, for player B at time tx such that the pair constraints 

definitely hold at time tx . Then such a location Z must satisfy constraints (5.29)-(5.31) . 

tx > 

dXil + di1 i2 > 

dXi2 + di1 i2 > 

ty + dyz 

dZi2 
dZi1 

(5.29) 
(5.30) 

(5.31) 

Constraint (5.29) states the time available for player B to travel from location Y to location Z is 
at most the difference in arrival-times of the players. Hence player B may travel no further than 

tx - ty from location Y. Constraints (5.30)-(5.31) are the pair constraints applying at time tx . 
The set of locations Z satisfying constraints (5.29)-(5.31) is called a feasibility window, 

through which player B must pass at time tx . If such a location Z exists then the window 
scenario is called window feasible. If no such location Z exists then player A can safely play 

the contingent strategy to guarantee either A [> (il -+i2) or A [> (i2-+it} depending upon the 

location of player B at time tx . 

Lemma 5 .2 .1  
The set of  locations Z satisfying constraints (5.29)-(5.31) corresponds to the intersection of 

the following three circles. 

Proof: 

Cl :  Centre at prize i l  and radius r l  = dXi2 + di1 i2 

C2: Centre at prize i2 and radius r2 = dXi) + di) i2 

C3 : Centre at Y and radius r3 = tx - ty 

Circle Cl corresponds to constraint (5.31) , circle C2 corresponds to constraint (5.30) and 
circle C3 corresponds to constraint (5.29). • 

Hence the feasibility window may be determined via a geometric construction. Algorithm 5 . 1  
WINDOW FEASIBLE presents an algorithm for determining if the three circles overlap (and hence if 
3 a feasibility window) by determining if C3 n CI =F 0, C3 n C2 =F 0 and (C3 n ct } n (C3 n C2) =F 0. 

Example 5 .2 .2  
Consider the three prize problem of Figure 5 .7(a) . At time ty player B is  at location Y = B 

and player A is at location A. Player A is unconditionally committed to prize 3 and will arrive 
at the location of prize 3 (location X) at time tx = ty + dA3. Figure 5.7(a) illustrates the 
geometric construction of the corresponding feasibility window. Since the three circles have a 
common intersection then the scenario A [> 3 and B [> { 1 ,  2} is window feasible. Player B must 
play so as to reach the feasibility window (the intersection of the three circles) at time tx . 

Figure 5 .7(b) illustrates a scenario which is not window feasible since the three circles have 

no common intersection. 0 

5 .3  Strategies for Two Prize Problem 

Suppose that there are two prizes {i1 , i2 } and that the prize and pair constraints (5.1)-(5.4) hold 
with strict inequality as in case (viii) of Section 5 . 1 .3. We now turn to the design of strategies 
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Algorithm 5.1 procedure WINDOW FEASIBLE 

end 

Input: Y, i1 , i2 , rI , r2 , r3 '  
Output : infeasible or (feasible and t/Jb t/J2,  d1 , d2)' 

if ( (r1 � dyi1 )  or (r3 � dYiJ or (r2 � dYi2 )  or (r3 � dYi2 ) )  then 
return(feasible) 

end 

/ / Infeasible if C3 n Cl = 0 or C3 n C2 = 0 .  
if  ( (r3 + r1  < dYil )  or (r3 + r2 < dYi2 ) )  then 

return (infeasible) 
end 

/ / Feasible {::} (C3 n Cd n (C3 n C2) # 0. 
t/J1 f- bearing of prize i 1  from location Y 
t/J2 f- bearing of prize i2 from location Y 
if (dYil = r1 + r3) then 

d1 f- 0 
else 

r� + d� . - r? 
x f- 1 1 2dYi1 
Y f- Jr� - x2 

d1 f- arctan '#.. 
x 

end 
if (dYi2 = r2 + r3 ) then 

d2 f- 0 
else 2 + d2 2 r3 Y ' - r2 x f- 12 

2dYi2 
Y f- Jr� - x2 

d2 f- arctan '#.. 
x 

end 
if (d1 + 82 < acute angle between bearings t/J1 and t/J2) then 

return( infeasible) 
else 

return( feasible) 
end 
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Figure 5.7: Three Prize Problem 

for this dynamic case of the Two Prize Problem. Such strategies are STEP-MONITORS since the 
decision problem is to determine which one-step move to make rather than which prize to target. 

The case in which dAil � A or dAi2 � A is considered separately in Section 5.3.8; until then, 
suppose that dAil > A and dAi2 > A. Shortly we will propose a framework for such two prize 
strategies, but firstly some preliminaries are necessary. 

5 . 3 . 1  Slack Variables 

Define the following slack variables corresponding to constraints (5.1)-(5.4). 

81 = dEil - dAil 
82 = dEi2 - dAi2 
83 = dAil + dil i2 - dEi2 
84 = dAi2 + dil i2 - dEil 

Hence the two prize case in which we are interested is characterised by 81 > 0, 82 > 0, 83 > 0 
and 84 > O. By simple substitutions we obtain the following result. 

Result 5 .3 .1  

81 + 82  + 83  + 84 = 2dil i2 
81 + 83 = dil '2 + dEil - dBi2 
81 + 84 = dil i2 + dAi2 - dAil 
82 + 83 = dil i2 + dAil - dAi2 
82 + 84 = dil i2 + dBi2 - dEil 

• 
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5.3.1 . 1  Objective and Constraints 

The objective of each player is to maximize the value in prizes claimed. We can now formulate 
this objective in terms of Assumption 5.1 .2 and the slack variables. 

Player A must ensure that the prize constraints continue to hold after making a one-step 

move; hence 81 > 0 and 82 > 0 are constraints. If this is possible, then player A's objective is to 

achieve either 83 ::; 0 or 84 ::; O. If this is not possible then A-() argmax{ Vii ' Vi2 } is critical. 

Player B must ensure that the pair constraints continue to hold after making a one-step move; 
hence 83 > 0 and 84 > 0 are constraints. If this is possible then player B's objective is to achieve 

either 81 ::; 0 or 82 ::; O. If this is not possible then B-() argmin {Vii , Vi2 } is critical. 

Result 5.3. 1 has several consequences in terms of the tradeoffbetween both players attempting 
to satisfy their objective. Since 81 + 82 + S3 + S4 = 2dili2 is a constant, minimizing 83 + 84 is 
equivalent to maximizing 81 + 82 and vice versa. In this way the players' objectives are opposed. 

However, if 83 « 84 then player B can "defend" 83 via B-()i2 and similarly if 83 » 84 . Suppose 
player A converges to prize il and the prize and pair constraints continue to hold. Then dAi2 - dAi l  
converges to di1 i2 ' 82 + 83 converges to 0 and hence 82 and 83 both converge to O. Thus as player 
A anticipates achieving its objective, player B also anticipates achieving its objective. 

5.3 .1 .2  Critical Values of Slack Variables 

A one-step move is safe for player A if it ensures that both prize constraints continue to hold. A 
one-step move is safe for player B if it ensures that both pair constraints continue to hold. We 

now give some computable bounds on the slack variables such that 3 a safe one-step move for 
each player. 

Critical values of 81 and 82.  Let (}A be the acute angle between the prizes from the 
perspective of player A. The maximum decrease in 81 from one step occurs when A-oi2 and 
B-()il and hence 

(5.32) 

by the Cosine Law. Similarly the maximum decrease in 82 from one step occurs when A-oil and 
B-()i2 and hence 

(5.33) 

If 81 > 8rit or 82 > 82rit then one of A-()il or A-()i2 is safe, i.e., both prize constraints will 
continue to hold after the one-step moves have been made. If 81 ::; 8�rit and 82 :::; 82rit then player 

A is potentially in danger of relinquishing the claim to one of the prizes as neither A-()i1 nor 
A -()i2 is safe. 

Critical values of 83 and 84 . Let (}B be the acute angle between the prizes from the 
perspective of player B. The maximum decrease in S3 from one step occurs when both A-()il 
and B-()il and hence 

(5 .34) 
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by the Cosine Law. Similarly the maximum decrease in 84 from one step occurs when A-oi2 and 

B-oi2 and hence 

(5.35) 

If 83 > 83rit or 84 > 8�rit then one of B-oil or B-oi2 is safe, i.e., both pair constraints will 

continue to hold after the one-step moves have been made. If 83 :::; 8rit and 84 :::; 8rit then 

player B is potentially in danger of relinquishing the claim to one of the sequences A I> (il -+i2) 
or A I> (i2-+il ) as neither B-oil nor B-oi2 is safe. 

5.3.2 Safety Windows 

When one of the 8i values falls below its critical value we must determine which one-step moves 
are safe. The set of safe one-step moves correspond to a window through, which the player must 
play which we call a safety window. 

5.3.2.1 Player A Safety Window 

At some time to , suppose 81 :::; 8�rit or 82 :::; 8rit , but dAil > tl and dAi2 > tl. 
We wish to determine a location, Z, for player A at time to + tl such that 81 � 0 and 82 � 0 

definitely hold at time to + tl. Then such a location Z must satisfy constraints (5.36)-(5.38) . 

tl > dAZ 
dEil - tl > dZil 
dEi2 - tl > dZi2 

(5.36) 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 

This is a window feasibility subproblem as in Section 5.2 except that it is player A who wishes to 

determine a feasibility window and player B has no committed target location at time to + tl. 
Hence apply Algorithm 5.1 WINDOW FEASIBLE to determine if such a location Z exists. The 

parameters required are the prizes il and i2 , location Y is the location of player A and 

Tl = dBil - tl 
T2 = dEi2 - tl 
T3 = tl 

If such a location Z exists then this game position is A-safe and the corresponding feasibility 

window is called the A-safety-window. 

5.3.2.2 Player B Safety Window 

At some time to , suppose 83 :::; 83rit or 84 :::; 8�rit , but dAil > tl and dAi2 > tl. 
We wish to determine a location, Z, for player B at time to + tl such that 83 � 0 and 84 � 0 

definitely hold at time to + tl. Then such a location Z must satisfy constraints (5.39)-(5.41) .  

tl > dBZ 
(dAil - tl) + dil i2 > dZi2 
(dAi2 - tl) + dil i2 > dZil 

(5.39) 
(5.40) 

(5.41) 
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This i s  a window feasibility su.bproblem as in Section 5 .2  except that player A has no committed 
target location at time to + �. 

Hence apply Algorithm 5.1 WINDOW FEASIBLE to determine if such a location Z exists. The 
parameters required are the prizes il and i2 ,  location Y is the location of player B and 

Tl = dAi2 - � + di1 i2 

T2 = dAi2 - � + di1 i2 
T3 � 

If such a location Z exists then this game position is B-safe and the corresponding feasibility 
window is called the B-safety-window. 

5.3.3  Two Prize Strategy Framework 

We now propose a framework for a two prize strategy consisting of two components. 

(a) . Construction of a target window (an interval of bearings) through which the player must 
play its one-step move. The defau.lt target window (that which is least restrictive) is the 
window which spans the two prizes via the acute angle between their bearings. 

(b) . Selection of a target location within the target window which the player will move towards 
as its one-step move. 

5.3.3.1 Construction of Target Window 

Suppose either 81 � srit or 82 � S2rit .  If the game position is A-safe, then the A-target-window 
is the A-safety-window; otherwise the A-target-window is the default window. 
Suppose both 81 > srit and 82 > srit .  Then the A-target-window is the default window. 

Suppose either 83 � srit or 84 � s�rit .  If the game position is B-safe, then the B-target-window 

is the Bsafety-window; otherwise the B-target-window is the default window. 
Suppose both 83 > 83rit and S4 > 8rit .  If B [> {il , i2 }  is median-feasible, then the B-target
window is the B-median-window of Section 5 .1 .4; otherwise the B-target-window is the default 
window. 

Note. IT player B plays to the B-median-window then B [> {i l '  i2 } remains median-feasible and 
the B-median-window will continue to enlarge until eventually SI � 0 or 82 � 0 is achieved. 
However, it is not necessarily always true that if a player plays to a safety-window then the 
resulting game position will also have a safety-window. 

5.3.3.2 Selection of Target Location 

Sections 5.3.4-5.3.7 present simple heuristic strategies for the selection of a either a target-prize 

or a target-bearing. If a target-prize is selected then it is translated to the corresponding end of 
the target-window. IT a target-bearing is selected and this is outside the target-window then this 
also is translated to the corresponding end of the target-window. 
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Algorithm 5.2  strategy TWO-PRIZE AHEAD PURE-ATTACK 

end 

k' t- argminkE{ I ,2 }5k+2 
target t- iko 

Algorithm 5.3 strategy TWO-PRIZE AHEAD PURE-DEFEND 

end 

k* t- argminkE{ I ,2 }5k 
target t- iko 

5 .3.4 A Family of ATTACK and DEFEND Strategies 

The basic strategy requirement for player A is to ensure 51 > 0 and 52 > 0 continue to hold and 
attempt to force either 83 � 0 or 54 � O. This gives rise two strategies for player A: Algorithm 5.2 
TWO-PRIZE AHEAD PURE-ATTACK and Algorithm 5.3 TWO-PRIZE AHEAD PURE-DEFEND. 

The basic strategy requirement for player B is to ensure 83 > 0 and 54 > 0 continue to hold 
and attempt to force either 81 � 0 or S2 � O. This gives rise to two strategies for player B: 
Algorithm 5.4 TWO-PRIZE BEHIND PURE-ATTACK and Algorithm 5.5 TWO-PRIZE BEHIND PURE

DEFEND. 

The pure attack strategies persistently attack the weakest of two constraints and the pure de

fend strategies continually defend the weakest of two constraints. Rather than attack the weakest 
of two constraints, an alternative pure attack strategy is to attack the strongest of two constraints, 
thus continually reducing a ceiling on the opponent's overall strength, as in Algorithm 5.6 TWO

PRIZE AHEAD CEILING-ATTACK and Algorithm 5.7 TWO-PRIZE BEHIND CEILING-ATTACK. 

Consider the following scenarios. 

(i) . SI small, S2 small, S3 large, S4 large. Player A should defend and player B should attack. 

(ii). SI large, S2 large, S3 small, S4 small. Player A should attack and player B should defend. 

(Hi) .  SI large, S2 small, S3 large, S4 small. Player A-<>i2 is the obvious attacking or defensive 
move. Defence implies B-<>il and attack implies B-<>i2. 

Algorithm 5.4 strategy TWO-PRIZE BEHIND PURE-ATTACK 

end 

k* t- argminkE{I ,2} Sk 
target +- iko 
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Algorithm 5 . 5  strategy TWO-PRIZE BEHIND PURE-DEFEND 

end 

k* t- argminkE{1 ,2}5k+2 
target t- ik. 

Algorithm 5.6 strategy TWO-PRIZE AHEAD CEILING-ATTACK 

end 

k* t- argmaxkE{ I ,2}Sk+2 
target t- ik. 

(iv). SI large, S2 small, S3 small, S4 large. Player B-<Ji2 is the obvious attacking or defensive 
move. Defence implies A -<Ji2 and attack implies A -<Jil .  

In summary, player A should defend if and only if min {SI , S2 } is small and player B should 
defend if and only if min{s3 , s4 }  is small. Algorithm 5.8 TWO-PRIZE AHEAD THRESH-DEFEND 

and Algorithm 5.9 TWO-PRIZE BEHIND THRESH-DEFEND present two resulting strategies for a 

threshold parameter Sthresh . 

5 . 3 . 5  A Family of TIT FOR TAT Strategies 

Result 5.3.1 shows that SI + S3 decreases as player B gets closer to prize il and S2 + S3 decreases 
as player A gets closer to prize il . 

Consider what conditions would imply that S3 consistently decreases in a prolonged play of a 
two prize problem instance. Now B-<Ji2 implies that S3 cannot decrease, so a necessary condition 

is that B-<Jil . Also B-<Jil implies that SI + S3 consistently decreases at a rate depending only on 
player B's location. Eventually player A must approach prize il to claim the sequence il-ti2 and 
A-<Jil implies that SI cannot decrease. Hence it is reasonable to expect that A-<Jil and B-<Jil 
consistently for 53 to monotonically decrease . . 

Even the above is by no means certain to guarantee that S3 approaches zero �it is possible 
that S2 > 0 may not hold throughout. However, it is enough to suggest a family of two prize 
strategies for both players based on the following two reasonable expectations for prolonged play: 

Algorithm 5.7 strategy TWO-PRIZE BEHIND CEILING-ATTACK 

end 

k* t- argmaxkE{ l ,2}Sk 
target t- ik• 
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Algorithm 5.8 strategy TWO-PRIZE AHEAD THRESH-DEFEND 

end 

Input: Sthresh / / Threshold parameter. 
if (min{ SI , S2} � Sthresh) then 

/ / A-attack. 
k* t- argminkE{I .2} Sk+2 

else 
/ / A-defend. 
k* t- argminkE{ I .2} Sk 

end 
target t- ik. 

Algorithm 5.9 strategy TWO-PRIZE BEHIND THRESH-DEFEND 

end 

Input: Sthre8h / / Threshold parameter. 
if (min{ S3 , S4 } � Sthresh) then 

/ / B-attack. 
k* t- argminkE{ I .2}Sk 

else 
/ / B-defend. 
k* t- argminkE{1 .2} Sk+2 

end 
target t- ik. 
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Algorithm 5 . 10  strategy TIT FOR TAT BEHIND (BEARING) 

end 

/ / Target opposite to opponent 's previous bearing. 
target t- Bearing 6 .6�� . OB from 1/1Bi2 towards 1/1Bil . All A. 12 

(i) . Player A would ideally like to consistently target one prize, say prize it , and discover that 
player B has also targeted prize it over an reasonable length of time. 

(ii) . On the other hand, if player A targets one prize, say prize i l ,  then player B would like to 
ensure that it defends the corresponding slack variable, S3 , by targeting prize i2 · 

Each player does not know what its opponent's one-step move will be, but can use observation of 
the previous move in the history of the game as a substitute. 

5.3.5 . 1  TIT FOR TAT BEHIND Strategy 

The idea is that player B can avoid the scenario above by targeting the opposite prize to that which 
player A targeted at the previous iteration. This is an example of a strategy which Axelrod [7] 
calls TIT FOR TAT in the context of the iterated Prisoner's Dilemma game of Section 2.4.5 . 

If the players were restricted to travelling only towards prizes then this would be straightfor

ward. As no such restriction applies, we need a definition of an opposite move to the opponent's 
previous move. Such a definition must retain the criterion that if player A targets a prize then 
player B should target the opposite prize. 

The idea is to determine what "weighting" of the prizes player A targeted at the previous 
iteration and then apply the weighting in reverse. Two possibilities include: 

B earings. Let 1/1Ail be the bearing of prize it from player A's immediately preceding location 
and let 1/1Ai2 be the bearing of prize i2 from player A's immediately preceding location. 
Let 1/1 A- be the bearing that player A moved at the immediately preceding step. IT 1/1 A
is outside the acute angle between 1/1 Ail and 1/1 Ai2 ' then redefine 1/1 A- as  1/1 Ail or 1/1 Ai2 ' 
whichever is the closest bearing to the existing 1/1 A - . Let 0 Ail be the acute angle between 
1/1Ail and 1/1A- and let OAi2 be the acute angle between 1/1Ai2 and 1/1A- .  Let 'Y = 6 .6�� . •  A.} A12 
Let 1/1BiI be the bearing of prize il from player B's current location and let 1/1Bi2 be the 

bearing of prize i2 from player B's current location. Let OB be the acute angle between 
1/1 Bi l  and 1/1 Bi2 . Let 1/1 Bo be the bearing an angle 'YOB from bearing 1/1 Bi2 towards 1/1 Bil . 
Player B then targets bearing 1/1 Bo . 

The result is Algorithm 5.10 TIT FOR TAT BEHIND (BEARING). 

Location. Let ZA- be the displacement from prize it towards prize i2 along the "median line" 
through the two prizes which player A targeted at the immediately preceding step. IT 

Z A - < 0 then set Z A - = O. If Z � dit i2 then set Z A - = dil i2 . Player B then targets the 
location a distance ZA- from prize i2 towards prize it . 
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Algorithm 5.11  strategy TIT FOR TAT BEHIND (LOCATION) 

end 

/ / Target opposite to opponent 's previous median location. 
target f- Bearing of location a distance ZA- from i2 towards i l . 

Algorithm 5.12 strategy TIT FOR TAT AHEAD (BEARING) 

end 

/ / Target same as opponent 's previous bearing. 
target f- Bearing (J .(J�J . (}A from tPAil towards tPAi2 ' S' l B'2 

The result is Algorithm 5 .11 TIT FOR TAT BEHIND (LOCATION) .  

Note that in both cases, if player A targets prize il then player B targets prize i2 and vice 

versa. 

5.3 .5 .2 TIT FOR TAT AHEAD Strategy 

The idea is that player A targets the same target which player B targeted at the immediately 
preceding step. 

The two possibilities analogous to the previous TIT FOR TAT strategy are: 

Bearings. Let tPBil be the bearing of prize il from player 8's immediately preceding location 

and let tPBi2 be the bearing of prize i2 from player 8's immediately preceding location. 
Let tPB. be the bearing that player B moved at the immediately preceding step. If tPB. is 
outside the acute angle between tPBil and tPBi2 then redefine tPB· as tPBil or tPBi2 whichever 
is the closest bearing to the existing tPB • •  Let (}Bil be the acute angle between tPBil and 
tPB. and let (}Bi2 be the acute angle between tPBi2 and tPB· . Let 'Y = (J .(J�J . •  

S'l  8'2 
Let tPAil be the bearing of prize it from player A's current location and let tPAi2 be the 
bearing of prize i2 from player A's current location. Let (}A be the acute angle between 
tP Ail and tP Ai2 ' Let tP A- be the bearing an angle 'Y() B from bearing tP Ail towards tP Ai2 ' 
Player A then targets bearing tP A - . 

The result is Algorithm 5.12 TIT FOR TAT AHEAD (BEARING).  

Location. Let ZB. be the displacement from prize i l  towards prize i2 along the "median line" 
through the two prizes which player B targeted at the immediately preceding step. If 

ZB. < 0 then set ZB. = O. If Z � dil i2 then set ZB· = dil i2 '  Player A then targets the 
location a distance ZB. from prize it towards prize i2 •  

The result is Algorithm 5.13 TIT FOR TAT AHEAD (LOCATION) .  

Note that i n  both cases, if player B targets a prize then player A targets the same prize. 
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Algorithm 5.13 strategy TIT FOR TAT AHEAD (LOCATION) 

I I Target same as opponent 's previous median location. 
target t- Bearing of location a distance ZB" from i} towards i2. 

end 

Algorithm 5 .14 strategy TIT FOR TWO TATS AHEAD 

end 

if Deviation in player B bearing over previous two steps � (}thresh then 
Target as in TIT FOR TAT AHEAD. 

else 
target t- Same A-bearing as previous step. 

end 

5.3.5.3 TIT FOR TWO TATS AHEAD Strategy 

Recall that player A hopes for some long term consistency in which both players target the same 
prize. Rather than player A responding immediately to a change in target by player B, suppose we 
introduce some threshold delay in response. If player B maintains its bearing (up to a threshold 
parameter (}thresh) , then player A continues to play TIT FOR TAT AHEAD; otherwise player A 
targets the same bearing as at the immediately preceding one-step move. This is analogous to 
the TIT FOR TWO TATS strategy of Axelrod [7] . The result is Algorithm 5.14 TIT FOR TWO TATS 
AHEAD. 

5 . 3 . 6  RANDOM Strategy 

Random strategies incorporate some random selection in determining a target-prize or a target
bearing. The simplest random strategy is, at each step, to choose a prize from the set of remaining 
prizes, with equal probability, and target that prize. We include Algorithm 5.15 RANDOM PRIZE 

for comparison with the other strategies, due to its unpredictable nature. 

Algorithm 5 .15  strategy RANDOM PRIZE 

end 

Input: Q II Set of remaining prizes. 
I I Target random prize. 
target t- rand(Q) 
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Algorithm 5.16 strategy PREVIOUS MEDIAN 

/ / Strategy for player B. 
Input: it , i2 / / Prizes. 

-----------�--�����A����A���--------------------------------------�----------
Z f- location distance z from il towards i2 
target f- bearing of location Z 

end 

5 . 3 . 7  Previous Median Strategy 

Suppose B c>  {it , i2} is not median-feasible. Recall from Section 5.1 .5 that, given the locations 
of player A and the two prizes, the set of locations B such that 3 a median-location Z for 

which dAiJ + diJz = dBZ = dAi2 + di2Z form a circle centred at the location Z a distance 

z = � (dAi2 + diJ i2 - dAiJ ) from prize i l  towards i2. Hence a measure of the "median infeasibility" 

is dBz - (dAiJ + diJZ) '  Practically, this suggests a strategy for player B whether or not Bc> {il , i2} 

is median-feasible. Algorithm 5.16 PREVIOUS MEDIAN is the resulting strategy for player B. 

5.3.8 Last Resort Strategies 

Finally we consider the case where either dAil ::; A or dAi2 ::; A. 

5.3.8.1 Player B's LAST RESORT MEDIAN Strategy 

It is possible that the distance between player B and the line through the two prizes is ::; A. Hence 
we need to determine if there exists a location Z on this line such that dBZ ::; A. This is the 
only occasion for which we must explicitly consider the discreteness of the one-step movements. 
There is no benefit in player B moving to the other side of the line so player B moves to some 
location Z on the line through the two prizes, arriving no later than the end of the current time 
step.3 Hence, we wish to determine if 3 a median-location Z such that constraints (5.42)-(5.44) 

hold. 

dBZ < A 

A < dAiJ + di1 Z  
A < dAi2 + di2Z 

(5.42) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 

We also wish to determine if 3 a "standard" median-location Z such that constraints (5.45)-(5.47) 

hold. 

dBZ > A 

dBZ < dAil + diJ Z  
dBZ < dAi2 + di2Z 

3In this case player B moves a distance $ A in time duration A. 

(5.45) 
(5.46) 
(5 .47) 
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Algorithm 5.17 strategy TWO-PRIZE BEHIND LAST-RESORT MEDIAN 

end 

x f- elfl i2 + d�il - d1i2 
2di1 i2 

Y f- J�il - X2 

'--- �il - �il Zl ...-- 2{x + dAil ) 
(dAi2 + dit i2 )2 - d1il Z2 f- --:-------� 2{dAi2 + di1 i2 - x) 

if (y � D.) then 

else 

t5x f- J'D.-2-+-X-2-_-d1-'-·1 
Wl f- max{ x - t5x, D. - dAil }  
W2 f- min{x + t5x, dAi2 + di1 i2 - D.} 
if (Wl � W2) then 

ZT f- t {Wl + W2) 
else if (Z2 � max{ x + t5x, zd) then 

ZT f- t (z2 + max{x + t5x, zd) 
else 

ZT f- t (Zl + min{x - t5x, Z2} ) 
end 

ZT f- t {Zl + Z2) 
end 
target f- Bearing of location a distance ZT from il towards h. 

A necessary condition for constraints (5.43)-{5.44) to hold is that dAil + dAi2 + dil i2 2: 2D.. 
Recall from Assumption 3.1 .3 that we assume that di1 i2 � D.. Also, by the triangle inequality, 
dAil +dAi2 � dil i2 � D. and hence the necessary condition is satisfied. Also, since dAil +dAi2 +dil i2 
then 3 a median-location Z such th�t constraints (5.43)-{5.44) hold. Hence, by considering the 
cases dBZ < D. and dBZ � D., 3 a median-location Z such that either constraints (5.42)-{5.44) 
hold or constraints (5.45)-(5.47) . 

Algorithm 5.17 TWO-PRIZE BEHIND LAST-RESORT MEDIAN presents the resulting strategy for 
player B. Note also that this argument shows that the player B equivalent to the Two Prize 
Theorem (Theorem 5.1 .1) is not true. 

5.3.8.2 Player A's FINAL Strategy 

Since 3 a median-location Z for player B such that either constraints (5.42)-{5.44) or con
straints (5 .45)-{5.47) hold, player A's one-step move is critical. IT Vii > Vi2 then A�il is 
critical to player A. IT Vii < Vi2 then A�i2 is critical to player A. Otherwise if Vii = Vi2 then 

player A can arbitrarily decide between A-oi1 and A-oi2 . 
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5 .4 Two Prize Problem with Finite Deadline 

In this chapter so far we have analysed the two prize problem, and designed strategies, assuming 
that A = 00. Now we consider the case where A < 00 and Assumption 5 .1 .2 still applies. 

5 .4 . 1  Tactical Analysis 

We must firstly make some definitions. If A is sufficiently restrictive, then the value sum of the 
prizes that each player claims may not add up to the total prize pool value. In this case it may 

be beneficial to cooperate. 

Definition 5.4.1 

The cooperative value, n(A, 8) , is the maximum value that the players can jointly claim 
within the overall deadline A if they cooperate completely. 0 

Definition 5.4.2 

A prize i is accessible to player X at time to if to + dXi � A. A sequence X I> (il �i2) is 
accessible to player X at time to if to + dXil + dilil � A. 0 

The cooperative value is the sum of a subset of the prize values since each prize is either claimed 
(possibly shared) or not. Because of the overall deadline, not every prize of sequence of prizes 
is accessible to a player and hence we must adapt the definition of guarantee to include the 
corresponding change in the nature of the paranoid value. 

Definition 5.4.3 

Player X guarantees prize il at time to if dXil � min{dYil ' A- to} and strictly guarantees 

prize il if dXil < dYil and dXil � A - to . Also player X guarantees the sequence X I> (il �i2) 
at time to if dXil + di1il � min{dYi2 ' A - to} and strictly guarantees the sequence X I> (il �i2) 

if dXil + dil i2 < dYil and dXil + dil i2 � A - to . 0 

The static cases of Section 5 .1 . 1  are those for which n(A, 8) = r(A) + r(8) and the dynamic 

cases of Section 5.1 .3 are those for which n(A, 8) > r(A) + r(8). 

If only prize il is accessible to player X then X -0 il is certain. Hence there are two cases 
requiring analysis . 

• One prize inaccessible to one player 

Suppose prize i2 is accessible to both players but prize i} is accessible only to player A. Then 
8-0 i2 is certain and the concept of an optimal one-step move for player A is well defined. Also, 

dAi1 < dEi, . 

• If dAi2 > dBi2 then A-o il is optimal. 

• If dAi2 = dBi2 then A-o argmax{ Vii ' !Vil } is optimal. 

• If A I> (il �i2 ) is accessible and dAil + dilil < dBi2 then A-o il is optimal. Alternatively, 
if A I> (i2�id is accessible and dAil + didl < dBiI then A-o i2 is optimal. 
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• Suppose dAi2 < dEi2 ' dAil + di1 i2 = dBi2 and dAi2 + dili2 � dEiI ' Then A [> (i2 -+id is 
accessible but A [> (il -+i2) is not accessible and hence A-<> argmax{ Vii ' �Vi2 } is optimal. 

• Suppose dAi2 < dEi2 ' dAil + dil i2 > dEi2 and dAi2 + dil i2 � dEiI ' Then A [> (il -+i2) is not 
accessible and A -<> argmax{ Vip Vi2 } is optimal . 

• Both prizes accessible to both players 

Suppose now that both prizes are accessible to both players. Then O(A, B) = Vii + Vi:: ' We can 
see if changes are required to the analysis of Section 5 .1 .  Certainly cases (i)-(iii) require no 

changes. Hence suppose that dAil < dEiI and dAi2 < dEi2 ' The changes occur when one or both 
of the sequences A [> (il -+i2) and A [> (i2-+il ) may become inaccessible to player A. 

Suppose neither sequence is accessible to player A. Then A -<> argmax{ Vip Vi2 } is optimal 
but not necessarily critical. IT Vii =I Vi2 ' then B-<> argmin{ Vip Vi2 } is optimal (but not nec
essarily critical) since Assumption 5 .1 .2 dictates that player A will eventually abandon prize 
argmin{vil l vi2 } '  However, if Vii = Vi2 ' then Assumption 5.1.2 cannot help player B since player 
A can possibly maintain both prize constraints, until either A-<> il or A-<> i2 is critical, before 
deciding which prize to claim, at which time at least one of the prizes may no longer be accessible 
to player B .  Hence this case is unresolved for player B. 

Suppose A [> (il -+i2) is accessible but A [> (i2-+il) is not accessible. 

• Suppose dAil + dil i2 = dBi2 . Then B-<> i2 is critical since otherwise, if A -<> i l , the resulting 
outcome is Vii + Vi2 to player A. IT Vii > �Vi2 then A-<> il is critical since otherwise, if 
B-<> it , the resulting outcome is Vi2 < Vii + �Vi2 ' If Vii � �Vi2 and A-<> i2 is not critical 
then this case is unresolved for player B. 

• Suppose dAil + dil i2 > dEi2 · This case is unresolved for both player A and player B. 

Suppose both sequences are accessible to player A. This case is also unresolved for both player 

A and player B. 

5.4.2 Revision of Dynamic Cases 

We have identified a number of cases for which a critical one-step move is evident for at least one 
player. For those unresolved dynamic cases in which both prizes are accessible to both players 
and a critical one-step move is not evident for at least one player, we proceed to update the 
previous analysis of the dynamic case of the two prize problem to account for A < 00. We begin 
with median feasibility. 

5.4.2.1 Median Feasibility (Revision) 
We need to determine if 3 an accessible median location, Z, which is a location on the line 

through the two players, such that constraints (5.48)-(5.51) hold. 

(5.48) 
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dAi2 + dZi2 
dBZ + dZi1 
dBZ + dZi2 

Constraints (5.48)-(5.49) are equivalent to constraints (5.10)-(5.11) of Section 5.1 .4. 

(5.49) 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 

Adopting the notation of Section 5 .1 .4, constraints (5.12)-(5. 13) must hold. Additionally we 

must have dBZ ::; A -tB , dZi1 ::; A-tB (Le. Z ::; A - tB) and dZi2 ::; A-tB (i.e. Z � di1i2 - (A - tB) ) '  

Each of these places a constraint on z. Since dZi1 ::; A - tB then necessarily x < A - tB '  Also, 
since dZi2 ::; A - tB then necessarily di) i2 - x < A - tB. Then 

{:} 
{:} 
{:} 

{:} 

Also 

{:} 
{:} 
{:} 

{:} 

dBZ + dZi) 
V(X - z)2 + y2 + Z  
x2 _ 2xz + Z2 + y2 

2Z(A - tB - x) 
Z 

< 

< 

< 

< 

< 

dBZ + dZi2 
V(x - z)2 + y2 + di) i2 - Z 

x2 _ 2xz + z2 + y2 
d1il - (A - tB - di) iJ2 

z 

A - tB 

A - tB 

(A - tB)2 - 2Z(A - tB) + z2 
(A - tB)2 - d1z 
(A - tB )2 - 4z 
2(A - tB - X) 

< A - tB 

< A - tB 

< (A - tB - di) i2 + z)2 
< 2z(x + A - tB - did2 )  

> 
4i) - (A - tB - di)i2 )2 

2(x + A - tB - di) i2 ) 

Summarising the applicable constraints, let { d1I - �I d1i) - (A - tB - di1i2 )2 } ZI = max 2(x + dAd ' 2(x + A _ tB _ di1h ) , di ) i2 - A + tB) 

Definition 5.4.4 

B c>  {il , i2 } is B-median-accessible if ZI ::; Z2 · 

5.4.2 .2 Window Feasibility Subproblem (Revision) 

o 

Suppose tB + dEi) ::; A and tB + dEi2 ::; A. The definitions of accessible involving tA and tB are 
analogous to those of Definition 5.4.2. We wish to see if player B can ensure additionally that 
each prize is accessible to player B at time tA > tB . This requires that the location Z satisfies 
constraints (5.52)-(5.53) . 

dZit < A - tA 
dZi2 < A - tA 

(5.52) 
(5.53) 

Also, A c> (i2-+iI ) is accessible if and only if tA + dAi2 + di) i2 ::; A, Le., dAi2 + di1i2 ::; A - tA . 
Similarly, A c> (il -+i2) is accessible if and only if dAil + di) i2 ::; A - tA . Hence constraints (5.52)
(5.53) can only further restrict the feasibility window. Finally we redefine rI , r2 and r3 . 
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rl = min{ dAi2 + dil i2 ' >. - tAl  

r2 = min{dAil + dil i2 , >. - tA} 

r3 = tA - tB 

5.4.2.3 Player A Accessibility Window 

(5.54) 
(5.55) 
(5.56) 

At some time to , suppose that both A [> (i1 -+i2) and A [> (i2-+id are accessible to player A. 
We wish to determine a location, Z, for player A at time to + A such that both sequences 
definitely remain accessible to player A at time to + A. Then such a location Z must satisfy 

constraints (5.57)-(5.59) . 

A > dAZ 
>' - (to + A) > dZil + dil i2 

>. - (to + A) > dZi2 + dil i2 

(5.57) 
(5.58) 
(5.59) 

This is a window feasibility subproblem as in Section 5.2. We also wish to apply constraints (5.37)
(5.38) to ensure that Z is also safe. Hence apply Algorithm 5.1 WINDOW FEASIBLE to determine 
if such a location Z exists. The parameters required are the prizes i1 and i2i location Y is the 
location of player A and 

rl = min{>. - (to + A) - dil i2 , dBiI - A} 

r2 = min{>' - (to + A) - dili2 , dBi2 - A} 

r3  = A. 

If such a location Z exists then this game position is A-accessible and the corresponding feasi
bility window is called the A-accessibility-window. 

5.4.2.4 Player B Accessibility Window 

At some time to ,  suppose the both prizes are accessible to player B. We wish to determine a 
location, Z, for player B at time to + A such that both prizes definitely remain accessible to player 

B at time to + A. Then such a location Z must satisfy constraints (5.60)-(5.62) .  

A > dBZ 

>. - (to + �) > dZil 

>' - (to + �) > dZi2 

(5.60) 
(5.61) 
(5.62) 

This is a window feasibility subproblem as in Section 5.2. We also wish to apply constraints (5.40)
(5.41) to ensure that Z is also safe. Hence apply Algorithm 5.1 WINDOW FEASIBLE to determine 
if such a location Z exists. The parameters required are the prizes i1 and i2 i  location Y is the 

location of player B and 

rl = min{>. - (to + A), dAi2 - A + dili2 } 

r2 = min{>. - (to + A) , dAi2 - A + dil h } 

r3 = �.  

If such a location Z exists then this game position is B-accessible and the corresponding feasi
bility window is called the B-accessibility-window. 
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5.4.3 Deadline Strategy Framework 

When a critical one-step move is not evident for a player then we propose that that player adopt 

the framework of Section 5.3.3. However, we adapt the construction of the target window to reflect 
accessibility. 

If the game position is A-accessible then the A-target-window is the A-accessibility-window; 

otherwise the A-target-window is the default window. 

Suppose the game position is B-median-accessible. Then the B-target-window is the B
median-accessible-window. Suppose the game position is not B-median-accessible. If the game 
position is B-accessible then the B-target-window is the B-accessibility-window; otherwise the 

B-target-window is the default window. 

Finally, we directly carry over the selection of a target location from each of the two prize 
strategies presented in Section 5.3. In particular, note that Algorithm 5.17 TWO-PRIZE LAST

RESORT MEDIAN still applies. 

5 .5  Tiny Tournament 

Axelrod [7] conducted two tournaments for the iterated Prisoner's Dilemma (see Section 2.4.5) in 

which each participant submitted a strategy and the tournament consisted of playing each strategy 
off against each other strategy, with the overall scores of each game aggregated to determine an 
overall ranking of the strategies. 

We propose a similar Tiny Tournament for the two prize problem, comprising the two-prize 
strategies designed in Section 5.3. Since we have already determined an optimal one-step strategy 
for each player in each of the static cases, we need only consider test problem instances drawn 
from the dynamic cases, i.e., those satisfying the prize and pair constraints (5.1)-(5.4). In each 
case there is a well defined ahead player and a well defined behind player. Therefore, without 
loss of generality, we compare the set of strategies for player A against the set of strategies for 
player B. 

5 . 5 . 1  Experimental Aims 

Let § Aoo be the infinite set of all possible strategies for player A for the two prize CPCP and 
let §Boo be the infinite set of all possible strategies for player B for the two prize CPCP. The 
expected value of the game p (or the expected value of the problem instance p) , vA(p) ,  
is defined as the Nash equilibrium value (in mixed strategies) to  player A of the infinite two player 
game in which player A's pure strategies are §Aoo and player B's pure strategies are §Boo and 

the payoff to player A, when player A selects the pure strategy a E § Aoo and player B selects 

the pure strategy b E § Boo, is the total prize value claimed by player A in the corresponding 
simulation on problem instance p, if such a Nash equilibrium exists. If A = 00, then vA (p) exists 

since the game is a constant-sum game. 

The purpose of the tiny tournament is to test the following conjecture. 
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Conjecture 5.5 .1  

VB(P) = O(p) - r A (P) (5.63) 

o 

If Conjecture 5.5 .1 is true, for a large proportion of problem instances, then we would be able 
to conclude that O(p) - r A(p) is a good estimate of the expected value, vB(P) , of the dynamic 

two prize problem scenario for player B and, hence, that r A (p) is a good estimate of the expected 

value, v:A (p) , of the dynamic two prize problem scenario for player A. Since player A can always 
select PRIZE-GUARANTEE as its two-prize strategy, v:A (p) � r A (P) ' Also, O(p) � v:A (p) + vB(p) 
and, hence, vB(P) :::; O(p) - r A(p) , 

The necessity for investigating Conjecture 5.5.1 is to determine whether it is reasonable to 
expect some return to player B from a dynamic two prize problem scenario. If so, then this can 
easily be incorporated into the evaluation of a proposed scenario involving a two prize subproblem 
in the context of a problem with more than two prizes. 

5 . 5 . 2  Measures of Performance 

Let § A be a given finite set of player A strategies and let § B be a given finite set of player B strate
gies. A computational tournament plays off every player A strategy against each player B 
strategy on a number of representative problem instances. The computational maximin value, 
v� (p) ,  of the computational tournament results corresponding to problem instance p, is defined 
as the best result for player B given that player A selects the best opposing strategy for problem 
instance P; v�(p) represents an estimate of vB (P) , 

A simulation battle between an A-strategy and a B-strategy is a complete play of the 
CPCP on a given problem instance. We assume that once the game state becomes static the 
players play optimaUy from that point onwards. For each battle between an A-strategy and a 
B-strategy we collect the outcome for each player as in Table 5.2, up to equivalence of outcome. 
When at least one stochastic strategy is involved, we take the worst result for each player over 
100 simulation battles. 

Note that O(p) � Vit and rA (p) � Vit '  Let VA(p) be the value claimed by player A and 
VB (p) be the value claimed by player B in a single battle on the problem instance p. Then assign 
to player A the score VA(p) - r A(p) and assign to player B the score VB(P) - O(p) + r A (p) , 

Timing for the tiny tournament is not significant since each strategy is 0(1) computational 
complexity per step, and we are not trying to minimize the number of steps required. 

5 .5 . 3  Experimental Design 

The tiny tournament is conducted on a sample of problem instances, representative of the follow
ing two-prize problem classes, between the two-prize strategies proposed in previous sections of 
this chapter. 
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5.5.3 .1  Participants 

The participant player strategies in the tiny tournament are those listed in Table 5 .1 .  The 
parameters of strategies A4, A7, A8, A9, B4 and B8 have been conservatively tuned prior to 

the tournament. 

5.5.3.2 The Class of Tiny Problem Instances 

We classify the two prize problem instance according to the prize and player locations, and the 

prize values. 

Classification of Prize and Player Locations 

Whereas Axelrod [7] required only a single problem instance for the prisoner's dilemma tour
nament, we require a representative set of problem instances. We propose the following seven 
subclasses of problems. For subclasses (3)-(7) below, suppose that the pair constraints (5.3)

(5.4) hold with strict inequality, and recall the definitions of 'A-accessible', 'B-accessible' and 
'B-median-accessible' from Section 5.4.2. Since the LAST RESORT MEDIAN strategy is optimal for 

player B in the case where min{dA'p dA •2 } � �, we assume that min{dA'p dA'2 } > �. 

(1) .  Constraints (5.3)-(5.4) hold with equality. 

(2) . One of constraint (5.3)-(5.4) holds with equality and the other holds with strict inequality. 

(3). A-accessible and B-median-accessible. 

(4) . A-accessible and B-accessible but not B-median-accessible. 

(5) . A-accessible and not B-accessible. 

(6) . Not A-accessible and B-median-accessible. 

(7) .  Not A-accessible and B-accessible but not B-median-accessible. 

Lemma 5.5.2 

There can be no class "not A-accessible and not B-accessible" since these are mutually ex
clusive. 

Proof: 
Suppose there exists locations for player A and player B which satisfy constraints (5.3)-(5.4) 

with strict inequality and which are neither A-accessible nor B-accessible. 
The locations are not A-accessible only if constraints (5.64)-(5.65) hold: 

dEil - � < dA'l < dEil 
dEi2 - � < dAi2 < dEi2 

The locations are not B-accessible only if constraints (5.66)-(5.67) hold: 

dAit + d'l '2 - 6. < dEi2 < dA'l + dil '2 
dA'2 + dil '2 - � < dEil < dA'2 + dil '2 

(5.64) 

(5 .65) 

(5.66) 
(5.67) 
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Table 5. 1 :  Tiny Tournament: Participating Strategies 

I Identifier Name Algorithm Type I 
GI GREEDY 3.x D 
G2 NEAREST NEIGHBOUR 3.x D 
G3 FARTHEST NEIGHBOUR 3.x D 
G4 OPPONENT NEAREST NEIGHBOUR 3.x D 
G5 OPPONENT FARTHEST NEIGHBOUR 3.x D 
G6 MAX PRIZE 3.x D 
G7 MIN PRIZE 3.x D 
GS RANDOM PRIZE 5.15 S 

Al AHEAD PURE-ATTACK 5.2 D 
A2 AHEAD CEILING-ATTACK 5.6 D 
A3 AHEAD PURE-DEFEND 5.3 D 
A4 AHEAD THRESH-DEFEND 5.8 DP 
A5 TIT FOR TAT AHEAD (BEARING) 5 . 12 D 
A6 TIT FOR TAT AHEAD (LOCATION) 5 .13 D 
A7 TIT FOR TWO TATS AHEAD (BEARING) 5.14 DP 
AS TIT FOR TWO TATS AHEAD (LOCATION) 5 .14 DP 

Bl BEHIND PURE-ATTACK 5.4 D 
B2 BEHIND CEILING-ATTACK 5.7 D 
B3 BEHIND PURE-DEFEND 5.5 D 
B4 BEHIND THRESH-DEFEND 5.9 DP 
B5 TIT FOR TAT BEHIND (BEARING) 5 . 10 D 
B6 TIT FOR TAT BEHIND (LOCATION) 5 . 1 1  D 
B7 PREVIOUS-MEDIAN 5 . 16 D 

Key 

I Code Explanation 

G Applicable to both players 
A Player A only 
B Player B only 

D Deterministic 
S Stochastic 
p Parameterised 
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Hence, 

and, in particular, 

Table 5.2: Possible Outcomes of Two Prize Problem 

I Code 

(8) 
(7) 
(6) 
(5) 
(4) 
(3) 
(2) 
(1) 
(0) 

A-Value 

Vii + Vi2 
1 Vii + 2Vi2 

Vii 
1 2Vil + Vi2 

1 1 2Vil + 2Vi2 
1 2Vil 
Vi2 
1 2Vi2 
0 

Description 

Outright 
Large plus half small 
Large 
Small plus half large 
Half both 
Half large 
Small 
Half small 
Nil 

dAil + dil il - � < dEi2 < dAil + � 

dAil + �l il - � < dBil < dAil + � 

i.e., dil il < 2� . However, this is not possible by Assumption 3.1 .3. 

Classification of Prize Values 

• 

Suppose Vii � Vil ' If Vii > Vi2 then we call prize i1 the large prize, since it is the most valuable, 

and call prize i2 the small prize, since it is least valuable. If Vii = Vil then the two prizes are 
indistinguishable by value. There are four possible preference relations amongst the resulting 
outcomes displayed in Table 5.2. 

TWO- (a) . If Vii > 2Vil then (8) >- (7) >- (6) >- (5) >- (4) >- (3) >- (2) >- (1) >- (0). 

TWO-(b) . If vi) = 2Vil then (8) >- (7) >- (6) == (5) >- (4) >- (3) == (2) >- (1) >- (0) . 

TWO- (c) . If Vil < Vii < 2Vil then (8) >- (7) >- (5) >- (6) >- (4) >- (2) >- (3) >- (1) >- (0) . 

TWO-(d) . If Vii = Vil then (8) >- (7) == (5) >- (6) == (4) == (2) >- (3) == (1) >- (0) . 

Tiny Problem Class Definition 

We require that A � max{ dEiI ' dBil } since, otherwise, player B either has at most one single-step 
option. This is sufficient to also ensure that n = Vii + Vil ' Let � = dil il + max{ dAip dAil } -

min{ dBil > dEi2 } ·  Then let the overall deadline A '" min{ dBip d8i2 } + U(O, 26) . 
The tiny problem class consists of the eight location subclasses crossed with the four prize 

value subclasses to make 32 subclasses in total. Each subclass is defined by a descriptor such as 'T-

5d' which indicates a tiny problem subclass of location subclass '5 '  and prize value subclass Od'. 
Finally, let � = 0.01 and ensure that dil il � 2�, in accordance with Assumption 3 . 1 .3. 
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Representative Prize Values 

Standardise the total prize value Vii + Vi2 = 100. For prize value subclass (b) , Vii = 2Vi2 implies 

Vii = 2�O and Vi2 = l�O . Similarly for prize value subclass (d) , Vii = Vh = 50. For comparability 
of battles within prize value subclasses (a) and (c) , we select representative values for Vii and Vi2 . 

For subclass (a) , select Vii = 80 and Vii = 20, and for subclass (c) , select Vii = 60 and Vi2 = 40. 

5 . 5 .4 Results and Analysis 

We can now present the results from the tiny tournament, by problem subclass and player strategy. 

T Results by Tiny Problem Subclass 

For each tiny problem subclass we wish to determine which strategies were most successful both 
in the worst case and in the average case. For battles involving a stochastic strategy we conduct 
100 trial battles. Both the minimum score and mean score of each player contribute to the 
corresponding overall result. 

Table 5.3 records the results by tiny problem subclass, for 1000 problem instances in each 
subclass. The best MIN A-strategy and best MIN B-strategy columns define the robustness of 
the best player strategies on each subclass. With the exception of T-(la) ,  T-(lb) ,  T-(7a) , and 
T-(7b), no strategy, for either player, is robust on a subclass. The main interest, however, is 
the in the best MEAN B-strategy, for which a positive result supports Conjecture 5 .5 . 1 ,  and a 
negative result counts against the conjecture. Problem subclass T-(5) is the most difficult for 
player B. This is expected since this subclass is A-accessible but not B-accessible. Of the other 
subclasses, the balance of results support the conjecture to a degree sufficient that it gives a 
tenable approximation. 

T Results by Two Prize Strategy 

We wish to determine the performance of each two-prize strategy. For each strategy, we determine 
which subclass was its most successful, and which subclass was its least successful. Over the entire 
tiny problem class, we determine which opponent was its nemesis, and also calculate an overall 
MEAN performance. Tables 5.4 and 5.5 gives results by the player strategies. 

With respect to the worst MIN subclass and the worst MEAN subclass, no strategy is robust. 

As expected, G6 MAX PRIZE is the overall most effective strategy for player A. This indicates 

that player A should commit early to only target-prize. For player B, however, several strategies 

stand out as the overall most effective: G3 FARTHEST NEIGHBOUR, G5 OPPONENT FARTHEST 

NEIGHBOUR, G8 RANDOM PRIZE, and B7 PREVIOUS-MEDIAN. The first two of these reflect the 
attempt to target the the prize which the opponent will not target. The presence of RANDOM 

PRIZE as a best strategy indicates that confusion of an opposing strategy is effective. The last 
of these best strategies, PREVIOUS-MEDIAN, indicates that attempting to force the opponent to 
commit to one target-prize is also effective. 
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Table 5.3: Tiny Tournament: Results by Tiny Subclass 

Subclass Best A-strategy Best B-strategy 
MIN MEAN MIN MEAN 

T-(la) 0.0 GI 0.3 GI -50.0 GI -0.3 GI 
T-(lb) 0.0 GI 0.2 GI -50.0 GI -0.2 GI 
T-(lc) -20.0 GI 0.2 GI -40.0 GI -0.2 GI 
T-(ld) -25.0 GI 8.9 A5 -50.0 GI -9.4 G4 
T-(2a) -40.0 G2 11 .4 G6 -50.0 GI 3.4 G3 
T-(2b) -33.3 G2 -2.1 G6 -50.0 GI 9.2 G3 
T-(2c) -30.0 GI 0.1 GI -40.0 GI -0.1 GI 
T-(2d) -25.0 GI 0.1 G3 -25.0 GI -0.1 B7 
T-(3a) -60.0 G7 -2.1 A5 -20.0 GI 23.9 B7 
T-(3b) -33.3 G7 -1 . 1  A5 -33.3 GI 13.4 B7 
T-(3c) -30.0 G7 -0.3 A5 -40.0 GI 7.8 B5 
T-(3d) -25.0 GI 1 .2 Al -50.0 GI -0.1 B5 
T-(4a) -60.0 G7 0.9 G6 -20.0 G5 9.9 G3 
T-(4b) -33.3 G7 2 .1  G6 -33.3 G I  4.4 G7 
T-(4c) -20.0 A5 3.3 A4 -40.0 GI 0.6 G7 
T-(4d) -25.0 GI 7.2 Al -50.0 GI -0.4 G5 
T-(5a) -60.0 GI 10.7 A4 -50.0 GI -9.9 G7 
T-(5b) -33.3 GI 16.0 Al -50.0 G I  -14.6 G7 
T-(5c) -20.0 GI 17.7 Al -40.0 GI - 15.0 G7 
T-(5d) -25.0 GI 22 .1 Al -50.0 GI - 13.4 G6 
T-(6a) -60.0 GI 0.2 G6 -40.0 G8 33. 1  G6 
T-(6b) - 16.7 G6 0.2 G6 -33.3 G8 17.5 G6 
T-(6c) -20.0 G6 0.1 G6 -40.0 GI 9.7 G6 
T-(6d) -25.0 GI 0.0 G8 -50.0 G3 0.1 G8 
T-(7a) 0.0 G6 0.4 G6 -20.0 GI 25.7 G6 
T-(7b) 0.0 G6 0.3 G6 -33.3 G6 11 .8 B7 
T-(7c) - 10.0 G6 0.2 G6 -50.0 BI 5.9 B7 
T-(7d) -25.0 GI 0.1 G8 -50.0 GI -3.7 B7 



Table 5.4: Tiny Tournament: Results by Player A Strategy 

Strategy Best Subclass Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
MIN MEAN MIN MEAN MIN MEAN MEAN STD DEV 

GI 0.0 (la) 16.3 (5d) -70.0 (3a) -13.3 (2b) -70.0 G2 - 1.5 G7 13.4 52.5 
G2 0.0 ( la) 16.3 (5d) -70.0 (3a) -28.0 (7a) -70.0 G2 -8.2 G5 -73.8 36.9 
G3 0.0 (la) 16.7 (5d) -70.0 (3a) -29.4 (6a) -70.0 G2 -9.1 G6 -69.5 34. 1  
G4 0.0 (la) 18.2 (5d) -70.0 (3a) -28.1 (7a) -70.0 G2 -8.1 G3 -66.5 44.4 
G5 0.0 (la) 16.3 (5d) -70.0 (3a) -29.4 (6a) -70.0 G2 -8.4 G6 -71.6 37.6 
G6 0.0 (la) 16.3 (5d) -70.0 (3a) -2.3 (3a) -70.0 G2 0.6 G7 45. 1  32.0 
G7 0.0 ( la) 16.3 (5d) -70.0 (6a) -56.4 (7a) -70.0 G2 -14.7 G6 -178.4 36.0 
G8 0.0 (la) 16.8 (5d) -70.0 (3a) -29.3 (7a) -70.0 G2 -9.7 G6 -77.8 21 .1  
Al 0.0 (la) 22.1 (5d) -70.0 (3a) -28.1 (7a) -70.0 G2 -7.0 G5 -69.1 48.4 
A2 0.0 (la) 11 .3 (5d) -70.0 (3a) -29.4 (6a) -70.0 G2 -9.1 G6 -78.4 37.2 
A3 0.0 (la) 17.4 (5d) -80.0 (6a) -27.6 (7a) -80.0 B7 -5.6 G3 -39.8 59.4 
A4 0.0 (la) 22.1 (5d) -80.0 (6a) -27.6 (7a) -80.0 B7 -4.9 G6 -20.4 70.9 
A5 0.0 (la) 17.5 (5d) -80.0 (3a) -23.7 (7a) -80.0 GI -2.0 B2 -5.0 61.5 
A6 0.0 (la) 17.7 (5d) -80.0 (2a) -29.3 (7a) -80.0 G1 -9.0 G7 -83.5 23.1 
A7 0.0 (la) 17.5 (5d) -80.0 (3a) -23.7 (7a) -80.0 GI -2.0 G8 -5.8 61.7 
A8 0.0 (la) 17.8 (5d) -80.0 (2a) -29.3 (7a) -80.0 GI -8.6 G7 -80.0 32.0 



Table 5.5: Tiny Tournament: Results by Player B Strategy 

Strategy Best Subclass Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
MIN MEAN MIN MEAN MIN MEAN MEAN STD DEV 

Gl -20.0 (3a) 32.0 (6a) -75.0 (6d) -27.6 (5e) -7S.0 Gl -9.7 G6 -21.4 94.4 
G2 -20.0 (3a) 22.8 (6a) -7S.0 (6d) -22.2 (Se) -75.0 Gl -6.4 G6 -29.1 82.6 
G3 -20.0 (3a) 25.S (6a) -7S.0 (7d) -20.8 (Sd) -7S.0 A2 -4.6 G6 29.6 82.3 
G4 -20.0 (3a) 22.9 (6a) -7S.0 (6d) -23.0 (Sd) -7S.0 Gl -9.0 G6 -24.S 86.9 
G5 -20.0 (3a) 2S.S (6a) -7S.0 (7d) -22.2 (Se) -7S.0 A6 -3.1 G6 27.3 80.9 
G6 -20.0 (3a) 33.1 (6a) -7S.0 (6d) -27.7 (Se) -7S.0 Gl -9.9 G6 -15.8 96.3 
G7 -20.0 (3a) 18.7 (3a) -7S.0 (6d) -19.1 (7d) -7S.0 Gl -S.l A3 -6.4 76.6 
G8 -20.0 (3a) 26.6 (6a) -66.7 (2b) -22.0 (Se) -66.7 Gl -S.4 G6 28.9 82. 1  
Bl -20.0 (3a) 18.0 (6a) -70.0 (6e) -22.2 (Se) -70.0 G2 - 14.3 A3 -44.7 73.4 
B2 -20.0 (3a) 26.8 (6a) -7S.0 (6d) -22.9 (Se) -7S.0 Gl -7.7 G6 lS.2 86.4 
B3 -20.0 (3a) 22.9 (6a) -7S.0 (6d) -22.9 (5e) -75.0 Gl -7.7 G6 -26.2 85.5 
B4 -20.0 (3a) 18.1 (6a) -70.0 (6e) -22.9 (5e) -70.0 G2 - 14.2 A4 -45.9 73.9 
B5 -20.0 (3a) 26.8 (6a) -66.7 (2b) -23.8 (5e) -66.7 Gl -5.5 G6 23.2 86.5 
B6 -20.0 (3a) 21 .5 (6a) -75.0 (6d) -21.6 (5e) -75.0 Gl -5.2 A4 -19.4 82.7 
B7 -20.0 (3a) 27.0 (6a) -75.0 (7d) -24.0 (5e) -75.0 Gl -5.0 G6 28.4 83.3 
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5 . 5 . 5  Conclusions from the Tiny Tournament 

The tiny tournament has generated sufficient empirical evidence to suggest that Conjecture 5 .5 .1 
holds on average, although not for problem subclass T-(5) . Overall, however, we may conclude 
that the conjecture is a tenable approximation when only the prize and pair constraints are used 
to characterise a the two prize subproblem within a larger context. 

The most effective strategy for player A is to commit early to the maximum value prize. The 

most effective strategy for player B appears to be either to commit to the opposite prize from the 
player A (if player A commits early) ,  or to play PREVIOUS-MEDIAN otherwise. 

5 .6  Tactical Approach to  Three Prize Problem 

The purpose of this section is to introduce a tactical game theoretic approach to the Three Prize 
Problem, which is then generalized to larger problems throughout the following chapters. Initially, 
we must address the following questions. 

(i). How should player B play in the scenario B [> {il ' i2} ,  given that A [> i l? 

(ii) . How should player B play in the window-feasible scenario A [> i3  and B [> {i} , i2 }? 

(iii). How can each player estimate the expected reward from a window scenario? 

5 . 6 . 1  Two Prize Subproblem 

Consider the scenario A [> i} and B [> {il ' i2 } in the context of a larger problem. The Two Prize 
Subproblem is to determine how player B should play in this scenario so as to arrive at prize 
i2 at the earliest possible time. Note that player A need not necessarily target prize i2 following 
prize il . 

This sub problem may arise in at least three contexts. 

(i) . Player A evaluates the scenario A [> il and B [> {i} , i2} and requires an estimate of the 

earliest possible arrival time of player B at prize i2 • A conservative estimate assumes that 
player B travels directly to prize i2 and the arrival time is tB + dBi2 . 

(ii) . Player B evaluates the scenario A [> i} and B [> {i I ,  i2} and requires an estimate of the 

difference between the arrival time of player A at prize i} and the arrival time of player B 
at prize i2 .  If player A does go directly to prize il then player B can target the i2-end of 
the B-safety-window throughout and hence an estimate that the arrival time of player A 
at prize il is tA + dAil and the arrival time of player B at prize i2 is tB + dBi2 . If player A 

does not go directly to prize il then player B must still ensure that if either pair constraint 
initially holds then it continues to hold. However we would expect the difference gap to be 
no greater than (tB + dBi2 ) - (tA + dAil ) ' since we can reason that player B should only 
deviate from B-<l i2 as often as player A deviates from A -<l i} . 

(iii) . Player B has determined (exogenously) that player A is likely to target A [> il and that 
player B's best response is to play 8 [> {il ' i2 } .  Hence player 8 needs to determine a one
step move so that the pair constraints are maintained, if possible. In this case player B 
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Algorithm 5.18 strategy TWO PRIZE MEDIAN BIAS 

end 

Input: it , i2 II Prizes. 

I I Assuming A I> it · 
if dAil + dil i2 � dEi2 or dAh + dil i2 � dEil then 

assumes that A-<>il but that A I> it is not absolutely certain. If dAil + dil i2 � dBi2 or 
dAi2 + dil i2 � dEil then the pair constraints cannot be salvaged and hence B-<>i2 • Thus 
suppose that the pair constraints hold with strict inequality. If B I> {il l i2} is B-median
feasible, then player B targets the i2-end of the B-median-window; otherwise player B plays 
to maintain S3 > o. The resulting strategy is encapsulated in Algorithm 5.18 TWO PRIZE 

MEDIAN BIAS. 

5 . 6 . 2  Three Prize Window Feasible Sub problem 

Consider the window-feasible scenario A I> i3 and B I> {it , i2}, where i3 et {it , i2 } ,  in the context 
of a larger problem. The Three Prize Window Feasible Subproblem is to determine how 

player B should play in this scenario so as to arrive at prize it or i2 at the earliest possible time. 
Note that player A need not necessarily target either prize il or i2 following prize i3 • 

Similarly to Section 5.6.1 ,  this subproblem may arise in at least three contexts. 

(i) . Player A evaluates the scenario A I> i3 and B I> {il l i2 } and requires an estimate of the 
earliest possible arrival time of player B at prize i2 such that player B satisfies the feasibility 
window. By case (i) of Section 5.6.1 ,  a conservative estimate assumes that player B travels 
directly to the i2-end of the feasibility window, W, and the arrival time is tB + dBW + dWi2 
where dBW = tA + dAis - tB and dWi2 is the shortest distance from the feasibility window 
to prize i2 • 

(ii). Player B evaluates the scenario A I> (i3�it ) and B I> {it , i2 }  and requires an estimate of 
the difference between the arrival time of player A at prize il and the arrival time of player 
B at prize i2 . By case (ii) of Section 5.6. 1 , a reasonable estimate is (tB + dBW + dWi2 ) -
etA + dAis + di2i1 ) in which player B travels directly to the i2-end of the feasibility window, 
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(iii) . Player 8 has determined (exogenously) that player A is likely to target A I> i3 and that 
player 8's best response is to play 81> {il ' i2 } '  Hence player 8 needs to determine a one-step 
move so that window feasibility is maintained. In this case player 8 assumes that A�i3 
but that A I> i3 is not absolutely certain. This requires the calculation the bearing, Oil ' of 
the i1-end of the feasibility window from player 8's current location and the bearing, Oi2 ' of 

the i2-end of the feasibility window. The framework for two prize strategies of Section 5.3.3 
also applies to this scenario. 

Target-Window. If possible we would like to ensure that , at the time player A claims 
prize i3, player 8 is located at some location Z such that 8 I> {i1 , i2 } is median
feasible. Then Z satisfies dzu � disil + u where u = � (di3i2 + dil i2 - disil ) and U is 
the location a distance u from prize il towards prize i2 . Hence we need to find the 
intersection of the feasibility-window W and circle C4 where: 

If 3 such an intersection then let the 8-target-window be the intersection; otherwise 
let the 8-target-window be the feasibility-window. 

Target-Bearing. We either know exogenously which end of the target-window player 8 
should target or we do not. If we do then player 8 should directly target that end of 
the target-window. Suppose we do not know. Since A-<>i3 we cannot predict which 
(if either) of prize il and i2 that player A may target next. Hence we play similarly 
to the PREVIOUS MEDIAN strategy of Section 5.3.7. Let u = Hdi3i2 + dili2 - disiJ 
and let U be the location a distance u from prize il towards prize i2 . Let tPu be the 
bearing of U from player 8's current location. If tPu is within the target-window, then 
the target-bearing is tPu; otherwise the target-bearing is the end of the target-window 

which is closest in bearing to tPu. 

Finally, Algorithm 5.19 WINDOW DISTANCE calculates dWil ' dWi2 '  Oil and (h2 . The notation 

'tP2 0 tPl ' is the counter-clockwise angle from bearing tP2 to bearing tPl ' 

5 . 6 . 3  Evaluation o f  a Window Scenario 

Consider the window scenario 8 I> {i1 , i2 } in which player A arrives at location A at time tA 
and player 8 arrives at location B at time tB < tA ' This window scenario may or may not be 
window-feasible. We require an estimate of the expected reward, v(A18 I> {i1 , i2 } ) ,  to player A 
from this scenario. Assume that .x = 00 for the purpose of illustrating the approach, which will 

be generalized in Chapter 6. Also assume that once only one prize remains, the value of the game 
position is r(AI8) to player A and n(A, 8) - r(A18) to player 8, as suggested by the findings of 
the Tiny Tournament in Section 5.5. 

If the window scenario is not window-feasible then 
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Algorithm 5.19 procedure WINDOW DISTANCE 

end 

Input: Y, i1 , i2 , r1 , r2 , r3 
Output: dWil ' dWi2 , Oil ' Oi2 

I I Assume that the window scenario has a feasibility window. 

Determine 1/;1 , 1/;2 , 01 , 02 from Algorithm 5.1 WINDOW FEASIBLE. 
if 1/;2 () 1/;1 is acute then 

else 

end 

II Assume 1/;1 > 1/;2 · if (1/;2 + 02 � 1/;d then 
Oil +- 1/;1 
dWil +- dYil - r3 

else 
Oil +- 1/;2 + 02 
dWil +- y'r-;-(X

--=':....·I---X-Y---r-3-c-oS-O-=-i-I";";)2:-+--:(,....Y-il---Y-y---r-3-s'-in-O-:""i"""'1 )'"""2 
end 
if (1/;1 - 01 � 1/;2) then 

Oi2 +- 1/;2 
dWi2 +- dYi2 - r3 

else 
o i2 +- 1/;1 - 01 
dw i2 +- ...;r.( x

....:.:....· 2---x-y---r-3-C-o-S -=-O'-·27":)2::-+--:(:-Y-i2---y-y---r-3-s-in-O-=-i-2 =) 2 

end 

II 1/;1 () '1/12 is acute; assume 1/;1 < 1/;2 . 
if (1/;1 + 01 � 1/;2) then 

Oi2 +- 1/;2 
dWi2 +- dYi2 - r3 

else 
Oi2 +- 1/;1 + 01 
dW'2 +- ...;r.( X

....:'=-·2---X-Y---r-3-c-o-S "":::O'-.2":"C)2:--+-(:-Y-i2---y-y---r-3-s-in-O-=-'-.2'"""")2 
end 
if (1/;2 - 02 � 'I/1d then 

Oil +- 1/;1 
dWil +- dYil - r3 

else 
Oil +- '1/12 - 02 
dw il +- ...;r.( X--='=-·I---x-y---r-3-C-o-S "":::O'-.I7":)2:--+-(:-Y-il---y-y---r-3-s-in-O-=-'-I77)2 

end 
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If the window scenario is  window-feasible then let 

s� = (tB + dBil ) - (tA + dAil ) 
S� = (tB + dBil ) - (tA + dAi2 ) 
S� = (tA + dAil ) - (tB + dBi2 ) 
S� = (tA + dAi2 ) - (tB + dBiJ 

Then s� + di1 i2 � 0 and s� + di1 il � O. Suppose, without loss of generality, that s� � s� , by 

possibly switching prizes i1 H i2 . 

• If s� < 0 and s� < 0 then 

• If s� > 0 and s2 > 0 then 

o if s� < di1 i2 or s� < di1i2 
! min {Vip Vi2 } if s� = dil il and s� = dil i2 
min {Vi2 ' !Vil } if s� = dil i2 and s� > dil i2 
min {Vip !Vi2 } if s� = diti2 and s� > dil i2 
min{ ViI ' Vi2 } otherwise 

if s� = -dil i2 and s� = -dil i2 
if s� = -di1i2 and s� > -dil i2 
if s� = -di1i2 and s� > -di1i2 
otherwise 

The value, v(B I> {il , i2 } lA), which player B can expect is given by 

5 .6.4 Tactical Engines for Three Prize Problem 

We now begin a tactical analysis of the three prize problem in terms of these three building blocks: 

the two prize subproblem, the three prize window feasible subproblem and the evaluation of a 
window scenario. Since we can discard from consideration any prize j for which min {dAi ' dBi} > 
.A, we assume that min{dAi , dBi } � .A  Vj E V. 

A tactical engine is  an "information engine" which systematically conducts "what if' anal

yses representative of possible player tactics, providing a strategy with useful information on the 
basis of which to make decisions. 
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Table 5.6: Cases of Three Prize Strategic Analysis for >. = 00 

I Case I 
1 dAI < dEl 
2 dAI < dEl 
3 dAI < dEl 
4 dAI < dEl 
5 dAI < dEl 
6 dAI = dEl 
7 dAI < dEl 
8 dAI = dEl 
9 dAI > dBI 

5.6.4.1 Static and Dynamic Cases 

Definition 

dA2 < dB2 dA3 < dB3 
dA2 < dB2 dA3 = dB3 
dA2 = dB2 dA3 = dB3 
dA2 < dB2 dA3 > dB3 
dA2 = dB2 dA3 > dB3 
dA2 = dB2 dA3 > dB3 
dA2 > dB2 dA3 > dB3 
dA2 > dB2 dA3 > dB3 
dA2 > dB2 dA3 > dB3 

If r(AIB) + r(8IA) = O(A, 8) then we have a static game position in which the players' paranoid 
subpaths are a saddle point equilibrium. If r(AI8) + r(8IA) < O(A, 8) then the game position 
is dynamic. This generalizes the classification of the two prize problem in Section 5.1 into static 

and dynamic cases. 
Suppose that r(AI8) + r(8IA) < O(A, 8) and therefore each player must have at least one 

accessible prize. Suppose, without loss of generality, that dBl - dAl � dB2 - dA2 � dB3 - dA3 . 
The nine generic dynamic cases (for which A = 00) are listed in Table 5 .6. Note that if each of 

the prizes is equidistant from the players can play EQUIDISTANT as in Algorithm 3.2. 
Hence we assume throughout this section that dAi =I- dBi for some prize j .  Case 1 corresponds 

to case 9 in that if player A faces case 1 then player 8 faces case 9. The remaining cases also 
correspond according to 2 H 8, 3 H 6, 4 H 7 and 5 H 5. 

We wish to approximate the tactical decisions that a player faces. We know that once at least 
one prize is claimed we can apply our one prize or two prize analysis to determine what to do. 
Also, given a particular two prize scenario, we can evaluate the expected result for each player. 
Thus we wish to approximate the initial tactical decision of each player. 

A tactical engine builds a tactical summary of the current game position in terms of each 
player's tactical options and also estimates the expected reward to each player. In Sections 5 .6.4.2 
and 5.6.4.3 we design two such tactical engines, THREE-ORIGINAL-DT4 and THREE-PRIZE-DT re

spectively, for the three prize problem. 

5.6.4.2 Tactical Engine: THREE-ORIGINAL-DT 

The simplest tactical approximation is to consider which accessible prize each player will initially 
target. Figure 5.8 illustrates this for the case in which every prize is accessible to both players. 
This approximation of tactics is itself a two-person game in normal form, with the pure one-off 
strategies for each player corresponding to the accessible target prizes. 

4The names THREE-ORIGlNAL-DT and THREE-PRIZE-DT are inherited from the tactical engines 
ORIGINAL-DT and PRIZE-DT for small problems in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.8: Initial target prizes of A and B. 

Suppose each prize is accessible to both players. Each of the cases of Table 5.6 gives rise to a 

3 x 3 game table structure in Figure 5.9, in which we arrange the target-prizes along the side for 
player A and across the top for player B. The prize labels are replaced by one of three symbols: 
{o, .,  I } .  A prize j for which dAi < dBi is labelled '0' for player A along the side and labelled ' I ' 

for player B across the top. A prize j for which dAi > dBi is labelled ' I '  for player A along the 
side and labelled '0' for player B across the top. A prize j for which dAi = dBi is labelled '.' for 
both players. 

If there are actually prizes which are not accessible to a player then the corresponding row is 
omitted for player A and the corresponding column is omitted for player B. 

Each entry in the game-table represents the scenario in which player A moves directly towards 
the prize associated with the corresponding row and player B moves directly towards the prize 
associated with the corresponding column until either player (or both players simultaneously) 
reach their target prize. If this scenario is realised then the consequential reward to player A can 
he estimated by the value (or share of the value) of the first prize claimed (if player A claimed 

the first prize) plus the expected reward to player A from the remaining one prize or two prize 
problem . 

• Evaluation of Expected Reward 

It remains to tactically estimate the expected reward to player A. 

Assumption 5.6.1 

The maximin assumption is  that player A selects the best possible option, given that 
player B knows the option player A will select. 0 

Assumption 5.6.1 gives rise to the (standard) MAXIMIN value for player A: the maximum of the 
minimum value in each row of the game in normal form (the game-table) .  
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Figure 5.9: Nine cases for THREE-ORIGINAL-DT 
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Assumption 5.6.2 

The minimax assumption is that player A selects the best possible option, given that 
player B selects an option which most restricts player A 's result while knowing that player A 
knows which option player B will select. 0 

Assumption 5.6.2 gives rise to the (standard) MINIMAX value for player A: the minimum of the 

maximum value in each column of the game-table. 
These assumptions are ideals since they are based upon scenarios in which the players carry 

through their commitments-A [> x and B [> v-but the practical implementation is just one step 
at a time with perfect observation of the opponent-A-o x and B-o y. The maximin assumption 
is ultra-conservative in that player A does adapt to what it can observe the opponent's response 
to be. The minimax assumption is ultra optimistic in that player A assumes that it can effectively 
observe which prize player B is targeting and that player B does not adapt to whatever player A 
is targeting. 

Figure 5.9 also illustrates how player A evaluates the three prize problem in terms of game
table. Left pointing arrows represent minimization across a row and upward pointing arrows 
represent maximization within a column. Case 1 employs the standard MAXIM IN evaluation and 
case 3 and cases 5-9 employ the standard MINIMAX evaluation. 

Assumption 5.6.3 

The mini maxim in assumption is that player A selects the best possible option, given that 
player B selects an option which most restricts player A's result, assuming that player A knows 
whether player B will target a prize which is closer to player A or not, under the two following 
conditions: 

(i) . If player B will target a prize closer to player A, then player A knows which prize player 
B is targeting. 

(ii) . If player B will target a prize not closer to player B, then player A assumes that player B 

knows which prize player A will select. 

o 

The minimaximin assumption is a hybrid compromise between the maximin and minimax as
sumptions in which the minimax assumption applies over those prizes for which it is possible for 
player A to effectively observe whether or not player B is targeting a specific prize; the maximin 
assumption applies over the remaining prizes. 

Let ii(A [> xlB [> y) be the evaluation of the game-table entry corresponding to A [> x and 
B [> y. Case 2 and case 4 employ a special MINIMAXIMIN evaluation defined by 

min { min {maxii(A [> xlB [> v)} , max { min ii(A [> xlB [> y) } } . YEQ:dA» �dB. :tEQ :tEQ yEQ:dA. <dB» 

Warning. If both players apply a minimax or minimaximin assumption, then the sum of 

each player's evaluation of the three prize game position may exceed O (A, B), since both are 
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optimistic evaluations. This is an inherent danger in the MINIMAX assumption, since it may be 

overly optimistic and can lead to logical cycling. 

This completes the design of the THREE-ORIGINAL-DT tactical engine for the three prize 
problem. This is not yet a strategy, since we have not yet specified how to select a one-step move 

from this tactical information. 

5.6.4.3 Tactical Engine: THREE-PRIZE-DT 

An alternative tactical approximation is for a player to consider an accessible target prize only if 

that prize is not closer to the opponent, and to also consider pairs of accessible prizes which are 

closer to the opponent, incorporating the three prize window feasible subproblem of Section 5.6.2. 
Suppose each prize is accessible to both players. Each of the cases of Table 5.6 gives rise to a 

2 x 2, 2 x 3, 3 x 2 or 3 x 3 game table structure in Figure 5.10, in which we arrange the prizes 
along the side for player A and across the top for player B. The symbol ' 1 1 '  represents a pair of ' I '  
prizes, i.e., A t>  {j, k} for which dA; > dB; and dAk > dBk is labelled ' 1 1 '  for player A along the 
side and B t> {j, k} for which dA; < dB; and dAk < dRk is labelled ' 1 1 '  for player B across the top. 

If there are actually prizes which are not accessible to a player, then the row corresponding 
to an inaccessible prize, or a pair containing an inaccessible prize, is omitted for player A and 

the corresponding column is omitted for player B . 

• Evaluation of Expected Reward 

Figure 5.10 also illustrates how player A evaluates the three prize problem in terms of the game
table. Case 1 employs the standard MAXIM IN evaluation and the remaining cases employ the 
standard MINIMAX evaluation. Note that in cases 4-6, player A has only two possible target 
prizes and in case 3, case 5 and case 7, player B has only two possible target prizes. This is 
because the remaining prize is the only prize closer to the opponent and hence the player cannot 

target a pair of prizes. 
Evaluating the entries in the game-table is straightforward. We illustrate this assuming that 

>. = 00. When >. < 00, more sub cases are required. Again, we generalize this in Chapter 6. 

T Evaluating v(At>i} IBt> {i} , i2}) involves firstly determining the status of S3 = dAil +dil il -dBi2 ' 

• If S3 < 0, then v(A t> i} IB t> {i} , i2})  = ViI + Vi2 + Vis ' 

• If S3 � 0, then we need to evaluate scenario (i) of Section 5.6.1 as follows. Certainly player 
A claims prize i} . 

If S3 > 0, then player B also claims prize i2• To evaluate the remaining one prize 
subproblem let 

if dAil + dil is < dBil + dilis 
if dAil + dil is = dBil + dilis 
if dAil + dil is > dBi2 + di2iS 
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- If 83 = 0, then player B may not claim prize i2• The remaining window scenario 

A I> {i2 , i3 }  is window-feasible with evaluation 

if di) ia = di) i2 + di2i3 
if di) i3 < di) i2 + di2i3 

T Evaluating v(A I> i3 1B I> {il ' i2}) involves firstly determining the window-feasible status of the 

window scenario A I> i3 and B I> {il , i2 } .  

• If the window scenario is not window-feasible, then 

• H the window scenario is window-feasible, then player A claims prize i3 and we must 
evaluate the remaining window scenario v(A-ti3 1BI> {il , i2}) ,  which is the window scenario 

of Section 5.6.3 with tA = dAi3 and tB = O. Then 

T Evaluating v(A I> il lB I> id is only required when dAi) = dEi) ' Then prize il is shared by 

the players and, at the instance prize il is claimed, the players will be identically located. The 
evaluation of the remaining two prize problem is that the remaining two prizes will also be shared. 

Hence 

T We can similarly define v(A I> {il , i2} IB I> i l )  and v(A I> {il , i2} IB I> i3) '  

This completes the design of the THREE-PRIZE-DT tactical engine. Again, this is not yet 
a strategy, since we have not yet specified how to select a one-step move from this tactical 
information. Observe that both these tactical engines employ a "divide and conquer" approach 
by formulating and approximately evaluating a number of smaller (one or two prize) problems. 

Coda 

T Summary 

This chapter has mathematically analysed the two prize CPCP, established the single step strate
gies, performed a computational tournament to establish the validity of a heuristic tactical as
sessment and finally shown how these building blocks may be incorporated into a method for 

evaluating tactics for the three prize CPCP. 
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" Link 

Tactical Approach to Three Prize Problelll 1 43 

The approach we have taken to the three prize problem is to design tactical engines which sum

marise the evaluation of a number of tactical scenarios. We now require a link between this 

tactical planning and using the observation of the opponent's movements to select a response. 
This link is provided by the concept of monitoring as introduced in Section 3.2.3.2. Having illus
trated the game theoretic approach, without actually designing a complete strategy, we develop 
these ideas further in the next chapter in which we consider small problems. 
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C H A P T E R  6 

Tactical Planning for 

Small Problems 

Any inanimate object, regardless of its position, configuration or 

purpose, may be expected to perform, at any time, in a totally un

expected manner, for reasons that are either entirely obscure or else 

completely mysterious. 

6.0 Introduction 
6.1 Tactical Engine: PRIZE-PARANOID 

6.2 Tactical Engine: ORIGINAL-DT 
6.3 Tactical Engine: PRIZE-DT 

6.4 Dynamic Monitoring: Small-DMS 
6.A Appendices to Chapter 6 

- FLAP'S LAW 

Tactical planning is the systematic analysis of a problem in terms of the decision of determining 

which prizes to target. Such planning is reasonably coarse in comparison to the fine planning 

when selecting a one-step move as for the two prize problem. Small problems can be defined as 

those for which this tactical planning approach is computationally feasible. In this chapter we develop 

tactical engines for small problems and a hierarchical dynamic monitoring system ,  thus designing a 

number of complete strategies. 

6 .0  Introduction 

Section 5.6 introduced a tactical approach to the Three Prize Problem which approximates the 
initial tactical decision faced by a player, namely which prize to initially target. The objective 

of this chapter is to expand this tactical planning approach to problems involving up to approxi
mately ten prizes and to design an implementation of the SPA/DMS with two frames. Chapter 5 
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has provided the step-frame and STEP-MONITOR components of the SPA/DMS. This chapter 
contributes the design of a number of scenario engine and a monitor for the global-frame. 

6.0.1  Tactical Planning Problem 

To determine tactically robust movements requires a representative coverage of possible scenarios 
at as fine a level of detail as computational tractability considerations will permit. Therefore, in 
order to analyse problems consisting of more than two prizes, we restrict consideration to tactical 

scenarios. The tactical planning problem is to determine which prize to target for a range of 
prize target scenarios of the opponent. 

Solving the tactical planning problem necessarily implies contingent planning, since an im

plicit response is required for each tactical scenario of the opponent. A systematic treatment 

of contingent planning must also consider recursively contingent scenarios in which contingent 
sequences of prize targets beyond the initial prize targets of each player are evaluated in order to 

determine the initial scenarios. 

A natural formulation for such a planning problem is a multiple stage game with observed 
actions and simultaneous moves. All players know the actions chosen at all previous stages when 
choosing their current actions and all players move simultaneously in each stage (each player 
chooses his or her action at stage k without knowing the stage-k action of any other player) . A 
game tree is an explicit representation of all possible plays of the game (Pearl [174]) .  The game 
tree corresponds to a contingent strategy since, in selecting an initial target-prize, the player 
assumes that a subsequent tactical decision, involving the selection of subsequent target-prize, 
can be resolved by considering the particular game position encountered at that time. 

From the initial game position we propose a set of scenarios in which each player selects 
a target. With each particular scenario we associate a representative projected game position. 

To evaluate this projected game position, we recursively propose a further set of scenarios in 
which each player selects a target and associates with each one a representative projected game 
position, and so on. In this way we systematically generate a multistage game in which each 
stage corresponds to a tactical decision. Such a game tree is called a tactical game tree 

since it approximates the decisions of a tactical planning problem at each stage. The root node 
corresponds to the initial game position and its children correspond to each representative game 
position derived from the set of tactical scenarios, and so on. Terminal nodes correspond to game 

positions in which at most one prize remains. 

6.0.2 Tactical Engines 

Recall from Section 4.2.3 that a DMS implementation requires both a scenario engine as its 

planner module and a monitor as its selector module. Section 6.4 will consider the design of the 
Small Dynamic Monitoring System, in particular the necessary global monitor and step monitor. 

Preparatory to this, we consider tactical game tree based scenario engines which we term tactical 
engines. 
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Representative Projected Game Positions 

Let QA = {j E V : to + dAj ::::: A} and let QB = {j E V : to + dBj ::::: A} . Consider the scenario 
in which player A targets prize x E QA and player B targets prize y E QB.  We need to select 
a projected game position to represent the implementation of this scenario. We also need to 
specify how committed the players are to their respective target prizes. Since a finite game tree 

is desirable, we reason that the players move towards their respective target-prizes at least until 
one player reaches its target-prize so that at least one prize is claimed at each depth of the game 

tree. The possibilities include the following two: 

(a) . As in THREE-ORIGlNAL-DT,l move a distance min{ dAzl l  dBYt } until one player reaches its 

target-prize. We call this type of projection a probe. 

(b) . As in THREE-PRIZE-DT, move until one player reaches its target-prize and, if the other 
player does not simultaneously reach its target-prize, then that player must select the same 
prize at its next target-prize. We call this type of projection a commitment. 

The analysis of Section 5.6 shows that steps alone are too detailed for three or more prizes, but 
that prizes are reasonable targets of manageable complexity. This does not dismiss methods 

which rely on bigger "steps" than .6.; these would need to be compared against targeting prizes 
in future work. Also, targeting prizes offers a computational complexity advantage in that there 
are only a finite number of prizes to target. 

Single Stage Tactical Engine 

Section 6 .1 considers the design of the PRIZE-PARANOID tactical engine whose tactical game tree 
consists of only a single stage. Each scenario is a probe and is evaluated by determining the 
maximal PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpath for each player from the projected game position. 

M ultiple Stage Tactical Engines 

There are three requirements for specification of a multiple stage tactical engine. 

Game tree generation. How do we construct the representative game positions? 

Evaluating a game tree node. How do we determine an evaluation for player A of each game 
tree node given the evaluations of each child node? 

Searching of the game tree. How can we use the problem structure and information already 
gained to most efficiently determine the information required to make a decision at the 

root node? 

The resulting root node game table summarises the tactical response information from the cor
responding tactical tree. 

Two multiple stage tactical engines are designed in this chapter. Section 6.2 considers the 
design of the ORIGlNAL-DT tactical engine in which each scenario at a given stage of the tactical 

IThe suffix '-DT' stands for double tree since each possible path through the game-tree corresponds 
to a pair of planning paths, one for each player, which we colloquially call a double path. 
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game tree is a probe and the projected position of each player at each stage is at the same instant 
in future time. Section 6.3 considers the design of the PRIZE-DT tactical engine in which each 
scenario at a given stage of the tactical game tree is a commitment, and either a projected game 

position or a projected two-prize window feasible scenario is maintained for each player, possibly 

at different, though comparable, future instants of time. 

6 . 1  Tactical Engine: PRIZE-PARANOID 

The guarantee subpath subproblem of Section 3.3. 1 was to determine a subpath, guaranteed to a 
player, of maximal guaranteed value. The PRIZE-PARANOID tactical engine constructs a game ta
ble in which each scenario is a single probe that is evaluated by solving a corresponding guarantee 

path subproblem. 

6 . 1 . 1  Game Table Generation 

A projected game position consists of a pair of projected locations, A and Bj a projected 
time-stamp, t j  and a projected set of remaining prizes, Q � V. Let Q be the set of 
remaining prizes and let QA = {j E Q : t + dAj � .\} and QB = {j E Q : t + dBj � .\} . 

Choose x E Q A and y E Q B and suppose that player A targets prize x and player B targets 

prize y. Let t' = t + min{dAz , dBY } . IT dAz < dBy, then let A' be the location of prize x, let B' be 
the location which is a distance dAz from B towards prize y and let Q' = Q \ {x} . IT dAz = dBy ,  
then let A' be  the location of prize x ,  let B' be the location of prize y and let Q' = Q \ {x, y} . IT 
dAx > dBy , then let A' be the location which is a distance dBy from A towards prize x, let B' be 
the location of prize y and let Q' = Q \ {y} . The scenario in which A I> A' and B I> B' is called a 

probe. The notation "probe A-tPA 8 x and B-tPB 8 y" defines a new game position in which 
prize x is appended to P A ,  prize y is appended to PB , A t- A' ,  B t- B' , t t- t' and Q t- Q'. 

We can now define how to generate the PRIZE-PARANOID game table . 

• '<Ix E QA and '<Iy E QB probe A-tPA 8 x  and B-tPB 8 y. 

Each probe is evaluated by determining the maximum guaranteed value attainable from the 
corresponding projected game position. Assemble the probe evaluations in a game table with the 
targets, QA, for player A along the left hand side and the targets, QB, for player B along the top. 

6 . 1 .2 Evaluating the Root Game Table 

For each target y E Q B of player B the best response target of player A is defined by 

(6. 1)  

where VA (A 8 x, B 8 y) is the maximum guaranteed value attainable from the projected game 

position corresponding to the probe A-tPA 8 x and B-tPB 8 y. 
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Applying the minimax assumption (Assumption 5.6.2) gives rise to the MINIMAX evaluation 
of the PRIZE-PARANOID game table. Let 

(6.2) 

Let T be a prize-ts as in Section 3.2.3.2 and suppose that we cannot determine which target 
in T player B will target (this is denoted B !> T). Then the best response target of player A from 

the PRIZE-PARANOID game table is defined by 

x· (B 0 Y) = argmaxxEQA {min VA (A 0 x, B 0 Y)} 
yET 

The corresponding MINIMAX evaluation is 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

Consider also the natural extension of PRIZE-GUARANTEE to a prize-ts, T, in which player B 
is restricted to targeting a prize from T before considering any other prize. The corresponding 

guarantee path sub problem has earliest arrival times of player B modifed to 

TBi = Tei¥ {dBi + dii}  

Note that these two target-set variations provide different evaluations since they include different 
assumptions of what can occur past the first pair of targets. The TARGET-SET PRIZE-PARANOID 

evaluation assumes that player A knows what player B initially targeted past the first target, 
whereas TARGET-SET PRIZE-GUARANTEE assumes that player A does not. 

6 . 1 .3 Example Tactical Problem 

Consider the example problem of Figure 6 .1 .  Here, the prizes are indexed from { I ,  2 ,  3, 4, 5 ,  6} 

with each prize location at the centre of each prize label. The players are labelled {A, B} with 
initial player location at the centre of each player label. The solid line partitions the prize set 

into those prizes initially closer to player A and those prizes initially closer to player B. The 

prize values, v, and locations, (x, y) , initial player locations and overall deadline A are defined in 
the accompanying tables. Note that EiEV Vi = 1000, i .e., the prize values sum to 1000, in this 
example. 

6 .1 .3 .1  Analysis of PRIZE-GUARANTEE 

Table 6 .1  illustrates the tactics determined by PRIZE-GUARANTEE and TARGET-SET PRIZE-GUARANTEE 

for both players . 

• The maximal PRIZE-GUARANTEE sub path for player A is A-+4-+6-+3 (value 471) as illus
trated in Table 6 .1 (a) . In particular, note that A-+1-+4 (value 355) is not guaranteed, 
but A-t4-t1 is guaranteed, A-+l-t3 (value 429) is guaranteed, but A-+1-+6-+3 is not 
guaranteed. 
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1 202 0.31 0.16 
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3 227 0.81 0.20 
4 153 0.48 0.40 
5 190 0.68 0.82 
6 91  0.68 0.33 
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Player x y 
A 0 .15 0.28 
B 0.36 0.84 

I Deadline I ,\ = 00 

Figure 6 . 1 :  Example Tactical Problem 
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• The maximal PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpath for player B is B-t2-t5 (value 327) as illustrated 

in Table 6 .1 (b). Also, B-t5-t2 is guaranteed. 

• With TARGET-SET PRIZE-GUARANTEE for player A, suppose that B t> {2, 4 } ,  i .e. , that 

player B will claim either prize 2 or prize 4 next. The corresponding best guaranteed path 
is then A-tl-t6-t3 (value 520) as illustrated in Table 6. 1 (c) . This is because the earliest 
that player B could then arrive at prize 3 is via prize 2 but player A can then traverse 
A-tl-t6-t3 and arrive at prize 3 prior. 

• With TARGET-SET PRIZE-GUARANTEE for player B, suppose that A t> { 1 , 4} ,  i .e. , that 

player A will claim either prize 1 or prize 4 next. The corresponding best guaranteed path 
is unchanged from B-t2-t5 (value 327) as illustrated in Table 6. 1 (d) . 

6 .1 .3.2 Analysis of PRIZE-PARANOID 

Table 6.2 illustrates the tactics determined by PRIZE-PARANOID and TARGET-SET PRIZE-PARANOID 

for both players. 

• Table 6.2{a) gives the PRIZE-PARANOID game table for player A. This is interpreted by 
applying a MINIMAX evaluation, i.e., minimize the column maximums, which implies that 
player B will target B03, B04 or B06 with evaluation 471 .  These scenarios are highlighted 
in the game table with boxes, i.e., 1471 1. In each case the best response tactic for player A 
is A04. The value 471 equates to claiming prizes {3, 4, 6} . Note that a MAXIM IN  evaluation 
of the player A game table also implies A 0 4. Table 6.2( c) illustrates the resulting PRIZE

GUARANTEE subpaths for each player under the probe scenario of A04 and B03. Note that 
prizes { 1 , 2} remain unclaimed by this analysis, which shows that PRIZE- PARANOID does 

not account for all of the prizes in determining its evaluation of a tactical probe scenario. 
This is simply because it relies on PRIZE-GUARANTEE for scenario evaluation . 

• Table 6.2{b) gives the PRIZE-PARANOID game table for player B. A M INIMAX analysis 
implies that player A will target A04 and hence B02 or B05 with evaluation 327 {equating 
to prizes {2, 5}) .  Table 6.2{ d) illustrates the resulting PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpaths for each 

player under the probe scenario A 0 4 and B 0 5. This time, only prize 1 in not accounted 
for. 

• With TARGET-SET PRIZE-PARANOID for player A, suppose that B t> {2, 5} .  Evaluation of 
the columns of the player A PRIZE-PARANOID game table corresponding to B 0 2 and B 0 5  
implies that either option for player B is tactically likely with evaluation 520 {equating 
to prizes { I ,  6, 3}) .  In the case of B 0 5, the best response tactic for player A is A 0 1 .  
Table 6.2{e) illustrates the resulting PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpaths for each player under this 
probe scenario. However, in the case of B 0 2, any of A 0 1 , A 0 3, A 0 4 or A 0 6 is a 
suitable response tactic for player A, since, in the time dB2 it takes for player B to reach 
prize 2, any of these probes takes player A only a short distance from its current location 

and only an inconsequential deviation from A-t1.  Note that if we suppose that B t> {2, 4} 
then B 0 4 is the implied tactic of player B with evaluation 471, and hence A 0 4 as before. 
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Table 6. 1 :  Tactical Example of PRIZE-GUARANTEE 
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• With TARGET-SET PRIZE-PARANOID for player /3,  suppose that A t>  1 .  Then the corre

sponding tactic for player /3 is any of /3 8 1 ,  /3 8 3, /3 8 4  or /3 8 6 with evaluation 343 

(equating to prizes {4, 5}) .  In each of these probe scenarios, the first prize claimed on the 

subsequent player /3 PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpath is prize 4 and hence the appropriate tactic 
for player /3 is /3 8 4. Table 6.2(f) illustrates the resulting PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpaths 
for each player under the probe scenario A 8 1 and /3 8 4. Player A's resulting PRIZE

GUARANTEE subpath is much worse than in other scenarios since, in being constrained to 
target prize 1 ,  player A misses out on prize 4 and then cannot subsequently guarantee both 
prize 6 and prize 3. 

6 .1 .3.3 Discussion 

In comparing the tactics of PRIZE-GUARANTEE and PRIZE-PARANOID, with and without a prize

ts, we can see from this example that both players hold to a maximum guaranteed path unless a 
better path becomes available due to the prize-ts of the opponent. The tactics implied from each 
player's perspective are often different in PRIZE-PARANOID. 

Suppose /3 t> {2, 4} . In TARGET-SET PRIZE-GUARANTEE this implied that player A target, 
A--tl but in TARGET-SET PRIZE-PARANOID this implied that A--t4. The difference is that in the 
former case, player /3 must commit to prize 4 in order to get to prize 3 as early as possible, but 
in the latter case once player A arrives at prize 4, the probe /3 8 4 is completed and player /3 may 
then immediately target prize 3. 

This tactical example is considered further in Sections 6.2.4 and 6.3.5 where the tactics are 
determined by tactical engines ORIGINAL-OT and PRIZE-OT. 

6 . 1 .4 S ummary 

We have designed the PRIZE-PARANOID tactical engine, proposed a MINIMAX evaluator for the 
corresponding game table with or without a prize-ts and presented an illustrative example. The 
PRIZE-PARANOID tactical engine constitutes the scenario engine component at the global-frame 
of the SPA/DMS. It is coupled with a PRIZE-MONITOR and STEP-MONITOR in Section 6.4 to 
construct a full CPCP strategy. 

6 .2  Tactical Engine: ORI GINAL-DT 

The tactical engine ORIGINAL-OT is structured around a game tree approach in which, at each 
game tree node, the projection of each player towards its proposed target-prize is a probe. 

6 . 2 . 1  Game Tree Generation 

A planning path consists of a sequence of target-prizes. A projected game position consists 
of a pair of planning paths, P A for player A and PB for player /3j a pair of projected locations, 
A and Bj a projected time-stamp, t j  and a projected set of remaining prizes, Q � V. Let 
QA = {j E Q : t + dAj � A} and QB = {j E Q : t + dBj � A} .  A game tree node is uniquely 
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Table 6.2: Tactical Example of PRIZE-PARANOID 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 520 520 429 429 520 429 
2 327 471 137 190 355 327 
3 508 520 227 318 471 227 
4 471 520 1471 1 1471 1 471 1471 1 
5 327 471 327 190 471 327 
6 318 520 318 318 471 318 
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defined by a game position. The game tree root node corresponds to the current position of 
the game with PA = 0, PB = 0 and t = to, where to is the current time on the game clock. Also 
recall the specific definition of a probe from Section 6.1 . 1 .  

We can now define how to generate the ORIGINAL-DT game tree by expanding a given game
tree node j to define the game position corresponding to each of its children. 

T Expansion Rule for Probe 

• "'Ix E QA and "'l y E QB probe A-tPA <:) x and B-tPB <:) y. 

6 . 2 . 2  Evaluating a Game Tree Node 

Let j be a game tree node and let vA(i) be an evaluation of the prize value player A expects to 
claim from the associated game position. Let VA {j; A <:) x, B <:) y) be the evaluation of the child 
node of j defined by the probe A-tPA <:) x and B-tPB <:) y. 

A terminal node corresponds to a game position in which at most one prize remains unclaimed. 
Let VA {PA , PB) be the value of target-prizes on PA claimed outright by player A plus half the 
value of those target-prizes on PA shared with player B. For a terminal node t we define VA{t) = 
v A (P A ,  PB) plus whatever share of any remaining prize player A can claim. 

For each non-terminal node j we apply one of the assumptions from Section 5.6.4.2 to define 
an evaluation. These are illustrated in Figure 6.2, in which a left arrow indicates minimizing 
across a row, an upward arrow indicates maximising within a column, and increasingly darker 
shading represents aggregation of corresponding maxima and minima. Compare Figure 6.2 with 
Figure 5 .8. 

MAXIMIN. Applying the maximin assumption (Assumption 5.6. 1) gives rise to the MAXIMIN eval
uation illustrated Figure 6.2{a) . Let 

(6.5) 

Player A takes the initiative and determines a target-prize assuming that player B will 
respond as if player B knows which target-prize player A will take. 

M INIMAX. Applying the minimax assumption (Assumption 5.6.2) gives rise to the MINIMAX eval
uation illustrated in Figure 6.2{b). Let 

(6.6) 

Player A predicts a target-prize for player B under the assumption that player A can 
respond to whichever prize player A observes player B targeting. 

MINIMAXIMIN. Applying the minimaximin assumption (Assumption 5.6.3) gives rise to the MINI

MAXIMIN evaluation illustrated in Figure 6.2{c) . Let QL � QB. Let 

(6.7) 
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B 

A 

(a) MAXIMIN 

B 
B-Iead 

A 

B 

A 

(b) MINIMA X 

B-follow 

(c) MINIMAXIMIN 

Figure 6.2: Evaluators of an ORIGINAL-DT Game 'free Node 
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max { min VA (j ; A 0 X, B 0 Y) } }  XEQA yEQB \QL 
Note that Equation (6.7) generalizes Equation (6.5) (with QL = 0) and Equation (6.6) (with 
QL = QB) .  The lead prizes of player B are those prizes of which player B guarantees at 
least a share, i.e., those prizes CB = {i E Q B : dEi $ dAd .  A prize which is not a lead prize 

for player B is a follow prize of player B. We can dynamically define QL � QB at each 
game tree node j. Two possibilities include QL = CB or QL = CB U {i E QB : dEi � 6} 
for some threshold distance parameter 6. We implement only the simpler QL = CB. 

6 .2 . 3  Searching the Game Tree 

Pearl [174] defines algorithms for searching a game tree in which the players alternate in making 
decisions. In this section we adapt these search algorithms for searching a game tree in which the 
players decide simultaneously. 

We can search a game tree by working backwards from the end of the game, replacing the 
prospect of an obligation to play a subgame with the expected value of that subgame and then 
reason backwards to the present. Once each terminal node is assigned a value, a value for each 
non-terminal node can be determined by a bottom-up process. This method is alternatively 

known as Zermelo's algorithm (Binmore [21]) or backwards induction (Owen [172] ) .  It 
relies on the fact that the game tree exhibits subgame perfection-both players know exactly 
the projected game position at each stage. 

Pearl [174] defines various types of search procedure: 

"A search procedure . . .  is a prescription for determining the order in which nodes 

are to be generated. We distinguish between a blind, or uninformed, search and a 
informed, guided, or directed search. In the former, the order in which nodes are 
expanded depends only on information gathered by the search but is unaffected by 
the character of the unexplored portion of the graph, not even by the goal criterion. 
The latter uses partial information about the problem domain and about the nature 
of the goal to help guide the search toward the more promising directions." 

We now proceed to design game tree search procedures, both blind and directed, for the 
ORIGINAL-OT tactical game tree applying each of the MAXIMIN, MINIMAX and MINIMAXIMIN eval
uators. 

6.2 .3 .1  Depth-First Game Tree Search 

Equations (6.5)-(6.7) define MAXIMIN, MINIMAX and MINIMAXIMIN, respectively, by bottom-up 
induction. A straightforward translation of the definition of MAXIM IN gives an uninformed, recur
sive search procedure, Algorithm 6.1 EXHAUSTIVE-MAXIMIN ORIGINAL-OT, which systematically 
traverses every node of the game tree in a depth-first fashion. This is the "brute force" search of 
Knuth and Moore [131]. 

However, it is possible to skip descendants of a node which cannot influence the evaluation 

of that node, thus making possibly substantial computational savings. Knuth and Moore [131] 
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Algorithm 6.1 function EXHAUSTIVE-MAXIMIN ORIGINAL-DT 

end 

1/ Determine VA (j) .  

if j is terminal then 
return( VA (j) )  

else 

end 

lb f- 0 / / Lower bound on v(j) .  
for x E QA d o  

rub f- 00 1/ Upper bound on row minimum. 
for y E QB do 

Evaluate VA(jj A 0 x, B 0 V) . 
rub f- min{rub, v(jj  A 0 x, B 0 yn 

end 
lb f- max{lb, rub} 

end  
return(lb) 

give a concise algorithmic definition of alpha-beta pruning, with examples of "deep cutoffs" , 
applications, history and analysis of expected performance. The 0:-{3 algorithm only calculates 
sufficient evaluation information to determine the value of the game tree root node. Define a 
function VA (j j o:, {3) which, given 0: < (3, returns 

if 0: < VA (j) < (3 
if VA (j) � 0: 
if VA (j) ? (3 

Algorithm 6.2 o:-{3-MAXIMIN ORIGINAL-DT presents the standard 0:-{3 pruning algorithm, adapted 
from Pearl [174, page 234] . We then evaluate the game tree root node r exactly from 

Many other game tree searching, such as SSS· , are possible, but it is beyond the scope of this 
thesis to compare and contrast the performance of such algorithms. However, it is worth noting 
that Bhattacharya and Bagchi [19] provide a unifying framework, GenGame, for search strategies 

such as a-{3 and SSS· .  

6.2.3.2 Informed G ame Tree Node Bounding 

A lower or upper bound on VA (j) for a game tree node j is useful since this can be used to further 
prune the game tree search. 
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Algorithm 6.2 function a-.8-MAxIMIN ORIGINAL-DT 

end 

/ / Determine v A (j j a, .8) . 
/ / Adapted from Pearl [1 74, page 234]. 

Input: a, .8 
if j is terminal then 

return(vA (j)) 
else 

end 

lb f- a / / Lower bound on V A (j j a, .8) . 
finished f- false 
for x E Q A and not finished do 

rub f- .8  / / Upper bound on row minimum. 
finished..row f- false 
for Y E Q B and not finished..row do 

Evaluate VA(j , A 0 x ,  B 0 Yj lb, rub) . 

end 

rub f- min{rub, vA(j , A 0 x, B 0 Yj Ib, rub) } 
if (rub � lb) then finished..row f- true 

lb f- ma.x{lb, rub} 
if (lb � .8) then finished f- true 

end 
return(lb) 
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Definition 6 .2 .1  

The cooperative-value , n(j) ,  of node j i s  the maximum joint value of the remaining prizes 

that the players could collect no later than the global overall deadline >. if both players cooperate 

perfectly from the game position associated with j. 0 

If >. = 00 then the cooperative-value is just the value sum of the remaining prizes. 

Definition 6 .2 .2  

The paranoid-value, r A (j) , of player A at a game tree node j i s  the maximum value of a 
guaranteed subpath through prizes in Q A from the game position associated with j .  Similarly 

for rB (j) .  0 

The problem of determining n(j) is called the COOPERATE sub problem and that of determin
ing r A (j) or r B (j) is called the PARANOID subproblem. Exact Branch and Bound algorithms for 
solving these sub problems are presented in Appendix 6.A.2. 

Then VA (PA ,  PB) + r A (j) is a lower bound on VA (j) and VA (PA , PB) + n(j) - rB (j) is an 
upper bound on VA (j) .  Algorithm 6.3 NODE-BOUNDED a-,B-MAxIMIN ORIGINAL-DT improves on 
the standard a-,B pruning algorithm by employing these bounds at each node examined. Similar 
algorithms to these can be derived for MINIMAX and MINIMAXIMIN. Algorithm 6.4 NODE-BOUNDED 

a-,B-MINIMAX ORIGINAL-DT and Algorithm 6.5 NODE-BOUNDED a-,B-MINIMAXIMIN ORIGINAL-DT 

presents the MINIMAX and MINIMAXIMIN equivalents, respectively, of Algorithm 6.3. 

6 .2 .3.3 Heuristically Guided Search 

A frontier node is a game tree node which is either terminal or is non-terminal but none of 
whose child nodes are generated by a particular game tree search algorithm. The number of 
frontier nodes that are generated, examined, and evaluated has become a standard measure of 
the complexity of game searching procedures (Pearl [174]) .  

Each of the game tree search algorithms we have presented contain phrases like "for x E Q A"  

and "for y E Q B" and "for y E Q L and "for y E Q B - Q L" . The efficiency of Algorithms 6.2-6.5 
depends on the order in which the nodes are evaluated. We wish to explore first those branches 
of the game tree whose value effectively prunes having to search large sections of the game tree. 
A heuristic can be used to determine which child game tree node to generate next. We sort the 
prizes in QA by minimizing a score (1Ai on each prize j E QA and similarly for QB. Some possible 

scoring functions include: 

(i) . Nearest Neighbour: (1Aj f- t + dAj { � + dBi 
(ii) . Earliest Deadline: (1 Aj f-

1\ 
if j E QB 

if j � QB 

(iii) . Loosest Deadline: (1 Ai f-
{ dAi - dBi if j E Q B 

t + dAi - >. if j 1:. QB 
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Algorithm 6.3  function NODE-BOUNDED a-,8-MAxIMIN ORIGINAL-DT 

end 

II Determine vA (j ;a ,,B) .  

if j is terminal then 
return( V A (j)) 

end 
Evaluate r A (j), rB(j) and n(j) .  
a' t- max{a, vA (PA , PB) + rA (j) }  
if (a' � ,8) then 

return (,8) 
end 
,8' t- min{,8, vA (PA , PB)  + n(j) - rB(j} 
if (,8' :$ a') then 

return(a') 
end 
finished t- false 
lb t- a' / / Lower bound on VA (j i a, /3) . 
for x E QA and not finished do 

rub t- ,8' I I Upper bound on row minimum. 
finished.raUJ t- false 
for Y E Q B and not finished.raUJ do 

Evaluate VA (ji A G x, B G Yi Ib, rub) . 

end 

rub t- min{rub, vA (j ; A G x, B G Yi lb, rub)} 
if (rub :$ lb) then finished.raUJ t- true 

Ib f- max{lb, rub} 
if (lb � ,8') then finished t- true 

end 
return(lb) 
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Algorithm 6.4 function NODE-BOUNDED a-.8-MINIMAX ORIGINAL-DT 

end 

/ / Determine VA (j i a, .8) . 

if j is terminal then 
return(vA (j))  

end 
Evaluate r A (j), rBU) and O(j) .  
a' +- max{a, vA (PA , PB) + rA (j)} 
if (a' 2: .8) then 

return(.8) 
end 
.8' +- min{.8, VA (PA ,  PB) + O(j) - rBU) }  
i f  (.8' � a') then 

return(a') 
end 
finished +- false 
ub +- .8' / / Upper bound on VA (j i a, .8) . 
for Y E Q B and not finished do 

clb +- a' / / Lower bound on column maximum. 
finished...col +- false 
for x E QA and not finished...col do 

Evaluate VA (ji A <:) x, B <:) Yi clb, ub) . 

end 

clb +- max{clb, vA(ji A <:) x, B <:) Yi clb, ub) } 
if (clb 2: ub) then finished...col +- true 

ub +- min{ ub, clb} 
if (ub � a' ) then finished +- true 

end 
return(ub) 
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Algorithm 6.5 function NODE-BOUNDED a-,8-MINIMAXIMIN ORIGINAL-DT 

end 

/ / Determine v A (j ; a, ,8) . 

if j is terminal then 
return(vA (j))  

end 
Evaluate r A (j) ,  rB (j) and n(j) . 
a' f- max{a, VA (PA ,  PB) + r A (j)}  
if  (a' � ,8) then 

return(,8) 
end 
,8' t- min{,8, vA (PA , PB) + n(j) - rB (j)} 
if (,8' � 0

') then 
return(a') 

end 
finished t- false 
ub t- ,8' / / Upper bound on VA (j ; a, ,8) . 
for y E QL and not finished do 

db t- a' / / Lower bound on column maximum. 
finished..col f- false 
for x E QA and not finished..col do 

Evaluate VA (j; A <:) x, B <:) y; db, ub) . 

end 

clb t- max{clb, vA (j ; A  <:) x, B <:) y; db, ub) } 
if (db 2: ub) then finished..col t- true 

ub f- min{ub, clb} 
if (ub � a') then finished f- true 

end 
if (notfinished and QL C QB) then 

lb t- a' / / Lower bound on block maximum. 
for x E QA and not finished do 

rub t- ub / / Upper bound on row minimum. 
finished..Tow f- false 
for y E QB - QL and not finished..Tow do 

Evaluate VA(j ; A <:) x, B <:) y; lb, rub) . 

end 

rub t- min{rub, VA (j ; A <:) x, B <:) y; lb, rub) } 
if (rub � lb) then finished..Tow f- true 

Ib t- max{lb, rub} 
if (lb 2: ub) then finished f- true 

end 
ub f- min{ub, lb} 

end 
return(ub) 
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(iv) . Tightest Deadline: GAj � 

(v) . Value: (TAj � Vj . 

(vi). Weighted Nearest Neighbour and Tightest Deadline: for 0 � w � 1 { w(t + dAj ) + (1 - W)(dBj - dAj) if j E QB 
(TA ' � ) 

W(t + dAj) + (l - w) (A - t - dAj) if j � QB 

We have chosen only to implement the weighted nearest neighbour and tightest deadline option 
with w = � since "nearest neighbour" is indicative of efficient routing and "tightest deadline" 
implies that some prizes are more urgent than others for guaranteed collection. In particular we 
do not consider value as a sufficient score since value tactically implies neither efficient routing 
nor urgency. Note that the selection affects game-tree search efficiency but not effectiveness of 

the strategy. 

6.2.4 Example Tactical Problem Revisited 

Section 6 . 1 .3 compared the tactics determined by PRIZE-GUARANTEE and PRIZE-PARANOID on 
the example problem of Figure 6 .1 .  We now consider the tactics determined by ORIGINAL-DT for 
the same example problem. 

6.2.4.1 Analysis of Player A's ORIGINAL-DT Tactics 

Table 6.3(a) gives the ORIGINAL-DT root game table for player A, recursively employing the 
MINIMAXIMIN evaluator throughout. Applying the MINIMAXIMIN evaluator implies B 0 2, with 
evaluation 529 (equating to prizes {I ,  2, 5} ) .  The best response tactic for player A is A 0 2 or 
A 0 5. Table 6.4(a) illustrates the scenario A 0 2 and B 0 2. 

Consider further the scenario A02 and B02.  Table 6.3(c) gives the corresponding ORIGINAL

DT game table for player A. A MINIMAXIMIN analysis implies B05, with evaluation 545 (equating 
to prizes { 1 , 4, 5}) ,  and hence A 0 1. This scenario is illustrated in Table 6.4(c). 

At the third depth of recursion, consider the scenario A 0 2 0 1  and B 0 2 0 5. Table 6.3(e) 
gives the corresponding ORIGINAL-DT game table for player A. A MINIMAXIMIN analysis implies 
B t>  {4, 6, 3} from the "MAXIMIN" section of the game table. Hence, player A's best lead is A 0 4, 

assuming that B 0 6 or B 0 3 with evaluation 343 (equating to prizes {4, 5}) .  The latter scenario 
is illustrated in Table 6.4( e). 

At the fourth depth of recursion, consider the scenario A 0 2 0 1 0 4 and B 0 2 0 5 0 3. 

Table 6.3(g) gives the corresponding ORIGINAL-DT game table for player A. A MINIMAXIMIN 

analysis implies B 0 6  with evaluation 190 (equating to prize 5) . The double bar at the right hand 
side of the game table indicates that all the remaining prizes are currently closer to player B and 
hence the evaluation is MINIMAX only. Any of A 0 6, A 0 3 or A 0 5 is sufficient to claim prize 5 
and hence we select A� 5. 

In summary, the 529 evaluation of B 0 2 and A 0 2 is derived from the analysis above with 
player A collecting prizes { I ,  4, 5} .  
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Table 6.3: Tactical Example of ORIGINAL-DT MINIMAXIMIN Game Tables 

2 5 4 6 1 3 
1 520 682 673 657 545 657 
4 520 529 661 661 661 661 
6 520 529 645 673 508 520 
3 520 529 520 554 554 554 
2 � 492 529 673 480 529 
5 529 529 529 508 508 520 

(a) Player A ORIGINAL-OT Root Game Table 

1 
4 
6 
3 
5 

4 
6 
3 
5 

5 4 6 1 3 
� 545 434 520 434 
471 661 661 661 661 
471 508 508 434 508 
471 508 446 508 508 
471 392 343 343 520 

(c) A 0 2  and B 0 2  

5 4 
471 471 
471 318 
380 318 
471 190 

6 3 

� �  343 434 
380 434 
343 318 

(e) A 0 2 0 1  and B 0 2 0 5 

6 5 3 
6 190 318 318 
3 190 318 281 
5 /I9Ol 318 190 

(g) A 0 2 0 1 0 4 and B 0 2 0 5 0 3 

1 4 6 3 2 5 
2 480 673 673 673 645 520 
5 480 529 529 529 545 529 
4 /571 1 529 508 520 661 661 
6 571 529 508 554 529 673 
1 480 529 508 492 520 545 
3 [ill] 529 508 619 529 673 

(b) Player B ORIGINAL-OT Root Game Table 

3 4 6 2 5 
2 327 434 471 471 471 
4 471 471 471 471 471 
5 471 327 471 471 471 
6 1471 1 480 480 471 471 
3 417 480 417 471 471 

(d) A 0 1  and B 0 4 

3 4 5 2 
4 � 480 480 480 
5 343 327 380 327 
2 1 3641 327 380 417 
3 343 380 364 364 

(f) A 0 1 0 3 and B 0 4 0 6 

4 5 2 
4 343 343 � 5 190 327 327 
2 190 290 290 

(h) A 0 1 0 3 0 3 and B 0 4 0 6 0 4 
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Table 6.4: Tactical Example of ORIGINAL-DT 
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(e) Third Probe A 0 4 and B 0 3 
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(f) Third Probe A 0 3 and B 0 4 
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6.2.4.2 Analysis of Player B's ORIGINAL-DT Tactics 

Consider now the tactics implied by ORIGINAL-DT from player B's perspective. Table 6.3(b) gives 
the ORIGINAL-DT root game table for player B. Applying the MINIMAXIMIN evaluator implies 
A 8 1 , with evaluation 571 (equating to prizes {2, 4, 5, 6}). Any of B 8 4, B 8 6 or B 8 3 is the 
best response for player A, each of which would then turn to A-+4. Hence A 8 1  and B 8 4 is the 

tactical scenario determined by player B, as illustrated in Table 6.4(b). 

Consider further the scenario A81 and B84. Table 6.3(d) gives the corresponding ORIGINAL

DT game table for player B. A MINIMAXIMIN analysis offers very little tactical insight, since almost 
all possibilities are evaluated to 471 (equating to prizes {3, 4, 6}). This shows that the ORIGINAL

DT determined tactics may not always be particularly useful. The problem appears to be that 
player B has four lead prizes but cannot sufficiently comprehend the possible responses of the 

player A whose subsequent probes function to establish position rather than to claim prizes. For 
the sake of continuation, suppose that the highlighted scenario A 8 3 and B 8 6 is selected since 
player B claims a prize in this scenario. This is illustrated in Table 6.4(d). 

At the third depth of recursion, consider the scenario A 8 1 8 3  and B 8 4 8 6. Table 6.3(f) 

gives the corresponding ORIGINAL-DT game table for player B. A MINIMAXIMIN analysis implies 
A 8 3 and hence the best response tactic for player B is B 8 4 or B 8 2. The former scenario is 
illustrated in Table 6.4(f) . 

At the fourth depth of recursion, consider the scenario A 8 1 8 3 8 3 and B 8 4 8 6 8 4. 
Table 6.3(h) gives the corresponding ORIGINAL-DT game table for player B. The double bar at 
the left hand side of the game table indicates that all the remaining prizes are currently close 
to player B and hence the evaluation is MAXIMIN only. A subsequent MAXIMIN analysis implies 
player B leads B 8 4 but cannot distinguish the likely response of player A. 

In summary, 571 evaluation of A81 and B84 is derived from the analysis above with player B 

collecting prizes {4, 5, 6} .  

6.2.4.3 Discussion 

It is difficult to compare these tactics to those implied by PRIZE-GUARANTEE and PRIZE-PARANOID. 

However, the planning for player B is certainly more insightful using PRIZE-PARANOID in that 
because player A must play to protect prize 3, player B can get prizes 4 and 6. Or player B 
can get 6 and 3 if player A takes 1 and 4. Hence there is more of a tactical comparison which 

incorporates tactics for an end-game, unlike the previous methods, which were overly conservative 
in the end-game. 

6 .2.5 S ummary 

We have designed the ORIGINAL-DT tactical engine, and proposed MINIMAX, MAXIMIN and MINI

MAXIMIN evaluators for the corresponding game tables. We have also compared the tactics deter
mined by ORIGINAL-DT with those determined by PRIZE-GUARANTEE and PRIZE-PARANOID on 
the same illustrative example. 
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6.3 Tactical Engine: PRIZE-D T  

We have seen in the design of THREE-PRIZE-DT in Section 5.6.4.3 that it is reasonable for player A 

to consider a tactically richer set of targeting options than targeting only a prize. These tactical 

targeting options include the following. 

(i) . Those prizes of which player A guarantees a share. 

(ii). Those pairs of prizes which are not guaranteed to player A but for which player B cannot 

guarantee a sequence of both prizes. These provide one-prize-contingent look-ahead. 

(iii). Those pairs of prizes which are not guaranteed to player A but which, if player B were to 
commit to a distinct third prize, player B could not thereby guarantee a sequence of the 
pair of prizes by playing a contingent strategy, as in the window feasibility subproblem of 
Section 5.2. These triples of prizes provide two-prize-contingent look-ahead. 

Player B also has a similar set of targeting options. 
The tactical engine PRIZE-DT is structured around a game tree approach in which, at each 

game tree node, the players select from the three types of options and the projection of each 

player through its proposed target is a commitment. 

6.3.1  Definitions of Tactical Commitment 

A planning path consists of a sequence of prize-targets, possibly interspersed with feasibility

windows with at most one feasibility-window between each pair of prizes. A projected game 
position consists of a pair of planning paths, PA for player A and PB for player Bj a pair of 
projected locations, A and Bj a pair of projected time-stamps, tA and tB j and a projected 

set of remaining prizes, Q � V. Let QA = {j E Q : tA + dAi � A} and QB = {j E Q : 

tB + dB; � A} .  A game tree node is uniquely defined by a game position plus a targeting 

restriction on at most one of the players. The game tree root node corresponds to the current 
position of the game with PA = 0, PB = 0 and tA = tB = to where to is the current time on the 
game clock. 

A feature of PRIZE-DT is that at each game tree node j (other than the root node) we do 
not necessarily have tA = tB, i.e., the players will usually have different time-stamps, since we 
are considering that the players complete their commitment to some target. Contrast this with 
ORIGINAL- DT in which there is a single time-stamp for each game tree node. IT tA < tB then 

at time tA player B is committed to targeting location B. Similarly, if tA > tB then at time tB 

player A is committed to targeting location A. 

6.3 . 1 . 1  Lead Prizes and Commitment 

Consider the first targeting option of player A introduced at the very beginning of Section 6.3: 
those prizes of which player A guarantees a share, i.e., {i E QA : tA + dAi � tB + dEi } .  

Suppose tA = tB ·  Choose x E QA such that tB < tA + dAz � tB + dBz and suppose 
that player A targets prize x. Also, choose y E Q B such that tA + dAy � tB + dBy > tA and 
suppose that player B targets prize y. Let A' be the location of prize x. Let B' be the location 
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Figure 6.3: Direct-lead, lead and follow subregions for player A. 

of prize y. Let tA = tA + dAz .  Let tE = tB + dBy . Let Q' = Q \ {x, y} .  The scenario in 
which A c> A' and B c>  B' is another type of commitment called a lead-lead. In general, 
let CA = {i E QA : tB < tA + dAi � tB + dEi} be the lead prizes of player A and let 
CB = {i E QB : tA < tB + dEi � tA + dAd be the lead prizes of player B. For x E CA and 
y E CB , the notation2 "commit A�PA Ell x and B�PB Elly" defines a new game position in which 
prize x is appended to PA , prize y is appended to PB , A � A', B � B', tA � tA ,  tB � tE and 
Q � Q'. 

Suppose tA < tB . Choose x E QA such that tA + dAz � tB, and suppose that player A 
targets prize x. Let A' be the location of prize x. Let tA = tA + dAz ' Let tE = tB + dBy . Let 
Q' = Q\ {x}. The scenario in which Ac>A', to work towards catching up to player B's time stamp, 
is one type of commitment called a direct-lead. In general, let VA = {i E Q A : tA + dAi � tB} 
be set of direct lead prizes of player A. For x E VA , the notation "commit A�PA Ell x and 
B�PB" defines a new game position in which prize x is appended to PA , A � A', tA � tA and 
Q � Q' . Only player A selects a target since it is unreasonable that player A would be able to 
select another target give more information than player B at time tB' 

Suppose tA > tB ' Let VB = {i E QB : tB + dEi � tA l be the set of direct lead prizes of 
player B. For y E  VB , we can similarly define the notation "commit A�PA and B�PB Ell y" . 

The other prizes available to player A are nA = QA - (VAUCA). These are the follow-prizes 
of player A. The follow-prizes of player B are nB = QB - (VB U CB) '  Figure 6.3 classifies the 
three types of prize for player A (direct lead, lead and follow) by prize location where tA < tB ' 
The dashed circle encloses those prize locations i E QA such that tA + dAi � tB , i.e., the set 
V A .  In Figure 6.3( a) the solid curve is one half of a hyperbola such that a point P on the curve 

satisfies tA + dAP = tB + dBP.  Hence, the curve partitions the prizes into V A U CA on one side 
and nA on the other. In Figure 6.3(b) we have tB - tA � dAB and hence nA = 0. 

2Note that El) is used to define a commitment whereas G was used in Section 6.2 to define a probe. 
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6.3.1 .2  Follow Pairs, Feasibility Windows and Commitment 

Consider the other two targeting options of player B introduced at the beginning of Section 6.3: 

those pairs of prizes which are not guaranteed to player B. 

Choose x E QA such that tB < tA +dAz ::; tB + dBz and suppose that player A targets prize x. 

Also, choose Yl , Y2 E QB such that Yl f; Y2 , tA + dAYl < tB + dBy, and tA + dAY2 < tB + dBY2 ' 
and suppose that player B is committed to attempting to claim one of prizes Yl and Y2 , i .e. , 

B [> {Yl , Y2 } .  Let A' be the location of prize x.  Let tA = tA + dAz ' Let Q' = Q \ {x} .  

If x E {Yl , Y2 } ,  then let W be the default window. If x � {Yl . Y2 } ,  then we have the window 
scenario in which X is the location of prize x, tx = tA + dAz and B [> {Yl , Y2 } ,  as in Section 5.2 .  
Let W be the corresponding feasibility window. 

The scenario in which A [> A' and B [> {Yl , Y2 } is another type of commitment called a 
lead-follow. In general, let :FA = { {Xl , X2 }  : Xl , X2 E nA, Xl f; X2} be the follow-pairs of 

player A and let :FB = { {Yl , Y2 }  : Yl , Y2 E nB, Yl f; Y2}  be the follow-pairs of player B. For 

x E CA and {Yl , Y2 }  E :FB, the notation "commit A-tPA ill x and B-tPB [> (W-t{Yl , Y2 } )" 
defines a new game position in which prize x is appended to PA , A +- A' , tA +- tA , Q +- Q' and 
player B is restricted to target only prize Yl or Y2 and be forced to move through the window 
W. This is the only type of targeting restriction we consider. Note that neither Yl nor Y2 is 

appended to PB • 

Suppose tA > tB and B [> {Yl , Y2 }  for some {Yl , Y2 }  E :FB. This is also a window scenario in 

which X = A and tx = tA . The corresponding feasibility window is called an early feasibility 

window, since player B arrives at its projected location B earlier than player A arrives at its 
projected location A and hence must satisfy a feasibility window at time tA , regardless of what 
player A targets at time tA . We denote the early window scenario by A [> 0 and B [> {Yl , Y2 } .  

For these two window scenarios, we now define whether the window scenario is window

feasible. 

Let X = A, tx = tB , Y = B and ty = tB. If ty � tx then we require that constraints (6.8)-(6.9) 

hold. 

tx + dXi, + di1 i2 
tx + dXi2 + dil i2 

> ty + dYi2 
> ty + dYi, 

(6.8) 
(6.9) 

If ty < tx then we wish to determine if there exists a feasibility window exactly as in Section 5.2 
by applying Algorithm 5.1  WINDOW FEASIBLE. Hence, we make the following definition. 

Definition 6.3 .1  

The window scenario A [> 0 and B [> {i l , i2} i s  window-feasible i f  either 

• ty � tx and constraints (6.8)-(6.9) hold; or 

• ty < tx and there exists a location Z satisfying constraints (5.29)-(5.31). 

o 
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This case is identical to the previous case except for the following modification. Let X be the 
location of prize k and let tx be the earliest possible arrival time of player A at prize k. 

6.3.1 .3  Chains of Window Scenarios 

Let Wo be the window feasible scenario A t>  0 and B t> {il ' i2 } ,  with corresponding time-stamps tA 

and tB.3 Suppose that player A targets the sequence of prizes kl ' . . .  , km .  Let Wl be the window 
scenario A t>  kl and B t> (Wo�{it . i2 }) .  The Two Prize Theorem (Theorem 5 .1 .1) implies that 
Wl is also window feasible. For each 2 � j � m let Wj be the window scenario in which player A 
has moved through the subpath (k} , . . .  , kj-d and A t>  kj and B t> (Wo�· · ·�Wj_l � {i} , i2 } ) .  

The Two Prize Theorem implies that W2, . • .  , Wm are also window feasible. Thus, for all intents 
and purposes, the constraints implied by B t> (Wo�· · ·�Wm�{il , i2 } )  are no more restrictive 
than the constraints implied by B t> (Wo�{ it . i2 } ) .  Hence we have proved the following Lemma. 

Lemma 6.3.2 

B t> (Wo�· · ·�Wm �{il , i2 } )  is  equivalent to B t> (WO�{il , i2} ) .  

6.3. 1 .4 Reverse Leads and Commitment 

Suppose our observations discern that player B is targeting a prize y E  QB for which dAy < dBy . 

Choose x E QA such that tA + dAx > tB + dBx and suppose that player A targets prize x. 

Since dBy + dyx > dAy + dyx � dAx , player A guarantees prize x conditional upon B t> y. Let A' be 
the location of prize x.  Let B' be the location of prize y. Let tA = tA + dAx .  Let ts = tB + dBy .  

Let Q' = Q \ {x ,  y} . The scenario in which A t> A' and B t> B' is another type of commitment 
called a reverse lead. In general, RA = {i E QA : tB < tA + dAi � tB + dBi} are the reverse 
lead prizes of player A and RB = {i E QB : tA < tB + dEi � tA + dAd are the reverse lead 
prizes of player B. Note that RA � DB ULB and RB � V A ULA .4 For x E RA and y E  RB, the 
notation "commit A�PA EEl x and B�PB EEl y" defines a new game position in which prize x is 
appended to PA , prize y is appended to PB , A t- A', B t- B', tA t- tA , tB t- ts and Q t- Q'. 

Intuitively we would suspect that neither player would complete a reverse lead scenario A t> x 
and B t> y  for x E RA and y E  RB. In comparison with the lead-lead scenario A t> y  and B t> x, the 

players are, in a sense, switching positions and hence one of the players must be worse off in terms 
of its expected outcome from the two game positions. Theorem 6.A.2 of Appendix 6.A.l shows 
that reverse leading cannot be optimal in the three prize problem. For problems involving more 
than three prizes, player A may find that a reverse lead scenario is the best response to player 
B targeting a prize in RB, although computational experience indicates that this only occurs at 
deep stages of the tactical game tree. 

3We use the symbol W to stand for both the window feasible scenario and the corresponding feasibility 
window. 

4Hence the term reverse lead. 
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6.3. 1 .5  Conditional Lead Prizes and Commitment 

Prize y is a lead prize for player B conditional upon A[>x if tB +dBy � tA +dAx +dxy. Prize y is 

a lead prize for player B conditional upon A[>x and B[> W if tB + dBW +dwlI � tA + dAx + dxy. 

Choose x E CA and suppose that player A targets prize x. Suppose prize y is a lead prize for 

player B conditional upon A[>x and that player B targets prize y .  Let A' be the location of prize x 
and let E' be the location of prize y. We can apply the analysis of the two prize subproblem in 

Section 5.6.1 to conservatively estimate player A's arrival time at prize x as tA = tA + dAx , and 

player B's arrival time at prize y as tB = tB + dBY ' Let Q' = Q \ {x, y} .  The notation "commit 
A-tPA ffi x and B-tPB ffi y" defines a new game position in which prize x is appended to PA , 
prize y is appended to PB , A t- A', E t- E', tA t- tA , tB t- tB and Q t- Q'. 

Choose x E CA and suppose that player A targets prize x. Suppose prize y is a lead prize 
for player B conditional upon A [> x and B [> W and that player B targets prize y. Let A' be the 
location of prize x and let E' be the location of prize y. We can apply the analysis of the three 

prize window feasible subproblem in Section 5.6.2 to conservatively estimate player A's arrival 

time at prize x as tA = tA + dAx and player B's arrival time at prize y as tB = tB + dBW + dWl/ ' 
Let Qf = Q \ {x, y} .  The notation "commit A-tPA Efl x and B-tPB ffi (W-ty)" defines a new 
game position in which prize x is appended to PA , prize y is appended to PB, A t- A', E t- E' ,  

tA  t- tA , tB t- tB and Q t- Q'. 

6.3.2 Game Tree Generation 

We now define how to generate the PRIZE-DT game tree by expanding a given game-tree node j 
to define the game position corresponding to each of its children. We use the notation "B [> 0" to 

indicate that player B has no targeting restrictions at time t B and the notation "B [> (W -t {Yl , Y2} ) 

to indicate that player B is restricted to considering only prizes Yl and Y2 as target prizes and must 
travel through the feasibility window W. Similar notation is used for player A. The expansion 
rules also define a transition between the three different types of game-tree node: 

(i) . A [> 0 and B [> 0 .  

(ii) . A [> 0 and B [> (W1 -t{Yl , Y2}) . 

(iii) . A [>  (W1 -t{Xl , X2 } )  and B [> 0. 

T Expansion Rule for Direct-Lead and Lead-Lead Scenarios 

Case (L1) .  A [> 0 and B [> 0 

• V x E VA commit A-tPA ffi x  (maintaining B-tPB).  

• V y E  VB commit B-tPB Efl y (maintaining A-tPA) .  

• V x E CA and V y E  CB commit A-tPA ffi x and B-tPB Efl y. 

T Expansion Rules for Lead-Follow Scenarios 

Case (F1a) .  A [> 0 and B [> 0 where tA � tB ' 
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• Choose a follow pair {Yl , Y2 } E :F B· 

• If Y2 is a lead for B conditional upon A [> Yl then commit A�PA EflYl and B�PB tfJY2· 

• If Yl is a lead for B conditional upon A[>Y2 then commit A�PA EflY2 and B�PB tfJYl . 

• Choose an x E CA - {Yl , Y2 } .  

• Let W1 be the window scenario A [> x and B [> {Yl , Y2 } ) .  

• If W1 i s  window-feasible then: 

- If Y E {Yl , Y2 } is a lead for B conditional upon A [> x and B [> Wl then commit 

A�PA Efl x and B�PB Efl (Wl �y). 

- Otherwise commit A�PA Efl x and B�PB [> (Wl �{Yl ' Y2 } ) .  

Case (F2a) . A [> 0 and B [> 0 where tA > tB ' 

• Choose a follow pair {Yl , Y2 } E :F B ·  

• Let W1 be  the early window scenario A [> 0 and B [> {Yl , Y2 } ) .  

• If  W1 i s  window-feasible then: 

- Commit A�PA tfJ Yl and B�PB [> (Wl �Y2) ' 

- Commit A�PA Efl Y2 and B�PB [> (Wl �Yl ) ' 

- Choose an x E CA - {Yl , Y2 } .  

- Let W2 be the window scenario A [> x and B [> (Wl �{Yb Y2} ) ' Then W2 is 

window-feasible. 

- If y E  {Yl , Y2 } is a lead for B conditional upon A [> x and B [> W1 then commit 
A�PA Efl x and B�PB I> (Wl �y) . 

- Otherwise commit A�PA Efl x and B�PB [> (Wl � {Yl ' Y2} ) ' 

Case (F3a) . A [> 0 and B [> (Wl �{Yl ' Y2 })  

• Commit A�PA Efl Yl and B�PB Efl (Wl �Y2) ' 

• Commit A�PA Efl Y2 and B�PB Efl (Wl �Yl ) ' 

• Choose an x E Q - {Yl , Y2 } .  

• Let W2 be the window scenario A [> x and B [> (Wl �{Yl ' Y2 } ) '  Then W2 is window

feasible. 

• If Y E {Yl , Y2 } is a lead for B conditional upon A [> x and B [> W1 then commit 

A�PA Efl x and B�PB tfJ (Wl �y). 

• Otherwise commit A � P A Efl x and B� PB [> (Wl � {Yl , Y2 }  ) .  

Similarly we can define expansion rules for cases (Flb)-(F3b) in which the roles of the players 
are reversed. 

T Expansion rule for Reverse-Lead Scenarios 

Case (RI ) .  A [> 0 and B [> 0 

• V x E nA and V y E  nB commit A�PA Efl x and B�PB Efl y .  
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6.3.3 Evaluating a Game Tree Node 

We need to be able to evaluate a game tree node so as to provide an evaluation of the corresponding 

scenario generated from the parent game tree node. 

6.3.3.1 Assumptions 

When player A targets a prize x E CA and player B targets a follow pair {YI ,  Y2 } E F B ,  player A 

is most likely to claim prize x well before player B can claim either prize YI or prize Y2 . Player B 
then has more time to observe which prize player A is targeting and can respond by selecting an 
appropriate follow pair from F B .  Hence, for the purposes of evaluation, player A must implicitly 
assume that, once player B decides to target a follow pair, player B knows player A's choice 
of target prize. This corresponds to a maximin assumption over the block of targeting options 

CA x FB .  

When player A targets a follow pair {Xl , X2 } E F A and player B targets a prize y E CB, 

player B is most likely to claim prize Y well before player A can claim either prize Xl or X2 . 

Player A then has more time to observe which prize player B is targeting and can respond by 
selecting an appropriate follow pair from FA . Hence, for the purposes of evaluation, once player 
A decides to target a follow pair, player A can implicitly assume that player B's choice of target 

prize is known. This corresponds to a minimax assumption over the block of targeting options 

FA X CB . 

When player A targets a prize X E CA and player B targets a prize Y E £B then, for the 
purposes of evaluation, there are at least two explicit assumptions we can make. 

Assumption 6.3.3 

The PRIZE-DT maxim in assumption is that once player A decides to target a lead prize, 
player A selects the best possible target prize, given that player B knows the option player A will 

select and player B can select a target from either CB or F B .  0 

Assumption 6.3.4 

The PRIZE-DT minimax assumption is that once player B decides to target a lead prize, 
player A selects the best possible target from either £A or :FA , given that player B selects an 

option that most restricts player A 's result while knowing that player A knows which lead prize 

player B will target. 0 

As discussed in Section 5.6.4.2, these assumptions are ideals. They represent two extreme 

possibilities which summarise the tactical information associated with a projected game position. 
Certainly a MAXIM IN type objective is appropriate when A [> X E CA and B [> {Yl > Y2 } E F B 
and a MINIMAX type objective is appropriate when A [> {Xl > X2 } E FA and B [> Y E CB. The 
strategy design issue is how to evaluate the scenario in which A [> X E CA and B [> y E  £B. Hence 
Assumptions 6.3.3 and 6.3.4 are the most elementary possible assumptions, selecting MAXIM IN 

and MINIMAX based philosophies respectively. 
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6.3.3.2 Evaluator Definitions 

Assumption 6.3.3 gives rise to the GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN evaluator which is a combination 

of MINIMAX and MAXIM IN over blocks of target options for each player, as in Figure 6.4(a). 
Assumption 6.3.4 gives rise to the GENERALIZED-MINIMAX evaluator, as in Figure 6.4(b). A left 
arrow indicates minimizing across a row and an upward arrow indicates maximizing within a 

column and increasingly dark shading implies increasing aggregation of maximum of minimum 

values. These two evaluators are defined explicitly below. In particular, Figure 6 .4 generalizes 
Figure 5. 10. 

Let j be a game tree node and let VA (j) be the evaluation of the prize value player A expects 
to claim from the associated game position. Let vA (j; A EEl x, !3 EEl y) be the evaluation of the 
child node of j defined by the commitment A-+PA EB x and !3-+PB EB y. Similarly we define 
VA (j ; A EEl x, 13 EEl (W -+y)) and VA (j ; A EEl (W -+x) , !3  EEl y). Let VA (j; A EEl x, 13) be the evaluation 
of the child node of j defined by the commitment A-+PA EEl x and !3-+PB '  Similarly we define 
VA (j; A, 13 EB y) . 

• A [> 0 and B [> 0 
The following GENERALIZED-MINIMAX and GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN evaluators apply when A t>  0 

and 13 t> 0. 

T GENERALIZED-MINIMAX. 

If :F B # 0 then let 

= max { max VA (j ; A EB x, 13), 
zED .. 

Otherwise :F B = 0 so let 

min { min VA (j; A, 13 EEl y}, 
1IEDB 

min { max V A (j ; A EEl x, 13 EEl y) , 
1IELB zEL .. 

max vA(j ; A  t> {XI , X2} , !3  t> y) } , 
{Zl .Z2 }E:F .. 

max { max { min vA {j; A t> x, !3 t>  {YI , Y2 } )} , 
zEL.. {1I1 .1I2}E:F B 

1Irg}rB L�� vA {j ; A EEl x, 13 EEl y) } } } } 

= max { max vA {j ; A EEl x, 13) , 
zED .. 

min { min VA (j; A, 13 EEl y) , 
1IEDB 

min { max v A (j; A EEl x, 13 EEl y), 
1IELB zEL .. 

max VA (j ; A t> {Xl , X2 } ,  13 t> y) } } } 
{Zl .Z2}E:FA 

(6.1O) 

(6. 1 1) 
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Figure 6.4: Alternative Evaluators for PRIZE-DT 
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� GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN. 

If FA "# 0 then let 

min { min VA(j ; A, 8 EEl y), 
YE'DB 

max { max V A (j ; A EEl x, 8) , 
x E'DA 

Otherwise FA = 0 so let 

max { min VA(j; A EEl x, 8 EEl y) ,  
xELA yELB 

min VA (j j A I> x, 8 I> {YI , Y2} )} , 
{Yl oY2 }EF B 

min { min { min vA{j; A I>  {XI , X2 } , 8 I> Y)} , 
YELB {Xl oX2 }EF A 

max { min VA (j ; A EEl X, 8 EEl Y)} } } }  xEnA YEnB 

VA (j) = min { min vA{j ; A, 8 EEl Y) ,  
yE'DB 

max { max VA (j; A EEl x, 8), 
xE'DA 

(6. 12) 

max { min VA {j ; A EEl x, 8 EEl y) , 
xELA YELB 

min vA (j ; A l> x, 8 1>  {YI , Y2 } ) } } } (6. 13) 
{Yl ,Y2 }EF B 

When A I> 0 and 8 I> {WI � {YI , Y2 } ) , player 8 essentially has no targeting choices and hence the 
following GENERALIZED-MAX evaluator applies. 

� GENERALIZED-MAX. 

vA(j ; A I> 0, 8 I> (W�{YI ' Y2}))  

= max{vA {j ;  A EEl YI , 8 EEl (W �Y2)) ' VA {j ;  A EEl Y2 , 8 EEl (W �yd) , 

max vA (j; A l> x, 8 1> {W�{YI ' Y2 } ) ) }  XEQA\{Yl ,Y2} (6.14) 

When A I>  (WI �{XI , X2 } )  and 8 1>  0, player A essentially has no targeting choices and hence the 

following GENERALIZED-M IN evaluator applies. 

T GENERALIZED-MIN. 

VA {jj A I> {WI �{XI ' X2} ) ,  8 I> 0) 

min{ VA {j ;  A EEl (W �XI ) ,  8 EEl X2) ,  VA {j ; A EEl (W �X2 ) ' 8 EEl Xl ) ,  

min VA (jj A I> (W -t{XI , X2 } ) ,  8 I> yn yEQB\{Xl ,X2} (6.15) 
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6.3.3.3 Evaluation of Three Prize Subproblem 

Two quantities remain to be defined: vA (jj A C> x , B  C> {Yl , Y2} )  and vA (jj A C> {Xl , X2 } , B  C> y) .  

Consider VA (jj A C> x, B C> {Yl , Y2 }) .  Note that this does not define a game position or a game 
tree node, but rather is the evaluation of the scenario in which player A intends to target A C> x 

and player B intends to target B C> {Yl , Y2} .  However VA (j j A ffi x, B C> {Yl , Y2} )  is the evaluation 
of a game position or game tree node as defined in Section 6.3.1 .2 . The difference is that in the 

former case "A C> x" and in the latter case "A ffi x" . 

Section 5.6.3 presents an evaluation of a window scenario B C> {Yl , Y2} in which prizes Yl and 

Y2 are the only two prizes remaining. We now generalize this evaluation to the case where at 
least these two prizes remain and player A may not necessarily choose to target either prize Yl 

or Y2 . Algorithm 6.6 defines VA(jj A C> x, B c>  {Yl , Y2 }) .  

The case where x f/: {Yl , Y2 } and the window scenario W i s  window-feasible, requires some 
explanation. The essential question is: at the time tB,  does player A have sufficient information 
to be able to target either the Yl-end or the Y2-end of W? If either prize Yl or prize Y2 is 
a lead prize for player B conditional on A C> x and B C> W, then we can split the evaluation of 

VA (j j Ac>x , Bc> {Yl , Y2} )  into components VA (j j  Affix, B ffi (W -tyt } and VA(jj Affix, B ffi (W -tY2) .  
If neither prize Yl  nor prize Y2 is a lead prize for player B conditional on A C> x and B c>  W, then 
we cannot split the evaluation and instead must rely on the recursive evaluation of VA (j j A ffi 

x, B C> {Yl , Y2 } )  to predict the best end of W to target. Hence the complexity of the definition of 
VA(j j A C> x, B c>  {Yb Y2 } )  is reflected in the expansion rules of Section 6.3.2. 

The definition of VA (j j A C> {Xl , X2 } ,  B C> y) is similar, with the 'max' operator replacing the 
'min' operator and return zero instead of 00. 

6.3.3.4 Selecting GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN or GENERALIZED-MINIMAX 

Finally, we may actually switch between employing the GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN and GENERALIZED

MINIMAX evaluators. If tA « tB, then most prizes will be direct leads for player A. If tA � tB , 
then at time tA player A cannot observe what player B is targeting at time tB and hence cannot 
satisfy the minimax assumption (Assumption 6.3.4). If tA > tB , then at time tA player A can 
observe what player B is targeting at time tB and hence can satisfy the minimax assumption. 

If tA » tB,  then most prizes will be direct leads for player B. This implies that we use the 
GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN evaluator whenever tA � tB and use the GENERALIZED-MINIMAX evalu

ator whenever tA > tB . This provides for the dynamic selection of an appropriate evaluator for 
each game tree node based upon the relative time stamps. 

In general let K. E !R be a parameter such that, if tA < tB + K., then we employ the 
GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN evaluator and, if tA ;;:: tB +K., then we employ the GENERALIZED-MINIMAX 

evaluator. We call this K.-switching. If K. = 00 then GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN is always usedj if 
K. = - 00  then GENERALIZED-MINIMAX is always used. 
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Algorithm 6.6 definition VA(j; A I> x, B I> {Yl , YZ }) 

end 

if (x E {Yb YZ }) then 
if (tA > tB) then 

else 

end 

else 

end 

Let W be the early window scenario A I> 0 and B I> {Yl , yz } .  
i f  W is window-feasible then 

else 

end 

if (x = Yl) then 
return(vA(j; A Ef) x, B Ef) (W -+Yz))) 

else 
return(vA (j; A Ef) x, B Ef) (W -+Yl ))) 

end 

/ / W is not window-feasible. 
return(oo) 

// tA � tB '  
if (x  = Yl ) then 

return(vA (j; A Ef) x, B Ef) Y2)) 
else 

return(vA (j; A Ef) x, B Ef) YI )) 
end 

/ / x et {u1 , Y2} . 
if (tA > tB) then 

Let W be the early window scenario A I> 0 and B I> {Yb yz } .  
else 

// tA � tB '  
Let W be the window scenario A I> x and B I> {Yl , Y2} .  

end 
if W is window-feasible then 

else 

end 

if Yl and Yz are B-leads conditional on A I> x and B I> W then 
return(min{vA(j; A Ef) x, B Ef) (W -+Yl )) , VA (j ; A Ef) x, B Ef) (W -+Y2))}) 

else if YI is B-lead conditional on A I> x and B I> W then 
return(vA(j; A  Ef) x, B Ef) (W-+YI ))}) 

else if Yz is B lead conditional on A I> x and B I> W then 
return(vA (j; A Ef) x, B Ef) (W -+Y2))}) 

else 
return(vA (j; A Ef) x, B I> (W -+{Yb YZ}))) 

end 

/ / W is not window-feasible. 
return(oo) 
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6.3.4 Searching the Game Tree 

The cooperative value, D(j) ,  as defined in Definition 6.2.1 and the paranoid values, r A (j )  
for player A and rB (j) for player 8 ,  as defined in Definition 6.2 .2 can be modified by noting only 

that the players may have different starting times and that the definitions apply only to a game 
tree node j such that A I> 0 and 8 I> 0. Appendix 6.A.2 presents Branch and Bound algorithms 

for determining these values. 

Algorithm 6.7 a-{3-GENERALIZED-MINIMAX PRIZE-DT and Algorithm 6.8 a-{3-GENERALIZED

MAXIMIN PRIZE-DT present a-{3 game tree search algorithms to determine VA (j; A1>0, 81> 0; a, {3) 

by employing the GENERALIZED-MINIMAX and GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN evaluators respectively. 
Algorithm 6.9 a-{3-GENERALIZED-MAX PRIZE-DT presents an a-{3 game tree search algorithm to 
determine VA(j; A I> 0, 8 I> (W1 -+ {Yl , Y2} ) ; a, {3) by employing the GENERALIZED-MAX evaluator. 
Algorithm 6.10 a-{3-GENERALIZED-MIN PRIZE-DT presents an a-{3 game tree search algorithm to 
determine VA (j; A I> (W1 -+{Xl , X2 }) , 8 I> 0; a, (3) by employing the GENERALIZED-MIN evaluator. 

6.3.5 Example Tactical Problem Revisited 

We now consider the tactics determined by PRIZE-DT for the example problem of Figure 6 . 1 .  
Sections 6 .1 .3 and 6.2.4 discussed the tactics determined by PRIZE-GUARANTEE, PRIZE-PARANOID 

and ORIGlNAL-DT. 

6.3.5.1 Analysis of Player A's PRIZE-DT Tactics 

Table 6.5(a) gives the PRIZE-DT root game table for player A. An evaluation of 00 for a "lead vs 
follow" scenario, or an evaluation of 0 for a "follow vs lead" scenario, implies that the lead player 
guarantees both prizes of the pair contingent upon the lead player's lead. A MINIMAX analysis 

implies that either 8 EB 2 or 8 I> { I ,  3, 4, 5} with evaluation 661. In both cases, the best response 

for player A is A EB 4-in the former case as a response and in the latter case as a lead. 

Consider the scenario A EB 4 and 8 ffi 2. Table 6.5(b) gives the corresponding PRIZE-DT game 
table for player A. A MINIMAX analysis implies 8 I> { I ,  3, 6} from the "MAXIM IN" section of the 

game table. Hence the best lead for player A is either A EB 3 or A EB 6 with evaluation 508. In 
both of these cases, either 8 I> { I ,  3} or 8 I> { I ,  6} .  

At the third depth of recursion, consider the scenario A EB 6 and 8 I> { I ,  6} .  Since A ffi 6 ,  
we assume 8 EB 1 .  Table 6.5(c) gives the corresponding PRIZE-DT game table for player A. Since 
LB = 0, a MAXIM IN analysis implies player A's best lead is Affi3  with 81>  {3, 5} and hence 8 ffi  5.  

In summary, Table 6.5(d) illustrates a likely tactical game evolution anticipated by player A. 

6.3.5.2 Analysis of Player B's PRIZE-DT Tactics 

Table 6.6(a) gives the PRIZE-DT root game table for player 8. A MINIMAX analysis implies that 
Affi4  and hence player 8's best response is either 8 1>  { 1 , 3} or 81>  { 1 , 6} .  Table 6.6(d) illustrates 
the commitment A ffi 4 and 8 I> { I ,  6}. The solid bar represents the feasibility window through 
which player 8 must play in order to claim at least one prize from { 1 , 6} .  
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Algorithm 6.7 function o-,8-GENERALIZED-MINIMAX PRIZE-DT 

end 

/ / Determine VA (j; A I> 0, B I> 0; 0 ,  ,8) . 
if j is terminal then 

return(vA (j)) 
end 
Evaluate r A (j) ,  rB(j) and D.(j) .  
0

' t- max{o, vA (PA , PB) + rA(j) } 
if (0

' � ,8) then 
return(,B) 

end 
,8' t- min{,8, VA (PA ,  PB) + D.(j) - rB (j)}  
if  (,8' :::; 0

') then 
return(o') 

end 
finished t- false 
for x E V A and not finished do 

Evaluate VA (jj A EB x, Bj 0'
, ,8') .  

end 

0
' t- max{o' , vA (jj A EB x, Bj o' , ,8' ) }  

if  (0
' � ,8') then finished t- true 

for y E VB and not finished do 
Evaluate VA (j; A, B EB y; 0'

, ,8') .  

end 

,8' t- min {,8' ,  VA (j; A, B EB y;  0'
, ,8') }  

i f  (,8' :::; 0
') then finished t- true 

if (finished) then 
return(o') 

end 
ub t- ,8' / / Upper bound on VA (j ; 0 ,  ,8) . 
for y E .cB and not finished do 

db t- 0
' / / Lower bound on column maximum. 

finished..col t- false 
for x E .cA and not finished..col do 

Evaluate VA (j; A EB x, B EB y; db, ub). 

end 

db t- max{db, vA(j; A EB x, B EB y; db, ub) } 
if (db � ub) then finished..col t- true 

for {Xl , X2 }  E :FA and not finished..col do 
Evaluate VA(j; A I> {Xl , X2 } ,  B I> y; db, ub). 

end 

db t- max{ clb, VA(j; A I> {Xl , X2 } ,  B I> y; db, ub) } 
if (db � ub) then finished..col t- true 

ub t- min{ub, clb} 
if (ub :::; 0

') then finished t- true 
end 

(continued . .  . ) 
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Algorithm 6.7 (continued) 

end 

if (not finished and CA f. 0 and :F B f. 0) then 
lb r 0:' / / Lower bound on block maximum. 
for x E CA and not finished do 

rub r ub / / Upper bound on row minimum. 
finished.row r false 
for {Yl , Y2 } E :F  B and not finished.row do 

Evaluate VA{j; A [> x, l3 [> {Yl , Y2 } ;  lb, rub) . 

end 

rub r min{rub, vA(i ; A [> x, l3 [>  {Yl , Y2 } ; lb, rub) } 
if (rub � lb) then finished.row r true 

lb r max{lb, rub} 
if (lb � ub) then finished r true 

end 
if (not finished and RA f. 0) then 

revub r ub / / Upper bound on reverse block minimum. 
for y E RB and not finished do 

db r lb / / Lower bound on reverse column maximum. 
finished..col r false 
for x E RA and not finished.-eol do 

Evaluate VA{j; A Ea x, l3 Ea Y; db, revub) . 

end 

db r max{db, VA{j; A Ea x, l3 Ea Y; db, revub) } 
if (db � revub) then finished.-eol r true 

revub r min {revub, db} 
if (revub � lb) then finished r true 

end 
lb r max{lb, revub} 
if (lb � ub) then finished r true 

end 
ub r min{ub, lb} 

end 
return{ub) 
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Algorithm 6.8 function a-{3-GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN PRIZE-DT 

end 

II Determine VA (j; A t>  0, B t> 0j a, {3) . 
if j is terminal then 

return( v(j))  
end 
Evaluate r A (j) ,  rB(j) and n(j) . 
a' +- max{a, VA (PA , PB) + r A(j)}  
if  (a' 2: {3)  then 

return({3) 
end 
{3' +- min{{3, vA (PA , PB) + n(j) - rB(j)}  
if ({3' � a')  then 

return(a') 
end 
finished +- false 
for x E V A and not finished do 

Evaluate VA (j j A Ell x, Bj a' , {3' ) .  

end 

a' +- max{a' , vA (jj A Ell x, Bj a' , {3') }  
if (a' 2: {3') then finished +- true 

for Y E VB and not finished do 
Evaluate vA (j ; A, B Ell Yj a' , {3'). 

end 

{3' +- min {{3' , VA (j j A, B Ell y ;  a' , {3') }  
if ({3' � a') then finished +- true 

if (finished) then 
return(a') 

end 
lb +- a' II Lower bound on VA (j; 0' , /3) . 

for x E 'cA and not finished do 
rub +- {3' I I Upper bound on row minimum. 
finished..row +- false 
for Y E 'cB and not finished..row do 

Evaluate VA(jj A Ell x, B Ell Yj lb, rub) . 

end 

rub +- min{rub, VA (jj A Ell x, B Ell Yj lb, rub) } 
if (rub � lb) then finished..row +- true 

for {Yl ,  Y2 } E :F B and not finished_row do 
Evaluate VA (jj A t> x, B c> {Yl , Y2 } ;  lb, rub) . 

end 

rub +- min{rub, VA (j j  A t> x, B t> {Yl > Y2 } j  lb, rub)} 
if (rub � lb) then finished..row +- true 

lb +- max{lb, rub} 
if {lb 2: {3') then finished +- true 

end 

(continued . . .  ) 
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Algorithm 6.8 (continued) 

end 

if (notfinished and CB f 0 and FA f 0) then 
ub +- (3' / / Upper bound on block minimum. 
for Y E CB and not finished do 

db +- lb / / Lower bound on column maximum. 
finished...col t- false 
for {Xl , X2 } E F A and not finished...col do 

Evaluate VA(j i A  I> {XI , X2} , B I> Yi db, ub). 

end 

rub t- min{rub, VA (j i A I> {Xl , X2 } ,  B I> Yi db, ub)} 
if (db � ub) then finished_col +- true 

ub +- min{ub, db} 
if (ub � lb) then finished +- true 

end 
if (not finished and nB f 0) then 

revlb +- lb / / Lower bound on reverse block maximum. 
for X E nA and not finished do 

rub +- ub / / Upper bound on reverse row minimum. 
finished..row t- false 
for Y E nB and not finished..row do 

Evaluate VA (ji A EB x, B EB Yi revlb, rub) . 

end 

rub +- min{rub, VA (ji A EB x, B EB Yi revlb, rub)} 
if (rub ::; revlb) then finished..row +- true 

revlb +- max{revlb, rub} 
if (revlb � ub) then finished +- true 

end 
ub +- min {ub, revlb} 
if (ub ::; lb) then finished t- true 

end 
lb +- max{lb, ub} 

end 
return(lb) 
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Algorithm 6.9 function a-IJ-GENERALIZED-MAX PRIZE-DT 

end 

II Determine iiA (i; A [> 0, B [> (W1 -+{Yl , Y2 } ) ;  a ,lJ) .  
finished +- false 
lb +- a II Lower bound on iiA (j ; a, IJ) .  
Evaluate iiA (i ; A 9 Yl > B 9 (W1 -+Y2) ;  lb, IJ) . 
lb +- max{lb, iiA (j ; A 9 Yl , B 9  (W1 -+Y2) ; lb, lJ) } 
if (lb � IJ) then finished +- true 
if (not finished) then 

end 

Evaluate ii A (j ; A 9 Y2 , B 9 (Wl -+Yl ) ;  lb, IJ) . 
lb +- max{lb, iiA (i; A 9 Y2 , B 9 (W1 -+Yl ) ;  lb, IJ) } 
if (lb � IJ) then finished +- true 

for x E Q A \ {Yl , Y2 } and not finished do 
Evaluate iiA (j; A 9 x, B  [> (W1 -+{Yl , Y2} ) ; lb, lJ) .  
lb  +- max{lb, iiA (i ; A 9 x, B  [> (W1 -+{Yl , Y2 } ) ; lb, lJ)}  
if (lb � IJ) then finished +- true 

end 
return(lb) 

Algorithm 6.10 function a-IJ-GENERALIZED-MIN PRIZE-DT 

end 

I I Determine iiA (i; A [> (W1 -+ {Xl , X2 } ) , B [> 0;  a, lJ) .  
finished +- false 
ub +- IJ I I Upper bound on ii A (j ; a, IJ) . 
Evaluate iiA (j; A 9 (W1 -+Xl ) ,  B 9 X2 ; a, ub) . 
ub +- min{ ub, iiA (i; A 9 (W1 -+XI ) ,  B 9 X2 ; a, ub) } 
if (ub � a) then finished +- true 
if (not finished) then 

end 

Evaluate iiA (i; A 9 (WI -+X2), B 9 Xl ; a, ub) . 
ub +- min{ ub, iiA (j ;  A 9 (WI -+X2) ,  B 9 Xl ; a, ub)} 
if (ub � a) then finished +- true 

for Y E QB \ {XI , X2 }  and not finished do 
Evaluate iiA (i ; A [> (WI -+ {XI , X2 }) ,  B 9 Y; a, ub) . 
ub +- min{ ub, iiA (j; A [> (WI -+ {  Xl , X2 }) ,  B 9 Y; a, ub) } 
if (ub � a) then finished +- true 

end 
return( ub) 
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Table 6.5: Tactical Example of Player A PRIZE-DT Game Tables 

4 
6 
1 
3 

{2, 5} 

2 

545 
417 

0 

5 {4, 6} {4, 3} {4, 1 }  {6, 3}  
608 00 00 00 00 
471 508 508 508 00 571 
673 429 520 520 429 682 
429 417 429 417 429 429 
339 

(a) Player A Root PRIZE-DT Game Table 

5 
6 520 
1 520 
3 520 

{6, 3}  
00 

429 
00 

(b) A E!l 4  ( tA = 0.35) and B E!l 2  (tB = 0.09) 

{3, 5} 
3 r-lliITl 
5 � 

(c) A E!l 4  E!l 6  (tA = 0.57) and B E!l 2  E!l 1  (tB = 0.73) 

0.' 

I 
" 

0.1 

0.7 

/ 
D.e I 
G.. / lCI} 
0.4 

I'! 

0.3 

'" 
D.' 

0.1 

(d) Player A's Anticipated Tactical Game Evolution 

00 
508 
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Consider further the scenario A EB 4 and B I> { 1 , 6} .  Table 6.6(b) gives the PRIZE-DT game 
table for player B. Analysis implies that A EB 1. Since already B I> {1 , 6} ,  player B can then 

respond with B EB 6. 
At the third depth of recursion, consider the scenario A I> W EB 6 and B EB 4 EB 1 where W 

is the feasibility window associated with A EB 4 and B I> { I ,  6} .  Table 6.6(c) gives the PRIZE-DT 

game table for player B. Since LA = 0, a MAXIMIN analysis implies player B's best lead is B EB 3 

with player A following with A I> {2, 5} or A I> {3, 5}. In either case, player .A eventually claims 
prize 5 and player B eventually claims prize 2. 

In summary, Table 6.6(e) illustrates a likely tactical game evolution anticipated by player B. 

6.3.5 .3 Discussion 

In PRIZE-PARANOID both players basically committed to their PRIZE-GUARANTEE paths. In 
ORIGINAL-DT, both players were hesitant in the initial stages and the tactics determined by 
each player were sufficiently different that player A could not anticipate a player B threat on 
prize 4 and player B could not figure out an end-game on prizes {2, 4, 5, 6} .  

By comparison, PRIZE-DT appears to be more tactically robust in that both players can eval
uate the possible end-games and the resulting initial tactics are very similar and hence realistic. 
Significantly, player B is able to effectively plan in situations involving targeting prizes with are 
not leads. 

Note also that, by design, the depth of recursion for PRIZE-DT is often much less than for 
ORIGINAL-DT since the former often eliminates two prizes at each depth. This partially accounts 
for the hesitant nature of the probes in ORIGINAL-DT in that a player often does not continue 
through to the targeted prize. 

In conclusion, it appears from this tactical example that PRIZE-DT provides a superior tactical 
analysis for small problems than can be determined by the previously considered tactical engines. 

6 . 3.6  S ummary 

We have designed the PRIZE-DT tactical engine, prosed MINIMAX, MAXIMIN and evaluators for 
the corresponding game tables. We have also compared PRIZE-DT favourably against the tactics 
determined by PRIZE-GUARANTEE, PRIZE-PARANOID and ORIGINAL-DT. 

6.4 Dynamic Monitoring: Small-DMS 

According to Pearl [174] , a game tree is "solved" when the root node is labelled with a value 
and "an associated optimal playing strategy which prescribes how that label can be guaranteed 

regardless of how [the opponent] plays." We have defined several evaluators and search algorithms 
which determine a value for the root node game position and imply "optimal" tactical decisions 
which guarantee the root value if the assumptions of that evaluator are realised and if a game 
position at least as good as the anticipated game position representative of the tactical scenario 

is actually realised. In short, the tactical engines ORIGINAL-DT and PRIZE-DT provide only an 
estimate of the value of game position to player A under a number of idealised assumptions. 
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Table 6.6: Tactical Example of Player 8 PRIZE-DT Game Tables 

4 6 1 3 {2, 5} 
2 327 492 327 583 00 I 5 327 480 327 571 661 

{4, 6} 0 492 480 571 
{4, 3} 0 492 480 571 
{4, 1 } 0 492 480 571 
{6, 3} 0 0 480 571 
{6, 1 } S 429 318 571 
{3, 1 } 1 339 492 0 492 

(a) Player 8 Root PRIZE-DT Game Table 

6 1 3 5 2 
{6, I } 1 339 13 18 1 418 520 520 I 

(b) A t> {6, 1 } (tA = 0) and 8 $ 4  (tB = 0.35) 

{2, 3} {2, 5} {3, 5} 
3 417 � � 
2 327 137 327 
5 327 417 327 

(c) A t>  W $ 6  (tA = 0.60) and 8 $ 4 $  1 (tB = 0.65) 

I I 

0." 0." 

O.B 2 6. 5 o.B , ''I 
.. / 0.7 0.7 

0.6 0.6 

0.5 � 0.5 

m 1 (,) 
0.' ....-":4 0.' ....-/It 

.�/" ... / .. ....__/ /1 i",J) 6 
0.3 A----- 0.3 A/ i" 

3 f {:II 
0.' 0.2 

1 
0.1 0.1 

0 0 
0 0.1 0.' 0.3 0.' 0.5 0.8 0.7 O.B 0.8 I 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.' 0.5 0.6 0.7 O.B 0.8 

(d) Initial Commitment (e) Player 8's Anticipated 
A $ 4  and 8 t>  { 1 , 6} Tactical Game Evolution 

I 
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... - - - ... ., ... , .. 
� prize-monitor \ .. ., ' 

.... _ - - _ ... prize-frame 

Figure 6.5: Monitors and Frames for Small DMS 

Accuracy of evaluators is investigated in Section 9.2. Monitoring is the process which observes 

the incremental changes in the game position, refines estimates of the opponent's intended prize 
target, requests new tactical information if necessary and improves the selection of a target prize. 
Hence a tactically projected game position may not be realised but rather is viewed as an objective 

which itself may incrementally change. 

Chapter 4 introduced the concept of a Dynamic Monitoring System (DMS). In this section 
we design a Small-DMS for small problems, incorporating the tactical engines, ORIGINAL-DT, 

PRIZE-DT and PRIZE-PARANOID, designed in this chapter, and the two prize strategies, designed 
in Chapter 5. Firstly, we define the frames and monitors, and look at methods for checking and 
refining a prize-ts. Secondly, we design a generic PRIZE-MONITOR and propose specific modules 

incorporating the tactical engines ORIGINAL-DT and PRIZE-DT. Thirdly, we propose a STEP

MONITOR based on Sections 5.6. 1 and 5.6.2. Finally, we discuss how the tactical engines could 
incorporate prize-ts concepts in their evaluations. 

6.4. 1 System of Frames and Monitors 

A tactical engine provides tactical information about matching prize targeting scenarios of the 
players. The two prize strategies of Chapter 5 provide one-step move for targeting a pair of prizes, 

neither of which is guaranteed. The Small DMS is designed to couple together the sequential 

decisions in terms of targeting prizes (the prize-frame) and in terms of individual steps (the 
step-frame) . 

One dynamic monitor operates at each of the two frames. Figure 6.5 illustrates the relation
ship between the monitors and frames in the Small DMS . 

• At the prize-frame level, a PRIZE-MONITOR estimates which prize, or set of prizes, the 
opponent is targeting or is likely to target, i.e., a prize-ts as in Section 3.2.3.2. A tactical 
engine determines a tactical response encapsulated in a step-frame, which consists of a 
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prize-ts and a target-prize (or a target-pair) . 

• At the step-frame level, a STEP-MONITOR determines an initial one-step move implementing 

the target-prize or target-pair. 

6 .4.2 Target Sets 

Consider the ORIGINAL-DT and PRIZE-DT tactical engines. The MINIMAX evaluators assumed 

that player A could observe player 8's movements and respond contingent upon which prize we 

estimate that player B is targeting. They also assumed that player B commits to a target prize 
and that player A could subsequently select a response without fear of player B "changing its 
mind" . Hence there remains considerable difficulty in translating the observation of player B's 
movement into defining a step-frame. 

The approach we take is based on the idea of a set of possible opponent target prizes called a 
prize-target-set (or prize-ts) .  The idea is that we hypothesise an initial set of prizes which we 
use to make an initial response and as play develops over the next few steps we incrementally test 
and reject or refine the target set. As a prize-ts is refined we place more confidence in our estimate 
and hence make closer matched responses. A prize-ts is rejected if we have little confidence in 

our estimate. 
Section 3.2.3.2 presents methods for building an initial prize-ts by observation of the opponent. 

We now give methods for refining (contracting) a prize-ts (by only discarding prizes and not 
adding any further prizes) and for checking a prize-ts to determine if new prizes should be added 
or the entire prize-ts discarded and a new prize-ts built. This makes for a simple system for 
dynamically maintaining a prize-ts. Ideally such a system should refine and augment the prize

ts with some associated measure of confidence in the current prize-ts which changes with the 
observed consistency (or lack of consistency) of the opponent relative to our predictions. 

6.4.2 .1  Refine prize-ts 

Refinement of a given prize-ts may only discard prizes, not add further prizes. The idea is that 
we attempt to narrow down the prize-ts until we are confident that the opponent is targeting a 
specific prize. Suppose we have estimated the bearing, 1/JB, of player 8. Then any of the following 
three methods are applicable: 

REFINE-PRIZETS (BEARING) : Discard those prizes from the current prize-ts which deviate in bear

ing from 1/JB by more than (}thresh , for some parameter 9thresh > O. 

REFINE-PRIZETS ( INSERTION) : Let s E T  (a seed prize) be the prize closest in bearing to 1/JB . 
Discard those prizes from the current prize-ts such that min{ dBj + djs - dBs , dEs + dsj -
dBj } > dthresh , for some parameter dthresh . 

REFINE-PRIZETS (CONFIDENCE) : Refine the prize-ts according to the consistency of the opponent 

by setting the threshold parameter as a decreasing function of the time, tconf , since the 
prize-ts was rebuilt. As long as CHECK-PRIZETS (BEARING) does not discard the current 
prize-ts, the confidence in that prize-ts increases. Set the threshold (}thresh according to 
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Bthresh = Boe-ktcon/ , or similarly for dthresh . When the current prize-ts i s  discarded we 
have less confidence in the the new prize-ts; however, if the rate of decrease in the threshold 
value is too great, we will discard the prize-ts and rebuild more often. Hence, there is a 
balance to be found between confidence and variability. 

6.4.2.2 Check prize-ts 

Finally we need to determine if player B's observed movements are still consistent with the current 
prize-ts. Suppose we have estimated the bearing, "pB , of player B. 

CHECK-PRIZETS (BEARING) : Check to see if "pB is pointing towards the current prize-ts, i .e. , if 
3 two prizes which have angular gap less than 1800 through which "pB passes. Also, if 
player B is targeting a prize not in the current prize-ts to within Bthresh of its current 
bearing, then prize-ts is invalid. 

6.4 .2 .3 Multiple Target Sets 

The methods described thus far for building and refining a prize-ts are based on observation of 
the opponent. Another approach is to build several candidate prize-ts based on prediction of 
the opponent's likely targets by employing a tactical engine. A prize-mts (or prize multiple 

target set) is a family of target sets. Note that a prize-mts is not necessarily a partition of 
the prizes. We present a possible method for building a prize-mts without reference to a tactical 
engine. 

BUILD-PRIZEMTS-SWEEP: Sort the prizes radially, centred on the current location of player B. 
Choose the m largest angular gaps between the prizes; these partition the set of prizes into 
m distinct sets. 

FUrther methods, specialised to a specific tactical engine, are presented in the next section. 
Methods for constructing a prize-ts from a prize-mts include: 

MERGE. The prize-ts is the union of the component sets of the prize-mts. 

SELECT. For each component set of the prize-mts, use a tactical engine to evaluate the likelihood 

that the opponent will target that set of prizes. Select that component set with the greatest 
likelihood as the prize-ts. 

MERGE AND SELECTION. Use a tactical engine to evaluate each component set from the prize

mts and let the prize-ts be the union of those component sets which evaluate up to some 
threshold above the minimum evaluation. 

6 .4 . 3  S mall DMS 

Algorithms 6 .1 1-6.12 together constitute a generic PRIZE-MONITOR for the Small DMS. 
A practical consideration is that we do not wish to employ the tactical engine unnecessarily, 

since we assume that the tactical engine is the most computationally expensive procedure of those 
in the Small DMS. After each step, if the existing prize-ts is still valid then it is refined, but if 
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Algorithm 6.11  monitor SMALLDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR 

end 

/ / Build new prize-ts. 
if � step-frame or prize just claimed then 

module: Build prize-mts. 
module: Select or construct prize-ts from prize-mts. 

else 
BUILD-PRIZE-TS 

end 

/ / Determine tactical response. 
module: Determine target-prize or target-pair. 

Algorithm 6.12 monitor SMALLDMS-PRIZE-REFINE 

end 

/ / Refine current prize-ts. 
REFINE-PRIZETS 
if prize-ts = 0 then 

/ / Build new step-frame. 
SMALLDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR 

else if change made to prize-ts then 
/ / Update tactical response. 
module: Determine target-prize or target-pair. 

else 
/ / No changes to step-frame necessary. 

end 

the prize-ts is not valid (the step-frame is out of scope) , or is refined to empty, then it is rebuilt 
from scratch. The tactical engine is only engaged to redetermine the target-prize or target-pair 
structure if the prize-ts is altered from the previous step. We employ a tactical engine to predict 
a prize-ts until the prize-ts is refined to null, then use the generic BUILD-PRIZE-TS based solely 
on the observation. 

There are three specialised modules that a specific PRIZE-MONITOR can provide: 

module: Build a prize-mts consisting of at least one component-set, e.g., use BUILD-PRIZEMTS

SWEEP. The default is to construct a prize-mts consisting of a single component-set which 
contains every remaining prize. 

module: Select or construct a nonempty prize-ts from a prize-mts, e.g., use MERGE, SELECT or 
MERGE-AND-SELECTION. The default is to use MERGE, which requires no evaluations. 

module: Determine target-prize or target-pair (as appropriate) . There is no default. 
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We now design modules for the PRIZE-MONITOR using the tactical engines ORIGINAL-DT, 

PRIZE-DT and PRIZE-PARANOID. The three monitors are based upon two steps: 

(i). Compute the appropriate root game table using a tactical engine. 

(ii) . Using the table or vector information to build a prize-mts, evaluate a candidate prize-ts 

and determine a target-prize or target-pair. 

6.4.3.1 Monitor: ORIGINAL-DT PRIZE-MONITOR 

The ORIGINAL-DT tactical engine can be used as the basis for all three required modules. Let 
r be the root node of the game tree ORIGINAL-DT and let VA be any one of the evaluators of 
Section 6.2.2. 

T modu le:  Build prize-mts 

The minimaximin assumption (Assumption 5.6.3) implies that if player B targets a prize y E CB 
then player A can select the best possible response. Hence, for each y E CB , 

provides a measure of the likelihood that player B will target prize y; the lower the evaluation the 
more likely it is that player B will target that prize. The idea is that we can use each of these 
likely target prizes as a seed for a candidate prize-ts consisting of all prizes "close" in bearing 
from the opponent. 

Evaluate vA (i) employing the MINIMAXIMIN evaluator with QL = CB' For some parameter 
, > 1 ,  let 

Expand each seed prize s E S to a component-set of the prize-mts by adding each prize which 

deviates in bearing from player B's current location by at most ()thresh from the bearing to prize s.  
Finally, if maxzEQ,. {minyEQB\CB vA{i; A 0 x, B 0 y) } � ,vA {i) then also add the component
set Q B \ CB to the prize-mts. 

T module: Select prize-ts 

The minimax assumption assumes that we can distinguish which prize the opponent may be 
targeting. By definition, the prizes in a prize-ts are indistinguishable as target prizes from current 
observations. Hence, we select a prize-ts from the component-sets of the prize-mts by choosing 

the component-set with the least evaluation applying the maximin assumption over the prizes in 
the component-set. 

For a set T � QB, let 

vA {i; B I>  T) = max {min VA{i; A 0 X, B 0 Y)} . 
zEQ,. yET 

Select the component-set T from the prize-mts which minimizes VA (i ;  B I> T). 
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T mod ule: Determine target-prize 

Let T be a prize-ts. Target the prize x· by applying the maximin assumption over the prize-ts. 

x· = argmax:tEQA {min vA{ij A <:) x, B <:) y) } . lIET 

6.4.3 .2  Monitor: PRIZE-DT PRIZE-MONITOR 

The PRIZE-DT tactical engine can be used as the basis for all three required modules. Let r be 
the root node of the game tree PRIZE-DT and let VA be any one of the evaluators of Section 6.3.3. 

T module: Select prize-ts 

Suppose T � LB is a component of the prize-mts and suppose that player A is considering 
targeting a lead prize. Since we cannot distinguish which prize in T player B is targeting, we 

evaluate this scenario applying the maximin assumption. Let 

vA (ij A t> LA , B  t> T � LB) 
= max {min VA {ij A EB x, B ffi Y) }  

:tELA yET (6.16) 

Suppose T � Q B is a component of the prize-mts and suppose that player A is considering 
targeting a lead prize x E LA . Which follow-pairs from F B should be considered in the evaluation 

of this scenario? A follow-pair {Yl > Y2 } E F B for which Yl f/. T and Y2 f/. T certainly must not 
be considered. Also a follow-pair {Yl , Y2 } E F B for which Yl E T and Y2 E T certainly must be 
considered. The observation of player B targeting prize Yl E T n 'RB is consistent with player 
B targeting B t> {Yl , Y2 } for any prize Y2 E 'RB \ {yd. Hence we also consider any follow-pair 
{Yl > Y2 } E F B for which Yl E T or Y2 E T. Applying the maximin assumption, let 

vA {ij A t> 'RA, B t> T � QB) 

= max {min { min vA (ij A EB x, B EB y) ,  
:tELA yELBnT 

min VA {ij A t> x, B t>  {Yl , Y2 } ) } }  {Yl .lIl}EFB:Yl ET or lIlET 
be the evaluation of this scenario. 

(6. 17) 

Suppose T � LB is a component of the prize-mts and suppose that player A is considering 
targeting a follow-pair. Again, we cannot distinguish which prize in T player B is targeting and 
we can therefore only evaluate this scenario by assuming that player B knows which follow-pair 
player A will select. Note that this is an even more conservative assumption than the maximin 

assumption. Let 

VA{ij A t> FA , B t> T  � LB) 

= max {min VA(ij A t>  {Xl , X2 } , B t> Y) } 
{:Z:1 .:t2}EF A yET 

be the evaluation of this scenario. 

(6.18) 

Suppose T � Q B is a component of the prize-mts and suppose that player A is considering 
targeting a follow-pair. Again we assume that player B knows which follow-pair {Xl , X2 } E FA 
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that player A will select. The observation of player B targeting a prize y E TnRB can be matched 
against both reverse-leads A EB Xl and A EB X2 . However, since player A cannot distinguish which 

prize in T player B is targeting, player A cannot choose between AEBxl and AEBx2 when matching 

against each individual B EB y E T  n RB. Hence, let 

vA (i; A [> TA , B  [> T � QB) 

{Zl ,Z2 }ETA vELBnT 
max {min { min vA (ij A [>  {Xl , X2 } , B [> y) ,  

min {min {vA (i; A EB Xl , B EB y) , vA (i ; A EB X2 , B EB y) } } } }  (6.19) 
vERBnT 

be the evaluation of this scenario. 
Finally, let 

vA (ij B [> T � QB) 
= vA(i; A [> RA , B  [> T � QB) + vA (ij A [> T A , B  [> T � QB) 

Select the component-set T from the prize-mts which maximizes (6.20) . 

T modu le: Build prize-mts 

Similar to the ORIGINAL-DT PRIZE-MONITOR, for each y E LB , 
vA (i; B [> y) 

= max { max vA (ij A EB X, 8 EB y) , 
zELA 

max vA(ij A [> {XI , X2 } ,  B [> y) } {Zl ,Z2}ETA 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

provides a measure of the likelihood that player B will target prize Yj the lower the evaluation 
the more likely it is that player 8 will target that prize. Then evaluate VA (i) employing the 
GENERALIZED-MINIMAX evaluator. For some parameter "/ > 1 ,  let 

Expand each seed prize s E S to a component-set of the prize-mts by adding each prize which 
deviates, in bearing from player 8's current location, by at most Othresh from the bearing to 
prize s. Let 

(6.22) 

If vA (i; B [> RB) ::; ,,/vA (i), then also add the component-set RB to the prize-mts. 

T modu le: Determine target-prize or target-pair 

Let T be a prize-ts. If vA (i; A [> RA , B [> T  � QB) � vA (i; A [> TA , B [> T  � QB) then target the 
prize x· argument which maximizes (6.17); otherwise target the follow-pair {xi , xi } argument 
which maximizes (6. 19) . 
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6.4.3.3 Monitor: PRIZE-PARANOID PRIZE-MONITOR 

The PRIZE-PARANOID method can also be used as the basis for all three required modules. 

Let rA (B t> y) be the paranoid value of player A conditional upon B t> y. Similarly, let 
r A (A t> x, B t> y) be the paranoid value of player A conditional upon A t> x and B t> y.  

T module: Build prize-mts 

For each y E Q B, r A (B t> y) provides a measure of the likelihood that player B will target prize Y i 
the lower the evaluation the more likely it is that player B will target that prize. For some 
parameter 'Y > 1 ,  let 

Expand each seed prize s E S to a component-set of the prize-mts, as for the ORIGlNAL-DT 

PRIZE-MONITOR. 

" module: Select prize-ts 

Select the component-set T � Q B from the prize-mts which minimizes 

max {min r A (A t> x, B t> y)} . 
:zEQA yET 

Note that, in general, r A (A t> x, B t> T) :f: minyEQB r A(A t> xB t> y) .  On the one hand, 
r A (B t> T) measures the best guarantee given that player A will never be able to discern which 

prize y E T  player B first visits. However, minyEQ B rA (B t> y) reflects that player B selects a 

prize y E QB to target given that player A actually knows which prize this is. 

" module:  Determine target-prize 

Let T be a prize-ts. Target the prize x· by applying a maximin assumption. 

x· = argmax:zEQA {min r A (A t> x , B  t> y) } . yET 

6 . 4 .4 Step Monitor 

The prize-monitors of Section 6.4.3 each build a step-frame consisting of a prize-ts and a target

prize or a target-pair structure. Algorithm 6. 13  presents a simple SMALLDMS-STEP-MONITOR. 

The STEP-MONITOR cannot change the step-frame but must trigger the PRIZE-MONITOR to do so. 
This guards against engaging the tactical engine at every step. 

The component tiny problem strategies are: 

TWO-PRIZE-BIAS: Determine a two-prize target-window as in Section 5.3.3 and always play to 
the opposite side of the window from the prize-ts predicted target. Note that this is not 
equivalent to TIT FOR TAT since we go with our prediction rather than our observation. 

THREE-PRIZE-WINDOW: Determine a feasible-window as in Section 5.6.2. 
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Algorithm 6.13 monitor SMALLDMS-STEP-MONITOR 

end 

/ / Check if step-frame exists and is still valid. 
if � step-frame or prize just claimed then 

SMALLDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR / / Build new step-frame 

else 
CHECK-PRIZETS 
if prize-ts invalid then 

SMALLDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR / / Build new step-frame 

else 
SMALLDMS-PRIZE-REFINE / / Refine current step-frame 

end 
end 

/ / Determine step. 
if 3 a target-prize x then 

target +- x 
else 

end 

/ / Target target-prize-pair {Xl , X2 } .  
i f  ( ITI = 1 )  then 

else 

if (T C {XI , X2}) then 
TWO-PRIZE-BIAS 

else 
THREE-PRIZE-WINDOW 

end 

COMPROMISE-WINDOW. 
end 
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COMPROMISE-WINDOW: Sort the prizes in T\ {Xl , X2 } in order of distance from player B. Starting 
with the closest window, determine the intersection of feasible-windows, discarding any 
subsequent window which make the intersection empty (at worst we are left with the closest 
feasible window) . The compromise is that we wish to satisfy the earlier feasible-windows; 
the later ones may still be feasible if we can quickly narrow the prize-ts. Determine a 
compromise window and play TIT FOR TAT (BEARING) through it. 

6 .4.5 Discussion 

We have employed a tactical engine as a "black box" distinct from any knowledge of the prize-ts 

under investigation. To evaluate a prize-ts or determine a target-prize or target-pair we have 
applied the MAXIMIN principle only on the table or vector entries without consideration for the 
structure of the options considered. Two examples should suffice: 

(a). Suppose we have a prize-ts and apply PRIZE-PARANOID-MONITOR. We select the target
prize i according to argmaxiEQ minjET Wi(j) ,  i.e., what prize i should player A target such 
that player B chooses the correspondingly most restrictive choice of prize j? Let wi(T) be 
the A-paranoid-value given that player B is committed to targeting a prize from T, as in 
Algorithm 3 .19 TARGET SET PARANOID. Clearly wi(T) � minjET wi(j) Vi E Q. 

(b). Suppose we have a prize-ts and apply PRIZE-DT-MONITOR. Choose {Xl , X2 }  E FA . We 
have used 

= min { min v(i, {Xl , X2 } ,  V) , yELBnT 

min {min {V(i, Xl , y) , V(i, X2 ' Y) } } } ' 
yERBnT 

This assumes that, if we select the target-pair {Xl , X2 } ,  we can determine which single 
prize the opponent is targeting so as to determine the appropriate feasible-window. In 
Section 6.4.4 we have already seen that we can determine a compromise window. Conser
vatively we would first determine if the scenario A !>  {Xl , X2 } and B !>  T is window-feasible, 
i.e., there exists a common feasible-window, and evaluate W{zl ,z�} (T) by assuming that 
player A plays through this window initially for every player B target in T. Essentially we 
have not used the tactical engine to evaluate the prize-ts, but rather used the tactical engine 
to evaluate the prizes and then compromised the information to evaluate the prize-ts. 

Another potential weakness of the "black box" compromise is that we apply a prize-ts or prize

mts only at the root game tree level. An alternative is to embed a prize-mts in evaluating each 
game tree node in which case all evaluations would be over estimated meta-options rather than 
individual prizes. Figure 6.6 illustrates two possible evaluators involving a prize-ts at a general 
game tree node of PRIZE-DT. The GENERALIZED-TS-MAXIMIN and GENERALIZED-TS-MINIMAX 

evaluators modify the evaluators of Section 6.3.3 by taking maximin across those B-lead prizes 
which overlap a prize-ts constructed specifically for that game tree node. 
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Figure 6.6 :  PRIZE-DT evaluators incorporating a prize-ts 
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Coda 

T Summary 

In this chapter, we have considered contingent planning (without aggregation) by targeting prizes 
and formulated the Small-DMS as a two-frame implementation of the SPA/DMS. The tactical 
example traced through this chapter has compared the various tactical planning options which 
show that the nature of the planning is very different from pure routing considerations. 

T Link 

Tactical planning involves planning at the scale of targeting prizes. When problems are larger, 
and thus it is no longer computationally feasible to search the associated game trees, we must 
either consider only a subset of the prizes or consider agglomerating the prizes into clusters. We 
develop these ideas further in the next chapter in which we consider medium problems. 
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6 . A  Appendices t o  Chapter 6 

6 . A . l  Three Prize Reverse Lead Theorem 

We consider applying the PRIZE-DT analysis to the following three prize problem with prizes 
{il ,  i2 , i3 } .  Suppose CA = RB = {il , i2 } and RA = CB = {i3 } where dAil < dBil l dAi2 < dEi2 ' 

dAis > dB is and ), = 00. 
Then we can determine explicitly the evaluation of each child node of the root game tree 

node. 

ViI + Vi2 + Vi3 if dAil + dili2 < dEi2 

ViI + � (Vi2 + Vis ) if dAil + dil i2 = dEi2 

ViI + Vis 
I 

ViI + "iVis 

Vi2 + ViI + Vis 

Vi2 + HVil + Vis ) 

Vi2 + Vis 
I 

Vi2 + "iVis 

Vi2 

if dAil + dil is < dEi2 + di2is 

if dAil + dilis = dEi2 + di2is 

if dAil + dil is > dEi2 + di2is 

if dAi2 + dil i2 < dEiI 

if dAi2 + dil i2 = dBil 

if dAi2 + di2is < dBil + dil i3 

if dAi2 + di2is = dBil + dil is 

if dAi2 + di2i3 > dEi) + dil is { Vis + Vi2 

Vis + �Vi2 

Vis 

if dAis + dis i2 < dEi) + dil i2 

if dAis + di3i2 = dBil + dili2 

if dAis + di3i2 > dEiI + dil i2 

{ Vis + ViI 
I 

Vi3 + "iVil 

201 

if dAis + dis il < dEi2 + di2il 

if dAi3 + dis il = dEi2 + di2il 

if dAis + dis il > dBi2 + di2il 
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Also let 

Lemma 6.A.l 

r � c. 
Proof: 

c = max{vA(j; A EB i} , B EB i2) , vA (j ; A EB i2 , B EB id} 

r = min{vA (j; A EB i3 , B EB il ) ,  VA (j; A EEl i3 , B EB i2)} 

Suppose that r > c. Then VA (j; AEBi1 , BEBi2) < VA(j; AEBi3 , BEEli2) and VA(j; AEBi2, BEBi1 )  < 

VA (j; A EB i3,  B EB id . 

• Suppose dAil + dili2 < dBi2 ' Then vA (j ; A EB i1 , B  EB i2) = ViI + Vi2 + Vi3 > Vis + ViI > 

VA (j; A EB i3,  B EB i2) '  

Wl = dAil + dil is - dBi2 + di2is 

W2 dAi2 + di2iS - dBil + di) is 

W3 dAis + dis i2 - dBiI + dil i2 

W4 = dAis + dis il - dBi2 + di) i2 

W4 < 0 w4 = 0 w4 > 0 

Wl < 0 false false false 

Wl = 0 true ViI < Vis 
1 

ViI < 2"Vis 

Wl > 0 true ViI < i2Vis ViI < Vi3 

Therefore Wl � 0 is necessary. 

W3 < 0 W3 = 0 W3 > 0 

W2 < 0 false false false 
W2 = 0 true Vi2 < Vis 

1 
Vi2 < 2"Vi3 

W2 > 0 true Vi2 < i2Vi3 Vi2 < Vis 

Therefore W2 � 0 is also necessary. 

Hence we have established that dAil +dil is - dBh - di2is = Wl � 0 and dAi2 +di2is - dBi) - di l is = 
W2 � O. Thus dAi) + dAi2 + di) is + di2iS - dBi) - dBi2 - dil i3 - di2i3 = dAi) + dAi2 - dBiI - dBi2 � O. 

However, this is impossible since dAil < dBi) and dAi2 < dBi2 · 

Therefore r � c, as required. • 

An interesting observation from this lemma is that, even if Vi3 » ViI + Vi2 and player B does 
not target prize i3 ,  player A does not target prize i3 either. 
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Theorem 6.A.2 
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Reverse leading for player A is  not necessary for three prize problems under the GENERALIZED

MINIMAX objective. 

Proof: 

Assume that player A has at least as many leads as player B. 

For reverse leading to be possible we must have nA i- 0, nB i- 0 and FB i- 0 (i.e. InB I � 2). 
Since always nA n nB = 0 and .cA U .cB = (CA n .cB) U nA u nB there is only one possible 
scenario: 

Therefore the assertion is true by Lemma 6.A.1 .  • 
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Figure 6.7: Subpath appendage two-exchange 

6 .A .2 Solving COOPERATE and GUARANTEE Subproblems 

We now consider Branch-and-Bound (B&B) algorithms for the COOPERATE and GUARANTEE 

subproblems of Sections 6 .2 and 6.3. To define a B&B algorithm we must specify a bounding 

criterion and a branching rule. Firstly we investigate a branching scheme in which we need not 
consider all remaining prizes. 

6.A.2. 1 Two-Optimal Appendages 

Consider a depth-first B&B algorithm. Let 'l1 x be the working subpath through prizes from Q, 

let tx be the projected arrival-time at the end of 'l1x and suppose that l'l1x l � 2. We propose 
to append prize j E Q \ 'l1 x to subpath 'l1 x .  Choose k E 'l1 x such that k is not the last prize 
on 'l1 x .  Then consider the two-exchange defined by Figure 6.7, in which x denotes the vertex 
corresponding to the current player location, with change in distance o(j, k) . If l 'l1x l  $ 1 or � k 
such that o(j, k) < 0, then j is a two-optimal-appendage of 'l1x .  

Lemma 6.A.3 

We need only branch to those prizes j E Q \ 'l1 x which are two-optimal-appendages of 'l1 x .  

Proof: 

1 .  'l1 x is path-two-optimal if and only if 'l1 x is constructed such that each prize appended is 
a two-optimal-appendage. 

2. Consider the overall deadline A. Let Ti be the arrival time of player X at each prize i on 
'l1 x .  Certainly tx $ A if and only if Ti $ A V i E  'l1 x .  That is, we need only consider the 
arrival-time of player X at the end node of 'l1 x to establish guarantee of 'l1 x with respect 
to overall deadline A. 

3. Consider a set of deadlines li on prizes i E Q determined by earliest arrival-times of player 
Y at each i E Q.  The triangle inequality holds on Q, Le. , li $ lk + dki V i, k E Q.  

Suppose 'l1 x =f:. 0 and let j be the last prize on 'l1 x .  Then Tj $ lj if  and only if  Ti $ li V i E 
'l1 x .  That is, we need only consider arrival-time of player X at the end node of 'l1 x to 
establish guarantee of 'l1 x with respect to deadlines h 
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4.  Hence, i f  we append prize j E Q \ w x to W x,  where prize j is not a two-optimal-appendage 
of W x ,  then somewhere else in the B&B tree there will exist a B&B tree node (which. 
we will process) at which W x will contain the same prizes in some different sequence and 
satisfying any deadlines as required, but with an earlier tx , which can only give a better 
objective function value involving arrival-time or guaranteed value. 

• 

Checking if a prize is a two-optimal-appendage to W x requires only O(n)  operations. It may 
turn out that we end up doing more work by only branching to two-optimal-appendages than 
if we had branched to some non-two-optimal-appendages. Due to the nature of B&B, we might 
have established a better Vbest earlier in the search process, hence pruning off more of the B&B 
tree earlier. 

Similarly, it is possible to implement a three-optimal appendage rule, although it is yet to 
be determined whether the computational overhead is profitable in terms of fewer branches to 
explore. 

We can now design B&B algorithms for the COOPERATE and GUARANTEE subproblems. 

6.A.2.2 B&B: COOPERATE 

We present a depth-first B&B algorithm to determine nu) for game tree node j .  Associate a 
value {Jcoop = LjEQ:min{tA +dAj ,tB+dBj }S>' 

vi with j; if we can show that n(j) � {Jcoop, then we 
need not search any further. We implicitly search a B&B tree. Let i be a general B&B node 
defined by a pair of subpaths nA and nB with projected time-stamps tA and tB and accumulated 
values v(nA) and V{nB) '  Initialise with Vbest = 0, nA = 0 and nB = 0; tA and tB are inherited 
from game tree node j. 

Bounding Criteria. Fathom B&B node i if 

(6.23) 

Targeting. Lemma 6.A.3 shows that player A need only target those prizes j E Q \ (nA u nB) 
which are two-optimal-appendages of nA and player B need only target those prizes j E Q \ (nA U 

nB) which are two-optimal-appendages of nB. Hence let 

QA = {j E Q \ (nA u nB) : tA + dAi ::; ). and j is a two-optimal-appendage of nA} 

and let 

(6.24) 

QB = {j E Q \ (nA u nB) : tB + dBi ::; ). and j is a two-optimal-appendage of nB} .  (6.25) 

Branching Rule. Branch to each prize x E QA and y E QB in turn. Algorithm 6 .14 

COOP-BLAVE{i) provides the details. The phrase "x E QA or y E QB" requires some explanation: 
essentially it does not matter in which order we branch, but we only commit one player to a 
target-prize at each B&B node. What we actually do is to sort the prizes by one of the methods 
from Section 6.2.3.3; in particular, we adopt scoring function (v) : weighted nearest neighbour and 

tightest deadline. We then select either x E Q A or Y E Q B according to the minimum score. 
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Algorithm 6.14 procedure COOP-BLAVE(i) 

end 

Input: i / / BBB tree node. 
Q' r Q \ (nA u nB) 
QA r {j E Q' : tA + dAj � A and j is  a two-optimal-appendage of nA } 
QB r {j E Q' : tB + dBj � A and j is a two-optimal-appendage of nB} 
ub r VenA) + V(nB )  + EjEQI :min{t . .t+dA; ,tB +dB;}$A Vj 

if (ub > Vbest) then 

end 

Vbest r max{vbest , VenA) + v(nB)}  
for ( (x E QA or  y E QB) and (Vbest < min {.Bcoop , ub})) do 

COOP-SLAVE((i,A Ea x)) or COOP-SLAVE((i,B Ea y)) 
end 

6.A.2.3 B&B: GUARANTEE 

The PRIZE-GUARANTEE sub problem is an Orienteering Problem with Deadlines (OPD) .  
We present a depth-first branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm to determine r(j, X) for game tree 
node j, assuming deadlines ij = ty + dYj . Associate a value .Bguarantee = r(j) - v(Px) ;  if we 
can show that ru, X) � .Bguarantee , then we need not search any further. We implicitly search 
a B&B tree. Let i be a general B&B node defined by a guaranteed subpath rx with projected 
time-stamp tx and accumulated value v(rx) .  Initialise with Vbest = 0, rx = 0; tx is inherited 
from game tree node j. 

Bounding criterion. Fathom B&B node i if 

V(rx) + EiEQ:tx +dx; �min{l; , ,,} 
Vi � Vbest (6.26) 

Targeting. Lemma 6.A.3 shows that player X need only target those prizes j E Q \ rx which 
are two-optimal-appendages of r x .  Hence let 

Qx = {j E Q : tx + dXj � min{ij ,  A} and j is a two-optimal-appendage of rx} .  (6.27) 

Branching Rule. Branch to each prize x E Qx . Algorithm 6.15 GUARANTEE-BLAVE(i) 

provides the details. To implement "x E Q x" we sort the prizes by one of the methods from 
Section 6.2.3.3; in particular, we adopt scoring function (v): weighted nearest neighbour and 

tightest deadline. 

Heuristic Improvment of the Bound. Whenever a new best guaranteed subpath is 
found, we apply the local search scheme of Section 3.A.3 to heuristically improve the lower bound 
as much as possible before continuing with the B&B algorithm. 

This concludes this appendix on the design of algorithms to solve the COOPERATE and GUAR

ANTEE subproblems. 
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Algorithm 6.15 procedure GUARANTEE-BLAVE(i) 

end 

Input: i / / BBB tree node. 
Qx � {j E Q : tx + dXj � min{fj , -\} and j is a two-optimal-appendage of rx }  
u b  � v(rx )  + LjEQ:tx+dxj smin{lj ,>'} Vj 

if (ub > Vbut) then 

end 

Vbest � max{Vbest , V(rX ) }  
for x E Q x and Vbest < min { ub, ,Bguarantee} do 

GUARANTEE_SLAVE((i,X ffi x)) 
end 
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C H A P T E R  7 

Strategic Planning for 

Medium Problems 

Tactics is knowing what to do when there is something to do. 

Strategy is knowing what to do when there is nothing to do. 

7.0 Introduction 
7 .1  Cluster and Family Structures 

- SAVIELLY TARTAKOVER, CHESS GRAND MASTER 

7.2 Family-Cluster Precedence Constrained Tactical Subproblems 
7.3 Strategic Cluster Building Blocks 
7.4 Strategic Engine: CLUSTER-PARANOID 

7.5 Strategic Engine: CLUSTER-DT 

7.6 Dynamic Monitoring: Medium-DMS 
7.A Appendices to Chapter 7 

M edium
' 
problems are those problems which have too many prizes to apply a tactical engine 

to the whole prize set , but wh ich exhibit some useful ,  natura l ,  cluster-l ike structure. The 

focus of this chapter is the design of the strategic engine CLUSTER-DT, a generalization of the tactical 

engine PRIZE-DT, which strategica l ly ana lyses contingent sequences of clusters. We begin by gradua l ly 

establishing the component bui lding blocks of the CLUSTER-DT engine by analogy to the component 

bui lding blocks of PRIZE-DT. Final ly we extend the small DMS of Chapter 6 to incorporate CLUSTER

DT as a strategic engine which coordinates hierarchically with a tactical engine. 

7.0 Introduction 

Effective planning involves a tradeoff between planning horizon and the computational complexity 
of contingent planning, as identified by the SPA in Chapter 4. The PRIZE-DT tactical engine is 
routinely capable of tactical planning for up to approximately ten prizes. For problems involving 

209 
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more prizes, we wish to take advantage of any natural structure exhibited in the layout or values 

of the prizes, such that approximately the same degree of strategic information can be made 
available. Since all possible sequences of prizes cannot be considered, it is necessary to aggregate 

the prizes. Hence the focus of targeting is scaled up from prizes to clusters of prizes in this 

chapter. 

The strategic p lanning problem is to determine which cluster to target for a range of 
cluster target scenarios of the opponent. The difference between tactical planning and strategic 
planning is that the former focuses on prizes and the latter focuses on clusters. Clusters can 
be thought of as "exploded prizes." Thus a principal design consideration is the interaction of 
intra-cluster versus inter-cluster planning. Indeed the approach we take in this chapter is to 
use a tactical engine to handle much of the intra-cluster planning and generalize the concepts 
of PRIZE-GUARANTEE, PRIZE-PARANOID and PRIZE-DT to cluster targeting. This involves many 
technical design difficulties related to scaling the concepts from prizes to clusters. 

A scenario engine which proposes scenario in terms of contingent sequences of clusters is called 

a strategic engine .  Once an initial cluster target or sequence of clusters has been determined 
by a global-monitor, it remains to solve the tactical planning problem restricted to targeting some 
prize from the initial cluster target. Following the decision of which prize to target comes the 
choice of a single step. In this way we design an implementation of the SPA/DMS with three 
fixed hierarchical frames. Although this modular design is conceptually simple, in practice that 

are many technicalities and cases to develop. 

We begin with types and structures of clusters and methods for construction of a clustering 
in Section 7. 1 .  Then we consider the tactical planning problems of Chapter 6 with the additional 

constraint of visiting prizes within a cluster contiguously in Section 7.2. These define a suitable 
formulation for the intra-cluster component of the SPA implementation we are attempting. 

Section 7.3 (together with Appendix 7.A.4 and Appendix 7.A.5) provide a precise technical 
specification of the the concepts required for players to target clusters and for the prizes within 
a cluster to be allocated between the players in a strategic scenario. We then have sufficient 
resolution of the technical difficulties to generalize PRIZE-PARANOID to CLUSTER-PARANOID (Sec

tion 7.4) and PRIZE-DT to CLUSTER-DT (Section 7.5) . 

Finally, Section 7.6 constructs a Medium-DMS, and hence, we have completed a fully-fledged 
implementation of the SPA. 

7. 1 Cluster and Family Structures 

We begin with a discussion of a family-cluster structure, which is a clustering of the prizes such 
that the clusters may also be grouped into families of clusters. Clustering methods are presented, 
together with methods for possibly "thinning" the prize set by dropping insignificant prizes from 
consideration. 

The primary motivation for considering clustering prizes is the necessity of pursuing computa

tional tractability. For problems involving a sufficiently large number of prizes, we can no longer 
consider sufficient contingent sequences of prizes for a tactical analysis of the whole prize set. 
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The options are to discard some of the prizes in the short-term, or to undertake some strategic 
analysis and represent the prizes at a more appropriate level of detail or aggregation. 

7. 1 . 1  Clusters 

This following defines a cluster for our purposes. 

Definition 1.1 . 1  

A cluster i s  a subset of prizes likely to be visited contiguously either by one player or by 
both players in a local conflict. 0 

The prize region is the smallest convex subset of the plane containing all the prizes. A sub
region is a connected subset of the prize region. A cluster does not necessarily correspond to a 
subregion since a cluster need not contain all the prizes that are contained in the smallest convex 
subregion that does contain all the prizes in the cluster. Also a single subregion may contain two 
or more overlapping clusters, e.g. , one cluster may contain prizes of stratified greater value (a 
"hot-spot" )  while another may be of negligible value (the "background" ) .  

Although traditionally the prizes in  a cluster are likely to be spatially close, e.g. the "spherical" 
cluster, this is not necessarily the case since we could consider a string of prizes of good harvesting 
potential, a stringy cluster, to also fit our definition of a cluster. 

The field of Cluster Analysis is fundamentally concerned with finding the natural structure 
of the prizes by location, particularly how many clusters best represent this natural structure. It 
does not consider the importance or value of individual prizes. Ideally we would like to be able 
to dynamically select or partition the prizes relative to player locations, granularity, isolation and 
concentration of prize value. In practice, however, we are interested only in the effectiveness of 
the clustering for later purposes. Hence, we do not intend to estimate the natural number of 
clusters, but rather impose a clustering on the prize set involving some given number of clusters. 
The method chosen for clustering the prizes is highly likely to influence the strategic analysis, 
and hence the performance, of the CLUSTER-DT strategic engine. However, our aim is to provide 
a variety of types of clusterings and infer which types are useful to the purposes of CLUSTER-DT. 

Recently, combinatorial meta-heuristics (see Section 3.A. 1) ,  such as simulated annealing and tabu 
search, have been applied to clustering (De Amorim, Barthelemy and Ribeiro [50] and Selim and 
Alsultan [193]) but these are beyond the scope of this thesis. 

7. 1 .1 . 1  Traditional Agglomerative Clustering 

The traditional objective of clustering is to maximize the intra-cluster cohesion (the diameter) 
and minimize the inter-cluster coupling (the split) . We begin with a review of some simple 
clustering methods, based on the presentation of Everitt [65] . 

Cluster Notation. We use the notation ' rei] ' for cluster, indexed by ei, whose elements are 
prizes j E [ei] ,  and the notation 'c '  for a clustering whose elements are clusters [ei] E C.  
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Algorithm 7.1 heuristic AGGLOMERATIVE CLUSTERING 

end 

Input: n il number of prizes 
Input: k II number of required clusters 

[ei) f- {i} Vi E { I ,  . . .  , n} I I initially singleton clusters 
m f- n  
while (m > k) do 

Find the "nearest" pair of distinct clusters and merge them. 
end 

Algorithm 7.1 gives the generic AGGLOMERATIVE CLUSTERING heuristic that starts with sin
gleton clusters and successively merges the two nearest clusters until the required number of 
clusters is attained. 

A specific clustering heuristic is defined by the providing the definition of a distance, D[ci) [cj) , 
between a distinct pair of clusters [ei] and [cj] . Everitt [65] gives several simple possibilities 
including the following. 

Single Linkage. 

Complete Linkage. 

Group Average. 

D[ci)[cj) = min dkl kE [ci),lE[cj) 

D[ci)[cj) = max dkl kE [ci) ,lE [cj) 

Ward's Method. This is based upon minimizing an intra-cluster Sum of Squares Error (SSE) . 
Let C be a clustering of all the prizes. The centroid , C[ci] , of cluster [ei] is the mean location 
of the prizes j E reil . Let 

SSE(C) = L L d�C[cil · 
[ci)EC jE[ci) 

Let C[ci) [cj] be the clustering formed from C by merging two distinct clusters [ei) and [ej) 
and define 

D[ci)[cj) = SSE(C[ci) [cj] ) - SSE(C) .  

These basic clustering methods use only inter prize distance and centroidal distance as ob
jectives. The CPCP has other features which are equally as important: prize value and length of 
cluster traversal. 
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7. 1 . 1 . 2  Prize Value Weighted Clustering 

We can use the prize values in the clustering process. We now propose a simple adaptation 
of Ward's Method to incorporate prize values. The aim is to obtain clusters of prizes grouped 
around high valued prizes and to then add in the more widely dispersed prizes of lower value. 
Define the weighted centroid, W[ci] , of cluster [ci] as the weighted mean location of all the prizes 
j E [ei] where each prize j E [ei] has weight Vj , i.e. , its prize value. Then redefine 

SSE{C) = 2:= 2:= Vjd�Clcil [ci]EC jE[ci] 
(7. 1 )  

Hence, the clustering of the prizes is a balance between closely grouping high valued prizes together 
and the opportunity of incorporating prizes of smaller value further from the cluster centroid. 

Any clustering C can be improved with respect to SSE(C) ,  as defined Equation (7. 1 ) ,  and 
with respect to infeasibility with respect to the number of required clusters k. Let M be a large 
penalty value. We wish to minimize 

2:= 2:= vjd�C(C;1 + M min{O, k - IC I }  
[ci]EC jE [ci] 

(7.2) 

We propose using the following local search heuristic with two local operators: shifting a prize 
from one cluster to another and swapping two prizes from different clusters. For these two 
operators, the change in (7.2) can be calculated in 0(1) complexity. A shift may merge a cluster 
with a singleton cluster (resulting in one less cluster) or create a singleton cluster by removing 
a prize from a cluster (resulting in one more cluster). Note that, for a sufficiently large M, 
a locally optimal clustering with respect to (7.2) must consist of exactly k clusters. A simple 
"hill-climbing" heuristic has been implemented in which the best shift or swap, from those which 
improve (7.2), is made until a local-optima is reached. 

Cluster improvement can be applied to any clustering C including a random clustering con
sisting of either a specified number of clusters, or of an unspecified number of clusters, such that 
all possible clusterings are equally probable. Algorithms for constructing a random clustering 
are presented in Appendix 7.A.1 .  The cluster improvement heuristic can also be applied to the 
clustering consisting of all singleton clusters and the clustering consisting of exactly one cluster 
containing all the prizes. 

7. 1 . 1 .3  Grid Clustering 

An alternative initial clustering for subsequent cluster improvement can be constructed by parti
tioning the prizes. Section 8.2 .1 and Appendix 8.A.l present methods for building a grid-structure 
which is defined as a regular, rectilinear partition of the prize region into non-overlapping rect
angles. A corresponding clustering of the prizes is obtained by defining the set of prizes in a 
nonempty grid-cell to be a cluster. Note that we do not know a priori exactly how many clusters 
will be created although it can be no more than the number of grid-cells. However, the initial 
clustering can be improved with respect to both the required number of clusters and SSE(C) . 
Although a grid-structured partition can always be imposed upon the prizes, the resulting initial 
(non-improved) clustering may be arbitrary or unnatural. 
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7. 1 . 1.4 Stringy Clusters 

Since players move from prize to prize, it is not necessarily wise to consider only spherical clusters. 
If an efficient harvest path is significant compared to the "background" of prizes, then it may be 
useful to extract it as a separate cluster. In this way, we simultaneously consider the length of 
cluster traversal and the total prize value, by considering naturally occurring stringy clusters, 

i .e. , clusters which have some inherent path-like structure. We do not attempt to impose such a 
structure on a set of prizes but rather attempt to highlight that clustering methods also need to 
adapt to the unique elements of the CPCP. 

Thus far we have considered only clustering methods which build spherical-like clusters which 
group prizes for explanatory purposes rather than for sequencing purposes. When harvesting a 
subset of prizes from a cluster a player moves from prize to prize along a subpath. Hence it is 
reasonable to consider defining harvesting subpaths which are "likely to be visited contiguously 
by one player or by both players in a local conflict" as a cluster, e.g. , a subpath of valuable prizes 
which stands out from a background subregion of prizes of relatively insignificant value. 

We propose two combinatorial subproblems, which are variations of the VRP, to construct k 

stringy clusters. We assume that the number k is given, i .e . ,  we do not need to determine how 
many stringy clusters to construct. 

Floating Path VRP (FPVRP).  Determine a set of k floatingl subpaths such that every prize 
is a member of exactly one subpath and the sum (or maximum) of the lengths of the 
subpaths is minimized. 

Floating Path Prize Collecting VRP (FPPCVRP).  Determine a set of k floating subpaths 
where each prize is a member of at most one subpath, each subpath has value at least 
Vthresh > 0 and the sum (or maximum) of the lengths of the subpaths is minimized. This 
problem is a generalization of the PCTSP to multiple 'vehicles' .  

We have implemented a simple local search heuristic for the FPPCVRP subproblem which uses 
the same prize insertion , deletion and edge-exchange operators as in Appendix 3.A.2, plus inter
path operators join (append one subpath to another) and transfer (remove a prize from one 
subpath and insert it onto another subpath) .  Note, however, that we have not attempted to 
discern if the stringy clusters stand out from their background subregions. 

In summary, stringy clusters offer a richer set of possibly significant strategic options, although 
these ideas may be more applicable to "dense" problems involving a large set of prizes. 

7. 1 . 1 . 5  Cluster Stratification 

Not every prize needs to be considered in analysing a problem in terms of sequences of clusters. It 
is the value density of significant locations which needs to be represented by the clustering. Prizes 
which are isolated, have comparatively insignificant value or are loosely included in a cluster may 
be dropped from planning considerations. 

1 Recall from Section 3.3 that a closed subpath is one in which both the origin and destination locations 
are fixed, an open subpath is one in which the origin location is fixed and the destination location is free 
and a floating subpath is one in which both the origin and destination are free. 
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The strategic planning advantage of being able to remove some prizes from a clustering i s  that 
the new clustering (composed of the same number of clusters) may better represent the natural 
structure of the remaining prizes. The disadvantage is that, if too many prizes are removed, 
then the remaining prizes may not accurately reflect the natural structure of the full prize set 
and hence the strategic planning on the remaining prizes will be suspect and possibly vulnerable. 
Hence removing prizes is potentially beneficial in terms of both reduced computational effort and 
increased strategic accuracy. On the other hand, stratification could introduce tactics in which 
an insignificant prize, which is directly on the trajectory of a player, is overlooked and, hence, 
some post-tactic analysis of omitted prizes may be necessary. 

Stratification methods. Pre-clustering stratification may involve removing the least signif
icant prizes overall, up to some proportion of the mean prize value. Post-clustering stratification 
may involve removing the least significant prizes from each cluster, up to some proportion of 
the total cluster value either the poorest prizes or those prizes j E [ei] E C for which � is J C(c,) 
sufficiently small .  Cluster stratification can proceed incrementally and iteratively with cluster 
improvement. 

Prize reconsideration. When should prizes which have been thinned out be reconsidered? 
The possibilities include the following three. 

(i) . Only when a new clustering is constructed . 

(ii ) .  Once the strategic plan (in terms of clusters) has been determined and before we consider 
a tactical plan (in terms of prizes). This would involve associating a thinned out prize with 
one or more clusters. 

(iii) .  Once a tactical plan (in terms of prizes) has been determined. This would involve inserting 
thinned out prizes into the tactical plan. 

We adopt option (i) since then thinned out prizes need not be considered in the strategic or tactical 
planning and because we assume that a similar computational budget is available throughout the 
play of the CPCP, regardless of how many prizes remain. 

7.1 . 1 .6 A Composite Clustering Strategy 

The composite clustering strategy we have implemented is to firstly construct kl stringy clusters, 
by finding a good solution to an FPPCVRP, and to secondly construct k2 spherical clusters, from 
the remaining prizes, perform a few iterations of improving (and removing some prizes from) 
those spherical clusters. The balance between the number of stringy clusters and the number of 
spherical clusters which is useful to CLUSTER-DT is of particular interest. We assume that the 
total number of clusters required is given but that the choice of how many stringy clusters versus 
how many spherical clusters is left to the strategy. 
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7. 1 . 2  Families 
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Figure 7. 1 :  A Family-Cluster Structure 

The schematic problem structure of Figure 7. I-in which the shaded circles represent clusters of 
prizes and the larger dashed circles represent "natural" groupings of the clusters-suggests that 
clusters may be further aggregated. 

Definition 7.1 .2  

A family-cluster structure is a clustering such that, for each player, a subset of clusters is 
itself grouped into sets (or families) of clusters. 0 

For the planning purposes of a single strategy, two family-cluster structures are maintained, one 
for each player. However, the two family-cluster structures share the same clustering of the prizes. 

Example 7. 1 . 3  

Clustering: C = { [I] , [2] , [3] , [4] } . 
A-family: !FA = { { [I] , [2] } ,  { [3] ,  [4] }} . 
B-family: !FB = { { [I] } , { [2] , [3] }} . o 

There are two motivations for requiring a family-cluster structure. The first is that we may 
wish to exploit some natural structure involving clustering clusters into families such that the 
clusters in a family are likely to be visited contiguously by one player (or by both players) in 
strategic conflict. In this case the families for each player would be the same. In this context, 
families are not to be imposed artificially. The second is that CLUSTER-DT will require the solution 
of tactical subproblems involving a sequence of families. In this case the families for each player 
are likely to be different. Families are not evaluated as potential targets but are only a mechanism 
for grouping sets of clusters so as to reduce the number of clusters to consider as potential targets. 

We wish to build a family-cluster structure which maps onto the natural structure of the 
problem. Suppose a clustering C is given (using any clustering method and any types of cluster) 
and suppose we wish to construct a family-cluster structure for both players consisting of f fam
ilies. A straightforward approach is to use the same agglomerative clustering methods presented 
in Section 7. 1 . 1 .  We begin with each family consisting of a single cluster. We can think of a 
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family F as a super-cluster consisting of the prizes j E [ei) such that [ei) E F. Merging two 
families is equivalent to merging the super-clusters and we continue to merge families until only 
f families remain. The cluster improvement method cannot be applied, however, since we would 
have to be able to shift a cluster of prizes from one super-cluster to another or swap to clusters 
of prizes. 

We assume that the number of required families is given, rather than attempting to determine 
an appropriate number. 

7 . 1 . 3  Summary 

This section has reviewed basic clustering methods for traditional spherical clustering, devel
oped improvement methods for prize value weighted spherical clustering, proposed a different 
criterion for a cluster (namely the stringy cluster) suitable for highlighting promising harvesting 
subpaths and considered further aggregation of clusters to families. Hence, given the number of 
required clusters and families, we are able to apply the composite clustering strategy and a simple 
agglomerative family method to construct a family-cluster structure. 

7 .2  Family-Cluster Precedence Constrained Tactical Sub

problems 

Cluster constrained problems are not new to vehicle routing. One of the main heuristic con
cepts for the VRP is the so-called "cluster-first route-second" approach (see, e.g. , Hiquebran, 
Alfa, Shapiro and Gittoes [99) ) .  Chisman [39) , Jongens and Volgenant [ 121 ) ,  Laporte, Potvin 
and Quilleret [140) , Lokin [147) and Potvin and Guertin [177) study the Clustered Travelling 
Salesman Problem (CTSP) in which the cities are divided into clusters and each cluster of cities 
must be visited contiguously. Laporte and Nobert [139) consider yet another problem called the 
Generalized Travelling Salesman Problem (GTSP) in which the salesman must visit at least one 
city from each cluster. Laporte, Asef-Vaziri and Sriskandarajah [136) investigate the problem 
problem of determining a Hamiltonian circuit which passes through each cluster either at least 
once or exactly once-yet another problem called the GTSP. 

The fundamental CRP subproblems that naturally arise in the context of clusters are those of 
local, tactical conflict on a cluster and harvesting of a cluster under little or no tactical conflict. 
The tactical engines ORIGINAL-DT and PRIZE-DT of Chapter 6 are now extended to the strategic 
scenario where a sequence of clusters is given for each player to follow in such a way that a player 

cannot return to a cluster already visited and may have to fulfill certain harvesting criteria on each 
cluster. This is a central idea throughout this chapter since we assume, for planning purposes, 
that a player plans to visit a cluster only once. 

7 . 2 . 1  Tactical Planning Subproblem Formulation 

Suppose, for planning purposes, a family-cluster structure is given. We now impose a number of 
cluster precedence and harvesting rules upon a small problem. 
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I Rule 1 1  Cluster-No-Return. 

Recall the definition for a cluster as a set of prizes that are likely to be visited contiguously. 
Taking this definition literally, apply a cluster-no-return rule to each player: 

• Once a player has claimed a prize from some cluster, that player may not subsequently 
claim any prize from any previously visited cluster, i .e. , those prizes claimed by a player 
from a cluster must be visited contiguously. 

I Rule 2 1  Family-No-Return. 

Suppose that the clusters in a family are also to be visited contiguously. This is enforced by 
applying a family-no-return rule to each player: 

• Once a player has claimed a prize from a cluster from some family, that player may not 
subsequently claim any prize from any family which contains a prize from any previously 
visited family. 

I Rule 3 1  ANY-ALL-PCTSP Cluster Harvesting 

As a player moves through a cluster there are several possible requirements which we can impose 
on the subset of prizes player A must visit from that cluster. We impose one of three alternative 
harvesting requirements on the subset of prizes a player must visit from a cluster should that 
player claim any prize from that cluster. 

ANY: Need not claim any further prizes from the cluster. 

ALL: Must contiguously claim every prize from the cluster. 

PCTSP:  Must claim sufficient prizes from cluster [ei] to contiguously claim at least 1J[ci) in value 
from cluster reil . 

A cluster contained in both players' family-structure must be classified as an ANY cluster. We 
use the shorthand "ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement" as applying whichever definition is specified. 
The most general application of these ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements is that we could specify the 
requirement for each player for each cluster. However, we assume that one requirement applies 
to both players and all clusters and, if the PCTSP requirement is employed, then 1J[ci] is specified 
individually for each cluster reil . 

I Rule 4 1  Family-Sequence 

Independently for each player, we may prescribe a strict sequence on the set of families, defining 
an optional family-sequence rule: 

• The player must visit at least one prize from one cluster from a family before having the 
option of moving on to a cluster from the next family in the sequence. 

We use the shorthand "X-family-sequence" to denote that we apply the family-sequence require
ment to player X, since one player may have a family-sequence requirement while the other does 
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not. Note that there is never a prescribed sequence of clusters within a family, nor prizes within 
a cluster. 

I Rule 5 1  Final-Family 

Suppose player X has a family-sequence rule. Then we may optionally impose an additional 
final-family rule on player X: 

• Player X must claim at least one prize from some cluster in the last cluster of the X -family

sequence. 

We use the shorthand "X-final-family" (or the subscript 'FF') to denote that we apply the final

family requirement to player X, since one player may have a final-family requirement while the 
other does not. 

T Notation 

The following examples illustrate the notation we will use for specifying a family-sequence and 
fin al-family. 

Example 7.2 .1  

Single family: A-+{[I] ,  [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] } .  

No sequencing of families: A-+{ { [I) , (2] ) ,  { [3] , (4) } ,  { (5) } } .  
Families of a single cluster, no sequencing: A-+{ { [I)} , { [2) } ,  { (3) } ,  { (4) } ,  { (5) } } .  
Families of a single cluster, A-family-sequence, no-final-family: A-+{[I] }-+{ [3] }-+{ [4] } .  
A-family-sequence, no final-family: A-+{ [l], [2] , [3] }-+{ (4] , [5] } .  

A-family-sequence, final-family: A-+{ [l] , [3) }-+{ [4) , [5] } FF. 

T Comment 

o 

A small problem, with compulsory cluster-no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP re
quirements, stands on its own as a tactical planning problem for which we can propose simple 
extensions to the tactical engines ORIGINAL-DT and PRIZE-DT. Indeed these tactical engines 
(developed in Section 7.2.2) can immediately be used with the existing Small-DMS of Section 6.4. 

The optional family-sequence and final-family requirements require exogenous specification. 
We propose these requirements solely for the purposes of the specification of the strategic engine 
CLUSTER-DT in Section 7.5. In this case we solve the prize-planning-problem within a prize-frame 

proposed by CLUSTER-DT. The final-family requirement is useful for forcing the player to move 
through the family-sequence to reach a target family, or to determine if this is possible. In this 

context we may need to record the exit-prize, exit-stamp (time-stamp) and exit-value for each 
player from the first cluster they visit. 
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7.2.2 Tactical Engines 

We now discuss the straightforward changes required to ORIGINAL-OT and PRIZE-OT tactical en

gines in applying the cluster-no-return, family-no-return, family-sequence, final-family and ANY

ALL-PCTSP requirements. Several subproblems are investigated further in Appendix 7.A.2. 

7.2 .2 .1  Cluster Targeting 

Consider game tree node, j, of ORIGINAL-OT or PRIZE-OT. We associate with j the (projected) 
set of families QA and clusters QA which player A may still visit, and the (projected) set of 
families QB and clusters QB which player B may still visit, according to the family-no-return 
and cluster-no-return rules respectively.2 

Suppose the planning path, Px , is nonempty and the last prize claimed by player X on Px 
was from cluster rei]. We need to be able to determine if the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement of 
cluster [ei] has been satisfied by player X. Since the last prize claimed by player X was from 
cluster [ei] then the ANY requirement has already been satisfied. For the ALL requirement, this 

involves checking if any prizes from cluster [ei) remain unclaimed. For the PCTSP requirement, 
this involves recording the value accumulated from cluster [ei) thus far and checking if this is at 
least 7'1[ dJ · 

Algorithm 7.2 TARGET-CLUSTERS defines Sx : the set of target-clusters of player X .  Then 
let Qx = {j E Q : dXj � >.} n U[ciJESx [ei) be the set of target-prizes of player X. 

7.2 .2 .2 Prize Distances 

Let us define the DISTANCE subproblem. 

DISTANCE: Determine the earliest possible arrival-time of player X at each remaining prize in 
each cluster available to player X in an X-future-family satisfying the family-sequence, 
cluster-no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements of player X. 

Appendix 7.A.2.3 presents an algorithm for solving the distance subproblem. The arrival-time 
of player X at prize j is TX j . Let TX j = 00 for each prize j not available to player X and 

TXj = tx + dXj V j E Qx . 

7.2.2.3 Game Tree Bounding and Pruning Subproblems 

Suppose player X has an X -final-family requirement and hence, necessarily, an X -family-sequence. 
The subproblem POSSIBLE determines if player X can still satisfy the X -final-family requirement 
from a given game tree node j ;  if not, then the game tree search can be fathomed at that node. 

POSSIBLE: Does there exist a subpath for player X which satisfies the family-sequence, cluster
no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements and arrives at some prize 

from the final family in the family-sequence of player X no later than the global overall 
deadline >.? 

2Note on nomenclature: we use i for a tree node, i for a prize, rei) for a cluster, Q for a set of prizes, 
Q for a family of clusters and Q for a set of families. 
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Algorithm 7.2  definition TARGET-CLUSTERS 

end 

/ / Determine Sx , the set of target-clusters of player X. 
Input : j / / Game tree node. 
if (Px ¥ 0) then 

end 

Let [cxol be the cluster from which X last claimed a prize. 
if ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on [cxol not satisfied then 

return(Sx r { [cxom 
end 

if X -family-sequence applies then 

else 

/ / Suppose the X -family-sequence is {91 ,  92 , . . .  , 9m} . 
if X has claimed a prize from family gm then 

§x r {9m } 
else if (Px = 0) then 

§x r {9d 
else 

end 

Let k be the least k such that no prize has been claimed by 
player X from family 9k .  
§x r {9k-1 , 9d 

§x r (h 
end 
return(Sx r U 9) 

QE!h 
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An algorithm to solve the subproblem POSSIBLE is detailed in Appendix 7.A.2. 

At a game tree node j,  the definitions of the cooperative-value rt (j) (Definition 6.2. 1 ) ,  and 

the paranoid-value rx (j) ,  of player X, need to modified to account for the cluster-no-return and 
family-no-return rules and the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on each cluster visited. Algorithms 
that solve the subproblems COOPERATIVE VALUE and PARANOID VALUE are also detailed in 

Appendix 7.A.2. 

7.2.2.4 Tactical Subproblem: FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE 

This is the generalization of PRIZE-GUARANTEE to the family-cluster structure to handle cluster
no-return, family-no-return, family-sequence, final-family, and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements. 
The prize deadlines are determined using the DISTANCE subproblem of Appendix 7.A.2.3 and 
the prize-guarantee path is determined using the GUARANTEE subproblem of Appendix 7.A.2.6. 
Note that the DISTANCE subproblem incorporates the Y-family-sequence information and the 
PARANOID subproblem incorporates the X-family-sequence information. 

7.2.2.5 Tactical Engines: FAMILY-PRIZE-PARANOID and FAMILY-ORIGINAL-DT 

There is one further modification to PRIZE-PARANOID and ORIGINAL-DT required. Redefine 

so that a prize is only a lead-prize for player B if player B is able to arrive at that prize prior 
to player A. The resulting tactical engines are called FAMILY-PRIZE-PARANOID and FAMILY

ORIGINAL-DT. 

7.2.2.6 Tactical Engine: FAMILY-PRIZE-DT 

FUrther modifications to PRIZE-DT required. Firstly, redefine 

VA = {i E QA : TAi :S tB }  

CA = {i E (QA \ VA) : TAi :S TEi } 
RA QA \ (VA U CA)  
FA { {il , i2 } : i 1 , i2 E RA , i 1 =f. i2 } 

and the corresponding sets for player B. 

Secondly, consider B C> {Yl , Y2 } E F B · We know that both prizes Yl and Y2 are eventually 
targetable by player A since TAil < TBil and TAi2 < TBi2 ' However, it may not be true that either 

sequence Yl -+Y2 or Y2 -+Yl is available to player A due to the cluster-no-return, family-no-return 
or family-sequence constraints. 

• Suppose A C> 0 .  Since {Yl , Y2 } E F B,  both prizes are available to player A. Rather 
than rewrite all the expansion rules of PRIZE-DT for one-sided windows, we simple redefine 
window feasibility: 
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- If both Yl -+ Y2 and Y2 -+ Yl are available to player A then, as in Section 5 .2,3 we 

must determine if there exists a location, Z, for player B at time t B such that neither 

Yl -+ Y2 or Y2 -+ Yl are feasible to player A at time tA ' Such a location Z must 
satisfy constraints (7.3)-{7.5 ) .  

tA > tB + dBz dAYI + dYIY2 > dZY2 
dAY2 + dYI Y2 > dZYI 

(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 

- If Y2 -+ Yl is available to player A but Yl -+ Y2 is not, then we must determine if 
there exists a location, Z, for player B at time tB such that Y2 -+ Yl is not feasible 
to player A at time tA ' Such a location Z must satisfy constraints (7.3) and (7.5) . 
In particular Z need not satisfy constraint (7.4). The set of locations Z satisfying 
constraints (7.3) and (7.5) is called a Yl-sided feasibility window. 

If Yl -+ Y2 is available to player A but Y2 -+ Yl is not, then we must determine if 
there exists a location, Z, for player B at time tB such that Yl -+ Y2 is not feasi
ble to player A at time tA ' Such a location Z must satisfy constraints (7.3)-(7.4). 
In particular Z need not satisfy constraint (7.5) . The set of locations Z satisfying 
constraints (7.3)-(7.4) is called a Y2-sided feasibility window. 

If neither Yl -+ Y2 or Y2 -+ Yl are available to player A then no feasibility window is 
required. We say that the window-scenario is window-feasible even though it imposes 
no constraint on the passage of player B . 

• Suppose A I> x. We must first determine which of Yl and Y2 is available to player A before 
determining which sequences are available to player A. 

These modifications are all that are required to define the tactical engine: FAMILY-PRIZE-DT. 

7.2.3  Example Tactical Problem Revisited 

Chapter 6 compared the strategies determined by PRIZE-GUARANTEE and PRIZE-PARANOID (Sec

tion 6 . 1 .3) ,  ORIGINAL-DT (Section 6.2.4) and PRIZE-DT (Section 6.3.5) on the example problem of 
Figure 6 . 1 .  We now consider the tactics determined by FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE and FAMILY

PRIZE-DT for the same example problem, but with the clusters defined in Figure 7.2. 

7.2.3 . 1  Analysis of FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE Tactics 

Table 7 .1 presents the maximal FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpaths for each player, which are 
identical to the maximal PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpaths. 

7.2.3.2 Analysis of Player A's FAMILY-PRIZE-DT Tactics 

Table 7.2(a) gives the FAMILY-PRIZE-DT root game table for each player A. A MINIMAX analysis 

implies that player B will select a target from { I , 3, 4, 6} ,  i.e. , from the MAXIM IN section of the 

3Constraints (7.3)-(7.5) correspond to Constraints (5 . 29)-(5.31) respectively. 
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Prize v x 
1 202 0 .31 
2 137 0.28 
3 227 0.81 
4 153 0.48 
5 1 90 0.68 
6 91 0.68 

Total 1000 

y 
0. 16  
0.79 
0 .20 
0.40 
0.82 
0.33 

Player x y 
A 0 . 15 0.28 
B 0.36 0.84 

I Deadline I A = 00 

Cluster Prizes 
[IJ { 1 , 4} 
[2J {2, 5} 
[3J {3, 6} 

Figure 7.2: Example Tactical Problem with Clusters 
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Table 7. 1 :  Tactical Example of FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE 

0.' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

B 5 121 
0.' 2 
0.7 

0 .• 

D .• 

0.' • - 4  _ .� 
"6. 131 

0.3 A - , 
, 

0.2 '3 
III 

D.' 

°0��0.�' �0.2�0���0.�' �0.'�0�.'�0�.7���' ��.
� 

(a) Player A's Maximal 
FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE Subpath 

0.' 

2'. :.� - - - - -. - - - -5 (21 
0 .• 

0.7 

0 .• 

D •• 

0.' 4 
6 131 

0.3 A 
0.2 3 

III 
d.' 

(b) Player B's Maximal 
FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE Subpath 

game table. Hence player A's best lead prize is A EB 4 assuming B l> {6, I }  or B l> {3, I} with 
evaluation 661 .  Table 7.2(c) illustrates the commitment A EB 4 and B l> {6, I } .  This tactical 
scenario was previously explored in Section 6.3.5 with the same resulting evaluation. 

There are significant differences between the player A root game tables of FAMILY-PRIZE-DT 

and PRIZE-DT (see Table 6.5(a) on page 186) . For example, consider the scenario A EB 4 and 
B EB 2. Table 7.2(b) gives the corresponding FAMILY-PRIZE-DT game table for player A whilst 
Table 6 .5(b) gives the corresponding PRIZE-DT game table for player A. A MINIMAX evaluation 

of the FAMILY-PRIZE-DT game table implies B EB 5 and hence player A's best response is A EB 6 or 
A EB 3. The inference from the PRIZE-DT game table is also A EB 6 or A EB 3, but for player B it 
is different, namely B l> { I ,  6} or B l> { I ,  3} . This difference in tactics between FAMILY-PRIZE-DT 

and PRIZE-DT is due to the cluster-no-retum rule, which, in this case, prevents player B from 
claiming prize 5 unless it is claimed immediately following player B claiming prize 2. Table 7.2(d) 
illustrates the likely tactical game evolution anticipated by player A under the initial commitment 
to A Ee 4 and B EB 2. Note that player B eventually claims prize 1 since the cluster-no-retum rule 
prevents player A from returning to cluster [1] following A�4�6. 

7.2.3 .3 Analysis of Player B's FAMILY-PRIZE-DT Tactics 

Table 7.3(a) gives the FAMILY-PRIZE-DT root game table for each player B. A MINIMAX analysis 
implies that player A will target AEe4 and, hence, player B's best response is BEe5 with evaluation 
392. 

Consider further the tactical scenario A EB 4 and B EB 55. Table 7 .3(b) gives the corresponding 
FAMILY-PRIZE-DT root game table for each player B. A MINIMAX analysis implies that player A 
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0.' 

0.1 

0.7 

0.6 

0.' 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

D.' 

Table 7.2: Tactical Example of Player A FAMILY-PRIZE-DT Game Tables 

4 
6 
1 
3 

{2 , 5}  

2 5 {4, 6} {4, 3} {4, 1 }  {6, 3} {6, 1 }  {3 , 1 }  
471 673 00 00 00 00 � LlliJ 
318  520 508 508 508 00 571 508 
673 673 520 520 520 520 682 00 
227 429 508 364 508 429 508 508 

0 339 

(a) Player A Root FAMILY-PRIZE-DT Game Table 

5 { 1 , 6} { 1 , 3 } {6, 3}  
6 liDJ 661 661 471 
1 446 545 636 545 
3 1 471 1 380 661 380 

(b) A EB 4 (tA = 0.35) and B EB 2 (tB = 0.09) 

0 .• ;i:------- -�i '·' :  121 . . . 

;" 2 e . ... 
121 5 0.1 

0.7 

0.6 

0.' 

0.4 

6 13} 
0.3 

3 0.2 

III 
. 

D.'  
I'I � 

/ 
/ 

// 
I 

. . . . / ., ,I f '� 

. . . ... 131 

D
D�D�.' �D.2�D.3�D.4�D.�' �D�6 �D.7�D.I��.�' 

(c) Initial Commitment 
A EB 4 and B f> { I , 6} 

(d) Player A's Anticipated 
Tactical Game Evolution 

Assuming A Efl 4 and B Efl 2 
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will target A EB 1 and, hence, player 8's best response is B I> {6, 3} . Table 7.3 (c} illustrates the 

subsequent likely tactical game evolution anticipated by player B. 

7.2.4 S ummary 

We have designed the tactical engines FAMILY-PRIZE-PARANOID, FAMILY-ORIGINAL-OT and FAMILY

PRIZE-OT by adapting the tactical engines PRIZE-PARANOID, ORIGINAL-OT and PRIZE-OT to incor

porate family-cluster structures and a number of cluster precedence and harvesting constraints. 

In comparison with the ORIGINAL-OT and PRIZE-OT on the same set of prizes, we have reduced 

the breadth of the game tree since all planning paths which return to a cluster are now excluded; 

further reduction is also due to the streamlining effect of some undisputed clusters. 

Two further modifications are necessary to implement CLUSTER-OT. These are motivated and 

defined in Section 7.3.5 and Appendix 7.A.5 . 

• Earliest possible arrival-times, TXj , at each prize in the first family of an X-family-sequence 

may be specified-see Sections 7.3.5.3-7.3.5.4 and Appendix 7.A.5. The notation "TX � [ei]" 
means that player X arrives at each prize i E [ei] at time TXi . 

• Dynamic and static cluster window distance correction (see Appendix 7.A.5) . We use the 

notation " { [ei] } (W1 ) -+{[cj]}" to mean that we apply a dynamic cluster window distance 

correction to dij V i E  [ei] and j E [ej) . 

7.3 Strategic Cluster Building Blocks 

The overall focus of this chapter is to design a PRIZE-DT-like method which strategically analyses 

the problem in terms of contingent sequences of clusters. In this section we design the necessary 

strategic building blocks of CLUSTER-OT analogously to the corresponding building blocks of PRIZE

Dr. Subproblems involving planning paths of prizes through sequences of clusters arise naturally 

in this context . Several variations of the TSP in which the cities are partitioned into clusters have 

been studied previously. Each of these problems arise in various guises throughout this section. 

'Y Building Blocks Road Map 

We begin, in Section 7.3.1 ,  by considering a generalization of the idea of guarantee of a prize by 

a player to domination of a cluster. A prize can be collected by visiting its single point location. 

Since there are usually more than one prize in a cluster, decisions must be made as to which 

subset of prizes from a cluster are selected, and in which sequence. It is useful to make these 

prize decisions in the light of which cluster is to be the next target, i.e., to look through a cluster 

in targeting the next cluster and move through a cluster with the next target cluster fixed. Sec

tion 7.3.2 develops these concepts. Then follow the three key building blocks: Sections 7.3.3-7.3.5 

generalize PRIZE-GUARANTEE, the two prize problem and window feasibility to clusters and to 

the look-throughfmove-through paradigm. These building blocks are the CLUSTER-GUARANTEE 

strategic subproblem, the two cluster problem and the cluster feasibility windows. 
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Table 7.3: Tactical Example of Player B FAMILY-PRIZE-DT Game Tables 

4 6 1 3 {2, 5} 
2 339 492 455 583 

6�1 I 5 � 545 327 545 
{4, 6} 0 492 480 571 
{4 , 3} 0 492 480 492 
{4, 1 } 0 492 480 492 
{6, 3} 0 0 480 571 
{6, 1 } 339 339 318 571 
{3, 1 } 339 492 0 492 

(a) Player B Root FAMILY-PRIZE-DT Game Table 

0 .• 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.' 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

1 6 3 
2 327 327 327 

{6, 1 } 508 529 620 
{6, 3} 1645 1 508 508 
{ 1 , 3} 417 327 392 

(b) A El) 4 and B El) 5 

. . . . . . . .. 

(c) Player B's Anticipated 
Tactical Game Evolution 
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7.3 . 1  Dominance 

Strategic Cluster Building Blocks 229 

In the PRIZE-DT method we classified each remaining prize j according to 

• tA + dAj < tB + dBj - guaranteed to player A. 

• tA + dAj = tB + dBj - sharable prize. 

• tA + dAj > tB + dBj - guaranteed to player B. 

We wish to generalize these ideas to remaining clusters . If a cluster is a singleton then the cluster 

definitions should be equivalent to the prize definitions. 

Definition 7.3.1 
A cluster is dominated by player X if we estimate that player Y expects an insignificant 

value of prizes from a tactical engagement on that cluster. A cluster is non-dominated if neither 

player dominates that cluster. 0 

There are two keys to the definition of a dominated cluster. A tactical engagement on cluster 

[ei] is playing on that cluster in isolation of other remaining clusters. We require an evaluation 

method for estimating the value that the opponent expects from the tactical engagement and a 

threshold value which defines what is a significant value. At most one player should be able to 

dominate each cluster. 

7.3 . 1 . 1  Operational Definitions of Dominance 

There are two operational definitions of dominance that we consider in for CLUSTER-DT. 

PRIZE-GUARANTEE: If player Y cannot guarantee a prize from cluster reil , then player X domi
nates rei] .  

PRIZE-DT: If player Y has zero evaluation from cluster [ei] applying PRIZE-DT, then player X 
dominates reil . 

If a cluster is dominated by player X under the PRIZE-OT definition, then it is also dominated by 

player X under the PRIZE-GUARANTEE definition. The reverse is not necessarily true. 

Some alternative operational definitions of dominance are possible. 

ORIGINAL-DT: If player Y has zero evaluation from cluster [ei] applying ORIGINAL-DT, then 

player X dominates [ei) . 

PRIZE-DT-THRESHOLD: Associate with each cluster [ei] a value ((ci] , where 0 $ ((ci] $ v([eiJ) 
and v([eiJ) is the value sum of the prizes j E reil . If both players have evaluation � ((ci] 
from cluster [ei] applying PRIZE-OT, then [ei] is non-dominated. If player X has evaluation 

� ((d] from cluster [ei] applying PRIZE-OT and player Y cannot, then player X dominates. 
If neither player has evaluation � ((ci] from [ei] applying PRIZE-DT, then, if player Y has 

zero evaluation from [ei] applying PRIZE-DT, then player X dominates reil . 

ORIGINAL-DT-THRESHOLD : Similarly. 

PRIZE-GUARANTEE-THRESHOLD: Similarly. 
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PRIZE-DT-ALL: If player X has evaluation v([ei]) from cluster [ei] applying PRIZE-DT, then 

player X dominates [ei] .  

ORIGINAL-DT-ALL: Similarly. 

PRIZE-GUARANTEE-ALL: Similarly. 

These are not considered further since the PRIZE-GUARANTEE and PRIZE-DT are sufficiently il

lustrative of the black box approach and the application of further definitions would become 

repetitive. The two chosen were preferred since they are straightforward to compute and reflect 

the fact that those clusters deemed non-dominated are those clusters on which a tactical conflict 

can occur. 

7.3 .1 .2  Dominance and Cluster-lead 

We now reveal the relationship between dominance and the generalization of lead-prize to clusters. 

Definition 7.3.2 

Cluster [ei] is a cluster-lead for player X if  cluster [ei] is  available to player X (in the 

family-no-return sense) and either 

• cluster [ei] is not available to player Y (in the family-no-return sense) ; or 

• cluster [ci] is available to player Y (in the family-no-return sense) and player Y does not 

dominate cluster [ei ] .  

o 

If cluster [ei] is non-dominated and available to both players (in the family-no-return sense) , 

then it is a cluster-lead for both players. It is the definition of cluster-lead that generalizes the 

definition guaranteed prize and shareable prize. 

7.3.2 Look-through 

A cluster planning path, JlD A, associated with player A, consists of a sequence of clusters, a 

projected location A and a projected time-stamp tA ' A prize planning path, PA , associated with 

JlD A ,  consists of a sequence of prizes visited from the sequence of clusters visited in JP A .  These are 

initial definitions suitable for our present purposes but will be expanded as necessary to enable 

the design of the component building blocks of CLUSTER-DT. 

At each decision node of the PRIZE-DT game tree we have a projected location and projected 
time-stamp for each player associated with the planning paths P A and PB .  Consider the scenario 

A-+PA EBi and B-+PB EBj ,  i.e. , where each player commits to a target-prize. We project player A to 

the location of prize i and increase the time-stamp by the direct distance. Similarly for player B. 
When generalizing from prize-objects to cluster-objects, we generalize this process of updating 

the player locations and time-stamps in extending the players' corresponding cluster planning 
paths. Below are three possible generalizations. 
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1 .  Direct generalization. Suppose player A commits to cluster reil . We determine an 

intra-cluster subpath with a corresponding exit-prize from cluster [ei) ,  update the player 

A projected location to that of the exit-prize, and update the projected time-stamp by the 

length of that subpath. 

2. One cluster look-through. When determining an exit-prize from a cluster it would be 

useful to know which cluster is likely to be targeted next , so that the exit-prize from the 

cluster is essentially "optimized" for the next cluster target; it would also be useful to 

determine when the players move together from cluster to cluster in tactical conflict on 

each cluster. This means at each decision node we look through a committed cluster and 

propose scenarios for which clusters should be considered next. 

3. Entire cluster planning path look-through or m-cluster look-through. We could 

look through a sequence of two or more clusters in our planning path. The extreme of 

looking through the entire cluster planning path is that we never update the location and 

time-stamp of each player and look through the entire sequence of prizes thus far to propose 

scenarios for which clusters should be considered next. 

The difficulty with the direct generalization is that, if tB « tA, then it remains possible for 

a tactical conflict to occur on cluster reil which player A is planning to move through. Hence we 

must have a facility for remembering that player A is committed to cluster [ei) but has not yet 

determined a subpath through that cluster. 

The difficulty with the m-cluster look-through and the entire cluster planning path look-through 
generalizations is the discrepancy in the projected time-stamp of each player. The decisions made 

which are based upon those projected locations and time-stamps must reflect the information that 

is available at the time when the decision is made. Player A's subpath through the preceding 

clusters is too flexible for this purpose since, in planning this subpath, player A assumes that it 

knows too much in advance about which sequence of clusters player B intends to follow, which 

player A would not know in making the initial steps of such a subpath. Also, the repetitive 

computation of such long subpaths through the cluster planning paths would be computationally 

expensive. 

Hence, the one cluster look-through generalization is a useful compromise and is adopted 

throughout this chapter. It remains to further generalize dominance of a cluster when either 

player looks through some cluster (see Section 7.3.2. 1 )  and to generalize the process by which 

each player moves through the cluster they target, updating the player's projected location and 

time-stamp (see Sections 7.3.2.5 and 7.3.2.6) . 
We use the notation "A !> [ei)" to indicate that player A looks through cluster rei] . 

7.3.2 . 1  Dominance with Look-through 

We now turn to defining dominance of a cluster when either or both players look through a 

cluster. Figure 7.3 illustrates the three general cases of one cluster look-through. In each case we 

require a definition of dominance of cluster [1) .  As A !>  [2) in cases (i) and (iii) there are several 
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Figure 7.3: Cases of one cluster look-through dominance 

possible requirements which could be imposed on the subset of prizes player A must visit from 

cluster [2] en route to cluster [1 ] ;  similarly as B [> [3] in case (iii) . These clusters are shaded. 

In general , if player A looks through cluster [cxo] and either player B does not look through 

any cluster, or player B looks through cluster [CYo] (where [cxo] :j:. [CYo]) ,  we apply an ANY-ALL

PCTSP harvesting requirement as in Section 7.2 .1 ,  the same requirement on both players. 

Operational Definitions of Dominance 

The two operational definitions of dominance from Section 7.3. 1 . 1 ,  PRIZE-GUARANTEE and PRIZE

DT, are adapted slightly by replacing PRIZE-GUARANTEE with FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE (see 

Section 7.2.2.4) and replacing PRIZE-DT with FAMILY-PRIZE-DT (see Section 7.2.2.6) . 

Case (i) . A [> [2] . Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-+ {[2] }-t{ [1] } FF 

and B-+ {[l] }FF' If player Y has zero evaluation then, X dominates cluster [1 ] .  
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Case (ii) . A c> [2) and 8 c> [2) . Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to 

A--+{[2) }--+ {[l )}FF and 8--+ { [2] }--+{ [l) }FF. If player Y has zero evaluation then, X domi
nates cluster [1 ) . 

Case ( iii) . A c> [2) and 8 c> [3). Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to 

A--+{[2) }--+ { [l )}FF and 8--+{ [3) }--+{ [l )}FF. If player Y has zero evaluation then, X domi
nates cluster [1) . 

7.3 .2 .2  Preview of Move-through 

We now preview the process of player X moving through cluster [ei) when player X looks through 

cluster [ei) to some other cluster. The primary motivation is that a cluster is moved through only 

once. We consider either one player moves through the cluster or both players move through the 

cluster simultaneously. That cluster is subsequently not available for either player to target, even 

if prizes from that cluster remain unclaimed. This is the essence of considering of cluster-targets. 

For player X to move through cluster [ei) we require that either both players look through 

cluster [ei) or player X dominates cluster [ei) . It turns out that this is not quite restrictive enough, 

as a deadlock problem can occur. Consider the scenario in which player A--+[1]--+[2] and player 

8--+[2]--+ [1] .  Suppose that player A does not dominate cluster [1] and player 8 does not dominate 

cluster [2] according to the ANY requirement. Can player A move through cluster [1] or player 8 
move through cluster [2)? 

Definition 7.3.3 

Deadlock occurs when the players do not look through the same cluster but neither player 

dominates their look-through-cluster given their proposed cluster-lead and the proposed cluster

lead of the opponent. 0 

Deadlock is common in situations where resources are shared, such as computer Operating Sys

tems. Brookshear [29) shows that deadlock cannot occur unless all three of the following conditions 

are satisfied. 

1. There is competition for non-shareable resources. 

2. The resources are requested on a partial basis; that is, having received some resources, a 

program will return later to request more. 

3. Once a resource has been delegated, it cannot forcibly be retrieved. 

Hence deadlock can be prevented by removing any one of them. 

We now turn to algorithms which resolve this potential problem of deadlock so that one player 

can move through a cluster. 

7.3.2.3 Look-through: Deadlock Resolution 

There are potentially three scenarios in which deadlock can occur when employing either the ANY 

or peTSP requirement. 

(i) . A--+[1]--+ [2] and 8--+[2]--+[1 ]  (see Figure 7.4) ; or 
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(ii). A-t[I]-t[3] and B-t[2]-t[3] (see Figure 7.5) ; or 

(iii) .  A-t[I]-t [3] and B-t[2]-t[4] (see Figure 7.6) 

The following lemma is essential in the resolution of deadlock. 

Lemma 7.3.4 
If the ALL definition of domination is used then deadlock cannot occur. 

Proof: 
For player A to be able to claim a prize outside of cluster [1] there must be no prizes remaining 

available in cluster [1 ] , by definition of the ALL requirement. Similarly, for player B to be able 

to claim a prize outside of cluster [2] there must be no prizes remaining available in cluster [2] , 

by definition of the ALL requirement. Hence, we cannot simultaneously have player A claiming 

a prize from cluster [2] and player B claiming a prize from cluster [1] , regardless of which other 

clusters they may be required to travel through. • 

We employ a locking mechanism to ensure that deadlock can be resolved. When considering 

any of the cases (i)-(iii) above, we firstly place a lock on each player. The deadlock problem is 

the problem of determining which player to unlock, or possibly whether to unlock both players, 

thus allowing the possibility of one or both to move through their respective look-through-cluster. 

Lemma 7.3.4 implies that we can always apply the ALL requirement to resolve a deadlock 

problem. Algorithm 7.3 resolves the case in Figure 7.4, Algorithm 7.4 resolves the case in Fig

ure 7.5 and Algorithm 7.5 resolves the case in Figure 7.6. In each of these figures, the dashed 

arrows show the presumed, continued cluster-path for the purposes of determining dominance. 

7.3.2.4 Cluster-lead and Direct-cluster-Iead with Look-through 

We now define cluster-lead and direct-duster-lead where at least one player looks through 

a cluster. For cases (i) and (ii) of Figure 7.3 the definition of cluster-lead is the same as in 

Definition 7.3.2. Direct-cluster-Ieads are not required for cases (i) and (ii) .  By design, case (i) 

never occurs in CLUSTER-DT (see Section 7.5 .1 ) ,  but case (i) does occur in CLUSTER-PARANOID 

(see Section 7.3.3) , in which case there is no need to distinguish between cluster-lead and direct

cluster-lead. In case (ii) the cluster must have an ANY requirement and, hence, there is no 

meaningful sense of direct-lead for clusters. 

For case (iii) we need to make some modifications . Suppose A I> [cxo] and B I> [cyo] where 

[cxo] =I [cyo] .  We wish to be able to classify each cluster for each cluster as either a direct-cluster
lead, a cluster-lead or neither. 

If cluster [cyo] is available to player A (in the family-no-return sense) and cluster [cxo] is 

available to player B (in the family-no-return sense) , then cluster [cyo] is a candidate direct

cluster-lead for player A, and cluster [cxo] is a candidate direct-cluster-Iead for player B. Apply 

Algorithm 7.3 RESOLVE DEADLOCK TWO CLUSTER . 

• if only player A is unlocked then, cluster [cyo] is a direct-cluster-Iead for player A . 

• if only player B is unlocked then, cluster [cxo] is a direct-cluster-Iead for player B. 
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B 
Figure 7.4: Possible deadlock scenario: A---t [I]---t [2] and B---t [2]---t [I ] .  

Algorithm 7.3 procedure RESOLVE DEADLOCK TWO CLUSTER 

end 

/ / Determine which players to unlock, resolving deadlock situation if 
/ / necessary. 

Determine if player A dominates [1) given that B---t [2)---t [1] or if player B 
dominates [2) given that A---t [l)---t [2) according to the prescribed 
ANY-ALL-PCTSP definition. 
if neither dominates then 

end 

/ / 3 Deadlock. Break by replacement with: 
Determine if player A dominates [1 ] given that B-+[2]-+[l] or if 
player E dominates [2] given that A-+[I]-+[2] according to the ALL 
definition. 

if both dominate then 
Unlock both player A and player B. 

else if player A dominates [1] then 
Unlock player A only. 

else 
Unlock player E only. 

end 
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[1 ] 
A 

Figure 7.5: Possible deadlock scenario: A-+[lJ-+[3J and B-+[2J-+ [3J . 

Algorithm 7.4 procedure RESOLVE DEADLOCK THREE CLUSTER 

end 

/ / Determine which players to unlock, resolving deadlock situation if 
/ / necessary. 

Determine if player A dominates [1] given that B-+[2]-+ [3]-+ [1] or if 
player B dominates [2] given that A-+[1]-+[3]-+[2] according to the 
prescribed ANY-ALL-PCTSP definition. 
if neither dominates then 

end 

/ / 3 Deadlock. Break by replacement with: 
Determine if player A dominates [1] given that B-+[2]-+[3]-+[1] or if 
player B dominates [2] given that A-+[1]-+[3]-+[2] according to the 
ALL definition. 

if both dominate then 
Unlock both player A and player B. 

else if player A dominates [1] then 
Unlock player A only. 

else 
Unlock player B only. 

end 

B 
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Figure 7.6: Possible deadlock scenario: A--t[I]--t [3] and B--t[2]--t [4] . 

Algorithm 7.5 procedure RESOLVE DEADLOCK FOUR CLUSTER 

end 

/ / Determine which players to unlock, resolving deadlock situation if 
/ / necessary. 

Determine if player A dominates [1 ]  given that B-+[2]-+[4]-+[1 ]  or if 
player B dominates [2] given that A-+[1]-+[3]-+[2] according to the 
prescribed ANY-ALL-PCTSP definition . 
if neither dominates then 

end 

/ / 3 Deadlock. Break by replacement with: 
Determine if player A dominates [1] given that B-+[2]-+[4]-+[1] or 
if player B dominates [2] given that A-+[1]-+[3]-+[2] according 
to the ALL definition. 

if both dominate then 
Unlock both player A and player B. 

else if player A dominates [1] then 
Unlock player A only. 

else 
Unlock player B only. 

end 
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• if both players are unlocked then, neither cluster [exoJ nor cluster [cyoJ are direct-cluster

leads nor cluster-leads. 

Now consider a cluster [eiJ i { [exoJ ,  [CYoJ } .  Cluster [eiJ is a candidate cluster-lead for player 

X if cluster [eiJ is available to player X (in the family-no-return sense) and either 

• cluster [eiJ is not available to player Y (in the family-no-return sense) ; or 

• cluster [eiJ is available to player Y (in the family-no-return sense) and player Y does not 

dominate cluster [eiJ according to the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement. 

There are three cases to consider: 

(i) . Suppose cluster [CYo] is available to player A (in the family-no-return sense) , cluster [exo] is 

available to player 13 (in the family-no-return sense) , and cluster [ei] is a potential-cluster

lead for both players . To determine if cluster [ei] is a direct-cluster-lead or a cluster-lead, 

we apply Algorithm 7.4 RESOLVE DEADLOCK THREE CLUSTER. 

• if only player A is unlocked, then cluster [eiJ is a direct-cluster-Iead for player A and 

a cluster-lead for player B. 

• if only player B is unlocked, then cluster [eiJ is a direct-cluster-Iead for player B and 

a cluster-lead for player A. 

• if both players are unlocked, then cluster [eiJ is a cluster-lead for both player A and 

player 13. 

(ii) . Suppose cluster [eiJ is a potential-cluster-Iead only for player A. Let TB be the earliest 

possible exit time for player 13 from cluster [eyoJ , given that player B must visit ALL prizes 

from cluster [CYo]. Cluster [eiJ is a direct-cluster-Iead for player A if player A can determine 

a path through ALL prizes from cluster [exoJ followed by ALL prizes from cluster reil and 

exit from cluster [ei] no later than time TB . We apply the ALL definition rather than the 

ANY-ALL-PCTSP definition for cluster reil since we cannot a priori determine which prizes 

player A will eventually claim from cluster [eiJ and, hence, the most restrictive assumption 

is that player A must be able to claim all the prizes from cluster reil . 

Similarly for player 13. 

(iii) .  If cluster [ei] is a potential-cluster-Iead for player X, and neither of cases (i)-(ii) apply, 

then cluster [ei] is a cluster-lead for player X. 

7.3.2.5 Direct-duster-lead Move-through 

We use the notation "A--+JID A E9 [cxoJ [> [ext J" to mean that player A moves through cluster [exoJ 
while committed to cluster [ex ! J  as the next look-through cluster. 

Suppose A [> [1] and 13 [> [2J . Figure 7.7 illustrates the two cases for player A moving through 

cluster [1 ] to a direct-cluster-lead. Cluster [2J is a direct-cluster-lead of player A in case (a) and 

cluster[3J is a direct-cluster-lead of player A in case (b) . 
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X B 
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(a) A-+I? A EB [1] I> [2] while B I> [2] (b) A-+I? A EB [1] I> [3] while B I> [2] 

Figure 7.7: Direct-duster-lead move-through cases. 

Case (a) . Cluster [2] is a direct-cluster-lead of player A. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-t{ [1 ] }-t { [2] }FF and 

B-t{[2] } -t { [1 ] }  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [1] of 

player A. Note there is no B-final-family requirement. 

Case (b) . Cluster [3] is a direct-cluster-lead of player A. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-t{[1 ] }-t{ [3]}FF and 

B-t { [2] }-t{ [1 ] ' [3]} to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [1 ] 
of player A. Note there is no B-final-family requirement. 

7.3.2.6 Look-through: Move-through Cluster-lead 

Suppose A I> [cxo] and cluster [CXl ]  is a cluster-lead of player A, but not a direct-cluster-lead. 

Also suppose B I> [cyo] and cluster [cyd is a cluster-lead of player B, but not a direct-cluster-lead. 

Since [CXl ]  and [cyI J are not direct-cluster-leads, we have [cxo] i [CYd and [CX l ]  i [CYo] .  

There are four general cases as illustrated in  Figure 7.8. The solid arrows in  the figure 

represent the proposed sequence of clusters for player A, and the dashed arrows represent the 

proposed sequence of clusters for player B, plus those "worst possible" continuations which assist 

in determining player A's sub path to move through cluster [1 ] .  

Case (i) : [cxo] = [CYo] and [cxd = [CYd 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-+{[cxoJ }-+{[cxI J }FF and 

B-+{[cxoJ }-+{ [cxd} FF to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster 

[cxo] of player A, and the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [cxo] of player 

B.  

Case (ii ) :  [cxo] = [CYo] and [cxd i [cyd 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-+ { [cxoJ }-t { [CXl ] }  FF and 

B-t{[cxoJ}-t{ [CYd}-t{[cxd}  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from 
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Figure 7.8: Cluster-lead move-through cases from player A's perspective. 
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Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-7 {[cxoJ } -7 { [cxd } -7 { [CYI ) }  
and B-7{[cxoJ }-7{ [CYt J }  FF to  determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from dus

ter [cxo) of player B. 

Case (iii) : [cxo) :f [cyo) and [CXt ) = [CYd 

Since [CXl ) is a duster-lead for both players, and is not a direct-duster-lead for either player, 

there can be no problem with deadlock. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-7{ [cxo J }-7 { [CXt J }FF and 

B-t{ [CYoJ }-7{ [cxd}-7{ [cxo)}  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from 

cluster [cxo) of player A. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-7{[cxoJ }-7{ [CXt ] } -t { [CYoD 

and B-7{ [cyoJ }-7{ [CXt ) }FF to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from clus

ter [cxo) of player B. 

Case (iv) : [cxo) :f [cYo] and [CXt ] :f [CYd 

Theorem 7.3.5, below, shows that there can be no problem with deadlock. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-7{[cxo] }-7 { [CXt ) }FF and 

B-t { [CYo )}-7 { [CYt J }-7 ( [cxo) ,  [cxd} to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value 

from duster [cxo] of player A. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-7{[CXO)}-7 { [CX I ) }-7{ [CYO) , [cyd }  
and B-7 { [ClJoJ }-7 ( [CYI ) }  FF to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from clus

ter [cxo] of player B. 

There is the potential that a problem with deadlock might arise in case (iv) . Applying 

Algorithm 7.5 RESOLVE DEADLOCK FOUR CLUSTER would determine which players may move 

through their look-through cluster. The situation in which one player is committed to a sequence 

of two clusters is potentially awkward. However, the definitions of cluster-lead and direct-duster

lead in Section 7.3.2.4 have been specifically crafted so that this cannot occur since, in such a 

situation, one of the cluster-leads would actually be a direct-cluster-lead and so the matchup 

never occurs. The argument is made more precise in the following lemma. 

Theorem 7.3.5 

Suppose A !>  [1) ,  cluster [3) is a cluster-lead of player A, B !>  [2] and cluster [4) is a cluster

lead of player B, as in case (iv) of Figure 7.8. Then Algorithm 7.5 RESOLVE DEADLOCK FOUR 

CLUSTER would unlock both players and hence player A can move through cluster [1] and player 

B can move through cluster [2] . 

Proof: 

We show that we can satisfy the conclusion of Algorithm 7.5 RESOLVE DEADLOCK FOUR 

CLUSTER by applying what we can deduce from applying Algorithm 7.4 RESOLVE DEADLOCK 

THREE CLUSTER. 
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• Suppose player A does not dominate cluster [1] given that 8-+[2]-t[4]-+[1] according to 

the prescribed ANY-ALL-PCTSP definition. 

Since cluster [4] is not a direct-cluster-lead for player 8, Algorithm 7.4 RESOLVE 

DEADLOCK THREE CLUSTER must unlock both players and hence player B does not 
dominate cluster [2] given that A-t[1 ]-+[4]-t [2] according to the prescribed ANY

ALL-PCTSP definition. 

Hence, Algorithm 7.4 RESOLVE DEADLOCK THREE CLUSTER would apply the dead

lock breaking criterion. Again, since cluster [4] is not a direct-cluster-lead for player 

B, Algorithm 7.4 RESOLVE DEADLOCK THREE CLUSTER must unlock both players. 

Hence, player A does dominate cluster [1 ] ,  given that 8-+[2]-t [4]-t[1] according to 

the ALL definition . 

• Similarly, if player 8 does not dominate cluster [2] , given that A-t[1]-t[3]-+[2] according 

to the prescribed ANY-ALL-PCTSP definition then, by Algorithm 7.4 RESOLVE DEADLOCK 

THREE CLUSTER, player B does dominate cluster [2] , given that A-t[l]-+[3]-+[2] according 

to the ALL definition. 

Hence, both players would be 'Unlocked by Algorithm 7.5 RESOLVE DEADLOCK FOUR CLUSTER, 

as required. • 

7.3.3 Strategic Subproblem: CLUSTER-GUARANTEE 

We now design a generalization of the PRIZE-GUARANTEE method to clusters using the building 

blocks we have constructed thus far. Several initialisation scenarios are possible in which either 

player looks through a cluster which is a cluster-lead for that player. The resulting strategic 
s'Ubproblem - to determine a sequence of clusters, each of which is a cluster-lead from the previous 

scenario - is called CLUSTER-GUARANTEE. 

A cluster planning path4 is a sequence of cluster-targets. A projected game position 

consists of a pair of cluster planning paths, IPA for player A and IPB for player B; a pair of 

projected locations, A and B; a projected set of remaining clusters, Q; and a pair of sets 

of projected arrival-times at each prize, rAj and rBj Vj E Q. 

A decision tree node is defined by a projected game position plus, possibly, a lookthrough 

cluster for either or both players. The decision tree root node corresponds to the current position 

of the game with PA = 0, PB = 0 and tA = tB = to, where to is the current time on the game 

clock. 

7.3.3. 1 Decision Tree Generation 

We now define how to generate the CLUSTER-GUARANTEE decision tree by expanding a given 

decision tree node j to define the game position corresponding to each of its children. The 

expansion rules define transitions between five different types of decision tree node. At some 

4We use IPA for a cluster planning path for player A and PA for a prize planning path for player A. 
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decision tree node j let D A be the set of direct cluster leads and let LA be the set of cluster leads 
of player A. 

Case (CP! ) .  A I> 0 and B I> 0. 

Case (CP2) . A I> [cxol and B I> 0. 

• V [cxI l  E D A U LA,  commit A-t1P' A EB [cxol I> [cxIJ which involves moving player A 
through cluster [cxol ,  as in case (I) of Section 7.3.3.2 below. This is illustrated in 

Figure 7.9. 

Case (CP3) . A I> 0 and B I> [CYol. 

• If [cyol E DA U LA , commit A-tIP'A I> [cyol· 

• V [exI l  E (D A U LA) \ { [cyo]} ,  commit A-t1P' A I> [cxI] .  

Case (CP4) .  A I> [cxol and B I> [cxol .  

• V [exI J  E D A ULA , commit A-t1P' A EB [cxol l> [cxIJ and B-tIP'B EB [cxol 1> 0, which involves 

moving both players through cluster [cxo], as in case (II) of Section 7.3.3.2 below. 

Note that this is the only case of CLUSTER-GUARANTEE in which player B moves through 

a cluster. This is necessary since each cluster can be moved through at most once, either 

by a single player or jointly by both players. 

Case (CP5) . A I> [cxol and B I> [cyol where [cxol =f. [cyol · 

• If [cyol E LA U DA ,  commit A-tIP'A EB [cxol I> [CYol · 

• V [exIJ E (D A U LA) \ { [cyo] } ,  commit A-t1P' A EB [cxol I> [cxI l ·  

7.3.3.2 Move-through Operations 

There are two specialist CLUSTER-GUARANTEE move-through procedures that require definition. 

(I) . A-t1P' A EB [cxol I> [cxI l and B-tIP'B I> 0.  

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-t{ [exo]} -t { [exI J}FF with 

B-t{ [exoJ ,  [exl ]} to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [exol 
of player A. 

(II). A-t1P' A EB [exol l> [cxI] and B-tIP'B EB [cxol I> 0. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-t{[exo] }-t{ [exI J }FF with 

B-t { [cXO ] }-t{ [CXl ] }  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [exol 
of player A. 

We must also move player B through cluster [cxol .  Since player B has no (sec

ondary) target cluster, from the conservative perspective of player A, we can consider 

each possible target cluster for player B in turn. For each [cyI J E Q \ { [exol ,  [exIJ} 

apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to B-t {[CXO] } -t { [CYl ] }FF with 
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Figure 7.9: Specialist Case (1) Move-through for CLUSTER-GUARANTEE 

A-..+ { [cxo]) -..+ { [cxd}-"+{ [CYd} to determine the exit-prize j E [cxol and exit-time XBj from 

cluster [cxol of player B and define TBk = XBj + djk Vk E [cyd . Now let E t>  TB t>< 0, which 

means that, although player B has no commitment to look through a cluster, we use TBk 

as the earliest possible entry time of player B at any remaining prize and tB is no longer 

employed. 

7.3.3.3 Evaluation of terminal decision node 

If a decision node is terminal (i.e. has no children, since there are no cluster-leads for player A 
from that decision node) then, if A t> [cxoJ ,  we need to estimate the remaining claim of player A 

on: 

(I) . E t>  0 or E t>  [exol .  

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT t o  A-..+{ [exo] }  with B-..+ { [cxo] }  to 

determine the exit-value from cluster [exol of player A. 

(11) .  E t>  [cyol -::fi [exol · 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-..+ { [exo]} with 

B-..+ { [C1Jo] }-"+{ [exo] }  to determine the exit-value from cluster [exol of player A. 

7.3.3.4 Searching the Decision Tree 

To use a Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm, we need to supply an upper bound on the possible 

value remaining. One possibility is the sum of the values of all prizes in the clusters in V A U .cA 

and also [ex!)  if At> [ex! ) .  Hence, we can search the decision tree by considering the best branch at 

each decision tree node. However, we may do better by stopping at that cluster, i .e. , if A t> [exoJ ,  
then we may also consider no further branching as the evaluation. 

Suppose A t>  [exo) . If E t>  0 or B t> [exoJ ,  apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE

DT to A-..+ { [exo]}  with B-..+ { [exo)}  to determine the exit-value from cluster [exo) of player A. 
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If B [> [CYo] =F [cxo] , apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-t{[cxo ] }  with. 

B-t{ [cxo] }  to determine the exit-value from cluster [cxo] of player A. 

7.3.3.5 Example Strategic Problem 

The strategic example problem of Figure 7 . 10 is used throughout this chapter to illustrate the 

strategic analysis proposed by various strategic subproblems and strategic engines. The clusters 

are predefined for this problem and there is only one family. 

T Analysis of A [> 0 and B [> 0 
Table 7.4(a) shows that the lead clusters for player A are CA = { [I] ,  [5] } and Table 7.4(b) shows 

that the lead clusters for player B are CB = { [I ] ,  [2J, [3J , [4]} .  Table 7.4(c) shows the maximal 

player A FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpath, A-t14-t12-t12, with prize total 179, and Ta

ble 7.4(d) shows the maximal player B FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpath, A-t ll-t9-t6-t7-t8, 

with prize total 373. 

Player A's CLUSTER-GUARANTEE Subpath 

• Consider the scenario A [>  [lJ .  Table 7.5(a) shows a hyperbolic curve which are those points 

of equal earliest arrival time give that A [> 1, i.e., player A must travel via prize 1 .  This 

shows that if A [> [1 J then there are no following cluster leads for player A. Thus, the 

maximal cluster guarantee path, given A [> [1] , is A-t[lJ as in Table 7.5(c}. 

• Consider the scenario A [> [5J . Table 7.5(b) shows another equal earliest arrival time curve, 

given that player A must collect all the prizes from cluster [5J . However, the curve is 

piecewise hyperbolic (with breakpoints shown with a small ' * ') since the three sections of 

the curve correspond to the three possible exit prizes of player A from cluster [5J . Hence, 

if A [> [5J , then there are no following cluster leads for player A. Thus the maximal cluster 

guarantee path, given A [> [1] ,  is A-t [5J as in Table 7.5(d) . 

• In summary, the maximal cluster guarantee path for player A is A-t[5J , i.e., 

playerA-t14-t12-t 13, with prize total 199. 

Player B's CLUSTER-GUARANTEE Subpath 

• Consider the scenario B [> [lJ. Table 7.6(a) shows the equal earliest arrival curve, given that 

player B must claim at least one prize from cluster [lJ. Note that B-t2-t3 is guaranteed, 

but there is no other guaranteed sub path which includes both prize 2 and prize 3. Thus 

the maximal cluster guarantee path, given B [> [1] ,  is B-t2-t3, with prize total 243, as in 

Table 7.6(c) . 

• Consider the scenario B [> [2]. Table 7.6(b) shows the equal earliest arrival curve, given 

that player B must claim both prizes from cluster [2J. This suggests that player B can 

subsequently target cluster [3] . Thus, the maximal cluster guarantee path, given B [> [2], 

is B-t5-t4-t6-t7-t8, with prize total 372, as in Table 7.6(d) . 
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Prize 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 

Total 

v x y 
43 0 .46 0.29 
68 0.42 0.32 
80 0.35 0 .28 
64 0.23 0.53 
99 0.21 0.45 
35 0.39 0.76 
82 0.32 0 .80 
92 0.32 0.87 
66 0.63 0.60 
94 0 .70 0.54 
98 0.63 0.55 
46 0 .80 0.28 
60 0.87 0.30 
73 0 .80 0.34 

1000 

Player x y 
A 0.73 0 . 13  
B 0.33 0.62 

I Deadline I A = 00 

Cluster Prizes 
[IJ { 1 , 2, 3} 
[2J {4, 5} 
[3J {6, 7, 8} 
[4J {9, 10, 1 1 }  
[5J { 12, 13, 14} 

Figure 7. 10: Example Strategic Problem 
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Table 7.4: Strategic Example of Player A CLUSTER-GUARANTEE 
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{4} 
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5 

D." {5} 

2 1 
: 14 

0.3 3 AQ.-1-3 
" . ' 

02 . . . . . 
{I} , 

A 
0.1 

(c) Player A Maximal 
FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE Subpath 

. . , 
0 .• 8 
0.1 {3} 7. '6 

I '. 0.7 {4} I 

0.6 . . . . . . . ,., � - .. .. ' . .. 

4' , 
0.5 {2} , 

, 5 
D." . . . .  {5} 

14 
0.3 1 2  1 3 
02 

A 
0.1 

0 
0 0.1 D .• 0.3 D." 0.5 0.8 0.7 D." 0 .• 

(b) LB = { [I] , [2] , [3] , (4] ) 

0 .• 
" " .  

� 
0.8 {3} 7 , 6, 0-' 
0.7 {4} 

D." B - _ '9 
4 ., -' 1'1 1 0  

0.5 {2} 5 
D." {5} 

2 1 
1 4  

0.3 3 1 2  1 3 
D.' . . .. . . 

{I} A 
0.1 

(cl) Player A Maximal 
FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE Subpath 
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Table 7.5: Strategic Example of Player A CLUSTER-GUARANTEE 

0.' 

0 .• {3J 

0.7 

0.' 

0.' {2J 4 
5 

0.' 

0.3 

0.' 

0.1 

a 
7 6 

B 9 1 1  1 0 {4J 

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0." O,S 0.6 0.7 0.' 0,0 

{5J 

(a) A !>  [IJ Cluster Lead Division 

0.' a 
0 .• {3J 7 6 
0.7 {4J 

0.' 

0.' {2J 4 
5 

0.' {5J 

0.3 

0.2 ' . . . . . . 
{IJ 

0.1 

°0
L-�

O
L
.l�0�.'�0�.3�0�.'�O�'�0.�'�0.�7�O�. -70.�'

� 

0.1 

9 1 1 1 0 {4J 

{5J 1 4 ..., 
1 2  13 ; I ' " 

°0L--0.�,�0.�' �0.-3 �0.-. �O�. �0 .• ��0.7��0 .• --0� .• � 

(b) A [> [5J Cluster Lead Division 

0 .• a 
0 .• {3J 7 6 
0.7 {4J 
0.' B 9 4 1 1 1 0 
0.' {2J 5 
0.' ...

. . . . . . . . . . (5J 

0.3 3 2 1 />3 ) 0.2 . . . . . . . . . . 

(IJ 
0.1 

°0��0.�,�0.�'�0.�3 �0.�. -70.�. �0 .• ��0.7��0 . • �0� . • � 

(c) A---+ [IJ CLUSTER-GUARANTEE Path (d) A---+ [5J CLUSTER-GUARANTEE Path 
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Table 7.6: Strategic Example of Player B CLUSTER-GUARANTEE 

0 .• 

0.' 

0.7 

0.6 

0.' 

0.' 
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0.' 

0.. 

9 
1 1  1 0  

(41 

1 4  
1 2 13 

A 

(51 

���o.�' �0.'--�0�--0�.'--0�.'--0�.'�0.�7 �o..--�0.O--J 

(a) B r>  [1]  Cluster Lead Division 

0 .• 8 
0 .• (31 7 6 
D.7 (41 
0.' 

\, 
9 

4 1 1  1 0  
o.s (21 5 
0.< (51 

1 4  
D.3 1 2 1 3 .. 
D.' . . . . . . 

(11 A 
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0.' (31 
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0.' 

0.' (21 4 
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0.' (51 
14 

0.3 1 2  1 3 
0.' .. . . . . . . . . . . 

(11 A 
0.' 

°D��D.-. �0.'--0�.3--0�.--D� . • �0.�. �0.7��o..��0..
--J 

(b) B r> [2] Cluster Lead Division 

0 .• . . ' . . . . . 

6! 
0 .• (31 

i 
D.7 (41 

D.' 9 
1 1  1 0  

o.s (21 

0.< . . . . . . . (51 
.. 1 4  

0.3 
3 

2 1 1 2  1 3 
0.2 

(11 A 
D.' 

D
D��D.�. �D.2--D�.3--0�.<�0�.S�D.�. �0.7��0..��0 .• --J 

(c) B-+[l] CLUSTER-GUARANTEE Path (d) B-+[2]-+[3] CLUSTER-GUARANTEE Path 
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Table 7.7: Strategic Example of Player 8 CLUSTER-GUARANTEE 

... B 

... (3) 7 6 
•. 7 

(4) 
... 
... (2) 4 

5 
•.. . " . . . . . (5) 

2 1 
1 4  

•. 3 3 1 2 1 3  
•. 2 . . . . . . . . 

(I) A 
•• 1 

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0

.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 O,g . ���--������--��� o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0. 5 0.6 0.7 0.' 0.8 

(a) 8 c> [3] Cluster Lead Division (b) 8 c> [4] Cluster Lead Division 

..• ..• 
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... 
•. 7 
... 
.

.. (2) 

(4) 

9 
1 1  1 0  

... 

ro . . . . . . ..

. . � . . . . . . 
�J 

4 "" �1 1 0 ..' 

..7 

... 
•.• (2) 

5 
•.. IS) •.. IS) 

1 4  
•. 3 •. 3 1 2 1 3  
•. 2 •. 2 . . . . . . . . 

A P) 
A 

•. 1 •. 1 

·.�� •. �, � •. �2 � •. 3�� •. • �.� . • �.� . • � •. 77��.�� •.• � ��7 •. �, �.��.�.3�.� . • �.7 . • -7 •. �. � •. 7�� •. • �.� . • � 
(c) 8-+[3]-+[2] CLUSTER-GUARANTEE Path (d) 8-+[4]-+[3] CLUSTER-GUARANTEE Path 
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• Consider the scenario B I> [3] Table 7.7(a) shows the equal earliest arrival curve, given 

that player B must claim all the prizes from cluster [3] . This suggests that player B can 

subsequently target cluster [2] . Thus the maximal cluster guarantee path, given B I> [3] , is 
B-t6-t7-t4-t5, with prize total 280, as in Table 7.7(c) . 

• Consider the scenario B I> [4] Table 7. 7(b) shows the equal earliest arrival curve, given 
that player B must claim all the prizes from cluster [4] . This suggests that player B can 
subsequently target cluster [3]. Thus the maximal cluster guarantee path, given B I> [4] , is 
B-tll-t9-t6-t7-t8, with prize total 373, as in Table 7.7(d) . 

• In summary, the maximal cluster guarantee path for player B is B-t[4]-t[3] , i .e. , 
B-tll-t9-t6-t7-t8, with prize total 373. 

T Analysis of A !> [1] and B !> [1] 

Consider the scenario A I>  [1] and BI> [1]. Table 7.8(a) shows the equal earliest arrival curve, given 

that both players must claim at least one prize from cluster [1] . Table 7.8(c) shows the maximal 
cluster guarantee paths for each player. The possible cluster guarantee paths for player A are 
A-t[I]-t[5], of value 176, and A-t[I]-t[4] , of value 207. The possible cluster guarantee paths for 
player B are B-t[I]-t[3] ' of value 277, and B-t[1]-t[2]-t [3] , of value 417. 

T Analysis of A !> [5] and B !>  [3] 

Consider the scenario A I> [5] and B I> [3]. Table 7.8(b) shows the equal earliest arrival curve, 
given that player A must claim all the prizes from cluster [5] and player B must claim all the 
prizes from cluster [5]. Table 7.8(d) shows all the posible cluster guarantee paths for each player. 
The possible cluster guarantee paths for player A are A-t[5]-t [I] , of value 237, and A-t[5]-t [4] , 

of value 227. The possible cluster guarantee paths for player B are B-t[3]-t [2], of value 372, and 
B-t[3]-t [4] , of value 101 .  

T Discussion 

We have provided an example for each of the possible initialisation scenarios of CLUSTER

GUARANTEE. These will be employed extensively in illustrating the strategic scenarios of CLUSTER

PARANOID (Section 7.4.2) and CLUSTER-DT (Section 7.5 .4) . 

7.3.4 Two Cluster Problem 

We now strategically analyse the Two Cluster Problem, which is analogous to the two prize 
problem of Section 5 . 1 ,  using the tools of cluster-lead, look-through, move-through and CLUSTER

GUARANTEE developed in the previous sections. 

7.3.4. 1 One Cluster Problem 

Once one cluster has been moved through from a two cluster problem,' we have only one cluster 
remaining, cluster [ei]. Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-t{ [ei] } with 
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Table 7.8: Strategic Example of CLUSTER-GUARANTEE 
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B�{ [ei)} to  determine the exit-value from cluster [ei) of player A.  This exit-value i s  the player A 
evaluation of the one cluster problem. 

7.3.4.2 Additional Move-through Cases 

We will require three additional specialist move-through cases as follows. These arise because 

player B has no further possible clusters to target but either both players or only player A must 

move through a cluster. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{ [ei1) }�{ [ei2) } FF with 

B�{ [ei1) }�{ [ei2) } to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [ei1 ]  of 

player A. Also apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to B� { [ei1] }  with 

A�{ [ei1)}  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [ei1 ]  of player B.  

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to  A�{ [ci1] }  with B�{ [ei2]} � { [eil] } to 

determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [ei1 ]  of player A. Also apply 

FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to B�{ [ei2]} with A�{[ei1 ] }�{ [ei2)} to deter

mine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [ei2] of player B. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{[ei1] }�{[ei2]} FF with B�{[ci2]} 
to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [eid of player A. 

7.3.4.3 Evaluation of Scenarios 

Determine the cluster-leads of each player with no look-through . 

• Suppose cluster [eil ]  is a cluster-lead of both players. We must define an evaluation of the 

scenario A t>  [eid and B t> [ei1 ) .  Determine if cluster [ei2] is a cluster-lead for one or both 

players given both players look through cluster [ei1 ] .  

- If  cluster [ei2] i s  a cluster-lead for both players, then move both players through 

cluster [eid according A-+IP' A ffi [eid t> [ci21 and B-+IP'B ffi [ei1] I> [ei21 (case (i) of 

Section 7.3.2.6) . 

- If cluster [ei2] is a cluster-lead for player A only, then move both players through 

cluster [eid according to A-+IP' A ffi [eid t> [ei2] and B�IP'B ffi [ei1 ] .  

- If cluster [ci2] i s  a cluster-lead for player B only, then move both players through 

cluster [cid according to A�IP' A ffi [eid and B�IP'B ffi [eid t> [ei2] .  

The evaluation is the exit-value of player A from cluster [cid plus the player A evaluation 

of the remaining one cluster problem on [ei2] .  
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• Suppose cluster [eil ]  is a cluster-lead of player A and cluster [ei2] is a cluster-lead of player B. 

We must define an evaluation of the scenario A [> [eil] and B [> [ei2] . Apply Algorithm 7.3 

RESOLVE DEADLOCK TWO CLUSTER to determine if cluster [ei2] is a direct-cluster-Iead of 

player A,  or cluster [eid is a direct-cluster-lead of player B, or neither. 

- If only player A is unlocked, then cluster [ei2] is a direct-cluster-Iead for player A, so 

move player A through cluster [ei l ]  according to A-tlP A Ell[eid[> [ei2] and B-tlPB[> [ei2] .  
The evaluation is the exit-value of player A from cluster [eil ] plus the player A 
evaluation of the remaining one cluster problem on [ei2]. 

- If only player B is unlocked, then cluster [eil ]  is a direct-cluster-Iead for player B, so 

move player B through cluster [ei2] according to A-tlP A [>[eil] and B-tlPB Ell [ei2] [> [eil ] .  

The evaluation is the player A evaluation of the remaining one cluster problem on 

cluster [ei l ] .  

- If both players are unlocked, then move player A through cluster [eid and move 

player B through cluster [ei2] according to A-tlP A Ell [eil ] and B-tlPB Ell [ei2] . The 

evaluation is the exit-value of player A from cluster [eil] . 

• Suppose both clusters are cluster-leads for player A, but neither cluster is a cluster-lead 

for player B. We must define an evaluation of the scenario A [> [eid and B [> { [ei l ] ,  [ei2]} .  
Move player A through cluster [eil ]  according to A-tlP A Ell [eilJ [> [ei2J and B-tIPB [> [ei2J . 
The evaluation is the exit-value of player A from cluster [eid plus the player A evaluation 

of the remaining one cluster problem on [Ci2] . 

• Suppose both clusters are cluster-leads for player B, but neither cluster is a cluster-lead 

for player A. We must define an evaluation of the scenario A [> [eid and B [> { [eid ,  [ei2]} .  
Move player B through cluster [ei2J according to A-tlP A [> [eid and B-tlPB Ell [ei2] [> [ei l ] .  

The evaluation is  the player A evaluation of the remaining one cluster problem on [eid. 

We can now evaluate each of the targeting scenarios. It remains to determine which target 

to select. 

7.3.4.4 Strategic Analysis for Two Cluster Problem 

We can now design a strategy for player A and a corresponding player A evaluation. The following 

cases generalize those for the two prize problem and the following strategies proposed for each 

case parallel those optimal or critical strategies for each case of the two prize problem. 

Case (i) . Both clusters are cluster-leads for both players. 

B [> [eid B [> [ei2] 
A [> [ei l ]  0 0 
A [> [ei2J 0 0 

Player A plays a MAXIMIN strategy and the evaluation is the MAXIMIN value of the table 

above. 
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Case (ii) . Cluster [eil J  is a cluster-lead for player A only and cluster [ei2J is a cluster-lead for 

both players. 

B c>  [ei2J B c>  [eid 

A C> [eilJ  0 00 
A C> [ei2J 0 0 

Player A plays a MINIMAX strategy and the evaluation is the M INIMAX value of the table 

above. 

Case (iii) . Cluster [eid is a cluster-lead for player B only and cluster [ei2J is a cluster-lead for 

both players. 

B c>  [eil ]  B c>  [ei2] 

A C> [ei2] 0 0 
A C> [eid 0 0 

Player A targets cluster [ei2] and the evaluation is MAXIMIN value of the table above. 

Case (iv) . Cluster [eilJ is a cluster-lead for player A only and cluster [ei2J is a cluster-lead for 

player B only. 

Player A targets cluster [eil J  and the evaluation is the evaluation of A C> [eil ]  and B c>  [ei2J .  

Case (v) . Both clusters are cluster-leads for player A only. 

B c>  { [eid, [ei2]}  

A C> [eid 0 
A C> [ei2J 0 

Player A plays a MAXIMIN strategy on the table above and the evaluation is the maximum 

value of the table above. 

Case (vi) . Both clusters are cluster-leads for player B only. 

o o 

Player A plays a TWO CLUSTER MEDIAN strategy, the details of which are presented in 

Appendix 7.A.3. The evaluation is the minimum value of the table above. 

This completes the design of a strategic solution to the two cluster problem. In the same way 

that the two prize problem is embedded into PRIZE-DT, these strategic concepts for two clusters 

will be embedded into CLUSTER-DT. 
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7.3.5 Cluster Feasible Windows 

Recall that for PRIZE-DT we considered the window scenario A I> x and B I> {Yl , Y2 } as a fun
damental building block. We now generalize this to clusters. Initially we consider the cluster 

window scenario A I> [extJ and B I> { [eyl] ,  [ey2] }  and then motivate several variations arising from 
look-through. This section is closely linked with two appendices. Appendix 7.AA makes precise 
definitions for cluster-window-feasible in each of the cases considered and Appendix 7.A.5 makes 

. precise definitions for moving players through clusters with respect to a cluster window scenario. 

7.3.5 .1 The Basic Case 

We firstly look at the basic case in which player A targets a cluster-lead (not a direct-cluster-lead) 
and player B targets a cluster-pair. 

Suppose player A dominates both [eyl] and [ey2] .  

Cluster-lead. Is cluster [ey] E { [eyl ] ,  [ey2] }  a cluster-lead for player B conditional 
upon A I> [exl ]? Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to B�{[ey]} with 
A-+{[exd}-+{[ey]} to determine if player B has a non-zero evaluation. Note that there is no 

potential problem with deadlock since [ext ]  is a cluster-lead and any deadlock situation would 
imply that [cxt J  should have been a direct-cluster-lead of player A instead. 

Cluster Window Feasibility. Suppose player A dominates both clusters [eyd and [ey2] via 
A I> [exl ] '  Consider the following contingent strategy of player A. Player A moves through cluster 
[ext J  and then determines which of either cluster [eyt ] or cluster [ey2] to target next, contingent 

upon the observed location of player B at that time. It is possible that player A then dominates 
cluster [CY2] via A I> [eyt J or dominates cluster [eyl] via A [> [ey2] .  The scenario A I> [ext !  and 

B I> { [eyd, [ey2] }  is cluster-window-feasible if such a contingent strategy for player A cannot exist. 
That is, once player A has claimed prizes from cluster [cxd, player B will be in a position to 

claim some prizes from either cluster [eyd (if player A then targets cluster [ey2]) or cluster [ey2] 

(if player A then targets cluster [eyl ] ) .  

Suppose player A exits from cluster [ex I J  by exit-prize k E [cxI J  at some time XAk . Let 
il E [eyd be an entry-prize to cluster [eyI J and i2 E [ey2] be an entry-prize to cluster [ey2j .  Let 

W (il , i2, k) be the prize window scenario A [> k and B I> {il ' i2} where player A arrives at prize 
k at time XAk and the distance between il and i2 must satisfy the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement. 
Since player B cannot predict the exit-prize k of player A from cluster [exl ] ,  we must determine 

the existence of it and i2 such that W (il ' i2 , k) is window feasible for every possible exit-prize 
k E [ext ] .  

We employ the prize window feasibility concepts since they capture the ideas required and are 
simple to apply using our existing procedures. Also, while the exit-prize k E [ext ] is unknown, we 

can apply a COMPROMISE WINDOW as in SMALLDMS-STEP-MONITOR of Section 6.4.4 to determine 
how to initially navigate a cluster window when required. 
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Definition 7.A.2-case (i) of  Appendix 7.AA-makes these ideas more precise. We use the 

symbol W to stand for a cluster window scenario and for the implied cluster window feasibility 

constraints. 

Move-through. Recall that, to move a player through a cluster, that player must have a 

secondary target cluster. Hence there is no associated move-through operation in this case. 

7.3.5.2 Initial Player B Look-Through Cases 

We consider two initial cases in which player B looks through a cluster. 

Suppose player A dominates both [eyl ] and [ClJ2] ,  conditional on B I> [eyo] . 

Cluster Window Feasibility. Suppose player A dominates both [eyl] and [ey2] via A I> 

[exI ] ,  conditional on B I> [eyo] .  This is essentially the same as the previous case considered, except 

that player B now initially looks through cluster [eyo] and so must carefully select an exit-prize 

from cluster [eyo] . Definition 7.A.3 (page 321 ) of Appendix 7.A.4 (case (ii)) precisely defines 

whether this cluster window scenario is cluster-window-feasible. 

Move-through. There is no associated move-through operation since neither player has a 

secondary target cluster. 

Suppose player A dominates both [eyd and [ey2] via A I> [cxo] ,  conditional on B I> [cxo] . 

Cluster-lead. Is cluster [ey] E { [eyl ] ,  [ey2] }  a cluster-lead for player B conditional upon 

A I> ( [cxo]-t[cxd) and B I> [cxoJ? Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to 

B-t{[cxO]}-t{ [ey] }FF with A-t{ [CXO] }-t{ [CXI] }-t{ [ey] } to determine if player B has a non-zero 

evaluation. 

Cluster Window Feasibility. Suppose player A dominates both [eyl] and [ey2] via A I> 

( [cxo]-t[cxIJ) conditional on B I> [cxo] .  Player B must carefully select an exit-prize from cluster 

[cxo] .  Case (iii) of Appendix 7.AA precisely defines whether this cluster window scenario is 

cluster-window-feasible. 

Move-through. We wish to move player A through cluster [cxo] but, since both players look 

through cluster [cxoJ, we must move both players through, even though player B has not chosen 

a secondary target cluster. Let WI be the cluster window feasible scenario A I> ( [cxo]-t[cx}D  and 

B I> ( [CXO]-t{ [eyl ] ,  [ey2] } ) .  The move-through operation is: 
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The move-through operation must ensure that the resulting scenario is also cluster window fea

sible. 

7.3.5.3 Chains of Cluster Window Feasible Scenarios 

We now look at two cases which involve a chain of cluster window feasible scenarios. 

Let Wl be a previous cluster window feasible scenario such that BI> {[eyl ] ,  [ey2] } .  Suppose player 

A dominates both [eyIJ and [ey2) via A I> [cxo) ,  conditional on B I> Wl . 

Cluster-lead. Is cluster [ey) E { [eyl ] ,  [eY2] }  a cluster-lead for player B conditional upon 

A I> ( [cxo)�[cxd)  and B I> W1 ? Since B I> Wl , associate with W1 an earliest arrival-time, 

TBi , at each prize i E [eyl) U [ey2) ,  such that player B moves with respect to the constraints 

imposed by Wl . Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to B�{TB � [ey] } with 

A�{ [CXO] }�{ [CXI] }�{ [ey] } to determine if player B has a non-zero evaluation. (Recall that the 

notation "TB � [ey)" means that player B arrives at each prize i E [ey) at time TRi .) 

Cluster Window Feasibility. Suppose player A dominates both [eyI J and [ey2) via A I> 
([exo)�[cxd) ,  conditional on B I> WI . Let W2 be the cluster window scenario A I> ( [CXO)�[CXI )) 
and B I> (WI �( [eyl ) ,  [ey2)}) ' Loosely, W2 is cluster-window-feasible if player B can move such 

that the constraints imposed by WI are satisfied and, once player A has claimed prizes from 

cluster [CXI ] ,  player B will be in a position to claim some prizes from either cluster [eyIJ (if player 

A then targets cluster [ey2)) or cluster [ey2) (if player A then targets cluster [eyl ) ) .  Since player 

A is essentially making a detour to target cluster [CXI ) and player B is already able to satisfy the 

constraints imposed by W I ,  then W 2 should also be cluster-window-feasible. 

Definition 7.A.4 (page 324) of Appendix 7.A.4 (case (v)) precisely defines whether W2 is 

cluster-window-feasible and Lemma 7.A.5 confirms that W2 is cluster-window-feasible. FUr

thermore, there are no tighter constraints imposed by W2 on the earliest arrival-time of player 

B at each prize i E [eYI) U [ey2) . Hence B I> (WI �W2�{[eyl ] ,  [ey2)}) is equivalent to B I> 
(Wl �( [eyd ,  [ey2] } ) .  In general, the constraints imposed by a chain of cluster window scenarios 

are equivalent to the constraints imposed by the first window in the chain. 

Move-through. In the related move-through operation, player A moves through cluster [cxo) . 

• A�IP A EB [CXo) I> [CXI )  and B�IPB I> (Wl �([eyl ] ,  [ey2)} - case (iii) of Appendix 7.A.5. 

Let WI be a previous cluster window feasible scenario such that BI> ([eyO)�{ [eyl ] ,  [ey2] } ) . Suppose 

player A dominates both [eyIJ and [ey2) via A I> ( [cxo)�[cxd) , conditional on B I> ([eyO)�Wl ) ' 
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Static cluster window distance correction. Let XBj be the earliest possible exit-time 

from prize j E [CYo] of player 8 from cluster [CYo] satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on 

cluster [CYo]. Player 8 must move from prize j E [CYo} to a prize i E [CYd u [CY2} with respect to 

the constraints imposed by WI . Choose an exit-prize j E [CYo) of player 8 from cluster [CYo] and 

an entry-prize il E [CYI ) of player 8 to cluster [CYI] . We wish to calculate the shortest possible 

distance from j to i with respect to W I ,  given player 8's exit-time XBj from prize j. Suppose 

player A were to exit cluster [exd from exit-prize k E [exl )  at exit-time XAk and let W(j, il , i2 ,  k) 
be the associated prize window scenario A [> k and 8 [> (j�{ i I ,  i2} ) .  Let 1j,il � [CY2) be the set 

of prizes i2 E [CY2) such that Vk E [exl] 3 a feasibility window W(j, il , i2 , k) .  If 1j,il = 0 then let 

cSjil = 00 otherwise let 

8 · ·  - min max {d .  W{ " . k) + dw{ " . k) ' } 1'1 - . El k [ ) " 1,11 ,12 , 1,'1 ,'2 , ,11 . 
12 ;,il E ext 

This is called the static cluster window distance correction. 

Cluster-lead. Is cluster [CYI) a cluster-lead for player 8 conditional upon A [> 
( [exo)-+[exd)  and 8 [> ( [CYO]�WI )? Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to 

8-+ { [CYO) }WI � ([CY2)}FF with A�{[exO) }�{ [exl ) }�{ [CY2)} .  Note that the ANY-ALL-PCTSP re

quirement is inherited to hold for player 8 on cluster [CYo) and A�[cyo) . 
The notation "{ [CYo) }W1 �{[CY2]}" means that we apply the static cluster window distance 

correction by temporarily assigning 

We can similarly determine if cluster [CY2} is a cluster-lead for player 8 conditional upon A [> 
( [exo]�[exd )  and 8 [> ( [CYo)�Wd· 

Cluster Window Feasibility. This is essentially the same as the previous case considered, 

except that player 8 now initially looks through cluster [CYo) and so must carefully select an exit

prize from cluster [CYo) . Definition 7.A.6 (page 326) of Appendix 7.AA (case (vi)) precisely defines 

whether this cluster window scenario is cluster-window-feasible and Lemma 7.A.7 confirms that 

it is. Hence 8 [> ( [CYO)�WI �W2�{ [CYI] ,  [CY2)}) is equivalent to 8 [> ( [CYo)�WI -+{ [cyd ,  [CY2)}) .  
In general, the constraints imposed by a chain of cluster window scenarios following 8 [> [CYo) are 

equivalent to the constraints imposed by the first window in the chain. 

Move-through. In the related move-through operation, player A moves through cluster [exo) .  

7.3.5.4 Look-through Previous Cluster Feasible Window 

Let WI be the cluster window feasible scenario A [> [exd and 8 [> ( [CYO)�{ [CYI) ' [CY2]}) .  Suppose 

that player A targets cluster [CY2] .  We move player A through [exd and player 8 through 

cluster [CYo) according to A�JPl A EEl [cxd [> [CY2) and 8�JPlB EEl [CYo) [> (WI � [CYI ))-case (vi) of 

Appendix 7.A.5. The resulting scenario is A [> [CY2) and 8 [> (WI -+[CYI ) ) ,  i.e. , player 8 looks 
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through a cluster, but must satisfy the constraints imposed by W1 to arrive at that cluster. We 

now know the exit-prize j E [cyo] and exit-time XBj of player B from cluster [CYo] .  Hence, we can 

calculate the earliest possible entry-time rEi2 of player B at each prize i2 E [CY2] satisfying the 

constraints imposed by W 1 . 
Note that even though we now know the exit-prize k E [cxl 1  of player A from cluster [cxIJ ,  

the constraints imposed by W1 are V k E [cxIl since at time XBj player B cannot necessarily 

predict k.  

In general, for every B [> (Wo-t[cyoJ) , we can pre-compute the earliest possible entry-time, 

rBj , to each prize j E [cyol such that player B satisfies the constraints imposed by Wo, and for 

every A [> (Wo-t[cxoJ), we can precompute the earliest possible entry-time, rAj , to each prize 

j E [cxol such that player A satsifies the constraints imposed by Wo. 
The remaining cluster window scenarios that are necessary for CLUSTER-DT are equivalent to 

those cases discussed thus far, but with either A [> Wo or B [> Wo. Appendix 7.A.4 provides the 

remaining details. 

7 . 3 . 6  Summary 

We now have in place all the building blocks necessary to generalize PRIZE-DT to clusters us

ing the look-through/move-through paradigm. The milestones established in this section were 

dominance, look-through, move-through, deadlock resolution, cluster-lead, direct-cluster-lead, 

CLUSTER-GUARANTEE, the two cluster problem and cluster feasible windows. 

7.4 Strategic Engine: CLUSTER-PARANOID 

The CLUSTER-PARANOID strategic engine generalizes the concept of the PRIZE-PARANOID tactical 

engine. The concept of a commitment is easily generalized to lookthrough. However, there is 

no obvious generalization of a probe, thus we cannot attempt to generalize ORIGINAL-DT which 

employs probes exclusively. Hence, we must recast the idea of PRIZE-PARANOID in terms of 

commitments rather than probes. 

7 .4 . 1  Game Table Generation 

We can now define how to generate the CLUSTER-PARANOID game table . 

• V[cxol E LA and V[CYol E LB commit A-tPA [> [cxol and B-tPB [> [CYol · 

Evaluate each commitment A-tPA [> [cxol and B-tPB [> [cyol by determining the CLUSTER

GUARANTEE cluster-path corresponding to A [> [cxol and B [> [CYol . The familiar M INIMAX and 

MAXIMIN evaluators can easily be defined on the game table. 

7.4.2  Example Strategic Problem Revisited 

Section 7.3.3.5 compared the strategies determined by CLUSTER-GUARANTEE on the example 

problem of Figure 7. 10. We now consider the strategy determined by CLUSTER-PARANOID for 
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Table 7.9: Strategic Example of  CLUSTER-PARANOID Game Tables 

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [1 ]  [2] [3] [4] [5] 
[1] 207 222 222 � 563 [1] 417 00 628 354 354 
[2] 0 0 0 163 372 [2] 372 00 00 372 372 
[3] 209 0 0 0 209 [3] 309 00 00 372 372 
[4] 258 325 325 0 467 [4] 1467 1 502 00 00 1467 1 
[5] 391 3 1 1  237 267 00 [5] 1 79 377 377 179 0 

(a) Player A Root Game Table (b) Player B Root Game Table 

the same example problem. Tables 7.9(a)-(b) present the CLUSTER-PARANOID game tables, for 

player A and player B respectively, employing the PRIZE-GUARANTEE tactical engine throughout. 

7.4.2.1 Analysis of Player A's CLUSTER-PARANOID Game Table 

A MINIMAX analysis of the player A game table, Table 7.9(a) , implies B I> [4] and, hence, player B's 

best response is A I> [1]. Consider further the scenario A I> [1] and B I> [4]. 

• Table 7.10(a) shows the equal earliest arrival curve given that player A must claim all the 

prizes from cluster [1 ]  and player B must claim all the prizes from cluster [4] . This indicates 

that cluster [2] is then a cluster lead for player A, and that both clusters [3] and [5] are 

cluster leads for player B. 

• Table 7 .1O(c) illustrates player A's maximal cluster guarantee path given that A I> [1]  and 

B I> [4] with A-t[I]-t [2] for an total of 290. 

• Table 7. 1O(e) illustrates player B's maximal cluster guarantee path given that A I> [1] and 

B I> [4] with B-t[4]-t[3] for a total of 467. 

7.4.2.2 Analysis of Player B's CLUSTER-PARANOID Game Table 

A MINIMAX analysis of the player B game table, Table 7.9(b), implies A I> [5] or A I> [1] and, in 

either case, the best response for player B is B I> [4]. We have already considered the scenario 

A I> [1] and B I> [4] . Instead, consider the scenario A I> [5] and B I> [4] . 

• Table 7.10(b) shows the equal earliest arrival curve given that player A must claim all the 

prizes from cluster [5] and player B must claim all the prizes from cluster [4] . This indicates 

that cluster [1] is then a cluster lead for player A and both clusters [2] and 35] are cluster 

leads for player B. 

• Table 7. 10(d) illustrates player A's maximal cluster guarantee path given that A I> [5] and 

B I> [4] with A-t[5]-t [I] for an total of 267. 

• Table 7.1O(f) illustrates player B's maximal cluster guarantee path given that A I> [5] and 

B I> [4] with B-t[4]-t [3] for a total of 467. 
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7.4.2.3 Discussion 

The preceding analysis of the CLUSTER-PARANOID game tables suggests that A-t[I] and B-t[4] . 
However, in Section 7.3.3.5, the maximal CLUSTER-GUARANTEE paths suggested A-t[5] and 

B-t[4] . Indeed, player B selects its maximal cluster guarantee path under both strategic analy

ses. Together, though, the maximal cluster guarantee paths of the players exhaust only clusters 

{ [3] , [4] , [5] } ,  whereas in the likely CLUSTER-PARANOID scenario, four clusters are exhausted in 

the evaluation. 

7.4.3 Summary 

We have designed the CLUSTER-PARANOID strategic engine and compared the strategies deter

mined by CLUSTER-PARANOID with those determined by CLUSTER-GUARANTEE on the same il

lustrative example. 

7.5 Strategic Engine: CLUSTER-DT 

We now turn to  the specification of the CLUSTER-DT strategy, a generalization of the PRIZE

DT strategy, scaled for cluster-objects instead of prize-objects. The aim of CLUSTER-DT is to 

strategically analyse the problem at a level of detail appropriate to a natural cluster structure 

and to then focus on tactically analysing a few chosen clusters in terms of individual prizes. 

Suppose that a family-cluster structure is given. We apply the family-no-return and ANY

ALL-PCTSP cluster harvesting rules of Section 7.2.1 but specifically not the family-sequence or 

final-family rules. The cluster-no-return rule is implicit in that a cluster is only moved through 

once, either by one player only or by both players simultaneously. 

7.5 . 1  Strategic Targeting and Strategic Commitment 

The following strategic cluster targeting options of player A parallel the tactical prize targeting 

options for PRIZE-DT, as in Section 6.3. 

(i) . Those cluster-leads of player A. 

(ii) . Those pairs of clusters, { [eil] , [ei2]} , which are not cluster-leads of player A but either: 

• cluster [ei2] is a cluster-lead for player A if player B looks through cluster [eid ;  or 

• cluster [eil ]  is a cluster-lead for player A if player B looks through cluster [ei2] .  

This provides a one-cluster-contingency lookahead option. 

(iii ) .  Those pairs of clusters, { [eid, [ei2] } , which are not cluster-leads of player A, nor are they 

cluster-leads if player B looks through the other cluster in the pair, but, if player B were 

to look through a distinct third cluster, then player B could not play a contingent strategy 

as in Section 7.3.5. This provides a two-cluster-contingency lookahead option. 
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Similarly for player B's set of options. 

The strategic engine CLUSTER-DT is also structured around a game tree similar to that of 
PRIZE-DT. At each game tree node, the players select from the three types of strategic options. 

The projection of each player through its proposed target is similar to the commitment of PRIZE

DT but must account for cluster look-through. 

Clusters are much better suited to commitments than to probes. We do not generalize 

ORIGlNAL-DT to clusters since it would be very difficult to generalize the concept of a probe 

to clusters. However, a commitment does not imply a specific path through the sequence of 
prizes in a cluster as, in the case of a look-through cluster, we must determine a sequence of 
prizes for each possible target cluster following. 

A cluster planning path, JP A , associated with player A, consists of a sequence of clusters, 
possibly interspersed with cluster feasibility windows. A projected game position consists 
of a pair of cluster planning paths, JP A for player A and JPB for player B; a pair of projected 
locations, A and B; a pair of projected time-stamps, tA and tB; and a projected set of 

remaining clusters, Q. 

Each player may also look through a cluster. A look-through cluster is a commitment to 

move through that cluster next, but the projected location of a player is that prior to moving 
through the look-through cluster. A CLUSTER-DT game tree node is uniquely defined by a 
game position, plus any committed look-through of each player. 

The game tree root node is defined by JP A = 0, A [> 0, JPB = 0 and B [> 0. If tA "# tB at 
the root node, then there can be no direct-cluster leads from the root node and, hence, every 
subsequent child node must be such that both players look through a cluster. This considerably 
simplifies the game tree since we cannot have the situation in which only one looks through a 
cluster. Hence, we impose the important restriction that tA = tB at the root node. 

Let QA be the set of clusters available to player A (in the family-no-return sense) and let 

QB be the set of clusters available to player B (in the family-no-return sense) . Let VA be the set 
of direct-cluster-Ieads of player A and let VB be the set of direct-cluster-Ieads of player B. Let 
CA be the set of cluster-leads of player A and let CB be the set of cluster-leads of player B. Let 

:FA = { { [exl ] ,  [ex2] } : [exl ] ,  [ex2l E QA - (V A U CA) ,  [exd "# [ex2]} be the cluster-follow-pairs 

of player A. Let :F B = { { [eyll , [ey2]} : [eyl] ,  [ey2l E QB - (VB U CB) ,  [eyd "# [ey2] }  be the 
cluster-follow-pairs of player B. 

The following notation is employed, overloading the [> and Ea symbols with similar interpre
tations as employed in PRIZE-DT 

• "commit A�JP A [> [exl l" defines a child game tree node in which player A will have the 
same cluster planning path JP A and will look through cluster [exd. 

• "commit A�JP A Ea [exol" defines a child game tree node in which cluster [exol is appended 
to JP A , player A will move through cluster [exol and will not look through a cluster. 

• "commit A�JP A Ea [exol [> [exll" defines a child game tree node in which cluster [exol is 
appended to JP A , player A will move through [exol with respect to targeting [exl l  as the 
next target cluster, and will then look through cluster [exd. 
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Note that JP A includes the sequence of clusters which player A has moved through but not the 

look-through cluster which is committed to but not yet moved through. 

Reverse Leads. We do not consider reverse lead scenarios in CLUSTER-DT. Since neither 

player would dominate the target-cluster, at some subsequent game position, the deadlock reso

lution may fail, introducing many complicated cases. 

7.5.2 Game Tree Generation 

We now describe how to generate the game-tree by showing how to generate the children of any 

given game-tree decision-node. There are many more cases for CLUSTER-DT than for PRIZE-DT 

since there are many combinations of look-through clusters, lead clusters and cluster-follow-pairs 

to consider. 

T Expansion Rules for Cluster-Lead vs Cluster-Lead Scenarios 

Case (Ll) . A [> 0 and B [> 0 

Case (L2) .  A [> [exo] and B [> [eyo] 

• V [exl]  E VA , commit A�JP A EB [exo] [> [exl] (maintaining B�JPB [> [eyo]) .  

• V [eyl ]  E VB , commit B�JPB EB [eyo] [> [eytJ (maintaining A�JP A [> [exo]). 

• V [exl ]  E .cA and \I [eyl] E .cB , commit A�JIDA ffi [exo] [> [exd and B�JIDB ffi [eyo] [> [eyl] . 

Case (L3a) . A [> (Wo�[exo]) and B [> [exo] 

• \I [exl ]  E V A ,  commit A�JP A EB (Wo�[exo]) [> [extJ (maintaining B�JIDB [> [eyo]) .  

• \I [eyd E VB , commit B�JIDB EB [eyo] [> [eyt J (maintaining A�JP A [> (Wo� [exo])) .  

• \I [exl ]  E 'cA and V [eyd E 'cB , commit A�JP A EB (Wo�[exo]) [> [exl ]  and 

B�JPB EB [eyo] [> [eyd · 

Case (L3b) . A [> [exo] and B [> (Wo�[eyo]) 

• \I [exd E V A, commit A�JID A EB [exo] [> [exl ]  (maintaining B�JPB [> (Wo�[eyo])) .  

• V [eyd E VB , commit B�IPB EB (Wo�[eyo]) [> [eyl ] (maintaining A�JP A [> [exo] ) .  

• V [exd E 'cA and V [eyl ]  E 'cB, commit A�JP A EB [exo] [> [exl] and 

B�JPB EB (Wo�[eyo]) [> [eyl] .  

T Expansion Rules for Cluster-Lead vs Cluster-Follow-Pair Scenarios 

This section is closely linked with Appendix 7.AA, which provides details of the definitions and 

algorithms to determine if various cluster-window scenarios are cluster-window-feasible. 

Case (Fl).  A [> 0 and B [> 0 
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• Choose a follow pair { [eyl] ,  [ey2]} E :F B · 
• If cluster [ey2] is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A t>  [eyl ] ,  then commit 

A�JP A t> [eyd and B�JPB t> [ey2] .  

• If cluster [eyd is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A t>  [ey2] ,  then commit 

A�JP A t> [ey2] and B�JPB t> [eyl ) . 
• Choose a cluster [extJ E CA \ { [eyl ] ,  [ey2] } .  

• Let Wl be the cluster-window scenario: A t>  [exl) and B t> { [eyl ) ,  [ey2] }  (see case (i) 
of Appendix 7.A.4) . 

• If W 1 is cluster-window-feasible then 

- If cluster [ey) E { [eyl ) ,  [ey2] } is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A t>  [ext J  
and B t> Wl , then commit A�JP A t>  [exl ]  and B�JPB t> (Wl � [ey]) .  

- Otherwise, commit A�JP A t>  [exl ) and B�JPB t> (Wl �{ [cyd, [ey2 ]}) .  

Case (F2) . A t>  [exo) and B t> [exo) 

• Choose a follow pair { [eyl) ,  [ey2] }  E :F B · 

• If cluster [ey2) is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon At> ([exo)�[eyd)  and B t>  [exo) ,  
then commit A�JP A ill [exo) t> [eyl )  and B�JPB ill [exo) t> [ey2) . 

• If cluster [eyl) is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A t> ( [exO)�[ey2]) and B t> [exoJ ,  
then commit A�JP A ill [exo] t> [ey2] and B�JPB ill [exo) t> [eyd· 

• Choose a cluster [exl) E CA \ { [eyl ) ,  [ey2 ] } .  

• Let Wl be the cluster-window scenario: At>([cXO)-i[exl)) and Bt>([exO ]�{ [eyl) ,  [ey2]})  
(see case (iii) of Appendix 7.A.4) . 

• If W 1 is cluster-window-feasible then 

- If cluster [ey) E { [eyl ) ,  [C1J2)} is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon 

A t> ([exo)�[extJ) and B t> ( [exo)�Wd , then commit A�JP A ill [exo) t> [exd and 

B�JPB ill [exo) t> (Wl �[ey]) .  
- Otherwise, commit A -i JP A EB [CXo] t> [exl] and B� JP B ill [exo) t> (W 1 � { [eyl ) ,  [ey2] ) ) .  

Case (F3) . A t>  [exo) and B t> [eyo) where [exo) "I [eyo) 

• Choose a follow pair { [eyl ) ,  [ey2) }  E :F B · 

• Let W 1 be the cluster-window scenario: A t>  [exo] and B t> ( [eyo]-i { [eyt J ,  [ey2]}) (see 

case (ii) of Appendix 7.A.4) . 

• If W 1 is cluster-window-feasible then 

- If cluster [ey2) is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A t> ( [exO)� [eyl ) ) and 

B t> ([eyO)�Wl ) '  then commit A-iJP A ill [exo) t> [eyl) and 

B-iJPB ill [eyo] t> (Wl � [ey2] ) .  
- If cluster [eyl] is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A t> ( [exO]�[ey2]) and 

B t> ([eyo)-iWl) ,  then commit A-iJP A ill [exo) t> [ey2) and 

B�JPB ill [eyo) t> (Wl � [eyl )) .  
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- Choose a cluster [CXI ]  E LA \ { [eyl] ,  [ey2] } . 

- Let W2 be the cluster-window scenario: A [> ( [CXO]-t [CXI]) and 

B [> ( [eyo]-tWI -t{ [eyl ] , [ey2]}) (see case (vi) of Appendix 7.A.4) . Then W2 is 

cluster-window-feasible by Lemma 7.A.7. 

- H cluster [ey] E { [eyl] ,  [ey2]} is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon 

A [> ( [exo]-t[cxID and B [> ( [eyo]-tWd, then commit A-tJP> A Efl [cxo] [> [CXI ]  and 

B-tJP>B Efl [eyo] [> (WI -t[eyD · 
- Otherwise, commit A-tJP> A Efl [exol [> [exI] and 

B-tJP>B [> ( [eyol-tWI -t{ [eyd, [ey2)}) .  

Case (F4a) . A [> (Wo-t[cxo]) and B [> [cxo] 

• Choose a follow pair { [eyd,  [ey2]}  E :F B. 

• If cluster [ey2] is  a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A [> (Wo-t[cxo]-t[eyID and 

B [> [cxo] , then commit A-tJP> A Efl (Wo-t[cxoD I> [eyl ] and B-tJP>B Efl [cxo] [> [ey2] . 

• If cluster [eyrJ is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A [> (Wo-t[cxol-t[ey2D and 

B [> [cxo] ,  then commit A-tJP> A Efl (Wo-t[cxoD [> [ey2] and B-tJP>B Efl [cxo] [> [eyl ] .  

• Choose a cluster [CXI ]  E LA \ { [eyd, [ey2]} . 

• Let WI be the cluster-window scenario: A [> (Wo-t[cxol-t[cxl ] )  and 

B [> ( [CXO]-t{ [eyl] ,  [ey2] }) (see case (ix) of Appendix 7.A.4) . 

• If W I is cluster-window-feasible then 

- If cluster [ey] E { [eyl ] ,  [ey2] }  is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon 

A [> (Wo-t[cxo]-t[exID and B [> ([cxo]-tWd, then commit 

A-tJP> A Efl (Wo-t[cxoD [> [cxd and B-tJP>B Efl [cxo] [> (Wl -t[ey]) .  
- Otherwise, commit A-tJP> A Efl (Wo-t[exoD [> [CXI] and 

B-tJP>B Efl [cxo] [> (Wl -t{ [eyd , [ey2]}) .  

Case (F4b) .  A [> [cxo] and B [> (Wo-t[cxoJ)  

• Choose a follow pair { [eyl ] ,  [ey2]} E :F B· 
• If cluster [ey2] is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A [> ([exO]-t [eylJ) and 

B [>  (Wo-t[cxoJ), then commit A-tJP> A Efl [cxo] [> [eyl] and B-tJP>B Efl (Wo-t[cxoD [> [ey2] . 

• H cluster [eyl] is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A [> ( [exO]-t[ey2)) and 

B [>  (Wo-t[cxoJ) , then commit A-tJP> A Efl [cxo] [> [ey2] and B-tJP>B Efl (Wo-t[cxoD [> [eyl] . 

• Choose a cluster [CXI ]  E LA \ { [eyl ] ,  [ey2]} .  

• Let WI be the cluster-window scenario: A [> ( [cxo]-t[cxr J )  and 

B [> (Wo-t [cxo]-t {[eyd , [ey2] }) (see case (viii) of Appendix 7.A.4) . 

• If W I is cluster-window-feasible then 

- If cluster [ey] E { [eyl ] ,  [ey2]} is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon 

A [> ([cxo]-t[cxID and B [> (Wo-t[cxo]-tWd, then commit A-tJP> A Efl [cxo] [> [CXI] 
and B-tJP>B Efl (Wo-t[cxo)) [> (Wl -t[ey]) .  
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- Otherwise, commit A-t1P' A ffi [exo] I> [exl] and 

8-tIP'B ffi (Wo-t[exo]) I> (W l -t Heyl] ,  [ey2]}) . 

Case (F5a) . A I> (Wo-t[exo]) and 8 I> [eyo] where [exo] =I [cyo] 

• Choose a follow pair { [eyl ] ,  [ey2]} E FB. 

• Let Wl be the cluster-window scenario: AI> (Wo-t[exo]) and 81> ( [eyO]-t HCYl] ,  [CY2]})  
(see case (x) of Appendix 7.AA) . 

• If W 1 is cluster-window-feasible then 

- If cluster [ey2] is a cluster-lead for 8 conditional upon A I> (Wo-t[exO]-t[CYl ]) 
and 8 1>  ( [CYo]-tWd, then commit A-tIP'A ffi (Wo-t[exo]) I> [eyl] and 

8-tIP'B E9 ([eyo]) I> (Wl -t[ey2]). 
- If cluster [eyd is a cluster-lead for 8 conditional upon A I> (Wo-t[exO]-t[CY2J) 

and 8 I> ( [CYo]-tWd, then commit A-t1P' A ffi (Wo-t[exoJ) I> [ey2] and 

8-tIP'B ffi ( [eyoJ) I> (Wl -t[eyd) · 
- Choose a cluster [exd E .cA \ Heyl] ,  [ey2]) .  
- Let W2 b e  the cluster-window scenario: A I> (Wo-t[exO]-t[exlJ) and 

8 I> ( [CYo]-tWl -t{ [eyd, [ey2]}) (see case (xi) of Appendix 7.AA) . Then W2 is 

cluster-window-feasible by Lemma 7.A.7. 

- If cluster [ey] E Heyl] ,  [ey2]} is a cluster-lead for 8 conditional upon 

A I> (Wo-t[exO]-t [exlJ) and 8 I> ([eyo]-tWt} ,  then commit 

A-t1P' A ffi (Wo-t[exoJ) I> [exl] and 8-tIP'B ffi [eyo] I> (Wl -t[eyJ) .  
- Otherwise, commit A-t1P' A ffi (Wo-t [exoJ) I> [exl] and 

8-tIP'B I> ( [eyo]-t Wl -t { [eyd,  [ey2]}) .  

Case (F5b) . A I> [exo] and 8 I> (Wo-t[eyoJ) where [exo] =I [eyo] 

• Choose a follow pair Heyl] , [ey2]} E F B .  

• Let Wl be the cluster-window scenario: AI> [exo] and 8 1>  (Wo-t[eyO]-tHCYl] ,  [ey2] } ) 
(see case (iv) of Appendix 7.AA) . 

• If W 1 is cluster-window-feasible then 

- If cluster [ey2] is a cluster-lead for 8 conditional upon A [> ( [exo]-t[eyd) and 

8 I> (Wo-t[eyo]-tWl ) ,  then commit A-t1P' A ffi [exo] I> [eyl] and 

8-tIP'B ffi (Wo-t[eyoD I> (Wl -t [CY2]) . 
- If cluster [eyl ] is a cluster-lead for 8 conditional upon A I> ([exO]-t[CY2J) and 

8 I> (Wo-t [eyo]-tWl ) ,  then commit A-t1P' A ffi [exo] I> [ey2] and 

8-tIP'B ffi (Wo-t[eyo]) I> (Wl -t [eyd) · 
- Choose a cluster [exl ]  E .cA \ Heyl ] ,  [ey2] ) .  
- Let W2 be the cluster-window scenario: A I> ( [exo]-t [exd) and 

8 [> (Wo-t[eyo]-tWl -t{ [eyd, [ey2] }) (see case (vii) of Appendix 7.AA) . Then 

W2 is cluster-window-feasible by Lemma 7.A.7. 
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- If cluster [ey] E { [eyl], [ey2]} is a cluster-lead for E conditional upon 

A I>  ( [CXO]�[CXl]) and E l>  (Wo�[eyO]�Wl) '  then commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [CXl]  
and E�JIbB EB (Wo�[eyo]) I> (Wl �[ey]) .  

- Otherwise, commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [CXl] and 

E�JIbB I> (Wo�[eyO]�Wl �( [eyd , [ey2]}) .  

Case (F6) .  A I>  [cxo] and E l>  (Wl �{ [eyd, [ey2] } )  

• Commit A�JIb A E9 [CXo] I> [eyd and E�JIbB I> (Wl � [ey2]) .  

• Commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [ey2] and E�JIbB I> (Wl �[eyl ] ) .  

• Choose a cluster [CXl] E QA \ { [eyl ] ,  [ey2] } .  

• Let W2 b e  the cluster-window scenario: AI>([cxo]�[cxd)  and EI> (Wl � ( [eyl ] ' [ey2 ]} )  
(see case (v) Appendix 7.A.4) . Then W2 i s  cluster-window-feasible by Lemma 7.A.S. 

• If cluster [ey] E { [eyd, [ey2] }  is a cluster-lead for E conditional upon AI> ( [cxo]� [cxd )  
and E l>  Wl , then commit A�JIb A E9 [CXo] I> [CXl] and E�JIbB I> (Wl � [ey]) .  

• Otherwise, commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [CXl] and E�JIbB I> (Wl �( [eyl] , [ey2] } ) .  

• Commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [eyl] and E�JIbB EB [eyo] I> (Wl �[ey2]). 

• Commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [ey2] and E�JIbB EB [eyo] I> (Wl �[eyd) · 

• Choose a cluster [CXl] E QA \ { [eyl ] ,  [ey2]} .  

• Let W2 b e  the cluster-window scenario: A I> ( [CXO]�[CXl]) and 

E I> ( [eyO]�Wl �( [eyl ] ,  [ey2]}) (see case (vi) of Appendix 7.A.4) . Then W2 is cluster

window-feasible by Lemma 7.A.7. 

• If cluster [ey] E { [eyl ] ,  [ey2]} is a cluster-lead for B conditional upon A I>  ( [cxo]�[cxd)  
and E I> ( [eyo]�Wd, then commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [CXl]  and 

E�JIbB EB [eyo] I> (Wl �[ey]) .  

• Otherwise, commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [cxd and E�JIbB I> ( [eyO]�Wl �( [eylJ ,  [ey2] } ) .  

Case (FB) . A I> [cxo] and B I> (Wo�[eyO]�Wl � ([CYl] ' [CY2]}) where ]cxo] f [eyo] .  

• Commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [eyl] and E�JIbB EB (Wo�[eyo]) I> (Wl � [ey2]) .  

• Commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [ey2] and E�JIbB EB (Wo�[eyo]) I> (Wl � [eyd) · 

• Choose a cluster [cxd E QA \ { [cyd , [ey2] } ' 
• Let W2 be the cluster-window scenario: A I> ( [CXO]�[CXl ] )  and 

E I> (Wo�[eyO]�Wl �([eyl] ' [ey2]}) (see case (vii) of Appendix 7.A.4) . Then W2 is 
cluster-window-feasible by Lemma 7.A.7. 

• If cluster [ey] E { [eyd, [ey2]} is a cluster-lead for E conditional upon A I>  ( [cXO]�[CXl ] )  
and E I> (Wo�[eyo]�Wd, then commit A�JIb A EB [CXo] I> [cxd and 

E�JIbB EB (Wo� [eyo]) I> (Wl � [ey]) .  
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Figure 7. 1 1 :  State transitions between states (Fl )-(F8) . 

Expansion rules analogous to (Fl)-(F8) can be defined in which we choose a follow pair 

{ [CXl] , [CX2] }  E :FA and choose a cluster [CYl] E QB \ { [cxtJ, [CX2]} .  We can continue to apply the 

expansion rules until VA = 0, .cA = 0, :FA = 0, VB = 0, .cB = 0 and :FB = 0 which is then a 

terminal node of the ganle tree. 

T State Transitions 

The state transitions between cases (Fl)-(F8) by applying the expansion rules (Fl)-(F8) are 

summarised in Figure 7. 1 1 ,  in which case (Ll) is identified with case (Fl), case (L2) is identified 

with cases (F2) and (F3), and case (L3) is identified with cases (F4) and (F5) . The transitions 

between cases (Ll)-(L3) and cases (F6)-(F8) are summarised in Figure 7.12, in which the dashed 

arrows indicate the application of expansion rules (Ll)-(L3) and the solid arrows indicate the 

application of expansion rules (Fl )-(F8) . 
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Figure 7. 12: State transitions between states (L1 )-(L3) and (F6)-(F8) .  

7.5.3 Evaluating and Searching the CLUSTER-DT Game Tree 

We use the same evaluators and a-(3 search as in PRIZE-DT except that there is are no reverse 

lead scenarios. States (FI)-(F5) apply the GENERALlZED-MINIMAX or GENERALIZED-MAXIM IN 

evaluator and states (F6)-(F8) apply the GENERALIZED-MAX or GENERALIZED-M IN evaluator. 

Although CLUSTER-GUARANTEE does not give a strict lower bound on the value of a projected 

game position, it does give a lower bound on the value of the game position evaluated by searching 

the subtree from that game tree node. 

7.5.3.1 Evaluation of a Terminal Game Tree Node 

Let j be a game tree lead node. If j is the root node, then v(j) = O. Otherwise, A [> [exol 
and B [> [cyo] and neither player has a direct-cluster-Iead or cluster-lead. Apply FAMILY-P RIZE

GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{[exo] }  and B�{[exo] ,  [cyo]} to determine the exit

value from cluster [exo] of player A. Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-P RIZE-DT 

to A�{[exoJ , [CYo]} and B�{[cyo]} to determine the exit-value from cluster [cyo] of player B. 

7.5.3.2 Evaluation of a Non-Terminal Game Tree Node 

Suppose player A moves through cluster [exo] whilst targeting cluster [exl ] ,  i.e., A�lP A $ [exo] [> 
[cxI J .  We note the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [exo] .  The exit-prize becomes 

the new projected player A location and the exit-time becomes the new projected player A 
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Table 7. 1 1 :  Strategic Example of CLUSTER-DT Root Game Tables 

[1] [2] [3] [4] 
[1] [5] { [2] , [3] } { [2], [4] } [1] 480 320 354 533 

[5] 470 @Z] 469 370 
[1] 485 429 628 487 
[2] 600 520 763 533 

{ [2] , [3] } 372 209 354 372 
[3] 536 452 646 563 

{ [2] , [4] } 437 � 437 372 
[4] 467 � 623 623 

{ [3] , [4] } 437 437 437 372 

(a) Player A Root Game Table (b) Player B Root Game Table 

time-stamp. The evaluation uses the exit-value as per: 

v (JP> A EB [cxo] [> [CXI J )  = v(IP A [> [CXoJ) + exit-value 

{[3] , [4] } 
487 
533 
563 
628 

(7.6) 

This evaluation also depends upon the look-through and targeting scenario of player B .  

This completes all that i s  necessary to  define the CLUSTER-DT strategic engine. 

7.5.4 Example Strategic Problem Revisited 

Section 7.4.2 compared the strategies determined by CLUSTER-GUARANTEE and CLUSTER-PARANOID 

on the example problem of Figure 7.10. We now consider the strategy determined by CLUSTER-DT 

for the same example problem. 

Table 7 .U (a)-(b) present the root CLUSTER-DT game tables, for player A and player B respec

tively, applying the MINIMAX evaluator and employing the FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE tactical 

engine throughout. 

7.5.4.1 Analysis of Player A MINIMA X 

Table 7.1 l (a) gives the CLUSTER-DT game table for player A. The MINIMAX analysis implies 

B [> [2] and hence either A [> [5] , A [> { [2], [4]} or A [> { [3] , [4]} .  Each of these strategic scenarios 

has a MINIMAX evaluation of 437 which equates to player A claiming all the prizes from clusters [4] 

and [5] but in different sequences . 

• Consider the scenario A [> [5] and B [> [2] . 

- Table 7 .12(c) shows the equal earliest arrival time curve, which indicates the dividing 

line. 

- Table 7. 12 (a) gives the corresponding game table for player A and Table 7 .12(b) gives 

the corresponding game table for player B. In both cases a M INIMAX analysis implies 

A [> [4] and B [> [1 ] .  

- Table 7 .12(d) illustrates how the game evolves with A�[51�[41 and B�[21�[11�[31. 
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Table 7. 12 :  Strategic Example of CLUSTER-DT Scenario A [> [5] and B [> [2] 

[4] 
{ [1] , [3] } '----_---' 

(a) Player A Game Table 

0.. 

0 .• 

0.7 

8 
{3} 7 

0.6 
. . . . 

, 
0.5 {2} � 4 

5 

6 

· · · ·

·
·�· · ·�· 1· · ·· ) 0.' ' . 

0.3 

0.' .. . . . . .  ;;;/ 
0.1 

, , ' '
. {5} 

/" '1 4  " 
. 1 2  1 3 • 

I " " 

(c) Cluster Lead Division 

[4] { [1 ] ,  [3] } 
[1] I [@i] I 612 
[3] 

. 
372

. 
472 

(b) Player B Game Table 

0.' 

0 .• {3} 

0.1 

(d) Strategic Game Evolution 
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Table 7. 13:  Strategic Example of CLUSTER-DT Scenario A l> [4] and B l> [2] 

[5] 
{ [I] , [3]} 

(a) Player A Game Table 

0 .• 8 
0.. /3} 7 
0.7 

0.' 

0.' /2} 4 '; 
.... 5 

6 

0.' .. . . . . . . .. 

0.' . . .
. 

/I} 
0.' 

[1] 
[3] 

(b) Player B Game Table 

(c) Cluster Lead Division 

0.' /'" 8 
0.' 

0.7 " " "  . . . . . . . , .
. 
. 

.. . " " . . . .  /4} 

0 .• 

... /2} 

/3} t� , 
. " � " " .  ttx) 

0.' 

0.3 

0.' 

0.' 

. /\" " /5} 

: 1Z �3 ,) 

(d) Player A's Anticipated 
Strategic Game Evolution 

0 .• 

0.' 

0.7 

0.' 

0.' /2} 

... 

0.3 

0.' 

... 

°0��" '�0.�' ���0.�' -0�'�0.�' -0�.7�0.�. �0 .• �' 

(e) Player B's Anticipated 
Strategic Game Evolution 
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• Consider the scenario A I> {[2] , [4] } (in which actually A I> [4]) and B I> [2J. 

- Table 7.I3(c) shows the equal earliest arrival time curve, which indicates the dividing 

line. 

- Table 7.I3(a) gives the corresponding game table for player A for which a MINIMAX 

analysis implies B I> [3J and hence A I> [5J . Table 7. I3(b) gives the corresponding 

game table for player B for which a MINIMAX analysis implies A I> { [IJ ,  [3]} and hence 

B I> [1], which in turn implies A I> [3J . In summary, player A assumes B I> [3J and 

hence selects A I> [5J, whilst player B assumes A I> { [I J ,  [3]} and hence selects B I> [I J .  

These strategic differences come about since both game tables are evaluated using 

MINIMAX. If MAXIMIN is applied, then A I> [3J and B I> [1] is implied. 

- Table 7. I3(d) illustrates how player A anticipates the game will evolve with A�[4]�[5] 

and B�[2]�[3]�[I]. Table 7 .I3(e) illustrates how player B anticipates the game will 

evolve with A�[4]�[3] and B�[2]�[I]�[5] . 

• Similarly, in the scenario A I> { [3] , [4]} and B I> [2J , also A I> [4] , so the analysis will be the 

same as that above. 

7.5.4.2 Analysis of Player B MINIMAX 

Table 7.1 1 (b) gives the CLUSTER-DT game table for player B. The MINIMAX analysis implies 

A I> [5J and hence B I> [4] with evaluation 536. 

• Consider the scenario A I> [5] and B I> [4] . 

- Table 7.I4(c) shows the equal earliest arrival time curve, which indicates the dividing 

line. 

- Table 7.I4(a) gives the corresponding game table for player A and Table 7.I4(b) gives 

the corresponding game table for player B. In both cases, a MINIMAX or MAXIMIN 

analysis implies A I> [1] and B I> [2] . 

- Table 7.I4(d) illustrates how the game evolves with A�[5]�[I] and B�[4]�[2]�[3] . 

7.5.4.3 Analysis of Other Interesting Scenarios 

Several other interesting scenarios are considered below . 

• Consider the scenario A I> [1] and B I> [1]. 

- Table 7.I5(c) shows the equal earliest arrival time curve, which indicates the dividing 

line. 

- Table 7.I5(a) gives the corresponding game table for player A and Table 7 .I5(b) gives 

the corresponding game table for player B. In both cases, a MINIMAX analysis implies 

A I> [4J and B I> [2J . 
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Table 7. 14: Strategic Example of CLUSTER-DT Scenario A I> [5] and B I> [4] 
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(d) Strategic Game Evolution 
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Table 7 . 15: Strategic Example of CLUSTER-DT Scenario A I> [1] and B I> [1] 
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Table 7. 16:  Strategic Example of CLUSTER-DT Scenario A !>  [1 ] and B !>  [2] 
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(c) Cluster Lead Division (d) Strategic Game Evolution 

- Table 7.15(d) illustrates how the game evolves with A-t[1]-t[4]-t [5] and 

B-t[1]-t[2]-t[3] . 

• Consider the scenario A I> [1] and B I> [2]. 

- Table 7.16(c) shows the equal earliest arrival time curve, which indicates the dividing 

line. 

- Table 7.16(a) gives the corresponding game table for player A and Table 7.16(b) gives 

the corresponding game table for player B. In both cases, a MINIMAX or MAXIMIN 

analysis implies A I> { [3] , [4] } and B I> [4] . 

- Table 7. 16(d) illustrates how the game evolves with A-t[1]-t [3] and B-t[2]-t[4]-t[5] . 

• Consider the scenario A I> [5] and B I> [3]. In this case, player B targets the cluster farthest 

from player A. 

- Table 7. 17( c) shows the equal earliest arrival time curve, which indicates the dividing 

line. 

- Table 7. 17(a) gives the corresponding game table for player A for which a MINIMAX 

analysis implies B I> [4] and hence A I> [1]. Table 7. 17(b) gives the corresponding 
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Table 7. 1 7: Strategic Example of CLUSTER-DT Scenario A I> [5] and B I> [3] 
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(d) Player A Game Table (e) Player B Game Table 
AED[5] I> [4] and BED[3] I> [4] AED[5] I> [4] and BED[3] I> [4] 
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Table 7.18: Strategic Example of CLUSTER-DT Scenario A D> [5] and B D>  [3] (continued) 
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(d) Strategic Game Evolution 
AEB[5J D> [4] and BEB[3] D> [4] 
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game table for player B for which a MINIMAX analysis implies A [> [4] and hence 
B [> [2] . In summary, player A assumes B [> [4] and hence selects A [> [5] (thus avoiding 

unprofitable tactical conflict) , whilst player B assumes A[> [4] and hence selects B [>  [2] 

(also attempting to avoid unprofitable tactical conflict) . These strategic differences 
come about since both game tables are evaluated using MINIMAX. If MAXIMIN is 

applied then A [> [4] and B [> [4] which is even more confusing. 

- Table 7.I8(a) illustrates how player A anticipates the game will evolve with 
A-t[5]-t [Il-t[4] and B-t [3]-t [2] . Table 7.I8(b) illustrates how player A anticipates 
the game will evolve with A-t[5]-t[I]-t[2] and B-t[3]-t [4] . Table 7.18(c) illustrates 

how player B anticipates the game will evolve with A-t[5]-t[4] and B-t[3]-t[2]-t[I] . 

- Finally, consider the case involving tactical conflict Affi[5] [> [4] and Bffi[3] [> [4]. Ta
ble 7. I7( d) gives the corresponding game table for player A and Table 7.I7( e) gives the 
corresponding game table for player B. In both cases, an analysis implies A [>  { [I] ,  (2]) 
and B [> [1] . Table 7.18(d) illustrates how the game will evolve with A-t[5]-t[4]-t [2] 
and B-t[3]-t[4]-t[I]. 

7.5.4.4 Discussion 

To summarise the strategies determined for the example strategic problem: 

• CLUSTER-GUARANTEE suggests A-t[5] and B-t[4]-t[3] . 

• CLUSTER-PARANOID suggests A-t[I]-t[2] and B-t[4]-t[3] . 

• CLUSTER-DT suggests that there is a strategic "lead and best response" cycle: B [> [2] => 
A [> [5] => B [> [4] => A [> [1] => B [> [2] => . . .  

The good news is that the strategic example we have considered suggests that CLUSTER-DT is 
quite effective at analysing the strategic interactions of the players, right through to completion of 

the end-game. Also, CLUSTER-DT appears to be more effective for situations in which a response 
is required, albeit with some possibility of cycling. 

T StI:ategic and Tactical Conflict 

We may define conflict as direct competition over a specific set of prizes in which the players' 

maximal PRIZE-GUARANTEE subpaths over that prize set do not exhaust that set of prizes. In
dividually, scenarios may be classified as conflict or non-conflict and conflicts as either strategic 

or tactical. Table 7.19(a) illustrates a non-conflict (of strategic independence) scenario. These 
arise when each player dominates (if not guarantees) their initial targets. A strategic conflict 

(Table 7. I9(b)) is essentially a conflict over a set of clusters in which clusters can be considered as 
a whole, whereas a tactical conflict (Table 7.I9(c)) is a conflict where, predominantly, sequences 
of individual prizes need to be considered. 
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Table 7. 19 :  Examples of Strategic Concepts 
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7.5.5 Summary 

We have designed the CLUSTER-DT strategic engine and compared the strategies determined by 
CLUSTER-DT with with those determined by CLUSTER-GUARANTEE and CLUSTER-PARANOID on 

the same illustrative example. It only remains to design the Medium-DMS, with which we then 
have a full three-frame implementation of the SPA/DMS. 

7.6 Dynamic Monitoring: Medium-DMS 

Chapter 4 introduced the idea of a Dynamic Monitoring System (DMS) and Section 6.4 presented 
a Small DMS for small problems. The strategic engines designed in this chapter, CLUSTER-DT 

and CLUSTER-PARANOID, are now incorporated into a Medium DMS for medium problems. The 
design of a CLUSTER-MONITOR is governed the principle: observe as much as possible but assume 

as little as possible. 

7 . 6 . 1  System o f  Frames and Monitors 

Medium problems are assumed to exhibit some natural cluster-like structure. We begin the design 
of the Medium DMS by defining the frames and monitors in terms of decision problems involving 
clusters, prizes and steps. 

7.6. 1 . 1  Frames 

The CLUSTER-DT strategic engine provides strategic information about matching cluster target
ing scenarios of the players. The PRIZE-DT tactical engine provides tactical information about 
matching prize targeting scenarios of the players. The Medium DMS is designed to couple to

gether the sequential decisions in terms of clusters, in terms of the prizes within those clusters, 
and in terms of individual steps. 

Recall that the global-fraIlle has infinite planning horizon, full scope, no directives and 
the original objective to maximize the total value in prizes collected. No special structure is 
assumed of the prizes at the global-frame. The decision problem constituting the cluster-frame 
is formulated in terms of a family-cluster structure. Given a family-cluster structure, observe or 
strategically predict which clusters the opponent will target and hence strategically determine a 
sequence of clusters to target. The resulting decision is encapsulated as a prize-fraIlle at which 
the planning horizon and scope are formulated in terms of the prizes constituting the clusters 
each player is predicted or determined to target. The remainder of the decision hierarchy is 
the same as the Small DMS, with the resulting decision from the prize-frame encapsulated as a 
step-fraIlle. The global, cluster, prize and step frames are nested as in Figure 7.13. 

Although the planning horizon, scope and directive of each frame is dynamic, the Medium 

DMS is fixed with these four frames. In general, the strategic framework may have an arbitrary 
and dynamic number of frames throughout. 
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global-frame 

Figure 7.13: Nested Frames for Medium DMS 

7.6 .1 .2  Monitors 

One dynamic monitor operates at each frame. Figure 7.14 illustrates the relationship between 

the the monitors and the frames in the Medium DMS. 

• At the global-frame we apply a GLOBAL-MONITOR that determines a cluster-frame. A 
cluster-frame is simply a family-cluster structure imposed on a subset of the prizes. 
The scope is reduced by thinning insignificant prizes and the directive is imposed to use 
the family-cluster structure constructed. Any method for constructing a family-cluster 
structure (such as those of Section 7.1) constitutes a GLOBAL-MONITOR. 

• At the cluster-frame we apply a CLUSTER-MONITOR (incorporating a strategic engine) which 
determines a prize-frame. The planning horizon and scope are reduced to targeting those 

prizes in a few strategically selected clusters. The directive is that the family-cluster struc
ture must be following in a strategically planned sequence. The strategic engines employed 
are CLUSTER-DT and CLUSTER-PARANOID . 

• At the prize-frame we apply a PRIZE-MONITOR (incorporating a tactical engine) which 
determines a step-frame. Recall from Section 6.4 that a step-frame is a prize-ts plus either 
a target-prize or a target-pair. The Medium-DMS PRIZE-MONITOR employs either FAMILY

PRIZE-DT or FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE whereas PRIZE-DT and PRIZE-GUARANTEE were 
used in the Small DMS . 

• Lastly, at the step-frame we apply a STEP-MONITOR which determines a step. 

7.6.2 Cluster Target Sets 

The decision problem of a cluster-frame is to prescribe a prize-frame. In the design of the 
Small DMS in Section 6.4 the idea of a prize-ts (prize target set) was central. It would appear 
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global-frame 

Figure 7.14: Monitors and Frames for Medium DMS 
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to straightforward to directly generalize the components and methods designed for the PRIZE

MONITOR. However, the matter is complicated by the look-through/move-through paradigm. We 

wish to determine a (primary) target-cluster or target-cluster-pair. Moreover, we also wish to 
know which (secondary) cluster to target next and, preferably, similar cluster targeting of the 

opponent. 

7.6.2 . 1  Primary Cluster Target Sets 

We begin with the task of a generalizing the concept of a prize-ts. 

Definition 7.6.1 
A primary-cluster-target-set (or primary-ts) is a subset of clusters which estimates the 

possible target clusters of the opponent which are not sufficiently distinguishable by observation 
or prediction of the opponent's movements. 0 

A primary-ts reflects the current best estimate of which cluster the opponent is currently 

targeting. A singleton primary-ts reflects that we are very confident of which specific cluster that 

is. If the opponent is located 'within' a cluster, then this cluster should be an element of the 
primary-ts. The cluster that contains the last prize claimed is deemed to be the cluster which 
the opponent is 'within'. 

We can use a strategic engine to construct a primary-ts or we can use observation. The 
prize-ts build, refine and check procedures for the PRIZE-MONITOR can simply be generalized to 
a primary-ts as follows. 

Build primary-ts. This is used to construct a new primary-ts. 

BUILD-CLUSTERTS-ANGLE: Build a prize-ts and let the primary-ts be the set of clusters each of 
which has at least one prize in the prize-ts. 

Estimating the cluster-sequence insertion cost of a cluster is reasonably expensive, since it involves 
calculating an intra-cluster route through the prizes, and hence we do not consider the insertion 

of a cluster into a sequence of clusters. 

Refine primary-ts. Refine the current primary-ts by discarding those clusters no longer 
considered likely targets of the opponent. 

REFINE-CLUSTERTS-ANGLE: Determine a prize-ts and discard those from the current primary-ts 

clusters no longer with a representative prize in the prize-ts. 

Check primary-ts. Check the current primary-ts to determine if new clusters should be 
added or the entire primary-ts discarded. Are the opponent's observed movements still consistent 

with the current primary-ts? 

CHECK-CLUSTERTS: Suppose we have estimated the bearing, 1/;B ,  of player B. Determine if 1/;B 
is pointing towards the current primary-ts, i.e., if 3 two prizes from the primary-ts which 
have angular gap less than 1800 through which 1/;B passes. 
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7.6.2.2 Secondary Cluster Target Sets 

The primary-ts models the observed or predicted primary target of the opponent. We can apply 
methods akin to the Small DMS PRIZE-MONITOR to select a primary A-target-cluster or primary 

A-target-cluster-pair relative to the primary-ts. 

The modelling and design complications are about whether to (or how to) determine a sec

ondary A-target or a secondary cluster target set for player B. The two guiding principles are 
that a prize-frame should consist of as much accurate information, and as few assumptions as 
possible, and that the players retain similar planning horizons. 

If the primary-ts is a singleton, then the task is reasonably straightforward since we can 
repeat the primary exercise from the initial scenario where player A looks through the primary 
A-target and player B looks through the singleton primary-ts. The definition of a secondary-ts 

follows this idea. 

Definition 7.6.2 

A secondary-cluster-target-set (or secondary-ts) is a set of clusters, not in the primary

ts, which predicts the possible secondary target clusters of the opponent following the primary-ts. 

D 

The secondary-ts is not observation-based and, thus, a strategic engine must be employed for its 
construction. 

If, however, the primary-ts is not a singleton, then on which primary B-target do we base 
the secondary-ts? We could maintain a secondary-ts for each cluster in the primary-ts, but this 
would be inordinately expensive. We must determine just one secondary A-target; how would the 
compromises in prediction be reconciled? Regardless, the facilities available in FAMILY-PRIZE-DT 

cannot implement this scheme. Alternatively we could highlight a specific primary B-target from 
the primary-ts upon which to base a secondary-ts. This is a strong assumption to hold player B 
to at a prize-frame, but it may be useful for constructing a possible secondary A-target. 

The model we do adopt is to have no secondary-ts when the primary-ts is not a singleton. 

Any more complicated models would involve extensions to the capabilities of FAMILY-PRIZE-DT. 

A secondary-ts is never checked or refined, only rebuilt, since it can never be observed, only 
predicted. Since the secondary-ts is a package with a non-singleton primary-ts, we update the 
whole package, never just the secondary-ts. 

7.6.2.3 Prize Frame 

We now have all the elements necessary to define a prize-frame. This defines a prize-frame in 

terms of a shorter planning horizon, scope of a few clusters, directive to follow some family-cluster 

sequence and surrogate to maximize prize value over this horizon. 

Definition 7.6.3 

A prize frame is a specification of which family-cluster sequence to follow and a prediction 
of which sets of clusters the opponent will target. A prize-frame consists of a primary-ts and a 
primary-target-cluster-pair or a primary-target-cluster (in which case a secondary-target-cluster 
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Algorithm 7.6 monitor MEOIUMOMS-GLOBAL-MONITOR 

end 

if � cluster-frame then 

else 

end 

Build a family-cluster structure. 

/ / A prize has just been claimed. 
CHECK-FAMILY-CLUSTER 
if family-cluster structure invalid then 

Build a family-cluster structure. 
else 

/ / No changes made to family-cluster structure. 
end 

or secondary-target-cluster-pair may also be specified). A secondary-ts is required if and only if 
the primary-ts is a singleton. 0 

This definition of a prize-frame is independent of the particular PRIZE-MONITOR, and tactical 
engine in particular, which will implement the strategic targeting. In practice, we are restricted 
by the services provided by a tactical engine as to what can be specified as a prize-frame. 

The family-cluster structure for CLUSTER-OT and CLUSTER-PARANOID has no family-sequence 
constraint. All the clusters (and cluster-pairs) are available as primary and secondary cluster
targets, since only at the third recursion can the family-no-return rule exclude clusters from 
consideration. 

7 . 6 . 3  Medium DMS 

Algorithms 7.6-7.9, Algorithm 6.12 (renamed) MEOIUMOMS-PRIZE-REFINE and Algorithm 6.13 
(renamed) MEOIUMOMS-STEP-MONITOR together present a generic Medium DMS. 

A practical consideration in this design is that we do not wish to employ the strategic engine 
or the tactical engine unnecessarily, since we assume that these are the most computation ally 
expensive procedures in the DMS. At each iteration, if the existing prize-ts is still valid, then it 
is refined, but if the prize-ts is not valid (the step-frame is out of scope) , or has been refined to 
null then the corresponding step-frame is rebuilt by firstly checking the validity of the current 
prize-frame. If the prize-ts is refined, then the step-frame is updated, but the prize-frame is not 
checked. If the existing primary-ts is still valid, then it is refined, but if the primary-ts is not valid 

(the prize-frame is out of scope) , or has been refined to null, then the corresponding prize-frame 
is rebuilt. Note that a prize-ts need not necessarily be a subset of the primary-ts. 

7.6.3.1 Dynamic Monitoring 

Aggregation is not arbitrary, nor just based upon saving computational complexity, but must be 
of some strategic or tactical value. There is always a tradeoff between aggregation (efficiency) and 
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Algorithm 7.7 monitor MEDIUMDMS-CLUSTER-MONITOR 

end 

/ / Check if cluster-frame exists and is still valid. 
if � cluster-frame or prize just claimed then 

end 

/ / Check cluster-frame and possibly rebuild. 
MEDIUMDMS-GLOBAL-MONITOR 

/ / Build new prize-frame. 
if � prize-frame or prize just claimed then 

Build specialist primary-mts. 
Select primary-ts from primary-mts. 

else 
Build generic primary-ts 

end 
/ / Determine strategic response. 
Determine primary-target-cluster or primary-target-cluster-pair. 
Determine secondary-ts and secondary-target as appropriate. 

Algorithm 7.8 monitor MEDIUMDMS-CLUSTER-REFINE 

end 

/ / Refine cluster-ts. 
REFINE-CLUSTERTS 
jf � primary-ts then 

/ / Build new prize-frame. 
MEDIUMDMS-CLUSTER-MONITOR 

else jf change made to cluster-ts then 

e lse 

/ / Update primary strategic response. 
Determine primary-target-cluster or primary-target-cluster-pair. 
Determine secondary-ts and secondary-target as appropriate. 

/ / No changes made to prize-frame. 
end 
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Algorithm 1.9 monitor MEDIUMDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR 

end 

I I Check if prize-frame exists and is still valid. 
if � prize-frame or prize just claimed then 

else 

end 

II Build new prize-frame. 
MEDIUMDMS-CLUSTER-MONITOR 

CHECK-CLUSTERTS 
if primary-ts invalid then 

/1 Build new prize-frame. 
MEDIUMDMS-CLUSTER-MONITOR 

else 

end 

I I Refine current prize-frame. 
MEDIUMDMS-CLUSTER-REFINE 

II Build new step-frame. 
if � step-frame or prize just claimed then 

Build specialist prize-mts. 
Select prize-ts from prize-mts. 

else 
Build generic prize-ts 

end 
Determine target-prize or target-pair. 
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usefulness (effectiveness) . A monitor must endeavour to dynamically map the natural structure at 

a level of aggregation from individual families-through clusters with family-no-return, individual 
clusters, prizes with family-no-return (and cluster-no-return) ' and prizes with cluster-no-return 
only-to individual prizes, to maximize the effectiveness of information which can be efficiently 
calculated for the number and structure of prizes remaining. 

A clustering need not be static, indeed as prizes are claimed by the players the natural 

structure of the prize set will change and hence our clustering should reflect this. The procedure 

CHECK-FAMILY-CLUSTER (required in Algorithm 7.6) determines that we re-cluster whenever the 
last prize of an existing cluster is claimed. At what stage of the play of a game are there 
sufficiently few prizes that we can consider the problem a small problem, drop the global-frame 

and cluster-frame and take up the Small DMS? The procedure CHECK-FAMILY-CLUSTER triggers 
the construction of a family-cluster structure with a single cluster at a critical number of prizes 
and once this occurs, MEDIUMDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR reverts to SMALLDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR. 

We can now describe two specific cluster monitors: CLUSTER-PARANOID-MONITOR and 
CLUSTER-DT-MONITOR. Note that either of these can function with a FAMILY-PRIZE-DT or 
FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE submonitor. 

7.6.3.2 Medium Monitor: CLUSTER-DT CLUSTER-MONITOR 

We define cluster-multiple-target-sets (cluster-mts) analogously to a prize-mts. The fol

lowing modules are straightforward adaptations of the PRIZE-DT PRIZE-MONITOR equivalents in 
Section 6.4.3.2. These modules are applicable both to primary and secondary (generically 'clus
ter') constructions and selections. 

module: select cluster-ts 

module: build cluster-mts 

module: determine target-cluster or target-cluster-pair 

We can now specifically define a prize-frame (and a secondary-ts if required) using the 
CLUSTER-DT strategic engine. Let Ti be a primary-ts, constructed via observation (as in Sec
tion 7.6 .2 .1) or via prediction (as in Section 7.6.3.2) . If ITi I = 1 ,  then we are very confident that 
we know exactly which cluster the opponent is currently targeting. 

T Case I. A t>  [cxol and B t> 7i where 7i = { [CYo] }  

Consider the full game table corresponding to A c> [exo) and B c>  [eyo). 

• If an A-direct-cluster-lead, [exd, has best evaluation, then define the prize-frame as 
A-+{[cxo) }-+{ [cxd }  and B-+{[eyo)}-+{ [cxo) ,  [exl)} \ ( [eyo) } .  No secondary-ts is necessary 
since the prize-frame planning horizon of the players is similar. 

• If a B-direct-cluster-lead, [ey}) ,  has best evaluation ,  then define the prize-frame as A-+{[cxo) }  
and B-+ {[eyo) }-+{ [eyd}-+{ [exo) }  \ { [cud} .  The secondary-ts is then 72 = ( [eyl ) } .  

• Otherwise 
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- Construct a secondary-ts, 12, from the game table, using the build cluster-mts and 
select cluster-ts modules but ignoring (wlog) any B-direct-cluster-Ieads. 

- Use the module to select a secondary A-target, Xsec , relative to 12 ,  where Xsec is 
either a cluster-lead [exd or a cluster-pair { [exd , [ex2] } .  

* If any A-direct-cluster-Iead has a better evaluation than X6ec relative to 12 ,  
then find the best A-direct-cluster-Iead, [exl] ,  and define the prize-frame as 

A-t{[exO]}-t{ [exl ] }  and B-t{ [CYo]}-t{ [exo] , [exl ]} \ { [CYo]} .  Since the secondary 

A-target is a direct-cluster-Iead, holding player B to 12 would make the prize
frame planning horizon disproportionately long for player B. 

* Otherwise, define the prize-frame as A-t{ [exo]}-txsec and 
B-t{ [CYo] }-t12-t( { [exo]} U xsec) \ ( { [cyo] U 12) . 

'Y Case 11. A I> { [CXl] ,  [CX2] }  and B I> Tt where Tt = { [cyo] }  

(a) . IT [cyol E { [exl l ,  [ex2] }  (say [CYo] = [exd) then 

• We can assume that it is safe for player A to target cluster [ex2] .  

• Hence, do the same as in Case I with [exo] f- [ex2] and [CYo] f- [exl ] .  

• Construct a secondary-ts, 12, from the game table corresponding to A I> 
(Wo-t{ [exI J ,  [CX2]} )  and B I> [CYol where Wo is the (necessarily cluster-window
feasible) scenario A I> { [exl ] ,  [ex2] }  and B I> [CYo] . 

• We cannot assume that, if [ex2] � 12,  then it is safe for player A to target [ex2] , 
since player B may yet target [ex2l following one of the cluster in 12.  We need more 
refinement of 12 before choosing between clusters [exl] and [ex2] .  Player A should 
first work on being able to establish something from at least one of the clusters, then 
that cluster will become a cluster-lead. 

• Hence, define the prize-frame as A-t{ [exl l ,  [ex2]} and 

B-t{[CYo]}-t12-t{ [exl ] ' [ex2] }  \ 12 · 

'Y Case Ill. A [> [cxoJ and B I> Ti where /Ti / � 2 

Since 111 1 � 2, there is no "official" secondary-ts. However, we wish to select a secondary A
target. This involves making an assumption about player B's primary B-target and constructing 

an "unofficial" secondary-ts, but not incorporating the secondary-ts into the prize-frame. 

(a) . IT [exol E 11 then 

• Assume that B I> [exo] for the purpose of selecting a secondary A-target. 

• Since both players look through cluster [exo] , there can be no direct-leads. 

• Construct a secondary-ts, 12, from the game table corresponding to A I> [exol and 
B I> [exo] .  
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• Select a secondary A-target, Xsec ,  relative to 72. 
• Define the prize-frame as A-t{[cxo]}-txsec and B-tTi -txsec \ 71 .  Note that we use 

72 only to determine Xsec and we don't use B-tTi -t72-tx8ec \ (71 u 72).  

(b) . If [cxo] ft 71 then 

• From the row A � [cxo] of the game table corresponding to A � 0 and B � 0, choose 
a minimum entry, Yprim, amongst the options which overlap Ti ,  where Yprim is either 
a cluster-lead [eyl ] or a cluster-pair { [eyd, [ey2]} .  

• Consider the game table corresponding to A � [cxo] and B � Yprim . 

• If Yprim is the cluster-lead [eyIJ then 

- If an A-direct-cluster-Iead, [CXl ] ,  has best evaluation, then define the prize-frame 

as A-t{ [cxo] }-t{ [cxI J }  and B-tTi -t{[cxo] '  [CXl]} \ 71 .  
- If a B-direct-cluster-Iead has best evaluation, then define the prize-frame as 

A-t{[cxo] } and B-tTi -t{ [cxo] } .  
Otherwise 

* Construct an "unofficial" secondary-ts, 72 ,  from the table, ignoring any B
direct-cluster-Ieads. 

* Select a secondary A-target, Xaec, relative to 72 . 
* If any A-direct-cluster-Iead has a better evaluation than Xsec relative to 72 ,  

then find the best A-direct-cluster-Iead, [cxd,  and define the prize-frame as 
A-t{[cxo] }-t{ [cxd} and B-tTi -t{ [cxo] ,  [cxd} \ 71 .  

* Otherwise, define the prize-frame as A-t{[cxo]}-txsec and 

B-t 71 -t( { [cxo] }  U xsec) \ Ti .  
• Otherwise, Yprim is the cluster-pair { [eyl ] ,  [ey2]} .  

- Select the best A-cluster-Iead, [CXl] .  
- Define the prize-frame as A-t{[CXO] }-t{ [CXl]} and B-tTi -t{ [cxo] ,  [cxd} \ 71 . 

.. Case IV. A [> { [cx!] , [CX2] }  and B [> Ti where 17i 1  ::::: 2 

We cannot assume that, if [CX2] ft Ti ,  then it is safe for player A to target [CX2] , since player B 
may yet target [CX2] following one of the cluster in Ti .  We need more refinement of 72 before 
choosing between clusters [cxd and [CX2J . Player A should first attempt to establish something 

from at least one of the clusters, then that cluster will become a cluster-lead . 

.. Prize Frame, Final-Family and ANY-ALL-PCTSP Requirements 

At the prize-frame, the final-family requirement is applied, as is the existing ANY-ALL-PCTSP 

requirement for each cluster. The principle here is that CLUSTER-DT provides strategic targeting 
and scenario information. The prize-frame is the only mechanism to show the PRIZE-MONITOR 

how to convert the strategic targeting to actuality. Hence, if the final-family or ANY-ALL-PCTSP 

requirements are dropped, then the strategic analysis may never be achieved. 
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7.6.3.3 Medium Monitor: CLUSTER-PARANOID CLUSTER-MONITOR 

The select cluster-ts, build cluster-mts and determine target-cluster modules are straightforward 
adaptations of the PRIZE-PARANOID PRIZE-MONITOR equivalents in Section 6.4.3.3. These mod

ules are applicable both to primary and secondary constructions and selections. We can now 
specifically define a prize-frame (and a secondary-ts if required) using the CLUSTER-PARANOID 

strategic engine . 

• Case I. A [> [cxol and B [> Ti where Ti = { [CYo]} 

Consider the full CLUSTER-PARANOID vector corresponding to initialising with A I> [cxol and 

B I> [cyol . Apply the modules to construct a secondary-ts, 72, and to select a secondary A-target, 

[cxI l · 

• Define the prize-frame as A-+{[CXO] }-+{ [CXI ]}  and B-+{[CYo] }-+72-+{[cxoJ , [cxIJ} \ 72 . 

• Case 11. A [> [cxoJ and B [> Ti where ITi I � 2 

Again, since 17i I � 2, there is no "official" secondary-ts. 

(a) . If [cxol E 7i then 

• Assume that B I> [cxol for the purpose of selecting a secondary A-target. 

• Construct a secondary-ts, 72 ,  from the full CLUSTER-PARANOID vector corresponding 

to initialising with A I> [cxol and B I> [cxo], and select a secondary A-target, [cxI l .  

• Define the prize-frame as A-+{[CXO] }-+{ [CXI ] }  and B-+Tt -+{ [CXI ] }  \ Tt.  

(b) . If  [cxol � 7i then 

• Construct a partial CLUSTER-PARANOID vector with entries corresponding to AI> [cxo] 
and B I> [ei] for each [eil E 7i . Choose a minimum element, indexed as B I> [CYo] ,  and 
assume that B I> [CYol for the purpose of selecting a secondary A-target. 

• Construct a secondary-ts, 72 ,  from the full CLUSTER-PARANOID vector corresponding 

to initialising with A I> [cxo] and B I> [CYo] ,  and select a secondary A-target, [cxd.  

• Define the prize-frame as A-+{[cxO]}-+{ [CXI ] }  and B-+ Tt -+ {[cxol ,  [cxt ] }  \ Tt ·  

7.6.4 Summary 

In this section we have completed the design of the Medium-DMS, a full three-frame implemen
tation of the SPAjDMS. 

More complicated monitoring schemes would require more sophisticated services from both 
CLUSTER-DT and from FAMILY-PRIZE-DT or FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE. In family sequences in 

which there are tree structured sequences, the families which follow are dependent upon which 
clusters are selected from the first family. For example, we might actually like to consider the 
scenario A-+ {[exI]-+{ [cx3 , CX4 ]} ,  [ex2l-+{ [exs]} } ,  i.e., player A initially considers either [ext ]  or 
[CX2] but then has specific family sequence depending upon which is selected; or, something similar 
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to primary-ts evaluation built into CLUSTER-DT to enable the selection of a compromise cluster 
to be selected when a player has one of a whole set of possible targets. 

Coda 

T Summary 

In this chapter we have successfully scaled the tactical engines of Chapter 6 to strategic engines 
CLUSTER-PARANOID and CLUSTER-DT. The principal difficulties and key contributions were: 

• Resolving the deadlock issue with Lemma 7.3.4 allowed us to employ the simple operating 
principle that a cluster is unlocked for move-through only once, either to both players to 
move through simultaneously or to only one player to move through, with the other missing 
out. 

• This principle establishes that the two-cluster-Iookahead can be maintained consistently 
throughout CLUSTER-DT. The two-cluster-Iookahead was originally proposed from the 
intra-cluster /inter-cluster strategy/routing, but was continually derailed by the deadlock 
problem. 

• The two-cluster-Iookahead rule allows for some useful coordination of intra-cluster routing 
and inter-cluster routing by variation of the path through a cluster depending upon which 

cluster (or pair of clusters and perhaps also cluster-feasibility-window) is to be targeted 
next. 

• The formulation of a simple description of family-cluster structure with family-sequence 
and final-family allowed us to compactly specify a cluster targeting scenario. The PRIZE

DT and ORIGINAL-DT tactical engines were easily modified to be able to evaluate these 
cluster scenarios in terms of overall value and exit-value, exit-time and exit-location from 
the first cluster (for move-through purposes) . 

• The intricacy of the Medium-DMS is warranted since it is important to determine how we 
should use the strategic information, although this was only possible by resolving how to 
operate the two-cluster-Iookahead rule with a primary and secondary target set. 

In conclusion, strategic planning involving clusters makes the design of an effective strategy much 

more technical but is able to return useful strategic information, which is much less conservative 
and less myopic than PRIZE-DT. 

T Link 

We have considered tactical and strategic planning at the scale of prizes and cluster respectively. 

However, larger problems, with no natural family-cluster structure, require a more heuristic 
approach. This is the subject of the next chapter. 
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7.A Appendices to Chapter 7 

7.A. l  Random Clustering 

A P P E N  D I x 7.A 

Random clustering is equivalent to randomly allocating n objects (prizes) into containers (clus
ters). This appendix is concerned with two problems. 
Cluster a given set of prizes. Since the prizes already have attributes (location, value) , the 

prizes are distinguishable. However, the clusters are defined only by the prizes they are to 
contain and hence are indistinguishable containers. The problem is to randomly allocate 
distinguishable objects to indistinguishable containers. Nijenhuis and Wilf [167] provide 
an algorithm for the case were the number of containers is not specified, presented in 
Section 7.A. 1 . 1 .  In Section 7.A . 1 .2 we adapt this algorithm to the case where exactly k 
non-empty containers are required. 

Generation of a test problem. Randomly allocate the number of prizes for each cluster given 
the total number of prizes, a number of clusters and the total prize value required for each 
cluster. Since the clusters have an attribute (total prize value) , the clusters are distinguish
able. However, the prizes are indistinguishable since we are only interested in how many 
prizes for each cluster-the attributes of a prize are to be generated dependent upon to 
which cluster that prize is allocated. The problem is to randomly allocated indistinguish
able prizes to distinguishable containers. 

7.A.1 . 1  Random Partition of n Objects 

A partition of a set V is a family of sets T1 , T2 , • . .  , Tk satisfying 

Ti n Tj = 0 (i i- j) 
Uf=ITi = V 

Ti i- 0 (i = 1 ,  . . .  , k) 

297 
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Algorithm 7.10 procedure RANDOM PARTITION 

end 

Input: n il number of prizes 
Output: l II number of clusters 
Output: q I I cluster membership vector 
Calculate ab ' "  , an ' 
m � n  
l � O  
while (m > 0) do 

Choose j E { I ,  . . .  , m} with probability 

P b( ') _ ( m - I ) am-j 
ro J - . 

1 
--

J - am 

end 

l � l +  1 
Assign l to qm-j+l , . · · , qm ' 
m � m - j  

Perform a random permutation on (Q1 , . . .  , qn) . 

Nijenhuis and Wilf [167] give an algorithm (reproduced here as Algorithm 7.10) for constructing a 

random partition on the set V = { I ,  . . . , n} with the property that every such partition is equally 
likely. The variable l is the number of cells allocated so far, m is the number of objects which 
remain to be allocated, and j is the number of objects chosen to be allocated to the next cell. 

The numbers ai are the Bell numbers denoting the number of partitions of a set of n 

distinguishable objects. They can be calculated using the recursion defined by ao = 1 and 
V n ? 1  

an = L m - ak 

n-1 ( 1 ) 
k=O k - 1 

Hence a1 = 1, a2 = 2, a3 = 5 ,  a4 = 15 ,  etc. 

7.A. 1 .2  Random Partition of n objects into k nonempty cells 

The Stirling numbers of the Second kind, S(n, k), denote the number of partitions of a set 
of n distinguishable objects into k non-empty, indistinguishable subsets, where k is a positive 

integer and n ? k. 

Hillman, Alexanderson and Grassl [98] state that the number of allocations of n distinguish

able objects to k distinguishable containers (after which each container ends up non-empty) is 
k!S(n, k) .  Tables 7.20 and 7.21 provide an example for the case were n = 6 and k = 3. 

In general, let j be the size of the first container. Then j must be at least 1 and at most 
n + 1 - k (in which case all the other containers will have exactly one object each). There will 

be ( ; ) choices for the j objects to fill the first container. For each of these choices there will 

remain n - j objects to allocate to k - 1 containers, of which there are (k - 1) !S(n - j, k - 1) 
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I Arrangement I 
4 + 1 + 1  

3 + 2 + 1  

3 + 1 + 2  

2 + 3 + 1  

2 + 2 + 2  

2 + 1 + 3  

1 + 4 + 1 

1 + 3 + 2  

1 + 2 + 3  

1 + 1 + 4 

total 
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= 30 

= 60 

= 60 

= 60 

= 90 

= 60 

30 

= 60 

= 60 

= 30 

= 540 

Table 7.20: Counting the number of distributions of six distinguishable objects into three 
distinguishable containers for all possible sizes of the containers. 

I Size of First Container I Frequency I 
4 30 
3 120 
2 210 
1 180 

total 540 

Table 7.2 1 :  Counting the number of distributions of six distinguishable objects into three 
distinguishable containers for all possible sizes of the first container. 
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Algorithm 7.1 1  procedure RANDOM k-PARTITION 

end 

Input: n / / number of prizes. 
Input: k / / number of clusters. 
Output: q / / cluster membership vector 
m f- n 
I f- k 
while (m > 0) do 

Choose j E { I ,  . . . , m + 1 - l} with probability 

end 

P b( ') = ( m ) S(m - j, l - 1)  ro J j lS(m, l) 
Assign l to qm-i+l , '  . .  , qm' 
I f- l - 1  
m f- m - j 

Perform a random permutation on (ql , . . . , qn) . 

such allocations. Hence, the number of allocations in which there are j objects allocated to the 
first container is 

( ; ) (k - l ) !S(n - j, k - 1) 

For example, taking n = 6, k = 3 ,j  = 4 gives 
( : ) 

(6 - 4)!S(2, 2) = 30 as required. Hence, the 

relative frequency that the size of the first container is j E {I ,  . . .  , n + 1 - k} is given by 

( � ) 
(k - l) !S(n - j, k - 1)  

J ( n ) S(n - j, k - 1) 
k!S(n, k) - j kS(n, k) 

Algorithm 7. 1 1  constructs a random allocation of n distinguishable objects to k non-empty, 
distinguishable containers such that all possible allocations are equally likely. The variable l is 
the number of containers remaining to be allocated, m is the number of objects which remain to 
be allocated, and j is the number of objects chosen to be allocated to the next container. By 
subsequently sorting the containers by the least index object in each container we automatically 
have an algorithm for constructing a random partition of n distinguishable objects into k non

empty, indistinguishable subsets such that all such partitions are equally likely. 

7.A. 1 .3  Random Cluster Sizes 

HiIlman, Alexanderson and Grassl [98, page 260] show that the number of allocations of n indis
tinguishable objects into k distinguishable non-empty containers is 

( n - 1 ) . 
k - 1  
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Algorithm 7.12 procedure RANDOM CLUSTER SIZES 

end 

Input: n / / number of prizes. 
Input: k / / number of clusters. 
Output : q / / vector of cluster sizes. m t- n i t- k  
while (i  � 2) do 

Choose qi E { l ,  . . . ,m + 1 - i} with probability 

m t- m - qi i t- i - I  
end 
ql t- m 

( m - i - I ) i - 2 
P(qi = i) = -'--:---� ( 7-=-11 ) 

Suppose we wish to determine the sizes, qk , of k distinguishable non-empty clusters such that 
every partition of the n currently indistinguishable prizes is equally likely. The reason that 
the clusters are distinguishable is that we wish to be able to assign a value first to the cluster 
and then allocate the cluster value between the prizes in the cluster. Then we simply sample 

qk E { I , . . .  , n  + 1 - k} with probability 

and continue as in Algorithm 7.12 RANDOM CLUSTER SIZES. 
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7.A.2 Family-Cluster Precedence Subproblems 

This appendix presents algorithmic details for solving the following five game tree bounding and 
pruning subproblems from Section 7.2.2 .3. 

POSSIBLE. Does there exist a path for player X which satisfies the family-sequence, cluster-no
return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements of player X, and arrives at some 

prize from the final family in the family-sequence of player X no later than the global overall 
deadline ).? 

COOPERATE. Determine the cooperative-value nu) of game tree node j .  This is the maximum 
joint value of the remaining prizes that the players could collect if both players cooperate 

perfectly. Players must satisfy their family-sequence, cluster-no-return, family-no-return 

and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements and the global overall deadline ).. 

If ). = 00 then nu) is the value sum of the remaining prizes in clusters, either: available 
to player A and belonging to an available player A family; or, available to player B and 

belonging to an available player B family. 

GUARANTEE. Determine the guarantee-value ru, X) of player X at a game tree node j. This 
is the maximum value of a guaranteed subpath through the remaining prizes satisfying the 
family-sequence, cluster-no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements of 

player X and the global overall deadline ).. 

There are two versions of GUARANTEE depending upon whether or not player X must claim 
a prize from the final family of its family-sequence. To implement a solver for GUARANTEE 

we propose and solve the DISTANCE subproblem. 

DISTANCE. Determine the earliest possible arrival-time of player y at each remaining prize in 

a cluster available to player X in a player X future-family satisfying the family-sequence, 
c1uster-no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements of player y. 

FEASIBLE. Determine if there exists a guaranteed subpath through the remaining prizes satisfying 

the family-sequence, cluster-no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements 
of player X, the deadlines Ri and ). and claiming a prize from the X -final-family. 

Two types of algorithm are considered in this appendix: the depth-first-search (DFS) branch
and-bound algorithm and the dynamic programming (DP) algorithm (see, e.g., Denardo [52]) .  
Also, COOPERATE, GUARANTEE, FEASIBLE are prize-based algorithms, POSSIBLE is  cluster-based 
and DISTANCE is a combination of prize-based and cluster-based. 

7.A.2 .1  Two-Optimal Appendage Revisited 

We extend the argument regarding two-optimal-appendages from Appendix 6.A.2.1 to B&B algo

rithms involving multiple clusters. Let W x be the working subpath through prizes from Q and 
let tx be the projected arrival-time at the end of IJ! x .  

Suppose I w  x l  � 2 and the last two prizes on IJ! x are from cluster [ex] . We propose to append 

prize j E (Q n [ex]) \ Wx to subpath Wx . If there is a prize on Wx which is not from cluster 
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.- - --.�-.� .... - - --.�O 
o r k 

.- - -� 
Figure 7. 15 :  Subpath appendage two-exchange 

[ex] , then let r denote the last such prize on "IJI x ;  otherwise, let r be the origin of the subpath 
"IJI x .  Choose k E "IJI x n [ex] such that k is not the last prize on "IJI x .  Consider the two-exchange 
defined by Figure 7.15 with change in distance c5(j, k). If l"lJlx l � 1 or either of the last two 
prizes on "lJlx are not from cluster [ex] or � k such that c5(j, k) < 0, then j E (Q n [ex]) \ "lJlx is a 
two-optimal-appendage of "IJI x .  

Lemma 7.A.l  
We need only target those prizes j E Q \ "IJI x which are two-optimal-appendages of "IJI x·  

Proof: 

1 .  The subpath of "IJI x from r onwards is path-two-optimal if and only if "IJI x is constructed 
such that each prize appended after r is a two-optimal-appendage. 

2. Consider the overall deadline >.. Let Ti be the arrival time of player X at each prize i on "IJI x 
and, if "IJI x n [ex] = 0, then let Tr be the arrival-time of X at the origin of "IJI x .  Certainly 

tx � >. if and only if Tr � >. and Ti � >. V i E  "IJI x n [ex] . That is, we need only consider 
the arrival-time of player X at the end node of "IJI x to establish a guarantee for "IJI x with 
respect to the overall deadline >.. 

3. Consider a set of deadlines fi on prizes i E Q n [ex] determined by solving the DISTANCE 

subproblem. Since the DISTANCE problem calculates earliest arrival-times subject to family

sequence, cluster-no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements of player 
Y, then the triangle inequality holds on cluster Q n [ex] , i.e., li � lA; + dki V i, k E [ex] . 

Suppose "IJI x :I 0 and let j be the last prize on "IJI x .  Then Tj � lj if and only if Ti < 

fi V i E  "IJI x n [ex] and either "IJI x n [ex] = 0 or Tr � fr . That is, we need only consider 

the arrival-time of player X at the end node of "IJI x to establish a guarantee for "IJI x with 
respect to deadlines li ' 

4. Hence, if we append prize j E (Q n [ex]) \ "IJI x to "IJI x ,  where prize j is not a two-optimal
appendage of "IJI x ,  then somewhere else in the B&B tree there will exist a B&B tree node 
at which "IJI x will contain the same prizes in some different sequence and satisfying any 
deadlines as required, but with an earlier tx ;  this node can only give a better objective 
function value involving arrival-time or guaranteed value. 

• 
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7.A.2.2 Prize-DFS: COOPERATE 

In this section we modify the B&B algorithm of Appendix 6.A.2.2 to handle the cluster-no-return, 
family-no-return, family-sequence and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements. 

Bounding Criteria. Let 

SI QA n U 9 81 = U [ei] 

9EQ..t [d)ESj 
S2 = QB n U 9 82 U [ei] 

9EQB [ci)ESl 

Qo = {j E Q n Sl n S2 : min{tA + dAi , tB + dBi } ::::; ).} 

Ql = {j E Q n (SI \ S2) : tA + dAi ::::; ).} 
Q2 {j E Q n (S2 \ SI ) : tB + dBi ::::; ).} 

Fathom B&B node i if 

V(OA) + V(OB) + L vi ::::; Vbe�t 
iEQoUQjUQl 

(7.7) 

Targeting. Lemma 7.A.1  shows that player A need only target those prizes j E Q \ (OA U OB)  
which are two-optimal-appendages of OA and player B need only target those prizes j E Q \ (OA U 
OB) which are two-optimal-appendages of OB.  Hence, use Algorithm 7.2 TARGET-CLUSTERS to 
determine SA and SB · 

• If 0 A = 0 then 

• If nA ¥- 0 then let [cxo] be the cluster from which A last claimed a prize and 

QA = {j E Q \ (OA U OB) : tA + dAi ::::; ).}n (u E [CXo] : j is a two-optimal-appendage of nA } U U rei]) . 
[ci)ES..t \{[czoj} 

• If nB = 0 then 

• If nB ¥- 0 then let [CYo] be the cluster from which B last claimed a prize and 

QB = {j E Q \ (OA U OB) : tB + dBi ::::; ).}n ({j E [cyol : j is a two-optimal-appendage of OB} U U reil) . 
[d)ESB \ ([CYO)} 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

Branching Rule. Use the same branching rule as per Appendix 6.A.2.2. Algorithm 7.13 
FAMILY_COOP-SLAVE(i) provides the details. 
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Algorithm 7.13 procedure FAMILY_COOP..5LAVE(i) 

end 

Input: i / / BBB tree node. 
Determine Qo, Ql , Q2, QA and QB. 
ub f- V(S1A) + v(S1B) + l:jEQoUQIUQ2 Vj 
if (ub > Vbest ) then 

end 

Vbest t- max{vbest , V(S1A) + v(S1B) }  
for «x E QA or  y E QB)  and (Vbest < min{.Bcoop, ub} )) do 

FAMILY_COOP ..5LAVE« i,A Ea x) )  or FAMILY _COOP ..5LAVE« i,B Ea y)) 
end 

7.A.2.3 Cluster-DP: DISTANCE 

Recall that the DISTANCE subproblem is defined as follows. 

DISTANCE. Determine the earliest possible arrival-time of player B at each remaining prize in 
a cluster available to player A in a player A future-family satisfying the family-sequence, 
cluster-no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements of player B. 

If prize j is not available to B then the earliest possible arrival-time is set to 00 .  
Let fj be  the earliest possible arrival-time of player B at each prize in Q .  Algorithm 7. 14 DIS

TANCEJ)P(j) presents a cluster-depth-first Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm to determine 
the fj values. Where the B-family-sequence requirement applies, a family corresponds to a stage 

of the DP and a cluster corresponds to a state. Let Xi be the earliest possible exit-times from 
each prize i E Q n [ei] which satisfy the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster reil . Suppose 
that a B-family-sequence applies and suppose that the family-sequence is (91 , g2 , " " gm) .  We 
determine the values fj for each prize in a cluster in family gh + 1 according to: 

(7. 10) 

where H = QnU[cil EQAn�h reil . This inter-cluster distance calculation is illustrated in Figure 7. 16. 

7.A.2.4 Prize-DFS: ALL-DISTANCE and PCTSP-DISTANCE 

To determine intra-cluster distances from earliest entry-times 'Tj to earliest exit-times Xi we define 

the following two subproblems. Note that we use 'Tj since these subproblems are re-used elsewhere, 
beyond solving the DISTANCE problem. 

ALL-DISTANCE. 

Determine the earliest possible exit-time from every i E Q n [ei] "I 0, satisfying an ALL 

requirement on cluster [ei] and given arrival-times 'Tj . 

PCTSP-DISTANCE. 
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Algorithm 7.14 procedure DISTANCEJ>P(j) 

end 

Input: j I I Game tree node. 
I I Determine the earliest arrival-times for player B at each prize j E Q. 
ij f- 00 V j E Q 
if B-family-sequence applies then 

else 

Let k be the least k such that no prize has been visited from family Ok .  
11. f- Ok 

11. f- QB n U9EQB 0 
end 
if player B has not yet claimed a prize then 

ij f- tB + dBj V j E Q n U[ci)E1i [ei] 
else 

end 

Let y E [ey] be the last prize claimed by player B. 
if ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement satisfied on [ey] then 

ij f- tB + dBj 'V j E Q n U[ci)E1i [ei] 
else 

Xi f- Earliest possible exit-time from i E Q n [ey] satisfying 
ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [ey] 

ij f- miniEQn[ci) {Xi + dij } 'V j E Q n U[ci)E1i [ei] 
end 

if B-family-sequence applies then 
for h = k to m - I  do 

end 
end 

K f- Q n U[ci)E!",+l [ei] 
for ( [ei] E Oh : [ei] is an ANY cluster) do 

I I Determine exit-times Xi · 

end 

Xi f- ii V i E  Q n [ei] 
I I Update arrival-times ij on family OH1 . 
ij f- min{ij , miniEQn[ci) {Xi + dij } }  'V j E K 

for ( [ei] E Oh : [ei] is an ALL-PCTSP cluster) do 
I I Initialise Xi significant upper bounds. 
Xi f- maxjEK{ij - dij } 

end 

I I Determine earliest possible exit-times Xi from every 
II i E Q n [ei] , satisfying ALL-PCTSP requirement on [ei] and 
I I given arrival-times ij • 
if [ei] is an ALL cluster then 

ALLJ>ISTANCE..8LAVE( i) 
else 

PCTSP J>ISTANCE..8LAVE( i) 
end 
I I Update arrival-times lj on family Oh+! . 
ij f- min{ij , miniEQn[ci) {Xi + dij } }  'V j E K 
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Figure 7.16: Inter-cluster distance calculation 
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Determine the earliest possible exit-time from every i E Q n [ei] "f:. 0, satisfying a PCTSP 

requirement on cluster [ei] and given arrival-times Tj , where there is a value 11 remaining 

to be claimed from cluster reil. 

In a vector-BBB algorithm we calculate all the X values using a single B&B tree rather than 
calculate each X value individually with its own B&B tree. Algorithm 7.15 ALL-DISTANCE�LAVE 

presents an intra-cluster vector-B&B algorithm which solves the ALL-DISTANCE problem by cal
culating the optimal vector X of earliest possible exit-times for prizes in cluster [ei] with a vector
based bounding criterion. Similarly, Algorithm 7. 16 PCTSP -DISTANCE_SLAVE presents an intra
cluster vector-B&B algorithm for the PCTSP-DISTANCE problem. 

Suppose we have a set of upper bounds Xi on the earliest exit-time of player B from prizes 

i E Q n reil ,  given the arrival-times Tj at prizes j E Q n reil .  Initially set Xi = 00 'V i E Q n reil . 
Let W B be the working subpath through Q n [ci] and let tB be the projected arrival-time at the 

end of W B . Initially W B = 0 and tB is not applicable. 

ALL-DISTANCE bounding criteria. Fathom B&B node i if 

(i). WB = 0 and � i E (Q n [ei]) \ WB : '1  k E (Q n [ei] ) \ WB , Tk + dki < Xi ;  or 

(ii) . WB "f:. 0 and �i E (Q n [ei]) \ WB : '1k E (Q n [ei]) \ WB , tB + dBk + dki < Xi . 

PCTSP-DISTANCE bounding criteria. Fathom B&B node i if 

(i). WB = 0 and �i E (Q n [ei]) \ WB : V(WB) + l:jE(Qn[ci])\'ltB :Tj+dji <Xi Vj � 11; or 

(ii) . WB "f:. 0 and �i E (Q n [ei]) \ WB : V(WB) + l:jE(Qn[ci])\'ltB :tB+dBj+dji<xi Vj � 11· 

Targeting. Lemma 7.A.1 shows that player B need only target those prizes j E Q \ W B which 
are two-optimal-appendages of W B .  Hence let 

Q B = {j E (Q n [ei] ) \ W B : j is a two-optimal-appendage of n B } .  (7. 1 1) 

Branching. Sort QB' i.e., those prizes not in QB, according to weighted nearest neighbour 
and tightest deadline of Section 6.2.3.3. 

For the DISTANCE problem we can employ a useful additional bounding scheme. For setting 
the distances ij , the exit-times Xi need not be computed exactly if we can show that they cannot 
impact upon the earliest (i.e. optimal) entry-times at prizes in the following family of the B
family-sequence. That is, we are only being interested in the value of Xi if 

3 j E (Q n U reil) such that Xi + dij < ij . 
[ci]EQh+ l 

Hence, we initialise Xi to be the maximum significant exit time from prize i which would be able 

to improve one of the entry times at the next family, i.e. , 

(7. 12) 
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Algorithm 7.15 procedure ALLDlSTANCE_SLAVE(i) 

end 

Input: i / / BBB tree node. 
H +- (Q n [ei)) \ 'l1B 
if ( IQ n [ei] l = 1) then 

Suppose Q n [ei] = { i } .  
Xi +- Ti 

else if ( IH I = 0) then 
Let i be the last prize on 'l1 B . 

Xi +- min{Xi ' tB } 
else if ( IH I = 1) then 

Suppose H = {i} .  
Xi +- min{Xi ' tB + dm} 

else 

end 

Q� +- {j E H :  j is a two-optimal-appendage of 'l1 B } 
if ('l1 B = 0) then 

else 

end 

for y E Q� and (3 i E H :  V k E H, Tk + dki < Xi) do 
ALL-DISTANCE-SLAVE« i,B E9 y)) 

end 

for y E Q� and (3i E H :  Vk E H, tB + dBk + dki < Xi) do 
ALL-DISTANCE-SLAVE« i,B E9 y)) 

end 

where H = Q n U[ci)E(/,,+l [ei]. Now, this implies that we need a search strategy for ordering "for 
[ei] E gh" . We wish to prune the B&B trees for ALL-DISTANCE and PCTSP-DlSTANCE as much 
as possible, so within algorithm 7.14 D1STANCE-DP we branch, at each stage, to the ANY clusters 
before the ALL- PCTSP clusters. 

7.A.2.S Cluster-DP: POSSIBLE 

The POSSIBLE subproblem is similar to the DISTANCE subproblem. Algorithm 7.17  POSSIBLE_DP( i) 
presents a DP algorithm for the POSSIBLE subproblem, from the perspective of player A, where 
the final-family requirement applies and hence, necessarily, the family-sequence requirement also 
applies. Suppose the family-sequence is (91 , g2 , ' . .  , gm) .  Each stage of the DP corresponds to a 

family and each state corresponds to a cluster. 

Algorithm 7.18 POSSIBLEJIEURISTIC( k, T) presents a heuristic which concludes one of possible, 
impossible or no conclusion by solving an approximation of the POSSIBLE problem by alternatively 

avoiding all ALL-PCTSP clusters (to determine possibility) and assuming that every cluster is an 
ANY cluster (to determine impossibility) . 
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Algorithm 7.16 procedure PCTSP-DISTANCE_SLAVE(i) 

end 

Input: i / / BtJB tree node. 
H � (Q n [ei]) \ 'liB 
if (v(w B) � TJ) then 

if (IJI B = 0) then 

else 

end 

Xi � Ti 'V i E H 

Xi � min{Xi, tB + dEi V i E H 
Let j be the last prize on IJI B . 
Xi � min{Xi ' tB} 

else if ( IHI = 1 )  then 
Suppose H = { i } .  

else 

end 

if (v(1JI B )  + Vi � TJ) then 
if (IJI B = 0) then 

end 

Xi � Ti 
else 

Xi � min{Xi , tB + dEi } 
end 

Q'n � {j E H :  j is a two-optimal-appendage of '11 B } 
found � true 
for y E QB and found do 

f ound � false 
for i E H and not found do 

if ('11 B = 0) then 
Ubi � '2:.iEH:T; +d;i <xi Vi V i E  H 

else 
Ubi � '2:.iEH:tB+dB;+dji <xi Vi 'V i E H 

end 
if (v(w B) + Ubi � TJ) then found � true 

end 
if (found) then PCTSP_DISTANCE_SLAVE((i ,B Ea y)) 

end 
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Algorithm 7.17 function POSSIBLE-DP (i) 

end 

Input: i ll B&B tree node or game tree node. 
I I MUST start from satisfied ANY-ALL-PCTSP state. 
Let k be the least k such that no prize has been visited from family Qk . 
Tj t- oo V j E Q  
if player A has not yet claimed a prize then 

Tj t- tA + dAj V j E Q n U[Ci)E9� [ei] 
else 

end 

Let x E [ex] be the last prize claimed by player A. 
if ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement satisfied on [ex] then 

Tj t- tA + dAj V j E Q n U[ci)E9k [ei] 
else 

Xi t- Earliest possible exit-time from i E Q n [ex] satisfying 
ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [ex] 

Tj t- miniEQn[ci] {Xi + dij } V j E Q n U[ci)E9k [ei] 

end 

if (POSSIBLEJIEURISTIC(k,T) = possible) then 
return(true) 

else if (POSSIBLEJIEURISTIC(k,T) = impossible) then 
return(false) 

end 
I I Hence possible_heuristic(k,T) = no conclusion 
for h = k to m - I do 

end 

feasible t- false 
for [ei] E �lh do 

I I Determine exit-times Xi · 

Xi t- Earliest possible exit-time from i E Q n [ei] given 
arrival-times Tj satisfying ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement 
on cluster [ei] 

if (3 i E [ei] : Xi � ,X) then feasible t- true 
end 
if (not feasible) then return(false) 
K t- Q n U [ei] 

[ci)E!h 

I I Determine arrival-times Tj on family QhH ' 
Tj t- miniEK {Xi + dij } V j E Q n U[ci]EYh+Jei] 

if (POSSIBLEJIEURISTIC(h + I ,T) = possible) then 
return(true) 

else if (POSSIBLEJIEURISTIC(h + I ,T) = impossible) then 
return(false) 

end 
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Algorithm 7.18 function POSSIBLEJIEURISTIC(k, T) 

end 

if (k = m) then 

else 

end 

for j E Q n U[CiJEQm [ei] do 
if (tA + dAj � ).) then return(possible) 

end 
return( impossible) 

/ / Determine if possible. 
feasible � true 
if (� i E Qk : Ti � ).) then feasible � false 
for h = k + 1 to m - I and feasible do 

1£ � { [ei] E Qh : [ei] ANY requirement only} 
K � Q n U[ciJEQh_ l [ei] 
for j E Q n U[ciJE1i [ci] do 

Tj � min{Tj , �W{Ti + dij } }  
end 
if (� i E Qh : Ti � ).) then feasible � false 

end 
if (feasible) then 

end 

1£ � { [ei] E Qm : [ei] ANY requirement only} 
K � Q n U[ciJEQm-l [ei] 
for j E Q n U[ciJE1i [ci] do 

if (miniEK h  + dij }  � ).) then return{possible) 
end 

/ / Determine if impossible. 
for h = k + 1 to m do 

K � Q n U[ciJEQh_ l [ei] 
for j E Q n U[CiJEQh [ei] do 

Tj � min{Tj , �W{Ti + dij } }  
end 
if (Ti > ). V i E Qh ) then return(impossible) 

end 

return(no conclusion) 
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7.A.2.6 Prize-DFS: GUARANTEE 

We present a depth-first branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm to determine r(j ,  X) for game tree 
node j, modifying the basic Algorithm 6.15 GUARANTEE..5LAVE to handle the family-sequence, 
final-family, cluster-no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement as necessary. 

Assume that deadlines lj have been determined by solving the DISTANCE subproblem. 
We implicitly search a B&B tree. Let i be a general B&B node and let r x be the corre

sponding guarantee subpath of accumulated value vcr x ) . Initialise with Vbest = 0, r x = 0 and 

tx is inherited from game tree node j. 

Bounding criterion. Fathom B&B node i if 

(7.13) 

Targeting. Lemma 7.A.1  shows that player X need only target those prizes j E Q \ rx which 
are two-optimal-appendages of rx . Hence use Algorithm 7.2 TARGET-CLUSTERS to determine 

Sx .  

• If r x = 0, then 

Qx = {j E Q n U[ci]Es)eil : tx + dXj :::: max{fj , A} } 

• If rx =f 0, then let [cxol be the cluster from which X last claimed a prize and 

Qx = {j E Q \ rx : tx + dXj :::: max{lj , A}}n 

(7. 14) 

({j E [cxol : j is a two-optimal-appendage of rx } u U [eil) . 
[ci]ESx \{[c:l:oj} 

Final-Family Fathoming. Suppose the final-family requirement applies. Apply procedure 
FEASIBLE( i) to determine if there is a feasible way of getting through to any prize in the final
cluster satisfying the deadlines fj and A. 

Branching Rule. Use the same branching rule as per Appendix 6.A.2.3. Algorithm 7.19 
FAMILY _GUARANTEE_SLAVE(i) provides the details. 

7.A.2.7 Prize-DFS: FEASIBLE 

FEASIBLE. Determine if there exists a guaranteed subpath through the remaining prizes satisfying 

the family-sequence, cluster-no-return, family-no-return and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirements 
of player X, the deadlines lj and A and claiming a prize from the X -final-family. 

We present a depth-first branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm to solve the FEASIBLE subprob
lem. Assume that deadlines lj have been determined by solving the DISTANCE subproblem. 

We implicitly search a B&B tree. Let i be a general B&B node and let r x be the corre
sponding paranoid subpath of accumulated value v(rx) . Initialise with tx inherited from game 
tree node or B&B tree node j, and r x = 0 if j is a game tree node or r x is inherited from B&B 
tree node j. 
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Algorithm 7.19 procedure FAMILY _GUARANTEE..5LAVE(i) 

Input: i ll B&B tree node. 
II Assume deadlines lj . 
if final-family doesn't apply or FAMILY.-FEASIBLE..5LAVE(i) then 

Qx f- {j E Q : tx + dXj � min{lj , A} and j is a two-optimal-appendage of rx } 

end 

ub f- v(rx ) + 2:jEQ:tx+dxj �min{lj ,'>'} Vj 
if (ub > Vbest ) then 

end 
end 

Vbest f- max{ Vbest , v(rx)} 
for j E Q x and Vbest < min {ub, .Bguarantee } do 

FAMILY _GUARANTEE..5LAVE((i ,X EB j» 
end 

Targeting. Lemma 7.A .l shows that player X need only target those prizes j E Q \ rx which 
are two-optimal-appendages of rx . Hence use Algorithm 7.2 TARGET-CLUSTERS to determine 

Sx · 

• If rx = 0, then 

Qx = {j E Q n U[CijESx [ei] : tx + dXj � max{lj , A} } 

• If rx :/; 0, then let [cxo] be the cluster from which X last claimed a prize. 

- If Sx = { [cxo] } then, let 

Qx = {j E (Q n [cxo)) \ rx : tx + dXj � max{lj , A}and 
j is a two-optimal-appendage of r x }  

- Otherwise, let 

Qx = {j E Q \ rx : tx + dxj � max{lj , >.} }n 

U reil · 
[cijESx \ { [czo]} 

(7.15) 

(7. 16) 

Branching Rule. Same as Appendix 7.A.2.6. Algorithm 7.20 FAMILY.-FEASIBLE-.SLAVE(i) 

provides the details. 
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Algorithm 7.20 function FAMILY -FEASIBLE_SLAVE( i )  

end 

Input: i / / Bf3B tree node. 
/ / Assume deadlines lj . 
K � Q n U [ei] if (rx n K f; 0) then 

[ci)EQm 
return( true) 

end 
result � false 
if (3 i E K and j E Qx : tx + dXj :5 lj and tx + dXj + dji :5 min{l" -X})  then 

for x E Q x and not result do 

end 

result � FAMILY -FEASIBLE_SLAVE( (i ,X ffi x» 
end 

return (result) 
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7.A.3 TWO CLUSTER MEDIAN strategy 

In case (vi) of the two cluster problem of Section 7.3.4, both clusters are cluster-leads for player A 
only. It is suggested that player B play a TWO CLUSTER MEDIAN strategy. Section 5 . 1 .4 derived 
the x, Zl and Z2 values used in the TWO PRIZE MEDIAN strategy for the two prize problem. In this 
appendix we derive the equivalent expression for the following cluster-window-feasible scenario. 

Suppose player A-t[exd-t{[CYI ] ,  [CY2] }  and player B-t{[cytJ ,  [CY2] } . Let TAi be the earliest 
possible arrival time for player A at prize i E ( [cyd u [CY2]) , given that player A looks through 
A-t[exd, and satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [exl ] .  

Alternatively suppose player A-t{ [CYd , [CY2]} ,  i .e. , player A does not look through a cluster. 
Let TAi be the earliest possible arrival time for player A at prize i E ( [CYI] u [CY2] ) .  

Let tB be the time-stamp of player B. 
Choose il E [CYd and i2 E [CY2] and let dil -ti2 ' di2-til and dil i2 be defined as in Ap

pendix 7.A.4. 

Suppose 

TAil < tB + dBil 
TAi2 < tB + dBi2 

TAil + dil -ti2 > tB + dBi2 
TAi2 + di2-til > tB + dBil 

We now show how the x, Zl and Z2 values are derived. 

We want to determine if 3 a location Z on the line through the two prizes, such that 

tB + dBZ + dZi2 < TAil + dil -ti2 and 

tB + dBZ + dZil < T Ai2 + di2-til · 

(7. 17) 
(7. 18) 
(7. 19) 
(7.20) 

(7.21) 
(7.22) 

Overlay Cartesian coordinates with origin at prize il and positive x-axis towards prize i2 ; hence 

prize i2 is located at (dil i2 , 0) .  Let Z = (z, O) .  Let (x, y) be the location of player B in this 
coordinate system Then ci1il = x2 + y2 and dBi2 = (dil i2 - X)2 + y2 and hence 

• Consider constraint (7.21) where dZi2 = dil i2 - z. Substituting, we have 

v(x - Z)2 + y2 < TAil - tB + dil -ti2 - dili2 + z 
{:} x2 - 2xz + z2 + y2 < (TAil - tB + dil-ti2 - dil i2 )2 + Z2+ 

2Z(TAil - tB + dil -til - dil i2 ) 

z > 
d1il - (TAil - tB + dil -ti2 - dil i2 )2 

2(X + TAil - tB + dil -ti2 - dil •2 ) 

• Consider constraint (7.22) where dZil = z .  Substituting, we have 
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Algorithm 7 .21  strategy TWO PRIZE MEDIAN BIAS 

end 

/ / Median location assuming we are A and B-til 
Input: il E [CYl] and i2 E [CY2] 

x +- df) i2 + �il - �i2 
2dil i2 

Compute TBi Vi E ( [CYl ] U [CY2]) .  
Compute dil ..... i2 and di2 ..... il satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement. 

�i - (TEiI - tA + di1 ..... i2 - di1 i2 )2 Zl +- _-71 ___________ .,.-2(x + TBil - tA + dil ..... i2 - dil i2 ) 
(TEi2 - tA + di2 ..... i. )2 - �i Z2 +- I 

2 (7Bi2 - tA + di2 ..... il - x) 
target +- Bearing of max {Zl , Z2 } .  

V(x - Z)2 + y2 < TAi2 - tB + di2 ..... il - Z 
{::} x2 - 2xz + Z2 + y2 < (TAi2 - tB + di2 ..... iJ2 

+ Z2 _ 

Z < 

2Z(TAi2 - tB + di2 ..... i. ) 
(T Ai2 - tB + di2 ..... il )2 - �il 

2(TAi2 - tB + di2 ..... il - x) 

The Strategy. See Algorithm 7.21 TWO PRIZE MEDIAN BIAS. 

Let TAi be the earliest possible arrival time for player A at prize i E ([cydU [CY2) )  given that player 
A looks through A-t[CXO]-t[CXl ] ' satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on both clusters 
[cxo] and [CXl ] . Note: if [cxo] = [CYo] then each player need take only one prize from that cluster. 

Next, we determine what to do with player B needing to select an exit-prize from cluster 
[CYo] . Suppose player B exits from cluster [CYo] at exit-prize j at exit-time xBj (satisfying the 
ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [CYol if [cyol =F [cxo)). A similar analysis to the above 
gives: 

cf1il - (TAil - XBj + dil ..... i2 - dil i2 )2 
2 (x + TAil - XBj + dil ..... i2 - dil i2 ) 

(TAi2 - XBj + di2 ..... i. )2 - d;il 
2(TAi2 - XBj + di2 ..... i l  - x) 

Hence we select such an exit-prize j E [cyo] so as to maximize Z2 - Zl · 

(7.23) 

(7.24) 
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7.A.4 Cluster Feasible Window Mechanisms 

Section 7.3.5 introduced the cluster window scenario and motivated several cases which are now 
defined more precisely in this appendix. The cases considered are as follows. 

(i) . A I> [exl ]  and B I> { [CYd , [CY2] }  

(ii). A I> [extJ and B I> ([CYO]-t{ [CYl ] ,  [CY2] } )  

(iii). A I> ([exo]-t[exlD and B I> ( [cXO]-t{ [CYl ] ,  [CY2]} )  

(iv) . A I> [exl ]  and B I> (Wo-t[CYo]-t{ [CYd, [CY2]} )  

(v) . A I> ( [exo]-t[ex. ]) and B I> (Wl -t{ [eyd, [ey2]} )  

(vi) . A I> ([exo]-t[exd) and B I> ( [CYo]-tWl-t{ [eyd, [CY2] } )  

(vii). A I> ([exo]-t[exd) and B I> (Wo-t[CYo]-tWl-t{ [eyl] , [CY2] } )  

(viii) . A I> ( [exo]-t[extJ) and B I> (Wo-t[exo]-t{ [eyd, [CY2] } )  

(ix) . A I> (Wo-t[exo]-t[exd) and B I> ([exO]-t{ [eyl ] , [ey2] } )  

(x) . A I> (Wo-t[exlD and B I> ( [eyo]-t{ [eyl ] ' [ey2]} )  

(xi). A I> (Wo-t[exo]-t[exlD and B I> ( [eyo]-tWl -t{ [eyl ] ,  [ey2] } )  

Figure 7.17 illustrates cases (i)-(iv) , Figure 7.18 illustrates cases (v)-(viii) and Figure 7.19 illus
trates cases (ix)-(xi). 

Notation. Let "A-tIP A ffi [exo] )4 k I> [exl]" mean that player A moves through cluster [exo] 
with exit-prize k E [exo] and then is looking through cluster [exl ] .  Also, we distinguish three 

distances between prize i1 E [CYl ] and prize i2 E [ey2] .  

• Let di1 -+i2 be the shortest distance from prize i1 to prize i2 via sufficient prizes in cluster 

[ey. ] to satisfy the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [cytJ .  

• Let di2-+il be the shortest distance from prize i2 to prize i1 via sufficient prizes in cluster 
[ey2] to satisfy the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [ey2] .  

• Let di1 i2 be the direct distance between prize i 1 and prize i2 • 

Choose k E [ext J  and let XAk be the earliest possible exit-time from prize k satisfying the ANY

ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [exl ] . Let Y be the location of player B and let ty be the 

current time of player B. We wish to determine how player B can play to ensure that: 

(a) . A does not dominate cluster [CY2] should A-tIP A Efl [extJ )4 k I> [eyl] ;  and 

(b). A does not dominate cluster [eyl] should A-tIP A Efl [ex.] )4 k I> [CY2] .  

Choose i l  E [CYd and i2 E [CY2] .  We need to modify the construction from Section 5 . 2  since 
di1 -+i2 , di2-+i1 and di1 i2 are not necessarily equal. 
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• If ty � XAk then, we require that constraints (7.25)-{7.26) hold. 

XAk + dkil + dil -+i2 > ty + dYi2 
XAk + dki2 + di2-+il > ty + dYil 

(7.25) 
(7.26) 

• . If ty < XAk , then we wish to determine if 3 a feasibility window through which player B can 
play, i.e., determine whether there exists a location Z such that constraints (7.27)-{7.29) 

hold. 

XAk > ty + dyz 
dkil + dil -+i2 > dZi2 
dki2 + di2-+il > dZil 

(7.27) 
(7.28) 
(7.29) 

Apply Algorithm 5 .1  WINDOW FEASIBLE to determine if such a location Z exists. The pa
rameters required are the chosen prizes i} and i2, location Y is the location of player B and 

T} = dki2 + di2-+il 
T2 = dkil + dil -+i2 
T3 = XAk - ty 

Since player B must initially move without knowledge of which exit-prize k E [cxd player A 
will exit cluster [CX1 )  from, player B must nominate il and i2 such that V k E [exd the prize 
window scenario is window feasible. 

Definition 7.A.2 

A C> [CX1) and B c>  ( [CY1 ) ,  [CY2) }  is cluster-window-feasible if 3 i l  E [CY1) and i2 E [CY2) such 
that V k E [CX1) either: 

• ty � XAk and constraints (7.25)-(7.26) hold; or 

• ty < XAk and there exists a Z satisfying constraints (7.27)-{7.29) . 

o 

Let W1 be the cluster window feasible scenario A c> [exl ) and B c>  ( [CYd , [CY2) } '  We can 
calculate the earliest arrival-times TBi for i E [CYd u [CY2) such that player B moves to prize i in 
such a way as to satisfy the constraints imposed by W 1 .  

Choose i} E [cyd. Let /il � [CY2) be the set of prizes i2 E [CY2) such that Vk E [CX1) 3 a 
feasibility window W(i} , i2 , k) . If /il = 0 then let TBil = 00; otherwise let 
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• Case (ii ) .  A I> [cxI J  and B I> ( [cYOJ-+{ [CYI J ,  [CY2] }  

Choose exit-prize j E [eyo] of player B from cluster [eyo] and let XBj be  the earliest possible 

exit-time from exit-prize j satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [eyo] . Choose 
k E [cxd and let XAk be the earliest possible exit-time of player A from exit-prize k satisfying 
the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [exl ] '  We wish to determine how player B can play 
after exiting from prize j E [eyo] at time XBj to ensure that: 

(a) . A does not dominate cluster [ey2] should A-+P A 9 [exl] )<I k t> [eyd; and 

(b) . A does not dominate cluster [eyl] should A-+P A 9 [exd )<I k t> [ey2] . 

Choose i 1  E [eyl ] and i2 E [ey2] '  

• I f  XBj � XAk , then we require that constraints (7.30)-(7.31)  hold. 

XAk + dkil + dil-+i2 > XBj + dji2 
XAk + dki2 + di2-+il > XBj + djil 

(7 .30) 
(7.31) 

• If XBj < XAk , then we wish to determine if there exists a feasibility window through 
which player B can play, i.e., determine whether there exists a location Z such that con
straints (7.32)-(7.34) hold. 

XAk > XBj + djz 
dkil + dil -+i2 > dZi2 
dki2 + di2-+il > dZil 

(7.32) 
(7.33) 
(7.34) 

Apply Algorithm 5.1 WINDOW FEASIBLE to determine if such a location Z exists. The pa
rameters required are the chosen prizes i l  and i2 , location Y is the location of prize j and 

rl = dki2 + di2-+il 
r2 = dkil + dj, -+i2 
r3 = XAk - XBj 

Definition 7.A.3 

A t>  [exd and B t> ([eyO]-+{[eyl] ,  [ey2] } ) is cluster-window-feasible if 3 j E [eyo], il E [eyd 
and i2 E [CY2] such that V k E [extJ either: 

• XBj � XAk and constraints (7.30)-(7.31)  hold; or 

• XBj < XAk and there exists a Z satisfying constraints (7.32)-(7.34). 

o 

This case is identical to case (ii) except: 

• Choose j E [exol and let XBj be the entry-time of player B at prize j E [exol .  Since both 
players look through cluster [cxo] , then [cxol must be designated an ANY cluster. 
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• Choose k E [cxd and let XAk be the earliest possible exit-time of player A from prize 
k E [CXI ]  via one prize from cluster [cxo] and satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement 
on cluster [CXI] '  

Hence apply Definition 7.A.3. 

The existing cluster window feasible scenario, Wo , implies an earliest possible entry-time TBj of 
player B at each prize j E [cyol satisfying the constraints imposed by Wo. Hence, this case is 
identical to case (ii) except: 

• Choose j E [eyol and let XBj be the earliest possible exit-time of player B from prize j 
from cluster [eyo] , satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [eyo], where the 
entry-time to prize i E [eyo] is TEl . 

Hence apply Definition 7.A.3. 

This case arises from case (F6) of Section 7.5.2. By unwrapping the recursions of (F6) (see 
Figure 7 . 11 )  the base case must have been one of cases (Fl) ,  (F2) or (F4b) of Section 7.5.2. 

(a) . Base case (Fl): 3 m � -1 and clusters { [cxm+l ] ' [cxm+2] , " " [CX-I]} all distinct from each 
other and clusters [cxo] ,  [cxd, [eyd and [ey2] such that WI is the cluster-window scenario 
A [> [CXm+l] and B [> { [eyl] ,  [ey2] }-case (i) . 

(b) . Base case (F2) :  3 m � - 1  and clusters { [cxm], [cxm+d, . . .  , [cx-d}  all distinct from each 
other and clusters [cxoJ ,  [CXl ] ,  [eyl] and [ey2] such that WI is the cluster-window scenario 
A[> ( [cxml�[cxm+d) and B[>( [cxml�{ [eylJ ,  [ey2]})-case (iii) . However, the move-through 
procedure (case (x) of Appendix 7.A.5) associated with A�IP' A Efl [cxm] l> [cxm+l l  and 
B�IP'B Efl [cxml l> (WI �( [eyd, [ey2] } ) updates WI to reflect the known exit-prizes of the 
players from cluster [cxm]. Subsequently, WI is the cluster-window-feasible scenario A l> 
[CXm+l ]  and B l> { [eyd ,  [ey2] }-case (i) also. 

(c) . Base case (F4b) : 3 m � -1 and clusters { [cxm] ,  [CXm+I] , " " [cx-d }  all distinct from each 
other and clusters [cxo] , [cxd, [eyl] and [ey2] such that Wl is the cluster-window scenario 
A [> ([CXm]�[CXm+l] )  and B l> (WO�[CXm]�{ [eyl] ,  [ey2]}-case (viii) below. However the 
move-through procedure (case (xi) Appendix 7.A.5) associated with A�IP' A Efl [cxm] [> 
[cxm+d and B�IP'B Efl (WO�[cxm]) [> (Wl �( [eyd ,  [ey2]} ) updates Wl to reflect the known 
exit-prizes of the players from cluster [cxm]. Subsequently, Wl is the cluster-window
feasible scenario A [> [CXm+l ]  and B l> { [eyd , [ey2] }-case (i) also. 

Hence, we may assume that W1 is the case (i) cluster window feasible scenario A [> [CXm+l ]  and 
B [> { [eyl ] ,  [ey2] } . 

Let XAko be the earliest possible exit-time of player A from ko E [cxm+d satisfying the ANY

ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [cxo] .  Let dko-tkl be the shortest distance from exit-prize 
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ko E [cxm+tl  to exit-prize kl E [cxd via the cluster sequence { [cxm+21, . . .  , [CXl ] }  which satisfies 
the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on each of these clusters. 

Definition 7.A.4 
A [> ([cxol-+[cxl ]) and B [> (Wl-+{ [CYll ,  [CY2 ]} ) is cluster-window-feasible if 3 il E [CYll 

and i2 E [CY21 such that V ko E [cxm+t l  and V kl E [cxd either: 

• ty ? XAko + dko-tkl and constraints (7.35)-(7.36) hold; 

XAko + dko-tkl + dkl il + di1 -ti2 > ty + dYi2 
XAko + dko-tkl + dk1 i2 + di2-til > ty + dYi1 

• or XAko :::; ty < XAko + dko-tkl and constraints (7.37)-(7.38) hold 

XAko + dkoi1 + di1 -th > ty + dYi2 
XAko + dkoi2 + di2-til > ty + dYi1 

and 3 Zl satisfying constraints (7.39)-{7.41) ;  

XAko + dko-tk l  > ty + dYZl 
dk1 il + di1 -ti2 > dZ1i2 
dkl i2 + di2-t il > dZ1i1 

• or ty < XAko and 3 Zo and Zl satisfying constraints (7.40)-(7.45) . 

XAko > ty + dyzo 
dko i1 + di1 -ti2 > dZoi2 
dkoi2 + di2-til > dZoil 

dko-tkl > dZOz1 

Lemma 7.A.5 
A [> ([cxo]-+[cxd) and B [> (Wl-+{ [cyd , [CY2] }) is cluster-window-feasible. 

Proof: 

(7.35) 
(7.36) 

(7.37) 
(7.38) 

(7.39) 
(7.40) 
(7.41)  

(7.42) 
(7.43) 
(7.44) 
(7.45) 

0 

By Definition 7.A.2, choose il E [CYl] and i2 E [CY2] such that V ko E [cxm+tl either: ty ? 

XAko and constraints (7.37)-{7.38) hold; or ty < XAko and 3 Zo satisfying constraints (7.42)
(7.44),  where XAko is the earliest possible exit-time of player A from ko satisfying the ANY-ALL

PCTSP requirement on cluster [cxo] .  
Choose ko E [Cxm+t ]  and kl E [CXl ] . 

• Suppose ty ? XAko + dko -tkl ' Then ty ? XAko and so constraints (7.37)-{7.38) hold. 
Hence 

ty + dYi2 < XAko + dkoi1 + di1-ti2 
< XAko + dko-tkl + dkl il + dil-ti2 
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satisfying constraint (7.35) and 
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ty + dYil < XAko + dkoi2 + di2--+i1 

satisfying constraint (7.36) . 

< XAko + dko--+kl + dkl i2 + di2--+i1 

• Suppose XAko ::; ty < XAko + dko--+k1 . Then constraints (7.37)-(7.38) hold. Then, by 
Lemma 6.3.2, 3 ZI as required . 

• Suppose ty < XAko . Choose Zo satisfying constraints (7.42)-(7.44) .  Then, by Lemma 6.3.2, 
3 ZI as required. 

Thus AI> ( [cxo]-t [cxI J) and BI> (W 1 -t{ [eyl ] , [ey2] }) is cluster-window-feasible by Definition 7.A.4 . 
• 

Let W2 be the cluster window scenario A I> ( [cxo]-t[cxtJ) and B I> (Wl-t ( [eyl] ,  [ey2] }) .  The 
proof of Lemma 7.A.5 implies that the constraints imposed by W2 are no more constraining 
than those imposed by Wl . The entry-times, TBj 'if j E [eyd U [ey2] ,  associated with Wl remain 
unchanged. 

This case arises from either case (F3) or case (F7) of Section 7.5.2. 

(a) . Case (F7) of Section 7.5.2: By unwrapping the recursions of (F7) (see Figure 7. 1 1 )  the base 
case must have been either a case (F3) or a case (F5a) . 

• Base case (F3): 3 m ::; -1 and clusters 
{ [cxm] , [cxm+1 ] , . . .  , [CX-I ] }  all distinct from each other and clusters [cxo] ,  [CXl] ' [eyO] , 
[eyl] and [ey2] such that Wl is the cluster-window scenario A I> [cxm] and B I> 
( [CYo]-t{ [eyd, [ey2]) )-case (ii) . 

• Base case (F5a): 3 m ::; -1  and clusters {[cxm], [CXm+1] , . . .  , [cx-d }  
all distinct from each other and clusters [cxo] , [cxtJ ,  [eyo] , [eyl] and [ey2] such that 
Wl is the cluster-window scenario A I> (Wo-t [cxmD and B I> ( [eyo]-t{ [eyd, [ey2] } )
case (x) . 

(b) . Case (F3) of Section 7.5.2: Wl is the cluster-window scenario A I> [cxo] and 
B I> ( [CYO]-t {[eyl] ,  [ey2]) )-case (ii) . Hence let m = O. 

Let XBj be the earliest possible exit-time of player B from prize j E [eyo] ,  satisfying the ANY

ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [eyo] . 
From the location of player A at the time at which A I> [cxm] , let XAko be the earliest possible 

exit-time of player A from prize ko E [cxm] , satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster 
[cxm] and in base case (F5a) the entry-time to prize i E [cxm] is TAL . Note that in case (F7) , 
player A has already moved through cluster [cxm] and, hence, XAko ::; tA , but the knowledge of 
the actual exit-prize of player A from cluster [cxm] may not be known to player B at time tB . 
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Let dko--+k1 be the shortest distance from exit-prize ko E [exm) to exit-prize kl E [exd via the 
cluster sequence ( [exm+l ) , ' . . , [exl ) }  which satisfies the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on each of 
these clusters. 

Definition 7.A.6 
A [> ( [cxo)-+[exlD  and B [> ([CYo)-+Wl -+{[cyd ,  [CY2) } )  is cluster-window-feasible if 3 j E 

[cyo) ,  il E [CYd and i2 E [CY2) such that V ko E [exm) and V kl E [exl) either: 

• XBj � XAko + dko--+k1 and constraints (7.46)-(7.47) hold; 

XAko + dko--+k1 + dk1 i1 + di1 --+i2 > XBj + dji2 
XAko + dko--+k1 + dk1 i2 + di2--+i1 > XBj + dji1 

• or XAko S XBj < XAko + dko--+k1 and constraints (7.48)-(7.49) hold 

XAko + dkoi1 + di1 --+i2 > XBj + dji2 
XAko + dkoi2 + di2--+i1 > XBj + dji1 

and 3 Zl satisfying constraints (7.40)-(7.41)  and (7.50); 

(7.46) 
(7.47) 

(7.48) 
(7.49) 

(7.50) 

• or XBj < XAk and 3 Zo and Zl satisfying constraints (7.40)-(7.41 ) ,  (7.43)-(7.45) and (7.51 ) .  

XAko > XBj + djzo (7.51) 

o 

Lemma 7.A.7 
A [> ([exo)-+[exd) and B [> ([CYo)-+Wl -+{[cyd ,  [CY2) } )  is cluster-window-feasible. 

Proof: 
By Definition 7.A.3, choose j E [CYo), il E [CYl ) and i2 E [CY2) such that for every ko E [cxm) 

either: XBj � XAko and constraints (7.48)-(7.49) hold; or XBj < XAko and 3 Zo satisfying 
constraints (7.43)-(7.44) and (7.51) .  

Choose ko E [Cxm) and kl E [exd · 

• Suppose XBj � XAko + dko--+k1 ' Then XBj � XAko and so constraints (7.48)-(7.49) hold. 
Hence 

XBj + dji2 < XAko + dkoi1 + di1 --+i2 
< XAko + dko--+k1 + dk 1  i1 + di1 --+i2 

satisfying constraint (7.46) and 

XBj + dji1 < XAko + dkoi2 + di2--+i1 

satisfying constraint (7.47) . 

< XAko + dko--+k1 + dk1 i2 + di2--+i1 
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• Suppose XAko � XBj < XAko + dko�kl · Then constraints (7.48)-(7.49) hold. Then by 
Lemma 6.3.2, 3 Zl as required. 

• Suppose XBj < XAko . Choose Zo satisfying constraints (7.43)-(7.44) and (7.51) .  Then by 
Lemma 6.3.2, 3 Zl as required. 

Thus A I> ( [CXOl-t [CXID and B I> ( [CYol-tW1-t { [CYll ,  [CY2] } )  is cluster-window-feasible by Defini
tion 7.A.6 . 
• 

Let W2 be the cluster window scenario AI> ( [exOl-t[cxID and B I>  ( [CYol-tW1 -t ( [CYd,  [CY2] }) .  
The proof of Lemma 7.A.7 implies that the constraints imposed by W2 are no more constraining 
than those imposed by W 1 .  

Identical to case (vi) except: 

• Let XBj be the earliest possible exit-time of player B from prize j E [cyol from cluster [CYoJ ,  
satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [cyoJ, where the entry-time to  prize 
l E  [CYol is TBl ·  

Hence apply Definition 7.A.6. 

Identical to case (iii) except: 

• Choose j E [cxol and let XBj = TBj ·  

Hence apply Definition 7.A.3. 

Identical to case (iii) except: 

• Choose k E [cx1 l  and let XAk be the earliest possible exit-time of player A from prize 
k E [cxl l  via one prize from cluster [exol and satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement 
on cluster [ex1l ,  where the entry-time to prize l E [cxd is TAL . 

Hence apply Definition 7.A.3. 

Identical to case (ii) except: 

• Choose k E [cx1l and let XAk be the earliest possible exit-time of player A from prize k 

satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [CX1 ] , where the entry-time to prize 
l E  [extJ is TAL.  

Hence apply Definition 7.A.3. 
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Identical to case (vi) except: 
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• Let XAk be the earliest possible exit-time of player A from prize k E [cxd via cluster 

[cxol and satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on clusters [cxol and [cxd,  where the 
entry-time to prize i E [cxol is TAL .  

Hence apply Definition 7.A.6. 
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7.A.5 Cluster Window Move-Through Mechanisms 

There are cases in which only one player moves through a cluster and cases in which both players 
move through a cluster. 

7.A.S .l  Cases in  which only one player moves through 

(i) . A�IP A ffi [exoJ r> [ext ] and B�IPB r> (Wo�[CYo]) . 

• Case (i).  A-+lP A E9 [exo] t> [exIJ and B-+IPB t> (Wo-+ [cyo]) 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{[exo] }�{ [cxd}FF with B�{TB � 
[cyo] }�{ [ext ] }  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [exol of player A. 
The notation "TB � [CYo)" indicates that we specify the entry-times TB on cluster [CYo) which were 
determined from Wo. Note that player B does not include cluster [exol in the B-family-sequence 
since player A must satisfy the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster [exol and in addition to 
claiming some value from cluster [ext l .  

Result : A I> [ext]  and B r> (Wo�[CYo]) . 

• Case (ii ) .  A-+lP A E9 (Wo-+ [cxoJ)  t> [exl ] and B-+lPB t> [cyo] 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{TA � [exo]}�{ [ext l }FF with 
B�{ [CYo] }�{ [exd} to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [exol of 
player A. 

Result: A r> [ext l  and B I> [CYoJ . 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{[exo] }�{ [ext ]}FF with B�{TB � 
[CYd, TB � [CY2 ] }�{ [exd}  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [exol 
of player A. 
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Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A� {[cxo) } � { [cxd }FF with 
B�{[CYO)}Wl �{ [cyd, [CY2) }�{ [cxd }  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from 
cluster [cxol of player A. Recall that "{ [CYo) }W1 �{ [CYl] ,  [CY2) }" means that we apply the static 

cluster window distance correction by temporarily assigning 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{[cxo)} � { [cxd }  FF with B�{TB � 
[CYo)}W1 � { [CYl] ,  [CY2)} � { [cxd}  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster 
[cxol of player A. 

7.A.5.2 Cases in which both players move through 

(viii) . A�IP A EB [cxol c> [cxI J  and B�IPB EB (WO�[C1JO]) C> [cyd· 

• Case (vi) . A�IP A EB [cxo] !> [exl] and B�IPB EB [cyo] !> (Wl �[cyd) 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{[cxo)} �{ [cxd }FF with 
B� { [CYO)}Wl � { [CYl] } � { [CXl ] }  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster 
[cxol of player A. 

Since the exit-time, XBj ,  of player B from exit-prize j E [cyol depends on how player B 
moves through cluster [CYo] , we can only determine the cluster window distance correction, Oji l ' 
to satisfy the constraints imposed by W 1 , once XBj is known. Hence the distance correction must 
be dynamic. 
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Dynamic cluster window distance correction. The cluster window distance correction 
for player B is dependent upon the exit-time of player B from prize j. A dynamic cluster 

window distance correction procedure inside FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE and FAMILY-PRIZE

DT stores the original XAk exit-times associated with 'W 1 and uses these to calculate the distance 
r5jil , for j E [exo] and il E [cyI ] ,  when requested by player B. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to B-+{[cyo]} ('Wl ) -+{ [CYl]} FF with 
A-+{[exo]}-+{ [exI ] }-+{ [CYl] }  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster 
[CYo] of player B. We use the notation ('Wl) to denote the application of a dynamic cluster window 
distance correction which ensures that 'W 1 is cluster window feasible. 

Result: A I> [exd and B I> ('Wl -+[CYl ) ) .  Let [ex) be the cluster associated with 'W1 from when 
we considered the exit-prize k E [ex) for player A. The entry-times TB;! for each entry-prize 
i l  E [cyI] are calculated as 

where W(il ' i2 , k) is the prize feasibility window associated with the prize window scenario A I> k 
and B I> {i1 , i2 }  and TAk is the earliest possible exit time from [ex] . Note that player A may 
have already moved through cluster [ex], but we assume that player B has no knowledge of the 
exit-prize. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-+{[exo] }-+{ [exI ]}FF with 
B-+{ [exO]}'Wl -+{ [cyd}-+{ [exI ] }  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster 
[exo] of player A. Note that each player does not know the exit-prize of the other player from 
cluster [cxo] . 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to B-+{[exo] }  ('Wl )  -+{[cyd}FF with 
A-+{[exo] }-+{ [cxI ] }-+{ [CYd} to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster 
[cyo] of player B. 

Result : A I> [exI]  and B I> ('W1 -+[CYl )) '  Now that the players have moved through cluster 
[cxo] we now know the exit-prize of each player from cluster [exo) .  Hence, redefine 'Wt to be 
the cluster window scenario A I> [ext )  and B I> { [CYd, [CY2]} , where [CY2] is the other half of the 
cluster-pair defined by the original 'W 1 . The entry-times TB;l for each entry-prize it E [CYd are 
therefore calculated as 

where W(il ' i2) is the prize feasibility window associated with the prize window scenario A I> 0 
and B I> {it , i2 } .  
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• Case (viii) . A-+JP> A $ [cxol l> [cxI J and B-+JP>B $ (Wo-+[CYo] ) I> [cYll 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{ [CXO] }�{ [CXl ] }  FF with B-+{ TB � 
[eyO] }-+{ [eyl ] }-+{ [CXl]} to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [cxo] of 
player A. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to B-+{TB � [eyO] } � { [eyl] }FF with 
A�{ [exO]}� { [exl ]}�{ [eyd} to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster 
[cxo] of player B. 

Result : A t>  [exl] and B t> [eyd. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{[CXO]}-+{ [CXl ] }  FF with B-+{ TB � 
[eyO]}Wl -+{ [eyd}-+{[cxd} to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster [cxo] 
of player A. 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to B-+{ TB � [eyo]} (Wl ) -+{ [eyl ] }  with 
A-+{ [CXO]}-+{ [CXl ] }�{ [eyl]} to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster 
[cxo] of player B. 

Result: A t>  [CXl] and B [> (Wl -+[eyl]) .  Calculate the entry-times TBil for each entry-prize 
il E [eyl ]  as in case (vii) . 

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A�{[CXO]} -+ { [CXl ] }FF with 
B-+ { [cxo]}Wl -+{ [eyd, [ey2] }�{ [CXl ]}  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from 
cluster [cxo] of player A. 

Since both players look through cluster [cxo], we must also move player B through cluster 
[cxo] ,  even though player B has no secondary target cluster. What objective should player B have? 
A conservative objective is to do as well as possible under the worst possible circumstances. Hence 
an option is to maximize the value claimed from [cxo] plus the minimum of the value claimed 
from [eyd (should player A target [ey2] next) and the value claimed from [ey2] (should player A 
target [eyl ] next) . It would require substantial changes to the existing FAMILY-PRIZE-DT engine 
to implement this objective for player B. Instead, we have designed the following procedure which 
mimics the changes that would be necessary to FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE by initially moving 
player B through cluster [cxo] using a paranoid subpath. 

Without knowing the exit-prize of player A from cluster [cxo], player A must select a subpath 
through [exo] such that the cluster window scenario remains feasible. Suppose player B selects 
a paranoid subpath S through cluster [cxo] with exit-prize j E [exo] and exit-time ts. Choose 
entry-prizes il E [eyl ] and i2 E [ey2] . Choose exit-prize k E [CXl] and let XAk be the earliest 
possible exit-time of player A from prize k satisfying the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement on cluster 
[CXl ] . Determine a feasibility window W(S, il , i2 , k) . 
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Temporarily move player A to the location of prize k at time XAk . 
(a). Temporarily move l3 to the location of prize il at time ts + dj,W(S,il ,i2 ,k) + 

dW(S,il .i2.k) ,il . Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to l3-t{ [CYl] }  with 
A-t{[CY2]}-t{ [CYl ] }  to determine the exit-value, J1.1 (S, i1 , i2 ,  k) , from cluster [cyt J  of 
player l3. 

(b) . Temporarily move l3 to the location of prize i2 at time ts + dj,W(S,il ,i2 ,k) + 

dW(S,il .i2.k),i2 . Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to l3-t{ [CY2] }  with 
A-t{[CYd}-t{ [ClJ2] }  to determine the exit-value, J1.2(S, i l ,  i2 , k) ,  from cluster [CY21 of 
player l3. 

Finally choose the subpath S to maximize 

Result : A !>  [cxt J and l3 !>  (Wl-t{ [cyd, [CY2]}) .  Now that the players have moved through 
cluster [cxol we now know the exit-prize of each player from cluster [cxol .  Hence redefine W1 to 
be the cluster window scenario A !> [cxtJ and l3 !> { [CYd,  [CY2] }  . 

• Case (xi) .  A-+IP'A ED [cxo] !> [exl] and B-+IP'B ED (Wo-+[cxo]) !> (W1-+{ [eYl ] , [CY2] } )  

Apply FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE or FAMILY-PRIZE-DT to A-t{[CXO]}-t{ [CXl ] }  FF with l3-t{  TB � 
[cxo] }W1 -t{ [CYll ,  [CY2] } -t { [CXl ]}  to determine the exit-prize, exit-time and exit-value from cluster 
[cxol of player A. 

To move player l3 through cluster [cxol we use the same procedure as in case (x) , except that 
the entry-times, TBj , of player l3 to prizes j E [cxol are implied by Wo .  
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Large Problems 

Once you open a can of worms, the only way to recan them is to 

use a larger can. 
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8.A Appendix to Chapter 8 

'The strategic engine CLUSTER-DT of the previous chapter assumes that the prizes have a 

I discernible. natural .  cluster-l ike structure which is strategica lly useful .  To consider problems 

involving a very large number of prizes which do not satisfy these criteria .  a transition from strategies 

founded on the logical analysis of many contingencies to coarse strategies founded on heuristic intuition 

is necessary. The phi losophy we adopt with large problems is that of strategic. but efficient. harvesting. 

8 .0  Introduction 

A large problem instance can be defined as a problem instance which does not fit into the tiny, 
small or medium classifications of the previous chapters. There are two basic ways that medium 
problems can 'decay' as the number of prizes increases. The first is that there is insufficient 
useful structure at the global-frame. The second is that there is still some useful, discernible, 
family-cluster-like structure at the global-frame, but that there are either too many clusters in 
each family or too many prizes in each cluster to apply CLUSTER-DT. 

There are several possible approaches to large problems. 

335 
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Approximate-CLUSTER-DT. Suppose there is still some useful family-cluster structure, but ei
ther there are too many clusters to apply the full CLUSTER-DT branching, or the size of 
each cluster is too big to apply PRIZE-DT or PARANOID dominance criteria. Hence, we may 
wish to approximate the CLUSTER-DT game tree, or heuristically prune the CLUSTER-DT 

game tree (e.g., with an approximate a-f3 scheme) , or solve many of the combinatorial 
subproblems heuristically using local search. 

Family-frame. Continue the progression from tiny to small to medium problems by inserting 
a family-frame between the global-frame and the cluster-frame. Hence, a global-monitor 
determines a family-frame which is essentially a coarse clustering of the prizes. Then a 
family-monitor determines a cluster-frame with a finer family-cluster structure defined on 
some sub region of the prizes. Strategies applied on the family-frame may be very simple 
in terms of complexity or contingency and are essentially designed to coarsely reduce the 
scope and planning horizon sufficiently so that CLUSTER-DT is computationally tractable. 

Grid-structured. Replace the family-cluster-structure with a grid-structure which, rather than 
trying to identify a natural structure, imposes a division of the prizes at the global-frame 
into cells. The focus switches from travelling between discrete clusters and then harvesting 
a cluster to harvesting within a grid-cell whilst moving towards some target grid-cell. The 
significant property of a large problem is the dense and near continuous-rather than 
sparse and discrete-prize collection. The SPA of Chapter 4 can be retained, but the 
methods operating at each frame are more heuristic. 

We do not consider the 'approximate CLUSTER-DT' approach further since it essentially in
volves heuristically relaxing the existing CLUSTER-DT. This in itself would be an interesting 
investigation, to determine the tradeoffs between heuristically relaxing various elements of the 
search and evaluation. However, we have already invested considerably in the design of CLUSTER

DT so we add nothing new to the CLUSTER-DT paradigm via tweaking the implementation. 
We do not consider the 'family-frame' approach either, since this simply adds another layer 

to the Medium-DMS designed in Chapter 7, i.e., too much computational complexity and too 
much accuracy in CLUSTER-DT. We need to undertake some kind of evaluation of where the good 
harvesting regions are without "worrying too much" about the opponent. 

Instead, we attempt to use the 'grid-structured' approach to design a different realisation 
of the SPA/DMS, i.e., another extended design and implementation of the strategic framework, 
which is looser at the coarsest scale with respect to contingency. The driving issue is continuous 
harvesting, presuming there are many prizes (dense) and essentially all routing is intra-cluster, 
with little or no inter-cluster routing. We essentially need to show that the strategic framework 
also contends with non-clustered problems. Here the agglomeration of prizes is divisional, rather 
than natural, and, since we assume that the prize locations are reasonably dense, there is no 
realistic inter-cluster routing. Concentration is primarily on harvesting of prizes, but strategically 
we must be able to balance harvesting en route to a harvesting region against the potential 
harvesting within a region. 
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We firstly generalize the grid paradigm to a strategic approach for large problems in Sec
tion 8.1 .  The resulting paradigm, incorporating the 'family frame' approach, suggests a rich set 
of framework-based strategies for large problems whose further investigation is recommended for 
future work. 

Secondly, we consider methods based around a grid-structure in Sections 8.2-8.5. The grid 
paradigm is based on dividing up the prize region rather than seeking natural clusters of prizes. 

8 . 1  Strategic Approach to Large Problems 

The large number of prizes and lack of natural structure implies a near continuous harvesting 
of prizes rather than discrete harvesting of clusters. We require a paradigm for such large prob
lems which guides and refines the SPA. To this end, we firstly propose five tactical issues that 
require consideration and, secondly, propose a paradigm that involves identifying the important 
harvesting features and determining an effective strategic sequence of these features. 

8 . 1 . 1  Tactical Issues 

The SPA of Chapter 4 highlighted the need for a macro strategy that takes a global view of the 
situation and determines intermediate goals to strive for. A goal is likely to span a reasonable 
duration of time and incorporate some decoupling of that period from setup for future periods. 
Thus, a strategy level process can narrow the focus by outlining the objectives and requirements 
of a subordinate route planner at a more tactical level of detail. We call the resulting package 
of requirements a task. Often these tasks can be modelled as problems similar in character to 
existing selection, sequencing and scheduling problems, amenable to modifications of existing 
heuristic search techniques. 

We propose five basic tactical issues as follows. 

Travel and Harvest. Two extremes of activity are harvesting prizes in some local subregion 
and travelling urgently to some specific destination, with a continuum of possibilities in 
between. The general scenario would be to harvest whilst travelling to some subregion. 
There is a tradeoff between the harvesting of prizes that may be developed on the way and 
the urgency with which the destination needs to be reached. Thus, we consider travelling 
and harvesting with purpose. 

Conflict with Opponent. The opponent can impinge upon tactical options over the local plan
ning horizon anywhere between "not-at-all" through to "entirely" . Chapters 5-7 concen
trated on local contingent planning, extensively involving the opponent. In this chapter, 
however, we choose to concentrate efforts upon strategies which do not consider the oppo
nent in such rigour over the local planning horizon. Such strategies apply subset selection 
and sequencing subproblems rather than game tree searching. 

Harvesting Profile. A harvesting profile is a tradeoff between prize value and distance trav
elled. The optimal profile would be equivalent to the set of non-dominated solutions to 
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the Multiobjective Vending Problem (MVP) of Keller and Goodchild [127] (see Sec
tion 2. 1 . 1 ) .  What we intend to generate is a guideline for expected prize yield throughout 
the time invested in harvesting. This generalizes both the budget of time to complete the 
task and the expectation in terms of prize yield, that could vary in dominant influence over 
the planning period. Requirements may be either hard or soft, but need to be realistic. 
The profile could define a specific time period with interim performance expectations or, 
alternatively, it could be open-ended, with the expected time of arrival being a (dynamic) 
decision variable. 

Subregions. The prize region is the smallest convex subset of the plane containing all the 
prizes. A sub region is a connected subset of the prize region. The subregion is the 
equivalent of the grid-cell in our generalized approach. The subregions component is a 
set of requirements concerning ways of travelling through subregions, either to get to a 
destination or for open ended harvesting. We specify which subregions either must not, 
should not, could, should or must be visited. We may specify precedence constraints 
between subregions, together with time windows. The reasoning is that we will often 
need to cover strategic requirements with respect to what is happening in the global scene 
and the opponent's possible alternative opportunities. This could also be interpreted as a 
general guideline or rough outline of alternatives for the final path, for which we must then 
fill in the details. 

Hedging. The final modelling issue is hedging, which relaxes the strict sequencing considera
tions of contingent planning. Because we are planning the implementation of a strategic 
task, we must be aware that such a task could be defined loosely or exactly. Its nature could 
be a very tight "window of opportunity" or a "wait and see" exercise. These are extremes, 
but the uncertainty in the requirements contrasts with the precisely defined combinatorial 
optimization problems with which we are familiar. The effect on modelling subproblems is 
that the requirements of the task may change dynamically as we progress through the local 
planning period and that, often, we may be aware of possible scenarios for that change. 
The realism is that the guiding strategic process will be dynamically hedging against the 
opponent's activities on the global scene. We should plan to be able to adapt proactively to 
refinements or relaxations of requirements in that satisficing, robust foundations of paths 
which cover similar requirements (which may infer more urgency or greater prospects cur
rently beyond reach) should be favoured over squeezing out every efficiency. Thus, the 
hedging component of a subproblem specification consists of any known or suspected al
ternative packages of requirements (possibly weighted or prioritised) , or likely alternative 
scenarios for the dynamically evolving requirements specifications. 

Having considered the principal tactical issues involved in planning for large problems, we 
now propose a solution paradigm which addresses these issues. Concomitant with the SPA/DMS, 
we wish to construct a scenario engine. In Chapter 6, a scenario corresponded to a sequence of 
prizes and in Chapter 7, a scenario corresponded to a sequence of clusters. We propose that a 
sequence of sub regions of significant harvesting potential is the logical candidate for large problem 
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8 . 1 .2 Identifying Promising Harvesting Subregions 

The first stage in constructing a large problem scenario is to determine candidate subregions of 
significant harvesting potential. Rather than explicitly constructing a harvesting profile for some 
set of candidate subregions which cover the prize region, we construct a sample set of efficient 
sample harvesting (open) subpaths from the set of prizes. This circumvents the need to define 
subregions but a good sample harvesting subpath indicates that the local sub region around that 
path has good harvesting potential. 

There are several possible harvesting paths we can sample from a subregion. Suppose we 
wish to maximize the harvesting rate. Possible constraints on the harvesting path include: lower 
or upper bounds on the subpath length; specified origin location or subregion; and specified des
tination location or subregion. Alternatively we could try to find a shortest or longest harvesting 
path which satisfies some goal harvesting rate. 

Ideally, we wish to find those subregions which support a sustained period of good prize 
harvesting; this is established by sampling harvesting subpaths. For large subregions, i .e. , those 
with many prizes, this should be sufficient. However, for small subregions, i .e . , those with few 
prizes, the tradeoff between harvesting and travelling to the next subregion is more significant. 
We call those subregions which are good subregions for sustained harvesting hotspots. Similarly 
coldspots are those subregions which do not readily support prolonged harvesting but never
the-less may support quite good transportation routes for collecting the very good prizes along 
the way. 

8 . 1 . 3  Sequencing of Subregions 

The second stage in constructing a large problem scenario is to strategically consider sequences of 
hotspots. If there exist a number of large hotspots of comparable sustained harvesting potential 
then it is likely that both players will travel to one of those hotspots since, if necessary, any one of 
these hotspots is likely to be able to support both players in the medium-term, and the time taken 
to travel to a hotspot should be negligible compared to the time available for harvesting on that 
hotspot. In this case, the players need not be concerned with strategy, but merely concentrating 
on beginning to harvest in a good harvesting regions. However, as the hotspots diminish in 
size, i .e . , as the length of time the hotspot can support good harvesting reduces, players must 
simultaneously consider the movement to other hotspots, between hotspots, and evaluating the 
harvesting potential under tactical conflict on a hotspot. 

In summary, the key strategic questions are as follows. How long will a hots pot support 
individual harvesting? How does this compare with the time it would take to get there? Can 
the initial travel time be balanced with some harvesting along the way? Do we have enough 
information regarding the sustainability of the hotspot if it has to host two harvesting players as 
opposed to one, and, if so, is there a competitive advantage associated with getting there first 
and dominating? At what stage should we move on to another hotspot as the current hotspot's 
residual harvesting potential decreases? 
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8.2 Grid Structures 

We now attempt to implement the ideas discussed in the previous section by proposing a strategic 
planning paradigm based on a division of the prize region into a regular grid. The idea is to 
determine an initial sequence of grid-cells at a coarse, strategic level of planning detail and to 
evaluate a candidate sequence of grid-cells by combining an evaluation of the harvesting potential 

of each individual grid-cell in the sequence under various scenarios for intra-grid-cell traversal. 

8.2.1  Building a Grid Structure 

There are several possible grid structures we could experiment with: the rectilinear grid, the 
overlapping grid, or the hierarchical subdivisions such as the quadtree (Mitchell [160] and Kamb
hampati and Davis [123] ) .  We define a grid-structure as a regular, rectilinear partition of the 
prize region into non-overlapping rectangles. A grid-structure is therefore a plane partition and, 
in particular, is not a clustering of the prizes, although it does imply one (c.f. Section 7.1 . 1 .3) . 
The grid-structure parallels the family-cluster structure used in Chapter 7, although we do not 
assume that all prizes in a particular grid-cell will be collected when targeting that grid-cell. 

Appendix 8.A. 1  presents the details for constructing three specific grid-structures: 

Static Grid. Partition the plane so that the boundary of the grid-structure is the smallest 
rectangle aligned with the existing axes which encloses the prizes and players. This grid
structure is static in the sense that, if the players are never outside the smallest rectangle 
aligned with the existing axes which encloses the prizes, then the grid-structure need never 
be updated. 

Single Player Dynamic Grid. Partition the plane so that the boundary of the grid-structure 
is the smallest rectangle aligned with the existing axes which encloses the prizes and players 
and is such that player A is located at the centre of a grid-cell. This grid-structure is 
dynamic in the sense that the prize membership of each grid-cell may change with the 
location of player A. 

Two Player Dynamic Grid. Partition the plane so that the boundary of the grid-structure is 
the smallest rectangle aligned with the existing axes which encloses the prizes and players 
and is such that both players are located near the centre of a grid-cell. 

Figure 8 . 1  provides an example of each grid-structure on a sample problem instance in which a 
4 x 4 grid is required. The convex hull of the prize and player locations is given by the '-.-. ' line. 
A grid-cell is legal if it overlaps the convex hull (see, e.g., O'Rourke [170]) of the prize and player 
locations, although a legal grid-cell does not necessarily contain any prizes. The grid-cells that 
are not legal are blacked out and those legal grid-cells containing no prizes are lightly shaded. 

8.2.2 Intra Grid-Cell Harvesting Potential 

The harvesting potential of a grid-cell is the expected return in terms of prize value for investing 
time in harvesting the prizes within the grid-cell. One possible surrogate evaluation, which 
captures this idea, is the value per unit distance or harvesting rate. Considering an individual 
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(iii) . Two Player Dynamic Grid 

(ii) . Single Player Dynamic Grid 

Figure 8 . 1 :  Examples of 4 x 4 grid-structures 
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(a) Four entry/exit locations 
I I 

(b) Eight entry/exit locations 

Figure 8.2: Grid-cell entry/exit locations 

grid-cell as part of a sequence of grid-cells suggests that we need to specify the entry and exit 
locations of a grid-cell. 

8.2.2.1 Grid-cell Entry and Exit 

In this section we examine the task of planning an intra-cell path, travelling from a specified 
entry location to a specified exit location. Computational complexity considerations (both in 
terms of sequences of grid-cells and number of procedure calls for an intra-cell path) encourage 
us to limit the number of entry I exit locations considered. Figure 8.2 shows two possibilities: four 
or eight entry lexit locations. Four entry lexit locations are the least that would be practical so 
that a player can enter from one of the four adjacent grid-cells. Also, diagonal movement can 
be approximated by a brief excursion into a vertical or horizontally adjacency grid-cell, perhaps 
claiming no prizes. Hence, we adopt the four entry lexit locations for each grid-cell. 

8.2.2 .2 Types of intra-cell path 

We consider three types of intra grid-cell path. 

Direct Path. A closed subpath of maximum value, from the entry location of a given grid-cell, 
through prizes from that grid-cell, to the exit location, of length at most et times the direct 
distance from the entry location to the exit location, for some parameter et 2: 1 .  

Harvest Path. A closed subpath of maximum harvesting rate, from the entry location of a 
given grid-cell, through prizes from that grid-cell, to the exit location. 

Open Harvest Path. An open subpath of maximum harvesting rate, from the entry location 
of a given grid-cell, through prizes from that grid-cell. Note that there is no specified exit 
location. 
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If there are no prizes in a grid-cell, then the first two paths are the direct passage from the 
entry-location to the exit-location and the open-harvest-path consists only of the entry-location. 
Section 3.3.2 gives further details for the direct-path and Section 3.3.3 for the harvest-path and 
open-harvest-path. 

8 .3  Strategic Grid Planning 

A grid scenario is simply a sequence of adjacent grid-cells. We assume, for planning purposes, 
that a player moves from one grid-cell to an adjacent, legal grid-cell, where adjacency is defined as 
side-by-side, not diagonal. This section presents two methods for determining an initial sequence 
of grid-cells to target. The first, GRID- DT, is another application of the game-tree approach similar 
to ORIGINAL-DT, PRIZE-DT and CLUSTER-DT. The second, GRID-PATH, determines a sequence of 
grid-cells independent of the opponent, i .e . , with no contingency. 

8 . 3 . 1  Strategic Plan 

A grid engine determines strategic targeting information in terms of an initial sequence of grid
cells, with an indication of how to traverse each grid-cell. Specifically, the strategic plan deter
mined by the grid engines GRID-DT and GRID-PATH consists of: 

(i) .  A-target-grid-cell: The adjacent grid-cell to target next. 

(ii) . A-current-cell-type : The type of path (intra-cell-harvest or intra-cell-direct) to traverse the 
current A-grid-cell to the exit-location associated with the A-target-grid-cell. 

(iii) . A-secondary-target-grid-cell: The grid-cell adjacent to the A-target-grid-cell to target fol
lowing. 

(iv). A-target-cell-type: The type of path to traverse the A-target-grid-cell to the exit-location 
associated with the A-secondary-target-grid-cell . 

Figure 8.3 illustrates the strategic plan for the most general case in which there are four adjacent 
grid-cells to the current A-grid-cell (shaded darkly) . The A-target-grid-cell is selected from the 
lightly shaded grid-cells. The A-secondary-target-grid-cell then determines which of the four exit
locations from the A-target-grid-cell is selected. Overall, the strategic plan specifies one of the 
16 exit-locations as a target location. 

Response Assumption. Even though the player B equivalents may be explicitly or implic
itly available, we do not consider response to observation of the opponent's target grid-cell. This 
is because such information would require a long period of observation to discern and, hence, not 
be sufficiently timely to enable a response. 

Note. If an A-target-grid-cell is not specified, then we determine an intra-cell-open-harvest
path for the current A-grid-cell. Similarly, if an A-target-grid-cell is specified but an A-secondary
target grid-cell is not specified, then we determine an intra-cell-open-harvest-path for the A
target-grid-cell. 
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Figure 8.3: Generic Strategic Plan 

8.3.2 Grid Engine: GRID-DT 

The grid engine GRID-DT is structured around a game tree approach in which, at each game tree 
node, each player considers harvesting from, or directly traversing, a grid-cell. 

The strategic engine CLUSTER-DT attempts to accurately sequence interactions of the players 
from cluster to cluster. Because of the size and the assumed laCK of natural cluster structure of 
large problems, we do not attempt this. Instead, exploration terminates when the players meet 
on the same grid-cell and so the aim of GRID-PATH is to coarsely plan the convergence of the 
players up until local conflict can possibly occur on a grid-cell. 

8.3.2.1 Definitions 

A grid-planning-path, GA , associated with player A, consists of a sequence of grid-cells, a pro
jected location A and a projected time-stamp tA ' Similarly define GB for player B. A prize
planning-path, P A , associated with GA , consists of the sequence of prizes and entry lexit locations 
visited from the sequence of grid-cells visited in GA .  

A general game tree node j is defined the following three attributes. 

• A pair of grid-planning-paths (GA , GB ) . 

• The current grid-cell and entry-location of each player. 

• The values V(PA)  and V(PB)  and projected time-stamps tA and tB corresponding to the 
arrival times at the ends of P A and PB respectively. 

The game tree root node is defined by: GA = 0 and GB = 0; the entry location of each player 
is that player's current location; the current grid-cell of each player is the grid-cell in which that 
player is currently located; all legal grid-cells are available, PA = 0 and PB = 0. 

Consider player A and a remaining, legal grid-cell (i, j) adjacent to the current A-grid-cell 
which player A is about to enter. The operation "A-+GA EBD (i , j)" defines a child game tree 
node with: 
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• The centre of the common edge of the two grid-cells as the entry-location to grid-cell (i, j )  

and hence the exit-location of the current A-grid-cell . 

• FA appended with the intra-cell-direct-path from entry to exit through the current A-grid
cell. 

Similarly the operation "A-tGA EBH (i, j)" defines a child game tree node by appending the 
intra-cell-harvest-path, from entry to exit through the current A-grid-cell, to FA. 

Direct-only target-grid-cell. If the intra-cell-harvest-path has harvesting-rate less than 
some parameter hrthresh , or has length and harvesting-rate at most that of the intra-cell-direct
path, then the target-grid-cell is denoted direct-only. 

Early target-grid-cell. An A-target-grid-cell is denoted direct-early if the A-intra-cell
direct-path, through the current A-grid-cell to the exit-location defined by the A-target-grid
cell, arrives at its exit-location no later than tB ' An A-target-grid-cell that is not direct-only is 
denoted harvest-early if the A-intra-cell-harvest-path, through the current A-grid-cell to the exit
location defined by the A-target-grid-cell, arrives at its exit-location no later than tB ' Similarly 
for B-target-grid-cells. 

8.3.2.2 Game Tree Generation 

A game tree node is terminal if the players share the same current grid-cell, share the same 
location, one player has no remaining, legal, adjacent grid-cells, or the game tree has- reached a 
pre-specified maximum depth. We now define how to generate the game tree by showing how to 
generate the children of any non-terminal game tree node j.  

Expansion rule (G 1 ) .  

• For each remaining, legal direct-early A-target-grid-cell (iA , jA) adjacent to  the current 
A-grid-cell: A-tGA EBD (iA , jA ) ' 

• For each remaining, legal harvest-early A-target-grid-cell (iA , jA) adjacent to the current 
A-grid-cell: A-tGA EBH (iA , jA ) ' 

• For each remaining, legal direct-early B-target-grid-cell (iB , jB) adjacent to the current 
B-grid-cell: B-tGB ffiD (iB , jB ) ' 

• For each remaining, legal harvest-early B-target-grid-cell (iB , jB )  adjacent to the current 
B-grid-cell :  B-tGB EBH (iB , jB ) ' 

• For each remaining, legal A-target-grid-cell (iA , jA) adjacent to the current A-grid-cell 
that is either not direct-early or not harvest-early and for each remaining, legal B-target
grid-cell (iB , jB) adjacent to the current B-grid-cell that is either not direct-early or not 
harvest-early: 

if A-target-grid-cell is not direct-early and B-target-grid-cell is not direct-early: A-tGA ffiD 

(iA , jA)  and B-tGB ffiD (iB , jB) '  
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- if A-target-grid-cell is not direct-only and not harvest-early and B-target-grid-cell is 
not direct-early: 
A�GA EBH (iA , jA)  and B�GB EBD (iB , jB ) . 

if A-target-grid-cell is not direct-early and B-target-grid-cell is not direct only and 
not harvest-early: 
A�GA EBD (iA , jA)  and B�GB EBH (iB , jB) . 

- if both target-grid-cells are not direct-only and not harvest-early: 
A�GA EBH (iA , jA)  and B�GB EBH (iB , jB) ' 

8.3.2.3 Searching the Game Tree 

The objective is to determine the sequence of grid-cells of maximum harvesting potential in a 
MAXIMIN sense. The evaluation, hr{t) , of a terminal game tree node t is: 

• If the current grid-cells of the players are the same or adjacent, then determine a ABA
path (see Section 3.3.4) on the current A-grid-cell and, if this has harvesting-rate at least 
hrthresh , then append it to PA . Then hr{t) = V(�A). 

• Otherwise determine an A-intra-cell-open-harvest-path on the current A-grid-cell and, if 
this has harvesting-rate of at least hrthre8h , then append it to PA .  Then hr{t) = V(�A) . 

The evaluation hr{i) of a non-terminal game tree node i is the either: 

• The MAXIM IN evaluation of the non-early child nodes if $ early target-grid-cells. 

• The maximum of the A-early target-grid-cells and the MAXIM IN evaluation of the non-early 
child nodes if 3 A-early target-grid-cells. 

• The minimum of the B-early target-grid-cells and the MAXIMIN evaluation of the non-early 
child nodes if 3 A-early target-grid-cells. 

8.3.2.4 Example of the GRID-DT Game Tree Generation 

Figure 8.4 illustrates a snapshot of a GRID-DT search scenario. Player A starts in grid-cell 
(1 , 3) and player B starts in grid-cell (3, 1) . Player A's adjacent, remaining, legal grid-cells are 
{ ( I ,  2), (2, 3)} and player B's are { (2, 1) ,  (3, 2) } .  Suppose A�GA EBD (1 , 2) and B�GB EBH (3, 2) , 

illustrated by the solid arrows emanating from the player locations. The dotted arrows cor
respond the possible other branches from that location. Now player A's adjacent, remaining, 
legal grid-cells are { (I ,  1) ,  (2, 2)} and player B's are { (2, 2), (3, 3)} .  Suppose A�GA EBH ( 1 , 1) 
and B�GB EBH (2, 2), again illustrated by the solid arrows and the dotted arrows correspond 
to the alternative possible branches. Now player A's adjacent, remaining, legal grid-cell is (2, 1) 
and player B's are { (2, 1) ,  (2, 3)} but not (1 , 2) since has been visited by player A. Suppose 
A�GA ffiD (2, 1) and B�GB ffiD (2, 1) ,  again illustrated by the solid arrows and the dotted arrow 
corresponds to the alternative possible branch. Now the players are to conflict on grid-cell (2, 1) 
so we fathom the search using a ABA-path on the shaded grid-cell. 
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(1,3) (2,3) (3,3) 
A ···· 

(1,2) 

(1,1) (3,1 )  

Figure 8.4: Example scenario of a GRID-DT search. 

8 . 3 . 3  Grid Engine: GRID-PATH 

The grid engine GRID-PATH is structured around a decision tree, since we plan independently of 
the opponent. To be able to apply GRID-PATH to finer grid-structures than is possible with GRID

DT, we wish to reduce the breadth of the decision tree as much as possible. Since we do not need 
to compare the arrival times at a grid-cell entry-location with the corresponding equivalent of the 
opponent, we can manage multiple prize-planning-paths to evaluate a single cluster-planning-path 
and, at each decision node, we need branch at most once to each adjacent grid-cell rather than 
at most once each for intra-cell-harvest and intra-cell-direct possibilities. 

B.3.3.1 Definitions 

A grid-planning-path, GA , associated with player A, consists of a sequence of grid-cells and a 
projected location A. Three prize-planning paths are associated with GA : 

Last-direct. Subpath such that previous intra-grid-cell traversal was intra-cell-direct. 

Last-harvest. Subpath such that previous intra-grid-cell traversal was intra-cell-harvest. 

All-direct. Subpath such that all previous intra-grid-cell traversals were all intra-cell-direct. 

A general decision tree node j is defined by the following three attributes. 

• A grid-planning path, GA . 

• The current grid-cell and entry-location. 

• The value and length of the last-direct, last-harvest and all-direct prize-planning-paths. 

The decision tree root node is defined by: GA = 0; the entry location is player A's current 

location; the current grid-cell is the grid-cell in which player A is currently located; all legal 
grid-cells are available; and the last-direct, last-harvest and all-direct paths are empty. 
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Consider a remaining, legal grid-cell (i, j)  adjacent to the current A-grid-cell which player A 
is about to enter. The operation A-tGA $p (x, y)  defines a child decision node as follows. 

• The centre of the common edge of the two grid-cells as the entry-location to grid-cell (i, j) 
and hence the exit-location of the current A-grid-cell . 

• Determine the intra-cell-direct path and intra-cell-harvest path (if not direct-only) and 
update the last-direct, last-harvest and all-direct planning-paths as follows. 

The new last-direct is the intra-cell-direct appended to either the last-direct, last
harvest or all-direct so that the overall harvesting rate is maximized. 

IT direct-only then new last-harvest is the same as new last-direct; otherwise, new 
last-harvest is the intra-cell-harvest appended to either the last-direct, last-harvest or 
all-direct so that the overall harvesting rate is maximized. 

The new all-direct is the intra-cell-direct appended to all-direct. 

The new entry-location is the current exit-location. 

8.3.3.2 Decision Tree Generation 

A decision tree node is terminal if player A has no remaining, legal, adjacent grid-cells, or the 
decision tree has reached a pre-specified maximum depth. The maximum decision tree depth acts 
as a planning-horizon since we always consider the adjacent, legal, remaining grid-cells to branch 
to even if they give a worse harvesting-rate. We now define how to generate the game tree by 
showing how to generate the children of any non-terminal game tree node j.  

Expansion rule (D 1) . 

• For each remaining, legal A-target-grid-cell (iA , jA )  adjacent to the current A-grid-cell: 
A-tGA $p (iA , jA ) .  

8.3.3.3 Searching the Decision Tree 

The objective is to determine the sequence of grid-cells of maximum harvesting potential. 
For a terminal game tree node t, the evaluation hr(t) is determined as follows. Construct 

the intra-cell open-harvest path on the current A-grid-cell. IT this has harvesting-rate of at least 
hrthresh , then hr(t) is a harvesting-rate of the best path formed by appending the intra-cell
open-harvest path to the current last-harvest, last-direct or all-direct path. Also, record which of 
last-harvest, last-direct or all-direct was selected. 

Evaluate a non-terminal decision node j as hr(j) by determining the remaining, adjacent, 
legal target-grid-cell of maximum evaluation and assuming its value. For that selected target-grid
cell determine which of last-harvest , last-direct or all-direct is implied by the associated path-type 
recorded in evaluating the target-grid-cell, and record this with the current A-grid-cell. 
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(1,3) (2,3) (3,3) 

(1,2) 

(1 ,1) 

Figure 8.5: Example scenario of a GRID-PATH search. 

8.3.3.4 Example of the GRID-PATH Decision Tree Generation 

Figure 8.5 illustrates a snapshot of a GRID-PATH search scenario. Player A starts in grid-cell ( 1 , 3) 
with adjacent grid-cells { (I ,  2), (2, 3)} .  Suppose A-+GA ffip (1 , 2) illustrated by the solid arrows 
eminating from the player A. The dotted arrow corresponds to the other possible target-grid-cell. 
Now player A's adjacent, remaining grid-cells are { (I ,  1), (2, 2)} .  Suppose A-+GA ffip ( I ,  1 )  and 
so on until player A has arrived at the boundary of (3, 2) and (3, 1) where there are no remaining, 
adjacent target-grid-cells. 

8 .4 Tactical Grid Planning 

Suppose GRID-DT or GRID-PATH has provided a strategic plan, i.e., a target-grid-cell, a current
cell-type, a secondary-target-grid-cell and a target-cell-type for player A. We now present methods 
to determine tactics which implement a strategic plan. 

Let m be the Manhattan number of grid-cells between the players' current grid-cells, e.g. ,  
m = 4 in Figure 8.6. If the players are located in the same grid-cell then m = O. If the players 
are in adjacent grid-cells then m = 1 .  We may apply a different tactical method depending on 
the value of m. 

Case m � 2. Construct a harvest-path on the current A-grid-cell and A-target-grid-cell. 

Case m = 1 .  Construct an ABA-path on the current A-grid-cell and A-target-grid-cell (but see 
below) if there are sufficiently few prizes in these grid-cells; otherwise construct a harvest

path. 

Case m = O. Apply PRIZE-DT on the current A-grid-cell and A-target-grid-cell if there are suf
ficiently few prizes in these grid-cells; otherwise construct an ABA-path or harvest-path. 
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A 

B 

Figure 8.6: Manhattan grid-cell distance: m = 4. 

8 .4 .1  Constructing a Harvest Path 

We wish to construct a harvest-path PA . If no A-target-grid-cell is specified, then let PA be the 
intra-cell open-harvest-path on the current grid-cell. Hence, suppose that a A-target-grid-cell is 
specified. 

Let PA be an intra-cell harvest-path or intra-cell direct-path, as specified by current-cell-type, 
through the current grid-cell to the exit-location defined by the target-grid-cell . 

• If no secondary-grid-cell is specified, then append to PA an intra-cell open-harvest-path on 
the target-grid-cell . 

• Otherwise, append to PA an intra-cell harvest-path or intra-cell direct-path, as specified by 
target-cell-type, through the target-grid-cell to the exit-location defined by the secondary
grid-cell. 

Remove the entry/exit-location between the grid-cells. Apply a local search heuristic to improve 
the harvesting rate of PA such that the length of P A cannot be increased above its original length 
(before the entry/exit-location between the grid-cells was removed) and the value of P A cannot 
be decreased below its original value. Note that there is no precedence constraint between the 
prizes in the two grid-cells. 

8.4.2 Constructing an ABA-path 

We only construct an open or closed ABA-path (see Section 3.3.4) when the opponent is in the 
same grid-cell or in an adjacent grid-cell. The four cases are illustrated in Figure 8.7, in which 
the arrow indicates the A-target-grid-cell. 

In determining which prizes to consider in the construction of an ABA-path, at least two 
points are valid. One argument is that player A is conservative and hence, from its perspective, 
player B would attempt to intercept directly if possible. Hence, in cases (ii) and (iii) of Figure 8.7, 

player B would not visit any prizes from the current B-grid-cell. A second argument is that player 
B could increase its overall harvesting rate by collecting prizes from the current B-grid-cell on 
route to the current A-grid-cell or A-target-grid-cell. Since this second point is more general, we 
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8 A 

B A A 
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 

Figure 8.7: Four types of adjacency considerations 

adapt the ABA-PATH subproblem of Section 3.3.4 to incorporate prizes which are not available 
to player A. These B-only prizes correspond to the shaded grid-cells in Figure 8.7. 

If the A-target-grid-cell is specified, then a closed ABA-path is required, i.e., the exit-location 
from the A-target-grid-cell (if a A-secondary-target-grid-cell is specified) or the exit-location from 
the current A-grid-cell (otherwise) is the fixed destination for ABA-path. 

8.4.3 Applying PRIZE-DT 

We apply PRIZE-DT only when the players are located in the same current grid-cell, and hence, 
there is the potential for local conflict, and there are sufficiently few prizes in the current grid
cell and the A-target-grid-cell. The assumption is that this local conflict will overflow into the 
A-target-grid-cellj we do not consider any B-target-grid-cell. If there is no specified A-target
grid-cell, then we apply PRIZE-DT on the current grid-cell only. 

8 .5  Dynamic Monitoring: Grid-DMS 

A Small DMS (Dynamic Monitoring System) for small problems was designed in Section 6.4 and a 
Medium DMS for medium problems was designed in Section 7.6. In this section we design a Grid 
DMS based upon the grid constructions, grid engines and tactical subpath methods presented 
thus far. 

8 . 5 . 1  Outline of Grid-DMS 

Figure 8.8 illustrates the relationship between the monitors and frames in a Grid DMS. At the 
global-frame we apply a GRID-MONITOR, which constructs a grid-structure and a prize-frame 

consisting of an A-target-grid-cell, an A-current-cell-type, an A-secondary-target-grid-cell, and 
an A-target-cell-type. The GRID-MONITOR makes no use of any equivalent of a target-set, since it 
is not responsive to the observation of the opponent, but only to the opponent's current location 
and strategic possibilities. At the prize-frame we apply a PRIZE-MONITOR to determine a step

frame which either consists of a prize-ts and a target-prize or target-pair or consists of a prize 
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global-frame 

... - - - ... 
... .. 

, .. 

\ grid-monitor � 
... ... ' 

..... ... _ - _ ... 

Figure 8.8: Monitors and Frames for a Grid-DMS 

planning-path. At the step-frame we apply a STEP-MONITOR which determines a step. 

8.5.2 Grid-DMS Specification 

Algorithms 8. 1-8.4 present a simple Grid-DMS. We do not wish to activate the GRID-MONITOR 

unnecessarily since the grid engine is assumed to be the most computationally expensive compo
nent of the grid DMS. 

To implement the dynamism of the grid-structure, without updating it too often, we wait 
until a player moves across a grid-line. Only then is the grid-structure rebuilt, GRID-DT or GRID

PATH applied, and the type of tactical subpath method revised. Because of this we recommend a 
single player dynamic grid for GRID-PATH and two player dynamic grid for GRID-DT. 

We also make use of the same PRIZE-TS building, refinement and checking to construct a 
target-set-ABA-path, as was used for the Small-DMS. 

Let Q be the set of remaining prizes. When using a harvest-path this defines the step-frame 
with no prize-ts. The harvest-path is not necessarily updated when a prize is claimed and, hence, 
the target-prize is the first available prize on the harvest-path. It is possible that a prize-frame 
consists of a sequence of two intra-cell-direct paths neither of which contain any prizes, in which 
case we go directly towards the exit-location from the A-target-grid-cell. 
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Algorithm 8.1 monitor GRIDDMS-GRID-MONITOR 

/ / Build new grid-structure. 
Construct static, single player dynamic or two player dynamic grid-structure. 

/ / Build prize-frame. 
Apply GRID-DT or GRID-PATH.  

end 

Algorithm 8.2 monitor GRIDDMS-PRIZE-REFINE 

end 

/ / Refine current prize-ts. 
REFINE-PRIZETS 
if prize-ts = 0 then 

/ / Build new step-frame. 
GRIDDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR 

else if change made to prize-ts then 
/ / Update tactical response. 
Determine target-prize or target-pair. 

else 
/ / No changes made to step-frame. 

end 
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Algorithm 8.3 monitor GRIDDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR 

end 

I I Check if prize-frame exists and is still valid. 
if $ prize-frame or player moved outside current grid cell then 

II Build new prize-frame. 
GRIDDMS-GRID-MONITOR 

end 

I I Build new step-frame. 
Delete prize-ts. 
Delete harvest-path. 
m � Manhattan grid-cell distance between players. 
if (m = 0) then 

if $ step-frame or either prize just claimed then 
Build PRIZE-DT based prize-mts. 
Select prize-ts from prize-mts. 

else 
Build generic prize-ts. 

end 
Determine target-prize or target-pair. 

else if m= 1 then 
Build generic prize-ts. 
Construct target-set-ABA-path. Select the first prize on A-path as target-prize. 

else 
Construct harvest-path. 
Select the first prize on harvest-path as target-prize. 

end 
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Algorithm 8.4 monitor GRIDDMS-STEP-MONITOR 

end 

/ / Check if step-frame exists and is still valid. 
if � step-frame or player moved outside current grid cell then 

GRIDDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR / / Build new step-frame 
else if prize just claimed then 

else 

end 

if � harvest-path or harvest-path nQ :f. 0 then 
GRIDDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR / / Build new step-frame 

end 

CHECK-PRIZETS 
if prize-ts invalid then 

GRIDDMS-PRIZE-MONITOR / / Build new step-frame. 
else 

GRIDDMS-PRIZE-REFINE / / Refine current step-frame. 
end 

/ / Determine step. 
if 3 harvest-path then 

target +- first remaining prize on harvest-path. 
else if 3 target-prize then 

else 

end 

target +- target-prize. 

/ / Target target-prize-pair {Xl , X2 } . 
if (lprize-tsl = 1 )  then 

if {prize-ts C {Xl , X2 } ) then 
TWO-PRIZE-BIAS 

else 
THREE-PRIZE-WINDOW 

end 
else 

COMPROMISE-WINDOW. 
end 
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Coda 

T Summary 

In this chapter we have considered an approach to strategic planning for large problems and we 
have designed of Grid-DMS which implements this approach. 

T Link 

This is the end of Part Il in which we have designed a number of strategies which implement 
the SPAjDMS of Chapter 4 for different problems sizes. In Part III we consider the computa
tional testing of these strategies, together with those from Chapter 3, and the design of problem 
instances. 
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B . A . !  Constructing a Grid-Structure 

A P P E N  0 I x 8 . A  

Further to Section 8.2.1 we present details of how to construct the three rectilinear grid-structures. 
Suppose we wish to create a grid of size ny x nz . Let 

Xmin = 

Xmaz = 

Ymin = 

Ymaz 

B.A.I . 1  Static Grid 

Define 

so that the grid-lines are at 

min x '  iEV J 

max x ' iEV J 

min Yi iEV 
max y ' iEV J 

XMIN = 

XMAX = 

YMIN = 

YMAX = 

8x = XMAX - XMIN 
nz 

1: YMAX - YMIN uy = ny 

min{xmin , XA , XB }  

max{xmaz , XA , XB }  

max{Ymin , YA , YB} 

max{Ymaz, YA , YB } 

XMIN + i8x Vi E {O, . . .  , nz }  

YMIN + i8y Vi E {O, . . . , ny } 

Figure 8.9 illustrates the construction of a static grid considering either the x-coordinate or the 
y-coordinate independently. 

B.A.I .2 Single Player Dynamic Grid 

Consider the x-coordinate where nz grid-cells are required such that player A is located at the 
centre of a grid-cell and grid-cells are as small as possible. We wish to determine the minimum 
grid-cell width, 8x, satisfying 
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Figure 8 . 10: Construction of Single Player Dynamic Grid 

OX XA - XMIN if XA � max{xmaz , XB }  = 
nz - !  

OX XA - XMIN if XA � min{xmin ,  XB }  = 
nz - ! 

I 
, 

(8. 1 )  

Otherwise suppose min{xmin , xB }  < XA < max{xmaz , XB }  and let a = XA  - min{xmin , xB }  and 
b = max{xmaz , XB }  - XA . 

We now present an algorithm for finding the minimum Ox which satisfies (8. 1) .  In Figure 8.10 

we approximate the ratio a : b by A + ! : B + ! such that A + B + 1 = nz and A and B are 
non-negative integers. To cover the prizes requires that (A + ! )ox � a and (B + ! )ox � b. Hence, 
we require a non-negative integer A to minimize 

Ox = max {� , b I } .  A + 2" nz - A - 2" 
(8.2) 

Since A+
a 1 is decreasing with A and _�_ I is increasing with A we conclude that A E { l z J ,  r z 1 } 2 � 2 

where z satisfies 

i.e. , 

a b = 
z + ! n - z - ! 2 z 2 

anz 1 z - ---- - -- a + b 2 ·  (8.3) 
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If z � 0 then let A = 0 and 8x = max{2a, :--�"d .. Otherwise we choose A E { lzJ , rzl } which nz 2 

minimizes (8 .. 2) .. Since b > 0, 

r z 1 � l a : b nx J � nx - 1 

and hence B = nx - 1 - A � 0 as required .. 
Finally define the grid-lines at 

XA + (i - ! )8x Vi E {-A, .. .. ..  , B + I}  .. 

Note. It is reasonable that a good approximation of a : b by A + ! : B + ! should minimize 

I b(A + !) - a(B + !) I  
= I (a + b)(A + t) - anx l (8..4) 

whose zero, z, also satisfies (8 .. 3) .. However, the A E { lz J ,  r z l }  that minimizes (8..4) does not 
necessarily minimize (8 .. 2) .. 

Consider the y-coordinate similarly, where we require nll grid-cells.. If square grid-cells are 
desired, then take maxi 8x, 8y} as the grid-cell width and height .. 

B.A. 1 .3  Two Player Dynamic Grid 

Consider the x-coordinate where nx grid-cells are required.. Let 8x be the width of a grid-cell .. 
We require that player A and player B are each located within i8x of the centre of a grid-cell 
and that the grid-cells are as small as possible; the parameter k > 2 determines the required 
"nearness" to the centre of a grid-cell .. If XA = XB then we can determine 8x as in the single 
player dynamic grid .. Hence suppose, without loss of generality, that XA < XB .. 

Let 

a = XA - XMIN 

b = XB - XA 

C = XMAX - XB 

In Figure 8 .. 1 1  we approximate the ratio a : b : c by A + ! : B + 1 : C + ! ,  such that 
A + B + C = nx - 2 and A and C are non-negative integers and B is an integer � -1.. Note 
that B = 0 implies that the players will be in adjacent grid-columns (along the x-coordinate) and 
B = - 1  implies that the players will be in the same grid-column.. All (A, B, C) triples can be 
enumerated .. 

Given (A, B, C) we must determine 8x .. Introduce "slack variables" 81 and 82 to position the 
grid-lines, as in Figure 8 .. 12 , such that 

(B + 1 + f) 8x = 81 + b + 82 

and 

(8 .. 5) 

(8 .. 6) 
(8 .. 7) 
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Finally we need to cover all the prizes. 

(A + ! - i-)8x + SI > a 

(C + � - i)8x + S2 > c 

Hence we have the following Linear Program: 

(LP) 

min 8x 

Appendix to Chapter 8 361 

(8.8) 
(8.9) 

subject to (8.5)-(8.9) in which the decision variables are {8x, S I ,  S2 } .  

The LP  may be  infeasible since not every (A, B ,  C) can simultaneously satisfy the player posi
tioning constraints and the prize covering constraints. 

Over all (A, B , C) such that the LP is feasible we select an (A, B , C) that minimizes 8x. Note 
that an LP corresponding to B = -1  must be feasible since 81 = 82 and a suitably large 8x 
satisfies the constraints. Hence a feasible (A, B ,  C) is available. 

Finally, define the grid-lines at 

XA - 81 + (i - A - � + i )8x Vi E {O, . . .  , nx } . 

Consider the y-coordinate similarly, where we require ny grid-cells. Square grid-cells would 
be difficult to construct since we must satisfy the requirement that each player is located within 
i8 of the centre of a grid-cell in each coordinate. 
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Overview of Part III 

Computational Evaluation 

There are two major CPCP research questions which can only be meaningfully addressed via 
computational experimentation. 

Understanding Problem Instances. What makes a problem instance difficult, and how can 
we design difficult test problem instances? We need to define a number of problem classes, 
and determine which classes are seemingly more difficult, by generating a large number of 
random problem instances from each class. Then we wish to be able to design a number 
of bad-case problem instances from each of the most difficult problem classes. However, 
we do not attempt worst-case analysis as this would require strong assumptions about the 
players selections. 

Effectiveness of Strategies. What does a strategy need to address to be successful and which 
strategies or strategy paradigms are effective on various problem classes? We need some 
understanding of how effective each strategy is, over the range of problem sizes for which 
it is computationally tractable. We identify which are the most promising strategies in 
terms of worst performance, expected performance, and their nemeses. Analysis of which 
strategies are most suited to a given class of problems instance is a prerequisite to the 
development of meta-strategies for the active learning monitors described in Section 4.2.2. 
A meta-strategy would first classify a problem instance into one of a number of learned 
problem classes and assess what strategy (and parameters) to initially apply. 

Computational experimentation with Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problems usually com
pare the relative quality of solution, with respect to computational effort, of different heuristics in 
solving specific classes of problems. However, the effectiveness of a strategy for the CPCP cannot 
be evaluated in isolation from other strategies, since a strategy can only be evaluated against 
another strategy, one for each player. 

We have already seen the tiny tournament of Section 5.5. In general, a tournament involves 
a set of strategies and a set of problem instances. Each strategy plays off against every other 
strategy on each of the problem instances in turn. There are, however, two principal difficulties 
in evaluating a strategy: 
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(i) . How to weight the performance of a particular strategy against a number of opposing 
strategies when some strategies may be more difficult to play against than others. 

(ii) . How to weight the performance between two strategies over a number of problem instances 
when some problem instances may be more difficult than others. 

Hence, the effectiveness of strategies and the difficulty of problem instances are not independent 
investigations. Problem instances are required to evaluate the performance of strategies and 
strategies are required to evaluate the difficulty of problem instances. To measure a strategies 
success we must consider both robustness (worst-case performance) and expected performance 
(average-case performance) .  

Hooker [105] argues that initial heuristics determine the benchmark problem set (since these 
are the problems it does well on) and the benchmark problem set determines the future heuris
tics designed for the problem (since they must perform well on the benchmark problems to be 
considered good) . 

To address these issues we adopt the following four step approach: 

Step I. Specification of general problem instance classes (Section 9.1) .  

Step 11. Preliminary tournaments (Section 10.1 ) ,  between a range of strategies, on the general 
problem instance classes. Evaluate which strategies are most robust on each problem class 
by worst-case performance on average-case problems. 

Step Ill. Prediction of the expected value of a problem instance for each player (Section 9.2) 
and sensitivity analysis of problem instances (Section 9.3) , for the purpose of designing 
bad-case problem instances (Section 9.4). 

Step IV. Final tournaments between the most robust strategies of the preliminary tournaments 
on a set of bad-case problem instances from each of the most difficult problem classes 
(Section 10.2) . Evaluation is on the basis of expected, average-case performance on bad
case problem instances. 

Chapter 9 considers the design of challenging test problems and Chapter 10 considers the de
sign and execution of the computational tournaments between the proposed strategies. Finally, 
Chapter 1 1  draws some overall conclusions and formulates a programme of future research. 



C H A P T E R  9 

Problem Design 

When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express 

it in numbers, you know something about it. 

9.0 Introduction 
9.1 Classes of Problem Instances 
9.2 Prediction of the Expected Value of the Game 
9.3 Sensitivity Analysis 
9.4 Bad-Case Problem Instance Design 

- LORD KELVIN 

C omparison of strategies requires problem instances on which to simulate two strategies playing 

against each other. Since strategies are designed for different problem instance characteristics, 

in this chapter we define three general classes of problem instances and draw on sensitivity analysis to 

design more chal lenging problem instances. 

9 .0  Introduction 

A computational tournament requires the provision of a set of strategies to play in the tournament 
and a set of problem instances on which to conduct the tournament. In this chapter we develop 
a "construction and improvement" approach to generating problem instances. 

Section 9.1 defines three simple problem instance classes based on individual prize values and 
locations, individual cluster values and locations, and prize value density, respectively. Although 
these problem instance classes are not restricted in size, Le., number of prizes, they do correspond 
to the natural structures considered in Chapter 6 (prizes) , Chapter 7 (clusters) ,  and Chapter 8 

(prize value density) . The problem instances generated may be considered average-case since 
each is "constructed" from a general random distribution. 

To define bad-case problem instances requires some numerical definition for evaluating the 
"badness" or "difficulty" of a problem instance. To this end, Section 9.2 compares a number of 
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static and dynamic predictors of the expected value of a problem instance to each player and, Sec
tion 9.3 graphically analyses the sensitivity of these predictors to small changes in a prize value, 
prize location, initial player location, or the overall deadline. These considerations enable Sec
tion 9.4 to define a badness objective function in terms of the sensitivity of the difference between 
predictors, and to propose a local search heuristic for generating bad-case problem instances from 
average-case problem instances. 

9 .1  Classes of Problem Instances 

A problem instance is defined by the number of prizes, the location of each prize, the value 
of each prize, the initial location of each player, the overall deadline, and the step size, 6. Four 
distinct problem instance classes have already been implied in this thesis. 

Tiny Class. Chapter 5 analysed the case in which there are only two prizes. Section 5.5.3.2 

further subdivided the tiny class (T-class) of dynamic two-prize problems into seven sub
classes for the tiny tournament. 

Prize Class. Chapter 6 developed tactical engines for evaluating contingent sequences of prizes. 
The prize class (P-class) (Section 9.1 .1 )  focuses on the layout and value of individual 
prizes, generated by construction, or drawn from some probability distribution, or through 
a combination of these. 

Cluster Class. Chapter 7 designed strategic engines for evaluating contingent sequences of clus
ters. The cluster class (C-class) (Section 9.1 .2) focuses on the layout and value of indi
vidual clusters. 

Density Class. Chapter 8 designed grid engines for strategic planning on problems with a large 
number of prizes with respect to spatial prize value density, without concern for individual 
prizes. The density class (D-class) (Section 9.1 .3) focuses on the composition of prize 
value density features. 

The natural structure of these problem classes ranges from explicit one-step constraint satisfaction 
through to significant concentrations of prizes. P-class problems store value at discrete locations; 
the result of tactical manoeuvring is to claim a prize and there is direct conflict over every prize. 
C-class problems store value in clusters; strategic inter-cluster manoeuvring is generally distinct 
from tactical intra-cluster manoeuvring. D-class problems distribute value over an area; strategic 
manoeuvring is seamlessly incorporated with harvesting of prizes, and harvesting in the most 
promising region is more important than considering the opponent as conflict only occurs at a 
very local scale. 

We now define the prize, cluster, and density classes of problem instances in detail, with 
examples. 

9 . 1 . 1  Prize Class o f  Problem Instances 

The philosophy of the prize class (P-class) of problem instances is the layout and value of indi
vidual prizes. The model we use to define the class is a sequence of five components: 
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(1) number of prizes � (2) placement of prizes 

'---+ (3) value of prizes � (4) placement of players 

'---+ (5) overall deadline 

, 

Although this sequence is not strict, it serves as a useful guide by enumerating the subclasses and 
allowing later subclasses to functionally depend upon earlier subclasses, Each of these components 
is defined in more detail in the subsections which follow. 

9 .1 . 1 . 1  Number of Prizes 

Let n be the specified number of prizes. Alternatively, a range of numbers of prizes could be 
specified, in which case let n be one number drawn from this range. Although the tactical 
engines of Chapter 6 assume a small problem instance, it is intended that there be no restriction 
on the number of prizes in the P-class. 

9 .1 .1 .2  Placement of Prizes 

Test problems for the Euclidean TSP (customer locations only) are generally drawn from proba
bility density functions over the subregion of the Euclidean plane (Bentley [16] ) .  Since the prize 
location component of a CPCP is equivalent to a Euclidean TSP, we follow the same approach 
by defining four main types of prize location subclasses: 

(c) Constructions. 

(1) Random subsets of lattice-like locations. 

(p) Small random perturbations of construction or lattice problems. 

(r) , (h) General probability distributions. 

Table 9. 1 expands these main types by defining a number of prize location distributions and 
constructions in which n is the number of prizes, N(J.L, a) represents a normal distribution with 
mean J.L and standard deviation a ,  and U[a,  b] represents a uniform distribution on the interval 
[a, b] . The following notes define some of these ideas more precisely. 

Perturbations. Each prize location of a construction or lattice problem is perturbed by a 
bearing e ,....., U[0, 271"] and a distance r ,....., IN(0, 0.03) 1 .  This defines the P-class prize location 
subclasses (pI) , (pw) , (pg) , (pd) , (ps) , and (pk) . 

Lattice. The density factor, p, is the probability that each vertex of a rectangular lattice 
contains a prize. A dense lattice (p :::::: 1) would have a prize at almost every lattice point and a 
sparse lattice (p :::::: 0) would have a prize at very few lattice points. We want an x x y lattice for 
which ; :::::: K, and xy :::::: ; . Hence, let 

y = r � and x = r � 1 ·  
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Table 9. 1 :  P-Class: Prize Location Component Subclasses 

I Identifier I Name 

(cl) 
(cg) 

(cw) 

(Id) 

(Is) 

(lk) 

(ra) 

(rc) 

(rn) 
(rq) 
(rr) 
(rs) 

(hs) 

(hr) 

line 
ghostbuster 

wheel 

dense lattice 

sparse lattice 

spokes 

annulus 

circle 

normal 
square 
rectangle 
stringy 

hotspot 

hotring 

I Subclass Description 

Evenly distributed along a line segment. 
Evenly distributed on the circumference of a circle 
with an additional line through its centre. 
Evenly distributed on the circumference of a circle. 

Uniform random subset of a lattice of density 
p """ U[0.7, 1 ] and scale factor K.. 
Uniform random subset of a lattice of density 
p """ U[O.I , 0.4] and scale factor K.. 
Uniform random subset of points on k spokes of den
sity p ,...., U[0.I , 0 .9] ,  each spoke bearing separated 
by 2; .  

Uniform random distribution on the area between two 
concentric circles. 
Uniform random distribution on the circumference of 
a circle. 
Each dimension independent ,...., N(!, l) .  
Uniform random distribution on the unit square. 
Uniform random distribution on a rectangle of scale K.. 
Distributed along a wandering path. 

Locations with polar coordinates (J ,...., U[0, 21T] and 
r ,...., 1 - JI - U[O, 1]. 
Locations with polar coordinates (J ,...., U[0, 21T] and 
r2 ,...., N(O.I3, 0.04) . 
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Spokes. We generate k spokes of a wheel excluding the perimeter, each spoke containing r p'11 
vertices. The density factor, p, is the probability that each such vertex contains a prize. 

Stringy. A stringy cluster (see Section 7.1 . 1 .4) is generated with an evenly spaced x-coordinate. 
The y-coordinate is composed of a uniformly distributed component (of magnitude at most i of 
that of the length of the x-coordinate) plus a sinusoidal trend of low amplitude and random 
period. 

9 .1 . 1 .3 Value of Prizes 

We consider three main types of prize value allocation, assuming that the prize locations have 
already been determined. These are characterised by whether the prizes are dependent upon the 
prize or player locations. 

Prize values independent of prize locations. 

(i) Identical value. 

(u) Uniform random values. 

(n) Normally distributed values. 

(s) Stratified values: randomly partition the prizes into two subsets, the larger subset 
having prize values '" N( 4, 1)  and the smaller subset having prize values '" N(20, 3) . 

Prize value dependent upon prize location. 

(e) Value function of proximity to some central location: generate prize values such that 
Vj f- e-jJdc; , where dej is the distance from the central location to prize j E V, and 
Jl. is a parameter. 

(b) Value function of proximity to random boundary location. 
(c) Value function of proximity to the perimeter of a central generating circle. 

(q) Value function of proximity to the perimeter of a central generating square. 

Prize value dependent upon player locations. 

(p) Value function of proximity to the initial player locations, such that prizes closer to 
a player location are more valuable than those farther away. 

9 .1 . 1 .4 Placement of Players 

Players are located with respect to the prizes and each other. For one player, the following 
subclasses are defined: 

(c) Centroid of prize-value-weighted prize locations. 

(b) Location on the convex hull of the prize locations. 

", 
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(m) Mid-range: determine the centroid of the prize locations (not weighted by prize value) , 
divide the prize region into a 2 x 2 grid through the centroid, randomly select one of the 
grid-cells and determine its centroid. 

(I) Location collinear with prizes if prizes are collinear, otherwise located on the principal 
component axis. 

(5) Split the prizes between the players such that they are located at the weighted centroid of 
guaranteed prizes. 

(i) Players have coincident locations. 

Considering the two player in combination, the valid pairs of these subclasses are: (ci) , (cb) , 
(cm) , (bi) , (bb) , (bm) , (mi) , (mm) , (H) , (ll) , and (ss) . 

9.1 .1 .5  Overall Deadline 

The final component is the specification of the overall deadline, A. Let the cooperative time, 
w(A, B) , be the minimum time for the two players to collect all the prizes, given their initial 
locations. Two subclasses are considered: 

(i) Infinite: A = 00. 

(r) Restrictive: A '"  w(A, B)N(l ,  i )  such that A � max{minjEv dAj , minjEv dBj } .  

9.1 . 1 .6 Descriptor for Prize Problem Instance Class 

A seven field descriptor is used to specify a particular subclass of the prize class of problem 
instances: 

P :  nlfvabA 

where en' is the number of prizes, elf' is the two-field prize location subclass, 'v' is the prize value 
subclass, 'ab' is the two-field player location subclass, and 'A' is the overall deadline subclass. 
There are N x 20 x 9 x 11 x 2 = 3960N prize problem instance subclasses, where N is the 
cardinality of the range of number of prizes considered. 

Table 9.2 gives some examples of P-class problem instances with 20 prizes. These examples 
show only the prize location and player location components-one of each prize location com
ponent subclass and random player location component subclass. A '-' is used as a wildcard to 
denote that a particular component is left unspecified. 

9 . 1 . 2  Cluster Class of Problem Instances 

The philosophy of the cluster class (C-class) of problem instances is the layout and value of 
clusters. A sequence of six inter-cluster and intra-cluster components defines the class: 

(1) number of clusters 

Y (2) placement and value of clusters � (3) size and scale of clusters 

Y (4) placement and value of prizes within clusters 
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Table 9.2: Examples of P-Class Problem Instances 

1234567891J� 

P:20clucb-

1 2  7 
B 2 

516 1 3  1 9  
1 7  � 315 8 4  9 1 1  20 184 1 0  

P:20lsnss-

4 6 5 3 B 2 
7 A 1 
1 51 6 17 18 1 9 20 14  8 

9 131 2  1 0  1 1  

P :20pgpmm-

2 5 
� 3 

l' 
I!I 10 a5 

1 7  
1 8  4 � 8 

P:20racci-

1 14 1 7  % 12 
5�� 14  � 1 A 18 

1 9  1 0  3 7 6 

P :20rrpss-

5 4 3 
6 2 

7 1 
15 1 6  1 7A 18  1 9  20 
14  8 

11  9 
12 1 1  1 0  

P:20cgccm-

� 
3 

1 42 5 218 fM817 

l� 
� 

P:20lksmi-

9 1 1 5  20 5 
17 1 1  8 

3 7 1!12 10  
1 3  2 6 18  4 14  1 9  1 6  

P:20pdbli-

76 15  a �, 
W 1ft 

414  2 16.,a 
A 

P:20rcnbm-aJ 
A 

P:20rsbll-

8 7 6 5 4 
9 3 

10 2 
1 1  1 
12 20 
13 !l9 

1 4 15 16 17 1 8  

P:20cwqmi-

A 

2 if ff5ag 1a�a�w� 

B 

P:20plubb-

5 1 9  17  
1 1  8 
9 4  �Al 2 14  15 lEa 
20 3 1 6  

P:20psicm-

7 6 

19 1 5  5 BSt7 
\,10' 3 

9 2041 1 A 2 
8 

P:20rnebm-

7 2 
8 1 8  1 4  

4 1��e�1 3  11!1 
15 9 

20 
19 

P:20hsbbi-

1 7  16  20 
8 3 14  

1 5  1 5 
7 A� 1 8  1 3  
1 0  9 2 1 9  
1 2  1 1  4 

P :20ldill-

8 7 6 5 4 
9 3 
1 0  
1 1  2 B 

2cl 1213 1 9  
1 4 1 5  1 6  118 

P :20pwqci-

8 1�� 3 2 1 1 514 9 12 4fa17 

16  1 5  1 
1 8  

P :20pkuli-

1 2  20 6 
1� 7 
�� 3 1 0  
1 4  A a 

9 1\1 1 5  

P:20rqsmm-

10 
- 9  A 13 

� 
155 

2W 18fl 8 
B 

P :20hrebb-
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y (5) placement of players --t (6) overall deadline 

9.1 .2 .1  Number of Clusters 

Let m be the specified number of clusters and let n be the specified number of prizes. Alternatively, 
the number of clusters may be specified as a range. Note that m forms part of the subclass 
specification but that n does not. 

9.1 .2 .2  Placement and Value of Clusters 

Cluster problems can be viewed as "fractured" small problems in which a single prize has its 
value divided amongst a small number of prizes in the vicinity. The specific approach taken here 
is to construct P-class prize locations and prize values and use these as the cluster centres and 
cluster values, respectively. Hence the set of C-class cluster location subclasses is the same as for 
the P-class prize locations subclasses, i.e., {cl, cg, cw, Id, Is, lk, ra, rc, rn, rq, rr, rs, hs, hr, pI, 
pw, pg, pd, ps, pk} , and the set of C-class cluster value subclasses is the same as for the P-class 
prize value subclasses, i .e. , {i, u, n, s, e, b, c, q, p} .  

9.1 .2 .3 Size and Scale of Clusters 

Clusters, however, are not point locations. The size of a cluster is the cardinality of the set of 
prizes which are members of that cluster. The scale of a cluster is the spatial extent of the cluster 
relative to the spatial extent of the prize set as a whole. 

Size. The following two subclasses are applied: 

(r) The clusters have random sizes as defined in Section 7.A.1 .3. 

( e) Each cluster has approximately the same number of prizes, i.e., either r;;'l or l;;' J . 

Scale. Let A be the specified prize region area. We consider loose clusters, i.e., those which 
cover a relatively large area, and tight clusters, i.e., those which cover a relatively small area. 

(I) Loose clusters: large area a ,.",  �U[� ,  n 

(t) Tight clusters: small area a ,.", �U[O, H 

(m) Mixture of loose and tight clusters a ,.", �U[O, n 

9.1 .2 .4 Placement and Value of Prizes 

The placement, value, size, and scale of clusters are sufficient to define the inter-cluster compo
nents of the C-class. We now need to select the prize layout and prize value within each cluster. 
We do not subclassify on placement and value of prizes but rather randomly select one of the 
P-class prize location subclasses, and one of the P-class prize value subclasses, for each cluster 
independently. The cluster of prizes is then scaled in terms of prize values, scaled in terms of clus
ter area, randomly rotated, and then its prize-weighted centroid is positioned on the prescribed 
cluster centre location. 
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9.1.2.5 Placement of Players 
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For each player, we independently determine whether that player is to be located on the boundary 
of the prize region or centrally, and then, locally, whether that player is to be located central 
within a cluster, on the boundary of a cluster, or between clusters. The options for player A are: 

(a) Globally central, within a cluster. 

(b) Globally central, on the boundary of a cluster. 

(c) Globally central, between clusters. 

(d) Global boundary, within a cluster. 

(e) Global boundary, on the boundary of a cluster. 

(f) Global boundary, between clusters. 

The options for player B are the same except that, if player A is a member of subclass (a) , (b) , 
(d) , or (e) , then player B can be assigned to one of the following three subclasses. 

(i) Coincident with player A. 

(w) Within the same cluster as player A. 

(h) On the boundary of the same cluster as player A. 

9.1 .2 .6 Overall Deadline 

As in the P-class, two subclasses are considered: 

(i) Infinite: A = 00. 

(r) Restrictive: A "'"  w(A, B)N(l ,  t), so that A is sufficient to allow each player to visit all the 
prizes from at least one cluster. 

9.1 .2.7 Descriptor for Cluster Problem Instance Class 

A nine field descriptor is used to specify a particular subclass of the cluster class of problem 
instances: 

C :  rnelvsKabA 

where 'rn' is the number of clusters, 'el' is the cluster location subclass, 'v' is the cluster value 
subclass, "s' is the cluster size subclass, 'K,' is the cluster scale subclass, 'ab' is the player location 
subclass, and 'A' is the overall deadline subclass. There are M x 20 x  9 x  2 x  3 x 6  x 9 x 2  = 1 16640M 

cluster problem instance subclasses, where M is the cardinality of the range of number of clusters 
considered. 

Table 9.3 gives some examples of C-class problem instances. Each example gives a different 
cluster location subclass but cluster size, cluster scale, and player locations are randomly selected 
from those subclass components. Note that the values of prizes and clusters are not shown in 
these examples. 
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Table 9.3: Examples of C-Class Problem Instances 
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9 . 1 . 3  Density Class of Problem Instances 

The philosophy of the density class (D-class) of problem instances is based upon the spatial dis
tribution of prize value density. The design of the D-class follows a different pattern to that 
established by the P-class and C-class. Firstly, we define a spatial probabilistic model for specify
ing prize locations and values. Secondly, we define four prize value density features, the building 
blocks for constructing the overall prize value density. Thirdly, we show how these features are 
superimposed and how the probabilities are translated into prize locations and values. Finally, 
we specify a sequence of six components which define the class in the pattern similar to P-class 
and C-class. 

9.1 .3 .1  The Model 

The model for constructing the prize locations and values is based upon a regular lattice of 
candidate prize locations. Two surfaces are constructed over these lattice points; the lattice is 
used to ensure a discrete coverage over the prize region, since these surfaces are continuous. The 
first is the probability of selecting that point as a prize location. The second is the relative value 
of the prize at that lattice point should the lattice point be selected as a prize. The convolution 
of these two surfaces is termed a prize value density function. 

9 .1 .3.2 Prize Value Density Features 

We define four prize value density features: 

Background Feature. Low location selection probability and moderate value. 

Hot Features. High location selection probability and high value. 

Cold Features. High location selection probability and low value. 

Black Features. Zero location selection probability. 

The features are defined in more detail below. 

� Background Feature 

The background feature is simply a uniform, low selection probability and relatively moderate, 
constant value over the whole lattice. This provides a relatively sparse blanket of background 
"noise" prizes. Thus, if there are no further prize value density features, the background would 
be equivalent to the lattice prize location subclass of P-class. 

� Hot Features 

Hot features have a high probability of selection associated with each member lattice point and 
a relatively high value. Thus a hot feature densely concentrates prize value with a number of 
high valued prizes in a small area. Three types of hot features are used: hot-spots, hot-rings, and 
hot-ridges. 
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(a) Cone (a = 1 )  (b) Quartic (a = 1 )  

Figure 9 . 1 :  Hotspot Prize Density Function f(x, y) 

Hot-Spot. A hotspot is a concentration of prize value about a point which is approximately 
radially symmetric. Two function-based models are considered in Figure 9 .1 :  a cone and a quartic. 

Cone. For (x, y) E [0, 1] x [0, 1] let f(x, y) = min{ l , max{0, a(I - 2v'(x - ! )2 + (y - � )2 ) } }  
where a is chosen such that J01 J; !(x, y)dxdy = 1 .  From the cone probability density we 
can sample the bearing (} '" UfO, 1] and the radius r '" 1 - VI - UfO, 1] . This is illustrated 
in Figure 9.I (a) . 

Quartic. For (x, y) E [0, 1] x [0, 1] let !(x, y) = (16a)2 (x4 - 2x3 + x2)(y4 - 2y3 + y2 ) where a is 
chosen such that J; J; !(x, y)dxdy = 1 .  This has zero derivatives at the maximum and at 
the boundary. This is illustrated in Figure 9.1 (b) . 

These functions serve as both the selection probability and the prize value. A single parameter 
corresponds to either the maximum probability of selection (the feature density) or the maxi
mum relative prize value (the feature strength) . This parameter scales the f(x, y) .  These two 
models may be used interchangeably; specifically, we select one model at random whenever a hot 
feature is required. This provides a mixture of sharp and smooth hot-spots. 

Hot-Ring. A hot-ring is a concentration of prize value about the circumference of a circle of 
radius R. The selection probability and value are functions of the distance from the circumference 
of the defining circle. We adapt the cone and quartic hot-spot definitions for a lattice point at a 
distance r from the defining circle circumference. 

Cone. Let !(r) = min{ l ,  max{O, a(I - 2r) } } .  

Quartic. Let !(r) = 4a(r4 - 2r3 + r2 ) .  

Thus the parameters of a hot-ring are the defining radius, R, and the density, or strength, a. 

Hot-Ridge. A hot-ridge is a concentration of prize value about a path, similar to a stringy 
cluster but without prize values (see Section 7. 1 . 1 .4) . A hot-ridge is generated by considering the 
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distance, r, of each lattice point from the defining path and applying the same function, f(r), as 
in a hot-ring. 

T Cold Features 

Cold features have a high probability of selection associated with each member lattice point 
and a relatively low value. Thus a cold feature densely concentrates prize location in a small 
area, but not prize value, since each prize is of low value. Three types of cold features are used, 
analogous to the the corresponding hot features: cold-spots, cold-rings and cold-valleys. 

Cold-Spot. A cold-spot is a concentration of low prize values about a point. The selection 
probability is the same as for a hot-spot. However, the value is defined as the negative of 
that for the corresponding hot-spot. This is because when the features are superimposed (see 
Section 9.1 .3.3 later) prize values are additive; thus, the negative value of the cold-spot is added to 
the already moderate value of the background to constitute a low value. Consequently, cold-spot 
values must be lower in magnitude than the background. 

Cold-Ring. A cold-ring is a concentration of low prize values about the circumference of a 
circle. The selection probability is the same as for a hot-ring and the value is the negative of the 
value for the corresponding hot-ring. 

Cold-Valley. A cold-valley is a concentration of low prize values about a path. Again, the 
selection probability is the same as for a hot-ridge and the value is the negative of the value for 
the corresponding hot-ridge. 

T Black Features 

Black-Hole. The only black feature considered is the black hole which annihilates all can
didate prizes within a circle. When a black hole overlays another feature, all the prizes in that 
subregion are removed. This is achieved by giving the lattice points within the defining circle a 
selection probability of negative infinity. 

9.1 .3 .3 Superposition of Features 

Selection probability and value of background, hot, cold, and black features at lattice points are 
additive, i .e. , the overall prize value density is defined by the selection probability and value 
surfaces which sum the contributions from each feature. The expected number of prizes is simply 
the sum of the individual lattice point selection probabilities. Hence, these selection probabilities 
are scaled such that the expected number of prizes is set to the required number of prizes. 
To construct the actual prize locations we randomly determine whether each lattice point will 
contain a prize according to its selection probability. Those lattice points that are selected take 
the corresponding value at that lattice point. Following this, each prize location is given a small, 
random perturbation so that the prizes do not lie precisely on a lattice (this is basically only 
cosmetic) . 
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9. 1.3.4 The Component Subclasses 

It remains to specify the sequence of components which defines the D-class: 

(1) number of each feature 

Y (2) feature strength and scale 

Y (3) placement of players 

T Number of Each Feature 

This component of the D-class is composed of the number of hot features, the number of cold 
features, and the number of black holes. We do not specify the number of hot-spots, hot-rings, 
hot-ridges, cold-spots, cold-rings, or cold-valleys. Rather we take the required number of hot 
features and randomly choose which types of hot features will be used. This is so that we do not 
produce too many subclasses of problem instances. Similarly, we take the required number of 
cold features and randomly choose which types of cold features will be used. The chosen features 
are then centred at random locations in the prize region with random orientations. 

T Scale and Strength of Features 

The scale of a feature is its spatial extent relative to the spatial extent of the whole prize region. 
Recall that the strength of a feature is the maximum value of the feature. 

Scale. 

(A) Large area 

( a) Small area 

(m) Mixture of large and small areas 

Strength. 

(E) High value per unit area. 

( e )  Low value per unit area. 
(m) Mixture of large and small strengths. 

Note that the maximum selection probability (feature density) is fixed for the background, hot, 
and cold features. 

T Placement of Players 

The critical subclasses of player placement are whether the players are in local conflict or not. The 
former can be modelled by P-class player location subclasses (ci) (with a small displacement) ,  
and the latter by subclass (mm) . We give these subclasses the labels (c )  and (m) , respectively, 
for the D-class. 
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9 .1 .3.5 Descriptor for Density Problem Instance Class 

A six field descriptor is used to specify a particular subclass of the density class of problems 
instances: 

D :  hcbssa 

where 'hcb' are, respectively, the number of hot, cold and black featuresi 's s' is the feature scale 
and strength subclassi and 'a' is the player location subclass. Note that there is no overall deadline 
subclass. There are HCB x 3 x 3 x 2 = 18HCB density problem instance subclasses, where H, 
e and B are, respectively, the maximum number of hot, cold and black features considered. 

Table 9.4 gives some examples of D-class problem instances for zero, one, or two of each feature 
type. Prizes which contribute to a hot feature are shown with a ' * ' ,  prizes which contribute to a 
cold feature are shown with an '0' and the remaining background prizes are show with a '· ' . 

9 .2  Prediction of  the Expected Value of  the Game 

A strategy can be evaluated in terms of efficiency, accuracy, and effectiveness. The goal of this 
section is to deal with accuracy of estimates of the value of a future game position by comparing 
the robustness of predictors of the value of the game to the relative initial player location. 

9 . 2 . 1  Definitions 

Let § be a set of player strategies. For a , b E §, let v A (Pi A '" a, B '" b) denote the total 
prize value claimed by player A in a simulation on problem instance P in which player A adopts 
strategy a and player B adopts strategy b. 

Definition 9.2 .1  

• Let §oo be the infinite set of all possible player strategies. The expected value of the 
game 13 (or the expected value of problem instance p) , v,A (13), is defined as the Nash 

equilibrium value (in mixed strategies) to player A of the infinite two player game in which 
both players' pure strategies are §oo and the payoff to player A, when player A selects the 
pure strategy a E §oo and player B selects the pure strategy b E  §oo, is VA (Pi A ",  a, B '" b) , 
if such a Nash equilibrium exists. 

• Let v� (13) be defined in terms of the supremum (least upper bound) and infimum (greatest 
lower bound) by Equation (9. 1 ) .  

v� (P) = sup { inf VA (pi A "' a , B ", b) } 
ae§oo be§oo 

(9.1 )  

Although v,A (p) may not exist, v� (p) always exists, since the finite number of prizes implies 
that there are only a finite number of possible values for VA (Pi A '" a , B  '" b). 

• Let § be a given finite set of player strategies. The computational maximin value of 
the game 13 (or the computational maximin value of the problem instance 13), 
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Table 9.4: Examples of D-Class Problem Instances 
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Table 9.4: Examples of D-Class Problem Instances (continued) 
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Table 9.4: Examples of D-Class Problem Instances (continued) 
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Table 9.5: Static Predictors of the Expected Value of the Game 

Identifier Predictor Name Strategy Tournament 

PI PRIZE-GUARANTEE §3.3 . 1  P2 PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §6.3 
P3 SINGLE-FAMILY -PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.2.2.4 
P4 SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.2.2.6 
PS FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.2.2.4 
P6 FAMILY-PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.2.2.6 
P7 CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.3.3 
Ps CLUSTER-DT- (� = 0)/ /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.5 

V�(p) , with respect to the given §, is defined by Equation (9.2) . 

V�(p) = max {min VA (p; A '" a, B '" b) } 
ae§ be§ 

• vB (P) ,  v� (p) and v� (p) are defined similarly, with respect to player B. 

9 . 2 . 2  Computational Evaluation of Static Predictors 

§ 10. 1 . 1  
§1O. 1 . 1  
§1O . 1 .2  
§1O. 1 .2 
§10 .1 .3  
§ 1O .1 .3  
§ 1O . 1 .4 
§1O. 1 .4 

(9.2) 

o 

The tactical engines of Chapter 6 and the strategic engines of Chapter 7 each estimate the 
expected return from a representative, projected game position, i.e. , the value of a problem 
instance; these are static predictors of the game value. Playing one strategy off against another 
on the same problem instance also provides an estimate of the value of the problem instance; this 
is a dynamic predictor of the game value. 

Computational evaluation of predictors on a problem instance, p, involves comparison of the 
value of the problem instance estimated by each predictor against the computational maximin 
value of the problem instance, v�(p) , with respect to a set of strategies §. However, a single 
problem instance is insufficient to evaluate a predictor-a set IP of problem instances is required. 
Because of the requirement to determine v�(p) for every p E lP, the computational evaluation 
of a number of static predictors dovetails with the preliminary computational tournaments of 
Section 10 . 1 ,  although there is no dependence of the preliminary computational tournaments on 
these computational evaluations of static predictors. 

Table 9.5 gives a number of static predictors of the expected value of the game. Two predictors 
are chosen for each preliminary computational tournament from Sections 10. 1 . 1-10.1 .4. Figure 9.2 
presents the corresponding results for the static predictors. The root mean square error between 
each predictor and v� was calculated with respect to §.  Prize values for every problem instance 
are standardised to total 10000. 
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Figure 9.2: Results from Evaluation of Static Predictors 

9.2.3 Conclusions 

This section has introduced the concepts of static and dynamic predictors of the value of the 
game or, equivalently, the value of a problem instance. The aim of the computational evaluation 
is to indicate the relative accuracy of such predictors rather than to rigorously test, refine, or 
determine regression equations. 

We can conclude that the estimates of the tactical and strategic engines are reasonably rough 
but are, in general, indicative. Certainly the the '-DT' based predictors are more accurate than the 
'-GUARANTEE' based predictors. However, much work remains in the evaluation of the predictive 
capabilities of these methods and the consequences of the decisions made by the corresponding 
DMS strategies. 

9.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity analysis is concerned with how small changes made to a problem instance affect its 
solution or outcome. This is useful in a diverse range of problems. Winston [207] introduces sen
sitivity analysis for linear programming. Golden and Stewart [90) undertake an empirical analysis 
of various TSP heuristics. Johnson and Papadimitriou [ 1 1 1] give performance guarantees for TSP 
heuristics. Greenberg [93) presents a recent annotated bibliography for post-solution analysis in 
mixed integer programming and combinatorial optimization. Sensitivity for optimization prob
lems is an established, analytical practice, but for a new problem, a visualisation approach may 
give more rapid, preliminary insight. 

In this section we follow the work of Jones [1 1 5, 1 16, 1 17, 1 18, 1 19, 120] in visualisation of 
spatial sensitivity analyses. We have already seen sensitivity diagrams for the two prize problem in 
Section 5 . 1 .5, in which Figure 5.5 showed the sensitivity with respect to the location of one player, 
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and Figure 5.6 showed the sensitivity with respect to the location of one prize. Jones advocates the 
visual representation of sensitivity analysis in optimization problems for the purpose of studying 
the problem structure. 

Jones [1 16, 1 17] considers the use of graphical depiction of sensitivity in general optimization 
problems, and solution methods, as an aid to understanding the structure of such problems. 
For problems in the Euclidean plane, plotting estimated value, actual value, or target prize over 
the plane, with respect to one of the spatial elements of the problem instance, gives a spatial 
sensitivity plot. Jones [118, 1 19, 120] looks specifically at spatial sensitivity analysis of heuristics 
for the Euclidean TSP and concludes that solution methods which produce "spatially contiguous" 
sensitivity plots offer closer to optimal solution quality than highly "fractured" sensitivity plots. 
In this way, the spatial sensitivity analysis offers some insight into the structure of problem 
instances and the ability of heuristics to produce good quality solutions. 

9 .3. 1 Sensitivity to Static Evaluation 

Two types of sensitivity plots are considered: sensitivity to a player location and sensitivity to a 
prize location. 

Figure 9.6 illustrates sensitivity of two static predictors to the initial location of a player. 
Figure 9.6(a) shows the sensitivity of the PRIZE-DT-(K = 0) predicted value for player A, to 
the location of player A, with fixed player B location. The fixed prize and player locations are 
shown in red, whilst the predicted value ranges from zero (black) to 10000 (white) . Similarly, 
Figure 9.6(b) shows the sensitivity of the PRIZE-'DT- (K = 0) predicted value for player B, to 
the location of player B, with fixed player A location; Figure 9.6(c) shows the sensitivity of the 
PRIZE-GUARANTEE predicted value for player A, to the location of player A, with fixed player B 
location; and Figure 9.6(d) shows the sensitivity of the PRIZE-GUARANTEE predicted value for 
player B, to the location of player B, with fixed player A location. These sensitivity plots show 
contiguous regions of value, indicating that these static predictors are robust with respect to 
spatial sensitivity. 

Figure 9.7 illustrates sensitivity of these static predictors to the location of prize 1 .  Interest
ingly, for a given player, these plots are nearly identical. In comparison with the sensitivity to a 
player location, these sensitivity plots show fewer regions, but a similarly contiguous. 

9.3.2  Sensitivity to Dynamic Evaluation 

Figure 9.8 illustrates the sensitivity of two dynamic evaluators to the initial location of a player. 
Figure 9.8(a) shows the sensitivity of the result to player A of a simulation battle where both 
players play PRIZE-DT- (K = 0) , to the location of player A, with fixed player B location. Similarly, 
Figure 9.8 (b) shows the sensitivity of the result to player B of a simulation battle where both 
players play PRIZE-DT- (K = 0) , to the location of player B, with fixed player A location. Fig
ure 9.8( c) shows the sensitivity of the result to player A of a simulation battle where both players 
play NEAREST-NEIGHBOUR, to the location of player A, with fixed player B location, and Fig
ure 9.8( d) shows the sensitivity of the result to player B of a simulation battle where both players 
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Table 9.6: Static Sensitivity to Player Location 

(a) A-PRIZE-DT-value 
to A-location 

(c) A-PRIZE-GUARANTEE-value 
to A-location 

(b) B-PRIZE-DT-value 
to B-location 

(d) B-PRIZE-GUARANTEE-value 
to B-location 
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Table 9.7: Static Sensitivity to Prize 1 Location 

(a) A-PRIZE-DT-value (b) B-PRIzE-DT-value 

(c) A-PRIZE-GUARANTEE-value (d) B-PRIZE-GUARANTEE-value 
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play NEAREST-NEIGHBOUR, to the location of player B, with fixed player A location. Similarly, 
Figure 9.9 illustrates the sensitivity of these dynamic evaluators to the location of prize 1 .  

The NEAREST-NEIGHBOUR dynamic evaluator is much more chaotic, implying that NEAREST

NEIGHBOUR is not a very sound strategy. In comparison with the PRIZE-DT static predictors, 
the PRIZE-DT dynamic evaluator shows a much more fractured plot. This indicates that value 
predicted by the static predictor is not always realised, either because of bad tactics or because 
the opponent is less predictable than expected. 

9.3.3  Discussion 

The goal of spatial sensitivity analysis for the CPCP is to illustrate the sensitivity of the CPCP to 
changes in a problem instance as a stepping stone to applying the idea to construction of problem 
instances that are challenging. If small changes in a problem instance produce significant variation 
in a good static predictor then the decision problem of the player for that problem instance 
becomes difficult. 

It is also possible to study the sensitivity of value or target with respect to prize value or 
the overall deadline. Because these are both scalar, the sensitivity diagram will be a line graph 
rather than an image. 

9.4 Bad-Case Problem Instance Design 

The problem instance classes defined in Section 9.1 can be described as average-case problems 
since there is no prior reason to expect any one problem instance to be any more difficult that 
any other. 

For combinatorial optimization problems with a maximization objective, the worst-case 
performance of a heuristic, H, is defined by 

. vH(p} 
PH = mf -(-) pEP v· p 

where lP is the set of all possible instances of the given combinatorial optimization problem, and, 
for some specific problem instance p E lP, v· (p) is the optimal value of that problem instance and 
vH(p} is the value determined by the heuristic H on that problem instance (see, e.g., Haimovich, 
Rinnooy Kan and Stougie [94] for examples involving the TSP and VRSP). A concrete value 
for PH is usually proven by construction of an infinite family of problem instances with some 
parameter such that, in the limit of that parameter, the ratio �:(:l tends to the value from 
above. 

We wish to determine a set of bad-case problem instances that are sufficiently challenging 
to distinguish between the most robust strategies in terms of expected effectiveness. Hence a 
bad-case problem instance is "difficult" with respect to strategic and tactical decision making. 
In this way, bad-case analysis provides a "halfway house" between average-case and worst-case 
analysis. To this end we firstly discuss the characteristics of a problem instance that would make 
it difficult and, secondly, develop a quantitative measure of problem difficulty drawing upon the 
two previous sections. 
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Table 9.8: Dynamic Sensitivity to Player Location 

(a) A-PRIZE-DT-value 
to A-location 

(c) A-NEAREsT-NEIGHBoUR-value 
to A-location 

(b) B-PRIZE-DT-value 
to B-Iocation 

7 
5 

3 

1 

(d) B-NEAREST-NEIGHBoUR-value 
to B-Iocation 
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9.4. 1 Bad-Case Problem Characteristics 

A knife-edge decision is one upon which the result of the game essentially hinges, i.e. , it is critical 
that the correct call be made if the maximum benefits are to be realised. In some cases a knife
edge decision may involve a game scenario that is impossible to resolve in pure one-step strategies. 
If the initial decision problem of at least one of the players is a difficult knife-edge decision then 
the problem instance itself could be described as difficult. 

A problem is strategically difficult when: 

• Experimentation shows that payoff estimated by tactical or strategic analysis is not realised 
(predictability) . 

• Small variations in the problem instances produce significant changes in the tactics required 
to realise the expected payoff (sensitivity) . 

Two possible paradigms for building bad-case problems are structural templates and iterative 

knife-edge search. The former is a more thorough approach in which building blocks of combina
tions of a small number of prizes are recursively assembled according to templates or patterns such 
that a sequence (or tree) of difficult knife-edge decisions are embedded in the problem design. The 
latter exploits the predictability and sensitivity of the problem instance by perturbing the initial 
player locations with respect to some surrogate objective for difficulty. The iterative knife-edge 
search is developed further in the following section. This produces problem instances with the 
initial tactical decision being difficult even though later decisions may be easy. In justification 
of investigating the latter approach, we note that a good understanding of what constitutes a 
difficult knife-edge decision is a prerequisite to being able to embed a sequence of such decision 
problems in a problem design. 

9.4.2  Knife-Edge Search for Bad-Case Problems 

By way of contrast, we expect that an "easy problem instance" would correspond to one for which 
it is easy to predict its value, i .e. , the better predictors of Section 9.2 would predict approximately 
the same value. Hence one way to define a difficult problem instance is as a problem instance for 
which there is a high variability between predictors of the value of that problem instance, i.e., 
a difficult problem instance is one which is hard to predict accurately and hence hard to make 
good strategic and tactical decisions. 

To define a quantitative measure of problem instance difficulty, choose two (static or dynamic) 
predictors, v' and v" , from those considered in Section 9.2. Define the difficulty, �(p) ,  of problem 
instance p by Equation (9.3). 

(9.3) 

Recall that n(p) is the cooperative value, and note that 0 � �(p) � 1. A problem instance p is, 
therefore, bad-case if �(p) is significantly nonzero. 

Bad-case problem instances may be found by "improving" the difficulty of an existing con
structed problem instance by perturbing the initial player locations, prize locations, prize values, 
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Table 9.9: Dynamic Sensitivity to Prize 1 Location 

(a) A-PRIZE-DT-value (b) B-PRIzE-DT-value 

3 

(c) A-NEAREsT-NEIGHBouR-value (d) B-NEAREST-NEIGHBOuR-value 
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or overall deadline. We propose that bad-case problem instances can be found by searching a 
grid of possible initial player locations to find the combination of player A and player B initial 
locations which maximize �(p) ,  but fixing the prize locations, prize values, and the overall dead
line. Local search is not appropriate since the discrete nature of �(p) leads to spatial plateaux of 
constant values, with respect to perturbations in one spatial variable, which (non-metaheuristic) 
local search often finds difficult to search successfully. 

Table 9 .10 gives an example of before (Table 9.1O{a)) and after (Table 9.1O{b)) improvement 
with respect to PRIZE-DT- {K; = 0) (Vi) and PRIZE-GUARANTEE (V") .  The before problem instance 
is the same as that used in the sensitivity plots in Section 9.3. Table 9. 1O{c) shows the before 

sensitivity of �(p) to the location of player A and Table 9.10{d) shows the after sensitivity of �(p) 
to the location of player A. Comparing Table 9. 1O{e) with Table 9.6{a) and Table 9.10{f) with 
Table 9.6{c) shows the corresponding differences between the PRIZE-DT and PRIZE-GUARANTEE 

sensitivity analyses before and after. 

9 .4.3 Conclusion 

Applying static prediction and sensitivity analysis provides a means for generating problem in
stances that, we expect, are more challenging to strategies than problem instances simply drawn 
from a probability distribution. We cannot claim that this reflects any inherent difficulty in the 
problem instances, only that the static predictors we have developed in the form of tactical and 
strategic engines should find these more challenging. 

Coda 

T Summary 

We have developed methods for constructing various problem instance classes, evaluated methods 
for estimating the expected value of a given problem instance to each player, considered the 
sensitivity of problem instances to player location, prize location, prize value, and overall deadline, 
and, finally, developed a local search improvement method to generate bad-case problem instances. 

T Link 

In the next chapter we turn to the computational tournaments to determine the best strategies 
and the most difficult problem instance classes. 
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Table 9 . 10: Example of a Bad-Case Problem Instance 

4 3 
e7 1 

2 5 

A 

(a) Problem Before 

(c) Before static difficulty �(p) 
sensitivity to A-location 

(e) After static A-pRIzE-DT-value 
!'lp.n!'litivitv to .A-lo�ation 

A 4 3 

6 7 1 
5 

2 

B 

(b) Problem After 

(d) After static difficulty �(p) 
sensitivity to A-location 

(f) After static A-PRIzE-GUARANTEE-value 
!'lp.n!'litivitv to .A-lo�ation 
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10.0 Introduction 

C H A P T  E R 10 

Computational Tournaments 

It is common sense to take a method and try it. If it fails, admit 

it frankly and try another. But above all, try something. 

- FRANKLIN D .  ROOSEVELT 

10. 1 Preliminary Computational Tournaments 
10.2 Final Computational Tournaments 

C omputational tournaments evaluate and compare the effectiveness of strategies and the difficulty 

of problem instances. In a series of simulations. each strategy plays off against every other 

strategy on a set of problem instances. 

10.0 Introd uction 

Computational experiments with a new heuristic for an existing combinatorial optimization prob
lem have traditionally involved the (favourable) comparison of the new heuristic against the best 
of the existing heuristics on some accepted "benchmark" set of problem instances. Recently, how
ever, Barr et al. [13], Condon et al. [41] ,  Hooker [105] , and McGeoch [154] (amongst others) have 
strongly advocated the need for higher standards in the design and reporting on computational 
experiments with heuristic methods. In particular, a computational experiment m.ust be unbi
ased, achieve the experimental goals, clearly demonstrate the performance of the tested heuristic, 
uncover reasons for performance, have justifiable rationale, generate supportable conclusions , and 
be reproducible (Barr et al. [13] ) .  For combinatorial optimization problems, each heuristic may 
be evaluated separately from other heuristics. When dealing with computational evaluation of 
strategies for the CPCP, we attempt, where possible, to comply to these accepted standards 
but also consider the additional computational difficulties that are introduced by game-based 
considerations. 

397 
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The computational experiments in this chapter all conform to a common structure: the com
putational tournament. Since there is no previous work, nor established benchmarks, with which 
to compare the results, the underlying goal of this chapter is to gather sufficient computational 
experience in order to make informed conjectures regarding the relative effectiveness of the strate
gies considered. Additionally, the computational effort required to evaluate the strategies is large 
even for small problems since the evaluation of each strategy involves many steps, many oppo
nents, and many problem instances. For these reasons, the experimental aims have necessarily 
been modest in their scope. In the remainder of this introduction we consider the experimental 
aims, the common experimental design and selection of performance measures. 

10.0.1  Experimental Aims 

The experimental aims are two-fold: 

• The first aim is to evaluate and compare strategy paradigms in terms of performance quality 
and required computational effort. We make no prior assumptions about the effectiveness of 
strategies. The strategies which are evaluated are representatives of the strategy paradigms 
and, as such, we need not exert unnecessary effort in finding the best parameters for the 
strategies. 

• The second aim is to evaluate and compare problem instances with respect to difficulty. In 
particular, we wish to evaluate the problem instance classes of Section 9.1 (prize, cluster, 
and density) by component, e.g., for the prize class of problem instances, the four compo
nents are placement of prizes, value of prizes, placement of players, and overall deadline. 

Recall from the Overview to Part III that Step II (preliminary tournaments) and Step IV (final 
tournaments) have different aims. 

• For the preliminary tournaments, no prior assumptions are made about the effectiveness 
of opposing strategies, so all opponents must be treated equally. We cannot average the 
performance of a strategy against its opponents since we do not know if the opposing 
strategies are equally representative of "hard" opponents or "easy" opponents. It is more 
appropriate to initially evaluate robustness, i.e., worst performance against a set of opposing 
strategies, as a measure indicative of the performance of a strategy and to determine which 
strategies are "complex" and which are "naive" . The aim of the preliminary tournaments 
is, therefore, to evaluate and compare the robustness of strategy paradigms and problem 
instance components. 

• For the final tournaments, we restrict the set of strategies to the most robust of those in 
the preliminary tournaments and assume, for the purpose of evaluation, that they are all 
equally "complex" . Therefore, we can take the average performance of a strategy against 
its opponents as the effectiveness of that strategy, and the aim of the final tournaments 
is to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of strategy paradigms and problem instance 
components. 
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10.0.2 Experimental Design 

Computational experiments which compare the performance of strategies take the form of a 
computational tournament in which a number of strategies play off against one another on a set of 
problem instances. A simulation battle is a single simulated play of the CPCP on a particular 
problem instance with a particular pair of strategies, one for each player. This constitutes a 
(simulated) dynamic evaluation of the chosen strategies on the given problem instance. 

The strategies proposed in Chapters 3-8 were each designed for a specific class of problem 
instance: the strategies of Chapter 5 cannot be applied to problem instances consisting of more 
than two prizes, the strategies of Chapter 6 become intractable for problem instances of (approx
imately) more than ten prizes, and it would certainly be inappropriate to apply the strategies of 
Chapter 8 to problem instances with only a few prizes. In summary, not all strategies are compa
rable in terms of effectiveness: we must compare strategies on problem instances of the order of 
the size for which they were originally designed, or, more simply, the computational tournaments 
must compare "apples with apples." 

We consider five independent tournaments which feature different participating strategies 
and different sizes and classes of problem instances. Each tournament is motivated by a "defining 
strategy" which we use to bound the size of the problem instances for that tournament. Three 
tournaments correspond to the small, medium, and large problems of Chapters 6-8 respectively. 

Small Tournament (S) :  A comparison of strategies on small problems, defined as those prob
lem instances where the size is such that PRIZE-DT is computationally tractable, i.e., up to 
approximately ten prizes. 

Medium Tournament (M) : A comparison of strategies on medium problems, defined as those 
problem instances where the size is such that FAMILY-PRIZE-DT is computationally tractable, 
i .e., up to approximately six clusters of up to approximately five prizes each. 

Large Tournament (L) : A comparison of strategies on large problems, defined as those prob
lem instances where the size is such that GRID-DT is computationally tractable, i .e. , up to 
approximately one hundred prizes. 

Two additional transitional tournaments are also designed to respectively compare the 'FAMILY-' 

strategies against the 'CLUSTER-' strategies and compare the 'CLUSTER-' strategies against the 
'GRID- ' strategies. 

Small-Medium Tournament (SM) : A comparison of strategies on small-medium prob

lems, defined as those problem instances where the size is such that (SINGLE-FAMILY) 
FAMILY-PRIZE-DT is computationally tractable, i.e., up to approximately twenty prizes for 
anything up to ten clusters. 

Medium-Large Tournament (ML) : A comparison of strategies on medium-large prob

lems, defined as those problem instances where is size is such that CLUSTER-DT is compu
tationally tractable, i.e., up to approximately three families and eight clusters. 
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Table 10. 1 :  Participating '-DT' Strategies in the Tournaments 

I Name S 

PRIZE-PARANOID Q 
ORlGINAL-DT Q 
PRIZE-DT [Q] 
FAMILY-PRIZE-PARANOID 8 
FAMILY-ORIGINAL-DT 8 
FAMILY -PRIZE-DT 8 
CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-PARANOID 
CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-DT 
CLUSTER-DT/ /PRIZE-PARANOID 
CLUSTER-DT/ /PRIZE-DT 
GRID-PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH 
GRID-PATH/ / ABA-PATH 
GRID-PATH/ /PRIZE-DT 
GRID-DT/ /HARVEST-PATH 
GRID-DT/ /ABA-PATH 
GRID-DT / /PRIZE-DT 

KEY 

8 Partial (single family only) 

Q Natural (unrestricted) 

SM 

8 
8 
[8] 
8 
8 
8 
8 

[ ] Defining strategy for tournament 

M ML L 

Q 
Q 
[Q] 
Q Q 
Q Q 
Q Q 
Q [Q] 

Q Q 
Q Q 
Q 
Q Q 
Q [Q] 
Q 

These five tournaments are delineated to . compare subsets of the strategies in Table 10.1 on 
suitably sized problems; the strategies with their entry enclosed in square brackets define the 
maximum size of problem instance for each tournament, those marked '{)' represent the restriction 
of the family-cluster structure to a single family (where this is appropriate), and the remaining 
strategies are marked '� ' .  

To complete the design of each of these computational tournaments we must specify which 
strategies are to participate and which sizes and classes of problem instances the players will 
compete over. This is left, individually, to Sections 10. 1 . 1-10.1 .5 and 10.2. 1-10.2.5. With respect 
to reproducibility of these computational tournaments, the complete CRiKET system is available 
for comparison or extension (see Appendix A). 

10.0.3 Performance Measures 

In this experimental design, the independent variables (or factors) are the individual strategies 
and the components of the problem instance classes. The dependent variables are the strategy 

effectiveness, computational effort, and problem instance difficulty, as described below. 
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10.0.3. 1 Strategy Effectiveness 

We can evaluate vA (pj A '" a , B '" b) and vB(pj A '" a, B '" b) by dynamic simulation battle. 
However, one player may be able to accumulate more value than the other simply because of 
the inequity of the starting locations. A solution to this problem is to repeat the simulation 
battle with the initial player location reversed and let the score be the sum of the original and 
reversed battle results. We expect that strategies of approximately equivalent effectiveness will 
claim approximately the same total in prizes from the two simulation battles. We also expect 
that if one strategy dominates another then it will do so, on average, from both orientations of 
the initial player locations. 

A further problem is the comparability of a score on one problem instance with the score 
on another. Benchmarking the score against the expected value of the problem instance would 
be ideal, but we must settle for the computational maxim in value of the problem instance. In 
addition, the total prize pool for each problem instance is standardised to 10000. Hence the 
resulting scores, xA(pj A '" a , B '" b) for player A and xB(pj A '" a, B '" b) for player B, for 
the simulation battle between player A adopting strategy a and player B adopting strategy b on 
problem instance P, are defined by Equations ( 10.1)-(10.2) . 

XA(Pj A ",  a, B '" b) = vA (pj A '" a ,B '" b) - v�(p) + 
VB (Pj A f"V b, B '" a) - v�(p) (10 .1 )  

xB (pj A '" a,B '" b) = vB (pj A f"V a ,B  '" b) - v� (p) + 

VA (Pj A ",  b, B '" a) - v�(p) ( 10.2) 

We must then determine the effectiveness of an individual player strategy. This can only be 
evaluated with respect to a set of opposing strategies, S, and a set of problem instances, lP. 
However, the evaluation is different for the preliminary and final tournaments for the following 
reasons: 

• For the preliminary tournaments, we wish to evaluate the robustness of a strategy, i.e., 
determine the worst-case result against an average-case set of problem instances and op
ponent strategies. Hence, we define the effectiveness, XA(lPj A ",  a, B '" §) ,  of strategy a 
by Equation ( 10.3), the 'MIN-MIN' evaluation. 

XA (JPj A ",  a, B '" §)  = min min XA(Pj A ",  a, B '" b) 
bES pEIP 

( 10.3) 

The 'MIN-MEAN' evaluation of Equation ( 10.4) is also calculated but does not define effec-
tiveness. 

. 1 " XA(lPj A f"V a, B '" §) = mm 
IlPl 

L..J XA(Pj A ",  a ,  B '" b) 
bE§ pEP 

( 10.4) 

• For the final tournaments, we wish to evaluate the expected performance of a strategy, 
i.e., determine the average-case result against a bad-case set of problem instances and 
opponent strategies. Hence, we define the effectiveness of strategy a by the alternative 
Equation (10.5) , the 'MEAN-MEAN' evaluation. 

( 10.5) 
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Strategy effectiveness is one performance measure; the other considered for the computational 
tournaments is computational effort. 

Consider Equation (10.6) as a score, XO(p) ,  for problem instance p. 

Moreover, 

max min XA (p; A ",  a, B '" b) 
aE§ bEg 

= maxmin (VA (p; A ",  a ,  B '" b) + VB(p; A ",  b, B '" a)) 
aE§ bE§ 
(v� (p) + v�(p)) . 

(10.6) 

That is, XO(p) is the difference between the maximin of the sum of the total prize value from 
each orientation of the initial player locations and the sum of the maximin of the total prize value 
from each orientation separately. If an optimal (Nash equilibrium) strategy were included in § ,  
we would expect that 

and, thus, 
max min XA (p; A ",  a, B '" b) = O. 
aE§ bE§ 

This implies that XA is not biased with respect to problem instance. 

10.0 .3 .2 Computational Effort 

Computational effort is measured in terms of the total number of steps in a simulation battle, 
3(p; A '""" a , B '" b) , the total processor time consumed by player A's strategy, TA(p; A '""" 

a , B  '" b) ,  and the total processor time consumed by player B's strategy, TB (p; A '" a, B '""" 
b). Initialisation of player strategies is not included in the processor time since a superset of 
initialisation procedures, common to many strategies, is performed, even if not required. 

All reported computations were performed on a 200MHz SUN Ultra 2 UPA (Enterprise 2200) 
running Solaris 2 .5 .1 at approximately 7.72 SPECint95 and 1 1 .4 SPECfp95 with 256M memory. 
All strategy implementations are in C/C++ compiled with GNU g++ version 2.7.2. 1 .  Time is 
measured using the gethrvtime system call. 

10.0.3.3 Problem Instance Difficulty 

A problem instance may also be evaluated with respect to the simulation battles on that problem 
instance. Equation (9.3) , on page 393, defines the difficulty, {(p) , of a problem instance p. 
Let d +- VPRlZE-DT and v" +- vo. Then Equation (10.7) gives the measure we will use for the 
difficulty of a problem instance derived from a computational tournament. 

{(p) = 
( IV�RIZE-DT (p) _ v�(p) 1 + IV�RIZE-DT (p) - v� (p) 1 )  

2f1(p) ( 10.7) 
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This measure is used for the small (v' f- VPRIZE-DT) , small-medium (v' f- VSINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT ) , 
and medium (v' f- VFAMILY-PRIZE-DT ) tournaments with the parameter K, = O. Equation (1O.7) 
encapsulates some of the concept of difficulty, but it remains to be determined, computationally, 
whether it is a useful discriminator between difficult and easy problem instances. 

A different approach is taken for the medium-large and large tournaments. The 'GRID- ' 

strategic engines do not directly estimate the value of the problem instance, and the ' CLUSTER-' 

strategic engines provide very conservative estimates of the value of the problem instance due the 
the family-no-return, cluster-no-return requirements and the very loose clustering. The idea is 
to attempt to identify problems for which it is difficult to plan effective harvesting of a sequence 
of prize value concentration features in the medium-term, relative to a basic strategy which 
does no medium-term planning but efficiently sequences prizes in the near-term. Hence, we 
define the difficulty in terms of the absolute difference between the DYNAMIC predictors: GRID

PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /STATIC versus itself and GRID-PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /STATIC versus 
HORIZON-OP . 

Finally, for a problem class P, let the difficulty score ofthe class, ((HP) , be the average difficulty 
score of the problem instances in the class. 

10 .1  Preliminary Computational Tournaments 

The experimental aims of the Preliminary Computational Tournaments are to  evaluate and 
compare the robustness of strategy paradigms and the difficulty of problem instance components. 
These aims are addressed using the experimental design and performance measures outlined 
in the previous section. This constitutes Step Il of our four step approach described in the 
overview of Part Ill. Step I provided the problem instances class components (see Section 9.1)  
and the strategies compared are those from Chapter 3 and Part Il. The following five preliminary 
tournaments (small, small-medium, medium, medium-large, and large) each further refine the 
aim and specify the participating strategies and problem instances to complete the experimental 
design for that tournament. 

1 0 . 1 . 1  Small Preliminary Tournament 

The aim of the small preliminary tournament is to compare the robustness of, and computational 
effort required by, the strategies designed in Chapters 3 and 6, and to compare the difficulty of 
contributing components of problem instance classes. The problem instance size must be suitable 
with respect to computational tractability of the strategies. The defining strategy from Table 10.1 

is PRIZE-DT. The tactical engine PRIZE-DT remains tractable up to approximately ten prizes, but 
a tactical engine is generally invoked several times throughout a simulation battle. 

10 .1 . 1 . 1  Participating Strategies 

The participants in the small preliminary tournament are listed in Table 10.2. There are four 
distinct groups of strategies: the basic strategies (GI-GI2) , the local search based strategies (Sl

S6) , the non-cluster tactical engine based strategies (S7-S14) , and the cluster tactical engine 
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based strategies (815-821) .  The basic strategies form a benchmark across all the preliminary 
tournaments since they are not constrained by computational tractability considerations. If each 
strategy plays against every other strategy, from both initial player locations, there is a total of 
332 = 1089 simulation battles per problem instance. 

For the tactical engine based strategies, ORIGINAL-DT and PRIZE-DT, three representative 
versions of each are included, based on the evaluator for each game tree node. For ORIGINAL

DT, these are MINIMAX, MAXIMIN and MINIMAXIMIN. Recall that for PRIZE-DT, the parameter 
K, determines which of GENERALIZED-MINIMAX or GENERALIZED-MAXIMIN is employed: when 
K, « 0, MINIMAX is always used; when K, » 0, MAXIMIN is always used; and when K, = 0, MINIMAX 

is used if tA � tB , and MAXIMIN is used if tA < tB. 
A family-cluster structure must be specified for 'SINGLE-FAMILY-' strategies. Since one clus

ter, or all singleton clusters, reduces the 'SINGLE-FAMILY- ' strategies to their equivalent non
cluster strategies, we standardise the clustering component of these strategies to three clusters, 
predetermined according to the improved prize-value-weighted-Ward method of Section 7.1 . 1 .2 .  
Additionally, the ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement is set of 'ANY' since this is most suitable for small 
problems. 

Monitor parameters determine the conservativeness of response to prediction or observation 
of the opponent's actions, and influence the frequency of invoking a tactical engine. Therefore, 
the monitor parameters have been set conservatively prior to the tournament. 

10. 1 . 1 .2 Problem Instances 

We are interested in small problems with little significant, natural, clustered structure. All 
problem instances considered here are from the P-class (see Section 9.1 .1) for which the defining 
components are: number of prizes, prize location subclass, prize value subclass, player location 
subclass, and overall deadline subclass. Prize and player locations are scaled to fit within the 
unit square and the prize values are scaled such that LiEV Vi = 10000. 

The overwhelming constraint on the number of prizes we can consider is the computational 
tractability of the tactical engines. A ORIGINAL-DT game tree is generally deeper than a PRIZE-DT 

game tree on the same number of prizes, but it is usually less broad. Although these tactical 
engines can implicitly search game trees up to approximately ten prizes in reasonable computing 
time, the number of battles required to be simulated makes ten prizes prohibitive. Hence we adopt 
exactly seven prizes: challenging enough tactically but not too computationally burdensome. 

The original intention was to study at least ten instances of every combination of P-class 
component subclasses, but this proved to be too computationally ambitious. This is due solely to 
the immense computational requirements of a game-based tournament and the number of steps 
required per simulation battle. Hence we consider the prize location, prize value, player location 
and overall deadline components as independent factors. One hundred problem instances were 
generated for each subclass of the prize location component, a total of 2000 problem instances. 
These were distributed such that there are at least one hundred of each subclass of the prize value, 
player location and overall deadline components. Since there are 9 x 11 x 2 = 198 combinations 
of the prize value, player location and overall deadline subclasses, only 100 problem instances for 
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Table 10.2: Small Preliminary Tournament: Participating Strategies 

I Identifier Strategy Name Section Type I 
Gl CONSISTENT RANDOM PRIZE §3. 1 .2 8 
G2 NEAREST NEIGHBOUR §3.2 . 1 . 1  D 
G3 GREEDY §3.2 . 1 . 3  D 
G4 SUBGRAVITY GREEDY §3 .2 . 1 .3  D 
G5 GREEDY EN ROUTE INSERTION §3.2 .2 .2 D 
G6 GREEDY PAIR §3.2.2.3 D 
G7 GUARANTEED NEAREST NEIGHBOUR §3.2.3. 1 D 
G8 GUARANTEED GREEDY §3.2 .3 .1 D 
G9 NEAREST NEIGHBOUR AVOIDANCE §3.2 .3 . 1 D 
GI0 GREEDY AVOIDANCE §3.2.3. 1 D 
Gll  TARGET-SET NEAREST NEIGHBOUR AVOIDANCE §3 .2 .3 .2 T 
G12  TARGET-SET GREEDY AVOIDANCE §3.2 .3.2 T 

81 GUARANTEE-SUBPATH §3 .3 . 1  L 
82 HORIZON-OP §3.3 .2 L 
83 HARVEST PATH §3 .3 .3  L 
84 ABA-PATH §3.3.4 L 
85 TARGET-SET GUARANTEE-SUBPATH §3 .3 . 1  LT 
86 TARGET-SET ABA-PATH §3.3 .4 LT 

87 PRIZE-GUARANTEE §3 .3 . 1  D 
88 PRIZE-PARANOID §6. 1 M 
89 ORIGIN AL-DT- (MINIMAX) §6.2 M 
810 ORIGIN AL-DT- (MAXIMIN) §6 .2 M 
8 1 1  ORIGINAL-DT- (MINIMAXIMIN) §6.2 M 
812 PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §6 .3 M 
813 PRIZE-DT- (K = 0) §6 .3 M 
814 PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §6 .3 M 

815 SINGLE-FAMILY -PRIZE-GU ARANTEE §7.2.2.4 D 
816 SINGLE-FAMILY-ORIGINAL-DT-(MINIMAX) §7.2.2.5 M 
817  SINGLE-FAMILY-ORIGINAL-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.2.2.5 M 
818 SINGLE-FAMILY-ORIGINAL-DT- (MINIMAXIMIN) §7.2.2.5 M 
819 SINGLE-FAMILY -PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.2.2.6 M 
820 SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT- (K = 0) §7.2.2.6 M 
821  SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.2.2.6 M 

I KEY 

D Deterministic 
8 Stochastic 
L Local Search 
T Target-Set 
M Monitored 
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each subclass cannot provide statistically rigorous results, but should be sufficient to give some 
indicative results. 

10.1 . 1 .3  Results and Analysis 

Having completed the design of the small preliminary tournament we can now present the tour
nament results. The tournament comprised 2000 problem instances and 33 strategies for a total 
of 2000 x 332 = 2, 178, 000 simulation battles. 

Let {lPd be the subclasses of lP and let IlPl = Li IlPi l .  A computational tournament is 
conducted on one subclass, lPi' at a time and the results aggregated over all the subclasses. 
Specifically, the results from a computational tournament on a particular subclass set of problem 
instances, lPi ' with strategies, § , are divided into performance and computational effort. In the 
following, 'x' stands for xA (pj A ,...., a , B ,...., b) ,  'r '  stands for rA (pj A ,...., a , B ,...., b) , and '3' stands 
for 3(pj A ,...., a, B ,...., b). 
Performance Results. For each pair of strategies a ,  b E  §: 

• minpElPi x 

• LpElPi X 

• LpEPi x2 
Computational Effort Results. For each strategy a E § : 

• LpEPi I:bES (�) 
• I:PElPi I:bES (�r 

That is, for each subclass, it i s  sufficient to produce these specific numerical results. In the 
following, these per-subclass results are aggregated and summarised by strategy and by component 
subclass. 

T Robustness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10. 1 compares the overall robustness and computational effort of strategies from the small 
preliminary tournament. 

Firstly, Figure lO. l (a) shows the overall 'MIN-MIN' robustness of each strategy a E §, given 
by Equation ( 10.8) in which the square brackets indicate that portion of the equation which is a 
specific, numerical result from a computational tournament on a single subclass lPi . 

robustness(a) = min min [min x] bES lPi pElPi ( 10.8) 

The overall tradeoff between computational effort and robustness of strategies stands out, 
with the strategies requiring more effort generally achieving greater robustness. While the basic 
and local search based strategies (originally modified from VRSP and TSSP heuristics) are com
putationally inexpensive, the tactical engine based strategies designed specifically for the CPCP 
perform much more robustly but with a corresponding increase in computational expense. 
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Figure 10. 1 :  Small Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy 
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The three versions of PRIZE-DT were the most robust, followed by the SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE

DT strategies and ORIGINAL-DT- (MINIMAXIMIN) . Surprisingly, PRIZE-PARANOID also did well, but 
the MINIMAX and MAXIM IN versions of ORIGINAL-DT strategies were not very robust. Additionally, 
the two target-set versions of local search based strategies, TARGET-SET GUARANTEE-SUBPATH 

and TARGET-SET AEA-PATH, were disappointing. Overall, the tactical engine based strategies 
performed well with respect to robustness, except for ORIGINAL-DT and PRIZE-GUARANTEE, but 
the basic and local search based strategies performed poorly. This indicates that in the worst 
case, a tactical engine based strategy should give a better performance than a strategy not based 
on a tactical engine. 

Secondly, Figure 1O.1(b) shows the computational effort, g , of each strategy a E § as 
mean(g la) ,  given by Equation (10.9) . 

mean(g la) = 
I§�IP'I E [E E (�)] 

]?;  PE]?; bES 

( 10.9) 

As expected, a pattern with respect to computational effort is evident: the basic strategies 
are computationally cheap, and the tactical engine based strategies are more than an order of 
magnitude more computationally expensive than the local search based strategies. 

Note that g is the computational effort per step averaged over a simulation battle and hence 
std(�la) measures the variation in this average computational effort rather than the variation 
in the actual computational effort in one step. Thus we cannot determine from these results 
what proportion of steps require little computational effort and what proportion require much 
computational effort. However, this would be an important investigation for future work. 

,. Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10.3 presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy, a E §, in 
three sections: worst subclass, nemesis, and overall. 

Worst Subclass. For each strategy we determine the worst subclass on which that strategy 
played, according to three criteria: 

• MIN-MIN: min min [min x] lP; bES pE]?; 

This is the worst performance of strategy a E § on any problem instance against any 
opponent, i .e. , the robustness of the strategy as defined by Equation (10.8). 

• MIN-MEAN: min min 
I�' I  [E x] P. bES • 

pEP; 

This is the worst average performance of strategy a E § on a subclass against a single 
opponent, averaged over all problem instances in that subclass. 

• MEAN-MEAN: �;
n 

1§ ltlP'il E [E x] 
bES pE]?; 

This is the worst average performance of strategy a E § on a subclass, averaged over all 
opposing strategies and all problem instances in that subclass. 



Table 10.3: Small Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

GI -1283 -1177 -4715 {G6} -1557 {Gll}  -471 357 
G2 -1059 -946 -1619 {SlO} -568 {S2} -188 353 
G3 -504 -504 -1797 {G3} -721 {SlO} -51 1  377 
G4 -365 -312 -4023 {S4} -1865 {Gll}  343 368 
G5  -591 -566 -2866 {Gll}  -263 { G4} -255 329 
G6 -771 -626 -3708 {S7} -948 {SIO} 315 303 
G7 -535 -570 -2186 {SI3} -1215 {S7} -1 170 381 
G8 -343 -233 -1901 {S2} 432 {G2} 489 314 
G9 -1207 - 1 117  -3273 {G2} -1064 { G4}  -415 351 

GIO -1329 -1329 -2585 {SI} -1596 {G5} -1329 426 
Gll  -1011 -963 -3379 {Gll}  -657 { G4} -636 405 
GI2 -104 - 1 16 -2403 {Gll}  -331 { G3} -276 341 



Table 10.3: Small Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy (continued) 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

SI -830 -669 -1956 {S4} -679 {S6} 433 339 
S2 -146 -120 -1492 {G6} -131 { G6} 68 332 
S3 -477 -499 - 1 121 {S5} -690 {G3} -671 360 
S4 -908 -940 -1507 {G11}  -1162 {G5} -1154 429 
S5 -557 -465 -1692 {G6} -631 { G8} 412 384 
S6 -364 -370 -1654 {S4} -955 {GI2} -894 411 
S7 -30 -47 -1029 {G6} -244 {S9} -177 337 
S8 95 97 -479 {G2} 40 {G6} 111 360 
S9 -248 -182 -727 {S5} -35 {SIO} 293 321 

SIO -120 -116 -872 {SIO} -89 {S9} 90 348 
Sl1  -39 - 18 -409 {SI4} -232 {S9} 215 376 
SI2 154 165 -274 {SIO} 147 {GI}  257 351 
SI3 209 207 -109 {S9} 130 { G3} 130 304 
SI4 -51 21 -178 {S2I} 404 {GI}  493 302 
SI5 -618 -530 -1237 {S7} -588 {G4} 298 371 
SI6 -464 -427 -1030 {SI5} -315 {SIO} -113 300 
SI7 -849 -782 -1 135 {SI8} -343 {S9} -338 345 
SI8 -373 -300 -753 {SIO} -120 {S9} 190 379 
SI9 92 96 -327 {SI6} 115 {GI}  204 369 
S20 -57 -57 -279 {SI4} -133 {SI}  -47 315 
S2I -115 -70 -362 {SlO} 100 {SlO} 225 309 
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N emesis. The nemesis of  a strategy is the strategy which most effectively opposes i t  over the 
tournament . 

• MIN-MIN: min min [min x] 
bES 1P. pElP. 

This is the worst performance of strategy a E § against any opponent on any problem 
instance. Since the MIN-MIN criterion of worst-subclass and nemesis are identical, Table 10.3 
only includes the nemeSiS-MIN-MIN column. 

• MIN-MEAN: min 
I�I 2: [2: xl bES lP. pEP. 

This is the worst average performance of strategy a E § against a single opponent, averaged 
over all problem instances. 

Overall. For each strategy we determine the overall expected effectiveness of that strategy. 
This is primary performance measure for a final tournament; it is not required for a preliminary 
tournament but is useful for comparison. 

• MEAN-MEAN: 1§�lPl 2: 2: [2: xl bES lP. pEP. 

This is the average performance of strategy a E §, averaged over all opposing strategies 
and all problem instances . 

• STD: 

This measures the standard deviation in performance of strategy a E § over all opposing 
strategies and all problem instances. 

It is interesting to note that the MIN-MIN nemesis for the basic and local search based strategies 
were, generally, basic and local search based strategies, and the M IN-MIN nemesis for the tactical 
engine based strategies were, generally, also tactical engine based strategies. The pattern of 
robustness shown by the nemesis MIN-MIN column is generally also reflected in the two MIN-MEAN 
columns (worst subclass and nemesis) . However, as expected, the two MEAN-MEAN columns 
(worst subclass and overall) do not follow this same pattern. This indicates that although the 
problem instances are not much different in difficulty, the strategies are. The overall STD for each 
strategy is also reasonably consistent, suggesting that the variation of performances of a strategy, 
over all subclasses and all opponents, is similar . 

... Summary of Results by Problem Subclass 

Table 10.4 presents a summary of the results for each problem subclass in two sections: best 
performance by a strategy on that problem subclass, and difficulty of that problem subclass. 
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Table 10.4: Small Preliminary Tournament: Results by Prize Subclass 

Subclass Best Strategy Difficulty 
(JP> i) MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MEAN STD 

P:71s - - - - 0 {S14} 815 {S14} 1261 {Gll} 0.188 0.024 
P:7pk - - - - 0 {S14} 889 {S12} 1266 {SS} 0.188 0.028 
P:7rq - - - - 0 {S13} 599 {S13} 1061 {SS} 0.181 0.022 
P:7cw - - - - 0 {S14} 566 {S14} 1060 {SI} 0.181 0.034 
P:7ps - - - - 0 {S12} 519 {S13} 729 {G12} 0.179 0.027 
P:7cg - - - - 0 {S14} 586 {S13} 792 {GIO} 0.177 0.031 
P :7cl - - - - 0 {SI4} 610 {S13} 841 {SS} 0.175 0.021 
P :7rs - - - - 0 {S14} 539 {S14} 739 {GI2} 0.174 0.028 
P:7hr - - - - 0 {S13} 1083 {S12} 1361 {G12} 0.172 0.019 
P:7rc - - - - 0 {S12} 962 {S12}  1 185 {S2} 0.169 0.021 
P :7pw - - - - 0 {S14} 520 {S14} 799 {S4} 0 .168 0.022 
P:7hs - - - - 0 {S14} 417 {S14} 794 {GIO} 0.167 0.028 
P :7pl - - - - 0 {S12} 595 {SI3} 854 {G2} 0. 167 0.021 
P:7ra - - - - 0 {S12} 825 {S13} 1090 {G5} 0. 167 0.024 
P :7rr - - - - 0 {S14} 605 {S12} 784 { G7} 0.165 0.023 
P:7rn - - - - 0 {SI2} 582 {S12} 975 {GIO} 0. 164 0.025 
P:7pd - - - - 0 {S12} 840 {S14} 975 {G9} 0.163 0.014 
P:7pg - - - - 0 {S13} 889 {S13} 1 164 {GIO} 0.161 0.020 
P:71k - - - - 0 {SI3} 1078 {S12}  1 180 {Gll} 0. 159 0.021 
P :71d - - - - 0 {SI3} 1081 {S12}  1 195 {SI} 0. 146 0.033 
P:7 - -i - - - 0 {SI3} 687 {S13} 1073 {S6} 0.313 0.040 
P:7 - -n - - - 0 {S12} 735 {S12} 899 {S4} 0.302 0.029 
P:7 - -u - - - 0 {SI3} 701 {S14} 936 {G3} 0.228 0.045 
P:7 - -c - - - 0 {S13} 864 {SI4} 1091 {Gll} 0.199 0.034 
P:7 - -q - - - 0 {S14} 897 {S12} 1089 {G4} 0.192 0.032 
P:7 - -b - - - 0 {SI2} 833 {SI4} 1 196 {S3} 0.164 0.025 
P:7 - -p - - - 0 {S13} 956 {S14} 1259 {S6} 0. 158 0.035 
P:7 - -s - - - 0 {S12} 625 {S12} 788 {G12} 0.146 0.033 
P:7 - -e - - - 0 {S12} 799 {S12} 1260 {Gll} 0.146 0.026 
P:7 - - -mi - 0 {SI4} 982 {S13} 1219 {Gll} 0.301 0.039 
P:7 - - -li - 0 {S13} 725 {S12}  1051 {S2} 0.277 0.027 
P:7 - - -bi - 0 {S12} 548 {S12} 872 {G9} 0.274 0.038 
P:7 - - -ci - 0 {SI4} 1047 {SI2} 1227 {G3} 0.273 0.044 
P:7 � - -bm - 0 {S12} 945 {S13} 1219 {S6} 0.230 0.032 
P:7 - - -mm - 0 {S12} 718 {S13} 1027 {G3} 0.219 0.028 
P:7 - - -U - 0 {S12} 759 {S14} 935 {G6} 0.217 0.033 
P:7 - - -cm - 0 {S13} 602 {S14} 800 {G3} 0.208 0 .034 
P:7 - - -ss - 0 {S12} 824 {S12}  992 {G12} 0.172 0.017 
P:7 - - -cb - 0 {S14} 1025 {S13} 1292 {G12} 0.171 0.018 
P:7 - - -bb - 0 {S14} 905 {SI4} 1241 {SI} 0. 144 0.015 
P :7 - - - - -r 0 {SI2} 669 {S12} 1062 {SS} 0. 180 0.027 
P:7 - - - - -i 0 {S14} 900 {SI3} 1275 {G4} 0. 166 0.030 
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Best Strategy. For each problem subclass, IPi ' we determine the best performing strategy on 
that subclass, according to three criteria: 

• MIN-MIN: maxmin [min x] aES bES pEP; 

• MIN-MEAN: max min I�' I [I: xl aES bES Jr, .. pE,,; 

• MEAN-MEAN: �� I�I I: I�i l [I: xl bES pEP; 

These characterise the difficulty of the problem subclass by the best performing strategy in terms 
of MAXIMIN over worst performance and average performance, and MAX over all performances. 

Difficulty. Recall that the difficulty, �(p), of a problem instance was defined in Equation (10.7). 
The mean (MEAN) and standard deviation (STD) of �(p) over all problem instances p E IPi are 
given. 

Table 10.4 is divided into four parts corresponding to the four components of the P-class 
of problem instances: prize location, prize value, player location and overall deadline. The 
subclasses within each part are sorted according to MEAN difficulty (greater is more difficult) .  
There is little distinction between the different prize location subclasses and the overall deadline 
subclasses. However, the prize value subclasses appear to fall into three clusters, {i,n} , {u,c,q} ,  
and {b,p,s,e} , in decreasing order of difficulty, over a much wider range of difficulty values than 
the prize location subclasses. This indicates that problem instances with a small number of high 
value prizes are easier than those with similar prize values. The player location subclasses also 
appear to fall into three clusters, {mi,li ,bi,ci } ,  {bm,mm,ll,cm} , and {ss,cb ,bb} . This indicates 
that problem instances with separated initial player locations are easier than those with initial 
player locations close together. 

Note that MIN-MIN is always zero, indicating that there is a problem instance in every subclass 
such that the corresponding best MIN-MIN strategy defines both v�(p) and v� (p) .  In addition, 
the best MIN-MIN strategy and best MIN-MEAN strategy are consistently selected from one of the 
PRIZE-DT strategies, indicating that these are most robust strategies overall. This appears to also 
justify the choice of PRIZE-DT in the definition of �(p) . The performance of the best MIN-MEAN 

strategy and best MEAN-MEAN strategy do not appear to follow the same pattern as the MEAN 

difficulty, which suggests that average difficulty is not necessarily related to average performance 
over a subclass of problem instances. 

10.1 .1 .4 Conclusions from the Small Preliminary Tournament 

The lack of robustness of ORIGINAL-DT was unexpected. This may suggest that the target-prize 
determined by a probe is confusing to the player which does not reach that target-prize. A greater 
understanding of the tactics determined by the tactical engines of Chapter 6 is an important topic 
of future investigation. 
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In conclusion, the strategies to be considered for the small final tournament (Section 10.2. 1 )  
are: S8 ,  Sll ,  S12 ,  S13 ,  S14 ,  S19 ,  S20, and S21 .  We will not consider the prize location or 
overall deadline components in the small final tournament, since the results with respect to these 
components were inconclusive. Rather, we will concentrate on the {i,n,u,c,q} subclasses of the 
prize value component and the {mi,li ,bi,ci} subclasses of the player location component. 

10. 1 . 2  Small-Medium Preliminary Tournament 

The aim of the small-medium preliminary tournament is to compare the robustness of, and 
computational effort required by, the DMS strategies designed in Chapter 7 (both tactical engine 
based and strategic engine based) on clustered problem instances, and to compare the difficulty of 
contributing components of the problem instance classes. The focus is on cluster-based strategies 
restricted to a single family. The defining strategy from Table 10.1 is SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT, 

which is certainly capable of implicitly searching game trees on up to twenty prizes. 

10.1 .2 .1  Participating Strategies 

The participants in the small-medium preliminary tournament are those listed in Table 10.5 plus 
strategies G1-G12 from Table 10.2. 

The notation for DMS strategies involving a strategic engine at the cluster-frame and a 
tactical engine at the prize-frame is to separate strategic engine specification from the tactical 
engine specification by 'If' .  The prefix ' (SF) ' indicates that the strategy (actually the global-frame 

of the strategy) is restricted to a single family. 
Each cluster-based strategy is restricted to a single family and to four clusters determined 

using the prize-value-weighted-Ward method with improvements. The ANY-ALL-PCTSP require
ment is set to 'PCTSP' for each cluster and the required value on cluster [ei], 7J[ci] , is set to !v([ei)) ,  
i.e., half the total value of the cluster. 

10. 1 .2 .2  Problem Instances 

We are interested in clustered problems, so all problem instances considered here are from the 
C-class (see Section 9.1 .2) for which the defining components are: number of clusters, cluster lo
cation subclass, cluster value subclass, cluster size subclass, cluster scale subclass, player location 
subclass, and overall deadline subclass. The number of clusters is fixed at four, and the number 
of prizes is fixed at twenty. This is sufficiently challenging tactically for SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT 

but not too computationally intensive. Only twenty problem instances were generated for each 
subclass because we have approximately twice as many subclasses as in the small preliminary 
tournament and the expected duration of each battle simulation is also double since there are 
approximately three times the number of prizes within the same area. The 20 problem instances 
for each of the 48 player location subclasses were redistributed amongst the other component 
subclasses, so that there is a total of 20 x 48 = 960 distinct problem instances, as opposed to the 
2000 distinct P-class problem instances in the small preliminary tournament. 
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Table 10.5: Small-Medium Preliminary Tournament: Participating Strategies 

I Identifier Strategy Name Section Type I 
SMl SINGLE-FAMILY -PRIZE-GU ARANTEE §7.2.2.4 D 
SM2 SINGLE-FAMILY-ORIGINAL-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.2.2.5 M 
SM3 SINGLE-FAMILY-ORIGINAL-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.2.2.5 M 
SM4 SINGLE-FAMILY-ORIGIN AL-DT- (MINIMAXIMIN) §7.2.2.5 M 
SM5 SINGLE-FAMILY -PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.2.2.6 M 
SM6 SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.2.2.6 M 
SM7 SING LE-FAMILY -PRIZE-DT-(MAXIMIN) §7.2.2.6 M 

SM8 (SF )-CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.3.3 D 
SM9 (SF)-CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.3.3 D 
SMlO (SF)-CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-DT-(� = 0) §7.3.3 D 
SMl l (SF)-CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.3.3 D 
SMl2 (SF)-CLUSTER-PARANOID / /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.4 M 
SMl3 (SF)-CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.4 M 
SM14 (SF)-CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.4 M 
SM15 (SF)-CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-DT-(MAXIMIN) §7.4 M 

SMl6 (SF)-CLUSTER-DT- (MINIMAX)/ /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.5 M 
SM17 (SF)-CLUSTER-DT- (MINIMAX) / /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.5 M 
SMl8 (SF)-CLUSTER-DT- (MINIMAX)/ /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.5 M 
SM19 (SF )-CLUSTER-DT- (MINIMAX) / /PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.5 M 
SM20 (SF)-CLUSTER-DT- (� = 0)/ /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.5 M 
SM21 (SF)-CLUSTER-DT- (� = 0)/ /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.5 M 
SM22 (SF)-CLUSTER-DT- (� = 0)/ /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.5 M 
SM23 (SF)-CLUSTER-DT- (� = 0) / /PRIZE-DT-(MAXIMIN) §7.5 M 
SM24 (SF) -CL USTER-DT- (MAXIMIN) / / PRIZE-GU ARANTEE §7.5 M 
SM25 (SF) -CL USTER-DT- (MAXIMIN) / / PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.5 M 
SM26 (SF)-CLUSTER-DT- (MAXIMIN) / /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.5 M 
SM27 (SF )-CLUSTER-DT- (MAXIMIN) / /PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.5 M 
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10.1 .2 .3 Results and Analysis 

We can now present the results from the small-medium preliminary tournament that comprised 
960 problem instances and 39 strategies, for a total of 960 x 392 = 1 , 460, 160 simulation battles. 
These results follow the same format as for the small preliminary tournament (see Section 10. 1 . 1 ) .  

T Robustness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10.2 compares the overall robustness and computational effort by strategy, following the 
same specification as Figure 10.1 .  Figure 1O.2(a) shows the overall 'MIN-MIN' robustness of each 
strategy according to Equation (10.8). Figure 10.2(b) shows the computational effort, mean(f) ,  
of each strategy according to Equation (10.9). 

The PRIZE-DT strategies (SM5-SM7) and the CLUSTER-DT- (K = 0) strategies (SM20-

SM23) appear to be the most robust of these strategies, although the PRIZE-DT strategies 
are more robust. The 'PRIZE- ' methods are generally less computationally expensive than the 
'CLUSTER- ' methods, although the difference is not great, since a strategic engine is invoked 
reasonably infrequently and thus its computational demand is averaged over a relatively large 
number of steps. 

T Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10.6 presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy, following 
the same specification as Table 10.3 from the small preliminary tournament. We observe that 
the MIN-MIN nemesis for the tactical and strategic engine based strategies are, generally, tactical 
engine based strategies. Note that the overall MEAN-MEAN does not follow the same pattern as 
the nemesis MIN-MIN, but is similar to nemesis MIN-MIN. 

T Summary of Results by Problem Subclass 

Table 10.7 presents a summary of the best performance by a strategy on each problem subclass, 
and the difficulty of each problem subclass, following the same specification as Table lOA. The 
exception is that the difficulty, �(p) ,  is defined in terms of SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT- (K = 0) 
(instead of PRIZE-DT- (K = 0» since this is the defining strategy for this tournament, c.f. ,  Equa
tion (10.7). The table is divided into five parts, corresponding to five components of the C-class 
of problem instances: cluster location, cluster value, cluster size and scale, overall deadline, and 
player location. The subclasses within each part are sorted according to MEAN difficulty (greater 
is more difficult) . 

There is little distinction between the cluster location subclasses, but this is consistent with 
the similar lack of distinction between the prize location subclasses of the small preliminary 
tournament. Similarly, the overall deadline subclasses are not observably different in terms of 
any of the criteria. However, the cluster value subclasses appear to fall into the same three groups 
as the prize value subclasses in the small preliminary tournament. This is not surprising since the 
prize location and prize value subclasses of P-class are used directly as the cluster location and 
cluster value subclasses of C-class, and the clusters were originally designed as "fractured prizes" . 
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Table 10.6: Small-Medium Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

GI -110 -85 -3231 {SM2} 120 {Gll}  363 316 
G2 -843 -839 -2631 {GB}  -808 {Gll }  -773 438 
G3 -165 -121 -2378 {SMI4} 139 {SM3} 214 320 
G4 -947 -974 -2424 {SMIB} -1572 {SM2} -1498 529 
G5 -910 -91 1  -4452 {SM7} -1713 {SMB} -924 323 
G6 -783 -637 -3708 {G9} -142 {Gll}  290 357 
G7 -962 -921 -2328 {SMB} -868 {GIO} 339 301 
GB -722 -663 -3493 {G6} -187 {G9} 61 371 
G9 -614 -587 -3647 {SMIB} -752 {SM7} -400 305 

GIO -1338 -1213 -3948 {SMI9} -1068 {SMB} -321 344 
Gll -62 -81 -2115 {G6} -615 {SM7} -586 324 
GI2 -268 -329 -2596 {G9} -792 {SMB} -731 395 



Table 10.6: Small-Medium Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy (continued) 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

SMI -231 -266 -1218 {SM1B} -641 {SM7} -628 408 
SM2 -398 -382 -1023 {SM27} -708 {GIO} -241 323 
SM3 -337 -281 -1009 {SMIB} -324 {Gll}  303 327 
SM4 -129 -124 -854 {SM20} -9 {SM19} 18 362 
SM5 -49 -38 -340 {SMI9} 217 {SM3} 392 360 
SM6 193 193 -325 {SM22} 210 {SM4} 213 305 
SM7 -248 -244 -324 {SM19} 88 {SM2} 98 373 
5MB -812 -798 -1861 {SM1B} -865 {Gll}  -592 304 
SM9 -951 -842 -1594 {SM19} 96 {Gll} 408 319 

SMIO -606 -660 -2676 {SM6} - 1108 {SM2} -1027 388 
SMl 1 -167 -160 -474 {SMI7} -17 {SMI9} 123 307 
SM12 -355 -256 -806 {SM5} 388 {SM3} 439 320 
SM13 -599 -579 -1161 {SMIB} -309 {SM7} -236 303 
SMl4 -722 -713 - 1428 {SM25} -867 {SM13} -648 336 
SM15 -253 -185 -1014 {SM5} -2 {GIO} 385 357 
SMl6 -301 -273 -584 {SM7} -10 {SM7} 18 333 
SMl7 -175 -166 -608 {SM24} -231 {SMB} -90 357 
SM1B 25 32 -625 {SM25} -26 {SMB} 416 348 
SMl9 -369 -346 -754 {SM24} -190 {SM7} -189 311 
SM20 -112 -52 -299 {SM19} 96 {SM3} 391 373 
SM21 -7 27 -375 {SMI9} 184 {SM4} 335 348 
SM22 -233 -222 -420 {SMI9} -151 {SMI9} -23 325 
SM23 -31 1  -233 -444 {SM25} 247 {G9} 262 332 
SM24 -143 -97 -436 {SM23} -107 {SM19} 186 310 
SM25 -11  -2  -440 {SMI7} -42 {SM4} 186 372 
SM26 -198 -192 -466 {SMI9} 174 {SM2} 193 301 
SM27 34 43 -393 {SMI9} 105 {SM2} 255 350 
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Table 10.7: Small-Medium Preliminary Tournament: Results by Cluster Subclass 

Subclass Best Strategy Difficulty 
(JP'i ) MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MEAN STD 

C:4pl - - - - - - 0 {SMI9} 763 {SM6} 953 {G8} 0.220 0.066 
C:41d - - - - - - 0 {SMI9} 721 {SM6} 961 {G8} 0.215 0.054 
C:4hs - - - - - - 0 {SMI7} 408 {SM2S} 656 {G3} 0.213 0.038 
C:4rc - - - - - - 0 {SM26} 655 {SM2S} 831 {G4} 0.211 0.043 
C:4pk - - - - - - 0 {SM7} 516 {SM6} 741 {GI2} 0.210 0.051 
C:41k - - - - - - 0 {SMI9} 366 {SM6} 751 {GS} 0.207 0.048 
C:4rn - - - - - - 0 {SM2S} 631 {SMS} 964 {G9} 0.207 0.062 
C:4rr - - - - - - 0 {SM23} 683 {SMS} 998 {G2} 0.206 0.053 
C:4rq - - - - - - 0 {SMI9} 782 {SMI6} 1047 {G4} 0.202 0.041  
C:4hr - - - - - - 0 {SM22} 706 {SM20} 815 {G8} 0.201 0.061 
C:4cw - - - - - - 0 {SMI9} 690 {SMI9} 913 {G4} 0.198 0.058 
C:4ps - - - - - - 0 {SM21} 558 {SM22} 743 {GI2} 0.197 0.034 
C:4pg - - - - - - 272 {SMI7} 699 {SM22} 948 {G7} 0.197 0.046 
C:4rs - - - - - - 0 {SM7} 847 {SM21} 863 {G3} 0.196 0.044 
C:41s - - - - - - 231 {SMI8} 693 {SM26} 904 {G8} 0. 195 0.056 
C:4pd - - - - - - 0 {SM20} 501 {SM20} 614 {G4} 0. 194 0.039 
C:4pc- - - - - - 182 {SM22} 632 {SMI8} 914 {SM9} 0.191 0.064 
C:4cl - - - - - - 0 {SM26} 600 {SM6} 878 {SMl l} 0. 186 0.056 
C:4cg - - - - - - 0 {SM2S} 339 {SM6} 465 {SMIS} 0.182 0.043 
C:4ra - - - - - - 0 {SMS} 610 {SM6} 685 {SMI4} 0 . 181 0.041 
C:4 - -i - - - - - 0 {SMS} 581 {SM23} 917 {G6} 0.384 0.077 
C:4 - -n - - - - - 0 {SMI6} 562 {SMI9} 866 {GIO} 0.317 0.061 
C:4 - -u - - - - - 0 {SM27} 540 {SM27} 855 {GI2} 0.238 0.086 
C:4 - -c - - - - - 0 {SM27} 715 {SMI9} 976 {SMI4} 0.230 0.053 
C:4 - -q - - - - - 232 {SMI7} 666 {SM24} 852 {G7} 0.216 0.067 
C:4 - -e - - - - - 0 {SMS} 411 {SMS} 558 {GS} 0. 186 0.056 
C:4 - -p - - - - - 0 {SM6} 480 {SM20} 936 {SMIO} 0.173 0.063 
C:4 - -b - - - - - 0 {SMI9} 537 {SMI6} 818 {G9} 0.161 0.023 
C:4 - -s - - - - - 0 {SM21} 423 {SM23} 706 {G4} 0.161 0.054 
C:4 - - -rl - - - 0 {SM21}  450 {SMI9} 840 {G9} 0.255 0.065 
C:4 - - -et - - - 0 {SMI6} 427 {SM27} 646 {G2} 0.240 0.047 
C:4 - - -el - - - 0 {SM5} 397 {SM27} 656 {G6} 0.232 0.045 
C:4 - - -rm - - - 281 {SM26} 690 {SM24} 1067 {G6} 0.194 0.034 
C:4 - - -rt - - - 0 {SM7} 790 {SM6} 952 {GI2} 0.186 0.051 
C:4 - - -em - - - 0 {SM27} 474 {SM24} 662 {Gll}  0.159 0.055 
C:4 - - - - - - -i 158 {SMI8} 595 {SM17} 1028 {SMI2} 0.199 0.065 
C:4 - - - - - - -r 134 {SM20} 691 {SM6} 980 {SMIS} 0. 197 0.064 
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Table 10.7: Small-Medium Preliminary Tournament: Results by Cluster Subclass (con
tinued) 

Subclass Best Strategy Difficulty 
(JIDi) MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MEAN STD 

C:4 - - - - -ai - 235 {SM17} 608 {SM22} 912 {SMlS} 0.307 0.088 
C:4 - - - - -eh - 0 {SM7} 636 {SM7} 741 {G8} 0.305 0.020 
C:4 - - - - -aw - 0 {SM2S} 528 {SM20} 810 {G3} 0.301 0.072 
C:4 - - - - -bh - 0 {SM24} 433 {SM16} 718 {SM12} 0.301 0.086 
C:4 - - - - -bb - 0 {SM23} 353 {SM23} 527 {SM14} 0.296 0.080 
C:4 - - - - -bw - 0 {SM19} 729 {SM20} 921 {Gl1}  0.295 0.072 
C:4 - - - - -ei - 0 {SM2S} 721 {SM2l} 833 {G6} 0.294 0.025 
C:4 - - - - -ba- 0 {SM2S} 424 {SM27} 665 {G6} 0.290 0.086 
C:4 - - - - -dw- 0 {SM2S}  776 {SM27} 1053 {SMl1}  0.290 0.088 
C:4 - - - - -cc - 0 {SM27} 785 {SM16} 1129 { G3} 0.283 0.068 
C:4 - - - - -ac - 0 {SM16} 437 {SM6} 629 { G4}  0.281 0.066 
C:4 - - - - -aa- 195 {SM23} 538 {SM17} 723 {SMlS} 0.278 0.088 
C:4 - - - - -dh - 0 {SM20} 419 {SM22} 669 {SM9} 0.270 0.075 
C:4 - - - - -bi - 0 {SM6} 504 {SM16} 886 {G4}  0.269 0.075 
C:4 - - - - -bc- 0 {SMS} 477 {SM2S} 786 {G7} 0.267 0.065 
C:4 - - - - -ca- 0 {SM20} 481 {SM16} 799 {GS} 0.266 0.087 
C:4 - - - - -di - 168 {SM6} 691 {SMS} 981 { G3} 0.265 0.077 
C:4 - - - - -ab - 0 {SM6} 635 {SM16} 911  {GB} 0.264 0.089 
C:4 - - - - -ah - 212 {SM6} 683 {SM18} 961 {SM8} 0.260 0.072 
C:4 - - - - -cb - 0 {SM26} 682 {SMS} 916 { G4} 0.249 0.088 
C:4 - - - - -ew - 0 {SM16} 742 {SM7} 1206 { G7} 0.248 0.023 
C:4 - - - - -dc - 0 {SM22} 693 {SMI8} 984 {SMI2}  0.173 0.016 
C:4 - - - - -df- 0 {SM20} 628 {SM25} 1044 {SM14} 0 .171 0.063 
C:4 - - - - -ce - 0 {SM18} 371 {SM20} 746 {SM8} 0.170 0.025 
C:4 - - - - -da- 0 {SM23} 452 {SM2l} 596 {SMlS} 0 .168 0.017 
C:4 - - - - -ff- 0 {SM18} 553 {SM24} 785 {SMlS}  0. 166 0.054 
C:4 - - - - -cf- 0 {SMI6} 572 {SM23} 758 {G3} 0 .166 0.021 
C:4 - - - - -de - 0 {SM19} 883 {SM17} 1086 {SMlO} 0.163 0.057 
C:4 - - - - -eb- 0 {SM22}  697 {SM23} 970 {SMlO} 0. 160 0.017 
C:4 - - - - -db - 0 {SM23} 654 {SM2l} 846 {G4} 0.158 0.019 
C:4 - - - - -ee - 0 {SM6} 371 {SM6} 544 {G8} 0.158 0.022 
C:4 - - - - -fb - 0 {SM2S} 593 {SM23} 824 {GS} 0.156 0.021 
C:4 - - - - -ea- 292 {SM18} 423 {SM17} 821 { G7} 0.153 0.019 
C:4 - - - - -fd - 257 {SM26} 600 {SM7} 869 {G6} 0.153 0.059 
C:4 - - - - -dd - 0 {SM19}  845 {SM27} 1224 {G3} 0. 150 0.064 
C:4 - - - - -cd - 0 {SM17} 550 {SMS} 602 {GlO} 0.149 0.018 
C:4 - - - - -bf- 252 {SM2l}  695 {SM2S} 967 {G6} 0. 147 0.019 
C:4 - - - - -fc - 346 {SM6} 788 {SM22} 1006 {SMlS} 0. 144 0.023 
C:4 - - - - -bd - 0 {SM7} 474 {SM2l} 714 {SMlS} 0.141 0.021 
C:4 - - - - -fa- 0 {SM26} 732 {SM26} 991 {SM8} 0.135 0.021 
C:4 - - - - -ed - 215 {SM2l }  693 {SM2S} 998 {SM14} 0. 135 0.018 
C:4 - - - - -ad - 0 {SMS} 456 {SM26} 823 {SM8} 0.127 0.021 
C:4 - - - - -ae - 0 {SM16} 762 {SM2S} 1212 {G7} 0.127 0.022 
C:4 - - - - -ef- 355 {SMS} 377 {SM23} 581 {G12} 0.121 0.020 
C:4 - - - - -be - 0 {SM17} 359 {SM26} 648 {SM9} 0.121 0.024 
C:4 - - - - -ec - 233 {SM26} 421 {SM23} 589 {G12}  0.115 0.015 
C:4 - - - - -fe - 252 {SM17} 487 {SM6} 745 {G6} 0 . 114 0.062 
C:4 - - - - -af- 0 {SM24} 478 {SM16} 817 {GS} 0.106 0.019 
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It also indicates that the cluster value as a whole is more significant, in terms of robustness, than 
the distribution of prizes within the cluster. The player location subclasses (defined differently 
that in the small preliminary tournament) appear to fall into two basic groups. Firstly, those 
player location subclasses which involve any of {h,i,w} tend to be quite difficult; these subclasses 
correspond to player locations within the same cluster. Also difficult are those player location 
subclasses which involve any two of {a,b,c} ; these subclasses correspond to player locations which 
are both central to the prize region. Secondly, the remaining subclasses appear to easier; a tenable 
explanation is that these player locations are, on average, not close together. 

10 .1 .2.4 Conclusions from the Small-Medium Preliminary Tournament 

In conclusion, the strategies to be considered for the small-medium final tournament (Sec
tion 10.2.2) are: SM5, SM6, SM7, SM20, SM21, SM22, and SM23. Additionally, we will 
only consider the cluster value and player location components of the C-class of problem instances. 
In particular we will concentrate on the {i,n,u,c,q} subclasses of the cluster value component, and 
subclasses of the the player location component which involve any of {h,i,w} or any pair from 
{a,b,c} . 

10. 1 . 3  Medium Preliminary Tournament 

The aim of the medium preliminary tournament is to compare the robustness of, and computa
tional effort required by, the DMS strategies designed in Chapter 7 (both tactical-engine-based and 
strategic-engine-based) on clustered problem instances, and to compare the difficulty of contribut
ing components of the problem instance classes. The focus is on family-cluster-based strategies 
exploiting a full family-cluster structure, i.e., there is no restriction of the number of families to 
a single family. The defining strategy from Table 10.1 is FAMILY-PRIZE-DT, which is capable of 
implicitly searching game trees up to 40 prizes as long as there are sufficiently many clusters, each 
of which are not too large, i.e. , FAMILY-PRIZE-DT is intractable when there are few large clusters 
or many small clusters. 

10.1 .3 . 1 Participating Strategies 

The participants in the medium preliminary tournament are those listed in Table 10.8 plus strate
gies GI-GI2 from Table 10.2. 

To ensure that the 'FAMILY-' strategies remain computationally feasible, we require sufficient 
cluster such that there are not too many prizes per cluster and not too many clusters per family. 
However, we also wish to have sufficiently many prizes so that there the possibility of some intra
cluster interaction between the players. In constructing the problem instances, we will fix the 
number of prizes at 40. Hence, each cluster-based strategy is standardised to a common family
cluster structure consisting of nine clusters and three families. The clustering method is prize
value-weighted-Ward with improvement and the family method is single linkage agglomerative 
clustering, i .e. , nearest neighbouring cluster. 

The ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement is set to 'ALL' for each cluster since, with the overall focus 
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Table 10.8: Medium Preliminary Tournament: Participating Strategies 

I Identifier Strategy Name Section Type I 
MI FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.2.2.4 D 
M2 FAMILY-ORIGINAL-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.2.2.5 M 
M3 FAMILY-ORIGINAL-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.2.2.5 M 
M4 FAMILY-ORIGIN AL-DT-(MINIMAXIMIN) §7.2 .2 .5 M 
M5 FAMILY -PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.2.2.6 M 
M6 FAMILY-PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.2.2.6 M 
M1 FAMILY -PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.2.2.6 M 

M8 CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.3.3 D 
M9 CL USTER-GU ARANTEE / / PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.3.3 D 
MIO CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.3.3 D 
MII CL USTER-GUARANTEE / / PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.3.3 D 
Ml2 CLUSTER-PARANOID / /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.4 M 
M13 CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.4 M 
Ml4 CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-DT- (I\: = 0) §7.4 M 
MI5 CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.4 M 

MI6 CL USTER-DT- (MINIMAX) / / PRIZE-GU ARANTEE §7.5 M 
Ml1 CLUSTER-DT-(MINIMAX) / /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.5 M 
Ml8 CLUSTER-DT- (MINIMAX)/ /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.5 M 
Ml9 CL USTER-DT- (MINIMAX) / /PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.5 M 
M20 CLUSTER-DT- (I\: = 0)/ /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.5 M 
M21 CLUSTER-DT- (� = 0)/ /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.5 M 
M22 CLUSTER-DT- (� = 0)/ /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.5 M 
M23 CLUSTER-DT- (� = 0)/ /PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.5 M 
M24 CL USTER-DT- (MAXIMIN) / /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.5 M 
M25 CLUSTER-DT-(MAXIMIN) / /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.5 M 
M26 CLUSTER-DT- (MAXIMIN)/ /PRIZE-DT- (� = 0) §7.5 M 
M21 CL USTER-DT- (MAXIM IN) / / PRIZE-DT-(MAXIMIN) §7.5 M 
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on family-clustered problems; we can simplify the intra-cluster planning for both the 'FAMILY- ' 

and 'CLUSTER-' strategies by assuming that all prizes within a cluster are to claimed contiguously. 

10.1 .3.2 Problem Instances 

We are interested in clustered problems, so all problem instances considered here are from the 
C-class (see Section 9.1 .2) for which the defining components are: number of clusters, cluster lo
cation subclass, cluster value subclass, cluster size subclass, cluster scale subclass, player location 
subclass, and overall deadline subclass. Note that there is no specification of the number of fami
lies in the construction of the problem subclasses. Rather, the number of families is standardised 
between the strategies so that they can be more equitabily compared. 

For reasons given above, the number of clusters is fixed at nine, and the number of prizes 
fixed at 40. As in the small-medium preliminary tournament, only 20 problem instances were 
generated for each subclass. The 20 problem instances for each of the player location subclasses 
were redistributed between the other subclasses. 

10.1.3.3 Results and Analysis 

The results from the medium preliminary tournament follow the same format as for the small 
preliminary tournament (see Section 10. 1 . 1 ) .  

T Robustness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10.3 compares the overall robustness and computational effort by strategy, following the 
same specification as Figure 10.1 .  Figure 1O.3{a) shows the overall 'MIN-MIN' robustness of each 
strategy and Figure 10.3(b) shows the computational effort, mean{�) .  As in the small-medium 
preliminary tournament, the PRIZE-DT strategies (M5-M7) and CLUSTER-DT- (II: = 0) strategies 
(M20-M23) are the most robust and among the most expensive. However, in the exact reverse 
of the small-medium preliminary tournament, the PRIZE-DT strategies are more computationally 
expensive than the CLUSTER-DT-{II: = 0) strategies, and the PRIZE-DT strategies are not as robust 
as the CLUSTER-DT- {II: = 0) strategies. 

T Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10.9 presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy following the 
same specification as Table 10.3. Although the worst subclass columns appear to follow a similar 
pattern, the nemesis MIN-MIN, nemesis MIN-MEAN and overall MEAN-MEAN are all different. This 
supports the notion that strategies which perform effectively over the range of opponent strategies 
are not necessarily the most robust in the worst case. 

T Summary of Results by Problem Subclass 

Table 10.10 presents a summary of the best performance by a strategy on each problem subclass, 
and the difficulty of each problem subclass, following the same specification as Table 10.4. The 
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Table 10.9: Medium Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

GI -1290 -1275 -3205 {G4} -984 {M3} -980 333 
G2 -294 -336 -2448 {G5} -1268 {M26} -982 448 
G3 -19 8 -3880 {G7} 69 {M6} 181 370 
G4 -634 -627 -1775 {G4} -79 {M27} -69 360 
G5 -667 -594 -3602 {M20} 77 {MI2} 453 386 
G6 -642 -628 -3479 {MIO} - 1385 {MI2} -517 359 
G7 -983 -926 -2580 {GB} -1 196 {M27} -493 317 
GB -941 -958 -2680 {G6} - 1486 {M27} -1096 434 
G9 -632 -492 -2784 {M3} 467 {M9} 467 359 

GIO -713 -713 -4302 {GB} -1333 {MI2} -713 321 
GB -970 -992 -2725 {M5} - 1587 {M20} -1371 367 
Gl2 -1093 -1051 -2920 {GIO} -515 {M12} 91 321 



Table 10.9 :  Medium Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy (continued) 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

MI -200 -182 -1 130 {M5} -445 {MI2} 358 313 
M2 -212 -199 -819 {M2O} -208 { G7} 13 344 
M3 -276 -187 -852 {M22} 383 {M6} 436 302 
M4 -215 -186 -774 {M23} -158 {M2O} 174 363 
M5 -136 -132 -566 {M23} -5 {M9} 16 308 
M6 -310 -271 -430 {M24} 374 {M20} 477 351 
M7 -134 -123 -511 {M5} -343 {G7} 95 343 
M8 -432 -333 -728 {M2l} -3 {G7} 473 394 
M9 -341 -248 -1013 {M27} -529 { G7} 482 379 

MIO -821 -748 -1407 {M20} -854 {M26} -119 327 
MU 162 185 -323 {M19} -46 { G7} 482 372 
MI2 -931 -922 -1267 {M27} -15 {M27} 398 373 
M13 -237 -234 -872 {M20} -249 {MI2} -40 334 
MI4 -277 -277 -1002 {M20} -397 {M27} -276 342 
MI5 -374 -360 -989 {M22} -636 {M2O} 385 316 
MI6 -26 -7 -493 {M25} 295 {M26} 379 344 
M17 -40 - 1  -295 {M26} 180 {M27} 276 323 
M18 - 1 1  14  -322 {M19} -160 {G6} 331 370 
MI9 43 46 -324 {M2l} -90 {GIO} 181 309 
M20 138 136 -206 {M26} 37 {M3} 37 382 
M2l 133 135 -263 {M6} 267 {G7} 275 309 
M22 - 1  36 -215 {M5} 52 {M20} 295 316 
M23 159 163 -209 {M19} 178 {M3} 207 328 
M24 -197 -187 -407 {MI7} -60 {GIO} 186 383 
M25 -193 -159 -296 {M19} -113 {M27} 101 307 
M26 -168 -124 -406 {M27} -78 {M3} 396 322 
M27 -34 4 -409 {M22} - 1 10 {M27} 381 370 

.... o 
.... 
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exception is that the difficulty, �(p) , is defined in terms of FAMILY-PRIZE-DT- (II: = 0) (instead of 

PRIZE-DT- (II: = 0)) since this is the defining strategy for this tournament, c.f. ,  Equation (10.7). 

Again, there is little distinction between the cluster location subclasses and overall deadline 
subclasses. As in the small-medium preliminary tournament, the {i,n,u,c,q} subclasses of the 

cluster value component were observably more difficult than the other subclasses and the player 
location subclasses which always place the players in the same cluster are invariably difficult. 

10.1 .3 .4 Conclusions from the Medium Preliminary Tournament 

The observations are similar between the results from the medium preliminary tournament, in
volving strategies applying a family-cluster structure, and the results from the small-medium 

preliminary tournament, involving strategies applying a single-family clustering. This implies 
that scaling up the DMS based strategies from single-family to unrestricted families is sufficient 
to be able to solve problems with double the number of prizes with approximately the same degree 

of robustness. This supports the notion that the family-cluster structure prunes the strategic 
or tactical game tree so that the important strategic decisions are made at a higher frame than 
the equivalent non-family engine. Additionally, FAMILY-PRIZE-DT remains tractable even for 40 

prizes because of the family-no-return, cluster-no-return and the ' ALL' requirement which serve to 
massively prune the equivalent PRIZE-DT game tree. Even so, FAMILY-PRIZE-DT is not as robust 
as CLUSTER-DT, which indicates that CLUSTER-DT is able to make better strategic decisions in 
the medium-term, in the worst case. 

In conclusion, the strategies to be considered for the medium final tournament (Section 10.2.3) 
are: M5, M6, M7, M20, M21, M22, and M23. As in the conclusions to the small-medium 

preliminary tournament, we will only consider further the {i,n,u,c,q} subclasses of the cluster value 
component, and subclasses of the the player location component which involve any of {h,i,w} or 
any pair from {a,b,c} . 

1 0 . 1 . 4  Medium-Large Preliminary Tournament 

The aim of the medium-large preliminary tournament is to compare the robustness of, and com
putational effort required by, the DMS 'CLUSTER-' strategies designed in Chapter 7 and the DMS 
'GRID- ' strategies designed in Chapter 8, and to compare the difficulty of contributing compo
nents of the problem instance classes. The focus is on problem instances which are not explicitly 
clustered and hence test the ability of the 'CLUSTER- ' strategies to impose a family-cluster struc
ture rather than map onto a natural prize structure. The defining strategy from Table 10.1 is 

CLUSTER-DT which is capable of solving reasonably large problems if there is a good balance 

between the number of families, number of clusters per family, and number of prizes per cluster. 

10.1 .4 .1  Participating Strategies 

The participants in the medium-large preliminary tournament are those listed in Table 10. 1 1  

plus strategies GI-G12 from Table 10.2. Although there are 50 strategies competing in this 

tournament, the strategic engines (both cluster based and grid based) are invoked infrequently. 
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Table 10. 10: Medium Preliminary Tournament: Results by Cluster Subclass 

Subclass Best Strategy Difficulty 
(!Pi) MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MEAN STD 

C:9ra- - - - - - 0 {M27} 796 {MI8} 1161 {MI3} 0.175 0.029 
C:9rr - - - - - - 203 {M24} 960 {M24} 1306 {G7} 0.175 0.050 
C:9hr - - - - - - 0 {M23} 986 {MI8} 1420 {M8} 0.173 0.096 
C:9pd - - - - - - 0 {M7} 789 {M26} 954 {M8} 0.169 0.052 
C:9pg - - - - - - 308 {M21} 1074 {M6} 1413 {GI2} 0.167 0.043 
C:9pl - - - - - - 0 {M2D} 925 {MI7} 1383 {GU} 0.165 0.036 
C:9cg - - - - - - 0 {MI6} 527 {M20} 653 {G8} 0.164 0.076 
C:91s - - - - - - 0 {M20} 800 {M6} 1 1 14 {M9} 0.164 0.044 
C:9ps - - - - - - 0 {M7} 672 {M23} 889 {G2} 0.164 0.046 
C :9hs - - - - - - 0 {MI7} 848 {M25} 1303 {MIO} 0.163 0.038 
C:9rc - - - - - - 335 {M23} 744 {M24} 931 {GU} 0.163 0.060 
C:9cw - - - - - - 0 {M5} 545 {MI6} 1318 {MI5} 0. 162 0.037 
C:9pk- - - - - - 0 {M24} 913 {M25} 1229 {MI3} 0.162 0.056 
C:9rn - - - - - - 0 {M20} 860 {MI7} 1 135 {MU} 0.162 0.065 
C:9Id - - - - - - 0 {M6} 587 {M7} 1485 {MI3} 0.161 0.091 
C:9pc - - - - - - 147 {M5} 787 {MI9} 1244 {MI3} 0.160 0.087 
C:9rq - - - - - - 290 {M22} 371 {M24} 762 {MI3} 0.159 0.028 
C:9rs - - - - - - 0 {M21}  905 {M20} 1209 {M8} 0.155 0.045 
C:91k - - - - - - 291 {M7} 845 {M7} 1221 {G3} 0.153 0.003 
C :9cl - - - - - - 0 {M7} 1010 {MI6} 1490 {G5} 0.150 0.064 
C:9 - -n - - - - - 0 {M23} 772 {M27} 1 127 {MU} 0.404 0.066 
C:9 - -i - - - - - 0 {M22} 632 {MI8} 998 {MID} 0.401 0.090 
C :9 - -u - - - - - 0 {M27} 717 {M27} 1046 {GU} 0.317 0.087 
C :9 - -q - - - - - 0 {M27} 869 {M27} 1415 {MID} 0.294 0.054 
C:9 - -c - - - - - 0 {MI6} 854 {M25} 1 137 {G7} 0.245 0.053 
C:9 - -p - - - - - 230 {MI6} 744 {MI9} 1057 {GU} 0.224 0.054 
C:9 - -e - - - - - 0 {M22} 820 {M21} 1395 {MI3} 0.203 0.067 
C :9 - -s - - - - - 0 {MI7} 957 {M24} 1308 {M8} 0.195 0.068 
C:9 - -b - - - - - 0 {M24} 928 {MS} 1240 {M9} 0.165 0.019 
C:9 - - -el - - - 0 {MI9} 821 {M22} 1058 {MID} 0.282 0.065 
C:9 - - -et - - - 0 {M22} 342 {M5} 619 {MI3} 0.259 0.075 
C:9 - - -rl - - - 0 {M26} 982 {M21} 1479 {MI5} 0.245 0.045 
C:9 - - -rm - - - 293 {M24} 782 {MS} 1096 {G6} 0.240 0.059 
C :9 - - -em - - - 265 {MI8} 705 {MI8} 977 {MI4} 0.237 0.007 
C:9 - - -rt - - - 0 {MI8} 689 {M25} 878 {GU} 0.228 0.036 
C:9 - - - - - - -r 0 {M27} 752 {M21} 1044 {G9} 0.168 0.038 
C:9 - - - - - - -i 0 {M25} 648 {M6} 1 1 18 {GU} 0.151 0.009 
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Table 10. 10: Medium Preliminary Tournament: Results by Cluster Subclass (continued) 

Subclass Best Strategy Difficulty 
(lPi) MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MEAN STD 

C:9 - - - - -bh - 0 {M20} 1251 {MI9} 1475 {MU} 0.347 0.086 
C:9 - - - - -dh - 0 {M23} 859 {M6} 1 186 {M9} 0.345 0.090 
C:9 - - - - -eh - 0 {M22} 891 {M24} 1313 {G8} 0.342 0.020 
C:9 - - - - -ai - 0 {M6} 755 {M7} 917 {GI2} 0.341 0.076 
C:9 - - - - -aw - 0 {M5} 766 {MI8} 1209 {G4} 0.341 0.076 
C:9 - - - - -ab - 0 {M25} 786 {MI8} 1029 {G4} 0.336 0.073 
C:9 - - - - -ew - 0 {M7} 771 {M20} 1 132 {G8} 0.334 0.016 
C:9 - - - - -bc - 0 {M23} 620 {M26} 1010 {M9} 0.328 0.055 
C:9 - - - - -bb - 0 {M20} 504 {M23} 1058 {G8} 0.328 0.072 
C:9 - - - - -bw - 0 {MI8} 876 {M22} 1385 {GI2} 0.327 0.071 
C:9 - - - - -cb - 254 {M7} 1048 {MI7} 1275 {G4} 0.324 0.071 
C:9 - - - - -di - 0 {M5} 958 {MI6} 1 169 {M9} 0.323 0.075 
C:9 - - - - -aa- 240 {M25} 838 {M24} 1326 {MI5} 0.322 0.089 
C:9 - - - - -ca - 0 {MI8} 578 {M25} 1029 {G7} 0.318 0.086 
C:9 - - - - -cc - 285 {MI9} 502 {M23} 735 {G8} 0.313 0.056 
C:9 - - - - -ei - 0 {M22} 886 {MI9} 1 135 {M8} 0.312 0.018 
C:9 - - - - -ah - 0 {M5} 1077 {MI7} 1241 {M8} 0.305 0.080 
C:9 - - - - -dw - 0 {M7} 1266 {MI7} 1600 {G2} 0.296 0.088 
C:9 - - - - -bi - 0 {M26} 926 {M21}  1224 {MI5} 0.294 0.073 
C:9 - - - - -ac - 0 {M27} 803 {M23} 1297 {M8} 0.290 0.057 
C:9 - - - - -ba- 0 {M6} 572 {M7} 1 142 {G7} 0.284 0.077 
C:9 - - - - -fa - 0 {M5} 773 {M25} 1 1 12 {G9} 0.244 0.024 
C:9 - - - - -be - 0 {M27} 936 {M26} 1385 {MIO} 0.241 0.0 17  
C :9 - - - - -bf- 0 {M26} 818 {M25} 1069 {MI3} 0.240 0.020 
C:9 - - - - -af- 0 {M7} 953 {M21}  1408 {G7} 0.238 0.024 
C:9 - - - - -fc - 0 {M22} 1 105 {M23} 1386 {M9} 0.238 0.023 
C:9 - - - - -ea - 0 {M20} 1094 {M5} 1601 {MI3} 0.237 0.021 
C :9 - - - - -de - 0 {M26} 1012 {M24} 1084 {G4} 0.237 0.052 
C :9 - - - - -df- 0 {M6} 941 {MI6} 1238 {MlO} 0.236 0.062 
C :9 - - - - -bd - 0 {M25} 617 {M20} 1267 {G9} 0.233 0.016  
C:9 - - - - -cd - 0 {M27} 1624 {M24} 1655 {GI2} 0.231 0.018 
C :9 - - - - -db - 0 {M25} 1 121 {M25} 1328 {G5} 0.229 0.015 
C:9 - - - - -cf- 0 {M25} 845 {MI9} 1314 {GI2} 0.228 0.015 
C :9 - - - - -ec - 305 {M24} 956 {M26} 1412 {G9} 0.223 0.019 
C :9 - - - - -ad - 143 {MI8} 746 {M6} 1054 {GIO} 0.216 0.022 
C :9 - - - - -fb - 318 {MI8} 1209 {M7} 1442 {G6} 0.212 0.023 
C :9 - - - - -dd - 0 {MI6} 796 {M27} 1087 {G3} 0.212 0.055 
C :9 - - - - -ef- 333 {M20} 669 {MI9} 975 {G7} 0.212 0.018 
C:9 - - - - -ae - 289 {M27} 641 {M6} 897 {G4} 0.211 0.015 
C:9 - - - - -ed - 0 {M7} 654 {M26} 946 {MI2} 0.205 0.023 
C:9 - - - - -da- 0 {M6} 929 {M6} 1438 {G4} 0.200 0.019 
C:9 - - - - -eb - 344 {M22} 1240 {M26} 1666 {G9} 0.199 0.019 
C:9 - - - - -ee - 0 {MI9} 462 {M21} 748 {G5} 0.197 0.025 
C:9 - - - - -ff- 0 {M20} 1304 {M23} 1508 {G6} 0.193 0.065 
C :9 - - - - -fe - 0 {M23} 1194 {M23} 1270 {G7} 0.193 0.056 
C:9 - - - - -fd - 427 {M6} 667 {M27} 1 123 {G3} 0.189 0.051 
C:9 - - - - -dc - 0 {M6} 563 {M27} 893 {M8} 0.185 0.024 
C:9 - - - - -ce - 0 {MI9} 764 {M27} 1 102 {MI4} 0.179 0.019 
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Table 10. 1 1 :  Medium-Large Tournament: Participating Strategies 

I Identifier Strategy Name Section Type I 
MLl CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.3.3 D 
ML2 CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.3.3 D 
ML3 CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-DT-(K = 0) §7.3.3 D 
ML4 CLUSTER-GUARANTEE/ /PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.3.3 D 
ML5 CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.4 M 
ML6 CL USTER-PARANOID / / PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.4 M 
ML7 CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-DT- (K = 0) §7.4 M 
ML8 CLUSTER-PARANOID/ /PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.4 M 

ML9 CL USTER-DT- (MINIMAX) / / PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.5 M 
MLI0 CLUSTER-DT- (MINIMAX) / /PRIZE-DT-(MINIMAX) §7.5 M 
MLll CLUSTER-DT-(MINIMAX)/ /PRIZE-DT- (K = 0) §7.5 M 
ML12 CL USTER-DT- (MINIMAX) / / PRIZE-DT-(MAXIMIN) §7.5 M 
ML13 CLUSTER-DT- (K = 0)/ /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.5 M 
ML14 CLUSTER-DT- (K = 0)/ /PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.5 M 
ML15 CLUSTER-DT- (K = 0) / /PRIZE-DT-(K = 0) §7.5 M 
ML16 CLUSTER-DT-(K = 0)/ /PRIZE-DT-(MAXIMIN) §7.5 M 
ML17 CLUSTER-DT- (MAXIMIN) / /PRIZE-GUARANTEE §7.5 M 
ML18 CLUSTER-DT- (MAXIMIN) / / PRIZE-DT- (MINIMAX) §7.5 M 
ML19 CLUSTER-DT- (MAXIMIN) / /PRIZE-DT-(K = 0) §7.5 M 
ML20 CL USTER-DT-(MAXIMIN) / / PRIZE-DT- (MAXIMIN) §7.5 M 

ML21  GRID-DT/ /PRIZE-DT/ /STATIC §8.3.2 M 
ML22 GRID-DT/ /PRIZE-DT/ / l-DYNAMIC §8.3.2 M 
ML23 GRID-DT/ /PRIZE-DT/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3.2 M 
ML24 GRID-DT / / AEA-PATH/ /STATIC §8.3.2 M 
ML25 GRID-DT/ / AEA-PATH/ / l-DYNAMIC §8.3.2 M 
ML26 GRID-DT / / AEA-PATH/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3.2 M 
ML27 GRID-DT/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /STATIC §8.3.2 D 
ML28 GRID-DT / /HARVEST-PATH/ /l-DYNAMIC §8.3.2 D 
ML29 GRID-DT/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3.2 D 
ML30 GRID-PATH/ /PRIZE-DT / /STATIC §8.3 .3 M 
ML31 GRID-PATH/ /PRIZE-DT/ / l-DYNAMIC §8.3 .3 M 
ML32 GRID-PATH/ /PRIZE-DT/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3 .3 M 
ML33 GRID-PATH/ / AEA-PATH/ /STATIC §8.3.3 M 
ML34 GRID-PATH/ / AEA-PATH/ / l-DYNAMIC §8.3.3 M 
ML35 GRID-PATH/ / AEA-PATH/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3.3 M 
ML36 GRID-PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /STATIC §8.3.3 D 
ML37 GRID-PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH/ / l-DYNAMIC §8.3.3 D 
ML38 GRID-PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3.3 D 
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For each of the CLUSTER-GUARANTEE, CLUSTER-PARANOID, and CLUSTER-DT strategic en
gines, we employ PRIZE-GUARANTEE and PRIZE-DT as the underlying tactical engine. The ANY

ALL-PCTSP requirement for these 'CLUSTER- ' strategies is set to 'PCTSP' for each cluster since 

each cluster is likely to be reasonably loose, i.e., the intra-cluster distances are approximately 
the same as the inter-cluster distances. The required value on cluster [ei] , 77[ci) , is set at �v([ei] ) ,  
which ensures that players will dominate clusters as cluster-leads in the 'CLUSTER-' strategies. 

The notation for DMS strategies involving a grid-engine at the GLOBAL-FRAME is to list the 
name of the grid-engine (either GRID-DT or GRID-PATH) , the separator 'I I', the minimal tactical 

grid planning method (one of PRIZE-DT, AEA-PATH, or HARVEST-PATH) , the separator 'I I ' ,  and 

finally the grid-type (one of STATIC, I-DYNAMIC, or 2-DYNAMIC) . Recall from Section 8.4 that 
the Manhattan number of grid-cells between the players' current grid-cells, m, determines which 
tactical planning method is applied at the prize-frame. The following matrix defines the condition 

under which each tactical planning method is invoked. 

Minimal Tactical Tactical Planning Method Invoked 
Planning Method PRIZE-DT AEA-PATH HARVEST-PATH 

PRIZE-DT m = O  m =  1 m 2: 2 
AEA-PATH never O � m �  1 m 2: 2 

HARVEST-PATH never never m 2: 0 

Each 'GRID- ' strategy is constrained to a 4 x 4 grid structure. Similarly, each 'CLUSTER- ' 

strategy is standardised to a common family-cluster structure consisting of four families of four 
clusters each. The clustering method employed is to use a 2 x 2 static grid to define an initial 
division of the prizes into (at most) four non-empty families. Within each family, the prizes are 
further subdivided into (at most) four non-empty clusters using a 2 x 2 grid on that family. Mem
bership of a cluster to a family is now fixed. Finally, prize-value-weighted cluster improvement is 

applied. 

10 .1 .4 .2 Problem Instances 

We are interested in problem which are not explicitly structured but have some concentration, 
or dearth, of prize value which may be used by a cluster based strategy to divide the prizes. All 
problem instances considered here are from the D-class (see Section 9 .1 .3) for which the defining 
components are: number of hot, cold and black features; feature scale and strength subclass; and 

player location subclass. Effectively, the D-class problem instances are able to be clustered since 
the hot and cold features will not contain too many prizes. 

The number of prizes is constrained to approximately 60 so that there will not be too many 
prizes per cluster, but, on the other hand, there will be sufficiently many prizes per grid-cell that 
the intra-grid-cell HARVEST-PATH and DIRECT-PATH may be different. The number of hot, cold 
and black features range from zero to two to construct the subclasses of the number of features 
component. Once again, only 20 problem instances per subclass are possible, except that 100 

problem instances were generated for each of the two player location subclasses. 
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10.1 .4.3 Results and Analysis 

The results from the medium-large preliminary tournament follow the same format as for the 
small preliminary tournament (see Section 10. 1 .1) .  

T Robustness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10.4 compares the overall robustness and computational effort by strategy, following the 
same specification as Figure 10.1 .  Figure lO.4{a) shows the overall 'MIN-MIN' robustness of each 

strategy, and Figure 10.4{b) shows the computational effort, mean { §-) .  The most computationally 
expensive strategies are the CLUSTER-DT strategies. In comparison, the 'GRID- ' strategies are rel
atively inexpensive. However, the CLUSTER-DT-{K = 0) variations and the GRID-PATH variations 
are both relatively robust. 

T Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10.12 presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy following 
the same specification as Table 10.3. An important observation is that the 'CLUSTER-' strategies 

are absent from the list of nemesis strategies, indicating that the 'GRID- ' strategies are generally 
more difficult to play against. A surprise result is that CLUSTER-GUARANTEE contributes two 
robust performances (ML2 and ML3) but MLl and ML4 perform very poorly and, hence, we 
do not consider CLUSTER-GUARANTEE as an overall robust strategy paradigm. 

T Summary of Results by Problem Subclass 

Table 10.13 presents a summary of the best performance by a strategy on each problem sub
class, and the difficulty of each problem subclass, following the same specification as Table 10.4. 
Recall from Section 10.0.3.3 that �(p) is defined in terms of the dynamic predictors GRID

PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /STATIC and HORIZON-OP for the medium-large and large tournaments. 
The MEAN difficulty of the number of prize value density features subclass indicates that 

problem instances with more hot features are generally more difficult and, with a fixed number of 
hot features, problem instances with more cold or black features are also more difficult. However, 
the feature scale and strength subclasses and the player location subclasses offer no noticeable 
trend. Additionally, the GRID-PATH strategies are usually evident as the best MIN-MIN strategy, 
which implies that these GRID-PATH strategies are able to play well against a range of strategies 
over a range of problem instances. 

10.1 .4.4 Conclusions from the Medium-Large Preliminary Tournament 

The dominance of GRID-PATH over GRID-DT and CLUSTER-DT implies that efficient medium-term 

planning is more important to larger problems than medium-term competition. 

In conclusion, the strategies that will be considered for the medium-large final tournament 
(Section 10.2.4) are: ML13, ML14, ML15, ML16, ML30, ML33, and ML36. For the problem 
instances, we will concentrate on the the number of features, and in particular, we will increase 
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Table 10 .12 :  Medium-Large Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

GI -838 -767 -3385 {G3} -344 {ML33} 420 366 
G2 -622 -640 -3988 {ML30} -1043 {ML27} -993 416 
G3 -810 -730 -4325 {ML29} -940 {ML37} 140 321 
G4 -734 -719 -2393 {GI} -447 {ML28} -235 315 
G5 -350 -347 -3255 {GI} -302 {GIO} 415 371 
G6 -601 -550 -3433 {G9} 325 {ML36} 363 315 
G7 -384 -390 -2741 {ML31} -652 {ML36} -471 307 
G8 -763 -760 -3266 {ML23} -1452 {ML27} -437 319 
G9 -873 -752 -4144 {ML24} 20 {ML28} 384 332 
GIO -285 -293 -2508 {ML27} - 1472 {ML33} - 1467 427 
Gll -1023 -1013 -3094 {G5} -935 { G4} -734 350 
Gl2 -84 -82 -3486 {ML2I}  -1370 {GIO} 132 340 
MLI 68 67 -577 {ML27} -8 {ML38} 57 347 
ML2 52 53 -52 {ML30} 81 {ML38} 81 344 
ML3 310 308 -114 {ML3I} -36 {ML36} -34 367 
ML4 -376 -467 -2197 {ML26} -1 180 {G6} -1 173 471 
ML5 -164 -206 -933 {ML24} -651 {ML38} -585 307 
ML6 -1012 -982 -1318 {ML33} -668 {ML24} -537 324 
ML7 -614 -61 1  -1279 {ML27} -544 {ML33} -319 350 
ML8 -265 -294 -1062 {ML31 }  -612 {ML27} -540 326 



Table 10.12: Medium-Large Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy (continued) 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

ML9 -399 -379 -808 {ML34} -368 {G6} -224 333 
MLI0 -304 -291 -795 {ML27} -176 {ML38} -176 358 
MLll -289 -240 -945 {ML33} -119 {G4} 103 333 
ML12 -133 -131 -465 {ML24} -181 {ML34} 404 358 
ML13 -164 -132 -317 {ML33} 168 {ML28} 171 347 
ML14 -243 -159 -459 {ML31 }  426 {ML31} 465 356 
ML15 -111  -81 -343 {ML29} 112 {ML33} 122 354 
ML16 -118 - 111  -320 {ML24} 62 {ML34} 81 344 
ML17  -525 -516 -613 {ML27} 31 {ML38} 33 337 
ML18  -447 -420 -1043 {ML23} -182 {ML38} -137 358 
ML19 -193 -152 -742 {ML26} 150 {ML34} 150 339 
ML20 -601 -515 -780 {ML31}  63 {ML38} 91 340 
ML21  -201 -202 -700 {ML31}  -217 {GI0} -217 306 
ML22 -235 -200 -548 {ML22} 63 {ML34} 194 362 
ML23 -544 -546 -1118 {ML33} -623 {ML33} -560 321 
ML24 -64 -60 -607 {ML32}  -59 {ML27} 211  321 
ML25 -490 -484 -1086 {ML35} -444 {ML37} -444 309 
ML26 -148 -151 -849 {ML21} -278 { G9} -229 316 
ML27 -469 -435 -733 {ML38} -107 { ML38} -36 377 
ML28 -204 -144 -785 {ML33} -308 {ML28} 228 370 
ML29 -233 -21 1  -880 {ML26} -45 {ML31} -45 345 
ML30 59 75 -219 {ML30} 167 {ML33} 245 312 
ML31  -33 -31 -225 {ML36} -4 {ML26} 409 366 
ML32 86 88 -132 {ML24} 141 {ML26} 153 326 
ML33 90 97 -305 {ML32} -95 {G4} 162 366 
ML34 -59 -64 -339 {ML33} -121 {ML36} -110 314 
ML35 -205 -165 -291 {ML31} -221 {ML36} 250 358 
ML36 1 1  6 -299 {ML27} -118 {G9} -50 369 
ML37 1 1 1  109 -351 {ML27} 83 {ML38} 83 334 
ML38 -109 -68 -292 {ML37} 343 {ML38} 435 365 
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Table 10. 13 :  Medium-Large Preliminary Tournament: Results by Cluster Subclass 

Subclass Best Strategy Difficulty 
(!Pi) MIN-MIN MlN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MEAN STD 

D:211 - - - 198 {ML35} 424 {ML29} 398 {ML7} 0.263 0. 105 
D:212 - - - 0 {ML37} 84 {G6} 200 {MLI5} 0.262 0 . 117  
D:221 - - - 0 {GI} 437 {ML33} 662 {MLI} 0.250 0.114 
D :222 - - - 0 {ML35} 91 {ML33} 200 {MLI8} 0.237 0.108 
D:220 - - - 212 {ML33} 512 {G8} 1057 {ML5} 0.222 0.107 
D:21O - - - 258 {ML35} 456 {G5} 816 {Gll} 0.21 1 0. 100 
D:202 - - - 199 {ML34} 419 {GI2} 713 {MLI2} 0.201 0.091 
D : l l 1 - - - 212 {ML30} 394 {ML29} 502 { G2} 0. 193 0.012 
D:121 - - - 0 {ML35} 682 {ML22} 813 {G4} 0. 190 0.017 
D :201 - - - 147 {ML33} 655 {ML35} 898 {ML32} 0. 188 0.089 
D: 122 - - - 209 {ML35} 226 {G7} 409 {ML6} 0.185 0.01 7  
D:120 - - - 250 {GIO} 1371 {ML32} 1551 {MLI4} 0. 183 0.019 
D:200 - - - 0 {ML36} 156 {ML30} 854 {ML38} 0. 177 0.085 
D:100 - - - 236 {ML36} 482 {ML27} 725 {ML30} 0 .173 0.050 
D:112 - - - 204 {ML32} 624 {G4} 1257 {G8} 0. 168 0.020 
D:Ol l - - - 0 {GI} 51 {ML33} 200 {GIO} 0.168 0.106 
D:ll0 - - - 193 {ML30} 319 {ML2I} 393 {ML37} 0. 165 0.014 
D:101 - - - 0 {ML32} 507 {ML36} 781 {ML29} 0. 160 0.054 
D:021 - - - 262 {ML37} 832 {ML26} 1 104 {ML33} 0. 155 0.082 
D:020 - - - 0 {ML36} 498 {ML35} 976 {MLI6} 0.154 0.089 
D:012 - - - 190 {ML37} 783 {G8} 1043 {ML36} 0. 152 0.092 
D:001 - - - 0 {GI}  639 {ML26} 1 100 {GIO} 0. 144 0.075 
D:102 - - - 229 {ML36} 377 {ML2I} 429 {ML9} 0. 140 0.060 
D:022 - - - 0 {G2} 223 {ML24} 366 {ML37} 0. 138 0.085 
D:010 - - - 176 {ML30} 396 {G5} 637 {G9} 0. 131 0.104 
D:OOO - - - 0 {GIO} 361 {ML24} 542 {MLIO} 0.122 0.077 
D:002 - - - 141 {ML32} 262 {ML2I} 341 {ML22} 0. 108 0.093 
D: - - -ae - 185 {GIO} 392 {ML36} 872 {Gll}  0.178 0.091 
D: - - -mE - 219 {ML38} 339 {G8} 419 {G7} 0.174 0.035 
D: - - -aE- 213 {GIO} 580 {ML30} 734 {ML25} 0. 159 0.095 
D: - - -am - 233 {ML33} 645 {ML33} 940 {MLI}  0.151 0.060 
D: - - -Am - 205 {GIO} 592 {ML28} 1009 {MLI3} 0. 150 0.091 
D: - - -AE- 0 {ML30} 234 {ML28} 631 {ML34} 0. 148 0.077 
D: - - -me- 211  {G2}  517 {GIO} 787 {G9} 0. 144 0.057 
D: - - -Ae - 0 {GI}  143 {ML24} 451 {GI2} 0. 132 0.059 
D: - - -mm- 160 {ML34} 596 {ML26} 706 {G5} 0.131 0.058 
D: - - - - -m 0 {ML36} 1724 {ML2I} 1456 {ML3I}  0 .142 0.096 
D: - - - - -c 214 {ML36} 793 {G4} 1008 {G9} 0. 139 0.078 
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Table 10. 14: Large Preliminary Tournament: Participating Strategies 

I Identifier Strategy Name Section Type I 
Lt GRID-DT/ /ABA-PATH/ /STATIC §8.3.2 M 
L2 GRID-DT/ /ABA-PATH/ / l-DYNAMIC §8.3.2 M 
L3 GRID-DT/ / ABA-PATH/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3.2 M 
L4 GRID-DT/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /STATIC §8.3.2 D 
L5 GRID-DT/ /HARVEST-PATH/ / 1 -DYNAMIC §8.3.2 D 
L6 GRID-DT / /HARVEST-PATH/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3.2 D 

L7 GRID-PATH/ / ABA-PATH/ /STATIC §8.3.3 M 
L8 GRID-PATH/ / ABA-PATH/ / l-DYNAMIC §8.3.3 M 
L9 GRID-PATH/ / ABA-PATH/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3.3 M 
LI0 GRID-PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /STATIC §8.3.3 D 
Lll GRID-PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH/ / l-DYNAMIC §8.3.3 D 
L12 GRID-PATH/ /HARVEST-PATH/ /2-DYNAMIC §8.3.3 D 

the number of hot features considered, so that there are either two or three hot features, with 

the same ranges of cold and black features. 

1 0 . 1 .5 Large Preliminary Tournament 

The aim of the large preliminary tournament is to compare the robustness of, and computational 
effort required by, the DMS 'GRID- ' strategies designed in Chapter 8, and to compare the difficulty 
of contributing components of the problem instance classes. The focus is on problem instances 

with a large number of prizes but with some variation in prize value density across the prize region. 
The central question is whether the medium-term planning of the 'GRID- ' strategies makes any 
notable difference in performance over the myopic basic strategies. The defining strategy from 
Table 10. 1 is GRID-DT/ /ABA-PATH. 

10. 1 .5 . 1  Participating Strategies 

The participants in the large tournament are those listed in Table 10.14 plus strategies GI-GI2 
from Table 10.2. Note that PRIZE-DT i s  not included as a tactical planning method because i t  is too 
computationally expensive on large problems. This leaves 24 strategies. However, the expected 

duration or each simulation battle is longer than in any other tournament. The parameter of 
note is the grid-size. which is standardised to 4 x 4 . 

10. 1 .5 .2  Problem Instances 

We are interested in problems with explicit variation of prize value density across the prize region, 
so all problem instances considered here are from the D-class (see Section 9 .1 .3) for which the 
defining components are: number of hot, cold and black features; feature scale and strength 
subclass; and player location subclass. 
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The number of prizes is constrained to approximately 150 prizes, which is sufficient to test the 

medium-term planning ability of the 'GRID- ' strategies, but not too many so that the expected 
duration of each simulation battle becomes prohibitive. We consider between zero and two of each 

prize value density feature as the subclasses of the number of features component. Again, only 
20 of each subclass were able to be constructed due to the large computational effort required to 

execute the tournament. 

10. 1 .5.3 Results and Analysis 

The results from the large preliminary tournament follow the same format as for the medium-large 
preliminary tournament (see Section 10.1 .4) . 

T Robustness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10.5 compares the overall robustness and computational effort by strategy, following the 
same specification as Figure 10.1 .  Figure 10.5{a) shows the overall 'MIN-MIN' robustness of each 
strategy and Figure 1O.5{b) shows the computational effort, mean{�) .  The GRID-PATH strategies 
are more robust and slightly less computationally expensive than the GRID-DT. The most signif
icant result is that the basic strategies are approximately as poorly robust, which indicates that 
the 'GRID- ' paradigms provide important strategic guidance with respect to harvesting in signif
icant subregions of the prize region. This result supports the original design of the harvesting 
based strategies for large problems discussed in Chapter 8. 

T Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10.15 presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy, a E §,  
following the same specification as Table 10.3. Again, the results demonstrate that overall MEAN
MEAN effectiveness is not necessarily related to MIN-MIN robustness. 

T Summary of Results by Problem Subclass 

Table 10.16 presents a summary of the best performance by a strategy on each problem subclass, 
and the difficulty of each problem subclass, following the same specification as Table 10.4. 

Similar to the medium-large tournament, problem instances with a greater number of hot 

features are generally more difficult than problem instances with few hot features. Additionally, 

the GRID-PATH strategies tend to dominate as the best MIN-MEAN strategy, implying an ability 
to play well on all problem types and against all opponents. 

10 .1 .5.4 Conclusions from the Large Preliminary Tournament 

In conclusion, the strategies to be considered for the large final tournament (Section 10.2.5) 
are L7-L12 .  For the problem instances, as in the conclusions to the medium-large preliminary 
tournament, we will concentrate on the the number of features, and in particular, we will increase 
the number of hot features considered, so that there are either two or three hot features, with 

the same ranges of cold and black features. 
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Table 10.15 :  Large Preliminary Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E § MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

GI -710 -596 -2382 {L5} 15 {GI2} 237 309 
G2 -299 -385 -3303 {L7} -1047 {L6} -924 327 
G3 -1363 -1307 -2326 {LI } -189 {GI2}  -138 328 
G4 -58 -59 -3231 {L7} -157 {L5} -66 352 
G5 -763 -712 -2212 {L4} 153 {L6} 492 399 
G6 -1 132 -964 -2536 {L6} -581 {L6} 137 332 
G7 -205 -221 -1733 {LIO} -969 {GI2} -673 339 
G8 -456 -574 -2650 {Lll} - 1393 {L3} -1346 497 
G9 -449 -364 -2591 {LI2} 235 {L4} 305 360 

GIO -1 119 -1091 -2366 {L5} -59 {L2} -57 330 
Gll -603 -521 -2629 {L3} 465 {L4} 476 357 
Gl2 -6 -5 -2947 {L4} -741 {L4} 25 369 
Ll -88 -60 -583 {L7} 121 {Ll} 369 348 
L2 - 163 -156 -564 {L7} -26 {LI} 75 337 
L3 63 75 -425 {LI2} -63 {L5} 185 360 
L4 -81 -46 -819 {LI2} -449 {LI}  387 354 
L5 -322 -313 -696 {L8} -343 {L4} -204 324 
L6 66 66 -434 {L5} -25 {G5} 451 378 
L7 153 184 -216 {L8} -42 {L4} 438 364 
L8 -133 -106 -354 {L8} -57 {G5} 81 347 
L9 -38 -56 -447 {L6} -305 {LI} - 195 355 

LlO 76 87 -195 {L4} 98 {L2} 327 373 
Lll -140 -67 -310 {L7} 116 {L4} 397 320 
Ll2 45 103 -327 {LI2} 427 {L5} 460 335 
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Table 10.16 :  Large Preliminary Tournament: Results by Density Subclass 

Subclass Best Strategy Difficulty 
(1P\) MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MEAN STD 

D:202 - - - 0 {LS} 333 {LI2} 503 {L9} 0.232 0.064 
D:21 1 - - - 239 {LIl}  523 {LS} 1097 {L5} 0.224 0.073 
D:200 - - - 198 {G2} 620 {L7} 1188 {G9} 0.223 0.073 
D : 1 10 - - - 237 {L7} 567 {LIO} 1019 {LS} 0.200 0.042 
D:012 - - - 210 {LS} 491 {L9} 1356 {L5} 0.199 0.068 
D :222 - - - 248 {LIl}  855 {LI2} 1 100 {LI} 0.197 0.072 
D :201 - - - 215 {L7} 678 {LIO} 1102 {LIO} 0.193 0.003 
D:122 - - - 216 {LIl} 632 {LII}  932 {G4} 0.190 0.007 
D:212 - - - 244 {LI2} 615 {LI2} 1213 {GIl} 0.185 0.035 
D :022 - - - 245 {G3} 562 {LIl}  962 {LI} 0.179 0.087 
D:121 - - - 187 {G4} 309 {L8} 525 {G7} 0.170 0.030 
D:221 - - - 0 {G2} 594 {LI2} 1327 {GIO} 0.169 0.076 
D:220 - - - 212 {L8} 550 {LI2} 972 {G3} 0.168 0.037 
D : 1 1 1 - - - 0 {L8} 399 {L9} 860 {G2} 0.159 0.066 
D : I01 - - - 134 {L9} 291 {L8} 364 {LIO} 0.157 0.033 
D:21O - - - 0 {L9} 542 {L7} 737 {G6} 0.152 0.063 
D : 100 - - - 0 {G3} 390 {LIl}  1 167 {G5} 0.151 0.082 
D :021 - - - 210 {G2} 366 {LI2} 757 {LI} 0.137 0.098 
D :112 - - - 174 {L8} 245 {L8} 374 {G4} 0.130 0.029 
D:120 - - - 205 {L9} 873 {L9} 1 109 {G8} 0.120 0.034 
D :OOO - - - 0 {G4} 332 {LIl}  549 {L7} 0.107 0.010 
D:I02 - - - 0 {L9} 216 {L7} 243 {G9} 0.106 0.048 
D :OI0 - - - 244 {LIO} 201 {L7} 990 {LI} 0.079 0.052 
D :020 - - - 255 {L9} 483 {LIO} 792 {G4} 0.072 0.055 
D :OOl - - - 218 {G2} 1073 {Lll}  1550 {L2} 0.064 0.063 
D :002 - - - 0 {G2} 538 {LI l }  740 {G7} 0.058 0.044 
D:011 - - - 253 {LIl }  534 {LIl}  567 {LIO} 0.011 0.066 
D : - - -mE - 0 {G4} 529 {L7} 712 {LIl}  0.174 0.063 
D : - - -am- 282 {G2} 643 {LlO} 746 {LI2} 0.165 0.053 
D: - - -mm - 258 {G3} 690 {LIl}  1240 {GIl} 0.156 0.025 
D : - - -Am - 180 {L7} 262 {LIO} 861 {Ll2} 0.150 0.042 
D :  - - -me- 0 {L7} 549 {L9} 1170 {L4} 0.148 0.077 
D: - - -aE- 0 {LIl }  539 {L9} 1034 {Ll} 0. 139 0.026 
D: - - -Ae - 187 {L7} 312 {L9} 481 {L4} 0.129 0.049 
D: - - -ae - 0 {L7} 789 {LI2} 1 146 {LIl}  0.122 0.064 
D : - - -AE- 158 {LI2} 537 {L8} 948 {LI} 0. 1 1 1  0.052 
D: - - - - -c 0 {G2} 668 {LI2} 772 {L9} 0.170 0.055 
D : - - - - -m I 0 {LI2} 37 {L8} 490 {L8} 0. 142 0.026 
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1 0 . 1 . 6  Conclusions from Preliminary Computational Tournaments 

We have frequently observed that those strategies which perform well with respect to effective
ness (overall MEAN-MEAN) are generally different from those strategies that are most robust. 
This justifies the need, expressed in the overview of Part Ill, for evaluating effectiveness against a 

benchmark set of robust strategies and challenging problem instances. We have also consistently 

observed that the prize/cluster/feature value distribution and player locations are the most im
portant factors related to problem instance difficulty, and, surprisingly, that prize/cluster/feature 
location appear not to be. 

lt has also been realised that the computational effort required to execute these computational 

tournaments has been very large in comparison with traditional computational comparison of 
VRSP heuristics. This has necessarily restricted the number of problem instances generated 

and the range of strategies and strategy parameters tested. However, this initial computational 
experience indicates roughly which problem subclasses are the most difficult and which strategies 
are the most robust. 

To conclude, the preliminary computational tournaments have achieved a broad comparison of 
strategies and problem subclasses. This should be used to justify and guide future computational 
experiments with more specific aims. We have assembled the strategies and problem instance 
subclasses to use in the final computational tournaments which follow. The focus now shifts from 
robustness of a strategy to evaluating its average effectiveness with respect to a benchmark set 
of strategies and problem instances. 

10.2 Final Computational Tournaments 

The experimental aim of the Final Computational Tournaments is to evaluate and compare 
the effectiveness of strategy paradigms against a benchmark set of robust strategies and bad
case problem instances. This aim is addressed using the experimental design and performance 
measures outlined in Section 10.0. The final computational tournaments constitute Step IV of 
our four step approach described in the overview of Part Ill. 

The following"five final tournaments (small, small-medium, medium, medium-large, and large) 
take the recommended strategies and problem instance classes from the corresponding five pre
liminary tournaments. However, the problem instances for the small, small-medium, and medium 
final tournaments are further manipulated into bad-case problems (see Section 9.4) in accordance 

with Step III of our four step approach. For the medium-large and large final tournaments, the 
problem instances are drawn from the most difficult subclasses as recommended by the corre
sponding preliminary tournaments. 

10.2. 1 Small Final Tournament 

The aim of the small final tournament is to compare the effectiveness of, and computational effort 
required by, a benchmark set of the most robust strategies from the small preliminary tournament 
(Section 10. 1 . 1 ) against a set of challenging, bad-case problem instances. 
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10.2 . 1 . 1  Participating Strategies 

The participants in the small final tournament are those recommended in the conclusion to the 
small preliminary tournament as the most robust: 88, 811 ,  812,  813, 814, 819,  820, and 821  

from Table 10.2. 

10.2. 1 . 2  Problem Instances 

The set of 7-prize problem instances are initially generated from the subclasses of P-class rec
ommended in the conclusion to the small preliminary tournament as the most difficult: the 
{i,n,u,c,q} subclasses of the prize value component and the {mi,li,bi,ci} subclasses of the player 

location component. These problem instances are then "improved" with respect to difficulty, i.e., 
made more difficult, by the knife-edge search of Section 9.4.2. The two static predictors used in 
the objective function are PRIZE-GUARANTEE and PRIZE-DT- (K = 0) . One hundred such bad-case 
problem instances were generated for each of the nine problem instance subclasses. 

10.2 .1 .3  Results and Analysis 

The results from the small final tournament follow basically the same format as for the small 
preliminary tournament (see Section 10.1 . 1 ) ,  except that the effectiveness of a strategy, as defined 
by Equation (10.5) , replaces the robustness of a strategy as our central measure of strategy 

performance. 

'f Effectiveness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10.6 compares the overall effectiveness and computational effort by strategy. 

Firstly, Figure 1O.6(a) shows the overall 'MEAN-MEAN' effectiveness of each strategy, a E § ,  
as mean(xla) ± std(xla) ,  given by Equations (10. 10)-(10.11) .  The middle of the bar is the mean 
and the top and bottom of the bar are one standard deviation either side of the mean. 

std(xla) = 

effectiveness(a) = mean(xla) = 
I�I L I�I L [L xl 

bES JP, pEJP, 
(10.10) 

(10. 1 1) 

Secondly, Figure 1O.6(b) shows the computational effort, �, of each strategy a E § as mean(�) ,  
according to Equation (10.9) . 

PRIZE-PARANOID (88) is computationally the least expensive, with the other strategies re
quiring approximately the same, greater, computational effort . The most effective strategy is 
PRIZE-DT and the least effective strategy is ORIGINAL-DT. 
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Figure 10.6: Small Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

... Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10. 17  presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy following the 
same specification as Table 10.3. It is noteworthy that, for this tournament, the nemesis of all 

the strategies is SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT rather than PRIZE-DT. However, PRIZE-DT performed 
well with respect to both robustness and nemesis MIN-MEAN. 

1 0.2.2 Small-Medium Final Tournament 

The aim of the small-medium final tournament is to compare the effectiveness of, and computa
tional effort required by, a benchmark set of the most robust strategies from the small-medium 

preliminary tournament (Section 10.1 .2) against a set of challenging, bad-case problem instances. 

10.2.2 . 1  Participating Strategies 

The participants in the small-medium final tournament are those recommended in the conclusion 
to the small-medium preliminary tournament as being the most robust: SM5, SM6, SM7, 

SM20, SM21, SM22, and SM23 from Table 10.5. 
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Table 10. 17: Small Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

S8 -214 -169 -401 {S20} 195 {S8} 296 120 
Sl1  66 66 -410 {S20} -62 {S21} 128 137 
S12  -106 -78 -271 {S20} 62 {SI9} 509 94 
S 1 3  19 42 -83 {S20} 177 {SI4 }  668 249 
S 14  8 61 -210 {S20} 428 {SI4 }  707 259 
S19 -183 -134 -374 {S20} -163 {S21} 411 229 
S20 13 46 -303 {S20} 179 {SI9} 489 211  
S21 -88 -54 -437 {S21} -99 {SI2} 363 146 

10.2.2.2 Problem Instances 

The set of 20-prize problem instances are initially generated from the subclasses of C-class recom
mended in the conclusion to the small-medium preliminary tournament as the most difficult: the 
{i,n,u,c,q} subclasses of the cluster value component, and subclasses of the the player location 
component which involve any of {h,i,w} or any pair from {a,b,c} .  These problem instances are 

made more difficult by the knife-edge search of Section 9.4.2. The two static predictors used 
in the objective function are SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE and SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT

(I\: = 0) , with a common, four-cluster, family-cluster structure determined using the prize-value
weighted-Ward method with improvement and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement set to 'PCTSP' with 

1J[ci) f- !v([ciJ) .  One hundred such bad-case problem instances were generated for each of the 

problem instance subclasses. 

10.2.2.3 Results and Analysis 

The results from the small-medium final tournament follow the same format as for the small final 

tournament (see Section 10.2.1) . 

• Effectiveness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10.7 compares the overall effectiveness and computational effort by strategy, following 
the same specification as Figure 10.6. Figure 1O.7(a) shows the overall 'MEAN-MEAN' effective

ness of each strategy, a E §, as mean(xla) ± std(xla) , according to Equations (10. 10)-(10.1 1) .  
Figure 1O.7(b) shows the computational effort, mean(�) .  

The SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT strategies are generally more effective than than the (SF)
CLUSTER-DT strategies and, in particular, the SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT is most effective with 
I\: = O. All the strategies required approximately the same amount of computational effort. 
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Figure 10 .7: Small-Medium Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

• Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10.18 presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy following the 

same specification as Table 10. 17. Notably, the MIN-MIN nemesis is usually one of the SINGLE

FAMILY-PRIZE-DT strategies. 

10.2.3  Medium Final Tournament 

The aim of the medium final tournament is to compare the effectiveness of, and computational 
effort required by, a benchmark set of the most robust strategies from the medium preliminary 
tournament (Section 10. 1 .3) against a set of challenging, bad-case problem instances. 

10.2.3.1 Participating Strategies 

The participants in the medium final tournament are those recommended in the conclusion to 
the medium preliminary tournament as the most robust: M5, M6, M7, M20, M21 ,  M22, and 
M23 from Table 10.8. 



Table 10. 18:  Small-Medium Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN 

SMS 80 107 -332 {SMS} - 180 {SM23} 985 
SM6 - 199 -33 -300 {SM2!}  163 {SM7} 1342 
SM7 -205 -98 -455 {SM5} -34 {SM23} 1084 

SM20 -256 -127 -365 {SM6} 66 {SM23} 905 
SM2! -31 -4 -452 {SMS} -295 {SM2!} 880 
SM22 22 150 -394 {SMS} - 1 13 {SM20} 1013 
SM23 -274 -101 -492 {SM6} -9 {SM22} 1065 

STD 

169 
151  
266 
257 
261 
168 
204 

Q o 8 't:I = .... I» .... 
... o = I» 
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10.2.3.2 Problem Instances 

The set of 40-prize problem instances are initially generated from the subclasses of C-class rec
ommended in the conclusion to the medium preliminary tournament as the most difficult: the 

{i,n,u,c,q} subclasses of the cluster value component, and subclasses of the the player location 
component which involve any of {h,i,w} or any pair from {a,b,c} .  These problem instances are 

then made more difficult by the knife-edge search of Section 9.4.2. The two static predictors 
used in the objective function are FAMILY-PRIZE-GUARANTEE and FAMILY-PRIZE-DT- (K = 0) ,  
with a common, three-family, nine-cluster, family-cluster structure determined as described in 
Section 10. 1 .3 .1 and ANY-ALL-PCTSP requirement set to 'ALL'. Fifty such bad-case problem 
instances were generated for each of the nine problem instance subclasses. 

10.2.3.3 Results and Analysis 

The results from the medium final tournament follow the same format as for the small final 
tournament (see Section 10.2.1 ) .  

T Effectiveness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10.8 compares the overall effectiveness and computational effort by strategy, following the 
same specification as Figure 10.6. Figure 1O.8(a) shows the overall 'MEAN-MEAN' effectiveness of 
each strategy, and Figure 10.8(b) shows the computational effort, mean(�) . 

We observe that the CLUSTER-DT strategies are more effective than the FAMILY-PRIZE-DT 

strategies, and that the best of the CLUSTER-DT strategies corresponds to the tactical engine 
PRIZE-DT-(K = 0) . However, the FAMILY-PRIZE-DT strategies are notably more computationally 
expensive, which is understandable since the FAMILY-PRIZE-DT tactical engines is approaching the 
limit of its ability to search the corresponding game-tree. In contrast, the CLUSTER-DT strategic 
game tree is reasonably small, as is each of the tactical game trees associated with the specific 
cluster targeting scenarios. 

T Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10.19 presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy following 
the same specification as Table 10.17 . Although the CLUSTER-DT strategies are more robust, we 
observe that the MIN-MIN nemesis is generally FAMILY-PRIZE-DT. 

10.2.4 Medium-Large Final Tournament 

The aim of the medium-large final tournament is to compare the effectiveness of, and computa

tional effort required by, a benchmark set of the most robust strategies from the medium-large 
preliminary tournament (Section 10.1 .4) against a set of challenging problem instances. 
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Figure 10.8: Medium Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

10.2.4. 1 Participating Strategies 

The participants in the medium-large final tournament are those recommended in the conclusion 
to the medium preliminary tournament as the most robust: ML13, ML14, ML15, ML16, 

ML30, ML33, and ML36 from Table 10. 1 1 .  

10.2.4.2 Problem Instances 

The set of 60-prize problems are generated from the subclasses of D-class recommended in the 
conclusion to the medium preliminary tournament as the most difficult: the subclasses of the 
number of features component with the number of hot features ranging from two to three and the 
number of cold and black features ranging from zero to two. Fifty such problem instances were 
generated from each subclass. Knife-edge search is not applied to these problem instances, since 
we have no STATIC predictor capable of estimating the value of the game for problem instances 

of this size. 

10.2.4.3 Results and Analysis 

The results from the medium-large final tournament follow the same format as for the small final 
tournament (see Section 10.2.1). 
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Table 10. 19 :  Medium Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

M5 -286 -224 -653 {M5} -222 {M20} 904 181 
M6 82 124 -456 {M5} -76 {M6} 769 178 
M7 -286 -267 -507 {M6} -202 {M20} 943 118 
M20 170 296 -174 {M6} 21 {M6} 1078 202 
M21 107 191 -189 {M21} -122 {M21} 1127 226 
M22 -4 127 -194 {M6} 226 {M20} 141 1 182 
M23 187 234 -160 {M6} -67 {M20} 1146 259 

T Effectiveness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10.9 compares the overall effectiveness and computational effort by strategy, following the 

same specification as Figure 10.6. Figure 10.9(a) shows the overall (MEAN-MEAN' effediveness of 
each strategy, and Figure 10.9(b) shows the computational effort, mean ( �) .  

We observe that the GRID-PATH strategies are both more effective and less computationally 
expensive than the CLUSTER-DT strategies. This implies that for the size and structure of problem 
instances considered in this tournament, GRID-PATH is the most appropriate strategy paradigm. 
There is little discernible difference, however, between the the tactical planning methods which 
serve GRID-PATH.  

T Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10.20 presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy following the 

same specification as Table 10. 17. The MIN-MIN nemesis of each strategy is always GRID-PATH and 
GRID-PATH is more robust than CLUSTER-DT. These results indicate that GRID-PATH dominates 
CLUSTER-DT on a significant proportion of their battle simulations. 

10.2.5  Large Final Tournament 

The aim of the large final tournament is to compare the effectiveness of, and computational effort 
required by, a benchmark set of the most robust strategies from the large preliminary tournament 
(Section 10 .1 .5) against a set of challenging problem instances. 

10.2 .5.1 Participating Strategies 

The participants in the medium-large final tournament are those recommended in the conclusion 
to the medium preliminary tournament as the most robust: L7-L12 from Table 10.14. 

10.2.5.2 Problem Instances 

The set of ISO-prize problems are generated from the subclasses of D-class recommended in the 
conclusion to the medium preliminary tournament as the most difficult: the subclasses of the 



Table 10 .20: Medium-Large Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

ML13 -223 -91 -448 {ML36} 14 {ML30} 834 168 
ML14 - 135 -35 -548 {ML36} -19 {ML13} 786 148 
ML15 27 123 -494 {ML33} -88 {ML15} 718 99 
ML16 -383 -321 -915 {ML30} -13 {ML33} 841 118 
ML30 69 158 -190 {ML36} -42 {ML13} 1366 262 
ML33 0 136 -209 {ML30} 281 {ML14} 1234 169 
ML36 -64 -38 -195 {ML36} 394 {ML15} 1179 154 
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Figure 10.9 : M edium-Large Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

number of features component with the number of hot features ranging from two to three and 
the number of cold and black features ranging from zero to two. Fifty such problem instances 
were generated from each subclass. Knife-edge search is not applied to these problem instances. 

10.2.5.3 Results and Analysis 

The results from the large final tournament follow the same format as for the small final tourna
ment (see Section 10.2 .1) . 

.. Effectiveness and Computational Effort of Strategies 

Figure 10.10 compares the overall effectiveness and computational effort by strategy, following the 
same specification as Figure 10.6. Figure 1O.1O(a) shows the overall 'MEAN-MEAN' effectiveness 

of each strategy and Figure 1O.10(b) shows the computational effort, mean(f;) .  

It  appears that the ABA-PATH tactical planning method is  more effective than the HARVEST

PATH tactical planning method. This is understandable as ABA-PATH is able to plan better under 
near-term tactical conflict than HARVEST-PATH, but ABA-PATH provides essentially the same 

harvesting path as HARVEST-PATH when there is no tactical conflict in the near-term. There is 

little difference in computational effort between these strategies. 
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Figure 10. 10: Large Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

T Summary of Results by Strategy 

Table 10.21 presents a more extensive summary of the performance of each strategy following 
the same specification as Table 10.17. The MIN-MIN nemesis of each strategy is generally the 
ABA-PATH version of GRID-PATH, indicating that this is the more difficult of the two tactical 

planning methods for another strategy to play against. 

10.2.6  Conclusions from Final Computational Tournaments 

For the problem instances (P-class and C-class) considered in the small, small-medium, and 
medium tournaments, the best performing strategies (both robust and effective) were PRIZE

DT, SINGLE-FAMILY-PRIZE-DT, and CLUSTER-DT respectively. Of particular note is that, in each 
case, K = 0 performed better than either MINIMAX or MAXIMIN, and in the case of CLUSTER-DT, 

the PRIZE-DT-(K = 0) tactical engine was the best servant. This indicates that there is some 
combination of the number of prizes, and the natural structure in terms of clusters, which marks 

a transition from the PRIZE-DT paradigm of tactical planning to the CLUSTER-DT paradigm of 
strategic planning as the most effective paradigm. This supports the original design notion of the 
SPA/DMS in that the decision frames should map onto whatever natural, hierarchical structure is 
evident in a a particular problem instances by selecting an appropriate (dynamic) family-cluster 
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Table 10.2 1 :  Large Final Tournament: Results by Strategy 

Strategy Worst Subclass Nemesis Overall 
a E §  MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN MIN-MIN MIN-MEAN MEAN-MEAN STD 

L1 -181 -83 -713 {L9} 46 {L1} 1020 262 
L8 -299 -153 -868 {L1} -280 {LIO} 785 153 
L9 1 33 -321 {L8} -54 {Lll} 747 258 

LIO -48 29 -603 {L7} 34 {Lll}  786 260 
Lll  -47 41 -312 {L8} 135 {L8} 772 91  
Ll2 -85 -5 -580 {L12} -437 {L7} 605 171 

structure and combination of cluster- and prize-frames. 

For the problem instances (D-class) considered in the medium-large and large tournaments in 
which there were at least 60 prizes and little significant clustering, the GRID-PATH paradigms was 
found to be both computationally relatively inexpensive and the most effective. This indicates 
that, for large problem instances, harvesting in the right place is more significant than engaging 

the opponent. 

Overall, the results from these computational tournaments have supported the notion that, 

for "discrete" problem instances in which it is possible to contingently plan, the PRIZE-DT and 
CLUSTER-DT DMS strategies are most effective but also expensive, whereas for "continuous" 
problem instances in which it is not possible to contingently plan in the medium- to long-term, the 
efficient sequencing of concentrations of prize value, without need for cognizance of the opponent, 
is both effective and inexpensive. In terms of the balance of strategy versus routing considerations, 
the small problem instances involve all strategy, the large problem instances involve all routing, 

while the medium problem instances require a combination of both strategy and routing. 
Although we have tested few permutations of parameters, or different modular components 

of the strategy paradigms, �e have shown that it is possible to construct a benchmark set of 
both strategies and problem instances by a "boot-strapping" process involving the evaluation 
of strategy robustness and problem difficulty. This process is very computationally demanding 
in comparison with the testing of VRSP heuristics, which require only the construction of a 
benchmark set of problem instances. 

Coda 

T Summary 

This chapter has compared the strategies designed throughout this thesis on a number of classes 
of problem instances. We have successfully constructed set of benchmark robust strategies and 

challenging problem instances against which strategies may be evaluated. By way of computa
tionally demanding tournament play, we have observed that, in general, the strategy paradigms 

designed to implement the SPA/DMS are the most effective for the size and structure of problem 
instance for which they are designed. 
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l' Link 

It remains in Chapter 11 to draw some major conclusions regarding the research questions of 
Section 2.7, integrating some conclusions about the implications for the new field of competitive 

routing. 



C H A P T  E R 1 1  

Conclusions and 

Recommendations for 

Future Research 

Whatever one man is capable of conceiving, other men will be able 

to achieve. 

1 1 . 1  Conclusions: Foundations and Strategies 
1 1 .2 Recommendations for Future Research 

- JULES VERNE 

'/h iS thesis introduced a new family of problems to the field of vehicle routing and scheduling . 

. I We have laid some basic foundations which , we hope, future researchers will find useful for 

further investigation and experimentation . In this chapter we review the major achievements of this 

thesis and draw some conclusions with respect to the design of strategies and foundations of the topic. 

We also evaluate progress towards a number of research objectives and propose a programme of future 

research towards these research objectives. 

1 1 . 1  Conclusions : Foundations and Strategies 

The field of vehicle routing and scheduling is very large, with a comprehensive published liter
ature and extensive practical implementation as software systems for distribution management. 
Although competition routing may be treated as a subfield of vehicle routing and scheduling, 
the converse is more appropriate, i.e., we can think of the existing field of vehicle routing and 
scheduling as a subfield of competition routing since any VRSP can be modelled as a CRP with 

a single decision maker. Since all the feature-rich characteristics of a VRSP may also be found 
in a CRP, the field of competitive routing is at least as large and hence it is important to review 
what has been established by this thesis in this new field. 

457 
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1 1 . 1 . 1  Review 

Part I made four major contributions to the foundations of competition routing. Firstly, we 
developed a reference model for competition routing problems by extending the logical structure 

of a vehicle routing and scheduling problem to including multiple decision makers (Sections 2.1-

2.5). Secondly, we proposed a simple problem definition as a core problem for computational 
study; although this is not the only core problem, it includes the essential characteristics which 

strategies for any CRP must address (Section 2.6). Thirdly, we evaluated (and rejected) the 

existing VRSP solution paradigm as an appropriate solution paradigm for the CPCP (Chapter 3). 
Finally, we proposed a strategic planning architecture - based on planning horizon, dynamic 
response to observation, and scenario analysis - as a solution paradigm for further development 
and investigation (Chapter 4). 

Part II expanded upon the strategic planning architecture with the design of strategies bal

ancing elements of game theory and efficient routing. The approach was broad in the sense that 
we employed a range of solution techniques concomitant with a range of problem sizes and struc
tures: mathematically analytic strategies for two prize problems (Chapter 5), game theory based 

strategies for problems with few prizes (Chapter 6) , a balance of inter-cluster and intra-cluster 

planning for problems with a natural cluster structure (Chapter 7) , and efficient routing based 

strategies for problems with many prizes (Chapter 8). The underlying goal was to design an 
implementation of the strategic planning architecture suitable for a range of problem sizes, hence 
recognising and resolving many strategic and technical problems in the process. As a result, 
there remains the opportunity to explore the strategy paradigms for specific problem sizes in 

more detail. 
Part III has compared the strategies proposed in Chapter 3 and Part II with respect to robust

ness, effectiveness and computational effort. The computational experience gained in Chapter 10 

is a necessary prerequisite for assessing which strategy paradigms should be investigated further 
and to identify their strengths and weaknesses. Initial progress towards the dual goals of under
standing problem instances and evaluating the effectiveness of strategies has been to develop the 
computational tournament design as the method of evaluation for both problems and strategies. 

1 1 . 1 .2 Strategies 

Considerable effort in this thesis has gone into designing strategies for the various problem instance 
sizes and structures. For the two prize problem, we can classify the current state of the game with 
respect to the prize and pair constraints and, if necessary, with respect to the accessibility and 

median-accessibility and then apply the most successful strategy for that subclass as determined 

by the tiny tournament. From the computational tournaments of Chapter 10 we can conclude 
that the defining strategies from Table 10.1 performed that best overall, except for the large 
tournament in which GRID-PATH was more effective than any of the GRID-DT based strategies. 

We can conclude that the family of '-DT' strategies is a tenable benchmark against which 
future strategies of strategy paradigms may be compared. However, the focus of the design of 
strategies has been on applying the '-DT' strategies to implement the frames of the SPA. Hence, 
whilst we have shown that these '-DT' strategies perform well against the other strategies propose, 
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we cannot conclude that this is the best possible strategic paradigm. Even though the game-tree 
based tactical and strategic engines are computation ally expensive, we would expect, given the 
game nature of the CPCP, that all robust, effective strategies would exhibit a similar order of 

magnitude in computational effort. 

1 1 . 1 .3 Foundations 

The foundations of competition routing are encapsulated in the research challenges of Section 1 .3 
and the research questions of Section 2.7. The latter revolved around two considerations: under
standing of the CPCP, and the relationship between the VRSP, CRP and CPCP. 

11 . 1.3 .1  The CPCP 

In reviewing the Competitive Prize Collection Problem, as defined by Definition 2.6.1 ,  we note 
that each of the core components of the definition are as simple as possible. 

Prize contestability. Since all prizes are contestable, at any point during a play of the game, a 
player may consider that it is always possible to claim any prize which is not yet claimed. 
Moreover, this is also true in developing future scenarios. In summary, contestability is the 
essential defining characteristic of a CRP and future contestability is what distinguishes 
tactical planning from path planning. 

Known prizes. Because all prize details are known in advance, contingent planning is charac
terised by future location and prizes claimed rather than with respect to expected future 
arrival of additional prizes. Although players' strategies are dynamic, the CPCP is static. 
If, instead, prize locations, prize values or prize existence were stochastic, then a strategy 
would need to balance tactical planning with stochastic expectation. 

Euclidean plane. The Euclidean plane greatly simplified the path planning component of strate
gies allowing for the feasibility of PRIZE-DT-like tactical engines. This is because we can 
concentrate on prize targets rather than on the explicit steps required to get to the target. 

If instead the CPCP were to be played on a graph, the next vertex on the graph may be 

more important than the next prize to be moved to on the shortest path. In this way, the 
Euclidean plane removes a layer of decision making so that we have been able to concentrate 
on tactical planning rather than path planning. 

Private objectives. We have designed strategies which either have no need to make assump
tions regarding the opponent's objective or assume that the opponent is rational and in
telligent (see Section 2.4. 1) .  FUrthermore, the only objective considered was to selfishly 
maximize the prize value collected. Although these are useful initial assumptions, there 
is still scope in between these two extremes. Since objectives are private, we have not 

designed any strategies to counter a particular opponent objective, nor have we attempted 

to predict the "style" of tactics that an opponent is adopting, i.e., opponent modelling. 
This is both a simplification and an opportunity lost. 
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Perfect observation. This is a huge simplification. The only uncertainty is due to the future 

movements of the opponent, but any point in time is essentially a restart. All information 
for a decision is "timely" which is a significant simplification in terms of designing strategies. 

If information is not timely, then an added complication is that a player may wish to move 

to gather information, as opposed to tactical movements. 

Comparing the CPCP to the TSP, we see that both are simply stated, deceptively difficult 

problems. The difficulty with the TSP is computational, i.e., to determine a good solution requires 
considerable computational effort. However, the main difficulty for the CPCP is predictive: 
although it is computation ally expensive to propose and evaluate scenarios, we do not know if 
the evaluation of the initial commitment is accurate, nor do we know the variability in the possible 
result if that choice is selected. The CPCP is therefore fundamentally different from the TSP. 

11 . 1 .3 .2  The Field 

Competition routing draws from both the field of game theory and the field of vehicle routing 
and scheduling. The interaction of the two fields has resulted in a contribution of one field to the 

other and vice versa. 
The application of game theory to (competitive) vehicle routing is through the tacti

cal/strategic and strategic engines which propose and evaluate tactical/strategic scenarios. The 
multiple-stage game tree formulation is an approximation of the tactical/strategic planning prob
lem faced by the player at that point in the play of the game. A large number of simplifying 
assumptions are made in order to fit the game tree model to the decision problem. However, the 
amount of computational effort required to solve a more detailed approximation of the decision 
problem would make it effectively intractable. In game theory, the game tree formulation is itself 

the game, the computational difficulty is in efficiently and implicitly searching the game tree. 

For tactical/strategic planning, a game-based model approximates another game-based model 
to provide comparative information for decision making, although the value estimated for the 
chosen scenario may not eventuate. In summary, game theory can be useful in vehicle routing 
for formulating approximate static decision problems. 

Decision problems in dynamic vehicle routing are often modelled as static snapshots of the 
current state of knowledge. There is, however, a large degree of prediction and observation of 
stochastic and dynamic influences on the decision problem, and these are encapsulated in static 
estimates or expectations. In game theory the decision problem is static. Conversely the decision 
problem faced by a player in the CPCP is dynamic, and so we have applied the dynamic concepts 
of prediction and observation from dynamic vehicle routing to the game-based model of the 
tactical/strategic planning problem. The game-based model itself adapts within the setting of 
the overall game. In summary, dynamic prediction and observation employed in dynamic vehicle 
routing are also useful in refining approximations to decision problems within a game. 

Although the CPCP is fundamentally different from the TSP, this does not imply that the 
CRP is fundamentally different from the VRSP. Strategies for CRPs that are strongly competitive 

must consider CPCP-like principles, but strategies for CRPs that are weakly competitive may be 
simple adaptations of corresponding VRSP heuristics. Additionally, other constraints or features 
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of a given CPCP may dominate the competitive component and render tactical decision making 
less important. 

11 . 1 .3.3 Progress Towards Research Challenges 

The research challenges identified in Section 1.3 were described as follows: 

1. To model the foundational components of a CRP. 

II. To identify and analyse the fundamental principles which strategies must address-both 
routing and strategic components-and hence formulate and evaluate an effective and effi
cient solution paradigm for the class of CRPs. 

In this section we attempt to critique the contributions of this thesis vis-a-vis these challenges. 

Towards research challenge I, the RM-CRP of Chapter 2 structured the range of possible 
CRPs within descriptive model components. FUrther, Chapter 4 described the components of a 

solution architecture. This certainly comprises a tenable component model for the general CRP. 
Whether the resulting model captures the "foundational components" is yet to be confirmed. The 
difficulty is inherited from the field of vehicle routing: although the VRP itself is well defined, in 

practice it is often difficult to decouple the vehicle routing component of a problem from other 
components. Hence, until a variety of CRPs have been investigated, we cannot begin to assess 
whether the foundational components have been correctly formulated. Different models may be 
necessary depending upon the significance of decision maker interaction to the overall problem in 
relation to other elements of the problem. On the other hand, through the CPCP we can infer 
some understanding of the interaction of decision makers, and conclude that both game theoretic 
and efficient routing considerations are important in balance, and that the balance is primarily 
dictated by computational resource with respect to problem size and structure. 

Research challenge II encapsulates the ambitious goal of determining the solution paradigm for 

the CRP. Nevertheless, we have made some significant initial steps towards this goal. Firstly, we 
found that the VRSP solution paradigm-typified by the simple heuristic strategies of Chapter 3-
was deficient with respect to a number of basic strategic principles. Identification of this subset 
of fundamental principles led to the design of the SPA/DMS of Chapter 4. However, there is still 

significant room for additional principles. Secondly, we have compared some simple strategies 

with strategies which implement the SPA/DMS for different problem sizes. These computational 
evaluations indicate that the strategies designed to implement the SPA/DMS are generally more 
effective than the simple strategies, although there is a wide gulf between the strategies in terms 

of strategic sophistication and computational effort. However, the SPA/DMS has been useful in 
identifying and structuring the design of strategies which attempt to realise the strategic principles 
that were identified as deficient. 

In summary, the research challenges remain, but we have made significant progress against 

which future research may be compared. We can also see how a future programme of research may 

build upon this work to gain a deeper understanding of strategies for the CPCP and a broader 
understanding of competition routing. 
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1 1 .2 Recommendations for Future Research 

There are two primary directions in which future research should be directed. The first is to design 

new strategies and strategy paradigms for the CPCP, and formulate computational experiments 
designed to understand the performance of components of new and existing strategies or strategy 

paradigms. The second is to expand the foundations of competition routing by investigating 
the "next tier" of core competition routing problems so that the important strategic principles 

can be extracted for the addition of some new problem feature, particularly in comparison with 
corresponding additions to VRPs. 

1 1 .2 . 1  Strategies 

In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the CPCP, we propose that existing strategy 
paradigms be improved and experimentally characterised, and that new strategy paradigms be 

designed and developed. Both of these are also important for other CRPs since experience with 
strategies for the CPCP may assist development of strategies for other CRPs and hence under
standing of those CRPs. 

1 1 . 2. 1 . 1  Characterisation of Strategies 

Following on from the comparison of effectiveness and computational effort of strategies in Chap
ter 10, further computational experiments must endeavour to understand the interaction of com

ponents and parameters of individual strategies. For example, understanding of FAMILY-PRIZE-DT 

can be decomposed into the PRIZE-MONITOR (accuracy of predicting prize-ts, narrowing of prize

ts through observation) , the tactical engine (tradeoff between granularity of clustering, game tree 
search depth, heuristic fathoming, game table evaluation assumptions) , the accuracy with which 
the tactical engine is able to predict value under a variety of scenarios (against an unpredictable 
opponent) ,  and the frequency with which the tactical engine is invoked. This would necessarily 

involve computational experiments which isolate the contribution of an individual component or 
parameter to the overall effectiveness of a strategy, rather than comparison of a wide range of 

individual strategies. 

1 1 .2 .1 .2  Improvement of Strategy Paradigms 

The existing strategy paradigms are currently represented by prototype implementations which 
capture the essential idea but have not been intensely tuned or refined. The following improve
ments to the current strategy paradigms may be considered: 

Heuristic Evaluation. This is the approach taken by computer strategies for playing chess, 
since the game tree of all possible chess board configurations is too large to search in 
reasonable time. Pearl [174] states that "having no practical way of evaluating the exact 
status of successor game positions, one may naturally resort to heuristic approximations." 
The tactical engines which currently employ full game tree searching may be adapted to use 
heuristic evaluation, and fathoming and game tree nodes of a given depth. Additionally, we 
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may focus tactical planning on the near-term by discounting the perceived value of prizes 
planned past the near-term. 

Tactical Engine: HARVEST-DT. Tactical planning need not evaluate the actual objective func

tion that we are attempting to optimize. For example, we may modify the evaluation 
mechanism of PRIZE-DT to replace the expected prize value by the expected harvesting 

rate up to some future planning horizon. In this way, the tactics focus not only on efficient 
harvesting in the near-term, but also on contingent planning for claiming future prizes. 

The resulting tactical engine could be called HARVEST-DT, to follow the nomenclature in
troduced in this thesis. 

Active Monitoring. Holland [101] has briefly investigated active monitoring (see Section 4.2.2) 
in the context of an iterated CPCP. The iterated CPCP is a (possibility infinite) sequence of 
instances of the CPCP played sequentially by the same players. Players have complete re
call of the history of each CPCP instance played thus far in the sequence. The players learn 

by recording the performance of each component strategy played thus far and dynamically 
tuning the selection probabilities for each component strategy from MAX VALUE, GUAR
ANTEED MAX VALUE, GREEDY and GRID MAX VALUE. While tactical engines rely upon 
efficient game tree searching, we have already seen that the tactics implied are only as good 
as the ability to match the tactics to the observation of the opponent. Hence, research into 
active monitoring involves the development of methods that incorporate experience into 
the dynamic choice of strategy. 

1 1 .2 .1 .3  New Strategy Paradigms 

While the PRIZE-DT strategy, and those derived from it, have been shown to be effective in com
parison with other simple strategies, new strategy paradigms need to be designed and developed. 
These should involve both methods based on other game-tree approximations of the decision 
problem and on heuristic methods encapsulating alternative evaluations of the game state. The 
following paradigms may be useful. 

Tactical Engine: EVENT-DT. For sufficiently small problems, another tactical approach may 
be feasible that extrapolates the rigorous approach to the two prize problem of Chapter 5. 

Strategies for two prize problems are anchored to the prize and pair constraints (5.1 )-(5.4), 

whereas strategies for small problems are guided by r A (p) ,  rB (p) and O(p), at game 
position p, and that game position is called static if r A (p) + rB(p) = O(p) and dynamic 

otherwise. In simulation theory, an event is defined as a perceived change in the state of 
the system. Suppose we define the state of a game position as (O(p) , rA (p) , rB(p)) .  We 
adapt the idea of a probe to construct a new type of projected game position as follows. 
Consider the scenario in which both players select a target-prize. The players move towards 
their respective target-prizes until the state of the game changes, i.e. , until at least one of 
0, rA , and r B changes value. We call this type of projection an event probe.  In this 

way we may define a tactical engine akin to ORIGINAL-DT, called EVENT-DT. The main 
difficulty is ensuring that the game tree is finite, or that an 0-{3 search of the game tree is 
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finite, since a prize is not necessarily claimed at each depth of the game tree. Even if this 

is not possible, it may be useful just to use event probes at the root node of ORIGlNAL-DT 

or PRIZE-DT. 

Covering. The Single Vehicle Routing Allocation Problem of Beasley and Nascimento [15] gen
eralizes both the TSSP+l and various TSP-like problems with a covering component (see 
Section 2 .1 ) .  Three types of selection decisions are required: which prizes to visit, which 
prizes may be allocated to an on-route prize, and which prizes to leave isolated. This may 
be developed into a strategy paradigm for the CPCP. Covering is an implicit principle em
bedded in contingent planning. We wish to determine tactics such that a range of possible 
paths through a set of prizes is possible. Investigations could be in terms of strategy devel
opment for the CPCP-far-term planning involves covering subpaths rather than explicit 
subpaths-{)r by defining a covering variation of the CPCP (or competitive variation of the 
Covering Tour Problem) in which a prize may be claimed by visiting some location within 

a fixed distance of that prize rather than explicitly visiting the prize location. 

1 1 .2.2  Expanding the Foundations 

The CPCP was conceived as the core version of the CRP. In this respect it was important to 
consider the CPCP before considering other possible CRPs. To build toward understanding 
CRPs in general, it will be necessary to formulate the "next tier" of CRPs which incorporate 
another atomic feature or change to the CPCP that is common to a range of possible CRPs. 
The goal would be to determine whether additional strategic principles are necessary in order to 
successfully "solve" the new problem and whether strategies for the CPCP may be adapted for 
the new problem. The following CRPs constitute an initial set of extensions to the CPCP, each of 
which adapts the CPCP with respect to some aspect of the address or decision maker component. 
Together these problems expand the foundations of competition routing, each making a nontrivial 
contribution to the balance of strategic planning. 

1 1 .2 .2 .1  Orienteering Event on Unknown Terrain 

Chao, Golden and Wasil [35] describe the sport of Orienteering on which the Orienteering Problem 
is based (see Section 2 . 1 .3). Orienteering is usually played in mountainous terrain in which 
visibility is restricted to "line of sight" only. Suppose that the CPCP is played on a terrain 
modelled by a digital terrain model and that the players do not know the location or value of 

a prize (nor whether the prize exists) until the player sights the prize. In addition, suppose 
that the complete terrain is initially unknown to the players and must be explored. We call 

such a problem the Competitive Orienteering Event (COE). Strategies for the COE must 
also address navigation in an unknown terrain (Mitchell [160] and Rao [184]) ,  path planning 
with respect to obstacles (Rowe [188]) and terrain exploration such as planning watchman paths 

(Telcik[198]) which visit high points with good visibility of the terrain. Since the balance between 
navigation, exploration, and prize collection may be of interest in a military application, the COE 

is certainly an important core CRP. 
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Figure 1 1 . 1 :  A Grid Network CPCP 

An additional characteristic for score orienteering events is the "motor rally" start in which 
players start at different times but they are out on the orienteering course for a fixed maximum 
time limit. Strategies must then consider a period, either at the start or end of the play, in which 
there is no competition. 

1 1 .2 .2 .2 Grid Networks 

Grid networks have been used in Vehicle Routing and Scheduling Problems to model rectilinear 
city street networks including one way streets (Byrne [32]) .  The Grid Network CPCP is simply 
defined as the CPCP with the Euclidean plane replaced by a grid network. In particular, each 
player still has perfect observation of the prize locations and the opponent's location from any 

location on the grid network. The added strategic complication in this type of CRP is that 
players' movements are more restricted. 

Consider the two prize problem on a grid network in Figure 1 1 . 1 ;  the "sparse grid network" is 

from Frizzell [71, page 173] . The game position of Figure 1 1 . 1 (a) is dynamic. The equivalent of a 
median location for player B may not necessarily lie along a shortest path between the two prizes. 
Suppose that the players move one grid unit at each step. Figure n. l (b) shows the possible 
locations of the players after five steps. Some of these locations are dead ends (by inspection) 
and some take the players no closer to either prize. The non-dominated frontier is indicated as 
solid dots for each player. 

The usual approach for solving the TSP or VRSP on a grid network is to determine the 
shortest path distances between cities (prizes); however, for the Grid Network CPCP we need 
to plan in terms of actual paths. Additionally, a path which has more branching locations may 
be preferred to a shortest path which has fewer branching locations. Hence a strategy must 

consider explicit path planning with respect to possible target prizes, rather than only shortest 
path distances. 

If we were to restrict the ability of players to observe prizes or the opponent to line of sight 
along an edge in the grid, then the resulting problem would have much in common with the 
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unknown terrain problem and also with maze exploration problems in Artificial Intelligence. 

1 1 .2 .2 .3 Competitive Dial-A-Ride Problems 

The Many-To-Many Dial-A-Ride Problem (DARP) involves both pickup and delivery of 
customers such that each customer is picked up at its source location before being dropped off 
at its destination location (Psaraftis (178)) .  Beale [14] proposed the Task Routing Collection 

Problem (TRCP) as a DARP version of the OP in which the prize value is received once the 

customer is delivered to its destination, and not all customers need be serviced. 

A competitive version of the TRCP, the Competitive Dial-A-Ride Problem (CDARP) 
involves two players competing over the same set of customers. To enforce delivery of customers, 
each player is capacitated, i.e., there is a fixed maximum number of customers that have been 
picked up by a player that have not yet been dropped off. The CDARP is significant since the 
dial-a-ride problems usually occur in a dynamic environment where calls for service occur in real 
time, and this is a likely setting in which practical competitive routing problems may arise. 

Strategies for small CDARPs with unit capacity are straightforward extensions of the strate

gies for small CPCPs since, whenever a player picks up a prize at its source location, that player 
is committed to the direct path to that prize's destination location. Although the strategies for 
small problems may not be significantly different, for larger problems the ratio of service time 
(the time between pickup and delivery of a customer) to vacant time (the time during which 
the player's vehicle is empty) determines the extent to which spatial proximity of prize source 
locations is significant and, therefore, the extent to which clustering is useful. 

The Many-To-One Dial-A-Ride Problem restricts all destinations to a single location. 
The capacitated competitive version involves collecting prizes such that at most k prizes may be 

carried by a player at any one time and prizes may be deposited at some location which serves 
as a bank. An interesting prospect is the possibility that a player may put down a prize already 
collected in favour of a more valuable prize. 

11 .2 .2 .4 Active Cooperation 

Passive cooperation occurs when the players unintentionally cooperate for mutual benefit when 
there is restrictive overall deadline. No communication takes place between the players. It is 
difficult to obsenJe passive cooperation distinct from competition since they occur concurrently. 
If communication is permitted between players and contractual agreements are enforceable with 
severe penalties, then the players may agree that each should follow a prescribed path for a 

period of time. This is active cooperation, the deliberate contractual cooperation between 
the players for mutual benefit over a period of play. Active cooperation is only possible by 
extending the definition of the CPCP by incorporating an explicit mechanism for the players to 

make agreements. The addition strategic complications in this type of CRP are the needs to 

be able to assess the opportunity cost of noncooperation and to employ an effective bargaining 
strategy. 
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11 .2.2 .5 Real-Time CPCP 

Seguin, Potvin, Gendreau, Crainic and Marcotte [192] consider the class of Real Time Decision 
Problems (RTDP) in which the objective is to provide responses of a required quality in a 
continuously evolving environment, within a prescribed time frame, using limited resources and 
information that is often incomplete or uncertain (see Section 2 .3.3) . In a Real-Time CPCP 
(RT-CPCP) the play of the game evolves in real time concurrent with the computation time 

necessary to make decisions. Balancing computational requirements for decision making with 
evolving movements in the game is what makes this type of CRP different from the CPCP. 

When the response time is long, i.e., the computation time is much quicker than the evolu
tion of the game, the decision problem resembles a strict computational budget for each move. 
However, when the response time is short, i.e., the computation time is of the same order as the 
evolution of the game, short-term and long-term planning must occur on the same time scale as 
the game is being played. 

1 1 .2.2.6 Multiple Players, Teams, and Dynamic Cooperation 

The CPCP is defined with two players only. When more than two players are involved, the 

strategic and tactical interactions between the players are much more complex. A fixed team 

consists of several players who must cooperate perfectly, hence a fixed team corresponds to a 
single decision maker with a single team objective and multiple vehicles. A dynamic coalition 

consists of several players or teams who agree to cooperate for mutual benefit until one of them 

withdraws from the coalition. Upon entering the coalition, the players agree on how the prizes 
collected will be distributed over the life of the coalition. Each player or team corresponds to a 
decision maker who retains an individual objective. 

The study of problems involving multiple players requires the dynamic application of non
cooperative game theory. Since more tactics are possible, especially in considering collusion with 
the opponents, the scarce computational resource implies that more heuristic strategies would be 
necessary rather than game-tree based strategies. The multi-player version of minimax, called 
maxn by Mutchler [164] , is a conservative evaluator which assumes that all the opponents collude 
to create the worst possible scenario. 

1 1 .2 .2 .7 Two Fixed Teams and Two Prizes 

Suppose there are two prizes and two fixed teams-{A} and {B, Cl-and constraints (11 . 1 )-{11 .4) 
hold. 

dAl < min{dB l , dcd ( 11 . 1) 

dA2 < min{dB2 , dC2 } ( 11 .2) 
dA1 + d12 > max{dB2 , dc2 } ( 11 .3) 
dA2 + d12 > max{dB l , dcd ( 11 .4) 

This is easily solved. The optimal strategy for team {B, C}  is B-+1 and C-+2 (one of them will 
certainly claim a prize) . The optimal strategy for player A is A-+argmax{vl , v2 } .  
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Suppose there are two prizes and two fixed teams-{A, C} and {B}-and constraints ( 1 1 .5)

( 1 1 .8) hold. 

dAI < dB! < dCI 

dA2 < dB2 < dC2 

dAI + d12 > dB2 

dA2 + dl2 > dB! 

( 1 1 .5) 
( 1 1 .6) 
( 1 1 .7) 
( 1 1 .8) 

Now we must ask what effect player C has on the well-understood interaction between player A 

and player B. This case may still be dynamic since player B may be able to establish a median 
feasible location from which player C cannot conspire with player A to deprive player B of a 

prize. Strategies for both teams would revolve around six slack variables. Even for two-prize 
three-player problems, there remain interesting problems which require strategic analysis. 

1 1 .2.2 .8 Development of a Research Programme 

The formulation and development of variations of the CPCP, comprising fixed team and dynamic 
cooperation between players, provide a substantial programme of future work. Figure 1 1 .2 shows 
the dependencies between the following problems. The problems on the right hand side of the 
figure are those involving individual players, initially restricted so that no form of active coop

eration with the opponent is possible (although incidental cooperation may occur) before active 
cooperation is studied involving dynamic (possibly temporary) coalitions between players. The 
parallel problems on the left hand side of the figure are those involving fixed inflexible teams, 
culminating in the Multiple Fixed Team Dynamic Cooperative CPCP (MFTDC-CPCP). 
The problems on each level can be developed independently but both problems on a level depend 
upon both problems from the level above. The Two Fixed Team CPCP (TFT-CPCP) extends 
the CPCP to two fixed teams and, as such, depends upon understanding both the TOP and the 
CPCP. The Three Player Dynamic Cooperative CPCP (TPDC-CPCP) depends upon both 

the Multiple Player Non-Cooperative CPCP (MPNC-CPCP)-since a player must be able 
to compare a completely independent campaign with that of forming a coalition with either or 
both of the opponents-and the Two Fixed Team CPCP-since a player must be able to evaluate 
the possibility of playing the entire game against the two opponents' cooperative campaign. 

Coda 

This thesis has introduced the field of competition routing, made contributions to problem mod
elling, solution architecture, strategy design and computational evaluation, and proposed a re

search programme for future development. We hope that this thesis has been of interest and that 
competition routing may become an active topic of future research. 
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A.I 

A.2 
A.3 
A.4 
A.5 

A p P E N D I X  A 

Competition Routing Kernel 

Environment (CRiKET) 

There is always one more bug. 

- LUBARSKY'S LAW OF CYBERNETIC ENTOMOLOGY 

CRiKET Tournament 

CRiKET Simulator 
CRiKET Viewer 
CRiKET Generator 
CRiKET Sensitivity 

'f'he strategies discussed in this thesis have been implemented as a combination of 'C'  and 

I MATLAB to form a Competition Routing Kernel Environment (CRiKET). This appendix 

outlines the major components of the CRiKET system.  The facilities in CRiKET form the kernel of 

implementations to investigate competitive routing. These would be easily expandable to other similar 

problems including three or more players and task routing (dial-a-ride) type problems. 

A.I  CRiKET Tournament 

CRiKET Tournament implements the computational tournaments of Chapter 10. It processes 

' * . cb' bulk format problem instance files, created by CRiKET Generator of Section A.4, consist
ing of multiple problem instances from a single problem subclass, and produces corresponding 
' * .  cbresult ' tournament results files, and ' * .  cbvalue' problem expected value files. These are 

then summarised by a set of MATLAB scripts to format the �'1.EX result tables, and MATLAB 
barcharts, in Chapter 10. 

A.2  CRi�T Simulator 

The CRiKET Simulator is used to run a pair of strategies on a single problem instance. 

473 
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There are two data formats used by the simulator: 

• A ' * . cp' file contains a single problem instance plus a (possibly empty) history of the player 
of the game. This is the file format also used by the CRiKET VIEWER. The advantage of 

this format is that we can easily save the game and any point and restart from that point 

if desired, thus can do periodic dumps of the game throughout its run. 

• A ' * . cs '  file contains the parameters for a single strategy. 

A ' * . cp' single format problem instance file can be extracted from a ' * . cb' bulk format prob

lem instance file. Table A.I gives a specification of the single format problem instance file and 
Table A.2 gives a specification of the bulk format problem instance file. Also, a ' * . cs'  strategy 
file consists of the strategy ID number, the number of parameters and a sequence of parameter 
values. 

A.3 CRiKET Viewer 

The CRiKET Viewer animates a ' * . cp' single format problem instance file. This contains all the 

initial problem instance (overall time limit, player locations, prize locations and values and step 
size) and also the (partial) history of a play of the game (player locations and when and by whom 
each prize is claimed if claimed) . This is primarily an interactive tool for visualising passages 
of play or saving particular game states. Figure A.I  is a snapshot of the main CRiKET viewer 
window. 

Figure A.2 is a snapshot of the CRiKET viewer controls window which includes the pause, step, 
time direction (forward or reverse) and quit controls and scoreboard features including current 
simulation time and current total prize value claimed by each player. 

The facilities offered by the CRiKET VIEWER include: 

(load) Load a . cp problem file. Specify a starting time or alternatively specific a starting prize 
(which is eventually claimed) and let the starting time be the time at which that prize is 
claimed. Similarly specify a stopping time or alternatively a stopping prize. The default 
starting time is time zero and the default stopping time is the earlier of the overall deadline 
.x and the time at which the last prize is claimed. 

(pause/unpause) Suspend or recommence animation. 

(direction) Change direction of time, playing forwards or backwards. 

(speed) Select the number of steps which are skipped between frames of the animation. 

(replay) Jump back to the start time if direction is forward or jump forward to the end time if 
direction is backward. 

(jump) Jump to a specific time or prize claim. 

(save) Save a ' . cp' which is either a specific game state (which is either the state of the current 
paused time) or the pre-specified start-stop or start-current or current-stop. 
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Table A.I :  Specification of Single Format Problem Instance File 

step...size 
ON _overalLdeadline 
overalLdeadline 
num_prizes 
suggest-Ilum_clusters 
suggest-IlumJamilies 
for each prize 

prize_value 
prizelocation.JCcoord 
prizelocation_ Y coord 
prize_claim_ who 

prize_claim_time 
end 
num_previous...steps 
for each previous iteration 

history _playerAlocation-Xcoord 
history _player AJocation_ Y coord 
history _player B location-Xcoord 
history _player B location_ Y coord 
history _player A_targeLprize 
history _playerB_targeLprize 

end 
player A_currentJ.ocation-Xcoord 
player A_currentJ.ocation_ Y coord 
player B_currentlocation-Xcoord 
player B _currentJ.ocation_ Y coord 

/ / problem step size 
/ / O=no deadline, 1 =deadline exists 
/ / problem overall deadline ). 
/ / number of prizes 
/ / suggested number of clusters 
/ / suggested number of families 

/ / O=unclaimed, 1 = claimed by player A 
/ / 2=claimed by player B,3=shared 
/ / time prize was claimed if claimed 

/ / number of previous historical iterations 
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Table A.2: Specification of Bulk Format Problem Instance File 

problem.-')ubclass 
problem-lluminstances 
for each problem 

99999 
step.-')ize 
ON _overalLdeadline 
overalLdeadline 
num_prizes 
suggest-llum_clusters 
suggest-llum...families 
for each prize 

prize_value 
prizeJocation-Xcoord 
prizeJocation_ Y coord 

end 
player AJocation-Xcoord 
player AJocation_ Y coord 
playerBJocation-Xcoord 
playerBJocation_ Y coord 

end 

/ / O=two prize, 1 =prize class 
/ / 2=cluster class,3=density class 
/ / subclass within class 
/ / number of problem instances 

/ / problem separator 
/ / problem step size 
/ / O=no deadline, l=deadline exists 
/ / problem overall deadline ). 
/ / number of prizes 
/ / suggested number of clusters 
/ / suggested number of families 
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The importance of being able to save ' . cp' files with a subset of the game history is that we 

can then run the CRiKET SIMULATOR from the stop state with the history subset standing as the 

entire history. 

A.4 CRiKET Generator 

CRiKET Generator constructs ' * .  cb' bulk format problem instance files. This consists of several 

MATLAB scripts for constructing problems in bulk, and interactive scripts for manipulating and 
mosaicing problem instances. The tiny problem instances of the tiny tournament are generated 

by a randomised search scheme. 

A.5 CRiI\ET Sensitivity 

The analyser is used to generate sensitivity plots of Chapter 9, and to implement the knife
edge search for bad-case problems of Section 9.4.2. The actual sensitivity figures are plotted in 

MATLAB. 
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